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Chapter i 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

AND PROSPECTS FOR ITS DEVELOPMENT 

Mkaaa^riUdiiuaaaÜM 





INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

teriJ?„?£"Jî thi* chapter, taken together, discuss not only the ferrai charac- 
teristics of the petrochemical industry m industrialized countries, but also the maior 

SïïSS     unàerìyint iu eítaWi,hment *nd **J"£?£*3Z 
«BJSJTrta,,^l

0f L"*'atter t0Pic, »tenu fr°m »»e fact that developing countries, 
te££«. î?!LT-h £"£*! Petroteum •"» "Sturai gas resources, have shown 
S^*J^ J ' ^JttTÎ of P^1"5•*»1 industries. The petroleum 
reaacne. which are being established m a number of countries also provide a basis 
forettablishing petrochemical complexes. In addition, there are countries with an 
„£rï e««t»nf orgamc-chenucal industry, which are substituting oil and gas for 
other traditional inputs, such as raw materials derived from coal or vegetables. 

*»*I^,iÎÏ?M?,y is co",idered t0 ** of strategic importance in inducing further 
Ä! aStSTT -TT m0,^U °UtpUt g0es to other P^ucin/secSî. 
«SüT ÍJ*"•«*«* j»f. intermediate manufacture with other industries such 
as iron and steel, paper and its products, and petroleum products. 

in JSiSi0.TLC,,*MC,e^i?iC, tf*1* P«"**«'*»! industry to be considered m establishing a programme for its development were stressed: 

«ability of?11 dJWe.0f product non,°t«neity *nd standardization continuity and 

(*) A high capital intensity; 
(c) A high proportion of skilled labour including scientists and technicians: 

. iJÍLT?* ?^blï,Lof,a,*erMtìve production process« «ad raw materials aad 
• mgn rate of technological change. ^^ 



1.   GENERAL  CHARACTERISTICS  OF  PETROCHEMICAL  INDUSTRIES   AND 

FACTORS CONDITIONING THEIR  DEVELOPMENT 

United Nmtiona Cnntre for Industrial Development 

Developing countries, especially those with abundant 
petroleum and natural gas resources, have shown increas- 
ing interest in the development of petrochemical indus- 
tries. Market located peti oleum refineries which are now 
being established in a number of countries also provide 
a basis for establishing petrochemical complexes. In 
addition, there are countries with an already existing 
organic-chemical industry, where oil and gas are being 
substituted for other traditional imputs, such as coal and 
raw materials of vegetable origin. 

In the recent past, the petrochemical industry has 
shown a very high rate of growth in the world economy. 
It is a dynamic industry which supplies intermediate 
products for a number of other industries and provides 
substitutes for traditional materials such as steel, lumber, 
paper, natural fibres, soap, etc. 

Of the approximately 1,000 petrochemical plants in 
existence more than 30 per cent are located in the United 
States and Canada, more than 200 in Western Europe, 
about 50 in Japan; the rest being distributed among all 
other areas. Nevertheless, new projects were at the end 
of 1963 distributed more evenly among the United States, 
Western Europe, Japan, and developing areas. The majo- 
rity of the existing plants and projects in developing 
countries are still concentrated in Latin America and 
Asia, which account for 90 per cent of the total. 

General characteristics of these industries are: 

(a) Product homogeneity and standardizan->n; 
(b) Process continuity and stability; 
(c) High capital intensity; 
(rf) High proportion of skill**.' labour including tech- 

nicians and scientists; 
(e) Availability of alternative production processes 

and raw materials; 
(/) High rate of technological change. 

The high capital intensity, generally implies increasing 
returns to scale. Economies in capital investment range 
from 20 to 45 per cent, according to the type of produc- 
tion, when output is trebled. Economies in production 
costi alto arise from reduction of unit costs in labour 
and capital. Thus, as a consequence, the relative share 
of raw materials in total cost rises with the increasing 
scale of production. 

Some examples may illustrate this point. For example, 
in the production of ethylene the capital investment in 
dollars per ton of ethylene may range from $570 for a 
10,000 ton/year capacity plant to S250 for a 60,000 ton/ 
year capacity plant. In ammonia fron? natural gas, from 
$179 per ton for a 36,000 ton/year plant to $89 per ton 
for a 180,000 ton/year capacity plant. In carbon black, 
from $300 per ton for a 10,000 ton/year plant to $160 
per '.on for a 50,000 ton/year capacity plant, in poly- 
vin> I chloride, from $285 for a 6,000 ton/year plant to 
$r0 per ton for a 20,000 ton/year capacity plant. 

Some examples may also illustrate the labour require- 
ments in this type of industry. For example, a petro- 
chemical complex for the production of synthetic rubber 
and other products in Argentina, demanding a capital 
investment of $72 million, will give employment to 
700 people, i.e., an average investment per worker of 
about $100,000. A plant in Trinidad for the production 
of ammonium fertilizers employing 263 people will use 
only 22 unskilled labourers but will demand 145 tech- 
nicians, engineers and scientists. Another plant to pro- 
duce carbon black in a developing country uses only 
45 per cent of unskilled labour, the rest being skilled 
workers, technicians, engineers and scientists. The same 
is true of an ethylene-polyethylene plant where skilled 
labourers, engineers and scientists account for 55 per cent 
of the total labour force. 

The limitation in size of the market in many develop- 
ing countries represents an economic barrier to the 
development of petrochemical industries. Exports of a 
good share of the output either to the international 
market or through regional arrangements to neighbour- 
ing countries could provide a solution. Some new develop- 
ments in the transportation techniques for these 
products may originate important changes in the present 
pattern of location of petrochemical plants, as well as 
that of international trade. This applies to the transporta- 
tion of liquid ammonia and ethylene in special ships. 
Although the number of export achievements from deve- 
loping countries in this field is still very limited, some 
cases may be pointed out, for example in 1963, Trinidad 
and Tobago exported 115,000 barrels of olefin hydro- 
carbons to Great Britain and the United States; also 
30,000 barrels of di-isobutylene and 12,000 barrels of 
aromatic hydrocarbons. Seventy thousand tons of 
ammonium sulphate and 23,000 tons of urea were also 
S^ÜSf1"1 from Trinid*d- Argentina also exported 
3,000 tons of carbon black to Uruguay. Attempts are 



already under way to establish new petrochemical 
industries in some developing countries in the framework 
of a regional market, Latin American Free-Trade Asso- 
ciation (LAFTA) in Latin America is such an example. 

1. Historical review 

Many reasons have been suggested to explain such a 
trend. This paper will attempt to summarize some of the 
main characteristics and factors underlying the develop- 
ment of petrocherucal industries, and furthermore 
explain the role these industries cculd play in advancing 
industrialization in acveloping countries. 

For the purposes of this paper, the petrochemical 
industry is defined as that segment of the chemical 
industry producing chemical products from raw materials 
of petroleum origin.1 

Petrochemical production is generally considered to 
have been initiated in the United States in 1919-20, with 
the manufacture of isopropyl alcohol. This was followed 
by the hydration of olefins ,'eading to a cohols and to 
derivatives of alcohols already made from other sources, 
and the oxidation of olefins leading to the olefin oxides 
and their derivatives whkn vere new chemicals not 
previously produced.' 

Among the olefins, ethylene was the main building 
block, starting with ethylene oxide whose derivatives 
found application in the automotive industry; ethylene 
glycol as antifreezer and the glycol ethers in the new 
paint» developed for automobiles. 

The many demands imposed by the Second World 
War led to a tremendous expansion of the petrochemical 
industry in the United Sutes. Whilst the growing demand 
°f the automobile industry for automotive chemicals gave 
the initial impetus to petrochemistry, most other product 
lines today firmly based on petrochemical routes were 
also strongly stimulated by the requirements of the war 
period. The production of ammonia and nitrogenous 
fertilizers followed developments in the field of explosive 
production. War needs were also responsible for the 
development of synthetic rubber production to substitute 
for the natural product. The manufacture of aromatica 
from petroleum, first toluene and xylene, afterwards 
benzene, also originated at this time because the growing 
demand could not be met from the traditional source, 
coke-oven tar. Then came new industries, mostly created 
after the war, which also obtained their raw materials 
from petroleum. These include synthetic fibres, plastics 
and detergents. 

Outside the United Stetes, petrochemical production 
did not leally begin to develop until after the Second 
World War, but it has been growing at a very high rate 
since then, especially in Europe and Japan. In addition, it 
appears now to be one of the most dynamic sectors in 
some of the developing countries. 

Although petrochemical industries are still concentrated 
in the economically advanced countries, efforts at 
industrialization seem to have been paralleled in many 
developing countries with a high rate of investment in the 
petrochemical industry. Also, among the centrally 
planned economies steps have been taken recently toward 
increasing investment in the petrochemical sector. 

2. Matribatkm of petrocnenkal plants 

More than 500 operating plants belonging to more 
than 200 companies were listed in 1963 as directly 
involved in petrochemical manufacturing in the United 
States; while about 65 plants were reported in Canada 
and more than 200 in Western Europe. Table 1 shows 
the world-wide distribution of petrochemical plants and 
projects in 1963. 

Whilst the majority of the existing production capacity 
is concentrated in the United States and Europe, a good 
part of the projected installations belong to Japan and 
the less industrialized areas. 

Among developing countries there has been in recent 
years, as mentioned before, increased investment activity 
in the petrochemical held. Table 2 summarizes data 
available for recent years on existing petrochemica! 
plants and projects in developing countries. 

Up to last year more than 50 per cent of all the existing 
and projected plants were located in Latin America; 
most of the existing plants and project", being concen- 
trated in three countries : Argentina, Brazil and Mexico. 
In Asia, India had the majority of the installed and pro- 
jected plants. 

TABLE 1. WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION OF PETROCHEMICAL PLANTS— 
1363 

Ctmlry ar arm 

United Sutes .  .  . 
Western Europe. . 
Canada  
Japan  
Tout, other areas • 

TOTAL 

511 
226 
62 
52 
S2 

933 

Pm/tcM 

O) 

67 
60 
13 
43 
72 

255 

d mHcm 
IHK 
O): 

0.13 
0.26 
0.21 
0.83 
0.88 

0.27 

Sound: The Oil tmi Gat Journal, Sept. 2, 1963. 
• Centrally plumed économie* not Included. 

1 In this context petroleum includes both oil and natural gai. 
M^Kae.'   Qt£*i*'   m r^okmrn ObiMtaf tmkwtry, 4M COR., \9Sm, p.  10. 

This information is, of course, only an indication of the 
investment activity taking place, since no accurate 
account of the capital involved is available. One important 
structural feature characterizing mis investment in 
petrochemical plants in developing countries is that the 
majority of the existing and projected plants are for the 
production of ammonia and nitrogenous fertiliaers, and 
only a few for the production of synthetic rubbers and 
fibres. Table 3 illustrate« this point, showing that while 
ammonia and fcrtUiaer piante were about one third of 



the total, plants for the production of elastomers and 
fibre» accounted only for about 8 per cent of the total 
number. 

Fertilizer plants rank first on account of the growing 
demand for nitrogenous fertilizers to increase agricultural 
productivity in developing countries, and the easy 
availability of the necessary technological "know-how' 
whilst the production of synthetic rubber and fibres, 
although not demanding higher capital investment, 
does require a more complex technology. Also, in many 
developing countries its development would imply 
substituting traditional industries sometimes based on 
domestic raw materials. 

TAIU   2.   PETROCHEMICAL   PLANTS   AND   PROJECTS   tN  DFVELOPÎNG 

COUNT» res-196], 1962, 1963 

TABLE 4. CAPITAL INVESIWENT PER EMPLOYEE, 1959 

H"Us Profeti 

Ml       1962       1963       /««,        1962      1963 

Latin America. . 
Asia and Far East 
Middle East. . . 
Africa  

26 36 48 30 35 28 
6 6 10 20 32 32 
1 2 2 3 6 6 

— — 1 — 2 * 

TOTAL     33 61 53       75 70 

*?u»ce»: The OU and Gas Jeurml, Sept. 4, 1961, 1%2, and Sept. 

TABU 3. PFTHOCHBMICAL PLANTS AND PROJECTS IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES CLASSIFIED BY PRODUCT LINE— 1963 

Pirnas     Per ctmt 

Ammonia and nitrogenous fertilizers  4] 
PI»«««  30 
Synthetic rubber  7 
Synthetic fibres  3 
Oiher«'  42 
Unspecified  3 

32.4 
24.0 

5.5 
2.4 

33.3 
2.4 

SOURCI: The OU aita Gas Journal, Sept. 2, 1963. 
' includes: Acetona, cvbon black, sulphur, benzene, phtalic anhy- 

dride, toluene, solvent», d«t ramus, insecticides etc. 

3. Capital 

Manufacturing operations for the production of petro- 
chemicals ore rather capital-intensive, i his can be shown 
using différant criteria, like average investment per pro- 
duction worker, relative share of capital cost in total 
unit cost, capital-output and capital-labour ratios etc., 
for comparing petrochemical industries with other 
industrial sectora. 

AVBRAOfi mVBVIMENT m PRODUCTION WORKS 

The following table shows data for some manufacturina 
industri ta the United States. 

Untinl Stem 

Petroleum 63,000 
Chemicals and allied products  23,000 
Basic metals  19,000 
Food and kirn red products  11,500 
Transportation equipment  10,500 
Textiles 8,500 

SOURCF:   Manufacturing Chemists'  Association, Inc. 

CAPITAL INVESTMENT PER UNIT OF OUTPUT 

While in 1940 the industry produced about 121b 
of petrochemicals per dollar invested, by 1945 physical 
output was 8.7 lb. per dollar in\. and 8.2 lb. in 1951, 
showing ar- increasing marginal capital output ratio. 
It was also estimated that the investment pur barrel per 
day was $12,500 in petrochemical plants and about 
$4,300 in petroleum refineries.* 

The average investment per petrochemical plant was 
estimated at about $12 million in 1957.« Further evidence 
is given by analysing data for 54 plants certified for fast tax 
write-off after the War by the Defense Production Author- 
ity of the United States. The average investment for 
petrochemical plants constructed by firms in the oil 
industry was $9 million, while plants constructed by 
chemical companies averaged an investment of $5.5 mil- 
lion. Plant investment ranged from $2.5 million to 
$38 million for oil company plants, while the plants 
erected by chemical companies ranged from $1.5 million 
to $19 million.* 

Additional information on the value of net fixed assets 
to total tangible uet worth, as well as the working capital 
requirements of the industry, is provided in another 
Uniteo Nations Secretariat paper presented to this 
Conference.* 

Furthermore, petrochemical technology is very dynamic 
and new techniques tend to render obsolete present plant 
facilities giving rise to higher capital costs per unit of 
output. This trend is being somewhat counteracted by 
increasing the scale of operations, ¿nd the rate of capacity 
utilization, and through the integration of petrochemical 
manufacturing facilities in industrial complexes. As a 
result, while the absolute amount of capital investment 
increases, the capital cost per unit of output declines. 
A more detailed discussion of tae importance of scale 
economies in petrochemical manufacture is left for later 
in the part of this paper which deals with the cost struc- 
ture. 

» Robert O. Uw and Michael Piemonte, An Andrai e/ lk$ 
Eeomtmks of the Petrochemical Injury (Bureau of lîiulnntii Re- 
search, University of Oklahoma, 1954). 

4 Economic« of Biochemical»" in Aétmcu to Htroimm 
Ckembtry <md Refermb*. 1. J. McKeita, ed. (New York 1940). 

' JAM. It should be noted that benzene, sulphur, •vathstfc mbber 

for the net tax write-off. 
• SM chapter VII, A, I, below, ñmmdm  of 

1 At DtYtioptng CemtrhM. 



4. Raw materials, intermediate«, alternative routes 
and by-product* 7 

Petrochemical industries are intermediate or "basic" 
industries, whose products are distributed as inputs 
through many other industrial sectors besides directly 
satisfying final demand. The petrochemical industry 
therefore has so far been concentrated in highly indus- 
trialized countries. The principal exception is in the 
field of nitrogen fertilizers, which find a local market 
in all agricultural countries. 

Two factors distinguish petrochemical operations in 
Europe and many other countries from American practice. 
In the first place, in the absence of natural gas, petroche- 
micals have to be made from imported liquid hydrocarbon 
fractions. Secondly, compared with America, many of the 
Earopean countries ¡i* well placed on aromatic com- 
pounds as by-products from coal processes and the 
relative price structure does not make manufacture of 
aromatics from imported oil attractive. 

Among the reasons for making chemicals from petro- 
leum are, first, that one can make them mor echeaply 
from petroleum than from other raw materials, second, 
that there is an adequate supply of raw materials at a 
reasonably constant price. 

Petroleum chemicals have tended to displace the older 
routes, based primarily on coal and vegetable matter. 
In addition to this competition between starting materials, 
one also finds, for the same reason of ¿ost, competition 
within the petrochemical industry between different 
intermediates, such as between petroleum ethylene and 
petroleum acetylene. 

The tremendous growth of petrochemicals has been 
due to a combination of '.wo factors; the displacement 
of older raw materials and the expansion of demand for 
those end-products based on petroleum chemicals as 
their raw material. 

The main raw materials from petroleum for the produc- 
tion of chemicals are: natural gai, crude oil, refinery 
gases and various refinery-distillates and residues. Natural 
gas provides the basis for the manufacture of the lower 
aliphatic petrochemicals and for the production of carbon 
black and the derivatives from synthesis gas, notably 
ammonia, methanol and their end products. 

The petroleum raw materiale mentioned above are 
processed into various intermediates. The main groups 
are the olefins, aromatics, acetylene, and paraffins. 

Of the lower olefins, ethylene is the key product. 
Propylene and the butènes are available from oil refinery 
operations at little more than fuel value. Ethylene is not 
obtained solely from waste refinery gases by straight 
separation, partly because there is not enough available, 
and partly because the concentration is too low. Therefore 
ethylene has to be made by operations specifically devoted 
to its synthesis—ad koe cracking. It is usually manu- 
factured alongside the chemical unit consuming it because 
storage and transport costs are high. 

' TWs ssctkn draw* hetvUy on arterial oontaJasd m *. F. CîoW- 
t^,TUfirtrokmiCktmk¿/mkMyamdmlkl.,i9St),am».XXn. 

The starting points for ethylene are ethane, propane 
and liquid hydrocarbons. Ethane and propane are avail- 
able where ample supplies of natural gas exist in excess 
of the local demand for fuel. The small ethane and propane 
content of natural gas is extracted, which hardly affects 
the usage or value of the stripped gas. The cost is therefore 
the equivalent of methane plus the cost of extraction. 
At present there aie only a few gas systems in the world 
carrying such a gas volume as to justify the expensive 
chemical plants for making and consuming the ethylene. 
Ethane and propane give only ethylene, so that there is 
no problem of finding outlets for co-products. 

In less favoured countries, it is necessary to crack 
liquid hydrocarbons. Many of them have a naphtha 
surplus because there is more demand for heavy fuel 
oils than for gasoline, i.e., India, and even Europe. 
This inevitably gives propylene and butènes in an amount 
of ü'e same order as the ethylene produced. It is necessary 
to provide outlets for propylene and the butènes in the 
chemical industry as ethylene alone cannot bear the 
whole cost of the cracking operation. The need to find 
profitable outlets for C, and C, olefins has to a certain 
extent been a limitation on the rate of growth of ethylene 
chemicals. 

Highly industrialized countries are now well equipped 
with refineries and the propylene and butènes available 
in the refinery off-gases are usually more than sufficient 
for the foreseeable demands of the chemical industry. 
The C, and C4 olefin by-products of ethylene cracking 
plants are there fore worth no more than the alternative 
cost of C, and (\ olefins in refinery gases. 

In Western Europe before the post-war development 
of petrochemicals, ethylene requirements were met by 
dehydration of ethyl alcohol made by fermentation of 
imported molasses or from the ethylene fraction obtained 
in processing coke oven gas for the sake of its hydrogen 
and methane content for the synthesis of ammonia. 

The method has been widely used in Western Europe 
but their increasing ethylene requirements have now 
to be met from oil, since the amount produced is limited 
by how much coke oven gas is processed. Dehydration 
of ethyl alcohol is becoming obsolete. The same is true 
of other areas like India and the USSR, where ethyl 
alcohol from vegetable origin was widely used as a 
chemical raw material. 

With regard to aromatics, petroleum has displaced 
coal as the dominant source, and it now exceeds all 
other raw materials as a source for benzene, toluene and 
xylenes (BTX). These aromatic chemicals are the basis 
for the production of phenol, cyclohexane, aniline, 
styrene, dodecyl-benzene, etc., which in turn are the key 
components for the production of synthetic resins, 
plasties, synthetic fibres, dyestuffs, synthetic detergents 
and pesticides. Benzene, toluene and xylenes are separated 
from pyrolisis gasolines by purification followed by 
extraction in order to separate BTX-cuts from the non- 
aromatlcs of the same boiling range. The potential avail- 
ability of toluene from BTX fractions is between five 
to seven times that of benzene, which is far from matching 
the proportion in which they are demanded. Several 
processes have been recently developed to balance the 
production of aromatics by converting surplus toluene 



to benzene. There remains the problem of separating the 
xylenes (C, aromatics). which presents difficulties because 
they have close boiling points. The separation is done by 
distillation, superfractionation and crystallization. 

Acetylene is the oiher major building block for the 
production of petrochemicals. The major outlet for 
acetylene is PVC, but it shares this market with ethylene 
which has been gaining at the expense of acetylene because 
of its lower price. Acetylene is obtained from calcium 
carbide, natural gas or naphtha. Due to rising costs of 
coal and electric power, the carbide-based acetylene 
process is now being displaced even in Europe, and it is 
likely that future expansion of acetylene capacity will be 
based on natural gas and naphtha as raw materials. 

Paraffins have gained in importance in the last years 
as raw materials for biodegradable detergents. They are 
separated f-om petroleum distillates by a modern process 
of selective adsorption utilizing so-called " molecular 
sieves". 

S. Petrochemical processes and 

Most of the techniques which are used in petrochemical 
manufacture come from petroleum technology, and several 
are well known in a more general sense. Amongst the 
processes of importance in petroleum chemical manu- 
facture are:* 

(a) Distillation 

This is a technique of separation which make« use of the difference 
in boiling point of the components in a mixture. It is effected in a 
column containing a series of horizontal perforated plates or trays 
spaced inside. The aim is to carry the most volatile component of 
the mixture away in the vapour phase from the top of the column, 
and to draw off the least volatile component as a liquid from the 
bottom. Side streams may also be taken from almost any point up 
the column. The term distillation is properly applied only to those 
operations where vaporization of the liquid mixture yields a vapour 
phase containing more than one constituent. Where the vapour 
from a liquid mixture or solution contains only one component, 
the process is described as evaporation. 

Distillation may proceed at atmospheric pressure, under high 
vacuum, or at elevated pressure, in accordance with the specific 
requirement! of the separation. 

In order to assist the separation effect, it it sometimes necessary 
to modify the process of simple fractional distillation, e.g. by adding 
additional components. This results in such operations as steam 
distillation, extractive distillation (distillation in the presence of a 
solvent which becomes the least volatile component of a mixture), 
and azeotropic distillation (distillation in the presence of a solvent 
which becomes the most volatile component of a mixture). 

(b) SohtM extraction 

This is the separation of component or components of a mixture 
by the taw of a liquid with selective solvent characteristics. This 
operation is used, for example, to separate aromatics from naraflns. 

(c) OystalHiatloH 

By allowing a component to form crystals from solution, or from 
a molten mixture, the solid crystals can be separated by filtration 
or centrifugal separation from the other components. 

(d) Absorption 
This process is a form of solvent extraction. A component of a 

gas or vaporized mixture is separated by selective absorption, 
usually in a liquid solvent. 

(e) Adsorption 
Certain highly porous materials (e.g. activated charcoal, silicagel) 

have the power of condensing [on their surfaces large amounts 
of vapours. Where this adsorption can be operated selectively, it 
represents a technique for the separatici! of one component from 
a mixture 

(f) Cracking 
By this process large hydrocarbon molecules are broken down 

into molecules of lower molecular weight. This is achieved in the 
absence of air, by high temperature alone (thermal cracking or 
pyrolysis) or by a combination of high temperature and catalytic 
activity. Thermal cracking in the presence of steam is a modification 
normally designed to give high yields of unsaturated gases. 

Amongst the low molecular weight products of cracking are the 
lower paraffins and olefins, which represent major raw materials 
for petrochemical production. 

(g) Reforming 
Gasoline is subjected to thermal or catalytic reforming to modify 

the molecular structure of its components, so that the final product 
has a higher anti-knock rating. Reforming is more commonly 
carried out catalytkutlly and in the presence of hydrogen. 

The term reforming is also used more loosely in connexion with 
a variety of hydrocarbon reactions (e.g. the methane-steam reaction) 
which will form synthesis gas or town's gas. 

(h) Alkylation 

This term is used to describe a reaction in which a straight-chain 
or branch-chain hydrocarbon group (called the alky] group) is united 
either with an aromatic molecule, or an unsaturated hydrocarbon 
group to form a new complex molecule. This process is commonly 
used in the production of alkylated aromatic compounds. The 
reverse reaction is called dealkylation, and has been recently applied 
in the production of benzene from toluene. 

(i) ¡somtriiation 

This is a process designed to induce a rearrangement of atoms 
within a particular molecule. In the petroleum field it is commonly 
applied to the conversion of a normal paraffin to the isoparafnn. 
Isomerizatkm is of significance in the application of catalytic 
reforming techniques to aromatics production. 

(J) Polymeritatkm 

Polymerization is the process by which molecules are combined 
together to form larger, and more complex, molecules of the same 
empirical rormula. The single molecule is called the monomer, 
and the combined molecule the polymer. The product may be 
described as a dhner, for a combination of two monomer molécules; 
the trimer and tetramer representing respectively combinations of 
three or four monomer molecules. 

EQUIPMENT RBQUIMMENTS POR PBTROCHBMICAL PLANTE 

As we have awn the manufacture of petrochemicals 
involves a number of continuous physical operations 
such as distillation, extraction, filtration, m!idngVpuinpmg, 
etc., during which no change in chemical structure takes 
place.' The equipment utilised is similar to that used in 

 J on A. Lawrence Waddams, Chtrnkmb /rem 
im, pp. li-M. -^ 

' This characterisation of the petrochemical operations te I  
oo material fresa Shell Imenational Petroleum Co. Lag., Tie 

**-'*, (*th edit, I»»), p. 271 



oil processing operation«, but many items are generally 
smaller, since the volume handled is generally less than 
the output of an oil refinery. 

Some additional aspects are: 
(a) The chemical conversions very often demand strict 

control of temperature, pressure, reaction velocity, etc., 
and these factors determine the dimensions and construc- 
tion of the equipment; 

(*) Being in most cases continuously operating plants, 
processes may he controlled by means of automatic 
instruments; 

(c) Since many of the chemicals are corrosive, stainless 
steel is widely used, and also glass and plastics for the 
lining of vessels. 

As an indication of the equipment needed for typical 
petrochemical production, table 5 lists the joint require- 
ments of a group of petrochemical plants.1' 

TABU S. Eournamr asQumatttms TOH FITIIOCHEMICAL maoucnoN 

CMI 

Storage tanks  11,700 
Pressure vessels  6,342 
Heat exchanger*  2,100 
Furnaces  1,964 
Pump« and driven  » 
Compressor« and drivers. . . • 
Valves  3,300 
Piping  9,960 
Structural steel  3,315 
Instr. and Coot, valves ... • 
Steam generatori  1,930 
Turbo generators  » 
EMCUIC dttUlDUtKMl  * 
MtoeUtmoii«  «69 

mmaméÊ 
efétmn) rm emu 

4.642 9.1 
6,344 12.4 
3,773 7.4 
1,930 3.7 
2,313 4.3 
4,8*0 9.5 
3,112 10.0 
7,66« 15.0 
1.399 3.1 
1,390 3.1 
1.344 3.0 
2.SU 5.6 
4.242 S.3 
2.7.3 5.3 

TOTAL     41.300 51,230 100.0 

• Not avaUebb. 

It can be atea from the date that some of the major 
components of the eoat and steel weight consist of rather 
simple equipnaent Mee piping, vahea, storage tanks and 
structurai steel which could be produced in many develop- 
ing countries. At later stage* of development ths constrnc- 
tkm of mon sopUetfcated peaces of equipment like com- 

i could be added. 
The co-operation of constructors, licensor», foreign 

investors, and engineering companies, is newnary in 

order to facilitate local supply of such equipment since 
provisions have to be made during the mechanical design 
stage to adapt specifications and drawings to the raw 
materials and construction facilities available in each 
country. 

6. Tecaaotoffcal 

The petrochemical field is continuously undergoing 
technological change. A substantial part of technological 
change now originates in organized research and develop- 
ment (RAD), and we shall see that chemical oriented 
industries have high research intensity as measured by 
different criteria.11 

Under the impact of technological change, new pro- 
ducts and processes are continuously replacing old ones, 
and new uses are discovered for existing products. 
Although a good part of the technology in use has been 
developed in the United States, the European contribution 
has been substantial and Japan is now also becoming an 
originator of new technology.11 

The fast rate of technological change characteristic of 
this industry has important implications for developing 
countries starting petrochemical industries, inter tdia 
in the following aspects: selection of products to be 
produced; evaluation of possible raw materials, analysis 
of alternate routes, pi ¿cesses and equipment, utilization 
of by-products, and die integration of production facilities 
in petrochemical complexes. 

Although the problem for developing countries is, 
in the long run, to catch up with the industrialized coun- 
tries on die generation and development of new tech- 
nology, in the initial stages of industrial development 
the key question is how to effectively utilize the "best" 
available technology for each purpose and condition. 
This approach can be well illustrated by referring to the 
tremendous growth experienced by the Japanese petro- 
chemical industry during the last ten years on the basis 
of imported foreign technology. Mexico also provides 
a similar examine. 

Special skills and "know-how" are embodied in the 
three technical phases of constructing petrochemical 
production facilities: process design, mechanical design 
and construction. While process design would seldom be 
available from local sources, in many developing coun- 
tries there is a pool of engineering and technical skills 
competent enough to undertake locally most of the 

design and construction engineering. The 

u As examples: percentage of tales income spent »RAD, 
and proportion of R A D employees m total emptoymem (aw 

*"   7). 
psttocheBttcei products which 

por/urathaass, uotyvlutl tn*rttitt and alesasi. 
pan/Man attends, ayloa-S), ssntaetic rabbets: RUNA-N sad 
RÜNA-S. ana OROHUMMIS ie the Maral Rspubtk < 

d es utt joint    eolyssiurteae sad pokes»» nans m the Usftsd riagnniti; i 
Her «shet, a    • »tJUsnad Rssgjfrisn and tas Feas«! Reeeefae of O 



same is true of the engineering and construction facilities 
required for the production of a major portion of the 
plant equipment.11 

It is also important to realize that the early utilization 
of domestic skills is a prerequisite for the formation of 
the engineering cadres essential to further petrochemical 
development. Special attention should be paid to the 
creation of a modern chemical engineering force which 
could first operate and maintain plants of imported 
process "design", develop specifications for mechanical 
design using domestic equipment, and later on deal with 
adaptations to local raw materials and operating con- 
ditions.14 

The attention paid in the United States to chemical 
engineering as opposed to basic chemistry in Europe is 
probably one of the explanations for the relative techno- 
logical leadership maintained in this field by American 
industry, despite the fact that the basic work of chemical 
synthesis was done in many cases in European labora- 
tories. This emphasis on chemical engineering was also 
coupled with the application of sound process-economics 
aimed at supplying a large and growing market. 

Thus, in considering the production of petrochemical 
products, mechanisms of critical appraisal should be 
built in to reflect—together with basic economic 
considerations—the major technological trends in the 
field. The accelerated rate at which new products and 
processes are developed, together with the reduction in 
the economic life expectancy of existing products and 
markets, makes this imperative for developing countries. 

Research and development in industry in the United 
States has been well analysed in recent studies by the 
National Science Foundation1* and the National 
Industrial Conference Board.14 The information provided 
here draws heavily on these two publications and since 
no similar sources were available for other countries 
most of the conclusions will be only valid for the American 
industry. 

Industrial research and development is now running 
in the United States at a $16 billion level of expenditure 
a year, with industrial research and development absorb- 
ing about three-quarters of all the resources presently 
being invested in research and development. 

Measured in tenni of manpower there were in 1960, 
1.1 million research workers representing 16 per cent of 
the total employed labour force. Of these about 400,000 
were research and development scientist? and engineers 

u See United Nitiom/ECLA, Tht Manufacture of lntkatrlai 
Mmckimry and Equipment IH Lati» Amtrka-I-Bask Equipment ut 
BrmxU (United Nation* publication, Saks No.: 63.II.0.2) and 
United Nitiom/ECLA, The manufacture of buk industrial 
equipment in Argentine. II. The production, transport and rcAning 
of petroleum «ad natural fat: Ihe Petrochemical Industries* 
(E/CN.I2/629/Add.l). 

M Since continuous operation is essential for these industries, 
it is very convenient to rely on domestically available equipment 
and parts to prevent harmful breakdowns or overtued amntorin. 

* National Science Foundation, Amare* ani DtytkawmM at 
-•— M im. ^^ 
» Natter E Terleckyj and H. J. Helper, Mu-rch ami Dftaa* 
—*• hi Grow* mi Camg—thcn (The National Industriai Coa- 

Board, Studi« in iusÉkNt Economie» No. Ü, IN}). 

and 700,000 supporting workers such us technicians, 
craftsmen, maintenance and clerical personnel. Of the 
total of about $10.5 billion spent in I960 for research 
and development by industry. 11 industries accounted 
for 95 per cent of the total." Among these industries, 
chemicals and allied products ranked third in research 
and development performed tosts with about $1 billion 
and 7.2 per cent of the total for the United States, and 
petroleum refining and extraction seventh with about 
$300 million and about 2.1 per cent of the total for the 
United States. 

A ranking of industries based on privately financed 
research and development is led by chemicals and allied 
products, and electrical equipment and communication 
industries, each with 18 per cent of the private total, 
followed by motor vehicle producers with 14 per cent 
and machinery manufacturers with 13 per cent. 

With regard to the distribution of research and develop- 
ment personnel by industry, chemicals and allied products 
ranked fourth with 9.3 per cent of the total after transpor- 
tation equipment with 40.1 per cent, electrical equipment 
and communications with 20 per cent and machinery 
with 12 per cent. Petroleum refining and extraction had 
about 3 per cent of the total number of research and 
development employees. As an additional feature, 
chemical companies were the most intensive users of 
outside research, followed by motor vehicles, metal 
producers and machinery manufacturers. 

With regard to the composition of research and develop- 
ment work by stage of research process, in 1960 chemicals 
and allied products had 46 per cent of industrial research 
and development in development, 42 per cent in applied 
research and about 12 per cent in basic research while 
petroleum refining and extraction had about 41 per cent 
in development, 40 per cent in applied research and 
19 per cent devoted to basic research. Chemicals, machi- 
nery and motor vehicles ea».h absorbed between 5 per cent 
and 8 per cent of all funds for research and development 
work in the industry. Industrial chemicals, plastics and 
man-made fibres constituted the most important product 
fields of chemical research. 

In the petroleum industry, petrochemicals were esti- 
mated to account fc r only about 15 per cent of oil com- 
panies' revenues in 1960 but absorbed 20 per cent of 
research and development outlays.1' 

There seems to be a positive relationship between 
research and development expenditures and performance 
criteria such as growth, profits and productivity. One 
indication of this is given by correlating tin level tít 
research spending relative to sales with the proportion 
of sales from new or improved products. For example, 
chemicals had a total of 4.3 per cent of research aad 
development spending as percentage of industry net salts 

" These industries «ere:  aircraft, electrical -irnlrmiai  aad 
communkations, chemicals, machinery, motor vehkks, m issa •in^i ~A „>-**. «~^. , . ^pim tmt „u^i,,- 
nriaaary awtak, rubber prod jets, fabricated metal arodacèTaad 
food sed kindred produci». 

M *W«Mei Jaurnmt, October It, IMI. Chad a 

sstit H.J. 
».54. 
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in 1958, and the sales of producti not in existence in 1936 
as a percentage of 1960 sales was 16 per cent. In rubber, 
with 3.5 per cent of research and development spending 
relative to net sales, sales of new products were 17 per cent 
of 1960 nel sales. 

Research and development work seems to be concen- 
trated in large companies. In 1960 companies with 
5,000 or more employees accounted for 86 per cent of 
the total performance cost of industrial research. In 
addition, the top r ur performers in manufacturing 
accounted for 22 pi. cent of the total research and 
development cost, the top 20 for 54 per cent and the top 
300 research and development performers for 92 per cent 
of all expenditures for industrial research and develop- 
ment. 

As measured by the proportion of total research and 
development cost, the percentage of research end develop- 
ment work performed by the four leading research 
performers ranged in I960 from 88 per cent in motor 
vehicles and 86 per cent in the rubber industry to 48 per 
cent for petroleum refining and extiaction, 60 per cent 
for industrial chemicals, 52 per cent for other chemicals, 
to a low of 31 per cent for paper and allied products. 

Since research and development activities are concen- 
trated among leading companies, and represent one 
important key to company growth, research and develop- 
ment may result in increased concentration and reductio« 
of competition. There are also probably economi« oí 
scale in conducting research and development, although 
there is not enough factual evidence on this natter. 

In order to compare the intensity of industrial research 
for several selected industries, table 6 is included indicating 
different ratios like research and development costs as 
percentage of sales, research and development employees 

as percentage of tout employment, and  professional 
employees as percentage of total employment. 

There is a tremendous range of variation of research 
intensity for individual product fields. In !958 applied 
research and development cost as percentage of value 
added was about 40 per cent for communications equip- 
ment and electronic components, 25 per cent for office and 
computing machinery, 19 pei cent for aircraft, 15 percent 
for plastics and synthetic flores, 7.4 prr cent for petro- 
leum refining and extraction, 5.5 per cent for agricultural 
chemicals, 4.7 per cent for industrial chemicals and 
1.3 per cent for rubber products. 

In analysing the trend of research intensity during the 
1950s, it is seen that during the 1950s coat of research 
and development increased substantially in relation to 
sales in most industries. For example, for professional 
and scientific instruments it went from 5.8 per cent in 1951 
to 7.3 per cent in 1957 and 8.6 per cent in I960, while 
in machinery it went from 1.5 per cent to 4.2 per cent 
and 4.3 per cent, respectively, and in chemicals and allied 
products from 2.5 per cent to 3.3 per cent and 4.2 per cent, 
and in petroleum refining and extraction from 0.6 per cent 
in 1951 and 0.8 per cent in 1957 to I.I per cent in I960. 
Again, a factor influencing the relative scale of research and 
development activity is the company si». The research 
sales ratio appears to be positively correlated with com- 
pany sise. In industrial chemicals the ratio of research 
and development coat as percentage of sales was 5.3 per 
cent for all companies and 2.7 per cent for those compa- 
nies with fewer than 1,000 smployes. In rabear products 
it was 2.1 per cent for all companies and 0.9 per cent for 
those employing firmer thai 1,000 employés. 

Finally, if we reíase research expenditures to total 
capital invest, lent we see that research and development 
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outlays. 
1**°^ prratoly *rnni< metre 
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wW»"* «wir wM^OptrcMi for ail nihirtrii. The 
••Mral trend has been towards iacreaaiaa roianani 
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Int twenty for more thaa 90 per cent of the total while 
i» petroleum reflniag aad «traction the «rat (bar 
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research and development, the percentage of net sales 
was 4.4 per cent for industrial chemicals and 1.5 per cent 
for rubber products in 1961. 

(g) The chemical industry employed as of January 1962, 
34,000 scientists and engineers, ranking third in employ- 
ment of scientific personnel, after aircraft with 94,000, 
and electrical equipment and communications with 72,500; 
while petroleum refining and extraction employed about 
9,000 and rubber products 5,000. So chemicals and allied 
products employed about 11 per cent of the total force 
of scientists and engineers, and the three industries 
ranking first accounted for almost three-quarters of the 
total number of scientists and engineers in industry. 

(A) With reference to total employment in industry, 
comparing with an average of 28 scientists and engineers 
per 1,000 employees for all industry, industrial chemicals 
had 42 per 1,000 employees and petroleum refining and 
extraction 17, and rubber products 20. Again, chemicals 
ranked third after aircraft with 101 per thousand em- 
ployees, and electrical equipment and communications 
with 52 per thousand employees. 

7. Cost structure 

ECONOMIES OF SCALE " 

Scale economies can be classified in several ways, 
the most useful of which is perhaps the distinction 
between economies internal to the plant and economies 
internal to the firm but external to the plant. Both 
categories can be further divided as due to "technical" 
factors ard "economic" factors, although intraplant 
economies are mostly of a technical nature. 

For the purpose of illustrating the notion, the main 
types of economies internal to the plant are briefly 
listed below: 

(a) Large-scale production is often necessary for the 
optimum use of various kinds of indivisible equipment. 
Thus, as production increases beyond a given "thres- 
hold", costly equipment can be economically used; 

(6) For various types of equipment cost is a function 
of surface, while output is a function of volume (i.e., 
tanks, pipes, etc.); for these types of equipment, therefore, 
cost increases less than proportionately with the increase 
in capacity; 

(c) Greater production permits the use of advanced 
technological processes that need specialized equipment, 
greater capital " depth" or assembly-line methods; 

(</) The cost of large-scale transactions increases less 
than proportionately with the increate in volume trans- 
acted; the phenomenon is well-known, and concerns 
the savings derived, for instance, from large-scale shipping, 
handling or storing; 

» The main referan» used are: Bel« Baku«, 7V 7Wv of 
£ae—efe tmtgwkm (Irwin, 1961); E.A.O. Robimon, 7*r 
£¡5?"!?\^CtmçHiht lmkitry (University of Orieaao hw, 
¿2?; iiL^ftifc?*:' " "*" c"^"*^" (Harvard University ftws. 1«SQ. Detailed foot*«« an not included btouee only 
*• •"•«•I «formation from the above publication« bas been used. 

(e) As output increases, the need for in\ ntory holdings 
as buffer protection against random market fluctuations 
increases less than proportionately. More precisely, 
statistical laws are such that in most cases the optimum 
safety inventory holding varies in proportion with the 
square root of the vol'ime of sales. Of course, this prin- 
ciple operates not only with reference to inventories, but 
also with reference to all buffer stocks needed against 
random variation in general, such as the holding of cash 
balances for purposes of liquidity, and spare parts and 
repair facilities; 

(J) A larger output usually implies a significant reduc- 
tion of the average cost of a number of " overhead " 
activities, such as product design, production planning, 
quality control, research and development, etc; 

(g) Finally, a larger size makes possible a greater 
specialization of workers, with consequent increases in 
productivity and reduction of unit labour costs. 

Although it can safely be assumed that these 
factors are present, to some extent, in all industries, 
their economic relevance varies greatly among industries 
and among plants. There is some evidence in favour 
of the hypothesis that scale economies operate only 
until a given production limit is reached, although, to be 
sure, that limit is beyond present capacity in a number of 
industries and in most countries. 

There is a general consensus that the economies 
external to the plant are less important than the former. 
Bain has shown in 1956 (working on 1951 data) that for 
several products (including steel, cement and soap, 
among others) the economies due to extra-plant factors 
do not exceed 5 per cent of unit cost. There is, however, 
some reason for stating that in recent times the signifi- 
cance of this type of economy has increased, owing to a 
greater emphasis on management rationality and organi- 
zation. 

The main types of such economies are : 
(a) Those arising from the integration (vertical or 

horizontal, depending on the structural characteristics of 
the industry concerned) of plants, operations, functions 
of staff and management; 

(*) Those arising from a degree of monopoly power, 
such as the greater profit implied in the possibility of 
securing "safe" market outlets; 

(c) Those arising from a degree of monopsony power, 
i.e., the securing of better terms in the acquisition of 
materials and labour, and of easier credit terms in the 
borrowing of investment or operating funds. 

Except for the first type, these factors are "economies" 
only in JO far as the single firm is concerned, for, macrc- 
economically speaking, they do not usually entail any 
reduction in input-requirements. 

Not only the quantitative impact, but the very existence 
of extra-plant economics depends on the characteristics 
of the industry considered. In some sectors (e.g. the auto- 
mobile industry), large-scale management often entails 
a relevant reduction in average cost, while in others teak 
diseconomies may even set in, due to inefficiency or to 
unsuiubilky of integrated administrative operations to 
the firm or the industry in general. 
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TABU 9. ECONOMIES or SCALE IN CAPITAI, INVESTMENT POR SELECTED PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTIONS 

o, 
Kttèrma 

t>l emina 
(im) 

Cm#tml 
kwMa 

(tlim) 

Iiopropyl alcohol  6,000 242 
PVC  6,000 285 
Butadiene  10,000 600 
Carbon black  10,000 300 
Ethylene (gasoline)  10,000 570 
Urea  33,000 85 
Acetylene (gas)  13,600 465 
Styrène  10,000 280 
Polyethylene (high pressure) . 8,100 492 
Ammonia  36,000 139 

Cmptlml 

0.5 
0.55 
0.59 
0.58-0.60 
0.54 
0.67 
0.67 
0.67 
0.87 
0.73 

Ecomomlet 
In K 

tmtitmtm* 
% 

43 
38 
38 
37 
35 
31 
30 
23 
22 
22 

empmctly rmmge 
lumlytmrl 

2,000- 30,000 
2,500- 40,000 
5,000- 60,000 
4,000- 30,000 

10,000- 60,000 
16,000-165.000 
10,000- 45,000 

5,000- 50,000 
6,000- 12,000 

18,000-180,000 

. So^i5S,: United N»uo"«/ECLA, La Indurrla Química em América Latina, 1964, annex XVIII, üble A 
and p. 295. 

• Valid in the capacity ranae O, to O,. 

* Equal to K'~K| x 100. 

This brief review of the notion of economici of scale 
will help to show how the size of the plant and the level 
of output must be very large in an industry where scale 
economies have a primary role. Thus, if the cost-saving 
factors are to be exploited, a large investment is needed 
both to implant new facilities of economic (i.e., very large) 
size, and to operate them at an acceptable level of output. 

Some illustrative data on scale economies in capital 
investment and production costs for «elected petro- 
chemicals is given in tables 9 and 10 based on engineering 
estimates and for technology, raw materials and capacity 
range as indicated in the source. An examination of these 
tables shows that economies in capitai investment range 
from 22 per cent to 45 per cent. There are also economies 
in production costs arising from the reduction of unit 
cost in labour and capital, while raw materials and services 
are assumed to be proportional to output. 

There is a great range of variation between the different 
petrochemicals examined, especially between products 
with a considerable amount of processing like plastics 
and resins for fibres, and basic intermediates, obtained 
by one or two processing steps from oil or gas, like ammo- 
nia and ethylene. The economies in production costs 
vary from no more than 10 per cent for the first group, to 
IS per cent to 40 per cent for the lut while output is 
increased by three to five times. 

Another conclusion concerns the sensitivity of scale 
economies to output. Largest economies are achievable 
at the low and medium size capacity range while after 
Urge capacities they tend to disappear. This is generally 
due to technological indivisibilities and size constraints. 
Accordingly, developing countries being in most cases 
characterized by rather «nail domestic markets could still 
reap a good part of the potential scale economies while 
operating at a medium size capacity rang«. 

FinaUy, h should be emphasized that the problem posed 
to the developing countries by the wlatonii of scale 
economies is a two-sided question. On the one head the 

absolute level of capital investment required to construct 
and operate large-size (i.e., economic) plants is rarely 
available to developing countries, and especially the 
foreign exchange part of it. On the other, the higher the 
amount of capital invested, the lower tends to be the 
capital cost per unit of output, and the higher the share 
in unit cost of raw materials. As an example, while an 
ethylene plant producing 10,000 ton/year will have in 
its unit production cost 46 per cent of capital cost and 
32 per cent of raw material cost, a 60,000 ton/year will 
have only 36 per cent of capital cost and more than 
50 per cent of raw material cost. This has definite impli- 
cations for developing countries in a position to exploit 
their potential comparative advantage in petrochemicals 
with a high percentage unit cost of raw materials or 
energy. 

COSTS AND COMPETITION 

In a relatively recent study made by the National 
Industrial Conference Board M the experience of United 
States firms manufacturing abroad was surveyed to find 
out which manufactured goods can at present be compe- 
tively produced abroard and by whom. The study reports 
on recent trends in comparative international costs and 
provides infoi mation on productivity, profit margins, 
fringe benefits, etc. Chemicals and allied industries were 
among the industries included, and accounted for 25 per 
cent of the total number of comparisons made. Also, 
rubber products were included (about 7 per cent of the 
comparisons). Although most of the comparisons were 
made with industrialized areas, which accounted for 
about 60 per cent of the total, the study also includes 
some relevant material referring to developing countries, 
mostly in Latin America. Two out of every five of the 
reports for this area were from the chemical industry. 

» Theodore ». Oat« sad Fabtaii Linden. Gesti mi Cm*tMm. 
Ammtom Bxrtrttma Abromé, Studies in Buttons Economica, 
No. 73, IMI. 
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TABU IO. SCALE ECONOMIES IN PRODUCTION COST» FO* SELECTED PETROCHEMICALS 

frtmmrl 

Carocity 
Iknumi 
tmlrr. 

(I) 

Carbon Mack. 

Ethylene (IMOUIM) 

Acetylene (naturel gas). 

Stymie 

Myethytene (htoh 

ir 
»;r. 

U) 

(O,)    IO       300 
23        208 
SO        ICO 

(0») 10 570 
20 413 
60       250 

Uw». «V   33 85 
82 63 

165 50 

(O.) 13.6 465 
27.2 376 
45       320 

<0,)    10       280 
25       224 
70       177 

«V 8.13 492 
12 417 
24       383 

Ammonto (nuunl •»•). (Ob) 36 139 
103 108 
180        89 

fnéictk 

JUIrlèmt 
Ci) - Um 

/ II III 

Cf. ut. Mm. 

(4) (5) (6) 

Tolti 
»IT. 

92.4     33.3     28.7 
71.6 29.6     21.3 
56.7 24.0     14.0 

290.3 
250.4 
239.1 

13.3 
9.5 
7.6 

239.4 35.1 
201.5 31.3 
177.5     26.5 

16.3 
8.8 
6.1 

18.6 
13.6 
11.1 

198.4 32.8 
176.3 29.9 
165.6     27.0 

15.2 
11.7 
10.7 

250.3     15.7 
231.8 13.5 
220.9 11.2 

11.6 
8.0 
6.4 

267.0 26.7 
249.6 24.2 
240.4    23.1 

15.3 
13.6 
116 

464 41.9 
37.« 37.9 
34.2    36.5 

23.1 
18.9 
164 

38.0 
49.1 
62.0 

70.4 
81.7 
86.3 

46.3 
55.1 
62.4 

130.3 35.4 21.0 43.6 
104.1 29.0 16.5 54.5 
90.3      24.8     12.5      62.7 

184.7 46.3     21.8      31.9 
144.8 42.8     17.9      39.3 
104.6     35.8     13.9      50.3 

64.2 18.5     13.3      68.2 
58.5     15.5       9.8      74.7 
54.3 13.0       6.6      80.5 

52.0 
58.4 
62.3 

72.7 
78.5 
82.4 

38.0 
62.2 
64.3 

35.0 
43.2 
47.3 

»IT. 

Scmt ecoaomlei IH proémctttm cetls 

,w Cui «jirttwM O, 
l'i! 

I II III 

Lab.       Orte»      Mm 

(IO) (il) (111 

m O,       Co. 

(i) 

20.8 
35.8 

39.9 
53.2 

38.2 
61.9 

22.5 
38.7 

13.7 
18.3 

16.0 
25.9 

10.3 
18.5 

5.1 
7,0 

8.8 
15.5 

5.5 
8.8 

3.9 
5.1 

3.3 
4.4 

6.7 
11.4 

4.7 
6.2 

3.9 
6.0 

26.2     20.1      12.3 
40.0     30.7      18.3 

3.2 
5.2 

39.9 
80.1 

5.6 
9.9 

22.2 
32.8 

21.6 
43.4 

8.8 
15.4 

11.2 
16.5 

12.7 
26.0 

4.4 
7.6 

6.4 
10.2 

2.4 
3.9 

2.3 
4.0 

4.6 
7.2 

3.4 
10.1 

I.l 
3.4 

2.1 
3.8 

1.9 
1? 

2.9 
4.0 

18.5 
29.4 

7.4 
11.7 

3.1 
5.8 

2.0 
2.6 

2.3 
3.3 

17.4 
26.3 

65 
9.9 

4.1 
3.9 

1.0 
1.9 

1.4 
2.1 

8.2 
12.2 

18.9 
26.4 

11.2 
13.1 

16 
4.0 

3.1 
7.3 
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Total unit coïts were broken down for companion 
into tbe following costs components: material, labour, 
plant overhead, plant subtotal, selling and distribution 
and administrative. The main results of the survey were 
as follows: 

(a) Materials 

Costs in Latin America were reported higher than in 
the United States in more than 80 per cent of the cases. 
The United States also had a comparative advantage 
in the majority of cases vis-a-vis Europe, Canada and 
other areas. 

(b) Labour 

With the exception of Australia, labour costs were 
reported to be consistently lower in a majority of cases 
for all areas. Latin America had lower labour costs 
in 68 per cent of the cases. 

(c) Plant overhead 

Europe had lower overhead costs than the United States 
in more than two-thirds of the cases, while Latin 
American countries had a higher overhead cost in about 
60 per cent of the cases reported. 

(d) Plant subtotal 

These costs were lower than in the United States in a 
majority of cases (about 55 per cent) oaly in Europe, 
while Latin American costs were reported to be higher 
in two-thirds of the cases. 

(e) Selling and distribution 

Selling costs were reported to be lower than in the United 
Sutes in a majority of cases for all areas; in Latin 
American countries in 56 per cent of the cases. 

(f) General and administrative 

These costs were again lower only in Europe, while from 
Latin American cases reported about two-thirds gave 
higher costs than the United States. 

(g) Total unit cost 

As a result, total unit costs were lower than the United 
States cost in two-thirds of the cases for European 
Economic Community (EEC) countries in Europe, and 

in about three-fourths of all cases in the United King- 
dom, while Latin America had lower total unit cost 
in only 30 per cent of the cases. 
The most common reasons given for higher costs 

than in the United States were based on a smaller volume 
of operations abroad than in the United States. 

With regard to industry differentials which might be of 
specific interest, the results reported in chemicals and 
allied products are shown in table 11. 

Some conclusions from this study are: 

(a) Chemicals was one of the industries where more 
cases of lower costs than in the United States were 
reported;" 

(b) While materials were more costly than in the 
United States, labour, overhead, and sales costs were 
comparatively advantageous  abroad; 

(c) Seven out of the eight chemical industry reports 
from United Kingdom operations were of " lower" costs; 
in EEC, five of the eight chemical industry reports 
represented lower manufacturing costs than in the United 
States, while in Latin America 10 of the 21 observations 
of chemical products were of "lower" costs. 

COMPARATIVE COSI AND CAPITAL INVESTED 

It has been frequently argued that countries like 
the United States with relatively higher labour costs 
will be more competitive in world markets with products 
of the more capital-intensive industries. To test this 
proposition the criterion of average amount of capital 
invested per worker was used. 

For products derived from an industry with $20,000 
or more invested per worker, more than 60 per cent of the 
reports revealed United States cost advantages — a pro- 
portion well above that for the total date assembled in 
the survey. The only industrial sector in this group was 

" Ttefurio^ww:sloa^cktyiadskaiproducts,wRh73|Mresiit 
of tlw OHM; mstrueasBtt aad retend products, «2 per oust; 
rabricstod metal products, 56 per cent; chemicals, 50 par cent; 
machiasry except electrical, 47 per cent; ptper and paper products. 
M per cent; food aad kindred products, Í3 ptr cent; transportation 
équipaient, 30 per cent. 

TABU II. PSKCBNTAOS osmusunuN or com 
imrr corrine CHSMSCALS AND 
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iNDumns, er COST CATSOOSY 
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40 
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Chemicals and allied products." In the next lower bracket 
(SI5,00O-$2O,OO0 invested per worker), the frequency 
of the cost advantage declined slightly but was still about 
60 per cent of all the reported cases. When the last 
bracket (less than $15,000) was reached, costs became 
more evenly balanced and the number of " same " costs 
and "lower" foreign costs actually exceeded those 
indicating any Linited States cost advantage. 

Of the major inputs, unit labour costs showed the 
most direct relationship to capital investment. Although 
the labour advantage abroad was pervasive, its influence 
on comparative costs became diluted where relatively 
larger amounts of capital were involved. 

The general effect of a rise in the scale of operations 
was also summarized from the survey results: 

" Products manufactured abroad at lower costs are, 
on the average, made in plants whose volume is at 
least half or more than thai of the American plant. 
Products with similar costs here and overseas have an 
average volume ratio of substantially less, roughly one 
fifth of home operations; the higher cost products 
average a still smaller volume ratio, about IS per cent 
of domestic activity". ** 

A more recent study was conducted by a consulting 
firm for the Synthetic Organic Chemical Manufacturers 
Association (SOCMA), to evaluate the possible effects 
of changes in the tariff structure on imports of organic 
chemicals.*4 

To review the competitive position of the United 
States organic chemical industry, at first a comparison 
of costs was made among European, Japanese and United 
States manufacturers for several organic chemicals 
among them, phthalic anhydride, trichlorethylene, vinyl 
acetate monomer and polyvinyl chloride. Later on, 
twelve more chemicals were added, including a number 
of primary heavy organic chemicals. 

The SOCMA study showed that for most products a 
European or Japanese producer should have a cost 
advantage over his counterpart in the United States. 
The major reasons for this advantage being: 

(a) Plant investment costs abroad are typically 80 per 
cent to 95 per cent of the cost of comparable plant built 
in the United States; 

(b) Many raw material prices are equal to, or less 
than, United States prices; 

(c) Labour costs abroad, even adjusting for produc- 
tivity and fringe benefits are only 30 per cent to 40 per 
cent of United States costs; 

(</) Sales and administrative costs are lower abroad 
than in the United States. 

" Data from Costs and Competition, tie., table 8-c, p. 114. 
Oattmcation used was: group 1—$20,000 and over: chemicals 
and allied product«; group II—SI 5,000 to $20,000: includes food 
and kindled products, rubber product», paper and paper product!, 
transportation equipment, primary metal products, and instrument» 
and related product»; group III—lest than SI5,000: includes 
stone, day and glass product», fabricated metal products, machinery 
except electrical, electrical machinery, miscellaneous products, 
apparel, and leather products. 

" Costs mtd Competition, etc., p. I2S. 
M George B. Hegeman, SOCMA Study, (A. D. Utile, 1962). 

The only major cost item in which the United States 
has an advantage is energy. United States' energy cosfs 
are generally no more than 60 per cent to 80 per cent 
of energy charges abroad. There are also cases where 
United States costs arc lower because the product is 
derived directly from a basic energy source like natural gas. 

Manufacturing costs were directly related to the 
penetration of imports into United States markets. 
For example, the landed cost of naphthol was only about 
80 per cent of that of United States costs, and 41 per cent 
of the naphthol sold in the United States was imported. 
The cost of imported trichlorethylene was about 95 per 
cent of United States costs, and about 15 per cent of the 
domestic demand was met by imports, and in the case of 
PVC, costs were about the same and imports were 
negligible. Also in the case of phthalic anhydride the landed 
cost was 120 per cent of United States costs and imports 
were also negligible." 

In addition, the SOCMA study also found a trend 
towards a reduction on plant investment costs abroad: 

" We discovered that it is now cheaper to build a 
chemical plant in Japan or Europe than in the United 
States and this imbalance will probably continue for 
some time. Just the opposite was true immediately after 
World War II when the high cost of construction 
materials and equipment and the low productivity 
of labor outside the United States made it more 
expensive. Within the tasi: five years, however, the 
balance has shifted the other way, in spite of the 
continued rise in labor costs abroad". *• 
Summarizing, the findings of the SOCMA study were 

that if raw materials costs wen? equal, a European or 
Japanese producer could expect his manufacturing costs 
of organic chemicals to be 80-85 per cent of the United 
States costs. Out of the eighteen key organic chemicals 
and intermediates studied, unii' costs for twelve of them 
were lower abroad than in the United States. 

THE COST OF RAW MATERIALS AND ENERGY 

In a series of studies by chemical companies the costs 
of the main inputs for chemical production in different 
areas were compared. A summary of their findings with 
regard to the cost of raw maten ils follows." 

The United States has a cost advantage in those 
chemicals produced from natural gas, L.P.G., ethane 
or field distillates. Natural gas has been priced there 
independently of it' caloric value relationship to other 
fuels. This has in turn given a low price structure to 
refinery gas, and L.P.G. 

On the other hand, the United States' raw materials 
cost advantage for chemicals derived from crude oils 
and naptha is disappearing. Very important is the trend 
towards utilization of naphtha as the "universal" petro- 
chemical raw material since practically all petrochemicals 
can be produced from it (see table 12). 

" Of courte, part of the explanation retMet in the present tarin" 
ttructure, which does not necessarily parallel the prevailing ratios 
in manufacturing costs. 

" SOCMA Study, p. 4. 
" Chtmkal Ensinotrint Propos, vol. », No. 2 (February 19*2). 
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In general, there is good correlation between the cost 
of the cheapest energy source, and costs of chemicals 
with high energy content, like ammonia, nethancl, 
hydrogen cyanide and its derivatives (see table 13). 
Also, when comparing costs of basic and pure hydro- 
carbons the following points are apparent: 

(a) United Sutes Gulf Coast prices are lower for all 
basic hydrocarbons than in other countries. The cheapness 
and availability of natural gas explains this. The general 
trend is for the difference to become smaller above 
propane. 

(A) In pure hydrocarbons, the United States has clear 
cut advantage on all but acetylene (table 14). 

It is interesting to compare at this point prices for 
intermediate« and other more processed products, to see 
if this advantage is retained while value is added to the 
product through successive processing steps. Such data 
are presented in table IS, for the United Sutes and its 
main European competitors and it provides further 

evidence that European costs having been decreasing 
during the last five years have now reached the point 
oliere many petrochemicals sell below United States 
prices. 

PRICING OF EXPORTS 

Export prices for chemical products may be established 
to reflect not average production cost, but the cost of 
incremental output. 

Petrochemical plants being capital intensive continuous- 
process operations, it is possible, by increasing production 
by only a small amount, to achieve a substantial reduction 
in unit costs. Thus export sales can become an outlet 
for lowering over-all unit costs, by operating at a higher 
rate of capacity utilization. The additional output could 
be priced at no more than the variable costs, since fixed 
costs are already covered, this would be the marginal cost 
of production, and in fact it is widely used as a basis 
for pricing chemical exports. 

TAKC 12. ENWOY COSTS ron asueno COUNTRHS, 1962 
(In S cents per million BTV) 

XMMi Staut 
iOm C—K) 

(Muri •W. «ff. im, «- ÌMM* 

Primmy fuels 

Coal 
Crude Oil. . . 
Natural»«   • 

30-35 
45-50 
17-23 

52-54 
35-45« 

ca. 10-100 

5045 
35-45« 

55-70 
3MS« 

ca. 60 

60-64 
35-45« 

57 
40-50 

Secondary fiieh 

LFG  
Naphtha. . . 
Bunker oil . . 

38-50 
50-70 
30-35 

ca. 100-110 
60-70 
50-60 

ca. 100-110 
60-70 
45-55 

ca. 100-110 
60-70 
40-30 

ca. 100-110 
60-70 
ca. 65 

ISO 
60-70 
45-50 

Ci$tífwC pOWtt 

Steam .... .    0.7-0.9 1.5 ca. 1.0 ca. 1.5 1.4 1.0 
Hydroelectric Geographically restricted 

(range ca. 0.3 to 0.6) 

tournes: Cktmteml Magimmi» 
• Ea-Tu. 

V Protriti, vol. 51, No. 2 (February 1962), p. 20. 

TABU 13. COST COMPARSON ot na cstnacau WITH BNBROV com KM commuas, 1962 
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30-60 33-30 40-30      OB. «3 43-30 
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TARLI 14. COSTS or BASIC AND PUM HYDROCARBON* FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1962 
(Centi per poma) 

Vnlire Situi VMitd Sauri       (Muti      r,é*t'- 
Gulf Ctm     £arr COMI       Mmfam     GmLmy 

Basée hydrocarbons 

Methane .  .   .  . 
Ethane   
Propane . . . 
N-Butane. . . 
90 % Propylene 
Naphthas (light and heavy) 

0.4-0.6 
0.75-1.0 
0.8-1.1 
1.0-1.2 

1.0-1.1 
2.0 

1.7-2.1 
1.4-1.8 

« ca. 2.5     
1.1- 1.4      1.3-1.6 

ca. 2.0-2.5     --     ca. 1.0 
  Not separated (ca. 2.0-2.2) 

— (Mined with C4's) — 
ca. 2.0-2.2  

- 3.2-3.5  
— 1.4-1.5     

Pmt hydrocarbons 

Ethylene  4.8-5.0 5.0-6.25 
Acetylene  Í.5-10.0 12-15 
Propylene  3.5 3.5 
Butadiene  ca. 12 12.75 
Isoprene  ca. 15 «  
Benzene  4.2 42 

6.1-6.6 
11-14 
   ca. 

6.3-7.6 
15 

4.5 
— 14-16   — 

Not available 
- ca. 4.8-5.5 - 

15-16.5 

-    4.8-6.4 

SOURCE: Chemical Betlnttrint Progreu, vol. 3«, No. 2 (February 1962), p. 21, Übtet 3 and 4. 

TABLE 15. COMPARATIVI; PRICES OP SELECTED PETROCHEMICALS, 1963 

<CmulttmmH 
SUM 

Acetone  jj 
Detergent alkylate  jo^2 
bopropanol  70 
Methanol, synthetic  yj 
Styrene monomer  \¿5 
Polyethylene, low density (injection) trade, 10-ton lots. 21.5 
PVC; general purpose, 5-ton lots  16.O 
SBR rubber, 1500 grade, 10-ton loti  23 0 

SOURCI: Earopem Chemical Newt, July 12, 1963. 

UeUei ne. 
Kim- 
*em 

Frmct Km- 
el Mehr 

7.4 6.0 6.7 5.1 
8.0 8.2 8.6 1.0 
7.9 6.5 6.5 8.0 
4.7 4.4 3.9 5.2 

11.7 10.9 11.7 lOJ 
22.2 19.4 20.1 22.9 
15.8 17.6 16.9 14.2 
23.1 19.6 21.8 22.1 

In the Mexican scheine regulating the development 
of the petrochemical industries, the pricing of output 
satisfying domestic demand is based on matching fixed 
phis variable costs (break-even point for each plant), 
and local prices can be up to 15per cent higher than United 
States prices, provided that raw materials are available 
at equivalent prices, while additional revenue and profits 
are to be obtained vio exports." 

In the SOCMA study, marginal costs (MC) were 
computed for the chemicals selected, and to these 
calculated MC the additional costs of importing from 
Europe and Japan into the United States were added. 
Tasse included: transportation, insurance, commissions, 
etc. 

The data available for four of these products: formal- 
dehyde, phthaJic anhydride, PVC and tricalorethyleae, 

V, IS. "The Mexican 
m 

Government and the Petro- 

show that lowest landed costs (with marginal cost pricing) 
were lower than United States costs in three of the four 
cases: phthalic anhydride, PVC and trichlorethylene. 
Thus, the protection afforded by the present tariff structure 
in fact prevented substantial imports. 

Other factors affecting chemical trade, besides coats 
and tariffs, are as examples : arrangements for captive sale, 
regional preferences, customer loyalties, etc. 

The SOCMA study finally forecasted: 

" Chemical plant capacity abroad will undoubtedly 
continue to grow over the next several years; local 
demand there is already being met; and future growth 
must be based on expansion into other markets — 
particularly in the United States, the world's largest 
ocfisumer of organic chemicals ".•» 

SOCMA Sloe,, p. « 
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INTERINDUSTRY RELATIONSHIPS 

Petrochemical industries are characterized by a high 
ratio of intermediate to total demand. Table 16 illustrates 
thif for average values of this ratio (w) for a sample of 
countries. Chemicals and petroleum products are included 
among the productive sectors characterized to be as 
of " intermediate manufacture ". 

Output of these industries is absorbed by the chemical 
industry itself, rubber products, textiles and agricultute 
among the main users.10 

In addition to this statistical evidence there are linkages 
between agriculture and petrochemical production via 
nitrogenous fertilizers; between rubber production and 
plastics via styrene which can be polimerized to polysty- 
rene; between plastics and fibres, etc. Another important 
connexion is the relationship with the automotive 
industry via synthetic rubber for tyres, plastics for parts, 
upholstery, insulation, etc., and also through the so 
called automotive chemicals: anti-freezers, anti-knock 
agente, fuel additives, etc. 

On account of all these relationships the question 
which presente itself to the consideration of developing 
countries planning to establish petrochemical industries 
is whether it is feasible to install such industries before 
there existe an industrial infrastructure and level of 
consumer demand as to permit the balanced growth of 

•» Sw HotUs B. Chmery «ad Paul O. Clark, iMorimkutry Eco- 
nomia, National input-output tables for United States. Japan 
Italy, Norway. 

the industry. The alternative advocated by many is to 
start step by step, substituting imports of finished products 
and by working backwards finally integrate production 
including that of basic intermediates. 

IMPORT SUBSTITUTION AND BACKWARD INTEGRATION 

To start industrialization by giving the "last touches" 
to imported materials might be convenient inasmuch as it 
starts industries even where markets are small and tech- 
nical know-how and capital scarce. But, it has also 
disadvantages. Although it is often token for granted, 
in dealing with import substitution through backward 
integration, that as soon as domestic demands reaches 
a minimum economic size, domestic production will be 
started, some forces tend to counteract this trend. 

The domestic producer who has been using hitherto 
imported materials will many times be hostile to the 
establishment of local industries producing these mater- 
ials. He may have fears about the low quality of local 
production that he may become dependent on only 
one source of supply, and that competition may increase 
once the bask raw materials are produced domestically.11 

In addition, there is also the danger that once this 
gradual process of backward integration is started, it 
becomes increasingly difficult to stop imports of raw 
materials and other required inputs because of a whole 
array of economic and social implications. This may 

" It is a well-known fact that the interests of the finishing, 
assembling, converting and mixing industries in developing countries 
have very often been opposed to the establishment of domestic 
sources of supply for their basic imports. 

TABU 16. CLASSIFICATION or paooucnvs sscroas ACCORDINO TO RATIO or INTWMSDIATI TO TOTAL PRODUCTION » 
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impose excessive strain on the balance of payments and 
build in the long run a trend for a structural deficit. 

If. in addition, the industry is entirely based on convert- 
ing imported materials, these imports of semi-finished 
materials, always ready to rush in from abroad whenever 
an industrial project is being considered, are real "leakages" 
of development effects. 

" Therefore, excessive gradualism in introducing 
industry by successive small bits of value added may 
not pay off. Whereas the first steps are easy to take by 
themselves, they can make it difficult to take the next 
ones "... 

" Certainly, but for the process of starting with the 
' last touches ' many industries could never be under- 
taken at all in under-developed countries: once this 
is recognized, however, much is to be said for 'biting 
off as large pieces of value added at a time' as the 
country can possible digest."" 

CONCLUSIONS 

Developing countries have in recent years paid con- 
siderable attention to the development of petrochemical 
industries and most of them plan to continue stressing 
investment in this strategic sector of industry. 

An examination was made of different economic 
aspects which are characteristic of the petrochemical 
industry: its interconnexion with other industrial branches, 
raw materials, capital, labour and know-how, require- 
ments; as well as various institutional conditions deter- 
minant in its development. The following tentative 
conclusions emerge from our analysis: 

(a) Petrochemical industries were developed, and are 
being installed at first in developing countries having 
large enough markets as to absorb domestically most 
of their output. In this category fall such countries as: 
India, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina. 

(b) In other countries where domestic demand is much 
more limited because of smaller population and income 
like: Trinidad, Iran, Algiers, petrochemical plants are 
being projected and/or being constructed with an eye 
on export markets in addition to the substitution of 
imports. The development in such cases is stongly 
based on the availability of ample surplus of raw mater- 
ials like natural gas and oil. 

(c) There are definite economies of scale in the pro- 
duction of most petrochemical products, especially 
those of a more basic and intermediate nature. In addi- 
tion, capital requirements are very high, and those for 
unskilled labour very low. While the capital investment 
required for a minimum economic size plant of most 
basic intermediates is very high and the output implied 
exceeds by far local demand in the majority of developing 
countries, development of many of the end-products 
requires sophisticated technology and operating know- 
how, as well as a structure of industrial and consumer 
demand which are only to be found in the moat indus- 

» Albert 0. fUnduaan, Tk* Strmttfy of Economic Dovtommtni 
(Yato Uoivtnlry Pms, 1962), pp. 111-119. 

trializcd countries. This poses a dilemma to developing 
countries who do not seem to meet the pre-conditions 
for economic production in either case, caught in a 
squeeze between huge capital investment and plant- 
size sophisticated technologial requirements. 

(d) The petrochemical industry is by no means an 
homogenous industrial sector, and many of the above- 
mentioned are generalizations which break down when 
a more detailed analysis (at the product level) is carried 
through. Also, the structure of demand for these prod- 
ucts cannot be patterned for many developing countries 
along the same lines of development followed in either 
the United States or Europe. For example, in the United 
States, one of the biggest markets for petrochemical 
products is the huge automotive industry. It" demand 
for anti-knock agents like lead-tetrathyl, anti-freezers like 
ethylene-glycol, synthetic rubber for tyres, plastics and 
synthetic fibres for body-parts and upholstery, are not 
likely to be matched even in the near future in most 
developing countries owing to a quite different set of 
conditions ranging from climate to economic infrastruc- 
ture and income distribution. 

(e) On the other hand, the development of petroche- 
mical production in many countries is being oriented 
towards fulfilling the requirement of given local conditions 
such as utilizing a particular endowment with natural 
resources, increasing the productivity of agricultural 
production, and certain targets of industrial development. 
An analysis of existing or projected petrochemical plants 
in developing countries such as was done in section 3, 
clearly indicates the existence of a hierarchy or sequence 
being followed in the development of petrochemical 
production in developing countries. A majority of the 
plants are ammonia-producing plants, this being converted 
into urea and other nitrogenous fertilizers in order to 
spur agricultural productivity and meet a growing demand 
for food. Also, there is a close connexion between the 
relative level of industrial development and the establish- 
ment of petrochemical plants, as indicated by the concen- 
tration of plants in the relatively more industrially 
advanced of the developing areas: Latin America and 
the Far East and in these areas being mostly concentrated 
in a few of the larger and more developed countries. 
At the same time, plants producing petrochemical 
products requiring much more advanced and lets divul- 
gated technology, and/or implying a more sophisticated 
structure of consumer demand, like plastics, synthetic 
rubber, synthetic fibres and detergents, are very few 
and they are scattered among a small number of countries 
such as those mentioned before. 

(/) Nevertheless, a trend is distinguishable in the 
direction of increasing and more diversified petroche- 
mical production to be originated in developing countries 
in coming years. There are several factors at work 
favouring such a development, inter alia: 
The increased awareness about the strategic role that 

this industry may play in inducing further economic 
growth; 

The discovery and exploitation in some countries of 
untapped oil and natural gas deposits, coupled win a 
lacent trend toward* setting up market baaed refineries 
in others; 
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The formation of regional trade groupings which tend 
to stimulate the establishment of new, large-scale 
plants to supply an enlarged market; 

The change taking place in institutional international 
arrangement* favouring the transfer of technology and 
funds, through a more competitive division of labour 
among the chemical and oil companies, and the 
financial, engineering and contracting agents of the 
industrialized countries; 

A trend towards ascribing to national oil state agencies 
at least some of the work to be done in the develop- 
ment  of petrochemical   production  in  developing 

countries. This has the following advantages: control 
of the supply of raw materials, either natural gas 
or refinery feed-stocks, utilization of existing cadres 
of professionals, technicians and skilled labour, 
utilization of an existing organizational framework and 
distribution system, financial resources and company 
size which enable easy access to international financing 
and know-how acquisition, etc. Some sucessful examples 
are: PEMEX in Mexico and PETROBAS in Brazil, 
and similar policies are being pursued by YPF of 
Argentina, YPFB of Bolivia and oil state agencies in 
several other countries. 
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Between the two world wart the petrochemical industry 
grew «lowly to meet the need* of the automobile industry 
by supplying it with such products as new types of paint, 
antifreeze aad additives. Then, towards the end of this 
period, synthetic rubber and plastics made their appear- 
ance. Lastly, the Second World War acted as a powerful 
stimulus on the development of chemical synthesis 
products put out by this new industry to meet a demand 
which surpassed the possibilities of such conventional 
sources as the coal industry and farm production, whether 
it was a question of quantities needed or the quality 
required. 

The petrochemical industry is distinguished by its 
dynamism and rapidity of development. Its dynamism lies 
in the demand it has to face and its rapid development 
concerns techniques as well as far-reaching and rapid 
changes in its industrial structures and implantations. 

NEW   MATERIAU 

TW utilization of oil and gas as sources for the produc- 
tion of chemical products was made possible by the 
development of molecular structure transformation 
techniques which led to a production increata of certain 
products aad enabled new types of artificial matenals 
to be manufactured while the conventional chemical 
industry was not able to satisfy the needs of the market 
by showing itself incapable of producing new materials. 

The utilization of these materials was developing along 
with these techniques. Detergents, synthetic fibres aad 
plastics, all of which are manufactured from chemical 
synthesis materials, created new markets which expanded 
very rapidly The same was true of other products such 
as NrtáBSsrs and synthetic rubber which now have a 
very large turnover. 

LAMMCAU AVAILABILITY AND CSBTAJNTY or *um.v 

The mirtine« at enormous resouress of crude oil or 
natural gas and the highly competitive and stable priées 
at which netroteuni eats can he ofiVrsd as raw aartarhús. 
•iong wan the certainty and regularity of the simply, 

in the increased demand for petro- 

welt as the creation of new outlets have had the following 
result: 
Intensification in the search for new applications for 

the products. This can br  seen in the invasion of 
synthetic materials on markets which were formerly 
dominated by traditional products. 
Synthetic fibres have made their way into the textile 

industry to the detriment of cotton and wool. 
In the rubbr- industry the most recent synthetic products 

have qualities which are equal and sometimes 
superior to those of natural rubber These synthetic 
products are more stable from the point of view 
of price, and their output is not dependent on poli- 
tical events. 

In the field of packing, polyethylene has widely 
replaced glas« and cellophane. Plastics have also 
made their way into the field of construction where 
their resistance to corrosion and inclemency, their 
lightness and their flexibility are precious assets. 

The possibility of putting finished products on the 
market at attractive prices by improving production 
costs through the discovery of new processes or methods 
by technological advances in existing processes, and 
by technical improvements in instrument and equip- 
ment design. 

The orientation of research towards the diversification 
of processes so that chemical products can be pro- 
duced from several raw materials. 
Under the impetus of lively commercial competition, 

the petrochemical industry is a difficult field, but the 
dynamism of its expansion justifies the attempt to develop 
it in countries which have: 
Large reserves of raw materials such as oil and natural 

Existing oonemner markets which are sufficiently deve- 
loped or which are destined to expand considerably 
to support the creation of such an indu' try; 

Favourable export conditions even despite the compe- 
tition imposed by the international market. 
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(4) Oil and natural gas can usually produce the 
required products at lower prices than can other 
source* (plastics). 

Raw materials come from sources which are sned and 
adapted to local conditions. They are made up either of 
primary hydrocarbons simply separated rom natural gas 
or oil, or of products which have alr;ady been trans- 
formed such as residual gas or petroleum cuts left over 
from refining. Large amounts of chlorine are also 
consumed. 

In the United States use is mainly made of natural gas 
as well as ethane and the liquefied gas extracted from it. 
Gas from catalytic cracking, which is rich in olefins, 
is also an interesting source. Aromatic« are extracted from 
reformed gasoline. 

Europe, which has only recently been able to exploit 
it» own natural gas resources and which, as a result of 
the structure of the petroleum market, is less heavily 
equipped with catalytic cracking plants, has centred its 
petrochemical industry around excess light gasoline which 
is difficult to valorize on the European market where 
large quantities of medium distillates are consumed 

Primary hydrocarbons continue to be a favourable 
source for industries, even the ugh the current disfavour 
towards acetylene eliminates an importent outlet for 
natural  gas.   Some  industries  which   consume   large 
quantities of gas, as is the case for ammonia, have 
mrta.led themselves near production fields, far from any 
market. For example, ammonia plants have been built : 
In the Caribbean, on Trinidad, where Federation Che- 

micals Ltd., an affliate of W. R. Grace * Co., has 
just begun production  at its 235,000 T/year plant, 
thus increasing the total output to 300,000 T/year if 
existing installations are also added on. 

In the West Indies, on Araba, where Antilles Chemical* 
Co., an affliate of Standard Oil of New Jersey, has 
built a 360 T/day ammonia plant to supply its urea 
and   nitrate  installations   am*  to  export  to   Latin 
America. 

In addition, naphtha is widely used in countries which 
do not have primary hydrocarbons at their disposal 
A European petrochemical industry based on naphtha 
is being established. The sane is true in India where 
the excess naphtha produced bv reiaeries is used as a 
raw material in the production of ammonia and fcrtiliier 
and in the production of olefins by steam cracking 
TWs trend is accelerated by the fact that naphtha pro- 
cesses are undergoing numerous improvements. 

1.1.2. LOCATION 

The larger «entres can usually he found in renions 
where erad, oil reining and natural gas amila bilitj as« 
•Mat highly developed. This is the case in Terns and 
Louisiana in the United Stales. This is also the ease of 
the landinf astrocasaMcaJ impUMaUoa« m Europe : 
The I.N.P.À. aad the Pardeas Cosaastx aaar the natural 

gas deposit at Lacq, Freuet. 
The ENI aad the Raveaaa Conpin ia Italy. 
Naaataaihiaua aad the Shall Petrrttaaasical Units asar the am as A — ^^"^p* **»••«• ananana; ina) 

Barr» Lake rewaeiie» in Ft 

The Esso Standard and C F.R. petrochemical productions 
near the Basse-Seine refineries in France. 

The Shell petrochemical productions in Rotterdam, 
the Netherlands. 

This dense concentration of similar types of activity 
can be seen immediately upon the creation of a new 
complex. It enables the initial efforts to be better valo- 
rized while making the most of the multiplication effect 
it entails by reducing investment burdens necessitated 
by associated services and the production of utilities aad 
by decreasing production costs by providing for more 
widespread utilization of by-products. 

1.1.3. PWODUCBM AND THt tELATIVI POSITION Of PfTBO- 
LEUM AND CHRMICAL MIOODrTS COMP A NIBS INTnarTBD 
IN  TUB FCTSOCWMK Al    INDUSTRY 

As a general rule, the former supply the latter with 
raw materials, and the latter manufacture finished 
products. 

However, there are many exceptions to this rule, 
and the integration of petroleum and chemical activities 
is carried to greater or lesser degrees, depending on 
the case. The same company can also he engaged in 
»sverai activities. 

(1) Some oil companies supply the chemical industry 
with raw material» and intermediate products. TJWJ* are 
Standard Oil of New Jersey, S. O. of California, Shell, 
Gulf in the United States; Shell, Compagaie da Raffinage, 
Esso-Standard, S.N.P.A. in France; British Petroleum 
Co., Shell Chemical, Esso Petroleum Co. in the United 
Kingdom  and the ENI in Italy. 

(2) Some chemical companies depend om the oil 
industry for large quantities of raw materials aad inter- 
mediate». They devote most of their efforts to manu- 
facturing complex products and are specialised in organic 
chemistry products. 7**j* art: Du Pont, Moasantc, 
Rohm A Haas, Wyandotte in the United States; Pschiney, 
Saiat-Gobaia, Rhone-Poulenc, Progil., Ugine a\ Kuhbnan 
m France; Monsanto Chemicals Ltd., ia the United King- 
dom, Bayer, Hoechst A 1ASF in Germany (Fad. Rep); 
aad Stcedisoa ia Italy. 

(3) Other oil cesapaaies extend their activities beyond 
basic products to include intermediate products aad 

ÌrW„,torÌ?tÌJ?' "^ evwi to «»i«** : Shall ia 
the United Kingdom, the United Stats» aad France 
Aatar ia France; aad the ENI ia Italy. 

(4) There are also tona» companies which do aot 
atakelarge-scale demands of raw autsriats aad wham 
«anally atake «as of aataral gas, ' frinii J aatrottvatgaa. 

Monacata») ft rdisoa m Italy. 

(5) Sosas raaaàisJ rnsap sails team up wsth oil 
cotapaaips to carry out joÚM activities. There are saaay 

•rteal^¿rtrosMsm Co. (SO aar etat) aad NatioaaT5i»- 
tiMar» (»^er beat) fat the Uaired Kingdom • aad 



(é) Chemical companies alto have a tendency to buy 
up plastic manufacturing plants and the like. In this 
manner they guarantee themselves an outlet for some 
of their products at the same time as acquiring techno- 
logical and practical experience in the field in question. 
This is the case with Imperial Chemical Industries which 
is the largest producer of polyethylene ñlms in the United 
Kingdom. 

(7) Lastly, some companies, in France in particular, 
pool their resources in order to create affiliates. In this 
category are Pechiney-Saint-Gobain, Uginc-Progil and 
Rhone Poulenc-Usines de Melle. These associations 
sometimes to so far as to include a foreign partner: 
Progil-Bayer-Ugine, and Kuhlman-Du Pont de Nemours. 
The main advantages of such associations lie in the 
following points: 
Possibility of building a large-capacity unit which is 

competitive on the international market and of avoiding 
harmful competition between small producers on the 
domestic market; 

Reduction of investments for each of the companies, 
thus enabling them to become involved in new fields 
of activity at the same time, 

Certainty of supplies and, reciprocally, of outlets. 
It is difficult to evaluate the respective share of product- 

ion as a whole that is taken up by the different types of 
structures. But it is quite evident that there is a greater 
and greater tendency towards integration. This does not, 
however, often assume the form of vertical integration 
within the same legal entity, but rather of an association 
which enables bask product suppliers to consolidate their 
outlets and to participate in the profits all along the line 
right up to the finished products, and it also provides 
consumer distribution networks with an insurance against 
fluctuations in the supply of raw materials (certainty and 
coat) by pooling their production. 

The extremely nevera competition which exists between 
the different finished products on the market and the 
rapid growth of production have led research to be 
oriented so as to assure the production of chemical 
products from several basic products or to reduce the 
intermediary stages to a minimum. This requires, on the 
part of the numerous interest« involved, a pooling of 
knowledge and a concentration of experience such as has 
reached an extremely advanced stage in the United 
Kingdom. An example of this is where refineries, chemical 
industrial installations and finished product transforma- 
tion industries aie associated and linked together in a 
comprehensive oossplex wkhia which they mutually 
aid each other. 

1.2.   SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS  OF  THE 
PtTROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

1.2.1. PRINCIPAL PIATUMí 

1.2.I.A. h**«stm*nt wham* 

The 

INVESTMENTS MADE »Y EUROPEAN COUNTRIES 
»OR PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTION 

(In millions of US dollars) 

¡K9        1960S 

France  52 
Federal Republic of Germany  80 
Italy  54 
United Kingdom  82 

248 300 
142 222 
238 292 
206 288 

268 834 1,102 

past late psttochesuistiy an vary 
This it ilhsstrsnW by the figures for the few 

The size of the sums committed comes partly from 
the fact that investments are very high per unit. The 
investment per new job created of approximately 
$20,000 to $100,000 is among the highest in the world. 

Furthermore, the position occupied by petrochemical 
production within the chemical industry becomes larger 
and larger. In the United States the part taken up by petro- 
chemical products was negligible in 1930. It will have 
reached 40 per cent of the over-all chemical output in 1965. 
In the United Kingdom production went from 6 per cent 
in 1959 to 65 per cent of the organic chemistry industry 
in 1962. Comparable trends are being experienced in 
Italy, France, Germany (Fed. Rep.) and Japan. Petro- 
chemical products now account for 57 per cent of the 
dollar value of all the chemical products in the United 
Sutes. 

This increase in investments does not go on without 
jolts and sometimes even sets off overcapacity crises 
which affect all branches of petrochemistry. Butadiene 
and ethylene in the United Sutes and benzene in Europe 
have all gone through or are going through such crises. 
They reveal themselves by a sharp drop in prices and by 
attempts at dumping. Some upheavals can even lead 
to the buying up of entire plants by more stable colleagues 
(buying up of Texas BuUdiene by Sinclair and of various 
Montecatini plant« by Shell). 

Increase in capital cost along with manufacturing oj 
more highly elaborated products 

Basic products and intermediates require larger and 
larger investments as tht, progress from the stage of 
transformation to the sute of finished products and then 
to consumer goods. 

(I) The example of the production of ammonia and 
fertilizers: 
For a plant, built in Europe, using natural gas and 
consisting of: 

The productiou of synthesis gas from natural and 
supplying 300 T/day of ammonia synthesis; 

An output of 300 T/day of ammonia; 
A 300 T/day ammonium nitrate (27.5 per cent nitrogen) 

unit; 
A 200 T/day urea unit; 
A 212 T/day sulfuric acid unit and a 280 T/day ammo- 

nium sulfate unit; 
and oferatHf accordiag to the flow sheet below 
(cf. figure 1). 
The hwakdow of investawats is shown in tahk 1. 
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T«U 1. iNVMTMNn * KM AMMONIA AND TOTOJZUH WODUCTION 

r«K M  US Ptrctmmt* 
 .  *«•" tf um 

Buie product : 

Synth-ii»M  3.Í 13.] 

Intermediary product» : 

Ammonia  77 
Sulfuric acid  20 

TOTAL 9.7 33.3 
Finished products : 

Nitric add and ammonium nitrate .      100 
""•        4.« 
Ammonium sulfate        0.8 

TOTAL 13.4 33.4 

TOTAL INVISTMINTS 21.9 100.0 

* Ta» foUowtna ara included ia the investment total 

^aSfiXSmT*- roy*,tì" •nd "** apm~ for «** 
mint' 1ill!SSl'ü!f,a!ífe i»cl»d'"«: cost of land and its develop- 

•JS.***»,* **" p^*- *»•«« "«•» <•»"•• construction and 

(4) Kaaiassiiaa : studies, construction supervision, purchase!, etc 

It can be seen that the production of fertilizers (finished 
producto) requim investment! which are 4 timet at large 
M thoae needed for the production of synthesis a» 
(bnaic products) and 1.6 time» greater than for the produc- 
ta» or ammonia and sulfuric acid (intermediate producto). 

.J?¿ H*!"aniJ,,e,of *• P'od'Ktton of aromatici, syn- 
thetic fibres and plasticizers: 
Fora plant built m Europe, using a »asoline cut from a 

refinery, and consisting of: 

A 1st phase of aromatic» manufacturing and extrac- 
tion units producing: 
22,500 T/year of benzene (raw material for the 

production of nylon); 
10,500 T/year of O.xylene (raw material for the 

production of phthalicanhydride-base plastici»•); 
6,000 T/year of P.xylene (raw material for the 

production of polyester fibres). 
A 2nd phase of manufacturing units which will lead 

to the production of: 
10,000 T/year of caproiactam which, after polymariz- 

ation snd spinning, will be used to manufacture 
9,000 T/year of nylon 6; 

7,800 T/year of dimetyl-terephthalate which, after 
polymerization and spinning, will be used to 
manufacture 7,800 T/year of polyester fibres of 
the "dacron" type; 

10,000 T/year of phthalic anhydride which will be 
used to manufacture 10,000 T/year of plastkixers 
(dioctyl-phthalate) in addition to making available 
5,000 T/year of phthalic anhydride which will be 
used for manufacturing resins and in the polyester 
industry. 

A 3rd phase of finished products transformation units 
consisting of: 

The caproiactam polymerizatk n and spinning unito 
to produce 9,000 T/year of nylon 6; 

The dimethyl-terephthalate (D.M. T.) polymerization 
and spuming units to produce 7,800 T/year of 
polyester fibres; 

The production unit for 10,000 T/year of plastktzm; 

?«•»Aîf according to the flow sheet  below" 
'*K T with *• l"»"6«*•«" breakdown brina liven in table 2. "••*»«» 

J^-ü" « ?een th,t ^ »"""formation of finished 
m^ïLU «Mnufacturing phase) required invest- 
ments which are: 



2 to 3 time higher than for the production of intermediate 
products and their transformation into finished pro- 
ducts (2nd manufacturing phase); 

S times higher than the production of basic products 
(1st manufacturing phase). 

TABLE 2. PRODUCING AROMATICI, SYNTHETIC FIBRES AND PLASTICIZERS 

INVtf rMENTS • 

Tumi 
Mm- Frmfcr» 

lit       Batic products : 

Aromatica (benzene and xylene). 

2nd     Intermediate and finished products : 

Caprokctam 
Dimethyl-terephthalate 
Phthalk anhydride 

3rd     Transformation of finished products 

Nylon 6 \ 
Polyester fibres   
Plasticizen (D.O.P.)j 

TOTAL INVHTMBKTS 

tf US 

10.4 

20 

50» 

80.4 

0f um 

13 

25 

62 

too 

nota as for tabk 1 concerning all of the supplias included 
ia this total. 

» The investment for this 3rd phase is extremely difflcult to estimate, 
because it can vary «nonnously dependía« on the characteristics of 
the nylon 6 filamenti wished and the specifications set by the different 
users. 

1.2.1.B. Small amount of raw materials used for some 
products 

Despite extensive sources of crude oil and the highly 
competitive prices at which the necessary fraction« can be 
offered in the form of raw materials, petrochemical 
producta only represent 2 per cent of the world refinery 
output, and many sources of potential raw materials 
(natural gas and gas combined with crude oil) are not 

exploited even though large quantities of them are 
available at low prices. Indeed, the market is not suffi- 
ciently developed in some producing countries, and the 
investments which would be required by the installations 
needed for on-site recovery, transportation and shipping 
would be much too large to be covered merely by pro- 
ducing petrochemicals without also planning for other 
possible utilizations such as for producing energy or for 
liquefaction. 

(1) Consumption of natural gas in a fertilizer producing 
complex. 

For an ammonia and fertilizer production plant made 
up of units like those described in the flow sheet (1.2.1.A) 
the consumption of natural gas breaks down as follows: 

Manufacturing synthesis gas (chemical consump- 
tion)   7,700 m'/hr 

Fuel for the furnaces and electric energy production 
tj gas turbines     13,400 m»/hr « 

' Including 10,100 m'/hr for the production of ammonia. 

making a total of 21,100 m'/hr of natural gas, which 
represents about: 

5 per cent of the gas output connected with crude oil 
in Kuwait; 

10 per cent of the  installed natural  gas production 
capacity in Hassi-Er-R'Mel ; 

2.5 per cent of the current output of the Lacq deposit. 

(2) Consumption of naphtha in a steam cracking unit 
for the production of olefins, diolefins or their derivatives. 

The steam cracking of 250,000 T/year of naphtha 
(i.e., 2.5 per cent of the capacity of a 10,000,000 T/year 
refinery) can produce intermediate and finished products 
as shown in the flow sheet in figure 3 and leads to the 
production of: 

33,000 T/year of polyethylene, which is equivalent to 
India's consumption for 1965-66 or to the expected 
market in Argentina in 1970. 
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ftffiyMW 
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Figure 3. Petrochemical complex based en a ifm cracking of naphtha 

40,000 T/year of polyvinyl chloride, which is equivalent 
to the market in India in 1965-66 or to the expected 
consumption of Brazil in 1970. 

Very targe refining capacities needed for other products 

For example, a benzene output corresponding to flow 
sheet 2 (I21A) requires: 
Either a refinery with a capacity of 2 million T/year of 

Sahara crude of the Hassi-Messaoud type; 

Or a refinery with a capacity of 4.5 million T/year of 
Iranian crude of the Agha Jari type; 

Or a refinery with a capacity of 7.5 million T/year of 
Arabian crude of the Ras Tanura type; 

Or a refinery with a capacity of 10 million T/year of 
Iraqi crude. 

The required refining capacity increases with crudes 
which are less rich in aromatks and in aromatic inducine 
products. ^ 
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1.2.l.C. Complexity of installations 

Based on raw materials which are often made up of 
several hydrocarbons, proceeding by way of reactions 
which are not always selective, especially with regard to 
the production of large intermediates (olefins, for 
example), petrochemistry frequently leads lo the simul- 
taneous production of several products. The result of 
this is, that in addition to the main product sought after, 
by-products are obtained which need to be valorized 
just as much as the main product does if advantage is to 
be taken of the maximum profitability of the installation. 
This factor leads to the implantation not of isolated 
manufactures, but of integrated complexes. 
Example: The production of ethylene by steam cracking 

and the influence of the valorization of the by-products. 
Figure 4 shows the succession of operations required 

in manufacturing: plastics (polyethylene, polystyrene 
and polyvinyl chloride), detergents (sulfonated dodecyl- 
benzene), synthetic fibres (acrylonitrile), synthetic rubber 
(styrene-butadiene rubber), phenolic resins and solvents 
(acetone) as well as the list and tonnage of the products 
obtained from 250,000 T/year of naphtha. 

Economic requirements 

(1) The finished products market. 
If this market cannot absorb such an output, the size 

of the units must be reduced or the manufacturing of 
certain products must be eliminated. 

(2) The minimum economic capacity of the different 
units. 

(3) The valorization of by-products. 
(4) When inter-action manufacturing companies are 

established, it is important that the prices of various 
by-products also be taken into account. 

Influence oj the cracking capacity and oj the valorization 
of by-products, on the general economy of the operation 

Table 3 shows the results corresponding to the following 
cases: 

Case I. The by-products of ethylene manufacturing, with 
the exception of butadiene, are not valorized. 

Case 2. Propylene is 50 per cent valorized and gasoline 
can find a suitable outlet. 

Case 3. Propylene is 100 per cent valorized and all of 
the gasoline is sold. 

Results 

(1) If the by-products are neither valorized nor used 
as fuel, ethylene and butadiene are obtained at the 
respective costs of $134 per ton and $290 per ton, which 
is 20 per cent above the international cost (case 1). 

The steam cracking capacity must be approximately 
700,000 T/year for ethylene to be produced at the inter- 
national cost or else the units operate at cost price without 
any foreseeable profit. 

TABLE 3. INFLUBNCí OF TM VALOBKATMN OF STIAM CRACKINO BY-M»ODUCTI ON THE mia or THS 

MAIN PRODUCTS   : ETHYUNB AND SUT ADUNE 
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(2) Partial valorization of by-products shows that a 
considerable improvement can be made on the cost of 
ethylene and butadiene (case 2). 

(3) Complete valorization gives the whole an excellent 
profitability and a payout time of 5 years (case 3). 

This valorization is only possible if the units producing 
intermediates from cracking by-products are themselves 
sufficiently large so as not to lead to intermediates and 
then to finished products whose cost price is prohibitive. 
(Cf. "The theory of minimum economic capacity", 
chapter 1.2. l.E). 

1.2.1. D. Theory oj a complex associa fed with the integration 
oj units so as to better valorize the whole 

This also holds true for other economic complexes 
which engage in various operations but which are charac- 
terized by the same general type of production (naphtha 
cracking to produce acetylene, or catalytic reforming 
for the production of aromatics). There even appear 
to be some cases when it whould be best if this integra- 
tion were carried out to a maximum degree and if the 
petrochemical complex were built in the neighbourhood 
of a refinery. 
High octane number gasoline, by-product of ethylene in 

naphtha steam cracking, should be included in the 
gasoline pool of a refinery for optimum utilization of 
its properties. 

Cuts destined for the production of aromatics (benzene 
and xylenes) are not available and can only be prepared 
in a refinery. 
Possibility of utilizing the fractionation columns and 

catalytic reforming. 
Optimum valorization of the by-products, such as 

toluene, metaxylene or ethyl benzene and raffinate, 
produced in aromatics extraction units, and using 
them in the pisoline blend. 

1.2.I.E. Minimum economic size 

This theory is based on the fact that investments do not 
vary in proportion to the capacity, but rather, according 
to a power factor generally lying between 0.60 and 0.8S. 
This is the reason why it is advantageous to build large 
capacity units which cost proportionally less than small 
or medium capacity units. The same observation can be 
made for the manpower, general and plant overhead, 
all of which are proportionally lower expenditures in 
htrfe capacity units. 

The above paragraph (on the production of ethylene) 
and the following example contain illustrations of this 
fact : 

PRODUCTION or AMMONIA 

Capacity  300 T/day 400 T/day 
Variable charm • (not including labour) 

in US S/T of ammonia  9.g 9.1 
Ffawd charges » (including labour) in S/T 

of ammonia  44.1 40,2 
Production coat • in S/T of ammonia .  . 34.6 30 

Directly proportional to the 
Os resesi whoa the aa of the mH ine 
Not lacladla« promt and proa* um 

of tSM 

I.2.I.F. Technical complexity and competition 

(a) Small, highly qualified manpower 

Extremely complex installations make use of the most 
modern technical developments, especially in such 
fields as metallurgy, mechanics and control. The staff's 
operating and maintaining these units must, therefore, 
make up a highly specialized manpower which has 
extensive experience. Personnel training problems (engi- 
neers, foremen, operators and chemists) are thus extremely 
important, and the ensuing training expenses are high. 

Estimating the work force and personnel qualifications for various 
types of installations producing : basic products and intermediates 

1. Naphtha steam cracking unit for the production of ethylene 
(55,000 T/year) and propylene (45,000 T/year). 

Engineers  2 per day 
Foremen  2 per day 
Chief operator  1 per shift • 
Operators  6 per shift 
Instrument maintenance and control  I per day 
Mechanics and assistant mechanics  2 per day 

TOTAL PER DAV   35 

2. Unit for the production of butadiene (40,000 T/year) by 
the dehydrogenase»! of n-butane. 

Engineers  2 per day 
Foreman  I per shift 
Chief operators  2 per shift 
Operators  9 per shift 
Instrument maintenance and control  2 per day 
Mechanics  2 per day 

TOTAL PER DAY   54 

Dependence of the quantity and qualifications of the manpower 
on the nature and complexity of units 

1. Butadiene polymerization unit of 25,000 T/year (not including 
the pilot plant and the application laboratory). 

Engineers  4 per day 
Technicians  6 per day 
Foreman  1 per shift 
Chief operators  2 per shift 
Operators  3 per shift 
Chemists  4 per day 
Assistant chemists  10 per day 
Workers  JO per day 
Maintenance  3 per day 

TOT AI. rn DAY   81 

2. Acrykmitrile polymerization and spinning unit (10,000 T/ymr) 
(not indudiag application laboratories) 

*»&»«•  S per day 
Foremen                       / 1 P« day 
_,_,                                 I 2 parsa« 
Chief operator and operators  30 per shaft 
******  Uparan» 
Mechanics, maintenance and instrument* ... 15 par day 
Chemists  2 par day 
Assistant chemists  2 par shift 

TOTAL raa DAY 219 

iea4 thifts per day te alow aw fcavs sad abseace of 1 
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(b) The role oj research: the share of investments devoted 
to it 

In peak sectors, such as plastics, rubber and synthetic 
fibres, scientific research plays a very important part. 
The recent awarding of the Nobel Prize to Professors 
Natta and Ziegler for their work on polymerization 
catalysts helped emphasize this importance. The extremely 
extensive efforts which the leading chemical companies 
have made in developing new processes (3 to 5 per cent 
of their turnover in the United States) in connexion with 
the construction of large economic installations has led 
to the manufacturing of basic products such as ethylene, 
propylene and butadiene at very reasonable prices as 
well as to the development of several manufacturing 
processes for the same product (phenol, acetone, ethylene 
oxide, polyethylene, etc.). 

(c) Competition 

On top of this scientific effort is an extremely dynamic 
factor which is especially characteristic of the chemical 
and petroleum industries: competition. 

Competition exists in various forms : 

1. Manufacturers of petrochemical produca are becoming 
more and more numerous (there arc 3 to 4 times as many ammonia 
producers at in  1949). 

2. Different intermediates can be used for the same manufactur- 
ing process: naphthalene and orthoxylene, and propylene with 
acetylene. 

3. Different products have comparable usw. For example, 
cellophane, waxed paper, aluminium foil, polyethylene sheets and 
acetate Aim are all competing with each other. 

This competition from all sides pushes prices down, which in 
turn opens up the way for new outlets and new applications. 

(d) Prices and their development 

Petrochemical product prices are above all characterized 
by their high level. Indeed, the price of finished products 
ranges from $200 to $300 per ton. Considerable efforts 
have been made to keep the prices of synthetic producto 
within the range of those of natural products. Frequently, 
the only way to attain this goal has been by means of 
mass production. 

Another characteristic of petrochemical prices is a 
relative stability, which does not exclude some fluctua- 
tions. 

Some sectors (basic products, in particular) and some 
important intermediates undergo considerable fluctua- 
tions, generally downwards, but they never have the 
aleatory nature of those which affect natural products. 

There are various reasons for this: 
In tome fletas the demand does not keep up with the 

»upply. «ad the ensuing overproduction capacity results 
in temporary or prolonged dumping campaigns. 

Technical advances have enabled the prices of some 
products to be reduced either by improving conven- 
tion»! usádseos, or ehe by introducing new methods 
(s**yk>nhrüe, phthakc anhydride). 

Variations oj market prices of the main petrochemical 
products 

Listed hereunder are the current prices of petroche- 
mical producto, important intermediates and their 
derivatives. 

The estimated price for each of these products is an 
average price which takes into account : 

International  prices  published   in   various  specialized 
magazines. 

Transaction prices inside producing countries. 
Prices quoted on the export market. 

These different products generally have a more stable 
market price than that of finished products, except 
some of them which have registered notable drops during 
the last few years, such as, for example, benzene, naphta- 
lene, phenol, acrylonitrile and methanol. 

ESTIMATED PRICES or BASIC PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS, INTEKMBDIATES 
AND THim  DERIVATIVES 

(US dollars per ton) 

19*4     I960 

Ethyhne  joo 
Ethyl alcohol  200 

Acetaldehyde  230 
Acetic acid  220 

Ethylene oxide  340 
Glycol ethylene  300 
Amine ethanol (mono and di)  460 
Acrylonitrile  330     460 

Styrene  220 

Propylene  3440 
Isopropylk alcohol  1J0 

Acetone  130 

Propylene oxide  340 
Cumene  220 

Phenol  240 

Acetylene  440 
Vinyl chloride  in 

Butadiene  220-240 
Benzene  70       9S 

Dodecylbenzene  |fto 
Malek anhydride  300 
Caprolactam  950 

O-xysm»  12« 
Pbthalsc anhydride  240 

P-xytaoe  2» 
Naphthalene  m     220 
Mssaanol  »-TO      90 

Ponmldehyde  in 

Figure 5 shows the priée trends of the main producto 
used at plastics during the last few years. 

The tame phenomenon occurred for acrylonitrik the 
price of which went from $0.50 to $0.33 per kg during the 
last ten years. 
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Sola« prie« 
In |U.S/kg 

TABLE 4 
(% US/kg) 

Polyethylen* (LD) 
1 Polystyrene (Hl\ 

o.y 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

/Polystyrene (GP)   \           ^\         \    \ 

0.5 - 
^C*NSV 

0.4 
1         1        1 i      i      i      i      l       i 

1950 1955 
tonaci : Chtmlcml Entmtrlm. 4 *m. IMI. M. 

1960 

Figure S. Price trends for the leading plastics from 1950 to I960 

Concerning the price of rubber, a decrease is going on 
in the price of SBR in Europe, and in France in particular 
where competition is very keen because of imports from 
the United States. The price in France is $0.45 to $0.46 
per kg, whereas the U.S. domestic price is $0.50 
per kg. 

The price of natural rubber has varied considerably 
during the last decade, and it is now stabilized at about 
$0.52 to $0.54 per kg. 

Shell polyisoprene sells at the average price of natural 
rubber in the United States, i.e. $0.55 per kg. 

Polybutadiene, which is still a sought after product 
on the market, sells for $0.64 per kg. The starting up of 
several new units in the United States and in Europe 
brought on a price decrease of about 0.5¿ to 0.6¿ per kg. 

It should also be pointed out that the price of rubber 
is international and that no tariff protection exists. 

Concerning the price of ammonia, considerable changes 
can be expected starting now. 

Ammonia having been exported in the form of nitrated 
fertilizer up to now, the price of ammonia delivered in 
small quantities has been $90 to $95 per ton. With the 
development of techniques of transportation and large 
capacity NH, production unit construction, based on 
export market and erected in regions where the cost of 
natural gas and electricity is relatively low, it is now 
economically feasible to use ammonia as an intermediate 
which can be transported; and the availability of ammo- 
nia on the market in the near future means that a sharp 
price drop should take place, reaching an inclusive fob 
price of from about $45 to $50 per ton toward* 1967- 
1968. 

Table 4 shows the estimated prices for these different 
product» in die next few years u wall as the current 
prices. 

Rubber 
Styrene-Butadiene  0.50-0.55 
Ethylene-Propylene  0.66-0.57 
Polybutadiene  0.66-0.60 
Polyisoprene  0.60 

Plastics 
High pressure polyethylene  0.38-0.44 
Low pressure polyethylene  0.55-0.58 
Polystyrene  0.40 
Polyvinylchloride  0.38-0.35 

Farnxuu 
Itulmmué) 

0.4O 
0.30 
0.35 
0.30 

0.37 

0.33 
0.29 

1.2.l.O. Problems ¡inked to the production and trans- 
formation oj finished products and io the sale 
of consumer goods 

This category covers elaborated products such as the 
different polymers and the transformation products 
derived from polymers. 

Manufacturing tbes¿ products requires very large 
investments (cf. 1.2.1.A). 

This sort of production can be helped along by the 
entrance into the market of a company which already 
produces these products and which can thus contribute 
its technical know-how and marketing experience. 

Indeed, research on and application tests of these 
products require extensive personnel and equipment 
(cf. 1.2.1.F.a), and furthermore, one must be willing to 
spend large sums of money to market the product. 

Example: Typical pilot  plant  unit for manufacturing synthetic 
rubber 
This pilot unit must be located near the synthetic rubber manu- 

facturing plant; it should be able to procès« both emulsion poly- 
merization and solution polymerization ; it will represent aa invest- 
ment of between SI milium and $2 million. 

It is operated by 12 engineers, 4 foremen, 15 shin operators and 
4 standard maintenance workers. 

Its operating expenses are about $400,000 per year. 
It consists of: 
1. The catalysis unit designed for the manipulation, preparation, 

dilution and storage of the different catalysts. 
2. The utilities generation needed for the proper operation of ta* 

units. 
3. The Polymerization unit with several reactors and a control 

laboratory. 
4. The finishing unit made up of the following sections: 

Coagulation and drying; 
Compounding; 
Extrusion. 

3. Stocks of products and of solvent. 

1.2.l.H. Importance of market suntys 

An important economic factor in the profitability of 
aa installation it the rata at which it is made to 
once it has been built 



Despite the apparently favourable aspects of a deter- 
mined project, if the outlets have been badly calculated 
and the plant can operate at no more than SO per cent 
of its capacity, it will obviously have difficulties competing 
with another plant which may be less advantageously 
conceived but which is able to operate at maximum or 
almost maximum nominal capacity. 

The correct evaluation of the potential of a market 
and of its development is of capital importance in the 
success of a venture. This not only makes higher rates 
of production and lower unit costs possible, but it also 
makes possible a more efficaceous use of the investment 
capital which is extremely high in the petrochemical 
industry. 

Another advantage which can be derived from a well- 
carried-out market ana' 'gis is that of being in a position 
to opportunely foresee die regions or new products or 
new processes which mi ht prove profitable. The develop- 
ment of a market can, it the long run, be just as important 
as its analysis, because it is by stimulating the interest 
of a consumer so that . e makes wider use of products 
he already knows and so that he promptly adopts new 
articles that it is possible to supply the potential required 
for rapid growth. 

1.2.2. RBCENT DEVELOPMENTS 

I.2.2.A. Processes 

(a) Ammonia 

Large-scale improvements in equipment, operating 
conditions, catalysts and unit control as well as in the 
fundamental knowledge of reactions have occurred in the 
production of ammonia during the last ten years (cf. chap- 
ter IV, Ammonia). 

For example, the possibility of working under high 
pressure inside a steam reforming reactor has made 
possible, by reducing the size of synthesis gas compressors, 
a considerable decrease in investment costs. An identical, 
perhaps less noticeable, effect has been brought about by 
the utilization of new CO conversion catalysts. 

Just recently, this important advance was extended to 
the manufacturing of synthesis gas from light and cheap 
petroleum cuts such as naphtha. The process developed 
by ICI can now process the naphtha in s reactor where 
pressure conditions are almost as great as for methane. 
Such a process is particularly advantageous for regions 
which have no natural gas but which do, on the other 
hand, have excess naphtha (this is the case, for example, 
in western Europe, Turkey and India), or which can 
procure naphtha at a reasonable cost, due to : 
Excesses which exist in some regions or which will exist 

in the near future; 
lu low cost of transportation. 

These advances have resulted in an extremely large drop 
in investment costs and operating expenses, and conse- 
quently they have considerably improved the cost price 
of this product. 

Use is no longer made of partial oxidation processes 
of the TEXACO type which had the advantage of being 
able to process extremely diverse feeds ranging from gas 
to very heavy liquid hydrocarbons such as fuel oil, but 
which required very costly air liquefaction units, thus 
considerably adding to the cost of the installations and 
the operating cost of the unit. 

(b) The decime oj acetylene 

The competition between ethylene and acetylene, 
both of which have important common derivatives 
(PVC, acetaldehyde), is now turning in favour of ethylene. 
Indeed, in 1963 there were 13 ethylene units under 
construction or for which construction had been defini- 
tively decided upon, for a total output capacity of 
1,130,000 T/year, and 8 acetylene projects totalling only 
192,000 T/year. 

This disfavour towards acetylene can be explained by 
the high price of this product as a direct result of the large 
amount of energy needed to manufacture it. Other 
factors in this trend are the recent advances which enable 
ethylene to be used more cheaply for manufacturing 
acetaldehyde (Wacker Process) and vinyl chloride 
(oxychlorination processes) and propylene for manufac- 
turing acrylonitrile (Sohio and Ugine-Distillers Process). 

(c) Improving butane dehydrogenation processes 

The old ethyl alcohol process has given way to the 
catalytic dehydrogenation of butane into butadiene 
(Houdry Process). Shell has announced an even more 
economical process of deriving butadiene from butane 
by the intermediary of iodinated derivatives. 

(d) Revolutionary advances in rubber and fibres 

High density polyethylene, developed a few years ago, 
is enormously successful. 

The appearance of stereospecific rubber is in the 
process of revolutionizing the synthetic rubber market. 
The competition between polybutadiene and polyisoprene 
has hardly begun but is already in danger of being upset 
by new products (ethylene-propylene rubber). 

In the field of fibres, polyesters, acrylics and polyamides, 
considerable advances are being made. 

I.2.2.B. Transportation 

The implantation of certain industries near the cheapest 
energy sources has led to the establishment of large pro- 
duction units far away from consumer markets, and this 
has resulted in the expansion of maritime transport of 
bask products such as ammonia and butadiene. 

This latter product in particular is shipped by sea. 
The plant of the Company: Les Elastomeres de Synthese 
in France receives its butadiene from the United States 
(Texas Butadiene) by ship Gridine). Plans are being drawn 
up to build butadiene storage installations in Rotterdam. 

Anhydrous ammonta produced in the plant built si 
Point-Lisas (Trinidad) by the Fédération Chemical's 
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Ltd., in which W. R. Grace ft Co. is the leading share- 
holder, will mostly be shipped in the form of liquefied 
gat to various countries by means of tankers built specially 
for this purpose. 

The plant will be able to produce 235,000 tons of 
anhydrous ammonia per year. It is located and conceived 
to enable large tonnages of liquefied ammonia to be 
shipped for the first time by boat to various countries 
where it can be used directly as fertilizer or as the main 
component of nitrogen solutions and solid composites 
such as urea and ammonium nitrate. Up to now, ammonia 
has been transformed into solid fertilizers (sulfate and 
ammonium nitrate or urea) before being shipped. This 
new technique of distributing ammonia constitutes an 
extremely important advance in the potential supply of 
raw materials at low prices in countries where it has not 
heretofore been possible to manufacture ammonia 
because of the lack of raw materials or where it has been 
prohibitive because of the limited nature of the market. 

The output of the plant will be shipped in two tankers 
built specially to transport either a load of anhydrous 
ammonia at - 32° C or a load of refrigerated propane 
at - 42° C. The ships will transport their load of ammo- 
nia or liquefied gas in four individually insulated holds. 
An inert gas will circulate between the holds containing 
the load and the secondary reservoir. This gas, nitrogen, 
will purge and clean the reservoirs so as to enable other 
types of loads, such as propane, to be carried on the 
return trip or else to enable the ship to be sub-chartered. 
The propane transport capacity is 80,000 barrels. The 
four holds of each ship have a total capacity of 9,000 tons 
of anhydrous ammonia with a density of 0.68 at - 33° C. 
Each ship can transport nearly 300 tons of dry cargo in 
its holds, such as solid nitrogenous fertilizers in the form 
of urea or ammonium sulfate. 

The island of Trinidad was chosen as the location for 
the plant because it is one of the rare parts of the world 
where inexpensive natural gas is found in immediate 
proximity to the high seas. Similar conditions can also 
be found in certain Middle Eastern countries. However, 
it should be noted that installation investments of this 
sort would be higher in the latter region because of the 
fact that it is far away from sources of equipment. 

I.2.2.C. Unit size 

Units are constantly increasing their output capacities 
in an effort to lower the coat price. This is true of ammonia 
where the capacity of a unit (i.e., the reactor) it currently 
600 T/dsy, while 1,000 T/day units are being studied. 
The same is true of ethylene units which now have a 
capacity of 200,000 T/year or more. 

The result, for bask products at least, is that a theory 
of minimum economic capacity has been established which 
obliges larger and larger units to be built in order for 
them to be competitive. 

It is worth mentioning, however, that dut phenomenon 
is less noticeable for the transformation of basic products 
into finished products. The nature of the equipment 
and the parcelling out of manufacturing activities do not 
lead themselves so well to giganticism. 

Part II. Gsatral economic candido« aid bask swtociptes : 
the bases for estabUahhBg a petrochemical 

II. 1. ECONOMIC FACTORS 

Elements of operating cost of installations and manu- 
facturing cost of products. 

These elements contribute in determining the operating 
cost of units and in calculating the manufacturing cost 
of products. They depend upon specific conditions pre- 
vailing in different industrialized or developing countries. 
Their analysis is of prime importance for it constitutes 
the basis of different studies to be undertaken when 
establishing new industrial projects. 

They include: cost of raw materials; cost of utilities 
(steam, electricity, fuel, etc>; cost of labour and super- 
vision; cost of construction; and taxes. 

In this chapter each of these elements will be analysed 
and discussed thoroughly. Emphasis will be put on the 
differences existing between different countries. 

In the second part of this report, while studying varióos 
petrochemical productions, all the above economic factors 
related to specific projects in different specific areas will 
be taken into consideration when determining their 
economic importance. 

II. 1.1. COST OF RAW MATERIALS 

(a) Natural gas 

The price of natural gas is usually known at the well 
bead. Its price when delivered as a raw material to a 
petrochemical plant depends on several factors such as: 
Location of consuming centres (which enables the distance 

from the well to the plant to be evaluated); 
Amounts consumed (which enables the diameter of the 

pipe line to be determined); 

thus making it possible to calculate the cost of transport- 
ing natural gas from the fields to consuming centres. 

This cost is quite low in the case of large quantities 
transported over rather small distances. It gets higher, 
when the rate of flow is low or when the distances are 
very long and it becomes very high if special liquefaction 
facilities and liquid methane transportation in special 
refrigerated tankers like "Methane Princess" and "Jules 
Verne" are considered. If adequate port facilities do not 
exist, their cost should be taken into account whan 
calculating the transportation cost of natural gas. 

Prices of natural gas in diluèrent countries, are given 
hereunder at field, sea const and consumption centres. 

OAS FROM LACQ (FHANCI) 

At Pardta (IknntMiilM arid)  I.M 
At Teuton«  i,f§ 
M Ljwa ; IM 



T 
GAI non HAM-EIR'MIL (b) Liquefied gas 

'ZOO?       M******        Current price« «re as follows: 
tlm' *"* 

At the Md  0.36 0.J4 VSA 
At Anew »  0.67 0J3  
At Algiers or Oran ">  0.77 _ QmVc—i im* twi rt/mj 
«.   -r      I . • — (t Un) ttlMK) At Toulouse *  — J .70 
In United Kingdom * (liquefied). — 2.50 C« 17"22 ** ~ 

C, . .  .   . IS-24 37-46    ,   . .17 
  '  I (houeehoM usee) 

• Cott   of   tramportalion   by    pipeline,    Haui-Er-R'Mel- Ct . .   .   . 22-26 31-40    i   i 2Í-30 
Aratw 0.31 '  ' (petrochemical usee) 

' COM   of   transportation   by    pipeto«,    Haeel-Ef-R'Mel- 
Aleiera or Oran 0.41 

To'utoS?  °f ,r,MpOrt"i0n  *   Pép,,i~-.  MT'*:VI*   ,.,6 Prices of liquefied gas used as raw materials for petro- 
« Cost of liquefaction M Anew + COM of transportation chemicals depend mainly on the quantities consumed, 

Anew-United Kingdom, approximately i.*o that is on possible markets for petrochemical products 
based on L.P.G. In developing countries when L.P.G. 

ITALY • may be available in large quantities, possibilities of 
M   AI rtirtitiiiif exporting propane and butane may help to lower costs 

**""      fHSllfk °* recuperation and of transportation from fields to the 
Northern Italy        1.70 1.00 C?*,t. •? TV ** qUÌt* imPorttnt becau*e *** ^^ 
Southern luüy I JO       OSO        chemical industry consumes rather small amounts of 

such feedstocks: a butadiene unit of maximum size 
  (70,000 T/year) with a single stream of reactors would 

smÄ tttinÜgWÜtt ^è^Jl5;000 T/ye" of *»%} an ethytene unit 
of 130,000 T/year consumes 350,000 T/year of propane 
or 200,000 T/year of ethane. 

(c) Liquid hydrocarbons: naphtha and condensate 

Naphtha is available in Europe and in many other 
countries such as India whose consumption is largely 
based on middle distillates such as kerosene and gas oil. 

Condensate is produced in association with natural gas. 
At Hassi-Er-R'Mel (Algeria) for example, 400,000 T/year 
will be available when gas production reaches 2 billion m*/ 
year (end of 1964). 

The price of naphtha in Europe may be estimated at 
about $16 to $20/ton. These attractive conditions (avail- 
ability of large quantities, low prices) have been behind 
the recent growth of the petrochemical industry : ICI in 
Great Britian and SNPA (in association with Solvay and 
Rhône-Alpes) in France, are considering the construction 
of very large steam cracking units (1 million tons/year) 
of naphtha at Feyzin, France, based on such raw materials. 

Gulf Coast (chemical feedetock) 
East Coast (chemical fcedetock) . 

ilmt 

0.70 
1.40 

The attractive low price of Algerian gas is due to its 
exportation as liquid méthane in very huge quantities 
which enable production and transportation costs to 
be cut. 

The very low price of natural gas in the United Stales 
(Gulf Coast) is due to the proximity of fields and to the 
high level of demand ; however, this price tends to increase 
and it is estimated that it may reach le* m* by 1970. The 
price on the East Coast is much higher because of trans- 
portation costs. 

In Italy, raw materials for petrochemical industries 
are offered at low prices, particularly in the south, so as 
to encourage industrial development and to attract 
investors in order to raise the standards of living of this 
less favoured region of the country. 

In the West Indies, particularly on Trinidad, natural 
gas is available for industrial uses at «bout OÌ0¥ m* at 
the field. 

This tow price, to which mutt be added: 
The posabttity of nearby port facilities existing. 
The proximity of very large ammonia consumption 

centres has been sufficiently attractive to investors 
in  petrochemicals   to   warrant  construction  of a 
235,000 T/year ammonia unit. 
Such low prices may be encountered in other areas, 

particularly ia the Middle Haut and Libya, and may be 
tha startiag point for the devaknsaasrt of nmniamiinl 
i 

II. 1.2. Con OP unum» 

The ptrrocaeaüce! industry is a rather large consumer 
of electricity. The power consumed is about 15,000- 
20,000 kW for an ammonia or a butadiene unit of medium 
tins. 

In industrialised countries, power is often produced in 
very large thermal or hydro-electric power stations, and 
it can be purchased at dmVreet rate« from one country tc 
another depending oa tile power consumed and length of 
utilization. Ia France, rue average price would be about 
1# kWh; whereas ia the United States, power (aydro- 
electriciry) okay be purcaated at about U3-0.6dkWb. 

Ifpoweruaotavaikble.itmustbermduoedwitsuathe 
peuucisssascai paure nasa, in cosi wousa masi 
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1 
at for manufactu ing units, on the cost cf construction, 
price of fuel (natural gas, fuel gas, fuel oil), cost of 
¡labour, etc., and would change from one country to 
another. 

The costs of power produced by steam expansion in 
back pressure turbines in different countries are given 
hereunder: 

United SIMM Gulf Coast  0?l - 0.91 «/kWh 
United Sutes East Coast  0.81 - 10  «TkWh 
Common Markst  10 ¿/kWh 
Japan IO «VkWh 

The same is valid for the cost of steam and cooling 
water which are usually produced in the plant itself. 

II.1.3. COST OP LABOUR 

Thr cost of construction labour in developing countries 
is usually higher than in industrialized countries, although 
wages are lower. This is due to several factors such as : 
lower productivity, and lack of qualified technicians and 
skilled workmen (such specialists would have to be 
imported from abroad at very high cost). 

It is difficult to specify the real maintenance and 
operational labour costs for the manufacturing units of 
a spuific plant without going into details. Nevertheless, 
taking into account the following factors - training of 
local operators, foremen and engineers, and import of 
foreign technicians — one may reasonably consider that 
there will be an increase of about 30-50 per cent com- 
pared with industrialized countries, at least during the 
first years of operations. 

The comparative costs of labour in different countries 
are given hereunder (I E.C., vol. 54, no. 3, March ÌH2) 

United Statai       100 
Uaná* Klaaeom  0 «* 
nah-  1.3J 
Mexico  l.M 
  1.23 
  0.f* 
  IM 
  0.11 

al lUaubBc of Qarawny  l.QS 
  1.00 

Tus comparison takes iato account the standardisation 
of sauipmeat, work schedule, productivity, detrae of 
awhaniution aad dwatioa of work. 

II. 1.4. CcMstnucnoN com AND PWANCINO 

The coat of conetructiou in different countries may vary 
coBjssasraMy depending ou different faeton such as: 
Coat aad availability of equipment, 
•aaj¡aaiat »psciioatioai aad construction staaetods. 
Cost of traaspertiag oaaiyawat warn it i» not rrailaWs 

attesta. 

Cost of foreign labour when required. 
Productivity and duration of construction. 

When comparing construction costs in industrialised 
and developing countries, it can reaJily be seen that 
several factors intervene to make it higher in the latter 
countries. 

11.I.4.A. Factors influencing construction costs 

These are: 

Long-distance sea transportation of all or part of principal 
equipment (which constitutes in value about 10 par 
cent of total cost of equipment) if it cannot be manu- 
factured locally, 

Insurance cost during transportation. 
Overland transportation cost if the plant is not located 

on the coast, 
Import duties levied on imported equipment. 
Construction and engineering costs are higher (because 

of imported foreign labour). 
The cost of construction done by local companies is 

higher. 
Local conditions: duration of construction is usually 

I.S or 2 times higher in developing countries than in 
industrialized ones. 

Table S hereunder lists the different items in the cost of 
a plant and gives, as an illustration, an estimate of the 
probable „ost of a plant built in North Africa or in India 
compared with the cost of an identical plant «reeled in 
France. 

T*M,t 3. EmiAri or coMMUTtva MVSSTMBCT coats 

>m X mf im—ài im X ml tarn m Wrmarnn 

CM works. 
Eagiassrma. 

62 43 M 
It 23.3 23 

$ 3.3 < 
13 14 13 

too III 121 

In developing countries it h oftea 
supplemeatary invsouneats in order to 
operation of the plant aad which are not usually 
dared by local organizations. These covar: 
Housing of personnel aad their faaaihes, 
Installation of utilities 
Transportatioa facilities, 
Fort installations. 

Estimale of comparative t 
countries is as follows: 

France       taj 
Uaued Stakst Mi 
UMM Kaajaaa  '. '. «, 
"•>        M 

left" 



Altaría 
Turkey (at 
Iran (at coast) 

(at coaal) 
India (•M) 

111 
US 
116 
121 
123 

It should be amphasiacd, moreover, that the above 
figures arc only intended at general estima let, and they 
may not he valid in tome particular cate». Still, they car 
he considered at representative in most cates. 

11. 1,4. i. Factor* ¡nflumcmg wmys of paying 
for the kutmllatkms 

Financial the construction of a plant in a developing 
country would result, if compared with the construction 
of the same plant in Europe or the United Stales, in 
some additional expanses and »upplamcutary risks. 
Most of these risks arc usually covered by insurance, the 
cost of which is added to the price charged to the buyer. 
The risks which may not be covered by insurance are 
evaluated by the seller and also included in the price of 
the plant. The same is done with other expenses such as 
prefinancing, reimbursement of loans and all other bank 
operation« if payment is not in cash and if financing is 
asked for by the companies in charge of coaetnscttoa 

(a) Cott of pnfl*mml*t 

la the following 
»refinancing  covering 3   years 

contract and starting u{ the piaat 
During this period payments to construction 

would be spread out as follows: 10 per cent 
10 per ocnt during construction; aad 10 per 

the 

cent on 

Six per cent interest rate. 
Cost of prefinancing would be 4 per cent of 

In cases where a plant it pan4 for ia cash, this 
mentary sum it asid directly by the owner, la 
where the construction of a plant is financed, 
ling enterprise adds thai sum te the initial 

i amy he 
T%9 pttyflMMK Ml «VpBMBPt •* ME 

No payawat at start-ap (3 yaars later); 
I « mouths after start-up, 

t aver 10 years by aaymeali every é 
UM 

-7 
of the piaat: 

tl costs1 »re due to 

Costs of insurance covering risks of loans to foreign 
countries; 

Guarantee against inflation; 
Bank expenses; 
Risks attached to the part of the loan not covered by 

guarantee; 
No shopping sound 

The above factois also affect the cost of imported 
equipment as well as engineering and construction. 
Table 6 hereundei shows the influence of prefinancing 
and financing on the cost of various investment compo- 
nents. 

TABLF 6   iNMUINC't O» HUWIWANCINXi AND FINANCING 

ON    COST    Of    UNTI* 

Pm tmumt        fmemum* 

4 
2 
0.5 

4 
4 

4 
2 
O.J 

15.3 

m order ta caksjlate the total coet of a financed plant, 
the above wpplcntsattry charges should be added to 
those reeulttag from the fact that comtructioa is done in a 
devslopiag oouatry (cf. II. I 4.A.). 

"No shopping around" has act bata taken into coati- 
deratioa for engineering aad construction where it it 
aeaumed that opea competition could have an effect. 

Table 7 gives the probable coet of a financed plant in 
North Africa (Algeria, Tuaseia, Morocco) aad in other 
countries ea the ladina Oaaaa (India, Pakistan, Ceyloa) 
comaared to the coat of the same plant in Europe or ia 
the United States. 

II2 CALCULAT!»» TUB PRODUCTION COST 
OP PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 
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Royalties (which may be included in the investment 
figure or paid ai running fees over I to 10 years). 

(b) Fixed charges 
They include : 

Amortization of the plant and financial chargea: 
Amortization expenses  vary from one  country to 

another; tome average rates usually accepted during 
ta« trst Ave years of running a plant are given 
fcatow for different countries: 

Maintenance expenses which usually amount to 4 per cent 
of the production units and general installations, 

riant overhead expenses, general overheads and sales 
expenses, 

Interest on working capital which is usually S per cent 

Note: Calculations of production costs of different 
petrochemicals (cf. II.2) will be based upon nominal unit 
capacity. It can be seen that if the fixed charges remain 
unchanged, production cost will increase proportionally 
to the decrease in the rate of operation of the units. 

United 
United Knetom  

sUpetote of Oermany 

Finnssrial charges include) interests on short or long 
loans sad dividends from shares which con- 

the actual capital of the company : 

II.3. BASIC PRINCIPLES : THE BASIS OF 
CARRYING OUT  PETROCHEMICAL   PROJECTS 

Although it is often possible, from a technical point of 
view, to produce most petrochemicals starting from 
available raw materials and to envisage setting up s 
pstrochemksl industry based on market demands, it is 
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nonetheless of prime importance that  such  projects 
should meet the following economic criteria: 

1. Such plants should correspond to the real needs 
of the country and produce consumer goods at reasonable 
prices so that they are accessible to as wide a market as 
possible, 

2. The plant must be built under conditions such that 
it contains within itself the conditions necessary for its 
subsequent expansion. 

To meet the above criteria, the following conditions 
should be fulfilled: 

1. Setting up a price ceiling not to be exceeded bv local 
productions. This limit may be based on market prices 
in industrialized countries (cf. 1.2.1.F.d.), multiplied 
by a moderate tolerable coefficient.1 This coefficient 
changes from country to country, but prices of local 
production should always be lower than or equal to 
prices of imported products. 

2. Net profits should be high enough to provide for: 
Reimbursement of invested capital within a reasonable 

period, taking into account the rapid evolution of 
technology; 

Maintenance of units, development of production and 
expansion of the plant. 

II.4.   ESTABLISHING  THE  SELLING   PRICE 
OF PRODUCTS 

Figure 6 shows the influence of different parameters 
affecting production costs and points out the different 
economic factors which, when added to the production 
cost, enable the selling price to be determined. 

These factors are: 
Profite; 
Taxes; 
Saks and distribution expenses. 

Profits are fixed by the annual rate of rotura on the 
total investment (U per cent), which equals 1/T, T being 
the pay-out time, i.e. the period during which total 
investment (A) is recovered. 

The net cash flow (V) will then equal A.U./100. The 
net income after taxes or annual ait profit (W) it obtained 
by dMucting the «monition (M) from the net cash 
ZZ^'IS06 ÎJ" âlmdy iaclwkd in the Production cost (w •=- v — M). 

Mace the tax rate on profita is (6), the net income 
before taxes or groas annual profit (X) would be : 

100 W X- 
loo-e 

"• (§) to groes aaaual profit (X) 
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Pay-out time and profits 
Because of: 

The constant increase in the cost machinery and equip- 
ment. 

The very rapid evolution of technology which greatly 
increases risks of premature obsolence of processes 
or products, a pay-out is generally admitted which 
enables a corresponding profit to be realized at an 
annual rate or return on investment of 20 per cent 
(instead of 15 per cent for legal amortization in France). 
This profit corresponding to a pay-out time of 5 years 
would enable the loan for financed plant to be reim- 
bursed, and it can be employed to finance new projects. 

Taxes on profits 

These vary from one country to another. The average 
tax rates for various countries are given below: 

«fi 
Unitsd Stales  32 
France  30 
United Kingdom  3373 
Federal Republic of Germany .... 31 
'«•"y         33 
Japan  30 
Canada         4j 

Table 8 gives an example of how the selling price of a 
product is calculated in industrialized countries on the 
basis of the following generally accepted conditions : 
Pay-out time      3 y,,,, 
Taxes on profit» 30 ym 
Am°rt»««°n 12.3% of investment 

TABI E S 

Investment (A) 
Amortisation (M) 
Production cost (S) 

» $2,000,000 
- S   230,000 

<D Pay-out time 
(U) Rate of return on investment 

3 years 

CV^cuhflow^-* 
100          3 - S   400,000 

(W) Net proto after taxes (V) —(M) - S    130,000 

(X) Net profits before taxes ~~ 

00 Selling price (X) + (S) 
- S   300,000 

- S   300,000 + (g) 

Fait m. Faeton of a 

Tita promoter of a petrochemical investment CM be 
animated by several types of considerations such as: 

1. The market, if the individual involved is a onanist 



2. The availability of raw materiali, if the individual 
is a rentier (crude hydrocarbons or by-products from 
their being processed). 

3. The possibility of valorizing by-products of the 
planned manufacturing so as to reduce production costs. 

All or several of these factors usually come into play 
simultaneously when making decisions, and this is why 
as we say in Chapter I, petrochemical manufacturing 
units come into being within the framework of complexes 
where the different production activities suppôt one 
another within the interior of integrated structures, or 
at any rate, supplementary associations. 

However, it was noted concerning progress made in 
the field of transportation, that there was a certain 
tendency towards setting up an international market 
for certain major products such as ammonia or butadiene 
It should also be pointed out that there are usually large 
excess production capacities for these major interme- 
diate« (the units now operating are working below 
capacity and, consequently, it would be possible to 
increase production in all fields without having recourse 
to additional investments). Therefore, it is eminently 
desirable that a petrochemical products manufacturer 
be certain of: 

1. A minimum consolidated outlet, enabling him at 
wast to amorti» his installations, and 

2. A reliable source of supply. 

The problem for developing countries is to determine, 
m the nudat of current tendencies, what the motives may 
be Tor establishing such an industry on their land. 

II1.1. FACTORS CONDITIONING THE CREATION 
OF A PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

III.1.1.   SlZB  »  OUTLET   MAAKBTS 

Conauraption increases arc relatively easy to foresee 
on the beau of tendencies noted during past years and 
from the development of consumption in other countries 
where the standard of living is the same or »lightly 
higher. Predicting the development of the production 
capacities of other countries is somewhat more aleatory 
Indeed, plans are often drawn up in great secret. Further- 
more, it is relatively difficult to evaluate the degree of 
certainty m the completion of a given project announced 
by its promoters. The creation of a petrochemical industry 
in developing countries is conditioned by a very careful 
preliminary evaluation of its current and future market 
and of its potential export outlets. These market surveys 
are of major importance, and it is essential that they be 
done before planning any industrial project 

III. 1.2. LOCATION OP MAMUTS — TRANSPORTATION 

which might subsequently be manufactured in the 
developing country, generally have to allow for an 
itinerary over which these products must be transported 
(by land or sea). The influence of transportation costs 
on the C.I.F. price of products is thus important. 

Transportalion of raw materials and petrochemical products 

Transportation costs arc very different for gaseous and 
liquid hydrocarbons. Whereas they are fairly low concern- 
ing naphtha, condensati or other heavier products they 
are higher concerning Q and C, gaseous hydrocarbons 
which are transported in high pressure cylinders, or 
concerning liquefied hydrocarbons which are transported 
m special ships (methane tankers, for example) or 
concerning C, and C4 liquefied gas, as well as concerning 
certain petrochemical products such as butadiene and 
ammonia which are transported liquefied in refrigerated 
snips under atmospheric pressure. 

Liquefaction and storage units corresponding to the 
capacity of the ships used for transportation must also 
be planned at both the points of arrival and departure 
of the products. 

In order to specify the differences which exist between 
the cost of transporting different products, some of the 
elements of the cost of transporting hydrocarbons and 
chemical products are given below: 

Comltiuate ami naphtha • 

COM» of Algeria - Mamille, Franc« .  .  . 
Coast of Algeria — London, United Kingdom 

Sl/lon 
$2/ton 

which is, respectively, 5 •/. snd 10 % of the COM of the naphtha. 

Natural gat 

Coast of Aporia-London. United  Kingdom   trtntport of 
«quid methane by methane tanker Sl.éO/m« 

which remita in the tripling of the FOB methane price. 

Liane/M tat 

Tta utilisation of refrigwtedaWpe for tranep^ 
••adi to coneiderabte lavfaigt comparad with the utiUation of Mgh 
praaaure snipe which ii the method most widely used up until 
quite recently. 

The geographical location of potential markets tor: 
1- ^wiaaterials(iiaphtha,Mtur«Jt^liquen<dIt,)i 

\ ÌSVTM,>" («tM«". «"»»nia, butadiene, etc) 
and ftséahed products, ^^ mK,) 

• Iataeeale - indadiBg 20 % dieorant. 

Figure 7 (below) shows the influence of the size of 
refrigerated ships on the transportation cost of liquefied 
gas in (SU.S. per ton) from Freeport, Texas, to Antwerp, 
Belgium. Storage on departure and on arrival U not 
included in this cost: 

Chemical products: ammonia and butadiene 
The cost of transporting these products is about the same 

as for liquefied gas given tankers of the same capacity 
and the same distances to be covered. ^^ 

Thecott of transporting butadiene from Texas to the 
Btanj[de Bene in France by 6,000 to 1,000 ton sup is 
IPJuytoa (not including storage on arrivai aadéV 
pert ure). 

4J 



ait£n£T ** caPab,e of carrying approximately 
9,000 T/year of ammonia are now being built for 
W R. Grace A Co. by the Marine Transports Line Inc. 
in New York. It is estimated that the cost of transport- 
ing ammonia across the Atlantic in boats of this 
capacity will be a» out $6 to $8 per ton. 

The cost of transporting ammonia varies with the capacity 
of the refrigerated ships. 
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Capacity of rafrlsaraftd »hip In .000» 

Figure 7. Coil of trmuportlng litmfied gm 
(auummg ¡00 % utilization of tin ship) 

For ships with respective capacities of 1,700, 2,000, 
2,200 and 2,500 tons and making a run of 1,200 kilo- 

^iï'i^X^Tiïiï•• C0S,1 is> '"Pf^'y,    » North Africa and the transportation of "Üqifled "¿ 
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HI.1.3. INFLUENCE OF AVAILABLE RAW MATERIALS ON THE 
KIND OF  PETROCHEMICAL  INSTALLATIONS  OR   COMPLEX 
TO BE ESTAPLISHED 

Large quantities of natural gas and gas associated 
with crude oil arc produced in the United States, the 
Soviet Union, the Middle East, North Africa, Pakistan, 
Central America and Europe. They are the basis for the 
development of the petrochemical industry in the United 
States which utilizes methane and liquefied gas such as 
ethane, propane and butane as raw materials. Because 
of the extensive refining capacities and the extremely 
high gasoline market (45 per cent of the crude oil proces- 
sed) the United States also produces a large amount of 
refinery gas which is one of the raw materials for the 
petrochemical industry. 

In Europe where the gasoline market is comparatively 
smaller (25 per cent of the crude oil processed), refinery 
gas is not produced in sufficient quantities to enable the 
petrochemical industry to develop, and the excess by- 
product gas from refining operations is the most plentiful 
source of raw materials. Refinery gas is, however, utilized, 
as is natural gas (Ravenna in Italy, and Lacq in France)' 
New discoveries of natural gas in the Netherlands and 

pared with the above mentioned cost for 9,000 ton 
snips crossing the Atlantic). 
It also varies with the distance covered. 
£• example, for 1,700 ton ships covering, respectively 

1.200, 2,400 and 3,000 kilometers, the estimated transpor- 
tation cost is, respectively, $7.60, $12.60 and $14.40 
per ton. 

JVA The cost of transporting ammonia has 
effect on the price of this product. 

Ammonia FOB — Trinidad 
Transportation Trinidad 
Co« CIF Europe . .   . 

which is an increase of 19 % 

Europe (by 9,000 ton ship) 

Ammonia FOB—ninnimi.  . 
after transportation over 

(A) 1,200 km  
(B) 2,400 km  
(Q 3,000 km  

CIF 

a big 

t/M* 
42 

S 
30 

*/>«• 
42 

7.40 
12.60 
14.40 

t/Ml 
60 

34.su 
36.40 

F« (A)  ¿ 
For (B)  •    *"• 
For (O  

which is an increase of It % for (A) 
which is aa increate of 30 % for (1) 
which it an tarrean of 33 % for (Q 

Concerning butadiene, which is already a very elaborate 
product, the CIF telling price in Europe is not very 
ffT?!^,^ PO* Pri« o» »he Oulf Coast, even 
oesptte the nigh cost of transportation across the Atlantic. 

FOB pries. . 
Traaup urtatimi 
CIF prise . . 

whicfe.it an of 4%. 

t/M 
220 

9.20 
22»JO 

the Middle East, Libya and Algeria would enable much 
wider utilization of L.P.G. in replacement of naphtha. 

Natural gas and gas associated with crude oil can, for 
developing countries which have them, constitute an 
important factor in the establishment of a petrochemical 
industry. 

For countries where such raw materials are not avail- 
able, sources of supply could be found in : 
Refinery gas; 
Excess naphtha (India, Turkey etc.). 

Indeed the market for middle distillates is extremely 
large in these countries (exactly the same problem on the 
European market), and the small market for gasoline 
leaves quantities of naphtha available on the market at 
«nadvantageous price for the petrochemical industry, 
wnen the refining capacity does not make it feasible to 
plan the establishment of a petrochemical industry 
based on refinery gas or naphtha of which there are 
insufficient quantities, steps will have to be taken to 
import naphtha, for which transportation costs an low 
in order to produce basic petrochemical products, or 
else provisions will have to be made to import bask 

at the start of finished products industry. 
In the light of the elements described above (cf. Ill 1 2) 

petrochemical manufacturing can be envisaged starting 
rrcm the different kinds of raw materials available. 

• (aî ï1* «ì* of traniP°rtini naphtha and condensate 
is relatively low, thus making it more advantageous to 
plan on implanting a petrochemical unit which uses this 
*f i?w Bften^ new 1» point of consumption rather than 

ii J?, of production. Indeed, the additional expense 
entailed in transporting raw material ii not Urs» «rah 
to compensate for the ensuing rtnatum ofX 
proximity of the market, ofthVgriater euetS«woSd 



be in raising capital and financing, and the poasibility 
of selling or utilizing all of the by-products. 

(*) The cost of transporting gas such as methane, 
ethane and propane is higher, meaning that exporting 
them to other countries for use as possible feeds for the 
petrochemistry industry can only be envisaged as a 
supplement to already existing raw materials or to liquid 
hydrocarbons. 

Methane transported in this way cannot compete with 
naphtha as a raw material for manufacturing synthesis 
gas and producing ammonia or methanol. 

Ethane and propane cannot compete with naphtha as a 
feedstock for producing olefins. 

On the contrary, however, these products can be utilized 
as a raw material for petrochemistry or other industries 
at the spot where they are available for the following 
reasons: 

The reserves are usually abundant and provide long 
range supplies of raw materials. 

Despite the cost of their recuperation and fractionation, 
it is hoped that they will constitute an inexpensive 
raw material. 

Petrochemical products, which can be produced from 
these gases, offer technical and economic advantages 
compared with identical productions produced from 
naphtha. 

Methane is the best feed for producing ammonia. Steam 
reforming of methane is a less costly process than 
that of naphtha, both from the point of view of the 
amount of investments needed and the operating cost. 

The same is true for ethane and, to a slightly lesser 
degree, for propane with regard to the production of 
ethylene and propylene. 

Ethane and propane cracking is more selective than 
naphtha cracking. 

       n 
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As a result, the production of olefins should be followed 
up by installations which would make allowances for 
more elaborate and more easily transportable products 
such as: monomer and polymer vinyl chloride, poly- 
ethylene and acrylonitrile. 

The problems then posed by the manufacturing of 
these products (polyethylene in particular) and concern- 
ing: the size of investments, the production efficiency, 
and the search for a market, are of prime importance, 
and associating with a private company already installed 
on the market would help in solving them. 

(c) The cost of transporting butane (as potential 
butadiene) should be about the same as for butadiene. 
Therefore, it is difficult to plan a future implantation 
without making a detailed study of an individual case. 
It can be assumed, however, that the proximity of a 
source of inexpensive natural gas for a unit for the 
dehydrogenation of n-butane into butadiene (a unit 
which consumes a lot of energy) is a favourable clement 
in implanting such an industry in a country having large 
reserves of liquefied gas. 

Hi. 1.4. INFLUBNCE OF COST OF ENERGY AND »AW MATERIALS 

In Part II it was seen that the cost of natural gas can 
be very low in some developing countries and that this 
advantage can abo favour the establishment of a petro- 
chemical industry. This attraction varies, however, with 
manufacturing processes, depending on whether they 
are more or less large consumers of energy. Manufacturing 
major intermediates requires a lot of energy. 
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raw material in Úm 
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There aie no by-products such as the C« hydrocarbons 
and gasoline which intervene and decrease the efficiency 
of the operation if they are not valorised. 

However, the following points should be borne in 
mind. Whereas ammonia is an intermediate which is 
advantageously transported for the reasons given above 
(cf. n.2 and the figures given below), the problem of 
ttwuportuig C, olefins by refrigerated ship has not yet 
been solved in a satisfactory and economic manner. 

The ratio of transportation cost (including handling) 
cfaamoiiia to that of nitrogeno• fertili» (per tosof 
 •) is shown below: 

WXN)  ,• 

ü«("XH)      ; £ 

4« 

On the other hand, the production of derivatives of 
these basic products requires relatively little energy, 
in that the cost of manufacturing them mainly consists 
of personnel and amortization expenses. The advantage 
of manufacturing them in developing countries is ob- 
viously appreciable and useful for the development of the 
country, but the decision to implant them comes up 
against obstacles which should not be underestimated 
in the beginning. 

dteÍSLr0**** ,^-,ll,!,'* aBd mon «tabor*»» M* 
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complex which is already diversified and which is located 
wkL~ y deve,°Ped consumer region (cf. I.2.1.D). 
Whereas these obstacle» are not insurmountable, they 
should nonetheless be appraised at their true value 
In order to overcome them, there is probably a choice to 

JP* ¿n the priority of «»»»M'ahment which would 
produce the conditions necessary for these very elaborate 
developments. The participation of an experienced com- 
pany, whjch it is useful to solicit for some of these produc- 
tions, cannot be obtained unless one or both of the 
following conditions are fulfilled: 

Possibility of entering a new market and thus increasing 
the volume of sales without competing with its own 
market, 

Obtaining a finished product at a price which is such 
that it can accede to the new market by being able 
if the situation were to call for it, to adopt competitive 
prices. ^ 

On the other hand, the production of intermediate 
products which are well defined chemical products 
does not depend . n such strict technical and economic 
limitations and the participation of a foreign company, 
if it is capabte to helping improve the market of the plant 
is not of such importance. 

HI. 1.5.   PROBLEMS  OF   UNIT   SIZE 

We saw in chapter I that investments do not vary 
proportionally to the unit output, but rather according 
to a power factor generally between 0.60 and 0.85. 

Operational expenses and overhead are considerably 
reduced when the unit capacity increases. When allowing 
for the construction of installations with larger and larger 
capacities so as to be able to produce for export, develop- 
ing countries must in particular take this factor into 
account if they are to be competitive. 

conditions, it may also be extremely costly to envisage 
the production of plastics or synthetic rubber from the 
same sort of raw materials. 

The multiplicity of by-products, which it is often difficult 
to valori», is also an important element in the profit- 
ability of petrochemical installations using naphtha 
feed. 

(</) The lack of experienced  personnel in sufficient 
number to fill all the new jobs. 

(e) The restricted growth of transformation industries 
and commercial circuits. 

We have noted that developing countries can be in a 
good position compared with industrialized countries 
with regard to: cost of raw materials; transportation 
expenses; and the importance of certain local markets 
and the possibilities of exporting under certain condi- 
tions where sufficient quantities of products make it 
feasible to build installations of economically profitable 

However, they can also find themselves handicapped 
compared with their more highly industrialized competi- 
tors in several decisive aspects such as: labour costs- con- 
struction costs; lack of exchange currency; and the limita- 
tions of certain markets and, consequently, the impossi- 
bility of producing at competitive production prices. 

HI.2.2.   MEANS LIABLE TO  REMEDY  THE DIFFICULT«! 
INVOLVED IN ESTABLISHING A PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

The different fields of activity where special efforts 
should be made in order to remedy the difficulties specified 
above will be dealt with successively hereunder 

III.2. LIMITATIONS IN THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF 
A PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY — MEANS 
OF   REMEDYING THEM 

HI.2.1. LIMITATIONS AND DIFFICULTIES IN ESTAtJSHiNG 
A   PETROCHEMICAL  INDUSTRY 

These are generally imposed by : 
(«) A relatively small local market and reduced 

export possibilities which do not warrant construction 
of industrial units with sufficient economic capacity 
and which make for extremely high production costT 

(*) Exchange currency deficits in case« where the 
domestic marke,¡or export perspective, are sufficiently 
attractive to enable installations to be built which entail 
large investments. 

(f) The availability of raw materials. 

*^V¡|*f~ •« "*^Mmically feasible. For cxaapk, 

»•nmaer production fro« natimi gas 

HI.2.2.A. The labour Jorce 

It has already been mentioned that it is mainly the 
scarcity of highly qualified personnel which raiseü Z 
cost of the labour force. It is thus necessary, if . petro- 
chemical industry is to be developed in a country, tó plan 

•r°famnîf,Wh;C^wi" faci,iUte ,he training of the personnel capable of alleviating this situation in the lone 
run. • 

¡«J11! f***!?** of the educational institutions of 
industrialized countries is useful, at least in the beginning. 

sssxastssrrai8ed% the • Ä 

.cIîrJSlÎA!neCeMary to provide for the knowledge acqu.red by these men must, however, be set up on the 
«pot and «a:soon as possible in order to bring about 
a^betterproductivity of the industrial invertmenj whkh 

The co-operation of engineering and construction 
enterprise a. well ., proem owneX shcsudfcÏÏÏÏ 
anhand the participation of competent forti«Tconv 
pames or organizations is also a ikyZn^kS taTi c*£Uyto «qui« r^dlv thm ^ ^?l£¿ 
knowing* to work and to prepare to brotdtTwd 



increase this knowledge. Care should be taken, however, 
to see that local cadres actually share in the responsibi- 
lities and that they are closely invoked in the development 
of the new industry created in the midst of this sort of 
collaboration. 

III.2.2.B. Supplying investments and reimbursing exchange 
currency 

Supplying investments and, more specially, exchange 
currency (which represents about 80 per cent of the 
investment burden can be done in two ways. 

III.2.2.B.O.   The   contribution oj equipment credits and 
loans 

These are essential instruments in furthering develop- 
ment. However, even though they spread out the invest- 
ment burden over a length of time, they do not eliminate 
it and they are necessarily accompanied by a considerable 
increase in the absolute value of this burden which must 
support all financial expenses. Circumstances which are 
also due to the fact that the payments are deferred 
considerably increase the expenses involved in setting 
up a new installation (cf. Chapter H.I.4.B.). These credits 
and loans cannot alone and unconditionally solve the 
problem of the development of a petrochemical industry. 

III.2.2.B.A. Contributions by having foreign companies 
participate in the capital 

This is a particularly desirable form of aid to develop- 
ment provided that the contributions do not conflict 
with the political structures that the country in question 
is freely adopting; and the forms assumed by this aid 
respect the following essential aims: meeting the actual 
needs of the aided country; and contributing to a task 
which in itself contains the conditions necessary for its 
ultimate spontaneous development. 

The financial participation which is offered should thus 
be studied favourably from the following aspects and in 
immediate and future perspectives: contributions to 
financing the investments; guarantees concerning the 
planning of implantations and the managing of the 
project; current and future technical contributions; 
supply source and market contributions; and contributing 
to the speed of implantation. 

Reimbursing exchange currency invested in the construc- 
tion of a petrochemical complex should come from the 
exploitation of tais complex which will provide: the 
resources needed to reimburse the invested capital in a 
reasonable length of time in the case of private capital 
and according to a set schedule in the case of equipment 
loans or credits; and a large part of the resources also 
needed to enable the new implantations to develop. 

This reimbursement will in most cases, therefore, he 
made in local currency. However, the reconstitution 
of the "Invested Capitar, at least in so far as the irre- 
vocable payments connected with the credits go 
(cf. m.2.2.B.a), or the repatriation of profits associated 
win contributions of capital (cf. III.2.2.B.A) will have 
to be made fat excaaagc currency. 

We shall see further on (cf. III.2.2.C) how an industrial 
development can probably be set up which is not only 
based on the potential of the domestic market, but which 
will spread over and beyond this structure and diversify 
the outlets for its products. 

However, it must be admitted that it is difficult at 
present to establish an industry on the possibility of 
exporting its products, which would bring in foreign 
currency, because: identical projects based on this sort 
of outlets are being developed in all countries; mass 
productions in particularly favourable locations at low 
prices are more and more frequently finding their way 
into the international market; and many units now operat- 
ing below their nominal capacity can provide products 
at marginal prices. 

If, therefore, the new enterprise does not itself establish 
new exchange currency resources, its country will then 
have to take the responsibility for the transfers which 
the enterprise will eventually entail. 

In some favourable cases, if the country has available 
sources of exchange currency from exports of other 
products or from co-operative ventures, the exchange 
currency thus brought in can ideally be used to partially 
cover the suitably spread out expenses linked to a new 
enterprise for domestic expansion. Such a use of exchange 
currency can be helped along by the savings of exchange 
currency which the new enterprise will produce compared 
with the imports that the country would otherwise in- 
evitably have to pay for. 

For example, for a country which annually imports 
50,000 tons of ammonia at J70/T in order to manufacture 
nitrogenous fertilizer, thii means that $3,500,000 in 
exchange currency has to be paid out every year. 

The cost of an ammonia production unit corresponding 
to this capacity (including financing) would come to about 
$11,000,000. 

Assuming the following financing conditions: 
The total cost of the installations payable in foreign 

exchange currency is $8,800,000, or about 80 per cent 
of the total investment; 

The loan obtained for this sum is repayable in 7 years 
with a decreasing rate of interest of 8 per cent, with a 
constant annual repayment of 19 per cent of the total 
in foreign exchange currency; 

an annual payment over 7 years in exchange currency 
should be: 

$8,800,000 x 19/100 = $1,670,000 

In this manner there would be a saving in exchange 
currency of: 

$3,500,000 — $1,670,000 = $1,130,000 

which would enable the cost of the installations payable 
in exchange currency to be reimbursed in. 

M,»00,000/S1,I30,000 - 4.8 yea-* 

In any case, taking into account the necessity of 
ptanaing for exchange currency subsidies to enable 
pttaochaaical unite to be established in developing 
covatrice, it is of the utmost importance that any deve- 
lopment enterprise save ncoorse to only the strict 
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basic investment minimum and that the share of this 
investment to be covered by foreign exchange currency 
in itself be reduced to the smallest possible fraction. 

IH.2.2.C. Local market outlets and export possibilities 

Choosing the production capacity of a planned instal- 
lation should be based on the fact that at least 50 to 

outlets •Cent °f thC nominaI caPacity wil1 have assured 

On the local market (taking into account possible forms 
of protection in the form of customs duties on imported 
products); K 

For export, by means of long-term contracts or exchanae 
contracts between governments, 
This raises many problems concerning: 

III.2.2.C.a. The local market 

When this market is too restricted to allow for the 
construction of an economically profitable unit, pro- 
duction can never be envisaged at suitable costs despite 
the advantages which can stem from the low cost of raw 
matenals and a favourable policy encouraging new invest- 

HI.2.2.C*. Export markets 

i„ W^VÂ a-readl "^that P•*"« »hould be exercised 
ndustrl A Khe dr,0pment  0f a Petrochemical 
nt«.7«        e baS,S 0f,eXpOrt markets- T* constantly 
«ï^!lf * competition from producers operating under 
2£TO,y.favourab,e conditions results in the lowering 
or low?* PnCM      WhÌCh h h difficult t0 •* hiah* 

Furthermore, aid programmes in developing countries 
SüS^rr0""-*0 *!* P°Mibi,iti« offered by ?nt£ national trade meaning that each country i, led to manu- 
facture an entire range of products by itself, thus automa- 

SShLPUttmf iUe,f iD a P°tòi<>» of competing S neighbouring countries. * 

It can be expected, however, that regional economic 
union, Wlll beÄin t0 ^ formed ¡n th  £ {u••££ 
leading to the opening up of very large marlceu' and 
consequently, the starting up of unit, wS KgTp oS 
tion capacities. " *"""uv 

In addition, certain foreign co-operative ventures can 
«,r "ZL ,* accoraP-ni«l by the opening up o?l 
guaranteed foreign market, in which ca« they should be 
looked upon with particular favour. 

nalïd Alt' di,trib»tí?n .of Production unit, accom- 
panied from the very beginning by trade agreementt acts 

LLSr*' FTT °f '"»'y »»d ««bl«, eiS production unit to adopt the mort favourable technical 
Sif'SSEif ^í0«' "d implantation, to be undar- 

waated^to srt up production of the entire tange of 

Th^tertnfcal and economic di.poution. a, well M the 

111.2.2.D. The contribution of economic surveys 
and comprehensive development planning 

Each implantation influencing economic and social 
development must be studied seriously to see to what 
extent the project meets the technical and economic 
conditions expounded above (cf. II.3 and 4, III.2.2 B) 
It can then be seen that an individual project cannot 
be certain of meeting these conditions unless it is enclosed 
within a well-studied comprehensive plan taking into 
account the additional implantations and installations 
located in the vicinity of the project and covering the 
supply of raw materials as well as the reception, transfor- 
mation and distribution of finished product,. 

The aim of these studies is not only to co-ordinate the 
initiatives  of the   promoters  (these   initiatives   must 
obviously be taken into consideration when they corres- 
pond to the different criteria enumerated above and when 
they form an integral part of the overall plan), but also 
to describe the technical and economic conditions which 
take into account: the foreseeable market for finished 
products and the transformation processes available 
and which will make it possible to build industriai 
complexes which can better meet the criteria set forth 
in Chapter II. They will set forth an exact account of 
expenses and potential receipt,. They will propose, if the 
case may be, various solution» which can be considered 
with the advantage, and inconveniences of each. 

These studies, which must precede any decision 
mvo ving the economic development of the country 
involved, are not ve,, costly. They enable competent 
countries, which are inspired by generous sentiment, but 
lack the large-scale means, to provide even despite this, 
countries ,o wulung with valuable a,si,tance which can be 
a determining factor in their practical development. 

The* studies, which do not necessarily and inevitably 
lead o any particular sort of national or international, 
private or public structure, will, however, give all form, 
of co-operation the best possible chances ofbem, found 
This is why they should precede and not follow«! 
invitation of financial as,i,tance which will be inSLarî 

¡Jo.5biecase t0 Mp make the indurtriaI imP««SSo2 
In thi, manner, enterprises of all kinds will be much 

more easily invited to participate in the capital, due 
to the very fact that they will be well informed ¡bout 
H.hWnTCand tCchnic"1 conditi0Minvolved^ ¡SS- 

-£äJ*S sus, saps 
project, who« profitability andVncS ÍSSítÜ 
been firmly established. •««*»• nave 

III.2.2.E. Speed of establishment - - High Government 
Authority " 

¿ÍuTtíS?!? h***T*n• «P. «eps mutt be tab. 

of time in keeping with other conditions listed 1 
This speed i, necessary due to the fact that th« --«*-' 
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production projects set up under very advantageous 
economic conditions; decrease in the prices of existing 
manufactures; modifications in the basic data taken into 
consideration in calculating the profitability of the project • 
appearance of new processes or of new products), and 
also because the decisions are all the more difficult to 
take and to follow through in that they usually imply 
the association of different ministerial departments. 

AnÎhiLÎ• ^Mmmei]dVi that • " Hi# Government 
Authority be created for each large-scale plan with 
each of the ministerial departments involved being 
represented. 

HI.2.2.F. Keeping control oyer the carrying out oj a plan 
"Specialized Technical Group" 

TÏ» competent Technicil Ministry which will inform 
and submit to the " High Government Authority" the pro- 
posals to be decided upon and which will then be in 
charge of carrying out the decisions arrived at, must 
itselfhave a "Specialized Technical Group" constituted 
ror the length of time needed to carry through the plan 
and responsible for: examining the policy decisions to be 
submitted to the »High Government Authority ~ 
om» decisions have been reached, examining the vario« 

{H5feif
hlt,fni

t
COnCeri,ing the ***«•• Presenting the Minister at each step with the different options he 

¡? lílA!* ÎT; 5Í •"PW'iibg •*> co-ordinating 
tne activities of the différent contractors selected until 
the entire project has been completed. 

III.2.2.G. Keeping investment costs down 

One of the essential tasks of the "Specialized Technical 
Group " will be to take all steps necessary for maintaining 
Investmente at as low a level as possible. •,TOinin« 

i ^f taï" ,,ready •"• ,hat thit » **• »o«t important 
hauti»! f«ctor m the development of an industry in 
djjvetoping countries (cf ¡LU), „„^ the fo„^. 
«mdfcjwiswill have to be respected in as much as is 
possible : efforts to save on investments must be considered 
as an eeeential element in the choice of processes and in 
we implantation of manufacturing units within the 
iramework of carefully planned complexée; individual 
technical solutions bringing about reductions in initial 
impkntatM» expenses must be sought after; any element 
"""¡"*J*?V9*,,,W to increase, such as: abnormal 
commercial rations; the temptation of sensationalism 

PfMtiga at the mercy of special techniques which aie. 
» reality, inadapted to their problems; «oe«m political 

influences (even though some influences of this sort are 
perfectly legitimate and it is the purpose of th. "High 
Government Authority" to enable them to be brought 
into play openly and efficaciously) must be avoided 
In order to see that these conditions are respected, it will 
be necessary: 

(a) To maintain operations in the following strict order 
which already in itself largely excludes the intervention 
ot unjustified price increasing factors: 
Setting up contract specifications for each unit, drawn 

up by the "Specialized Technical Group"; 
Selecting a limited but sufficient number of Engineering 

Companies to compete for the contract for carrying out 
each lot; '   B 

Having each Engineering Company consult suppliers 
and haying each of them compile, under their own 
responsibility, a "turn Key" bid which is reasonably 
indexed and accompanied, if necessary, by special 
conditions of financing; 

Critically examining the bids on the part of the " Special- 
ized Technical Group"; 

Selecting, by the competent Technical Minister or, 
on his proposal, by the - High Government Autho- 
rity the contractor to be awarded the responsibility 
of building and starting up the installations; 

Supervising the execution and turning over of the projects 
by. or under the control of, the "Specialized Technical 
Group ; 

(*) To give the first of these operations all the scope it 

Only contract specifications which are carefully 
conceived in all their details can provide maximum 
assurance that the choice will go to the contractor who 
will, in the long run, provide a ready-to-operate installa- 
tion at the lowest cost. 

The detailed drawing up of these contract specifications 
is a highly specialized and little practised activity. It 
requires that the project be studied very minutely, and it 
necessitates extensive consultations with process licensers 
envisaged. 

As a result, sufficient time must be devoted to drawing 
them up, because well drawn up contract specifications 
facilitato the consultations by the Engineering r»»^,^ 
!f*bfcÄn to ;ubmit *•*' ** '» » «"o«« hngth of 
tin», facilitate the examination of the bids, and reduce 
Aetime that has to be devoted to this aspect of the 



3. TECHNOLOGY AND OBSOLESCENCE IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
FOR DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Ralph Landau, Director, Scientific De.ign Company, Inc., New York 

Praface 

This paper is written primarily to illustrate certain 
ways by which the developing countries can go about 
establishing a petrochemical industry on a sound basis 
Advice along these lines is already plentiful -and some 
of it is, in our view, rather questionable. Accordingly 
we feel that the nature of this paper and, more impor- 
tant, the subject that it encompasses, require that we 
set forth the question as to how a country can best go 
about building  up a   petrochemical industry geared 
toward the manufacture of its own most needed consumer 
products, and how far backward toward the raw materials 
the industry should be integrated. A corollary question 
relates to the selection of the products that should be 
initially manufactured, in line with the limited amount 
of funds generally available for financing such projects 
This leads also to a consideration of the various technol- 
ogies available for the manufacturing processes, which 
must be examined closely in terms of scale of production 
and the special conditions for the country undertaking 
this course. In particular, a very thorough knowledge of 
process trends and new technologies must be brought 
to bear on this problem; such knowledge is required even 
at the highest policy levels, involving technically trained 
policy-makers. 

PoMtic©-«c«M-lc impact oa technical factors 

There is no longer very much argument as to whether 
the developing nations should build a petrochemical 
industry. Almost every country starting on the road 
toward industrialization is giving serious attention to 
building up the manufacture of heavy chemicals and 
particularly petrochemicals so that the question really 
becomes when and how to get started. From the inception 
of the petrochemical industry in the United Sutes 
through its adaptation and creative contributions thereto 
ÎSrrO^ "^ K"*?*1 RcPub,ic of ^nnany and 
£S -ï1?1 K,,1«dom•, I•» '«dustry has become, in the 
taduatriahzed countries, one of the major growth indus- 
trie», perhaps the most important of all. Hence, its appli- 
cability to lest developed countries is surely of prime 
importance. *      y 

1 Thai topic has bwa 
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The scattering of new refineries will insure the ready 
availability of petrochemical raw materials for some of the 
developing countries. Thus, the Far East, Africa and 
Latin America, principally consuming areas, will begin 
to affect the international trade in chemicals as they 
become more industrialized. In Africa, the total crude 
oil capacity has doubled in 1964 (over 1963) and is 
expected to increase another 77 per cent by 1966. The 
15 refineries that exist today will increase to about 27 in 
1966." Of the 12 new refineries, nine are in countries 
which never before had any refining capacity. Although 
there is only one operating petrochemical plant at present, 
12 plants are proposed, planned, or under construction 
in Algeria, Angola, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Rhodesia, 
South Africa, Sudan and Tunisia. A similar picture 
exists in the Middle East, where refining capacity it 
expected to increase 12 per cent by 1966. In addition to 
existing petrochemical plants in Iran and Israel, current 
petrochemical projects include Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait 
Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Turkey and others.* 

It is important to consider that the petrochemical 
industry generates further industrialization through the 
consumer products introduced — fertilizers, plastics, 
detergents, synthetic rubber and synthetic fibres. Internai 
manufacture of these products will not only meet present 
consumption, but provide for and make possible the 
anticipated increases in standard of living. A petroche- 
mical industry, therefore, represents one of the early 
goals in the desired consumer-oriented economic planning. 
It is evident that, except in the most unusual circumstances, 
it is impossible to import for any length of time a 
substantial portion of those consumer producta, sine« 
there is rarely enough foreign exchange available for 
such large-scale purchases. These reasons for the early 
establishment of such an industry are compelling enough 
to sweep aside a number of initially unfavourable 
economic aspects. u•-*«»•oie 

The establishment of a new petrochemical industry 
m a developing country must cope with many important 
problems. A partial list of these frequently inchideVinost 
or all of the following: (1) lack of raw materials: (2) amali 
domestic markets and low consumer purchasing power 
(J) difficulties>in breaking through on the foreign market i 
(4) low-priced competition from the industrially devel- 
oped countries; (3) inadequate technical wm^LmZi 
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lack of (killed construction and operating labour; (6) link 
or no heavy industry to supply the sophisticated equipment 
and instrumentation required, and (7) lack of capital and 
particularly, the foreign exchange component necessary' 
to> acquire the technology and the special equipment, 
i Bese serious handicaps, among others, obviously present 
such formidable road-blocks to the establishment of a 
petrochemical industry that a tremendous challenge is 
created. Fortunately, there are a number of mitigating 
aspectsso that, with good planning and a comprehensive 
Knowledge of the economics and future technolo-cal 
trends, it is possible in many cases to proceed on a oro- 
gramme that can overcome or abate at least some of these 
problems. It is the objective of this article to discuss 
some rational approaches that may help the efforts of 
countries starting along this treacherous road. In present- 
ing these viewpoints, it is recognized that the problem» 
vary from country to country so that it is almost impos- 
sioie to make broad generalizations.  Partly for this 
reason, examples will be offered whenever possible in 
striving to present a logical approach to petrochemical 
planning —based on  present and future technology. 
It is further recognized that such viewpoints may not be 
universally accepted. Thus, each country must obviously 
judge for itself what aspects of this presentation, if any 
apply m its case. ' 

Let us now turn to certain advantageous factors 
present m many cases that tend to mitigate the adverse 
conditions listed above, and consider these factors in 
some detail. 

SIMPLER CONSUMER MARKET AND DEMANDS 

The manufacturer in the industrialized country caters 
í?-*i**7 dem*ndin« consumer. In the case of plastics 
this leads to a multitude of formulations and a great 
spectrum of products. These conditions burden the 
manufacturer with higher investment, more storage 
facilities and working capital, and higher operating costs 
due to meeting the extreme specifications demanded — 
sometimes with little justification - by the fabricator 
and thus the ultimate consumer. It is easy to see that a 
pew manufacturer in a developing nation will — at least 
initially — have an easier market to satisfy. For instance 
a manufacturer of plastic dishes and cups may be able 
to restrict himself to a few colours of one grade of plastic 
material, such at polystyrene, and thus install a low- 
cost moulding plant that may soon build up enough 
55P^2LÄ • "••JL- «»PK»* polymerization plant. 
This method of starting with the manufacture of bask 
consumer products, and then integrating backwards 
into more capital-intensive production industries was used 
succsssfully in Europe, and is ideally suited to many 
«swsloping nations. y 

_-,8"BÌÌariy' * Pob^thylene industry could be based 
Sr^Zi2iL"opÇ,3^f * •raertl PttrP°* *** f<* •*c- tkmjnouhttag of various containers and for nuúriag a 
iwanry duty film for various types of bags. The demand for 
.JZ? !tea,V*,ooe — neither <* »Wch would have 

- oaaid brag about the construction of a amate 

polyethylene train. Special refining facilities for making 
the various other resins would be added later. 

SPECIAL RAW MATERIAL SITUATIONS 

Some countrks  are favoured with indigenous raw 
materials suitabk for the production of petrochemicals. 
It seems obvious — but does not always follow — that 
these countries should stress the manufacture of petro- 
chemicals derived from such materials. It is interesting 
to note, as pointed out in a United Nations report, 
Studies In Economics of Industry:Nitrogenous Fertilizers 
Based on Natural Gas* that natural gas is still being 
Bared  in  some   developing  countrks.   This  valuable 
resource is an ideal raw material for several important 
petrochemical processes. Thus, an abundance of natural 
gas should lead to immediate consideration of ammonia 
and  other nitrogenous  fertilizers.   Other   possibilities 
might  involve  consideration  of methanol,   acetylene, 
trichlorethylene. Whik acetylene generally is losing out to 
ethylene as the raw material for the vinyls (the largest 
consumers of acetykne), it is not necessarily economic to 
import naphtha and crack it to make ethylene when 
acetylene can be produced from availabk natural gas. 
On the other hand, liquid ethane and propane may be 
present in sufikknt amounts to permit economic extrac- 
tion from natural gas ; a cracker for production of ethylene 
and propylene can be built near the source of such liquid 
hydrocarbons, or near the point of consumption. If this 
is feasible, vinyl manufacture from ethykne obtained 
from cracking of such feedstocks may become more 
attractive than the acetylene route, and may swing the 
balance away from making acetylene at all, even from zero 
value methanes. 

Low cost electricity is an important product of very 
cheap natural gas, and it can also kad in the direction 
of chlorine, since salt is almost always availabk from sea 
water, if not otherwise. Likewise, the availability of 
fermentation alcohols in large quantities at low cost can 
be the basis for numerous products. It is interesting to note 
that up to two years ago. Imperial Chemical Industries 
of Australia and New Zealand, Ltd. based its polyethy- 
lene manufacture exclusively on alcohol-based ethylene. 
Yet Australia is much further along the road toward 
becoming a full-fledged industrial nation than the 
countries now considered in the ranks of developing 
nations. Brazil it also operating an ethykne-from-akohol 
plant and another is under construction in Pakistan. 

Another typical situation is an excess of chlorine due 
to the relatively high requirements for caustk and soda 
ash. In one South American country, a project has just 
been authorized to use an entirely new process to make 
ethylene «chloride (for vinyl chloride) from by-product 
HCl, since no other use could be found for the Ha. 

HlOH SUPPING COTO POR LOW-PRICED COMMODITIB 

Although many nuscoaosptions exist regarding the 
economics of shipping raw materials and intermediates, 
«tua fact that many high volume, low-cost products 

*« be landed in the devetopiag natkms 
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at a pnce low enough to prêtent serious competition to a 
proposed indigenous industry. We are witnessing today 
a tremendous, world-wide build up in fertilizer capacity 
largely because of this economic reality. The awakening 
interest in advanced agricultural methods based on synthet- 
ic fertilizers has provided the impetus for an almost 
exptosive increase in demand, which may serve as : useful 
background for certain countries as yet modest petro- 
chemical industry. In particular, the hydrogen and carbon 
monoxide (synthesis gas) available in every ammonia 
plant should be looked at most carefully as valuable 
feedstocks for other petrochemicals (e.g., oxo alcohols, 
toluene diisocyanate, etc.). On the other hand, where 
the raw materials for ammonia synthesis are not available 
at low coat, it may be reasonable to import the ammonia 
intankers and go on from there. Recent'y a trend has 
begun for certain less developed countries, (e.g., Kuwait 
Trinidad and Tobago) to build large ammonia plants from 
ow cost raw materials, which would permit shipment 

Htereof over very long distances and yet land it at costs 
Below what could be produced economically in the respec- 
tive importing countries on a smaller scale. 

NATIONAL POLICY MAY K DECISIVE 

While the many existing problems could be used to 
stow down the establishment of a petrochemical industry, 
this does not usually happen. There is the recognition that 
it is inevitable that some petrochemicals manufacture 
will eventually commence and that it may be desirable 
to create the industry first and let the demand catch up. 
rais method also permits the orderly and careful planning 
of an industry, and allows time for the proper ground- 
work to be laid and direction to be established. The 
move must be bolstered by a series of supporting steps, 
including adequate tariff policy, allocation cf foreign 
reserves to purchase the needed raw materials, and similar 
measures. Although these measures can impose a strain 
ril^ÜÜl **2" °f *! economy. '« i* «pe«ted that, given 
taw, the industries formed will generate income through 
exports and conserve funds usually applied to imports! 
But the justification for such action is not iisctstarilv 
only the creation of markets but also the establishment 
?£. Sü•* "iaLÌ"** of **»«*>iiHi »«* «bmnietra- 
tors who can then act as a nucleus for further growth. 
Thus, such pragmatic reason* may alto bulk large in the 

^^î"0" * When "* how to P«*°*- „r "*"• rondittons, usual economic cons.der.tions 
sucn at payout and return-on-investment calculations to 
«•«••"y to the induttrialiaed nations may be quite out 

£*V•«J*!»> "*** io far bayondtl*m gekernte* 
m**"«» d«w«oiit in the industrial nation. aiidnKhS 
~ T1!," iBCWMe ta >»*>a*l «come produced 
Pjr unit of mvastment" and »acciai rate <>fW¡F 
in« baa* question becomes the needs of the society. 

materials such as wood, paper, glass, aluminium, and 
steel are truly astounding. We may now be at the point 
where countries will start to consider a plastics industry 
as one of the basic foundations to build on. and may 
thus defer the installation oí some of the other industri«« 
until a later time. Since hardwood is not always available 
and the capital investment for a glass, steel, paper, or 
aluminium industry is one or two orders of magnitude 
greater than for plastics, it is not surprising that develop- 
ing nations are giving most serious attention to the latter 
Trends in the use of polypropylene and PVC for pipe, 
PVC and polystyrene and glass-reinforced polyesters 
for building materials, and polyethylene for bottles, 
other containers and heavy duty bags, are being followed 
extremely closely. 

This is a good example of the use of new technology 
m a - leap-frogging" role. Japan has partly followed 
this path, und ha< created an extraordinaiy plastics and 
fibre industry, fully competitive with the world industries 
in these fields; and in some respects more advanced. 

LABOUR — INTïNIIVî PRODUCTS 

Although the preponderance of petrochemical manu- 
facturing processes are capital-dependent, there are son» 
products that are more labour-oriented than others 
Most certainly, this includes plastics end-uses and to à 
somewhat lesser extent, synthetic fibres. By their nature, 
the petrochemical process industries do not require nwch 
labour but what labour is required tenda to concentrate 
toward» the consumer product side rather than the 
preparation of raw and intermediate materials. Hong 
Kong may be cited as an area where the availability of 
low cost labour has resulted in a highly active phntics 
industry. For the raw material and intermediate industries, 
nowever, the labour requirements are to small at never 
to justify site or size selection solely for employment 
reasons. 

RaOIONAL   OROUP1NOS   AND  TRAM   AttOCIAl.   Ng 

society. 
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The small size of markets and the problem of competing 
with the heavily industrialized countries hat led totne 
formation of trade associations and this tread may 
become even more pronounced.  By  pooling several 
'T??^ J**}"? ,Bd *PP°rti<MÚ»t *• mamifncture 
of the individual countries' particular advantages in 
terms ofraw materiale, energy sources, or trade patterns, 
« may b, possible to reali« a súmete* plan« capace 
to make a project viable. Thus, it is leu necessarvfor 
each country to be self tuflcknt, and thus often «»pelted 
to build uneconomically small-sized units. ~r~*~ 

Of course, the association of a country with a major 
trade association may alto impart cartata ii^^ 
advantages in terms of market outlets and tariff an 
tjoa- The proposed Turkis* rWochemicaJ presset was 
ditcuttad along these lis», in the IS NmtnahWlM) 
iteue of Area*«* CktmicmiNtw,. I* tait caaeaatTarkZk 
•coaotay was to benefit Aw to its ."•••»«" 
» the European Economic 

Oil-ricè countries lake aaXWt _ 
» ««it cradura aad tèa* « 



WMto ottor developing countries less endowed in raw 
"«••mi», wmn those not in regional trade (roups 
A simtUr approach to ammonia manufacture hai already 
heen mentioned However, unless the countriea seeking 
towtport such chemical» have a sufficient market to 
inirefcnae their customers' products in return, such 
•chantes art obviously bound to result in ematine as 
w«n aa solving problems. 

IMPOSITION or MIOTKTIVE TABII-M 

The need to protect a fledgling industry with adequate 
tariff is jaw *«M «», but this policy must be regarded 
as a two-edged sword for it frequently resulti m two 
nsajor d.Wmmas First, it may raise the price level of the 
»•»odity us  question and thus hurt not only the 

ZZOZZL lïLÎ"^-.!2!ï?1 •llportCT rf • P•*** iMricaasd froan the imported petrochemical Again, 
"^y"1^ ** »"* **»« '»»«-««y tncoutewd serious 
o**0**»* fr°" P»** moulders when it recently raised 
the tariffs on polyethylene and polystyrene Sy attempting 
to maintain ream prices at levels 50 per cent or mors 
»•ova United States prices, the cost of the fabricated 
products mii raiaed to sue« levels that comprimo« with 
««»jyortBd fabricated products became extfenwly 
atsfca*. Tats illustrate, that la a free market economy 
v*rtow* etemeata tend to influence such decisions, which 
am aevar easy. The second problem with hie* tariffs is, 
ofo«i^t*e.r tdfcct on the country', ability to trade 
WM otaar nations and thus maintain a reasonable 
balance of payaaeats. From these considerations, it rust 
TL2Í.Í? *••%•» »»« woald be foolhardy ever to act 
-¿fry—*** to Protwt • vy «•»M. »»aeotsosBical 
P****:   However,   some tariff protection  is obviouely 
"""Tr mia*Ln rt " *»«•• '• *• ccmatry's beat 
Z"¿? i!S*•Tmt áom "* Mímm» *»••, « » ••*•• m tae roltowiag exempts in coaaexica with capital 
sainemial Mr. Fraak O. Laasoat, fonaarly Teehnéeal 
M^fff »f ICI (India), Private, Ltd, ha. potatati eat 
(The Wiet (No. 32éX 14 February lf.3. GeWofa 

at. tasramMn, oftaa mead with a prospective aa* 
"M *• oae-tfth of the aormally accaptsd 

^^ "•• oaaamj ahmst twice as aasen par toa-year 
hatraaa of the „**, factor aloe» Added ta this, snaea 
of «at eqe.ataaa* wig be highly aaacaaèiatd and asaet 
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the last ton years, government planning, such as the 
approval of nen projects by the Ministry of International 
Trade and Industry (MITI) has been carried out within 
a framework that is more closely based on commercial 
economic entena and private financing. Japan s impas- 
sive progress in petrochemicals manufacture has be*n 
described recently.' However, regardless of the mechanism 
used for project approval, the key question remains: 
Is this «viable project, and how can the economics be 
improved? 

The following list presents some of the most important 
criteria that should be considered in analysing the path 
a country is charting for its petrochemical development: 

( I ) What arc the most important products to start with? 
(2) Can the intermediates be imported? If not, should 

the raw materials be imported? This leads to a 
«nous consideration of whether a cracker (naphtha 
or liquid hydrocarbons) is desirable for the initial 
installation. 

Haw all possible indigenous raw materials and 
other potential special advantages bora considered? 
What is the minimum economic size for (a) a verti- 
callyiMagrated plant and (*) an end product plant 
oaJy? Y 

(5) Is the shipping cost for certain raw materials or inter- 
mediates less than the difference in manufacturing 
cotta hatavra the proposed high cost, small capacity 
plaataad the giant installation in another country? 
Fmtght costs will rarely be more than 2-3 cents/lb 
wnstaaa the penalty for small plant scale may be 
far giaater than that. (Se* figuras 1 and 2.) 

r vwi— i 

(4) 
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(6) Can a packaged plant using standardized or other- 
wise modified desir-i concepts result in better econo- 
mics for a small installation? 

(7) Will products that instinctively appear a " must " on 
any list of proposed petrochemical! It the country's 
prêtent and future needs? 

(») What processes and/or products ait doomed to 
partial or complete obsolescence in the years ahead'' 
Can « "leap-frogging" operation be carried out on 
the basis of new technology? 

(9) Has the list of proposed products and processe» 
been reviewed by the most competent authorities 
ia the Seid, or is it influenced by financial considers 
twas which dictate the use of certain prooestes 
and/or equipment? 

(10) Has a fiven amount of money presumably available 
for_ tini construction of petrochemical facilities been 
utilized to (et the highest capacity of end products 
and the greatest increate m national income per 
unit of investment? ^ 

Consider the following example. A country decires 
to^Ur! »Pe

I
tr°c,B"n««l >»*M»ry based on poiyetyrene 

and polyvinyl chloride. Available are surplus chlorine - 
a situation fairly common in developing countries as 
mentioned above - and a small moulding industry that 
supplies a modest market of several thousand torn Der 
year of PVC and somewhat less of polystyrene Tnie. then 
«¡to »trve as the backbone for a petrochemical compie«' 
Tie ptaa it to erect a »aphtha cracker to make the 
«kykme raw material for the two plastici, ft is recotmùed 
tJ«tth. cmck« cannot be built with a casmatyofonr, 
^000-tOOO ton. per ye« of «.y,«,, M ^„^ ¿ 

ptaat is added to the rompiti to put the cracker into . 

ft«* »ocal reflawjat msaotmèk. coet ma earn**«* 
wtnetjt Ike ate of foreign excaaaaa A —"- - It 
the fact last the larteTmJmSeTlJ      ***—*• « 

to make the ethylene gives rise to numerous potentially 
valuable additional petrochemical raw materials, lead« 
to further additions to the complex. Butadiene it to be 
extracted and uaed for the manufacture of SIR rubber 
thus increasing the capacity of the styrene plant to a more 
econome level. Propylene which is inevitably to-pro- 
duced at the rate of about 0.5 pounds or more per pound 
of ethylene — is to be used for the manufacture of tetra- 
mer and dcdecyl benzene destined for detergents The 
aromatic by-products, particularly benzene, are also 
separated. The cost of the complex is estimated at close 
to 30 million dollars. It will parallel similar installations 
set up in the I950*s in a number of the industrial countries 
and thus appears to he a well-conceived venture. 

Now, what is wrong with this scheme? Perhaps a great 
deal. An initially modest plan to start a plastics interme- 
diates industry, has mushroomed into a giant complex 
that may be impossible to flnano», will make at least one 
product probably doomed to obsolescence and another 
of dubious importance  It may alto exhibit prohibitive 
•coBomici. In an attempt to juatify a naphtha cracker 

P'""*• B,v* to*0*»1 *• project with producto that 
ware never contemplated ia the original plant and may 
help to scuttle the entire project. The naphtha cracker 
sized for very limited ethylene requirement« cannot hope 
to produce raw materials at anywhere near world market 
??7L lBC!tt*B« "y "»»«Ne return-oti-i.ve.tment. 
ethylene will be priced at S to IO cesti per pound, at com- 
pared to preeeat world market prices of 4.5 to 6 centi par 
pouad. (The influence of capital on ethylene production 
coat it well illustrated in an article a the 10 May 1963 
issue of European Clmmcml News. This discusses the 
trend toward crackers sued at  ¿00,000 toaa/year of 
ethylene.) In a vain attempt to juatify an economical 
cracker   two future problemi have alto bam created 
Do*cylbaazeae  sulfonate-baied  duergentt  and SIR 
rubber may not at all be desirable for a new petroche- 
mical industry. The former ii not biologically degradabic 
and M rapidly being phased out m the United Sutes. 
Europe and elsewhere, by linear aikyl lulfonatstlud 
various  non-ionic  detergenti baaed  on primary and 
tacondary alcohola. Styreae-butadieae rubber production 
it flattening out «not the advent of «ereo-spectic rubbers 
wck M polyisoprene and porybutadiene. New, it may be 

£*•"*"• *•"•»*• •* »* to satmfy the local 
market.    However,   forward-looking   riamava   would 

K» FmûTtJfZ!0** *•••* *•**•« 3S there is still a chotee, the newer producto should be made 
In this way, the develop«, «mntry any act^Jry «*. 
an advantage over the industrialized couatriet by avetdmc 
inve^mem m anything but the late., tochaolo^Tb2 

L  L!?° " i^OW,,,| "*«««<» **t »api may JMS 
*»•»*.importât  ¿rt.rg.nt.  in   ¡£ny  «J 
•wSoaa aad that syadeto should be deferred at 
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and vinyl chloride   and  tesV forIXHW«^I   TEÜ * ?*** of Product ai>° Process. Each year the 
Prices arc easily ^^er «„     .Je/ ÏoTclictSS ZT« P'ant t °" the .worM SCa!c bccom« '*'«£ 
for the small cracker-bEed comjtex de^ribS aboïe h! T,    Y T," "* 'ncre,aSm8 Thc scale fac,or in^ 
These intermediates would supply „ew Sv^rizXn •,„7      amfÚ- ""** °f each project in tcrms °f «he 
plant, which can be erected JÏÏi m^oSSJ SucE „H   ^ ', T S'tUat,°n  °bviously. » the more heavily 
plants should be readably"ÏP an^hoS'uppÌ esonS^ÏTV '$ ?* l° ""^ at minimum 

an expanded fabricating indurtty that is «.red to?£ ZT    P.             ¿ Jap*? has now «»«"¡»«I the fact 
export trade, as well as to the Sy of dorrSfc delnï Dt„, tïï^pP*'•»1•«» '«°rts were on too small a 
Having ewablished a «rowin« market   a^n£•u P       K*k- *">•>«*» now be'ng authorized by MIT I 
then bî pa.d AST^T^'ÏI1 T 0" * mUCh 'if*5' «^ in »»* cases involving several 

be based. Naturally, as consumer demand and hopeful v     tte I£.W5!.     P T¿ curren ,v under construction in 
export, increa*, it becomes more desimbfe to red?«Ä    rTteSíA. * ^ ^e*tern bur0pe' and heBce of ^ 
expenditure of foreign reserves for raw rrTterials  The    ££?? «»«»«»noe of new small petrochemical plants 
next .tep might then be to ZSkJS, tTe motm•    " ***»"* C°UDtne8- tt "¡Wn be,OW: 

from imported liquefied ethylene. While this is not yet Tw m ftm 

readily ava.lable ,s a market item, the advances in ship-    Naphtha Cracker MOOOO^L.» 
Ping liquid methane make refrigerated ethylene a sure    via,l Chloride Ä      "     ' 
thing of the future. This commodity may be available m    s,w«* Monomer  730OO-I3O0OO 
ocean-going tankers at a cost not very different from    ?*hj,k " Oxkte/OJycoi        TsWlSoiooo 
world market prices. This is because incremental ethylene, T^T*      l00,000.M0,00O 
made m locations where hydrocarbons are at fuel value" S^T"* 60-000 

or flared, can be priced at 3-4 cents per pound and ship- PE!I— 4S,00° 
ping and handling charge, should Tdd1 no more tE 0?*• «M» 
lg-2 cent, per pound. Since in the case of both styrene 25.000-30,000 
(ethylbenzene) and vinyl chloride, thc ethylene contributes       i      »»•       *• v 
well under 30 per cent of the molecular weight, the quanti- JITS?*? .' *"? and comPtTiton <* these indi- 
te of ethylene required  for reasonable  volume* of "S"^ «P^iee •th a developing country«, entire 
polystyrene and PVC are not enormous. Thi. is just the f^

ÄI;^i!!q^ITnent' OVer th* Bext ten years or mon> f°' 
reason why it is difficult to get naphtha cracker, up to an ÎSTinSS ! Z"il *"* Pm* l°l Wberin« thou«ht- 
econome uze level. By purchasing liquid ethylene and     1L   .   Ï?          ^ *Ti worse ,f the countrv Prop»«, 
acting it with indigenous chloriri and b^nVtfrom a •„u • ' I•?** °f WÌMy di,peraed P^ocVK 
«eel or petroleum source) the second step is taken on the 3?* ' **!   °f minimum «*• »» "«» been recom- 
rotó toward building a viable compta,, still w",hout. ^"¡2?"? ""t^1*•* P°or and th*«fore 
naphtha cracker. Meanwhile, it may be decided to start f,S.   ¿  Î        "-anaporUtion •y. in rare situations, 
importing itoprene monomer and buildingírTlyisoprene J     X ,UCh P,MUUnf " the "*"" of two cvil»>- 
Plant  with a  view toward, achieving an   ultimately       T« "PPreciate the effect of plant capacity on production 
favourable balance of ethylene and propylene.   New Ç°»t «nd required selling price, it is necessary to analyse 
»schnological  trend,  toward  more  flexible   ratio,  of theind^«al elements that are included in these calcula- 

n   ¡o propylene may also assist in achieving an '"",-  "** ••«»«*•, in their broadest form, include 
over-all olefins consumption on a sufficiently large scale !   raw »••«•«*'* coats,  including catalyst, (if any) 
^toprmi, the only true "all purpose" synthetic (2) "'I1""* aBd oth«r »«vices, (3) operating and mainten- 
n***r. Whsa polyethylene demand builds up to fie *!"* ",bour »PPíiw, (4) taxes, insurance, administrative 
poto« where a plant can be built, the   naphtha cracker ^T*' ñnd other ov«rhe*d«. (5) depreciation and inter- 
tmm hecomes an economic reality. "*• "«ms (1) and (2) are frequently termed "Variable 

In «.other approach to cimunvent the time factor    Ä"" "ÍJÜI (3>' (4) *nd -(? *" CâlW "Fi)Md 

indwtry, «n though it »ay operate*ta lo« feTÏonï    Sv^íÜA   raaia '*,aíveiy COMtont ovw * 
y~rs. The plants could be flaneadon a kmTteí« h^T    SIK!?   H ÜJ^ ^^^ whi,< ** other "^ «*«• 

Ufénats,   

J^hnuiyheMWtluutlwa^^rioiíiMiatíoMaw«      i rÜL^'^L'!^,'- '.' "J f^ ." ***« **"• 
•Jwnyt he yjgflant to avoid the twin pitfaJU of u—coao-    • »—- -'^r?' ^fu J^^L^Tllr 
^BW  PaW attU§  flBnf  4MaMHsMBna||  SfOeatefital  aUnaÉ   nafa^aaSaV 'VMM    flt    MPWahaMEeM    CMMÉaV    flMnl    ÍHM,    VáafB^nil   á^staá^nnai 



The« economic considerations lead to the following 
realittes that must be faced when planning a petrochemical 
installation: 

A small plant will be very heavily burdened by capital 
charges, since the investment in terms of dollars per annual 
pound will be high. For most of the petrochemicals 
under consideration, the investment expressed ir, these 
terms is of the order of 5 to 15 cents per annual pound, 
for the large plants being built in the industrial nations. 
The lower part of this range would be representative 
or styrene or ethylene oxide; the upper part for poly- 
ethylene or TDJ. Since depreciation is frequently taken 
at 10 per cent per annum and taxes, insurance, overlieads 
etc., can, in general be assumed as a function of capital 
investment, it turns out that  capital-related cost-of- 
productton items (excluding interest or capital-return) 
can usually be approximated at 20-25 per cent of the 
investment, i.e.,  1-3 cent; per annual pound, at full 
design capacity. 

High tax burdens and capital return charges can be 
offset by various actions taken by governments to foster 
and support industrialization. Most common methods, 
now m use even in some of the more industrialized 
european nations, are high investment allowances, rapid 
tax write-offs on new investments, and highly favourable 
government loans wiih low interest rates. 

However, the important effect of "axed charges" on 
production cost at low capacities cannot be over-stressed. 
Figure. 1 and 2 clearly indicate that for styrene and vinyl 
monomers and polymers, a penalty of g-10 cents/lb 
relative to plants of world market scale (higher end of 
graph) can easily result for undersized plant.. While 
the absolute value of the cost data employed in these 
¡STJUfc V*ry' dfPendin* on the «»ct situation, the snap» or the curves is quite general. 

.JV J?"? • °Perated at lower-than-design capacity 
ïu.,îr^ C^LarVP««d over « .mailer number of 
annual pounds This has a particularly damaging effect 
on economics (we figure 3). 

Up to now, only cost-of-production or "mill co«t" 

oi n've^""!' hM *"• COn"dewd- SiBcTi -SI on investment or oan repayment and interest charge, 
on borrowed crpital are usually required, a further penalty 

CmHlfnémttT 
««»«»••Mr 

is imposed on a small plant operating at low capacity 
By this time, capital charges may become unbearably 
high. This is the reason why production costs in small 
plants frequently exceed those in large plants by far more 
than the shipping charges of the product that is to be 
manufactured. 

Going back now to the assumption of constant raw 
materia, prices it is evident that if the raw material 
to Small Plant No 2 is tiie product of preceding Small 
Plant No. I, all the adverse factors discussed in Para- 
Ü!° 3 V*!* cp• ¡"to Play in raising the raw 
material transfer" pnce to Plant No. 2. This is really 
the crux of the problem in building an undersized petro- 
chemical complex. 

The effect of capital charges on production costs in 
developing countries it well covered in industrialization 

e^Lit^fVi,y\^tbl 5% In *"*'*'. it becomes evident that small plant economics can become very 
unfavourabte if care i, no, taken in selecting the economa 
size leve Although one would think that processe, 
intrinsically exhibiting low capital inveatinent ^¡Hhe 
more adaptable to small economic planto, this may not 
necessarily be the case at all. This is because «uch pro- 
cesses also enable the industri countries to put up huge 
plants for modest invertments, which drop, world market 
tPh,05L,t0 ^ ^ where the much "Si»" Plant, in 
the developing countries find it just as hard to compete. 

Various approaches have been considered to arrive 
at smaller economically viable plants. These include: 

(a) The use of standard or packaged plants, where the 
engineering component is greatly reduced and the 
complexity of the plant is sharply rertrirteo\ 

t«(iL^Äat-°" 0f each section Md I** of equipment 
abuTd.^/.!? economifÜ,y i-tifled in Z, oïïhe 
2Sr£ - *,b0Ur "f other tKton in »I» developing nation. Certainly, ,uch a plant tóould not beTw- 
mstrumented to «ve the cost of one or two opería 

«ruUn,VidCOnt,nUOU, 0Peratí0n COuW ,,$0 ^SSlIf 

(r) Elimination of " gold-plated " contraction toma- 

especially in the United State*. These have •eneraUv 
emanated from the petroku» i.>du^h£ cc5Ä 
operation is paramount and plant cost i. rarely a deciding 
factor^Such factor, are frequently not applicable b%£ 
a» same way to petrochenucal. manufacture All atan- 
¡^f>P*« AouW reflect the laJSïïciZÎÎ 

t^ïSA.1'^ ** *•" *° ««tíon at thé« point 

M have not frequently beea adopted OM c/theae ! to 

•tSfTr.^   oparaiion to produce several producto. 
TW» ha» been onwdered for vario** ÉtaatJolTawlk 

»»m *w 



again being recommended strongly by an Indian Study 
Commission. Glycol ethers (for cellulose solvents and 
lacquers) and ethanolamines are today manufactured in 
campaign operation from ethylene oxide and various 
!£?,? ?*«" reV?f Course' a varie'y of Pharmaceuticals 
and dyestuffs. These latter cannot, however, be classed 
as petrochemicals. A possibility is a combined phthalic 
anhydnde-maleic anhydride plant. These materiali are in 
ear y demand in developing nations, the former as a raw 
material for plastici«« and paints, the latter for pharma- 
ceuticals, insecticides, polyesters and other retina. The 
processes for phthalic anhydride and maleic anhydride 
based, respectively, on the oxidation of naphthalene or 
ortfto-xylene and benzene, are superficially quite similar, 
being vapour-phase reactions followed by recovery and 
purification. 

Another approach that has been attempted is to 
purchase a small plant made idle in an industrial country 
due to the advent of larger units. On the surface, this 
would appear to make sense for the developing nations 

because tariff protection and shipping cost could permit 
a cost-of-production penalty of 2-3 cents per pound 
versus the larger plant, which difference may have been 
enough to shut down the plant in the United States 
(This case recently came up in connection with a vinyi 
acetate plant in the United States, which was to be 
dismantled and shipped to an Asian country). However 
close study usually shows that saving the cost of the 
equipment is not worth the cost of dismantling 
and shipment when coupled with the fact that the 
plan» is frequently based on obsolete or osbolescent 
technology. 

When considering the processes to be used in the new 
undertaking, the need to maintain vigilance for obsolete 
technology and for processes that may lose their import- 
ance cannot be overstressed. We have alreadv mentioned 
dodecylbenzene sulfonate detergents, although obsole- 
scence in this case may not be an important factor in 
some developing areas. Major shifts in process technology 
are also occurring in the following : 

Vtatyl chlorida 

Acrylonitril» 

Detergent alcohol» 
Acttic acid 

Hyérogaa (and ammo- 
nia/mathenol) 

Phenol 

Caerotactam 

Acetylene, largely based 
on calcium cartas» 

Acetylene phM HON 

Hydrolysis of fatty acids 
Ethanol oxidation via acetalde- 

hyde 
Partial Oxidation or mam 

reforming of light hydrocar- 
bons 

Sulpbooation of astisene 

Phenol via cyclohexanone 

From Dicyendiaantde 

Ethylene-baeed, including, oxychJorina- 
tion of HCl 

Oxidation of propyl«* with ammonia 
and air 

Oxidation of straight-chain paraffini 
Diract ethylene oxidation or n-buUne 

oxidation 
Catalytic reforment of naphtha 

dimane   oxidation,   (»»hydration   of 
cyclohexanol, modified Raachig, and 
oxidation of toluana 

Several new technologie» developing, 
weh at photochemical, cyclohexane 
oxidation, and other» 

Front una 

Cartata processa« or producta ara frequently at a ateo» 
rïuJL5"y W b**r to *•* UBtiI «•• wperiorfty atom 
taclMitajH or another has bava clearly established. A 
partial Mtt of audi situations would iachtde: 

Oaüa 

The utilization of new technology to gain special 
advantages may be illustrated with several other example». 
A new oxo alcohol process recently developed makes 
butano! and 2-ethyl hexaaol directly from propyleae 
aad synthesis gas (hydrogen and carbon monoxide). 
The tatter can be made automatically available when aa 
uamoaiaikatuiaÊUÏki-Ma at very attractive price 
wveto when calculated on aa incremental buss. The new 
oxo technology can, therefore, point the way towards 

acida, etc. which ut tara may lead to a favoarabfc local 
•«»ottaitTMrtoa. A ilivilnBana, n asm» of this sort wceJd 
Jgfr«  •**•~^ •*****»« erintom 
"*•*?«"MM my h« foaa* » aaeU^taf>V^ Coat- 

It k aow aa*kifkBte«J tJhat new n 
wülgreatJy redas» the Mat of 

for the feat tJaae, peat o— of tat 

Ilk, 



wait until the technology catches up with the need and 
makes the construction of a small, modern plant a reality. 
A third example is the case of building a cyclohexane 
derivatives complex to manufacture a number of impor- 
tant derivatives as satellite operations to a large oxidation 
plant. Thus phenol, aniline, cyclohexanol (for plasticizcrs) 
cyclohexanonc (for caprolactam) and cyclohexylamine 
(for sweeteners and rubber additives) can be simultane- 
ously produced in an integrated plant, and not by a 
number of unrelated processes, each of which individnally 
would be more expensive than in this new way of follo- 
wing the cyclohexane path. 

Major Betas for industrial ami conraner development 

Is there an over-all master plan that should be followed 
in building up a petrochemical industry? The answer is 
probably negative. There are too many differences of a 
tangible and intangible sort. It is, nevertheless, useful 
to establish certain principles—as has bee.i attempted 
above-and to make certain generalized recommenda- 
tion,. Rather than approach the problem in either our 
country or less developed countries only from the develop- 
ment of knowledge and understanding, we must approach 
the problem from the needs of the society—agriculture 
transportation, housing and construction, or whatever— 
from the need end, i' ,JU will, rather than from the 
science end."* 

This is not a simple undertaking, but it is one that 
must be followed for the successful development of a 
new industry. Some of the considerations involved in 
such programmes are listed below : 

A. SYNTHETIC RUBBER 

Synthetic rubber tyre» are needed by all developing 
countries, ma,„ly heavy duty tyres for trucks. Some 
countries have attempted to achieve a balance in the 
cbaracten.tics of available rubbers by building small 
polybutadiene and SBR plants while importing natural 
rubber, which is still essential for many uses, such as 
heavy duty tyres. Since practically all the desirable pro- 
perties can be obtained from synthetic polyisoprene 
niwser, a less expensive approach would be to build 
osry a polyisoprene plant, but this could then be of a si» 
which ii not uneconomic even by comparison with the 
major industrial countries. This restricts initial capital 
requirement,^employs the newest technology, provide, 
tk* ungie rubber generally considered the most versatile 
i C<ig0ftrate' the mtin •M*' requirement in oni 
«Tge efficient plant instead of in several smaller and far 
leas economic entities. Polyisoprene availability, further- 
more, would make a country independent of natural 
ruBBer import, thus conserving currency reserves for 
otfceruae* or imports. Then, too, the versatility of port- 
HwpiweBMkes possible the manufacture of moetVc*. 

F¡I¡S-r2l»r ìr^ìl^L.0f W,fc **** "* Um e*« "F""" "Jon m "•Ba,rd ••«••»••* car tyre.   *_-. 
I'wthamore, >t .. based on propyl« raw mrtarkU, «•* f »*« «« slowly m^v^íTfavourT.«íoTIS 
-^TT;-              .  . «ykmj. »ho makiag big inroad, htto tat orignal .qui». 

i: •••IIIIMB,   Medarajhain   I « mi Serien^*, M» mm*ufor*•**•<*tym(ia the USA). The isttre.ua* •wwsea Tasaaieal Abtat? tai Seek») "trf* 7%m i   r — • ranar ii i of »u. ;. «¿_ j_ »      •"•"v- iw«!««! 
•«"*» Uhm, JMM »TIM«   ^^         '       "JJJ •" -'^y °\ **** • •» «W»»»opad ana» nini, the 

•«•«•nt »ad rature importan« of rat» awst versatile 

which is frequently available as a low-cost by-product from 
a naphtha or light hydrocarbon cracker and thus becomes 
a more attractive raw material than butadiene and styrene. 
Initial production could also be based on imported 
monomer. 

The International Rubber Study Group, at its seven- 
teenth meeting held in Tokyo in May, 1964, recognized 
that the normal market forces would not necessarily 
bring about a better balance between supply and demand 
for natural and synthetic rubber. In some countries (the 
developing nations) the saving of foreign exchange 
expenditure (for natural rubber) is a more important 
consideration than the absolute economics of synthetic 
rubber production in moderately sized plants. Further- 
more, synthetic rubber capacity may be created for 
strategic reasons because of rubber's military implica- 
tions. Lastly, while it may not always be economic in 
itself it may be considered economic as part of a petro- 
chemical complex. 

This is a problem for natural rubber producing coun- 
tries which are among the newly developing nations 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Thailand, Ceylon, the Republic 
of Viet-Nam and Nigeria will produce an estimated 
89 percent of the world's rubber in 1964. Efforts are being 
made by the natural rubber producing countries, with the 
co-operation of the developed countries to diversify and 
industrialize their national economics with a view to 
lessening their dependence on natural rubber. The econo- 
mic and political factors involved in the rubber, and more 
generally, raw material and commodity areas are so 
complex that they cannot be treated in a limited paper 
like this one. 

B. SYNTHETIC FIBRES 

Rayon is rapidly being phased out as the most impor- 
tant synthetic fibre in the industrialized countries of the 
world Its place is being taken by nylon. If a »ingle fibre 
is to be selected by a developing nation's petrochemical 
industry, it should, undoubtedly, be nylon. Of the two 
major nylons (6 and 6/6), caproUctam-baaed Nylon 6 
should be the choice. Nylon 6/6 technology ia more com- 
plicated, since two materials, i.e., adipic acid and hexa- 
methylene diamine are required to make the salt, and the 
capital investment for integrated Nylon 6/6 plants i. 
accordingly mugh higher. Thus, Nylon 6 production can 
be contemplated for smaller markets and with lest 
technologjcal risk, while still remaining economically 
competitive CaprolwUm and Nylon 6 spinning techno- 
logies are also easier to obtain under license. Caprolactam 
could initially be imported and later manufactured by 
one of the new processes. 

Nytonis used ia practically all branche» of the textile 
•ad fibre indiMtries fron fine lingerie to iadwtrial 
beltiag «ad carjwusg. It ha» aleo become my iaaortaat 
a«a film tad a» , pi,** „«,. In the next few year», 
«•re is a strong possibility that nylon eord wUI even 
wptace «yon in standard aaeseaaar car tvrea. Repl.ee- 



man-made fibre. Nylon UKS extend to engineering 
plastics because of its special properties— high tensile 
and impact strength, stability at high temperatures, 
good abrasion resistance, and self-lubrication. Applica- 
tions include its use as a substitute for metal in bearingä 
gears, cams, rollers, slides, door latches, and thread 
guides in textile machinery. 

Polyester fibres require more technology and more 
capital, while the availability of know-how is much more 
limited. Manufacture of these fibres may therefore have 
to start, as it has in Argentina, Australia, india and 
elsewhere, by importing polymer and doing spinning 
locally. Acrylic fibres are least important in the (usually) 
warm developing countries and hence their manufacture 
(as well as of acrylonitrile) can well be postponed. 

C. PLASTICS 

The plastic to select is the polymer with the broadest 
range of properties and applications. This naturally 
suggests low-density polyethylene, which is used for 
injection and blow molding, film wire insulation, extrusion 
and other uses. The economics of polyethylene manu- 
facture are such that when a market exists to take the 
output of one reaction "train", the cost-of-production 
from this train (excluding ethylene raw material) is not 
very much greater than for larger plants where several 
such trains" are provided. The feedstock for the plant 
could be liquid ethylene delivered at low cost from a large 
cracker or by ocean tanker. As mentioned previously 
general purpose polyethylene of a medium grade should 
be manufactured at first, with refining facilities deferred 
to a later stage to limit initial investments. 

Polyvinyl chloride and/or polystyrene are next in 
importance, as consumption statistics usually indicate 
and should soon be added to the complex. Again, only 
the polymerization plant may justifiably be built, based 
initially on imported monomers. It is interesting to note 
that in Western Europe polystyrene plants are being set 
up in various locations by two companies, supplied with 
monomer from large "mother" plants. 

Melanins may yet beconw more importa«» in the 
economy of developing countries, as it is now possible 
to make it economically from urea. The latter nay be 
made OR a larga scale at part of a fertiliser complex bsiag 
built tn these countries. Under these circumstances, 
melamine plastic objects may take the puce of other 
plastics which would be more difficult to make on a 
small scale. 

O. Fnmizms 

H«*» As developing cosantry may justify large plants 
bscawee fertiliser is Beaded on such a large scale. Some 
• C£!mv*aim **" B0W •"••'•rted on a programme of 
mtfafiftaf ammosua, and in some cases urea and mixed 
ftrUltaar planta, adjacent to reflnerin. (cf. Chemical 
^•ek^Octoher 2é, 1*63, 7»« Fast East). In other cases, 

Plants are available at low tost. 

plants are receiving considerable attention. Nitric acid 
may, therefore, also be produced in large quantities. 

E. DETERGENTS 

The trend towards biodegradable detergents will 
continue unabated, frequently regardless of the specific 
need. Australia is already considering the switch from 
dodecylbenzene sulphonate to the newer material even 
though there has not been a water table or stream con- 
tamination problem in that country. The consumer 
simply demands the latest product. Thus, alcohol-based 
detergents will be relied on more and more heavily. 
Where these can be produced from the hydrolysis of 
indigenous fatty esters such as coconut oil, this puts the 
country in a good position to produce the newer deter- 
gents. In other cases the trend will be tc oxidize straight- 
chain paraffins, available by molecular sieve extraction 
from kerosene streams in refineries, or by other new 
techniques. 

Two general exaapies—Spain an« Mexiee 

It is interesting to look at a "still picture" of the 
Spanish economy in 1963 in terms of these considerations. 
Although Spain is not necessarily a typical developing 
nation, it only recently started to flex its petrochemical 
muscle. The table reproduced in the annex to this paper 
describes the output of the current heavy chemical and 
petrochemical industry, together with plans for the 
immediate future. The following points are worth noting: 

(a) Polyethylene was 100 per cent imported at the 
rate of 15,600 tons in 1962, which led to the decision to 
install PE capacity, authorized in 1963/1964. Based on 
projected markets, three plants will be constructed with 
combined initial capacities of approximately 45,000 tons 
of low density polyethylene and 11,500 tons of high 
density polyethylene. Thus, the installation was held off 
until a large market was created. 

(*) No dodecylbenzene production is planned even 
though an 8,000 ton market existed in 1962. A plant 
based on newer technology may be under consideration. 

(c) Vinyl chloride is produced from low-priced chlorine 
that is quite out of balance w«th caustic soda production. 
Thus, an inexpensive raw material was responsible for 
an early plant. 

{i) A tremendous expansion in fertilizers is under 
way, partly as s reîuh of Standard Oil (N.J.)'s decision 
to participate in a complete fertilizer project at Malaga. 

(e) The installation of naphtha crackers was deferred 
until the demand for polyethylene and such other large 
seals organic chemicals as ethylene oxide built up to the 
point what« both the cracker and the ethylene users could 
be jnsriisd and then constructed simultaneously. The 
Tarragona cracker, which is fairly close to the economical 
projected petrochemical plants, including those of Dow 
Unqumesa, will have a capacity of 74,000 metric tons per 
year of ethylene and 21,000 tons of propylene, which 
places it within the economical (word market) range 
At Puertollano, the Spanish state oil company, Calvo 
Sossio, will install a naphtha cracker with a capacity of 
71,000 tone of ethylene and 44,000 tons of propylens. 



Of courie, Spain has no important supplies of light 
hydrocarbons or natural gas. 

Turning to Mexico, the recent history of this country's 
petrochemical industry is described in detail and with 
great clarity in an article by C. O. Baptista of Petróleos 
Mexicanos, published in the June 1964 issue of Chemical 
Engineering Progress. An interesting guideline is offered 
as follows: 

"As a generalization, one can say that if the total 
.Mexican market, together with its calculated growth 
for the next three years, is as large as the capacity 
of the smallest economically operating plant in that 
line in the United States, the venture can be considered 
sound for the country and profitable for whoever 
may invest in it. " 
Among the important beneficial factors favouring 

Mexico are a stable currency, no limit in the foreign 
remittance of funds, extraordinary political 'stability" 
and several others including government protection of 
markets (not cited). The opportunities offered by the 
Latin American Free Trade Association are also as 
discussed. 

The policy of Pemex, the government-owned enterprise 
that operates the oil industry, is to build large plants 
and to make basic petrochemical building blocks avail- 
able to other companies at reasonable prices. This policy 
» succeeding extremely well. Recent French financial 
aassstance has further contributed to this development. 
In general, the co-operation between local and foreim 
investors has (Men excellent. 

The typet and sizes of plants constructed under this 
programase in Mexico are covered in the article, to which 
tha reader w referred for details. Of importance in con- 
•acöon with earlier remarks is the fact that Mexico 
««••nytoii 6 fibre over all other synthetics and will soon 
pw*a»<fwith a caprolactam plant. Also, that PVC and 
polystyrene have for a long period of time been produced 
from imported monomer. 

ATIIUMIJ «f 

mí^ÜJt *•«• «"»derations ásenme that technology is 
always available when a country is ready to proceed with 
«VPjaiii. This is generally true, .«hough there have heat, 
•otae* exemptions. The technology will either come from 
fet^iiiaaMifacturing comae««, who am interacted in 
•«*Wi**»t  subsidiary  opemtiom  in  the  developing 

nations, or from contractors licensing the processes for 
royalty and the opportunity to engineer and construct 
the plants. Rarely is the technology available in the 
country itself, during the initia! phases; although process 
improvements will certainly be made locally as research, 
development, and chemical engineering activities are 
expanded. Japan, which licensed almost all its petroche- 
mical technology (and this accounts to a large degree for 
the rapid growth of the Japanese chemical industry) is 
now starting to export the results of its new applied 
research and development in this field. 

Licensing the technology does not necessarily protect 
the industry from gradual obsolescence. It is frequently 
desirable to arrange for information exchange agree- 
ments with the licensor, which provide for new develop- 
ments to flow to the licensee as they are discovered. 
This is an important part of SD's ethylene oxide licensing. 
Thus annual technical meetings of licensees are held, 
wuh the company acting as a central clearing house for 
new developments, improvements, and techniques. Other 
companies have similar technological exchanges. A vigi- 
lant survey of the world petrochemical industry is also 
required, by following the numerous technical journals, 
attending such meetings as the World Petroleum Congress 
and ACHEMA, and forming a nucleus of enlightened 
chemical engineers who can affiliate themselves in a 
Chemical Engineering Society. This has occurred in many 
developing  countries,   notably   India,   Peru,   Mexico, 
Uruguay and several others. 

As can be seen from the contents of this paper the 
problems m setting up a petrochemical industry for each 
development country are very sophisticated, requirine 
ultimale knowledge of technology, industry, trend«, and 
economics. Seldom are all the skills necessary for such 
evaluations found in any one place, such as the private 
rowa« manufacturing companies of the financial or 
governmental institutions which frequently include advice 
on the planning of petrochemical industries as part 
of the service they give their clients. Such advice needs 
to he supplemented and rounded out by expert technolo- 
gical counsel obtained from those actively engaged in 
•* **Ww»o have intimate knowledge of the latest 
developments in the advanced industrial countries and 
who have as objective a view of the situation as may 
reasonably be attained. 7 
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ANNEX fi iirtiJLüiJ 
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Calatrava plans t„ build an 11,300 metric-ton per-year plant 
at Santander 

1962 output is 30 per cent higher than 1958 output 
Elactro-Quimic de Flix (Spain's largest chlorine producer) 

makes 44,000 metric tons chlorine per year at Tampona 

1962 output is 83 per cent higher than 1958 output 

1962 output is 77 per cent higher than 1951 output 

Many fertilizar companies make nitric acid for captive uae 

1962 output increased 260 per cent over the 1931 output 

1962 output is 20 per cent higher than 1951 output 

Ueed mainly for synthetic fibres 

Dow-Umjuinesa plans 20,000 metric-toa-par-year kw- 
dantity re and 5,000 metric-ton-per-vear hiar-deneity re 
units at Tarragona 

Atonta Plans to make 29,000 metric tons per year low- 
«tarty PE at Puartoflano 

Cajatreva plans to make 3,7» metric tons par yaw high- 
density re, expanding to 11,300 metric tons per year at 
rWtollano 

Dow-Unmiimaa pians an   •,000 inetric-ton-per-year unit 
at Tarragona 

Paular atom a 7,000 metric-ton-psr-year unit it Puartoflnno 

1942 output inrreaseil 430 per MM over the 19M output 

19*2 output it 33 par cent higher than 1931 output 
1962 output ia doubt* the I93i output 
Enue Oaseifaa ni— m i— .....!• -.*m—x~ filmami 

tW    *1  a-aA -       » * •••MW«  ^XBrWMMnBan)/ 
» Ufin wittr» tow par yuar 

19*2 etlput It 43 par cent higher man 19M output 
1912 output equal to 193* output 
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4. RECENT TRENDS IN THE WORLD PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

F. N. Bmumfmrtntr mnd P. L. Richmrd., Marketing mnd Supply Deprime«., 
EMO Chmmlcmt Compmmy, JVesr York 

THE WORLD CHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

The chemical industry today is one of the world's most 
important industries. Over the past twenty years chemical 
production has increased more rapidly than any other 
large volume industry. Because chemical products affect 
aliaci every phase of modern life, they are essential to 
•III industrially advanced nations. In fact, the more 
induatnalized the nation, the more important is the role 
of chemical products. In the United Sutes, for example, 
the chemical industry ranks fourth in the economy after 
petroleum refining, primary metals, and transportation 
equipment. 

Before examining the world chemical and petroche- 
mical industries, a few words about definition are in 
order Today s variety of chemic.I products is so large 
•ad the variety of chemkal processes used by various 
22jetrie. soextenaive, that it ia becoming increasingly 
«•«»« to define the scope of the industry. No univer- 
aaJly accepted definition exists today, despite the efforts 

•tetistics often reflects the hietorical development of 
«a^chemical industry in a particular nation and bears 
ira* resemblance to data from other countries. It is 
tawe virtually impossible to document the world che- 
mical or petrochemical industries with any absolute 
consistency. To complicate matters further, the extent of 
•ocwate hjatoncal data varies widely from country to 
cwmtry The analyst is thus faced with the problem of the 

fljt. of «know, quality «ad concoct a palatable com- 

The gaserai statistical data presented in this paper arc 
^llwt y .*•* °* ** ^«rtio, of the chemical 
?^.r *"?*?> f* Qr>MtiMt^ '« Economic V°-°P«r»iion ••» Development (OECD). Included ia 

e «* .^^LÍTf*1 Pro*,ct» ctaaaMWd uader 
SLT *?ll*wd '»»»»ational Trade Classii- 

ated value of $10,000 million in the late IMO's As 
illustrated in figure I, production had reached 130 000 mil- 
K°n,Ly«,l53und Wi" ****** «"«1 1100,000 million 
By 1965. Eight countries account for three quarters of 
total production today as shown in table I. 

Flaws 1. EtHmrn* m*U cUtmkml ****** 

In It», the United Statu produced about 50 per ecat 
of the worlds total output, but the rrsureeece tf the 
chemical industry in Europa and Japan has ndund Us» 
dom,MBce to slightly und«- 40 per cant today. Among 
me 8 major producing countries, Japaa is expectante 
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undergo the grautest growth during the next decade 
Some industry observers believe that before the end of 
this decade Japan will displace the Federal Republic 
or Germany; the third largest chemical producer behind 
the United States and the USSR. 

It will be noted that the percentage of the total world 
market held by these eight countries has been increasing 
over the past few years. This indicates that although new 
chemical investment is increasing at a rapid rate in the 
developing nations, actual production is only now reach- 
ing a level high enough to reverse this trend. 

Although comparative production data for 1%3 are 
not yet available as this is written, an indication of che- 
imcsl sales activity for this year is given in table 2 for 
selected countries. 

TASLI 2. CHEMICAL SALSI GSOWIH IN 1963 
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Japan. . 
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Of particular interest ia this figura ara the relatively 
larga gai» shown by Spaia and Mexico. Chemical sales 
for 1963 for these two countries arc reported to save 
been 1311 million and 1790 milk» respectively, and 
illustrate the rowing trend for self-tunVwncy amona the 
developing nations. 

PtTOOLW M »AMD CHKM1CALS 

As the chemical industry has grown over the years the 
demand for basic raw materials has exceeded what can 
readily he produced fro« coal and coking operation« 
The industry accord««ry has turned to ptUtÀmm as a' 
•owe* of these materials and has attracted eitiulinm 
enmm..,., i-„ .fc^ k.. i „.^ ^ .B|) ||aj|)|||- 

ü*"?7. lm *"** • ,H kwtnetrial »«•• «fAt world, 
«•weal raw materiale based on netrole— and naturai 
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industry •• • whole. Ahhoemh ens Ant 
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I »1911, the trend "-       -    '—-.-—'"•*• 

the early IWO'i Today 

«•«• • tarns eW» at* the m«ai market tint ih) tara 
msemaaT has met ment at* its, 
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chemical products on the market today. The classifi- 
cation "petrochemicals" has thus outlived its usefulness 
and we, as well as other industry observers, advocate" 
its discontinuance. "Basic organic chemicals" provides 
a more meaningful characterization of the primary 
organic building blocks upon which the industry is 
based. The classification includes only aliphatic and 
aromatic hydrocarbons, excluding quantities used as 
fuel, and allows statistical documentation to be accurate 
and consistent. The importance of raw material source 
coal, oil or vegetable, can be better appraised. The 
OECD has adopted this concept and the following 
remarks concerning chemicals based on petroleum have 
been largely drawn from this source. 

The growing importance of petroleum as a raw material 
source for basic organic chemicals can perhaps best be 
'Hustrated by the trend in the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, long a leader in chemical production from coal. 
lawe 3 shows the change in the relative share of a few 

*îlc derived   from  petroleum  from  1957 
to 1962. Only benzene is still largely based on coal in 
contrast with the United Sutes where approximately 
70 per cent of benzene production comes from petro- 
leum. *^ 
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Production of basic organic cheimc.li in Westen 
Europe reached almost 4.6 milHon metric tons in termi 
of carbon content ia 1962 as shown ia tabic 4 Oil 
>-d natural gas accounted for SI par cent of this produc- 

*? !í Á «?** *•"• w •*•««. « slightly more 
than 12.0 million tons carbon content, was derived from 
oil and gas. 

TABU 4. Pnatwcnuw 
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w2£rT?ai)   *fferenoe •*»*«• «he United Sutes Mid 

ÄbäJ^"01?0",0'   aliphatic   'Vdwcarbon.   is 

ST,£ ^MJ-ha,cd In I»» United States, „„ the other 
J»nd, the aliphatic hydrocarbons are entirely oitbased 
«. «re over four-fifths of the aromatic hydrSrbon? 

TABU J. Pnoouc-noN or ^«c ORGANIC CHïMICALS m l%2 
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dJiÍAtÍr0Th¿n Europe of hMic orl»• chemical» «fcmved from petroleum is shown in finire 2 Hthl 

increased by 1,460 per cent over the decade 1954-1964 
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(MttHm éMmr, export) 
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now sell at or below United Sutes prices. This trend has the 
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TABM 13. Da»aawjiiu« o* mmcvtrvrnM. \<m 

North 
Latte Amanca       .   .   .   . 
Wwtirii Europe ... 
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AMM 

0* 
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13 

75 

3.4 

Tha lolutioB to the general problem will uadoubtedJy 
be a composite of many individual steps. Many of thaw 
win be directed towards increasing agricultural produc- 
tivity. Increased Fertiliser use will be OM of the principal 
WMIHII tfitpioytM. 

Two careftilly prepared forecaett of fertilizar coasum- 
ptioii haw been published thk year: one by Dr. Rutted 
Colemaa. President of the Sulphur Institute; the other 
by Dr. Frank Parker, formerly with FAO. That* projec- 
tieaa arc thowa oa tabb 14. 

Looking at long range forecasts showing large increases 
in future total world fertilizer consumption is interesting 
hut not very enlightening. A review of the present situation 
in fertilizers and a brief examination of the near future 
is more meaningful. 

The recent history of world fertilizer consumption k 
presented in table 15. ToUl plant food consumption has 
shown a 5.2 per cent annual growth rate over the last 
5 years. Nitrogen growth has been more than twice as 

TABU IS. WoaLD RKTILIZH CONSUMTTION- HISTORY 
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TABU 14. Paosstn» woau» PHTEJ» 
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27.7 
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33.3 
44.3 

•9.7 

Tha two forecasts have a common methodolofy— 
bo* baiaf baaed ea work done by FAO. Ta* principal 
diaVeac* it that Parker's forecast k for rtqiiiramials to 
acMtnw a laiaismai nutritional sUadard waste Cfcsemaa's 
is for actual asaga. 

fast aa either paocehatc or pouih. Geographica! distribu- 
tion at 1961/62 consumption is shown in table 16. 
Europe aad North America ate the largest consumers, 
aceoaatrag for 73 per cent of total plant food consumption. 
Asia aad Latin America account for only 13 per cent of 
total coaeumptioa. The ratios in which the plant foods 
are contained are also of interest. For the world total 
the ratio it clot* to 1.3 — 1.2 — 1. There an\ however, 
marked deviations from this in the regional patterns. 

Turning attention to 1970, and limiting our remarks to 
aitrogen nrtjltaar and ammonia, the picture is shown in 
Übte 17. We expect 1970 nitrogen consumption to be 
about double the 19*2 level. The important tonnage 
gains wiH be in Europe and North America but consump- 
tion in the aadar-developed areas will grow at fatter 
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Aftho«fh all three primary plant food elements are 
currently ia short supply, täc nitro»» shortage it perhaps 
A» atvereet. Tail situation it expected to continue for 
at lea« the rat several yean, although by 1970, newly 
nMaJhd nitrogen capacity should he able to meet the 
world demand. Local imbalances will occur, however, 
with North America having the largest over-abundance. 

The significance of this situation to the petroleum 
based chemical industry is fairly obvious. Historically, 
emonia manufacture has been carried out by chemical 
nnmpaaisi using coal as a raw material source, particul- 
•**y »Europe. These companies have supplied the local 
reanimaseis for nitrogenous fertilizers and have also 

1 Urge export markets, »specially to the developing 
of the world. 

Ia the United State« ammonia production was stimul- 
ated by the Second World War since nitrogen was needed 
for explosives. Various companies, including some petro- 
leum companies, were encouraged to build and operate 
-1—i for the government. After the war, these pianti 

•eld to those companies who participated ia the 
nmme aad they became the dominant ptoducen. 
1990, however, there has occurred a strong entry 
*—' the world by most petroleum companies 

^^ ia manufacture and ammonia derivatives for 
fertiliser. This is quite logical since ammonia manufacture 
meahes well with the petroleum business. Natural gas 
?* if*?* JR? mfcke «**•* feedstocks, and a refinery 
hnthe lexibUity of using almost any liquid product 
which may be available for ammonia manufacture 
Equipment is also similar to facilities in refinery operation. 
Of perhaps greatest importance, refineries are distributed 
throughout the world and provide a manufacturing 
centre where ammonia is both Bended end can be produced 
eooewmicalry. 

M°w*m' *•* tnad toward producing ammonia in 
vary large units in order to improve over-all economics 
hmdato the same problem mentioned earlier for hydro- 
carbon in that suooess depends upon finding urge 
export markets if domestic outlets alone are tasufldent. 
As more aaunonia facilities an huth throughout the 
•¡odd, «sporti at a par eeot of produotiou must decline. 
TI» actual votame of exports will probably remain high 
*- —- that in Ila future, but it will be increasingly 

difficult to justify any large new ¡avestmeats ia i  
pwats ia the smaller developing nations   The 
rather will probably be for these natío«« to ia_. 
ammoaia for conversion to fertiliser ia local mixing 
piante. 

PLASTICI 

Oae of the fastest growing sectors of the chemicai 
industry is plastics, exceeding even the growth rale of 
bMK organic chemicals in recent years. World production 
of plastics in 1963 reached a new high of almost 10 milboti 
metric tons. As shown in figure 4, production is expected 
to reach 16 million tons by 1970, representini a protected 
growth rate of about 7 per cent per year        *ygmmm 

m
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A breakdown of world production for several oast 
years is presented in table 18. ^ 

Jful9^ f* ¥£* Stoto9 •«»««« for 40 par cent 
of the total and Western Europe for 37 per cent wüh 
Japan and Eutern Europe-Ä at ahi? 9^Ì «S 
oach. It iti expected, however, that by 1970-3, the United 
ftaT^d,Wert*B ^P0" «««re will have destined 
torto* 33 i»er cent for each area sino» t£ «restart 
•row« is taking pía* i« otím «tirflhe1^ 
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J^.7?^ * *»*** Promue«! contries on shown in 
table If. The Uaitsd Stalee «ad the Federal ReptMic of 
Germany account for over one-half the total world 
production. Ia fact, almost 90 par cent of all plastici 
are produced ia only seven countries. 

TASLS 19. MAJOR PLASTICI moDucni 
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Par cant of world total  17 
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It u interesting to compare time data with ptr capita 
consumption and proportion of national income «pent 
on plastica materiali (table 20). Ai expected, the United 
State* and the Federal Republic of Germany lead the 
world aa plastic usm with the United Kingdom, France, 
Italy, Japan and the USSR following ia that order. 
However, the situation is quite different when considering 
the per cent of a nations' money which goes into plastic«. 
Japan now leads the group followed closely by the 
Federal Republic of Germany and Italy. The United 
Sutes and France lag far behind. 

International trade in plastics amounts to more than 
25 per cent of total world production as contrasted to 
the 9 per cent average for all chemical products. 

The United States exports about 10 per cent of ito 
produntion whereas the other major produeiag countries 

export 30 per cent or more. This international trade 
however, is characterised by a large amount of movement 
especially between the European producen. Although 
the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom 
snd Italy, for example, export 30-33 per cent of their 
total plastics production, they also import significant 
quantitins. Net exports actually amount to shout 20 per 
cent of production in these countries. Furthermore, 
if Western Europe is considered as an economic unit, 
then less than 10 per cent of its exports go outside that 
ires. 

Worldwide, the vinyl plastics lead ia production is 
accounting for about 23 per cent of all plastics. The 
fastest rowing major type of plastic, however, is the 
polyokfin category. This group at the moment amount* 
to about 20 per cent of the world total, mainly became 
of the early development of polyolefln technology in 
the United States Since 1958, production of polyolefins 
has exeesded that for the vinyl resins in the United States. 
Ia Europe, production is now almost two-thirds that 
for vinyls and is rapidly approaching a position of equal 
production. In Japan, vinyls still hold a commanding 
lead, but the general trend toward polyolefins is the same. 

The advent of petroleum based chemicals has been 
largely responsible for this trend. During the esrly years 
of thermoplastics development, olefins from petroleum 
were relatively unavailable. Acetylene based on coal 
provided a ready source of vinyl monomers and led to 
the rapid development of vinyl resins. As petroleum 
began to replace coal as a raw material source, ethylene 
and propylene became available in large quantities. 
Emphasis shifted to the polyolefins, first in the United 
States and more recently in Europe, Japan and the world 
in general. 

The longer range tread for polyolefln and vinyl resins 
u somewhat unclear with regard to the relative market 
position. Ethylene is also a raw material source for 
vinyl resin manufacture, and in many cases a more 
economical source than acetylene. Most new facilities 
for vinyl manufacture are being based on petroleum 
ethylene. Thus monomer source and availability will 
«ass to influence the direction of the markst Instead 
each of those two kedtag plastics will and its market 



position on the basis of it* ability to satisfy consumer 
product requirements. 

Plastics have provided a logical entry into the chemical 
industry for many developing nations. Fabrication equip- 
ment is relatively inexpensive, and resins can be imported 
at attractive costs. The ratio of sales to capital is very 
high. Hence, small firms abound in the less developed 
nations. A number of these nations have already reached 
the point where demand is sufficient to justify resin 
production facilities, and these are being built. 

Plastics are already firmly established in such consumer 
goods areas as housewares, appliances, and toys. The 
plastic packaging market, including bottles, is rowing 
at a very rapid rate. Plastic pipe is beginning to make 
inroads on the metal pipe industry Agr'culture is also 
Beginning to make use of plastics in such applications 
•s mulch film, silo covers, and irrigation pipe. Conside- 
rable attention is being given to plastics for construction, 
pnrticularly m areas of the world where other building 
materials are scarce. In short, we can expect plastics 
•oronly to continue to displace older conventional mate- 
rials, but also to open aew markets as yet rnknown. 

SYNTHTOC KUHN« 

Aaotfcer sector of the chemical industry which has 
OMMNited to its rapid growth is synthetic rubber. 
Svataeuc rubbers are petroleum baaed and their growth 
tas paralleled the growth of bask organic chemicals 
fromprtroleum. The IMO', uw the birth of the synthetic 
"y i"dB**ry because of the curtailment of natural 
nshher supplies as a result of the war. The industry 
wwp*d itsgreatest impetus in the United Sutes, ly 
IO?,' '^Í**** ruboer ««counted for one-third of the 
!2r»TTll,n,bhi P•**1»0» *• »«own in able 21. 

*i^tUnì nbkm- T1" ,rend " «f»*td to continue 
U.ÏÎ?. I "vtnl *•*"• "** »•'w*' nibbir will be 
•»»ble to keep up with the growing demand for rubber 
products. 

TAM.» 21. WOBLD Ruaan »ODOCTIOH 

(Per eenl) 

'»#       mi       in?       mi       mi 

4.5 million tons in lf*3, of which 54 per cent was synthe- 
tic rubber Slightly leas than three-fourths of the latter 
production took place in the United States and Canada. 
As late as 1*52, these two countries accounted for 
95 per cent of all synthetic rubber production. During 
the last decade, however, the growth of the petroleum 
based chemical industry in Europe and Japan has seen 
a corresponding growth in the synthetic rubber industry. 
As basic organic chemicals from petroleum become 
available in other parts of the world, investment in 
synthetic rubber facilities will increase. 

The recent development of the so-called "stereo" 
rubbers is having a significant effect on the entire rubber 
market. These synthetic rubbers are similar in many 
respects t« natural rubber and consequently will compete 
moat strongly against natural rubber. To a leaser extent. 
«hey are expected to make inroads into the SIR market 
because they seem particularly suited to the tyre rubber 
market which is the largest single outlet for rubber. 

The entire future picture for rubber is further com- 
plicated by still another recast development. Synthetic 
rubbers based on ethylene and propylonc are benne*** 
to appear on the market. While outlets for these new 
polymers have not yet been fully developed, their remark- 
able characteristics assure them a sizeable share of 
total rubber markets. 

'^'I'lll     
SaUMt: XaM» SuHstlcal tmhtm. 

Fkurs 5.  World rubber producilo* 
(excludHuj centrally plamed tconomkt) 

Natural . 
Synthetic 

67 
33 

75 
23 

60 
40 

50 48 
SO 52 56 

louaci: Kubber Statistical Bulletin. 

In terms of total tonnage, natural rubber has been 

rTTi "F ,,0.wly- In reccnt vear» Ú» industry has 
made technological advances in natural rubber produc- 

?S£n •,^ " been ^"T* that y¡elds as high as 
WOO pound* per acre have been achieved on a limited 
•oak. I tu unhkely, however, that these advances wiU 

Synthetic «bbershould continue to fill the expansion 

World production of all rubber amounted to almos 
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Obviously, total rubber production throughout the 

ZLnd tm UP0nJl and Umited •*• «>» «Mumer demand for rubber products. Rubber technology has 

wïïh 2*?1 ahead of ,h"demand *nd *"" •bb«» with new and unique properties are continually beine 

ÍSA** £7 •bbw.mu,t- *nd wiU. find U. Sì 
ïndfet 1 ,Tket- II v.**»*** •P°«ible today to 
predict what the composition of the synthetic rubber 

""S ^U \0VtI ** aext ten y«". Abo« a? t£i 
can be said with any degree of certainty is that the tcïï 
market will continue to grow at a healthy rate „d uïï 
the  older   estabhshed  synthetic  rubbers,  particulariy 
SBR, wtll probably lose position to the new^Wbm 

SYNTHBTfC   F1MUB 

»e general statistical data prea-sad io this paper, no 



diKiMsion of the world chemical industry would be 
complete without a few word* about thi« industry 
Non-cellulosic fibres are becoming an increasingly 
important consumer of bask organic chemicals, even 
though their share of the industry is still relatively small. 

World production of all fibres exceeded 37,000 million 
pounds in 1963, of which the man-made fibres constituted 
26 per cent according to Textile Organon. The truly 
synthetic, non-cellulosic, fibres accounted for 2,936 mil- 
lion pounds or about 8 per cent of the total. Although 
cotton still dominates the market with well over one-half 
the total production, the synthetic non-cellulosics are 
experiencing the greatest growth rata, as shown in 
figure 6. This picture is similar to that for rubber in 
that the dominant fibre, cotton, is growing very slightly 
in total tonnage, but is losing ground to the man-made 
fibres as the tout market expands. 

Of the non-cellulosics, the nylon flbrae lead in pro- 
duction with about 35 per cent of the total The polyester 
and acrylic fibres follow in that order. 

World production of non-cellulosic fibres by geogra- 
phic area is shown for 1963 in table 22. North Amanean 
production is mostly in the United Sutes. In the European 
area, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United 
Kingdom, France and Italy are the major producers 
Japan constitutes almost 97 per cent of the total shown 
for Africa and Asia, and in fact is second only to the 

United States in synthetic fibre production. It is quit* 
apparent that very little production is carried out in the 
developing areas of the world. 

Although a number of the developing nations are 
beginning to invest in non-cellulosic fibre manufacturing 
facilities, this production will not be sufficient to alter 
the world picture over the next decade Ospite their 
outstanding properties, non-cellulosics are still more 
costly than natural fibres, particularly cotton This is 
in contrant to plastics and rubbers wher« the synthetic 
product is often cheaper than alternate materials. Thus 
one can expect synthetic fibres to follow rather than 
parallel the development of other sectors of the chemical 
industry. 

TABU 22  WORLD PRODUCTION OF MOW-CILI IILOSK- PIMM 

North Amtrica 
EEC  
Other Western Europe 
Africa and Asia . 
Fatsrn Europe . 
South America 

TOTAL 

1.229 
AM 
»3 
941 
176 
39 

2,93é 

Fertilizers, plastics, rubber and fibres are only a few 
of the sectors contributing to the growth of the world 
chemical industry. The foregoing discussion has of 
necessity only touched on a few highlights. Space does 
not permit inclusion of other sectors such as inorganics, 
pharmaceuticals, detergents, etc., but their influence is 
nonetheless important. 

That the chemical industry is growing at a very rapid 
rate is self-evident. Petroleum has now replaced coal 
as the primary raw material source and will continue 
to increase its share of the basic organic chemical market. 
Overcapacity, low prices, and increasing labour costs, 
however, have reduced profit margins for these petroleum 
based chemicals. Competition in international trade 
has thus become very severe. The large and highly indus- 
trialized nations are in an excellent position to export. 
Although some smaller nations with sizeable local 
markets will install capacity for local production, they 
will find it difficult to compete on the export market 
with the larger nations. The successful development of 
the chemical industry in countries where domestic 
markets are relatively small seems most likely to come 
only through initial importation of low cost basic organic 
raw materials and local conversion to intermediates and 
finished products. 

World-wide chemicals, and particularly those based 
on petroleum, offer excellent opportunities for investment. 
However, with the increasingly competitive nature of 
the industry, success will come only to those who can 
carry out their activities based on sound business prin- 
ciples and mature judgement. 
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INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

In this chapter, the general conditions of production 
and consumption of petrochemical products are considered 
on the basis of the experience already gained by some 
countries or plans being made by others for the produc- 
tion of such major petrochemical products as plastics 
synthetic   fibres,    synthetic   rubber   and    nitrogenous 
fertilizers. There is, in fact, no doubt that the petroche- 
mical industry has a great potential for accelerating the 
pace of industrial development. It has now been established 
that   there   are   bright   prospects   for   an   increasing 
production of synthetics not only because of their effi- 
ciency as substitutes for the natural materials but also 
because of the high income-elasticity of demand for them 
This means that with economic development, the demand 
for petrochemical products is most likely to increase. 

The petrochemical industry is characterized by econo- 
mies of scale and capitel-intensity of production. The 
larger the capacity output, the smaller the relative unit- 
cost of production. Besides, the affinity of the various 
technological processes involved in the manufacturing 
process constitutes a cost-reducing element of conside- 
rable importance. In view of these economies of scale, 
the volume of demand or the extent of the market is a 
factor to be seriously taken into account in determining 
the appropriate scale of operation. In this respect, one 
might observe that the smallness of the market in most 
developing countries constitutes a veritable barrier to 
the prospects of taking any advantage of the economies 
of scale inherent in the petro-chemical industry. Develop- 
ing countries might, therefore, consider regional economic 
integrations   for   the   purposes  of establishing   those 
industries which perform better as large-scale under- 
takings. 

In the international market, approximately 25 per cent 
of all the products bought and sold are classifiable as 
petrochemicals. But the problem of entering this market 
as a seller is essentially that of trying to enter a market 
which is already tacitly controlled by an oligopoly. The 
new entrant is obliged to negotiate some form of "gent- 
lemen's agreement" with the established sellers or run 
the risk of being outcompeted early in the encounter. 

Uading producers of petrochemical products continue 
to be the major consumers thereof. North America and 
Western Europe, for example, account for the consump- 
tion of 70 per cent of the major petrochemical products. 
In particular, the United States of America and the 
Federal Republic of Germany are the largest consumers 
of plastic products. 

The world's growth rate of the manufacture of plastics 
has been estimated at 13.3 per cent for the period be- 
£2S \9S° aBd ,9M The United SutM of America, the 
Fiderai Republic of Oermaay. France, Italy, Japan and 

n 

the United Kingdom together account for 90 per cent 
of the total world output. Other European and centrally 
planned economies account for 9 per cent and developing 
countries like Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, India and China 
account for slightly less than I per cent. The income- 
elasticity of demand for plastics is estimated at 1.7 per 
cent which means that the consumption of plastic pro- 
ducts is significantly responsive to increases in per capita 
income. 

The United States, Japan, United Kingdom, France 
and Italy account for 62 per cent of the world's output 
of synthetic fibres while developing countries, (Mexico 
Argentina, Brazil, the United Arab Republic and India) 
account for 1.5 per cent. In consumption, advanced 
countries account for 85 per cent while developing 
countries account for only 4.5 per cent. Differences in 
income partly explain the difference in consumption 
rates — the income-elasticity of demand for synthetic 
fibres having been estimated at 1.4. On account of their 
greater durability and chemical resistance, synthetic 
fibres are increasingly serving as substitutes for the rest 
of the textiles fibres. 

The other two major petrochemical end-use products 
are synthetic Tubber and nitrogenous fertilizers. The 
world production of synthetic rubber caught up with 
and surpassed the production of natural rubber in 1962 
and has increased steadily thereafter. The net-exporters 
of synthetic rubber include the United States of America 
Canada, the Netherlands and Italy. Although the rate 
of preference of synthetic rubber to natural rubber has 
shown a steady increase, this does not mean that the 
market for natural rubber is shrinking dangerously 
In fact, natural rubber is still preferred to the synthetic 
m the manufacture of heavy-service tyres. 

In the last decade, the world production of nitrogenous 
fertilizers grew at an average rate of 8 per cent per annum. 
The major fertilizers which are internationally marketed 
on a large scale are ammonium sulphate and ammonium 
nitrate. Western Europe and North America which are the 
major exporters account for 75 per cent of world output. 
The "density of use" (amount per hectare) of nitro- 
genous fertilizers is highest in Western Europe and 
lowest in developing countries. The productive use of 
fertilizers all over the world would appear to vary with 
the natural fertility of the soils on the one hand and the 
type of crops produced on the other. One would, however, 
expect an increasing use of nitrogenous fertilizers iii 
developing countries whose economic mainstay is essenti- 
ally agriculture. 

In formulating a petrochemical project in a developing 
country, it is perhapt advisable to ask what tangible 
contribution to the basic need« (food, shelter and clothing) 
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1. »ECENT TUM» IN PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION, TRADE AND END-USES 
IN SELECTED PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

Umê-é Nmtimmê C*mêrm fmr ImdmMriml Dmi.pmM 

This paper pressato data, eoveriag tka period ance 
1990, oa production, consumption, trad«, and ead-uees 
for plastica, synthetic fibres, synthetic rubber and aitro- 
geaoue fertilisers, la addition, it gives estimates by 
refioBs of potential future consumption for these producto. 

The data draw oa a aumber of sources aad, as such, 
are not strictly comparable. By and large, plasties are 
denned to include products of condensation, polycondea- 
satioB aad polyaddition (e.g. phenoptasts, aminopUets, 
alkyds, polyallyl esten and other unsaturated polyesters, 
silicoses); producto of polymerization aad copolymerua- 
tioa (e.g. polyethylene, polystyrene, poryviayl, etc.); 
regeaerated cellulose, aad other artificial resins aad 
plastic materials. With respect to synthetic fibres, they 
include polyamides comprising the various types of 
nylons; acrylics such as orlon, acrilaa, courtella, leacril 
and cashmilon ; polyesters that include primarily teryleae; 
and polyvinyl fibres. Dato referring to noa-cellulosic 
fibres have been also used, which include besides the 
above synthetic fibres, other less important non-cellulosic 
fibres, such as glass fibres. Nitrogenous fertili»« exclude 
natural fertilizers aad are given in this paper ia equivalent 
of nitrogen content (N). 

The data, when available, are given for selected coun- 
tries as well as the various regions of the world; namely, 
Africa, Asia, North America, Latin America, the Middle 
East, western Europe and centrally planned countries. 
The Middle East it defined to include Cyprus, Lebanon, 
Jordaa, Kuwait, Iraq, Iran, Israel, Saudi Arabia, Sv.-ia, 
the United Arab Republic and Yemen. Centrally planned 
countries exclude China (mainland) unless otherwise 
specified. 

This study consists of four parts; part one covers 
plastica, part two synthetic fibres, part three synthetic 
rubber and put four nitrogenous fertilizers. 

PRODUCTION 

1. World production of piatta» hat 
growth, avañfiag aa aanual ran of 13.3 
the patto« covered. Tat major nrwlmsai 
¡edieeted m tah» 1.1 tad ig«*e ll are 

a steady 
for 

United States of America, the Federal Republic of Ger- 
many, Japan, the United Kingdom, France and Italy, »bar- 
ing among themselves about «0 per cent of total world 
production. The United States and the United Kingdom 
have the lowest growth rates, 9 and 11 per cent respectively, 
among the six major producers of plasties, thus their 
share m total output has declined from 70 per cent to 
40 per cent foi the United States and from »2 per cent 
to I per cent for the United Kingdom for the years 
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1*90 and 1M3. Japan and Italy scored the highest ratea 
of growth, 25 and 23 per ont respectively, and their 
share la output hat iacreaied from 3 per cent to 14 per 
cent and from 2 per cent to 6 per cent respectively for 
the same period. The annual rale of production in France 
has been increasing at the rate of 20 per cent ami the 
share in total output alto increited from 2 per oent 
(IMO) to 5 per cent (1963). Tlie Federal Republic of 
Germany, on the other hand, hx» increased its production 
at the rapid rate of about 20 per cent per annum and 
increased ita share of production from 7 per cent in 
IMO to 13 per cent (1%3\ becoming the second largest 
producer after the Ui»*^d States. The share of other 
European country at well as that of the centrally planned 
economice h*t increased in world production. 

2. A number of the developing countries, have under- 
taken the production of plasties; the major producing 
countries are Brazil, Argentina, Mexico, India, and 
China (Taiwan), sharing in the years 1938-1960 slightly 
lets than otta per cent of total output. 

3. Tablet 1.2 and 1.3 give data on plastics broken 
down into a number of important plastic products as 
well as into the major categories of thermo-plastics 
*nd  thermosetting for the  major   producers for  the 

period of IMS to 1961 The data confirm the trend 
observed for a number of years, indicating a gain in the 
»hare of thermoplastics at tri<> expense of thermosetting 
materials; such as phenolic* an(¡ amino plastics. With 
respect to individual products, polyvinyl chloride and 
polyoleflns have increased their share, whereas poly- 
styrenes maintained their share of total oufput 

4. The production pattern in Europe and the United 
States of America differs, the share of thermot.'asties 
is higher in the United States (72 percent) compared with 
Europe (55 per cent). The share of PVC is higher for 
Europe (21 4 per cent) than the United States ( 14 6 per 
cent); in contrast the share of polyolerins and polystyrene 
in the latter countries is higher than in Europe. I his 
production pattern reflects différeras ,n demand and 
supply conditions. For example po!yei riviene and PVC 
are good substitutes in a number of ipplications. Further, 
in the United States the fast growtn of polyethylene 
has been associated with the high y advanced field of 
packaging which hat iwt been (he case in Europe. 
On the supply side, the relative abundance in the United 
Slates of ethylene either from natural gas or as a by-pro- 
duct of oil refining has been another factor contributing 
to the faster growth of polyethylene. 

TABU 1.2. Panc*rr*oi MTMUHON or VAIUOUS «.AJTIC mooucn roa MAJO* WODUCINO commuti, 1955-1961 

• n^phnl  ffVH^Qnr 

m~.— 

Polyolttia Total 
«— OMrri 

** 
t>«n—rf T*M* r.y.c. 

T;al 

19». .   . 
19». .   . 
1937. .   . 
193*. .  . 
1959. .   . 
1960. .   . 
1961. .   . 

13.0 
UJ 
10.4 
10.7 
10.3 
9.6 
1.9 

1.7 
1.4 
7.9 
%a 
7.5 
6.1 
7.0 

39.9 
37.4 
36.4 
34.6 
31.7 
31.3 
29.7 

15.2 
16.5 
17.0 
16.6 
17.3 
17.5 
17.6 

1.3 
8.8 

10.5 
8.1 
1.2 
6.3 
8.2 

13.9 
16.6 
19.2 

34.1 
36.6 
33.6 
37.8 
39.5 
60.3 
63.1 

4.8 
4.8 
6.8 
6.8 
5.9 
5.5 
5.3 

1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
.8 

2.9 
.07 
.08 

100.0 
100.0 
i 00.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

USA 

1933. .  . 
1936. .  . 
1937. .  . 
1931. .  . 

1                 1939. .  . 
1                 1960. .  . 
I                  1961. .  . 

12.0 
11.2 
MM) 
10.1 
11.0 
10.6 
9.9 

1.7 
1.3 
10 
7.7 
7.5 
6.5 
6.6 

36.0 
35.1 
33.7 
30.6 
M.I 
27.3 
23.7 

14.0 
15.9 
15.7 
14.3 
13.9 
15.2 
14.6 

11.0 
11.1 
14.7 
10.5 
11.0 
llJ 
11.1 

10.7 
14.6 
16.1 
19.1 
21.0 
21.8 
23.9 

58.2 
61J 
62.9 
66.3 
69.1 
67.5 
72.1 

3.8 
3.7 
3.4 
3.1 
2.8 
2.3 
2.2 

2.9 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

|            Arte« 

1                1953. . . 
1                1936. . .  . 
1                1937. ..  . 
I                1931. .. . 
[                 1959. .  .  . 
1                 I960. .  .  . 

1961. . .  . 

14J 
1X0 
10.9 
10.6 
9.3 
8.8 
6.0 

1.7 
8.3 
7.9 
1.4 
7J 
7.4 
7.6 

43.2 
40.» 
40.1 
39.3 
37.7 
36.7 
36.1 

17.2 
17.3 
18.7 
19.1 
19J 
20.6 
21.4 

4.0 
4.3 
4.4 
3.0 
4.9 
3.2 
3.1 

10.1 
11.1 
113 

47.4 
49.5 
45.6 
469 
49.7 
53.8 
34.9 

6.3 
6.6 

11.6 
11.4 
10.2 
9.3 
8.8 

2.9 
3.0 
2.7 
2.2 
2.4 
0.2 
0.2 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

ItSMlUatM Tadt Osata**«, Sjmtknk Orfmk Otmiemb, 19SM2. 
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T«LE 1.3.   P»o„UCT,ON  PATTERN OF «««. FOR MA*»  PRODUCE«,   1961 

f/Vr CM/ distribution) 

" • •  ____         K*rt*n * AmÊfk» 

Thermosetting 

Amino.    . . Ì* ,*°, «J               9.2 9.7 
Alkyd,  . .  8-° '?] US              13.2 64 
foimu  *•' 8.9 7.8 
Bpoxy   .....' 20 16 2.8 

°ther* «4.9 0.2 ,o 10 

n^^mmM • • «       «• <»» 
Vinyl . . ,. , 
tow,. . . J "J 3" 37.5              20.2 ig.2 
Polypropylene ..... "'2 30 M              8.6 16.6 

Myethylene  .„ 1.4 
Acrylfc,  8° J* 14.0              21.0 23.3 
Cownerone-indene . 2.2 
•ar*"  01 4.1 
— •••,•••• » a «    ., « 

Often   . .     . l26 ,'° 3.5             10.8 21 
25.8 0.1 0.2 

0>ANDroTAL 100° '»0 '00.0          10o.o 100.o 

TlADE 

•»«ws » j toe United Kingdom in total 

*" PW OSnt Mr annum .«.l ... J  , F«uum,uun, 

TAILE 1.4. T«ADl IN PLASTIC Miniui   A^.>  
TK MATHUAt AND «AN,, MAJOR CONSUONO COUNTRIB, 1950-1964 

(Metric torn) 

Emtpe 

Fraaea .... 
2fM«w(»%tWof)';! ; • " J/00 

»•*                • ^ 

Oliati                            44,000 
^^ 13.900 

•»•TOTAL 61,000 

3,100 

**»»Nl 131,100 

EXPORT 

3,800 
39 JOBO 
M00 

66,600 
25,300 

141,300 

5,000 

83,200 

229,700 

9,730 
(7,100 
?8,S00 
95,000 
50,100 

270,400 

5,400 

138,600 

414,400 

25,700 
197,000 
42,300 

135,400 
18,100 

488,500 

23,800 

243,900 

T76J00 

63,100 
263400 
100,000 
186,500 
148,100 

781,800 

$0,9» 

324,300 

1.1 

78.100 
390,500 
134,300 

189,500 

1,013,000 

53,500 

•MM 
365,000 
148,150 
247,«* 
2SU35 

I.MMM 

njn 

iMm    »*»*•   ism* 



TABU 1.4. TRAT* ,N „.AST.C MATHUAL ANO RES,N,, MAK* CONSUONO CUUNTR,«, ,950-1964 (comica) 

(Metric tons) 

if» ms I9U 1961 Itti 

Europe 

France  
Germany (Fed. Rep. of) 
Italy  
United Kingdom. 
Others  

SU»-TOTAL 

Japan  

United Stales of America  

GRAND TOTAL 

IMPORT 

SOUR«: OECD, 7* Camici Inäustry. Pari. ,9S0.,W: ;„»„•, fo„ign 

7,000 
n.a. 
4,800 

12,700 
28.700 

16,200 
8,500 
6,800 

11.600 
51,800 

22.200 
18,800 
12,200 
29,400 

107,700 

42,500 
61,000 
23,500 
43,600 

209,300 

56,400 
104,800 
53,000 
97,700 

380,800 

76,500 
111,300 
68,700 
75,800 

491,100 

100,766 
135,000 
56,350 

103,583 
587,716 

53,200 94,900 190.300 379,900 692,700 823,400 983,4! 5 
10.300 31,300 11,600 27,600 41,100 64,200 29,938 
1,200 2,700 41,300 10,000 12,100 7,100 11,359 

64.900 128,900 243,200 417,500 745,900 894,700 1,024,712 

trade ttatiitics year books. 

TA»U 1.5. TM* W PLAT« AND *«N MATOIAU BY PRODUCT», *A.K* COOMm: I960 

(In tons) 

Frma      Hri llmh Uniti 
""m      Klmétm     ffcmt VrnUed Smu fnctm Tout        ftrc 

**?*                          7,833 9.8 .179 

n"*   Vu,          •    31'm 477 2*.*3 
Urea and Melamine       1,760 2 2 466 
ÍA5*"*                   1.518 1.9 1.1P6 
Ç*Uulo»«i                     14,401 18.1 .910 
"»nolics 544 7 JM 

*?*"« «»4 .9 .059 
Aikyd»  
CoumaroiKvindene .       .202 3 
*J*«mW«       4,824 oil 
0th"»       9,79» 12.3 21,047 

ToTAt    79,516 10O.O 50.S19 

"W"  10.272 
v*nj*»  10,917 
Vm~éM*mèm. 8,227 
*«**W«»        .  . 13,593 
CMhikMlo*  4j» 
•*«*»  3,7» 
A*l*»  1,751 

IM 
_ 2.991 
«•*•  5JN 

TatM. 61,121 

16.6 
17.7 
13.3 
22.0 
6.9 
6.0 
2.1 

U 
4.1 
IS 

.399 

23.390 
1.249 
.•SO 
.921 

7,9» 

»»•9     41479 

.3 
52.6 

.9 
2.3 
1.8 

.2 

.1 

41.« 

16.3 
1.0 

96.9 
3.0 
2.1 
2.2 

11.4 

EXPORT 

16.809 
51,(57 
10,277 
3,882 
3,128 
1,904 
1,462 
0.08 
0.28 
0.97 

13,839 

15.2 
53.4 
9.3 
3.5 
2.8 
1.7 
1.3 

.1 
12.5 

11,474 
97,364 
19,967 
1.855 

18,027 
16,120 

5,719 

15.912 

6.1 
52.2 
10.7 

1.0 
9.7 
8.6 

3.1 

60,358 
34.5T 
10,348 

151,414 
27.906 

8.225 
17,206 
11,335 

86      52,904 

16.1 
9.2 
28 

40.5 
7.5 

2.2 
4.6 
3.0 

14.1 

96,653 
265.293 
42,blE 

159,855 
64,372 
18,697 
10,440 
22,933 
11,565 
4,921 

113,570 

100.0     110*1      99.8     IK,».     1000    J74M,     mQ „ 

IMKMT 

3,061 
6,173 

U.330 
9,431 
7,«93 
1,«W 
3,724 
2¿»10 
2.0B2 

•03 
22,9« 

4.3 
1.7 

16.0 
13.3 
10.9 
2.3 
5.3 
II 
II 
1.1 

314 

11,211 
36¿92 

5,112 

2,953 

11.8 
M.2 

5.4 

229 
13,721 

136 
6,941 
1.142 

3.1 — 

39.4«      41.3 

.991 

1,035 

.9 
54.5 

3.3 
27.6 
7.3 

2.3 

4.1 

31,466 
67,302 
19,537 
47,270 
25,371 
1,090 
6,396 
4,945 
3.4» 
3,741 

76,24* 

9M      70.130     M.9      95*5 

12.1 
31.9 

5.3 
19.9 
8.0 
2.3 
1.3 
2.9 
1.4 

6 
14.2 

99.9 

10.7 
23.0 
6.6 

16.1 
1.6 
2.7 
2.2 
1.7 
1.2 
1.1 

25.9 

MM     29,19t    I0O0    n»m     MM 

M 



TABU 1.6 NET TRADE IN PLASTICS, BY MAJOR PBODUCTS, i960 

(Export minus import In tons) 

Styrènes ... 
Vinyls  
Urea-Melamine 
Polyethylens 
Cellulosici .   .   . 
Phenol ics   .  . 
Acrylics .... 
Alkyd*      ... 
Coumaron .   .   . 
Polvamides.  .   . 
Others       ... 

TOTAL 

- 2,439 
27,0:5 

6,467 
12,075 
10,102 

-3,156 
- 1,057 

—.634 
1.866 
4,530 

17,695 

6,507 
26.144 

.466 
- 22,204 
-.339 
-.721 
-.862 

13,467 

9,444 

Italy 

13,741 
52,684 

1,053 
- 5,569 
- 4,565 

.296 
- 2,262 
-2.002 
- 1,974 
—.706 

-9,129 

39,461 

UfUttd KIvéom        dtfmf Situi 

.263 
61,072 

+ 15,967 
t  1,855 

1  12,845 
16,120 

2,764 

- 23,423 

91,463 

60,129 
20,866 

'- 10,348 
150,578 

t  20,958 
— 1,842 

8,225 
17,206 
10,744 
10,744 
51,879 

349,091 

SOURCE: See Table 1.5. 

export declined from 36 per cení to 25 per cent, and 
from 27 per cent to !5 per cent in the years 1953 and 
1962 respectively. The Federal Republic of Germany 
gained from 17 per cent to 23 per ce.it for the same period, 
surpassing the United Kingdom. 

6. Western European countries, along w:th the United 
States and Japan, arc the major importing countries, 
sharing about 60 per cent of total trade; the big six 
countries (United States, Federal Republic of Germany, 
United Kingdom, Japan, France and Italy) alone shared 
about 30 per cent. 

7. The major types of plastics that enter into trade 
are given in table 1.5 for five big exporters. The table 
indicates that the most traded commodities are respec- 
tively vinyls, polyethylene, styrènes, cellulosics and urea 
melami«. The pattern of trade for each country reflects 
naturally the degree of specialization or diversification 
in local production. For example, the major plastic 
exported from the United States is polyethylene com- 
prising about 41 per cent of the total, whereas in the 
exporting countries of Europe and Japan over 50 per 
cent of total export consisted of vinyls. On the import 
Mae, polyethylene« comprise the largest share of the 
total for Japan and France, whereas vinyls comprise the 
major items imported by the United States and the 
United Kingdom. 

8. An analyses of net trade in plastics (export minus 
import) for the major producer indicates that in the 
PJ*¿«e** *e United States, the Federal Republic 
of Germany and the United Kingdom were net exporters 
whereas the remaining three have been, for a number of 
years, net importers, and only in recent years has their 
positon changed to that of net exporters. An analysis 
of net trade for individual products (see table 1.6) sheds 
further light on trade Of the five countries only two 
ths United Sutes and the United Kingdom are generally 
considered, and with varying degrees, net exporters in 
most plastics; the remaining three countries specialize 
in export of selected products and depend partly or 
rally for others on import. 

9. Measured in terms of local production, the share 
of export for the major producers diners greatly, whereas 
for the Federal Republic of Germany, the Uniteo King- 
dom and Italy the share of exports in recent years exceed- 
ed one-third of the local production; in France it had a 
share of about one-fourth, and the share was roughly 
13 per cent and 8 per cent respectively for the United 
States and Japan. This share becomes greater for the 
major types of exported plastics, excluding Japan. The 
share ranged generally between a quarter to one-half of 
local production (see table 1.7). 

10. Direction of trade in 1960 is given in table 8 and 
indicates a concentration of trade in the European and 
North American regions. Developing countries shared 
20 per cent of the total export. The direction of trade 
indi "ites also regional specialization, thus Japan trades 
heav-.y with Asia and Oceania, and the United States 
with Canada and Latin America. Special trade patterns 

TABLE 1.7. EXPORT AS PERCENTAGE OP PRODUCTION, «y PRODUCTS, 

MAJOR EXPORTING COUNTRIES, 1960 

Phenolics        2 
Aminos ... 8 
Alkyds  
Vinyl*       34 
StyiwMa       (g 
Polyethylene ....       4 
Acrylic»  
Coumaron-indene   . 
Polymidn  
Oelhiioak»       3; 

Italy umui 

10 

3 

II 

7 
30 

56 
41 
10 

24 

27 
24 
lì 
16 
23 

I 

27 

6 
7 
i 

12 
as 
14 
e 

42 

Soumcs: Cafcuktioni bawd on tabb 1.5. 
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aside from regional specialization are also observed. 
The Federal Republic of Germany is the second leading 
exporter to North and South America and to centrally 
planned economies and the major exporter to the Middle 
East and Africa. The United States is the major exporter 
to Asia and, along with the United Kingdom, to Oceania. 
A major part of Italy's export goes to centrally planned 
economies and France's trade is heavy with its overseas 
territories. 

CONSUMPTION 

!.. Tue total consumption of plastics has also been 
increasing in the last decade at the fast rate of I2.S per 
cent per annum. Data on apparent consumption are 

given in table 1.9 for the Western European countries, 
Japan and the United States indicating that in recent 
years they consumed about 85 per cent of total world 
production, although their share has declined in compari- 
son with the early years of the 1950s. The rate of growth 
in these countries differed. Thus, consumption in Western 
Europe and Japan has been growing at a faster rate than 
the United States, and their share in total consumption 
increased over the last decade from 30 per cent in 1950 
to 56 per cent in 1961. 

12. With res;iect to the developing countries available 
data indicate a low share in total consumption, 3.4 per 
cent for 1955-1956 and in 1960 a slightly improved 
share of 5 per cent. 

TABLE 1.9. CONSUMPTION OF PIASTICS AND RESIN, SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1930-1962 

' Thousand metric tons) 

/«» ita 195} 1939 I960 1961 19»! 

Europe (Wtst) 

France  . . . 39 63 106 252 340 374 432 
Germany (Fed. Rep. of) ...   . 98 211 342 641 805 776 1,000 
Italy  ... . 26 52 84 204 250 334 416 
United Kingdoi n  129 161 226 377 432 474 542 
Others   . . . 48 82 350 430 572 675 773 

SUM-TOTAL 340 571 1,108 1,904 2,399 2,633 3,183 

Japan   47 106 141 467 540 694 912 
United States  . 916 1,187 1,614 2,135 2,474 2,650 2,957 
Australia   . . . 12 34 39 39 44 
Brasil    .... 4 

1.308 

17 

1,881 

27 

2.902 

52 

4,592 

64 

5,516 

111 

6,127 

100 

GRAND TOTAL 7,196 

Souacu: Australia — Commonwealth Bureau of Centn» and Statistici. " Production Summary 
No. 3 : Hastia and Synthetic Reiin, and Plasticizers " Brazil — Plásticos en Revista. OECD — The Chemical 
Inéatry, 19» • 962. 

TABLE 1.10. CONSUMPTION PATTERN OF PLASTCS FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES, 1960 

(Percentage) 

rnéuii Jmsmm lui» 

PtMOOtiCi       8.0 
Amino*  8.6 
AlkydB  

Bpoay   
... 25.7 

13.8 

M                 ... 15.0 
AcryHpi  
CniMWMH inilwii. . . 

... 8.6 

... 20.7 
ORAND TOTAL 100.0 

In tfmmd torn . . . 330 

6.1 
19.7 
2.7 
1.7 
0.3 

32.9 
4.1 

8.9 
0.7 

II 
21.8 

100.0 

710 

10.1 
12.8 

20.2 
8.1 

17.1 

7.0 
24.7 

100.0 

240 

U.K. 

10.1 
118 
9.9 

10.8 
10.4 

2S.7 

11.2 
9.1 

100.0 

480 

U.S.A. 

12.2 
7.0 
9.6 

21.6 
17.4 

18.8 
2.1 
4.5 
1.8 
3.0 

100.0 

2,430 

7.2 
3.8 

40.3 
117 

25.6 
0.5 

2.1 
1.8 

100.0 

1M 

10.0 
10.0 
7.0 

22.0 
13.0 

11.0 
10 
3.0 
4.0 

12.0 

100.0 

MU 
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15. A generai indication of the effect of factors other 
than income on per capita consumption may be observed 
in figure 1.3 comparing consumption over time for the 
same levels of income. The data show that per capita 
consumption has increased by an average of 200 to 300 oer 
cent. ^ 

16. As for world potential demand for plastics, exclud- 
ing centrally planned economies, it may be estimated at 
20 million tons in 1975 or an annual rate of growth of 
5 per cent. 

Africa.... 
Asia* .... 
Latin America 
Middle East . 

SUB-TOTAL 

Western Europe. 
North America . 
Others" . . . . 

Enlnuei DolnuM it mani, ¡973 

A * 

60,000 
370,000 
550,000 
60,000 

100,000 
450,000 
900,000 
100,000 

1,040,000 1,550,000 

8,000,000 
7,000,000 
3,000.000 

TOTAL     19,040,000 

ivaly 
'» 1,000 

Gre« dcmatfk prefect p#r capito 

10,000 

Figure 1.2. Per capita, plastics consumption vs. income, I960 

13. Data on consumption by type of products are 
given in table 1.10 for a number of advanced countries 
and in table 1.11 for Latin American countries. These' 

ÎÎ» ' y &ut aT',ndicate a rather similar consumption 
pattern, although styrene's share in the Latin American 
countries is comparatively high. 

14. With respect to per capita consumption, data for 
a number of countries have been correlated to per capita 
gross domestic product (see figure 1.2). A coefficient of 
determination of 0.89 was obtained. Regression line was 
«T Sffí**-and a, 1,near/unctíon to their logarithms gave the following relationship : 

y = 0.000078 x 1 •*-*** 

The income elasticity coefficient indicates that on aa 
average, one per cent increate in per emita GDP is 
«Mociated wrth 1.7 per cent increa« in pT capita con 
¡¡umption of plastics. Data for Japan and Italy ¿dicte a 
muchhigher per capita consumption than the« for 
countries with a comparable per capita GDP, probaWv 
mdicaùng, inter aHa, extensive substitution of plS 
for alternative materials in the two countries.« 

Indiai consumption auumed at 250,000 and 300,000 tons 

> Oceania, Japan and South Africa. 

4.00r- "55 (46 observations) 

3.00- 

2.00 

1 
s i.ool— 
o 

I -=d=i 

***** u».. »¿a ^x+iïssga: 
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17. Estímate A is primarily based on changes in 
consumption associated with an assumed rate of growth in 
GDP and population by utilizing the income elasticity 
coefficient derived above for the sample of thirty countries. 
A slower rate of growth in per capita consumption was 
adopted for a number of countries at the upper level of 
consumption that showed, in recent ytars, a slow-down 
in the rate of plastics consumption.» The population rates 
of growth are based on those of individual countries in 
the recent past. In the advanced countries the GDP 
growth rates used ranged between 3 to 6 per cent. As for 
the developing countries GDP growth rates ranging 
from 3 per cent and gradually reaching 5 per cent bv 
1970 were applied.» 

18. With respect to estimate B for developing countries, 
growth rates of 10 to 1S per cent in per capita consumption 
of plastics were assumed for selected countries. These 
rates comprised the lower boundary for the growth rates 
recorded in the period 1955-1960 for the thirty sample 
countries. Much higher growth rates in per capita 
consumption have been obtained for these countries, 
particularly at levels under 1 kg. The growth in consump- 
tion for these countries when related to the respective 
levels of per capita consumption in 1955 

(§H 
indicated roughly a high growth at low consumption 
levels that decreased gradually with the increase in 
consumption. 

END-USES IN PLASTICS 

19. In this section, various end-uses as well as recent 
trends in the application of plastics are being explored. 
The fields to be covered are construction, packaging, 
transportation, appliances and plastic pipes and they 
share about 40 to 50 per cent of total plastics by volume. 
Ihe data draw on the experience of the United States 
of America, unless otherwise specified. 

CONSTRUCTION 

20. A major share of plastic output goes into this 
field. For example, thr United States consumption in 
196Ì was estimated at about 737,500 tons, comprising 
about 24 per oaat of the total output. Many type« of 
plastic« are used, i\t indicated in table 1.12, most important 
among which an vinyls, alkyds, phenolics, polyethylene, 
styrènes and coumaron-indene and petroleum polymers. 

TABLE M2. TYPES OF PLASTICS CONSUMED BY THF CONSTRUCTION 

INDUSTRY,   1961 

Material Percentage 
of total 

Vm>'lil  22.J 
A1I<J*  16.7 
Phenolics       ^ 2 
Polyethylene  ¡24 

Coumarone-indene and petroleum polymer . 10 g 
St>nne  loio 
Aminos  -,. 
Polyesters  | ' » 
Resin  ,'. 
Acrylics  | ', 
Cellulosics  Q', 

Epoxies  0'4 

Others»  j'2 

100.0 

TOTAL IN TONS  737,500 

liotTV'"*'" Pka,ia' **** York' Bp"*in PabücatioM. March 

thàn»|0ly,mÌde*'  polyprop>'lene'  Polycarbonate»,   silicones,  polyure- 

The end-uses of plastics are also numerous and are given 
in table 1.13, which indicate that the flooring and wall 
tiles, paints, wire coating and wire devices are the major 
applications. 

21. While the share of plastics that goes into the 
construction industry is high when compared with total 
plastic output, the same cannot be said with respect to 
its importance in the construction industry. In the 
United States, in 1960, the value of plastic material that 
went into the construction industry was estimated at 
$450 million compared with $55.6 billion spent the same 
year for new construction. 

22. In this field, attempts have been .nade to find 
new applications for plastics and plastics are replacing 
traditional material such as metals, porcelain, glass, 

TABU Li J. PLATOCS APPLICATIONS IN CONSTRUCTION, 1961 

1 Ufi 

'J* *•*•"*"» off*emití consumption was retasad to per 
OUT ow time; for the individual countries in :ha samolo. 

/4JSIÇ 
UtogY ') 

«er 1 «3 and 1MB and their 

a DIU). 
IMI SStVSrSOJitSi 

Flooring.  230 

•"¡J?8"»'"»  24.6 Adhesivas  • y 
Bkcüioal equipment (mainly insulation). .'....'. 14.7 
Moldad Special tilas (wall tust, Bxturts)  4.« 
Panels and lambíalas  j, 
Moa*» barrier, thmriBal and moaitw 17 

<*»*" •••'•''•'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ti 
TOTAL 10O0 

•7 



concrete and bricks. The so-called tough plastics, such 
as acetal, nylon, acrylics, polycarbon, have been com- 
peting with metal and porcelain for applications in 
sanitary ware, sinks, bathiubs and door knobs among 
others Plastic pipes and fittings have entered the market 
especially drainage pipes, vent pipes, as well as pipes for 
cold water. Acrylics have also been used in glazing as a 
substitute for glass in schools and other institutional 
and industrial buildings where natural lighting is impor- 
tant and breakage constitutes a problem. 

23. The trend in a number of countries towards pre- 
tabneated units of construction that would be assembled 
at the construction sites stimulated, inter alia, attempts 
by the plastics industry in the field. Prefabricated plastic 
wall panels and structural sandwiches using plastics as 
part of us material have been experimented with in 
building construction. To illustrate, plastic wall panels 
consisting  of two  translucent   polyester  glass  skins 
sandwiched over an aluminium grid had been used 
extensively m the construction of a school in the United 
states. Although the cost of manufacturing these wall 
panels is higher than that of manufacturing their equiva- 
lent in brick and mortar, the cost is, according to the 
architects,  still  competitive  when   the  comparatively 
lower costs of plastics in assembly and maintenance are 
token into consideration.4 The Mexican Government's 
plan for the construction of 20,000 prefabricated rural 
schools in the coming decade envisages an important role 
for reinforced plastics. These schools consist of one 
large classroom to accommodate 50 students, in addition 
toiiving quarters for the teaching staff and family. In 

Sn^ï.0 i8' t
al' ^T5 W9n made of translucent reinforced plasties with decorative motifs; the sanitary 

fixtures as wel< as the spherical water tank on the roof 

ni..??.p ' Wer\als° nM,de of raolded enforced plastics.« Experiments have also been under way to intro- 
duce plastic "shellhouscs" as a possibility for low-cost 

sandwiches of rigid polyurethane foam, aluminium and 
S¡'í ,he/00fs «* «>s° made of laminated 
Myuwthane foam between two layers of glass fibres. 
rue   house shell  is fastened by using epoxy adhesives.» 

TABLE Î.M. TYPES OF PLASTICS IN PACKAOING, 1963 

Type 

Polyethylene  
Polyvinylchloride  
Polystyrene  
Cellulosica  
Acrylics  
Polypropylene  
Acetal and Copolymers .   .   . 
Phenolics, Ureas, Melamines. 

ftretmmtt 
el Mai 

51.4 
23.7 
12.5 
5.4 
2.2 
1.8 
0.1 
2.9 

TOTAL      100.0 

C^lZlip^Z0'"- CM Cob- Conn«*icut. Cteworth PubUrtin, 

presently by glass, metal and paper products. This is 
ev.de.it in the United States by new innovations such as 
polystyrene packages for cigarettes, polyethylene cam 
lor returnable beverage bottles and test-marketing of 
polyethylene cans for motor oil, and polyethylene milk 
bottles. In Europe, a number of innovations have been 

AS? f X .^ P?1**1*1«* °« containers, and bott es for salad oils and vinegar. Milk bottles made 
from polyethelene as well as from polypropylene and 
rigid PVC were introduced recently in France ind pSJ- 
ethylene wine bottles in Italy. 

TRANSPORTATION 

26. Plastics are used in every type of transportation- 
passenger cars, trucks, buses, railways, boafeand air 
craft As table 1.15 indicates, the estimated plastfc con- 
sumption, ,n the United States m passengerWato« 
amounted to about 82,000 tons or an Vveragfof lïï kg£í 

TA»LE I.IS. IPLASTICS HSSD m AUTOMOMI-B, 1961-1962 

PACKAGING Ararat«  al um 

IMI 

2.1 
5.6 
96 

(U) 

IlnL Sffn| IS ' W outlet for P,Mtic» » the Unrted States, consumine m 1963 between 540,000 to 
5W.000 tons, or about 14 per cent of total plastics out- 
2¡,"ï? ' ^ m \mde I*B* of applications and 
JWs that include packaging food products, textiles        »  n« 
Jerome equipment, toys, pharmaceuticals andi druL       "* *-*  ¡Í 
detorgents and bleaches to mention a few. Important ÍX r*00"0*  lío 
of plastics used in packaging are i^iVhSSlm Vu,ïh  i*o 

followed next by PVC and polystyrene. 

iJ?'*£ 7TtWBd in Pâck««iBt •» the entry of plastics 
into the rigid consumers' packaging which is doiEÏÏ 

. J.•.******* **"•"? '»«• ' tau» 
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car. Although the passenger car industry i« by volume the 
major consumer of plastics, other transportation facilities 
are also big users. On the basis of data available, reinforc- 
ed plastics used in this area were estimated at 11,300 tons 
in 1961. The total an >unt of plastics used in the trans- 
portation field constitutes, however, a small share of 
total plastics output — about 2.5 per cent. Data for the 
United Kingdom give a similar order of magnitude for the 
share of plastics used in transportation. In 1962, plastics 
used in motor cars in the United Kingdom averaged 
10.4 kg per car, giving a total consumption of about 
12,750 tons.' 

27. The major uses of plastics in this area are for 
parts, upholstery and trim. For example, in the United 
States it was reported that the 1961 cars had about 300 
parts made of plastics. 

28. In public transportation, plastics found additional 
applications. For example, in buses and railways they 
include interior panelling and lining of inner walls 
and roofs with plastic sheets and laminates; reinforced 
plastic moulded seats and moulded toilet basins and wash 
basins. A number of new applications have also been 
introduced in railways; for example, moulded reinforced 
plastic doors were used on a small scale in the British 
Railway system. In France, a panoramic coach construc- 
ted for use on tourist routes has a roof and a number of 
interior mouldings made  of reinforced plastics.* In 
trucks, applications include reinforced plastic fenders, 
headlight section and engine cover. The major applica- 
tions in aircraft are in acrylics for canopies and windows 
and reinforced plastics for »domes. Reinforced plastics 
have been competing on a small scale with metal, especi- 
ally steel and aluminium, for a share of the body market 
principally in passenger car bodies and truck cabs. 
For a small-scale operation it has been found economical 
to produce bodies made of reinforced plastics in passenger 
cars, this being attributed mainly to much lower tooling 
cost, ranging between one-tenth and to one-fifth of the 
cost of tooling for steel. Furthermore, bodies made of 
plastics offer greater freedom in the design of body 
contour, and  in  addition  require   a  shorter  period 
from design to production;» these factors, combinad 
wim the low cost of tooling, allow greater flexibility in 
the rate of change in models.» Other advantages offered 
by automobile bodies are low maintenance and operating 
costs. 

29. Reinforced plastic bodies have been used primarily 
m die production of snorts and other specialized cars 
of which the output is small. For example, in the United 
Statt« the earliest user of reinforced plastic bodiet hrs 
averaged an annual output of 13,060 oars per year ova- 
ti» last five years. Similarly, in Europe, plastic bodin 
have been used in cart produced on a small scale. 

30. In large-scale operations, bodies made of reinforced 
plastic are non-economical because of the much higher 
price of reinforced plastics, about four times as much 
per square foot, because of the fact that the gap in the 
cost advantages in tooling decreases with expansion in 
the scale of operation. Estimates of the break-even point 
for reinforced plastic bodies as compared with steel 
varies, ranging from 5,000 to 10,000 units per annum. 
Much higher break-even pointa have been suggested 
recently; namely, 72,000 annual production which is 
based primarily on advantages derived from the additional 
reduction in total car weight that may be gained over 
and above the reduction obtained from using plastic«.11 

APPLIANCES 

31. Broadly speaking, the field of appliances may be 
classified into major appliances, such as refrigerators, 
dish-washers, clothes washers, dryers and air-conditioners, 
and small appliances, such as hair dryers, vaporizers and 
vacuum cleaners. 

32. The plastics used in these appliances include polys- 
tyrenes, polyvinyl, phenolics, polyethylene, ABS and 
polypropylene. Major appliances in 1960 used an estimated 
50,000 to 60,000 tons. 

33. Plastics enter into the production of a number of 
parts in refrigerators, meat pans, drains and ice-cube 
pans, thermostats and parts, inner door panels, egg 
bins, shelves, to mentior a few. It was estimated in 1962 
that about 6.8 kg of plastics have been used per refrigera- 
tor. A new trend in this fieid is the use of urethane 
foam intubation as a replacement for fibre glass, which 
results in a substantial reduction of wall thickness. 
Another recent trend is the replacement of metal in 
food cabinet liners by high-impact polystyrene, vinyl 
an J ABS. 

34. In washers and dryers, plastics are to be found 
in a number of applications. Agitators used in washing 
machines have been made of phenolic for many years. 
Applications for ABS include agitator caps, detergent 
capi and housings, vent housings, Hnt filters, control 
knobs, etc. Polypropylene is being used in detergent 
dispensers, filter screens, tanks, tubings, pump housings, 
etc. Other plastics used in this field include polyethylene 
and reinforced plastics. 

35. In air-conditioners high-impact polystyrène it a 
predominant plastic. ABS and polypropylene are also 
used in such applications as escutcheons, grilles and 
drip pans.11 
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consumer goods. The potentialities of plastics in certain 
fields in developing countries naturally differs from one 
country to another, depending on economic, technical 
and other factors including, inter alia, the scarcity or 
abundance of plastic substitutes, government policies, 
and acceptance of plastics by the various users. 

46. Further investigation, however, is needed to ascer- 
tain the growth potentials of plastics in specific fields, 
taking into censideration the complex interaction of 
these factors. Such fields may include building construc- 
tion, transportation, plastic pipes for irrigation and 
water mains, and packaging. 

II. Synthetic 

PRODUCTION AND TRADE 

47. World production of synthetic fibres has increased 
from 73,000 tons in 1950 to 1,080,000 tons in 1962, 
at an average growth rate of 21 per cent per annum. 
The major producing countries are the United States 
of America, Japan, the United Kingdom, the Federal 
Republic of Germany, France and Italy, sharing in 1962 
about 86 per cent of total output. The United Sutes is 
the major producer, although its share has been declin- 
ing. A faster rate of growth than that of the United States 
(15 per cent per annum) has been recorded in recent 
years by a number of producers of synthetic fibres and 
they have been increasing their share, thus Western 
Europe and Japan (30 per cent per annum growth rate) 
raised their share of total world output from 16.8 percent 

in 1950 to 50 per cent in 1962 (see table II. 1). A number 
of developing countries, including Mexico, Argentina, 
Brazil, the United Arab Republic and India, began 
production and in 1962 shared about 1.5 per cent of 
world output. 

48. An analysis of world production of synthetic 
fibre* by types indicates that nylon is still the predominant 
fibre, followed by acrylic and polyester (see tables 11.2 and 
II.3). Nylon has recorded a decline in its share, from 60 per 
cent in 1959 to 55 per cent in 1963, while polyester showed, 
for the same period, an equal gain, 14 per cent to 20 per 
cent respectively. For the major producing countries, in 
addition to nylon as the major product, each country 
tends to favour a second fibre that haü been developed 
locally, such as Merinova in Italy, Vinylonin Japan, and 
Terylene (Dacron) in the United K'agdom. 

49. With respect to trade, the major producers mention- 
ed above, in addition to Switzerland, are also the major 
exporters, sharing about 90 per cent of total export. 
The United States is the major exporter of synthetic 
fibres; its share has however been declining, while the 
share of the remaining major exporters has increased 
greatly (tee table II.4). 

50. With respect to import, Western Europe remains 
the major importing region. Its share in total imports 
increased from 40 per cent in 1951 to 67 per cent in 1960. 
Other regions experiencing an increase in their share 
are Asia, Africa and centrally planned economies. North 
America's share, however, has been declining, along with 
that of Oceania and Latin America, reflecting primarily, 
in the latter two regions, the rapid development of local 
production facilities in Australia and three big Latin 
American countries (see table II.5). 
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Figure n.2  Per capiti emmmpUom of symhttk fibres 
by Income ekuoej 

constant income levels. Thaw (Uta indicate that con- 
sumpbon has about doubted for aU income claiaei and 
for the S100-S200 category cotsumption hai quadrupled. 

»•The relationship between synthetic fibres and total 
textilefibres isgiven for the various regions of the world 
ia table ILS. Theae data indicate the increasing «lure of 
synthetic fibre* in total textile fibre, resecting primarily 
«dNtitutKm of the former for other type? of fibres 
This relationship when compared to pet capita GDP 

^TÎJ?^* of tWrty-»« countries for the yean 1955 
»     £?, •   ?^* "«»**«»«» coeftrient of correlation . 
R = 0.72 m I960.» Comparisi tail relationship for the 

' years, rae curve showed aa upward shift «hat 

Ä^-Ä*-*- *• "• * tot *• «* i« «"Owes 
X, - -11.13 X IM let X, 

(Xi - nr c*m, oDp) 
Tuts lelSuDBeaÍB iaaHeetei an insMaei ia ^m tt*M M -   ** • • 

averaged about 5 per cent. The data indicate also a 
distinctly high ratio of synthetics in Japan and low ratios 
in Australia and New Zealand. This reflects, in part, the 
range of substitution as dictated by availability of subs- 
titute fibres on the local markets. Futher, it may be noted 
that while a significant correlation seems to exist between 
the ratio of synthetics in total textiles and income, in 
contrast, no similar average relationship can be ascer- 
tained for rayon. 

57. With respect to future requirements of synthetic 
fibres, it was estimated that by 1975 the total world 
potential demand may reach about 2.5 million tons 
compared with about 1 million tons in «962 or an increase 
of about 2.5 times. 

53. Estimates of potential demand for synthetics 
have been based on projection of total fibres consumption 
by regions and major countries published by the Inter- 
national Cotton Advisory Committee. These projections 

Estimate of synthetic fibres remukeimm by major roghmt,  ¡975 

im       it?} 
'* iktuemé um) 

Ask " * 

!?*VA. 5 3Î 70 

•/  V ^ 45 90 
^^JT** M        IM       300 MM* East 5 3j        é3 

SUBTOTAL       70       300       525 

NorthAmsri« m     l>00o 
Werten» Europe 33g       «¿g 
Other»* 170       400 

OBAND TOTAL   I.OUO    2,300 

' Oceiii«, hem tai South AAfce. 

were given for the year 1970 and estimates for 1975 have 
been made using primarily tar same uaderlyiag aesiimn 
íí0»»'1*. Assumed  shares of synthetic Iona in  total 
fibres have been assigned for the various countries in 
each region and two sets of assumptions were ma« 
reaped to the developing regions of the world.** 

59. Direct methods,  similar to those applied  fot 
plastics, for projecting potential demand were used and 

" "rYoaasctivs Treads in GsswassMea of T 
imsraatieaal Cottoa lyjrtawj •"-rrshiii Waal 
l*tt, ani "ftaéMs rf iw7AÍSiCmmmám of 
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TAU i 11.8. SHAM or SYNTHCTH 
IN  TOTAl   TIXIU nMBS CUMN1IÉTOOW IV  RSOMNS.   1450-1962 

(¡»percentage) 

North Amaric« 
Oceania 
Western Europe 
Centrally planned economie»: 

Incl China (mainland) 
Excl China (mainland) 

Latin America 
Middle EMI 

»set Aua 
South Africa 
Ratt Africa 

nso 

1.7 

0.4 

0.1 
0.2 

I.a 

OKAìW IWAI     07 

2.4 
0.8 
0.7 

0.2 
0.4 
0.2 

0.« 

0.2 

1.0 

3.3 
1.1 
1.0 

0.3 
0 5 
02 

0.7 

0.5 

1.2 

41 
17 
IX 

0.4 
0.7 
0.5 
0.1 
1 7 

1.0 
0.1 

I 7 

6.0 
3.3 
2.8 

0.6 
10 
07 
0.3 
3.7 
0.1 
22 
0 3 

2.4 

8.1 
3.4 
3.5 

0.7 
II 
0.7 
0.4 
5.3 
02 
1.» 
05 

1.1 

8.0 
4.6 
3.8 

0 7 
II 
1 I 
0.5 
7.4 
0.4 
26 
0.9 

1.1 

8.9 
4 1 
5.1 

0.7 
12 
1.7 
0.9 
97 
0.4 
25 
10 

19 

96 
4.6 
7.0 

1.0 
16 
18 
0 7 

11 7 
0.6 
27 
)() 

47 

11.0 
5.9 
8 1 

14 
19 
2.7 
1 I 

121 
0.7 
4.1 
2 1 

<5 

13.1 
7.7 

10 1 

157 
14 
60 
2.2 

6. Si 

^îs^aœ^^i^^ 

wire bawd on the analysis of data for a ïampk of tbirty- 
au developed and developing countries for the years 
1M5 and 1W0.« The neulti wan found to be rath« 
uaaatiifactory wtwa compared with the most recent dau 
on actual consumption and production. 

60. The above eatimate* exclude centrally planed 
economies. Data on ettimates of comumption and 
production have been made available to the United 
Nations for Hungary aad Yugoslavia and are given 
below: 
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END-USRS IN SYNTHETIC FIMBS 

61   Data on end-uses of synthetic fibres are available 
lor Japan and the United States of America and indicate 
that a good share of synthetic fibres goes into industrial 
uses, although apparel and household uses are still the 
major consumer, (tables  119 and   II 10)   The   United 
States data show a decline in the share of apparel and 
to a much lesser extent in industrial uses whereas home 
furnishing and other uses increased then share  In Japan 
on the other hand, synthet.c fibres in apparel and house 
hold uses, recorded a decrease in their share of the markel 
although they  increased ihe.r  share in mdustnal  uses 
However, consumption m the latter applications are still 
lower in Japan than m the United States of America 

TAMI II 10   < oNsuMrrioK oí SíMHUK  unis IN ¡A,hK 

B>   IMI uses 

Permimfe tHstritwtitm > 

19S2-54 
Avtraae 

IMS-«) 
Awtrtfe 

»e»«»»«  uri tr r-, 

S05 19 S 100 0 

717 21 * 1000 

Jtk^rXïTiT Tr"t '" ( "'»•"*<— »I '<•»* «*«•>. Inter n«tK>«»l lotton  Advuory  Committee (Wtihmjlon    1962) 
».m"1"0' ",dU8'r,al UmS *" rUhh" ,00ds' fl8hln« '«» "d ««eclra 

62 Comparing the share of synthetic fibres in indus- 
trial use. w,th that of total textile fibres, the former's 
•hare » still hifher (se« table II. 11 >, which is attributed, 
toter alta ir, the superior properties of the former type of 
fibre* which .nclude durability, strength and chemical 
resistance. 

TAMJ II II  ESTIMA« OI TFXTILE naat CONSUMPTION ,N rm MAIN 

KND-USSS.  SELECTED COUNTMB 

H« 

»I    IMI    fitte 

Mpum-Luxcmbours 
frane« 
Germany Cid. Rep oí) 
Italy 
Netherlands 

Unted Kinadom 

United Sut« oí Amarte* 

61 Inter-fibre competitions  have been affecting the 
pattern of distribution  of the   various types of fibres 
among the different end-uses As observed above, synthe 
tic fibres have been gaming ground over other types of 
fibres (see table II X)  I his gam is attnbuted Io a number 
of  factors  that include  better   properties of synthetic 
fibres m a number of end-uses, as well as io the greatei 
reduction, in general, of the prices >f synthetics, over the 
vears. as compared to other types of fibres or a combin- 
ation of these factors Synthetic fibres are considered  by 
and   large,   Mrong,  durable   light, non-absorbent   and 
resistant  to   chemicals    Further    certain properties  of 
synthetics  have been  used  to  complement properties 
m other libres, i.e., by blending of cotton and nylon tat 
hbre obtained will dn  more readily than cotton alone 
blending of wool and nylon yields an increase in strength' 
durability, wet stability and dimensional stability   and 
wool with polyester gives crease resistance and permanent 
pleats properties 

64   The more deiailed data from the United States 
of America and Japan confirm the trends in the share of 
synthetics in each of the main end-uses (see tables II 12 
and H |3). A number of interesting observations may 
be made with respect to these data  In the United State. 
cotton recorded a net gain in apparel whereas wool and 
rayon were losing ground. The gain recorded by cotton 
is primarily attributed to technology] advanees in the 
finishing of cotton fabrics such aa the development of 
shirts requiring little or no ironing   Wool ha. been 
losing ground  to cotton and othet lighter man-made 
fibres because of the general trend for light garments in 
the United States and in spite of the fact that prices of 
wool have declined more r.prdlv than those of other 
types of fabrics.** ^^ 

65 In Japan, on the other hand, cotton's share in 
apparel and household declined while wool and ravon 
maintained their share of the market. Cotton m apparel 
nas been losing ground primarily to synthetic fibres and 
wool The faster decline in the prices of the latter two 
Abres as compared with cotton and the rise in per «mita 
mcome that transferred demand into high« priced 
clothing containing more wool Mended with synthetic 
fibres are the main factors contributing to these treads." 

66. With respect to industrial uses in the United Stats«. 
ST• W .beeB •»«¡ag irouad over cottonl^d 
rayon. The main end-uses in this field are in tyres 
wnsre cotton was gradually replaced, at the begmii.ng 

«w 

1000      100.0 
79. s 

*•* *•*      A**c 

100.0 108.0 
U.I •7.$ 
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4S.S •7.S 
417 ti.» 
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•10 
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72.2 
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---    iene 
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«S «7.4 
«••       »7.4 

i*'*»»»» .«jfcttvcv •Jm£"Lc?>aL!''/HHr*"""" *"*••* "ë Ital* 
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TABU 11 II   l(*rrtr> STATU mrau COMHJHmON   »V   FND-UMI 

CMM       W—t 
Mm meat frn-t 

mammut* f*^m*à •W"       (unni 

ti 

IOM-40 ¡j. 

Mani and hoyt  waar 

I949-54 %^rt 
.955*0 756 

Wonw't. mw md ¿mèo.«  «w 

1949.54 424 
,MM0 416 

CHrh', cMMran'i «nd «AMI' »W 

»•* 79.1 
,WMB M.2 

1909-54 <j\ y 

Ortir emuumw-tfft ^rcéntt 

••••X 70.2 
»«*•       «7 

MW 

M0J-S4 MA 

«•»«• 53.5 

1MP"S4 .... É7 2 
WS« !!!!!!!!!!!   o!» 

*****    ft.*» OPVMM,  DHII>»I   IMI 

14.6 III 4 1 100.0 
13.4 114 19 ISSO 

14.2 10.0 1 1 1000 
132 61 5.1 100.0 

16.6 32.9 il 100.0 
15« 20.0 15.5 100.0 

9.» 9.6 14 1000 
7.4 7.4 5.0 100.0 

13.5 11.5 1.3 100.0 
10.1 11.1 6.1 MB« 

5.6 23.3 0.9 100.0 
4.1 26.2 5.0 100,0 

2.9 26 5 5.6 100.0 
1.0 27.5 11.0 1U0.O 

9.9 19.5 3.4 100.0 
1.7 17.8 9.6 100.0 

TABU D.H. JAPAN OONKJMRION or HUCTBJ 

»m- 

IHMdwni  mi 
««*•  : : «o 

w 

mno)  no 
ItSMM  IM 

tftl-ttft avitaai  til 
WHW  414 

¡J 

15.4 
114 

23.4 
23.3 

1.0 
8.1 

10.5 
10.2 

M 
I.S 

140 
234 

2.4 
»1,7 

0.2 
0.2 

141 
1S.9 

29.3 
23.4 
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9.4 
9.1 
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uJ^r    ^S" b> rayon and later '» "»e decadì ravon 
^ground ,o nylon. Polyester has en.erS tLTeW 

S «,C(2pe,,?K8 wiLh nylon and «*••« fSL   n 

•"J£"""l- «n Japan, rayon and synthet.es recorded 

hart «2LÄ* P,n,ng gr0Und from c°«°" and 
twine* ,he lmp0rU,m fieId of «»hing nets and 

ID- Sytffcttk ratèer 

PtODl'CTTON   AND    ,KADE 

Jura^.üüí' the befinn,n« of tbe S«»»«* World War 

was rather precarious since it could 

•«), ^„w A, C^H£L ^n«teB- Mtrch 
«Rome, I9A2). «"""""••*» "« Projection for 1970, FAO 
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68. Excluding centrally planned economic«, the United 
States and Canada (see table III.I) were for a number 
of years the only producers of synthetic rubber. Gradually, 
however, other production facilities have been initiated in 
a number of European countries, including the Federal 
Republic Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, France and 
the Netherlands, Japan, Australia and Brazil. Although 
the United Sutes has maintained its position as the 
largest producer of synthetic rubber, its share in world 
production has been declining from about 90 per cent 
in 1930 to 66 per cent in 1963, and the Wettern European 

share, in the same period, has. increased from zero to 
21 per cent. 

69. While SBR rubber was the first to be developed, 
several types of synthetics have since been developed, 
i.e. butyl, neoprene, N-type, as well as the new types 
introduced recently, cis-polyisoprcnc (natural synthetic), 
cis-polybutadiene and ethylene-propylene rubber As 
the properties of these synthetics differ, they have been 
able to fulfil certain needs in specific applications. The 
volume of production of syn.hetic rubber by types is 
shown in table III .2 for the United States of America, 

TAWj III.2. PRODUCTION OF SYNTHETIC RUMI* ìY TYFSS, 1960-1963 

Typt ti mtotr U.S.A. 

IMS 

V.S.A. 

IMI        r*—>        (^        rtremi       w        ftrc IMO 

S-typt 1,194 75.9 III 66.1 Î6 
NeopWB*  129 8.2 
•«yl  90 5.7 29 17.2 22 
N-typ»  46 2.9 — _ 3 
*"*> "»dar 93 3.9 I _. i tM, 
Othsn  23 1.4 I M I167 5» 

(HAND TOTAL 1,574 100.0 160 100.0 66 

**M*:ñwm»   Commiato« dt la Ctkw, 4* Flaa d* Modanuia- 

("•J IMI). Cmaii mi USA : jtaitvr Swtakml Mbk, Sanatari*! 
of DM iMareatkmal ftabbar Study (tamp, London. — - nil. 

Battante band on Jtn/Nov. 
PoJybutadieiK. 

*-   '£   «--   T   *» 
Î4.5     1,159 72.1 123 

129        8.0 
33.4        108 6.7 31 
4.5 48 3.0 — 

140 8.7 1 
7.6 25 1.5 | M 

100.0     1,608     100.0       178 

69.2 

17.3 

¡,» 
100.0 

55 

24 
8 

96 

57.2 

25.0 
8.4 

9.4 

100.0 

TABU ID.3. EWC*T or SYNTHETIC IUSW, 1950-1964 
(In shmumi Img tern) 

m¡      MM      m»      »it       t*m      mi      mi nu 

43 60 so 49 1(M 117 119 122 
22 30 14» 193 342 297 304 283 

— * 10 24 41 
S 2! 18 24 39 

«M) H 45 41 31 
— « 22 40 61 

9.1) 10 21 28 34 

IM 



r 
TABU III.4   Nti nuDt 

•UMIK   »V   MAX»   fcXKMTINO  CXHJNIIUil,   1930-1964 
(Export-Import) 

'»so    mi    i»u     J9M 

Canada 
United Statee  

Alia 

Japan   

Europe 

France 
Germany (Fed. Rep. of) 
Italy  
NetherJandt 
United Kingdom 

Sou«*: Computation bawd on table 

l*M IMO mi 

- 2        10 17 JO     -39 

13 -3$ -58 
10 -24 -35 
11 -15 -16 
I -3 -s 

12 -43 55 

MI3 and  "Rubber StaUatical Bulletin 

"»i      m» 

f 56     f 70      +87      -, 9| ». „. 
+ »    M42     M84     , a,     /£    /£ 

40 

M -58 43 
-M -33 39 

-t 2 -*  12 +6 
~ 5 4 12 4 30 
-J' -  20 - 22 

TA.U  1II.5.   F.XPO.T  or  SVNTHEÎK  RUMP«   ,y   TYrES,   I962.I964 

(7»i thousand tons) 

*>»» * ratfcr          '•*•» MM 

t/"**"t SfÊtta -                »•_,. j  - -—    —    ..."j* "- _lrïjar *— 
S-type .... ~'"~ 
•utyl                      1W 4              ,76             „ 
N-type                   21 12               33             ,3 
Neoprene   ....                                            ' (î)               g              3 
Stereo regular             n 65 
Other»       . 

              ^  8- 
GRAND TOTAL         304 ,,               ~ 

_ ——______  ^             35 

ÄaSSL11' figUreS índÍCate *«< * «-type 

.vSt^d.^ ,•tlS,cr"XPl,,,n^ •»«* 
*"ty (we TtbleTllTiKi r061" Producti°" are 
USSB ^k   r  itî Bewdes E*»«*• Germany the 

%f*S?£??S» *• "*r importa **„ 
Panned ÜS fc^JS"? "^ Ia «"35 
Primarily rX^inlj^"  '^^ ""»^ 

export•.TooSion. S^í8 "*"*** attained net 
.Ä'?mS

nÄ0^or «P^ count«, 

tobk III.5. They indicatori», t   ^^ m •,VWI » 

P^<962.1*3 -Ä^ÄÄ^ 
" PAO, Synlhrrtc! mi 7ft* 

ft*?*-?*»* to the Unii *•»•« Oirtiinu oa IM aad 

102 
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TABU IIf.7. SHA« or EXPORT or ,YNTH«T,C «UM« ,N TOTAL PRODUCTION. 1950..964- 

(In percentage) 

                               ti»    mi 

67 
14 

11 

19M I9K 19tl 

71 
21 

10 

25 
21 
54 
55 
20 

i9t2 

71 
19 

9 

38 
27 
47 
90 
24 

I96S       Ut* 

America 

United Sut« of America   ...       2        3 

Asia 

Japan .... 

73 
18 

22 
3 

6 

68 
24 

35 
25 
54 
50 
22 

68 
18 

Europe 

France . . . 

9 

Gwmany (Fed. Rep. of)              _        * 
Italy   . .  .       -»-'••                6 

42 
37 

Netherlands . . 54 
Unitod Kingdom . 72 

27 

• Calculation bated on tablet HM am| »u 

ind?c.Ä°weil„Trt fT-m thc •"** «PO'*» 
exMrt from »ïïl        U-ope ""P0**1 half of thV total 
ffirtA¿XCicUmn6? SS""1 ""*byAïia and 

sáSsssssss 
S.nï^       •A,,a' and most of *« re«t to centrally planned economiei and Latín Americc. «"«""y 

th.7«" ^2" í950, export has increased at a faster rat« 

«" » for ,h. NAtoS SSrSLwofSS 

¡^«MX t-M. «¿ASKS 

CONSUMPTION 

TA« DU. Exroar or .y^wnc «„» m Tym> I9W |fM 

(HrctMßte of local proèmio») 

Tm *rm* t 4mm, 
   '**        Ml 

•utvt                          '•         13 
Ä::::::::;-- 2   » 
°—•  5   g 

Tablet m.a and Iiu. 

MW /•M 

H 
55 
17 
(0 

20 
54 
M 
90 

104 

76-Similarly, world consumption of synthetic ruhhr 

t ha, .«creased from about 600 thousand tons in 19» 

93 ner oïÏÏn ?o«2? ?»iu•Ption has declined from 

taw, over the year,, from natural rE   *       ^ ** 

totI,'rASrïrblIII-,0iBdic"t*,> th* tím of »yntbetic. in 

•tío  ho^JrÍSab0rUt lia,f 0f the world toUl. TlS 
lì. li •. Tt   ' dlfferi from 0I» country to anortiir" 

airi .is s-ar- *kmjr^ - 
rJLïSB00"' ^ ,ynthetic "»«* *••> CATS. 

"*J-; «-PolybuUdiene, and «ltfJ£S£ S 
. «*>• Mention may also be nuda at thi« mh< ^ , 
¡»portât jMi«^ of .A^ATATS 
played an important role in their trowel £? A? 
•yrthetic rubber fa, . «or. Ä*S} ZrJÜ 

««*• of rubber lacking acce« to tÊÊtimmtLnZJTlï 
taboratoriea. In tuT^LZi!-      !!"?• ••cfl">» M* haw h-T^J*" «»»«io«, lyatltatie mea, ' 
»*• Nen activa eneouragiag the uee• 



TABU in.9. WOMU> IYNTHBTIC IUM coNKMmoN,]19*MM) 
f M dwMMf Umt tons) 

 . **»         '*" I*M nH tv» nm 

Amtricm 

M            M 30 4« 47 56 

UaMStMioTAiMfe.        SM          Kr, m g7J ti iji 

SUBTOTAL      Ml          141 667 923 9» 1 ¡31 
/foto 

Cfctot(TiiWM)        _           _ _ _ , M 

- - 2 3« 
- 2 » 17 61 

SUMOTAL _ 11 21 13 
ftwy (wwttrn) 

l1*«"«»           7            II |4 32 33 «I 

"•*         —              7 IO 13 2a SI 
NitìMitaiiék        —           —              I 3 3 ¡J 
UaMKtatiam                                        j             3 , 4, M ,,# 

O*".*"*»     3     * 1 27 33 «4 

SUB-OTAI.   II    39 39 134 252 443 

t'"rr*tt"    —    — 1 l| 17 y 
Ortr'MWMi»»   _    j )0 M 4J w 

GRAND TOTAL      579         M3          739 1,133 1,234 1,712 

•My Oraa»,        • its» 

MM 

63 
20 

1,102 

1,113 

13 
9 

M 

106 

96 
120 
65 
13 

121 
72 

417 

73 
21 

1,256 

1.337 

10 
104 

114 

101 
129 
73 
14 

12« 
91 

543 

23 25 

•1 99 

I.M2        2.1» 

MM 

M 
34 

1,309 

1,427 

11 
125 

136 

123 
141 
90 
15 

139 
103 

611 

33 

96 

2,305 

TABU 111.10. WORLD mu 
r 

1, 1930-1964 



A»''5' &ffer,ng ,eChnÌCal tUitUKX to reW*r ma»"" 
and'JturXI•" Witb rabber consumP"on (synthetic 
torvîSL F' """"' ' TTt,S the imP°rtant «P|a"^- 
SswI^^f lMm,PJe °f M COüntrics rc«ressi0" ••»- 
rfM7 TZ

fo•edyieldl
1
n«acoeffic,entofdeterm,nat1on 

«L average relat">nship between per capita 
cowumptKm and „r capita income is definäbyT 
following logarithmic formula. 

Y =. 00224 x*«"- 

ima« T.lftí'T i°efflrient imP',es that- on »" 
SmhLtí y h;gher <*rccn«a* «-hange ,n per 
r^ito rubber consumption «associated with an equivalent 
Kn^rutiL"16 ,n "' Cafita inco"*- Other facto« 
SrL? . comuT'°n lnc,ud<! technological 
oevelopmen  ,n tyre production such as tubeless tyVes, 

bXJXZJ* a?   Sma" SÌZe tyres' aî wc" as cha"* m the ratio of replacement tyres to tyres for new vehicles 

AJÏLïith^eSpeCt t0 fu,ure trends- «he  Food and 

rfcenSv «°,rldJ?bber ^"»"^on, excluding thrt 
îveSÏ«Wf*?, C0Untrie8, mi«ht increa'e fr»• a" ITS a I .T1,,ortons for ,9571939 t0 •*«"*" «.w to 3.74 million tons in 1970. 

tk-M J^ r T1" were based on the assumption 
• rÏT wî.n„°f syn,hetlc •bt*r ¡» «he major consuming 
£T M •Ti cnCrease t0 bet*een 73 »n«1 7* per cent in 
£w"fd raíeS and t0 •*«*» W "«1 55 peToent 

o^estinute, of production ami CSL^^THS 

fnétemm C 

Hungary 

Synthetic rubber 
Natural rubber 

Yugoslavia 

Synthetic rubber 
Natural rubber  . 

18-20 
18-21 

23 
34 

30 30 

END-USES rosi RUIIER 

WORLD RUM» cowuMTnoN, ¡970 
(Million metric torn) 

Ua*ad State, of America      . ,„      ... 

£rv,F«"u«>°"        ::::: îiî iS 
Other EEC Countri«. \  \  °" »•« 
Urn« Kinariom. .  . ? •£ »•» 
OAtctcoiiomically«!»«.^^,,^.;     ' J J 04J| 
Other countries ... „Ü iM 

  0.50 0.37 

TOTAL    4.94      3.74 

„•»•«: FAO, X,r«-,,W e«*«**, fro^tUm for /We (Rome. 

tiJL!^ °" "ÎT f*«*««"» ««1 assuming • con- 

SSÎZ^ «Jw        IMJOr «•"•** countries, the »»•wem world consumption of synthetic rubber may be 
EZZti&TLS^L« from °*> «»*oTtoMyfoî 

SYMTWTIC Ruaan GONSUMIIIDN, 1970 
(I* 

amsMTis 

86. The end-uses of rubber for France Jan.« »iw. 
United Kingdom and the Unit* States^Ä' tí£ 
tyre and tyre products consume about 30 pwciït eïd 

S* SSLooniumption (taWe m-»"ÄTwS 
S» ' JÏÏ!     P*MCBeer  «•   h«ve a comparatively 
more prédominant position on the eamomv rf thi 

ot^2 ss ffii^irt t'As 
87  With respect to the share of synthetic rubber  it 

ha, been mcm«a, i„ each of the m£Tcnd-useï foTlhc 

aoraesöc market of sufficient supplies of n.rur.1 ^!! 
»ynthetK nibbw. In certain applSC. wlJS^LiL 
ctaraci, ristic, of synthetic or JKrAJaTLEÏ 

km SS ^l~^»^«•t»o», «^ararty or «nTmtS: 

«*^lH-2 and BlAlSjTo7 tÎT sSS? '" 
?~«J«d ¿«porunt f^¡? ^T!c¡S!T^1 
factories: nv*,«,. r,w ^k ^ ZJ£ST?LzJm 

«»«««d imitant foTÄ ¿lSSÍÍ* AT 
^tobesuperórtoisJlìiT!^ 
f»vtcrack r«««^. ajing rsS^ ^^2^ 
«• »ajor drawb^k i. luAnïï^ ra.^*'^5 

' asw: FAO, 
MKQ. 

tl>am — —* -"-Mt] ijfi.._i pu_ njja g__ 



TABU m.ll. CONSUMPTION or mm BY MAIN IMHH 

(PtrctMagt) 
— HUCI1D COUNTMB 

WW Sm« •/ MfNn 

  »st mi 

Tyrt uta tyrt products 

Pwenier can  48.1 46.9 
Commerdel vehicle!  
Cyclei  3.« 3.0 
Tubes  4.3 3.« 
Other tyrt produeti  3.3 4.0 

SUB-TOTAL FM  «NT 39.5 37.7 

SUB-TOTAL IN 1,000 TONS 91.9 121.5 

Son-tyre products 

••Kim  2.6 2.5 
Crtta  3.6 4.7 
Footwear  9.7 10.5 
Cellular product«  7.9 9.3 
Other non-tyre product! .... |«,l 13.3 

SUB-TOTAL FM CTNT 40.5 42.3 

SUB-TOTAL IN 1,000 TOM 67.4 94.0 

TOTAL m CWT 100.0 100.0 

TOTAL IN 1,000 TON» 166.3 2215 

Sow«: Mt»r Smunteti , 

mi i*u IMI H*3 in* 

47.1 6.5 6.9 15.6 16.4 18.2 
26.9 26.1 22.9 19.4 11.4 

3.0 3.2 2.6 2.2 1.3 1.3 
3.6 3.3 4.1 4.3 3.9 3.7 
3.3 5.9 5.5 9.3 12.2 12.8 

57.0 45.1 46.7 34.3 53.2 54.5 62.4 63.3 «11 
133.2 119.0 134.» 126.1 '52.1 158.3 897.0 957.5 1.066.3 

2.3 5.4 5.2 2.6 2.3 2.3 
4.5 4.0 2.1 4.1 2.9 2.3 3.3 2.3 

10.1 11.0 17.9 10.3 S.I 37 5.6 5.8 
9.1 7.3 7.6 fi.6 5.1 5.2 9.8 9.9 

16.2 19.5 19.1 21.9 30.5 29.9 19.0 18.7 
43.0 54.2 33.3 45.7 46.« 45.5 37.6 36.7 37.9 

100.2 140.1 

100.0 

159.5 106.2 134.6 132.2 539.3 5710 6513 

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
233.4 239.1 294.3 232.3 2S7.4 290.4 1,436.5 1,529.5 1,718.7 

TABU 111.11 SHAM or TYBJB ANO TUB» IN TOTAL mm 
coNBUMpnoN LATIN AMOUCA 

'"*' trSS* 
Argentine  13 

  85 
  70 
  92 
  » 
  75 

tonct:EClA,UhémtrkQalmicim4mirimü^m^^.¡oni). 

of SIR in the above four important properties haw 
bora primarily responsible for the gain in the tue of this 
synthetic in a number of application», moat important 
among which ii that of pauenjer car tyres. On the other 
hand, the high heat build-up, while of minor importance 
in passenger tyres, is considered an important handicap 
in we for heavy service tyres." 

- 1IÏ £T* 4. *•*"*' ** SpukMk ÊbM*rt, TT* InternMiooeJ 
Rtibbar Study Group., •retta**« House, London. 

TABU IB. I J. PaacBNTAei or TM swciwtitas IN TOTAL atmest coNBUMrnoN, MAM 

¡m IM IMJ mi mi 

- êS.S 
2S.1 

IJ.1       IS.?. 
- «.I 
10.9       MU 

- JéJ 

-       24.1 
•SJ      «4 

SU 

au 

36.6 
».S 
».? 

SM 
I7J 

23.3 

111 
16.7 
M 
J 

VU 

tt>7 

•m* 
1M 

»4       71«      714 

65.8 
214 
M4 
•44 
$84 

4M 

I9J 
454 
444 
»1.1 

H)     «f     i]      tt|      M 

Jt.l 

Al 
44.7 
41.9 
114 



" r=z=r^  
Symkrilc 

Car  
Commercial vehicles   . ,? ¡! 
Tractor, earthmover and land/road 369 

ÎKH*bicycles - ~- ° « 
Tube, (all type.) ...'.' \\ 

!>•<>* fa,! Olkn 
«milmir 

*"""<*' of „u, „iuk„k 

JLXdrX[Vharrcea„tLther ""í" Kin«dom 
tyres for passengerTrs^  *M ^"^¡cs «»cd in 

ant rubber, the S-tyW „ÏÏ• » ^ ^îr'is fornii 
and the regaining £? ÄJJ*2 " aH ^e aiain uses 

role (tables III.14 anelli /?)    ' P *y a rather mar*in«' 

»V. NJtratm fertUlaw 

PRODUCTION  AND TRADE 

State, of AaSrSt *» 2f han,d'in tBe United 
'«dictes an average of 4 13 kï^„T,o°«Tnuf"Ctures 

for passenger cars and commÏLi ¿9\63 k* *** tvre 

and the average consumpS S" A*" """H- 
lower than these figures more recent ***« "'s 

T-m,4.K,MHroNMJ7^.¥TmrNTwoMAiNEN^ 

(ftreentage dtstrilmkm) 

' ***« *• otW, 
for BWHyw pmdMcu 1 

MA tAïftiïï ïïof nitro8enous 
8 per cent per annum frnm i / *L°* nte of abo«« 
'2.8 nullion*tons7'm? wl^ t0n8 in ,9SI * 
about 40 per cent of wopiw . • EuroPe Produced 
averaged ?ne *hM'ni 2Fm *"* N°rth An*S« 
centrally planned countri«»^ A ?T". Produ"rs are 
The total ,h^SK„.ÌÌ,S,f P"nciP««y J«P.n). 
averaged about 6 to 7 Sr*c^t r*" "L,WOr,d outPut 

93  With ^   cent ísee tabie IV. 1) »•>• With  respect to  tvrm  «r r -.i- 
ammonium nitrate and ZE!L •   fertll,zers Produced, 
about half of tS otîi The iTT $ULphate «wP*e 
with ammonium sSphatl^t " f *«* of fcrtili• along 
nitrate and calcium cvantS K' 

S°dJUm nitrate- «>«unT 
of total outpw, ïireaHÎ,   V^deCrea,ed their»'«« 
h-ve been ¡^aslngT¿ir^r;ndTL0,n?eX **"»" 
nitrogenous fertilize« has a£ ¡J?- hareof other 

Çass of fertilizers, which î* UÏS" Increa""* This 
United States include anhydrous ^¡LST^ in ,he 

nia,andammonium-nitrate-w^ aT?nia' a<'ut amn»o- 
of ammonia, uí¡^^»«*«tai 
water (table IV.2). and UPea d««>lved in 

^^¡Sj^E* * »— »« kept pace 
comprit XT2S0 a"d "V1*,1"1 dec*d« «AS 
Western Europe was Yh,1 •<*m °f "* to** ouîpuï 
JO .Per cent &Z¿S«££2!SÜ *?* 0• A«a (Japan) has hJn ¡^!!f •    next ^ North America 

South America, (ChSÎ h.,^LW^rea, "* $h«* of 
fo 6 per cent j* the¿k n^Jf^?"1»! *« 17 
""Port side, W.ZnTKTte í1* IV-3)- On the 

"»port ha, been iocS1^''J*** in total 

nun«, ÄÄÄÄ^^ 

« imperi       °*""P0**"' ** Wi«KS5 
m 
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TAUM IVI TV,« or NmtooiNot» ra^uz«, MAWItltCnmtB IN ^ ^^ |9J4/JJ   „^ 

(Perrxntage of tout) 

—  —                                      »*•«/««, "*-" '"'* '»*-» /»»*» 

Ammonium sulphate          .                             ,,,      „ . ,„„ 
Ammonium nitrate                                          ¿Ï      MÍ ? 7 M S Mo 

Ammonium sulphate nitrate, sodium nitrate. 24 6 2i 6 M « 
calcium nitrate and calcium cyanamide            IA*      141 •..<. .-, 

Complex fértil««                 7"""mK,e            '••*      I« 14.8 14.1 ,2.1 ,,., 
Una                                                     *'        60 ?•» 8..1 8.7 9.5 
Other nitrogenous fertilizers: '.'.['.'''      ,,"¡      Í? ¿? '•' 62 6.4 

!".»      20.7 18.8 19.1 21.0 22.3 

                        ToTAt    l00°    '»O 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Sou.«: FAO, F„mm   AH Anmmt Mevlew of WofU fnéM¡eH  amm^ ^ ^ 

T*«.i IV.3.  lNTt.NAT10NAL THAW  «  NmtOOENOU, FEanuzWS,   1953/54-1961/62 
i/,flÛ0 mffrfc- tons end perennales) 

Weatern Europe  g» 
CantmUy planned economies. . 51 
North America  206 
latín America  ÎM *£**>::: ä> 
AITÎT"*. : :         : <•> 
Oceania. . ~ 
MMdie a«....;;; ; ; 

WORLD TOTAL 1,440 

£"^i|^ «*»"*.. ! „.,. 
North America ... AlA 
¡2¡-A»Wí». ....;:; «¡J 
AMoa-Totai .'.';"'• 22 
O^Afrta)        • . • . . (n.a.) 

"** ""i-- •  •'                  ! loi 
WOBXD TOTAL 1,443 

51.2 
3.5 

14.3 
16.5 

7.4 

100.0 

33.7 
n.a. 
21.7 

7.3 
11.9 
3.7 

(n.a.) 
0.3 
7.3 

853 
113 
412 
166 

(161) 
126 

(126) 

EXFOBTJ 

52.2 
6.6 

24.1 
9.7 

7.4 

1,364 
115 
3(2 
231 

(229) 
256 

(235) 

1.710 100.0       2,341 

IMPORTS 

S43 
n.a. 
417 
182 
413 

72 
(18) 
7 

117 

31.0 620 
n.a. 57 
23.8 424 
10.4 123 
23.6 470 
4.1 86 

(M) 
0.4 15 
6.7 145 

58.1 
4.9 

16.3 
9.8 

10.9 

100.0 

32.0 
2.9 

21.9 
6.3 

24.2 
4.4 

0.8 
7.5 

1,622 
187 
348 
199 

(197) 
340 

(340) 

2,700 

783 
97 

438 
143 
615 
99 
(23) 
9 

91 

60.1 
6.9 

12.9 
7.4 

12.6 

0.1 _ 

1.800 58,8 
233 7.6 
427 13.9 
194 6.3 

(194) 
404 13.2 

(396) 
4 0.1 

100.0 

34.4 
4.2 

19.3 
6.3 

27.0 
4.4 

3,062 

787 
78 

502 
134 
774 
122 

100.0 

31.2 
3.1 

19.9 
5.3 

30.7 
4.8 

•ou**: PAO, FertUUer, m 
"* - Not avaüabtt. Kette» of WotU AmsWrtM, 

tmiTnie. 

JeriJ?Í^*"*,0 *"?type* rf «i*«*«»«., fertili»« 22^«T£ •Ä,lulp,M,,e •nd »««»K 

••e while the remiming types showed , T•• 

» thrir ihire (uble iv.4). Comperi« the *h.~ «r 
««Port in production for the tapwESL «f «AL? 
«m one third of «nmoití«»3^^í¡2!?,,: 

-uww »na complex fertilizer« an «ported (tibie iv.5). 



TAíLÍ  IV.4   WO«U>   IXKW11 OF   NlT*OQENOUS   FUTILI .URS   BY   KIND 

( Metric tons N und percentages ) 

Ammonium sulphate . 
Ammonium nitrates 
Ammonium sulphate nitrates. 
Sodium nitrate 
Calcium nitrate 
Calcium cyanaroide. 
Urea  
Other nitrogenous fertilizers 
Complex fertilizers 

mswtu 

Tmi Fer  urn 

488,677 
250,417 

239,374 
171,603 
17,291 

18,412 
53,717 

394 
2« .2 

19 3 
13 8 

1.4 

15 
4 3 

Iti» I9¡V 

Im, er,  mi 

839,383 
406,018 

96,231 
179,456 
189,366 

14,748 
173,132 
50,620 

160.152 

398 
193 
4.6 
85 
9.0 
07 
8.2 
2.4 
76 

TOTAL"    1,239,491        lOO.o        2,109,126 

/sun tetti 

/V«i Per  ctnt 

892,160 
464,7% 
120,150 
97,208 

207,001 
3,875 

208,177 
90,220 

165,149 

397 
20.7 

5 3 
4.3 
9.2 
0.2 
9.3 
4.0 
7.3 

948,000 
509,000 
141,000 
179,001) 
208,000 

2,000 
462,000 

59,000 
225.000 

Souact:  FAO, FtrtiUttn An Animi Ktvìe* of World Production, (onsumpt.on ami Trade 
• Included in other nitrogen fertilizers. 
'• The year. 1958/59 and 1959/60 include the USSR but exclude other centrally planned countries 

34.7 
18.6 
5.2 
6.5 
76 
0.1 

16.9 
2.2 
8.2 

100.0        2,248.736        100.0        2,733,000       100.0 

CONSUMPTION 

96. With respect to the consumption of nitrogenous 
fertilizers, Western Europe and North America shared 
about 60 per cent of the total, followed next by centrally 
planned countries and Asia. The shire of Western 
Europe in total consumption decressed slightly while 
that of centally planned countries increased. Developing 
countries alone shared on the average about 15 per cent 
of the world total consumption (table IV.6). Comparing 
consumption by major categories of commercial fertilizers, 
the rate of growth of nitrogenous fertilizers has been 
increasing, since the post war period, at a faster rate 
(8.4 per cent per annum) than potash fertilizers (7.6 per 
cent) and phosphate fertilizers (4.9 per cent). Con- 
sequently, the share of nitrogenous fertilizers in total 
chemical fertilizers has increased and that of phosphate 
has decreased, and in recent years the three major 
categories shared  the market more or less  equally. 

TABU IV.5. WORLD BXFORTS or NrraoosNous pnmuzots BY KIND 

( r*erc*nl*Tgt of total production) 

itun 

Ammonium sulphate  )3,g 
Ammonium nitrato  195 
Ur*  31.8 
Ammonium tnlphu« nferatss, sodium it 

trat«, calcium nf trat«, calcium cyantmld* 45.2 
Comptai fertilizan  210 
Otm» nitrotsnoui hrtittMn  ¿7 

WOULD TOTAL* 24.0 

37.0 
20.2 
3S.0 

41.6 
U.7 
4.5 

24.2 

Souact: IV. 2 aad IV. 4. 
•uMtat «aw Mara* pawd « 

While this is true with respect to the world average, the 
situation differs in each region, the Middle East maintain- 
ing the high share of about 73 per cent and Oceania 
recording a low share of about 3 to 4 per cent (table IV.7). 

97. The maldistribution in consumption is also 
reflected in the use of nitrogenous fertilizers, measured 
in terms of arable land; Europe consumes about 24 tons 
per 1,000 hectares of arable land followed next by 
North America (10.5 tons), Asia (4.1 tons), USSR 
(3.1 tons) and the remaining regions consume between 
1.2 and 2 tons per 1,000 hectares. 

98. The relationship between national average crop 
yield and national average use of the various types of 
fertilizers per hectare has been dealt with in a paper 
on fertilizers and economic development.'* This relation- 
ship is illustrated for forty-one countries in figure IV. 1. 
The data yielded a coefficient of determination (R«) 
of 0.83 Using a deviation of one standard error of 
estimate (illustrated on the chart by the two dotted lines), 
thirty-one out of the forty-one countries have fallen 
within these upper and lower limits. The relationship 
between the increase in crops yield and the increase in 
application of fertilizers, as reflected in the figure, should 
be put in the right perspective namely that fertilizers 
contribute importantly to the increase in productivity. 
However other factors are also responsible individually 
and in combination for increased productivity; these 
factors include the use of improved crops, the introduc- 
tion of modern practices in irrigation and crop manage- 
ment, etc.»» 

99. Further, the data indicate that, with a few excep- 
tions, most of the developing countries, in the sample, 
consume leas than 25 kilograms per hectare and that a 
gwat expansion in the agricultural output beyond a 

• K w. Park«. " 
MSMr MivwW at ta» 
MB Salano*, 

— Economic DavatopaNtt", 
Workshop. Anurias» Soctay or 
       IJ-ÎÎ. 1962. 

Ill 
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TAW IV.7. THE WANE OP NrrmooENoui ramuzEM IN TOTAL conmnriAL mtnuim tv «BOIONS 
1951-1962 

(Percentage of total commercial firlilizers) 

  _ MI-31 

Woltern Europe  26.5 
Centrally planned economies  29.3 
North and Central Americas 27 4 
South America 36 6 

Î* ! 564 
Afri«  JI4 
Oceani«  j'9 

Middle East  72.9 

WORLD TOTAL 29.1 

'MW"     I9M-39     IMMI      mi-ti 

32.2 
32.1 
34.2 
42.9 
52.5 
20.6 

3.8 
72.7 

30.3 
30.1 
36.2 
35.9 
53.2 
2S.0 
5.3 

78.1 

31.7 
32.9 
39.0 
38.9 
52.0 
29.5 
3.3 

73.0 

M.I       33.9       35.8 

32.5 
34.5 
40.0 
32.8 
S3.7 
30.6 
4.2 

73.2 

36.7 

Sou»;*: Computation baaed on data from FAO, troénctUm  Yearbook m 1-1962. 

certain level of crop yield would have to be associated, 
inter alia, with an increasing use of fertilisers.*6 

100. An estimate of future requirements for fertilizers 
indicated an order of magnitude for potential world 
demand in 1980 of about 70 million tons compared to 
about 27 million tons in 1959/60. Developing countries 
alone would increase their requirement from about 
4 million tons in 1959/60 to 30 million tons in IMO. 

101. Thèse estimates were computed for each country 
in the region, assuming certain targets for food supply 
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and utilizing the average relatiomhip between average 
crop yield and fertilizers use given in figure IV. I Moder- 
ate rates of growth in fertilizers consumption were assum- 
ed for countries that have already attained a high use of 
fertili»«. Using I960 as a base, the assumed targets for 
food supply ranged between 174 and 219 per cent« 
Rough adjustments were then made to take into account 
the increase in food supply that might be attributed 
to a possible increase in arable land. 

102. It should be emphasized that these estimates 
are not projection, of effective demand for fertilizers. 
It is unlikely that these targets would be reached without 
much greater efforts than have been made in the past 
forpromotmg the use of fertilizers in developing countries 
i hey are estimates of requirements that may be needed 
to attain defined nutritional goals under given assumpt- 
ions. These goals assume, inter alia, a sustained rate of 
growth in agricultural output ranging between a rate of 

S?"F .^T
0
"" 

fîr AfrÌCa 8nd 5 >*r cent for A«a and far tast. To emphasize the magnitude of such a task 
one may refer to the fact that a sustained 5 per cení 
growth in agricultural output has not been attained in 
tlie past by any of the world regions; and only a few 
countries have succeeded in attaining such high goals 

n Set taifMi for 1980 (I960 - my 
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tor a period extending over ten years. These production 
goals compare favourably with those incorporated in 
the development plans of various developing countries.» 

103. On the basis of the total fertilizers requirement 
given earlier, the amount of nitrogenous fertilizers 
rtq,U0

,I!T.may £ es,imated ,0 '""*«»* from 9 million tons 
m 1961/62 to 25 million tons in 1980. These figures were 
computed by using the ratio of nitrogenous fertilizers 
to  total  rertihzers given  in  table 1V.7. 

** Parker, op. cil. 
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2. MARKET RESEARCH - ESSENTIAL TO PETROCHEMICAL DEVELOPMENT 

F. O.   Kmupp mnd R. F. Neu, Marketing mnd Supply Dapmrtment, &.o CkmnUcml Company, Inc. 
Nmw  York 

Most of the plastics, synthetic fibres, elastomers, 
agricultural chemicals, detergents, resins and surface 
coatings consumed today are either wholly petrochemical 
in nature or partially based on petroleum-derived feed- 
stocks. Most of these materials are produced in multi- 
million or thousand million pound quantities. 

Probably more than 75 per cent of petrochemical 
production is accounted for by North America, Western 
Europe and Japan, which were heavily industrialized 
and populated nations even before 1939. Not surprisingly, 
these areas are the leading producers and consumers 
today. In other words, leu than 25 per cent of the world's 
population is responsible for the production and con- 
sumption of more than 75 per cent of the major petro- 
chemical products. 

The development of the petrochemical industry in 
these countries followed more on leu the same pattern. 
In the beginning, a few producers with technology, 
whether their own or acquired, who had faith in their 
ability to market the products and were willing to take 
a financial risk, entered the market. Pent up consumer 
demand as a result of the Second World War und the 
novel uses of the final products led other companies to 
develop or acquire similar process technology. 

The end result was that as supply caught up with 
demand, producers looked at each others' products as 
a means of attaining still greater sabs volume. This 
resulted in rapid expansion and the installation of planto 
of large capacity producing almost identical products. 
Although larger pianto are capable of lowering unit 
costs, they mint operate at high rates of capacity to 
remain economically efficient. 

To attain aad hold operations at a high level of 
efficiency, it was natural for the focus to shut from 
rauufactwing to marketing. While it was relatively easy 
for technically oriented petroleum and chemical com- 
psnies to pin-point expendituret for plant, equipment, 
me«*, engineering, etc., there seemed to be a lack of 
fatowledge regarding the beat way to obtain a share of 
themailMt Dr. Theodore Levitt,1 a lecturer on business 
administration at Harvard Business School, states the 
following: 

' Dr, 

masks « 

Levitt, Harvard 

; Ut? 
MeoLI) IWk 

"There are three pre-eminent facts of modern 
economic life that every company has to know and 
reckon with: 

"(I) The accelerating rate of change; 

"(2) The growing similarity of competing products- 
and 

"(3) The growing sophistication of the customer," 

The difficulty that many of these companies faced was 
that of measuring the customer's needs, and of ascertain- 
ing who he was and what kinds of products he would 
purchase. Usually a mistake made in estimating the cost 
of construction of any chemical plant is not nearly as 
serious as over-estimating the market and/or unit price 
that the market will support. The growing complexity 
of the market-place led to the development of new 
techniques which, for lack of a better name, are usually 
referred to as market research. 

Market research staffs are usually charged with the 
responsibility of examining and projecting markets, 
most often for a period of two to five years, which 
corresponds with the time it takes for a new plant to 
be constructed and operating. Some of the most important 
elements of Market Research are summarized in the 
table» below: 

EUMKNTS 0» MAKKBT   »MARCH 

The tiae of the total market — past, present and future. 
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Although market research is costly in time and man- 
power, the fact that it ¡s a worth-while exercise when 
committing millions of dollars to the construction of a 
new chemical project has been shown by J. Lloyd Johnson. 
Manager of Plastics Marketing Research, Dow Chemical 
Company: 

"D*ta on production cost and capital are now as 
accurately derived as seems feasible, and appraisal 
methods exist that can accurately reflect every possible 
foreseen profit-affecting situation. The challenge now 
is for sophisticated and accurate market appraisals. '"> 
The following table shows the importance of accurately 

predicting unit sales price, raw material yield, unit sales 
volume and fixed capital requirements. The case presented 
assumes a 10 per cent mis-estimate in each of these 
factors and shows the relative error created in the DCF 
(discounted cash flow) return. The example is based on a 
hypothetical acrylonitrile venture.1 

PïR CENT ERROR  INDUCED  IN  TOTAl   APPRAISAL OF  HYPOTHETICAL 

ACRYLONITRILE  PROJECT  BY  A   10  PER  CENT MIS-ESTIMATE 

/» Etiti trier 
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In raw mainiti ylrU 

28 

Vali Miri 

1.1 

Fluni ¡miai 
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The question of accurately projecting sales price is shown 
to be extremely important. 

The effect of cutting prices can also seriously affect 
profit margins. For example, if sales were based on a 
10 per cent margin and it is found necessary to reduce 
the unit sales price by as little as 4 per cent, it is necessary 
to increase unit sales by almost 67 per cent merely to 
maintain the .ame economic efficiency (assuming the 
plant is operating near capacity). 

In other words, a 4 per cent decrease in price requires 
selling 2/3 more merchandise than had to be sold at the 
regular price. The problem frequently is whether or not 
it is likely that a 4 per cent price cut will really boost 
sales by 2/3. Most markets arc not sufficiently elastic 
for a pnce cut of this magnitude to increase the market 
enough to maintain profits. 

Frequently, in order to fill up a plant producing at 
something less than capacity, the manufacturer feels he 
can rely on exports. At a talk before the Société Chimie 
Industrielle, Mr. R. M. Jackson of Esso Chemical 
Company stated: 

"The large highly developed countries are in an 
excellent position to export. Smaller countries will 
seek export markets in order to make local manufacture 

1M7 Production volume 40 million pouiKb/y¿r Wft? faedI ££,' 
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more attractive but will find il difficult to compete with 
the first group. Small countries will no doubt install 
capacity for local production if their markets arc at 
all sizable, even though these markets need to be 
protected by duties. Countries which will not be able 
to justify local plants will have relatively small markets. 
Therefore, the total export market for any given pro- 
duct will tend to become quite small, yet many coun- 
tries will have the ambition lo follow these small 
markets. 

"However, with the interest of so many groups 
participating in petrochemicals, it is bound to become 
increasingly competitive and profits will accrue only to 
those who can carry out their activities based on sound 
business principles and mature judgement."4 

Putting it another way, Mr. John G. Gillw, Vice President 
of Monsanto Chemical Company, stated: 

"More important, competitive advantage« never 
seem to last long enough to cash in on them. You 
have to run pretty fast just to stand still. Too often 
a market survey for a new product is just that and 
no more. If it tells me only the size of a given market 
and estimates its growth potential, this is only a 
fraction of the total picture I need to make a decision. 
What I really need to know, is my market * fit '? 
How do I reach the market and at what cost? Does 
reaching ¡; draw on my present sales strength or require 
new ways? What is the nature of my competition 
— its strength and weaknesses? What is the outlet 
for raw materials prices and accessibility? In short, 
I need answers which will evaluate the marketing risk 
of the total project. I am not holding market researchers 
responsible for technical evaluation, but too often 
marketing research stops short of the total marketint 
problem." • * 

It appears then, that there is general agreement on the 
need for market research. However, it should not be pre- 
supposed that performing market research obviates the 
need for research, development, engineering, manufactur- 
ing, design, product application, quality control and 
customer servicing. The following case histories illustrate 
some of the approaches to chemical market research 
and some problems which can arise. 

Although our company has generally found that people 
with training in chemistry or chemical engineering can 
make good market researchers, we realize that many 
companies prefer to use economists who, for the most 
part, lack a technical background. A few years ago we 
had an experience with a large country studying its rubber 
requirements. Their economists' analysis found that 
during the next ten years, indigenous natural rubber 
production would be unable to meet its needs. 

As a result, they decided that polybutadiene and 
polyisoprene synthetic rubber plants should be built 
since these "were the newest materials in research in the 

ï&AtJSg*Ch,m,e Indu•,^i•"e• «—*«*—: 
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United States ". Wc were asked of our interest, together 
with several other companies, in building the stereorubber 
plants they proposed or in supplying the necessary raw 
materials. During the course of the next sverai months 
we spent several man-years of total effort in re-examining' 
not only the rubber industry, but also the entire chemical 
complex in the country to understand the intra-rclation- 
ships. Our own study showed that: 

I. Maximum use was not being made of the areas suitable 
for producing natural rubber. Fertilization und re- 
planting with selected clones would have been more 
economic and preferable to spending their limited 
foreign exchange on synthetic plants or rubber imports 
and would, at the same time, build up local pro- 
duction of natural rubber. In addition, several of their 
bilateral trade agreements with other countries were 
based on receiving natural rubber imports as payment 
for their export of other goods. 

2. The economists proposed using fermentation alcohol 
to produce the butadiene (raw material for the syn- 
thetic rubber). Except under special conditions, this 
is an obsolete process. Also, our projections for other 
local chemical markets, which could be logically 
based on ethanol, showed that the fermentation 
industry would not be able to supplv total needs if 
butadiene as well as the other materials were manu- 
factured. 

3. At that time, the special uses for the stereorubbers 
suggested they would be particularly useful in high 
speed tyre applications. However, road conditions 
within the country precluded fast driving. 

As a result of our studies (and for additional reasons), 
wc decided not to participate in this venture. Eventually! 
a styrene-butadiene rubber plant, dependent on alcohol 
feedstock, was built. The plant, operating today, provides 
limited grades of product at considerably higher prices 
than those prevailing in the rest of the world. 

At the risk of generalizing on the basis of this specific 
example, we feel there are several points to be made: 
1. Efficient use of existing domestic industries based on 

natural resources is preferable to the outlay of needed 
foreign exchange and technical skills. 

2. The availability of know-how and technology for 
proven products (in this case, styrene-butadiene 
rubber) are usually greater and more reliable than 
for new products that still have to stand the test of 
time. 

3. The products chosen should fit the conditions and 
needs of the country. Because the United Sutes 
manufactures a particular product, it is not axiomatic 
that it would be the best product to manufacture 
somewhere else. 

4. If obsolete processes or chemistry are used, or if 
production volume will be small by world standards, 
with unrealistic and high prices required to sustain 
the investment, a careful analysis should be made to 
determine whether this constitutes the kind of " pro- 
gress " the country truly desires. Perhaps such invest- 
ment monies could be better spent in industries 
where the country would be fully competitive with 

the rest of the world, or. preferably, in industries 
where they would possess an advantage. Under 
present world conditions, large size plants are required 
to be fully competitive in raw material production 
This suggests that an easier road to travel might be 
by investment in secondary or even tertiary industries 
fed temporarily by imported raw materials. Hong 
Kong's success in the world market for plastic flowers 
¡s an interesting example of a successful industry using 
imported raw materials to create finished goods 
exports which arc fully competitive in all world 
markets. 

Another example of the need to mesh technology and 
market research, centres on the plan of a major chemical 
company to produce trimethylol-propane for polyu- 
rethane processing. Although this had been the material 
used in early polyurethane synthesis development work 
in Germany, a little chemistry showed that any poly- 
hydric alcohol or ether having terminal hydroxyl groups 
would also be quite suitable. 

Unfortunately, the chemical suitability of using altern- 
ative materials, such as lew-cost polypropylene glycol, 
which had been available in the market place for many 
years, was overlooked. Such glycols were functionally 
proper but not considered and a large plant was subse- 
quently built for trimethylolpropane. Fortunately, other 
uses were developed for trimethylolpropane as time 
went on, but when the plant came on stream, the market 
outlook was indeed grim. Obviously, then, one of the 
things we should train our market researchers to do is 
to deal with the entire problem and not just one facet 
of it. 

The critical evaluation of competitors' potentials 
(or a neighbouring country's plans) should also help 
shape investment strategies. Failure to examine adequately 
or to make maximum use of commercial intelligence 
efforts are more than amply illustrated by the market 
situations which have developed in many chemical 
products, such as linear polyethylene, benzene, ortho- 
xylenc and perhaps, phthalic anhydride. In the pursuit 
of an attractive contract, the need to consider the nature 
of the other possible competitors for the same business 
and the relative strengths and weaknesses of each 
should not be forgotten. Wise market research safeguards 
raw material investment by analyzing the customer's 
likely outlets for the products manufactured from those 
raw materials. 

Not very long ago, a chemical company asked us to 
supply large quantities of an olefin used in the synthesis 
of a plastiuzer component. Because of the large volume 
desired,, we would have had to supply their requirements 
from several manufacturing locations. Also, there was 
the probability that additional investment would have 
to be committed to manufactur: still more of this material. 

We analysed our customer's markets because of both 
these factors. As a result of our study, wc found that our 
custom« was either on the verge of a major break- 
through or had grossly over-estimated the established 
markets into which it could move. This study also carried 
us into examining their chances of exporting the material 
to other trading areas. Such areas, however, had nowhere 
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near the consumption of products utilizing this material 
to match the market outlet we were seeking. 

We therefore concluded that it would be quite risky 
to commit additional investment and that their require- 
ments could probably be sa:isfied from our existing 
supply points. * 

History proved our market research was correct. We 
^ter learned they had not made any study, but had 
Msed their estimates on turning that past percentage 
growth rates would be maintained over the coming 
five-year period. " 

Most market research studies include a presentation of 
statistical information to quantify market conditions. 
Expected and past production, sales, consumption, and 
exports or imports arc usually documented. Rarely, 
however, are official sources of data available or reliable 
Frequently, Government statistics lump several products 
not always related, into one number or " basket category".' 

Only in unusual cases is the market researcher able to 
check the export figure from one country with the 
import figure reported by the receiving country. It would 
appear that all countries could do a better job of providing 
meaningful statistics. Industry should be more than willing 
to contribute opinions, recommendations and ideas 
concerning coverage and reporting systems. 

Regardless of the source of data, it is possible to 
distort trends and even develop misleading forecasts by 
choosing to present the plot on arithmetic rather than 
logarithmic co-ordinates. 

Mr. Leonard H. Lempert, Director of Statistical Indi- 
cator Associates, has commented as follows about the use 
of arithmetic scales. 

"Management constantly thinks in terms of growth 
rates and percentage comparisons, which automatically 
presupposes the use of logarithmic scale charts Yet 
attempts by market researchers and statisticians tò 
introduce logarithmic charts have consistently been 
met with almost fanatical management resistance to 
the use of complicated devices.7 

"Logarithmic charts tell an important story. 
Comparison of slopes immediately shows whether 
the company sales, for example, have risen or declined 
at lesser or greater percentage during two periods 
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applying judgement". The authors concluded that it 
was best to stick to the simplest exponential curve as 

there appears to be no convincing reasons for preferring 
a more complicated formula". There is a danger that 
the computer may cause confusion, helpful though it is 
to the long-range forecaster. 

A frequently used statistical device is the Gompertz 
curve. To use such curves effectively, it is usually necessary 
to have good statistical information over a long period 
of years. Most of the developing countries m many 
cases do not have such long histories themselves and to 
project such curves on the basis of the meager information 
available can be very risky. 

In the following table, we have shown the results of 
using Peter W. Sherwood's Gompertz curve extrapola- 
'•'^H! to Predlct P°|yethy|e'K consumption for the years 
I960 and 19*1.' 

POLVnHmNÏ ÜOMM*l¿  KJRU'MT 
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A» expected, the spread between extrapolation and 
actual performance narrows as the forecast becomes 
snorter-rang«. Note also that in this caie, the data base is 
not extensive but the market was already in the initial 
growth stage characterized by a rapid upward movement 
and Gompertz's extrapolations actually were quite good. 
In the case of major segments of the economy, this 
trend may be quite significant and the forecast quite 
often approaches the actual realization quite closely. 
While the advantage of using the Gompertz forecast 
may be that it is possible to calculate the future without 
spending time on field calls, it is doubtful if this approach 
would be suitable in newly developing economies. 
In developing economics, rapid strides are made in short 
time spans and reliance on purely statistical devices 
would more than likely not realistically predict the future 
five or eight years. 

Ifwe had relied upon purely graphical representations 
or the market for fertilizers in many of the countries in 
which w« have decided to build plants during the past 
three years, we would have concluded that there was 
little possibility for success. We have found, instead, ¿hat 
it is more realistic to gather as much information as 
possible from personal interviews and by contacting 
industry leaders, government institutions, universities 
and eoMumers, before nuking the forecast. 

After the forecast has been made, plotting the data can 
serve at a useful cross check to see if the discontiauitie« 
in the futan in anticipated demand are logical. This does 
not meaa that statistical curves aad representations an 

not useful tools, but we prefer to use them as a checking 
device rather than as the basis of our projections. 

While chemical markets will probably always be 
influenced by human judgement, "hunches", and pro- 
moters, market research has demonstrated a good enough 
record of success to suggest that an investment made 
without it invites unnecessary risks. It also suggests that 
it is necessary to keep constantly in touch with the people 
«n the industry because of the rapidity of product obso- 
lescence, new competitive activities, and new product 
applications. y 

Considering that many of the developing nations are 
located in the same geographical area, it would also 
appear that the experience of the United Stales of America 
the Latin American Free Trade Association (ALALC) 
and the European Economic Community (EEC) should 
be given careful consideration in planning area rather 
than country development programmes. Albeit, this 
would require Governments to remove some of the present 
duty and tariff barriers in force against their neighbours. 
Elimination of trade barriers could encourage the develop- 
ment of diverse industries which could draw upon the 
combined area market. The exchange of products on an 
equal value basis between nations would encourage 
investments which could not be made if the plant had 
to depend on the local market alone. 

The developing nation may also wish objectively to 
assess its attractiveness as an investment area. Most of 
the major technically oriented companies are constantly 
seeking new investment opportunities. Together with 
their investment dollars, they bring a wealth of technology, 
manufacturing and marketing efficiency, new construction 
techniques, and product know-how not available from 
other sources. 

Emilio G. Collado, Director of Standard Oil Company 
(New Jersey), in an address at Lehigh University, made 
the  following  remark  concerning  the  importance of 
recognizing the problems of the developing nations : 

"The central economic problem of our time may 
turn out to be the task of devising an effective collab- 
oration with the less developed regions of the world. 
This is not primarily a matter of humanitarian concern 
although this concern is far from absent. It is not 
because our economy will benefit from having more 
prosperous trading partners, although this also it 
true. It is not for fear that the rich may be getting 
comparatively richer, for even if it could be shown 
that the rich were getting richer relatively, it may 
certainly be shown the poorer are getting Ices poor in 
absolute terms. It is in fact, sot because vast areas of 
the world arc undeveloped, but rather because thev 
»re developing. "» 

We have attempted to present a brief exposition of 
market research techniques and problems. We hope we 
have not over-emphasized the things that arc to be 
avoided is performing market research. However, the 
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that the application of aotmd market maarch nrlnilaln 
is mandatory, Properly appHed, thaw liraaJnwi 
tho«M matarially beneftt certain ateten of mmni 
economy, etptcislty thoa* concerned with food, rfnthiaT 
and shelter. The combined tafean of iniaalilaMiiTadii 
catort, and aovenmaatt working together to tetto n» 
l"»Newsaotoiir*tfamaiB^ 
»hipping, aad onmmaiiaiatiuaa, appear to hi " 
uramtry to solve the prahltme of »adirmi, i 
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INTRODUCTION 

la their drive towardi economic development, develop- 
ing countries have been attaching special importance to 
the role of the industrial tector. The "classical" and 
predominant pattern for the development of this sector 
IB these countries has been primarily to concentrate 
on import substitution industries. Such a policy is likely 
to mult, in the long run, in the development, under the 
umbrella of heavy protection, of high-cost industries 
Thia is particularly so in the case of industries character- 
laed by significant economies of scale for which the local 
market is too small to permit exploitation. Within the 
rramework of this pattern of industrial development, the 
export-oriented industries are concentrated in the field 
of light industries and labour-intensive industries such as 
textiles, and, by and large, these industries have been 
eharacteriisd by stagnant demand. 

Aa alternative to the above pattern of development has 
been elaborated in a paper presented by the United 
Nations Centre for Industrial Development to die Unted 
Nation» Conference on Trade and Development.1 It is 
•«Vacated that in the long run developing countries may 
attaui a fatter industrial growth and hence economic 
o*vai©pmeat by concentrating on the development of 
curtain dynamic industries; these, in coutrast to the 
industries with stagnant demand, an» characterised 
on the supply side by high capital intensity. Such a patten 
of development would involve, ¡nur «fe,, mttim «—tal 
fi1?»* frf*" »to beta lowing iato the industrial 

kmaar meturatioa period for investment, aad ia the short 
raaAm factor, may have advene «fleets oa the 
Balano» of paymeata. 

•r^Bltaaorlaat haplkatioas and t»esibk alternative 
•fproochss tad senjienjd SOITJOM for the development 

yy •* —fr* l*rdculuty with raapaet to 
******** **"&m patrochamkal operations haviag 
expert peamaai. Tait would requit« mora detailed «udfcs 

!**/ *X saper» of aneanunrr*« ani 

l*aell*aaaasCML  
MM <MKX»*Mfll). 

relating to a country or region and taking into consider- 
ation a number of factors, including inter alia wider 
coverage of petrochemical operations, and the interaction 
of economies of scale, alternative technologies, transport 
coat and new development in transport techniques. 
Chapter I presents some important economic charac- 
teristics of this industry, including economies of scale 
and cost structure, and examine* briefly the possible 
effects of the transfer of technology from developed to 
developing countries. Chapter II indicates the compara- 
tive growth of the petrochemical industry, and consump- 
tion pattern and trends for plastics, synthetic fibres, 
synthetic rubber and nitrogenous fertilizers. Chapter III 
examines the various implications for new entrante from 
developing countries into the international market. 
Theee last two chapters rely heavily on data obtained 
in a United Nations paper presented to this Conference 
on treads in production, consumption, and trade for 
selected petrochemical products.1 

I. ECONOMO» OF SCALI 

AND COBT STXUCTURB IN rYnOCKBMKALS 

A well-known and important economic characteristic 
of the petrochemical industry is that of returns to scale. 
Theee ara attributed to a number of factors. In the 
metpbea, total Axed investment increases lees than 
proportionately to niant capactity, owing to the fact 
that doubling the parity of unit equipment would 
require lees thaa double the amount of steel, labour and 
overhead cost, thus resulting in a reduction in the average 
«net of produdag larger unite of equipment. Erection 
coat behaves ia a similar way. Further, a large capacity 
plant may, ia comparison to a smaller plant require 
only a anali expansion ia auxiliary faculties auch at 
laboratoriea, workshop and offices. 
,/•**•"*»». await ecoaoaues of scale also obtain ia 
zifir.iî^,',,?iBl,: *• •,H,0*r <* operato» variai 
only sligady with aa expansion ia the phut capacity 
aad labour ia auxiliary activities such as aiataeaanaee 
yy *£*"*••"• *•» prc*»rth>uately to capacity. 
toákr islatiuaahips are known to exist with raapaet to 



TAíU I. VAWATION, m AVERAGE «ODUCTON COST FO* SELECTED PETROCHEM,CAL OPEHATK>N,. SMALL „. LARGE CAPACITY FLA• - 

f 1/IM'/ co-efficiml assigned to largest capacity) 

Ftmctoimla* trmukm Cattar  ¡melar 

7 M 

Ammoni« (ex. natural gai)  j ¡Q 

Methanol (ex. natural gas)  | 47 
Acetylene (ex. ethane)  |'62 
Ethylene (ex. ethane)  2 00 

**"••. '.'.'.'. 1.90 
Ammonium nitrate  j ¿¿ 
Acrylonitrile (ex. acetylene and hydrogen cyanide) I 47 
Vinyl chloride (ex. acetylem and hydrogen chlo- 

rt*   1.66 

1.19 
1.13 

1.20 

1.17 

1.35 
1.12 
1.00 

1.12 

1.40 

1.00 

1.19 

1.06 

1.00 

1.00 

1.0 — 
1.04 

1.00 

1.00 

1.00 

«*HSL.^2?Ü?1* '¡UT* on d,u opined from the followini 
C^A?,.|thn.d!!ï^iB,,m,de *•*••«* to far u porible: 

rfatìM-fiSafì^V »ndotherlnduitnei "; paper preparad by the United 
iSm^L^T• Z. SÎÏÏ"'' Dml?P1•

n« •»<« Patented «the Second 

Ammonia  u ^2. 
Methanol            ÏÏ J» 
Acetylene        f?, *» 
Ethyer*  IF *J 
Urna  » 240 
Ammonium Nitrite.  ... S ÍÍX 
Acrylonitrifc            5 *» 
Vi^o*>ri* :::::: "s .» 

Economies of scale in production cost are illustrated 
in table 1 for a number of petrochemical product»,» 
indicating an increase in average unit cost in a small- 
scale operation ranging between 4P ind 100 per cent as 
compared to large-scale operations, the production cost 
of which was assumed to equal 100. The rate of increase 
m average unit cost is highest in small capacity planta 
and gradually decreases in the larger capacity plants. 

For the same petrochemical operations, the distribution 
or the various cost components in production cost is 
illustrated in table 2. With respect to urea, ammonium 
nitrate, acrylonitrile and vinyl chloride, the composite 
cost of production was calculated to introduce the capital 
Mtural gas, petroleum, and other inputs carried over from 
petrochemical product used as raw material in the respec- 
ttveoperations, i.e., ammonia, acetylene, methanol etc 
niese cost estimates do not reflect the actual performance 
of «ny particular plant and are based on engineering 
and economic coefficients taken from the United States 
experience. They may however be used to illustrate the 
order of magnitude for the share of the major component» 
in production cost. 

The distribution of production cost indicates the 
prédominant share of capital charges, which include depre- 
ciation and interest, and the rather low share of labour 
¡^fr *• «re,t *?»* ¡» the share of labour 

P*•eum and natural gas as raw material and fuel is 
important for basic intermediates and decreases at the 
5ft?J5P 0f Petroch«»íc•, H*«tions. Further. 
** «*» of this component of cost increases with the 
si» of plant capactiy. The cost of maintenance, super 

in ether 
to the Uhietrate the 

vision and general plant is an important share of the 
total cost. With respect to utilities including electric 
power, fuel and water, their shares vary with petrochemi- 
cal operations and processes, bcn*en 2 and 20 per cent 
for the selected operations given in this paper. 

Another important characteristic of the petrochemical 
industry is the predomiuance of industrial complexes 
offering economic advantages that are derived from the 
close proximity of a number of related petrochemical 
operations. Capital requirements are reduced when a 
number of operations are placed in close proximity 
mainly because of the use of common auxiliary facilities 
and a reduction in installation and erection costs. For 
example, when comparing the cost of hypothetical lar« 
and small complexes of nitrogen fertilizers with that of 
erecting separate individual plants,« it was estimated that 
fixed plant investment might be reduced by between 
20 and 30 per cent. Furthermore, reduction in production 
cost may be attained also by the sharing of labour ia 
aux.hary facilities, the reduction in overhead cost, the 
reduction of transpcrtation cost for raw materials and 

rhJnHÏ!.P,,t Tí •"" I***1 M '»Portant role in 
the development of the petrochemical industry and this 
botffií to coiitiiwgjbito the future.* Ttt, has involved 
«?^L~f nd apPUed re8earch •*> «>vered the field 
of development of new petrochemical processes and 
SEX* ** ^ diK,mriM of Wp^dSS 
lì rfttlSrçP* 0f ?** »Plions and improve- 
ment of the old. This required additional capital andcoit 
which have been borne largely by the imïïtrT 

***&« far «***> «^ *•*» 
' Sas fa tM» ene—h»»»,-—,—..,    .     .  . 

aed tbvrtop««", coa*««   ~*CÍS! 
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TA«, 2. Dam»•* or MA« COT (»»«HT m TOTA«, «OOUCTWK coar, -uc» »«OO^CAL o«*«» 

(Ptrctnlagt of total) 

Somca: W 

J"*«  42.7 
L"»  44.3 

Mtthanol 
SflMll ( 4S1 
*~»  S2.9 

Aettyttm 

?",*U  38.3 
L""t  30.4 

*"*a  40.0 
**•"  32.3 

Vrtm* 

*"*•  •  • 4« 
¿IMNMÈMiaftn»* 

?,,,a,,  40.7 
**••  39.1 

*«»"  32.2 
Ul»  30.6 

Nlrnr* M* 
umiliti Otrrmlnt        *"J AWTMMM 

X«      Mtùunma Otturi 

' lacrad«, natural aat inad u ruai. 

TtM 

17.9« 
25.7 

3.7 
5.3 

10.3 
1.6 

8.4 
2.6 

9.4 
9.9 

7.6 
10.7 

100.0 
100.0 

12.7 
19.5 

1.8 
2.8 

9.3 
1.5 

7.5 
1.2 

10.7 
11.6 

9.2 
10.5 

100.0 
100.0 

12.9 
20.« 

13.0 
20.7 

7.8 
3.9 

11.1 
7.4 

11.9 
10.0 

6.9 
7.1 

100.0 
100.0 

17.2 
29.6 

8.5 
14.6 

5.5 
1.5 

10.0 
S.0 

11.3 
9.3 

5.7 
4.8 

100.0 
100.0 

6.1» 
13.0 

6.4 
11.2 

11.1 
4.4 

13.3 
6.3 

11.3 
11.2 

7.0 
7.7 

100.0 
100.0 

M* 
1X3 

13.7 
19.3 

9.8 
4.2 

11.2 
7.6 

10.1 
9.4 

7.5 
8.1 

100.0 
100.0 

119 
14.9 

21.0 
26.3 

8.1 
5.2 

10.6 
8.4 

10.6 
10.1 

4.6 
4.3 

100.0 
100.0 

4.2 
4.3 

7.5 
9.1 

5.3 
2.3 

8.5 
5.6 

10.2 
8.5 

33.2« 
43.9« 

100.0 
100.0 

IWJiiKl othar iapau carri«) over  from   praviotn   petrochMikal 

• IndudM hydroam chloridt. 

ted with locating the petrochemical industry in developing 
countries my now be briefly mentioned.« These would 
ofcoww vary from one location, country and production 
proo«M to another, and an accurate aneeimeat would 
"¡*•j*»ü* **f. taking into contideratkm, inter 
í£ ïîi Ì°!LArtLhow*w' •,,,en,, obeervntkm. miyetill be made in this reap»*. Capital charges are 
«i*ctad to be biaher in developing than in developed 
fonatemi became of hifber interest ratet and the high 
inviiMiMut cost, which is due to added ooean ftaigtt aad 
Z«?!!!.08 52!5dJS*,0,wt tnd ***** ¡«port proto «od a poedbk ditsVreao* in erection cost AaWe 

countries, additional investment may have to be incurred 
M economic and sodai iiifrattructurcs, «ich as housing 

and other social amenities for the labour force, trans- 
portation, power generating and water supply facilities.» 

As regards the use of petroleum and natural gas as 
raw material and fuel, their cost is comparatively low 
in oU-producing countries and therefore they tend to 
pull production cost down. As indicated in table 2 
thu would affect the production cost significantly in the 
production of basic intermediate chemicals but only *o 
a much lesser extent in subsequent petrochemical operi- 
toons. This gives thèse countries a possible comparative 
advantage in the production of the former petrochemical 
operation. 

With respect to maintenance, the relatively low wages 
in developing countries tend to reduce cost. However, 

at. howswr, may be treated 
slaw It astea BTOduetk» « 

i No.: «SA, D). 
coat tbroaga ottar 
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RATO or o»ow• OF CONSUMPTION K» «tuono rmocHBMicAL 
»ODUCTS AND OTHER INDICATO«, WBTWN EUltOPE AND UNITED 
MATH or AMERICA » 

Warn Surtipt 
0/   Amtrlcm 

ißtrcmptr WHUK ¡930-196J) 

Total manufacturing. 
Total chemical!! .... 

Petrochemicals 
Plastics  
Synthetic fibre*.   . 
Synthetic robber. . . . 
Nitrogenous fertilizers . 

Others 

Rubber  
Aluminium . . 
Steel  
Cotton  

17 
28 
26 

7 

9 
16 
7 

4 
3 
4 

(0.4) 
(-0.5) 

ch¡A'*Forn,uA, °„n
f ,VÄ •dded

1iV
oUl nxnufceturin, and 

480 

440 

440 

420 

400 

Piotici 

Total manufacturing 

l°S3     1934 

(IMI 

1W5    li»     ,,,7     ,,M    )9S0     ÌHa-  m    i9a 

»*.*>-** ox—«»» — p.,,1 IMi n, q^ 

*» ***•»• Ptrodmmkêl «rafea, wmm, B^t(Í9S¡ ¡00) 

during the early years of operation, lack of training and 
lower factor performance may result in higher labour 
unit cost. In the longer run, if programmes of regular 
planned maintenance are organized and enforced, the 
wage cost of maintenance should actually be less than 
in developed countries once the skills have been acquired 
because of the lower wage rates. An offsetting factor is 
the higher inventories of spare parts that must be carried 
to guard against an expensive shutdown; these are likely 
to be much higher in a developing country which is far 
from source of supply of equipment. 

Differentials in the cost of utilities are expected to vary 
greatly with each country. Countries having access to a 
cheap fuel supply would obviously have a cost advantage - 
likewise countries endowed with hydro-power may have 
a cost advantage as regards power. On the other hand 
in certain countries where auxiliary facilities such as 
power have to be supplied by the plants themselves, 
the cost of power and other utilities may be relatively 
nigh because of small operations and higher capital 
charges. 

An important short-run factor associated with the 
transfer of technology is the possible low performance in 
production in developing countries as compared to 
production standards in advanced countries, which is 
attributed mainly to poor management and labour 
practices, resulting in an appreciable rise in unit produc- 
tion cost because fixed charges have to be allocated over 
a relatively small output. 

II. TRENDS AND CONSUMPTION 
PATTERNS IN  PETROCHEMICALS 

Available data for western Europe and the United 
Mates or America indicate the comparatively high rate 
of growth of the petrochemical industry. Its dynamic 
growth may be illustrated by the faster growth in recent 
years of organic chemicals* as compared to total chemicals, 
and by total industrial production (see figures I andin) 
Similarly, for a number of petrochemical products, 
excluding nitrogenous fertilizer, for western Euron? 
the annual rate of growth has also been relatively high 
compared to the above-mentioned aggregate parameters 

AAA*- •"*••• -£—. 
This fast rate of growth is attributed primarily to high 

income elasticity of demand for a number of Mtrocbe- 
nucalproducts and to the gain through substitution from 
competing products; i.e., substitution in certain end-uses 

K^¡lr^ rUbber; 'E?**0 ñbm for «*»» 
XTiAÏ* forJ*°'P» **• Tk *»" through «ubrfftu- 
¡EJSL^/rt ******* * "»"""«ment » the Properties and development of new application, for 
Pjjtoochemical products; introduction of new product. 
SLIPS?- P•1*«*» and «rt««to !>romoïon 
actìvMeswith respect to both industrial u*r.\nd^on- 

J» ««s «Port* to 1962 that 93 per osnt of the batic  

(Onaaiatton for BMBMA rv^—I tf rrnXswaai TI 
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»urne«. Furthermore, the prices for a number of these 
products have declined in absolute terms or in relation 
to competing products, giving further impetus to the 
substitution process.* 

With respect to world patterns of consumption in 
petrochemicals, the major consuming centres are the 
United SUtes of America, western Europe and other 
advanced countries. The share of various regions have 
changed since the beginning of 1950, as indicated in 
table 3, with the United Sutes' share decreasing, while 
western Europe has become the major consuming centre 
for most of these producta. The share of other countries 
ha« also increased; however, with the exception of 
nitrogenous fertilizers, it remains rather low. With 
respect to synthetic rubber the figures do not include the 
USSR, and scattered daU available for this country 
indicate a probable consumption level similar to the 
total synthetic rubber consumption outside the United 
States of America.» On the other hand, the share of 
North America, wettern Europe and other advanced 
countries m the tout consumption of nitrogenous 
fertili»« has declined, with the major gain recorded 
by centrally planned economies, from 11 per cent in 
1955 to 18 per cent in 1963, and Asia excluding Japan, 
from 7 per cent to 9 per cent. 

The potential demand for the years 1970 and 1975 
was roughly estimated at two to three times the present 

S¡P«cSífdAthe Uni« N.do«PeSnrE,ÏA 

on Trad, and Development (R/COW.46/39). ^^ «••'»•» 

ito 
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Organic chamlcali i 
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world consumption for four petrochemical products 
plastics, synthetic rubber, synthetic fibres and nitrogenous 
fertilizers These estimates indicate a slower rate of 
growth than those attained in the recent past » They 
are made within a number of restrictive assumptions, 
and may be greatly upset by new technological develop- 
ment The latter, it should be emphasized, has contri- 
buted greatly in the past to the growth of consumption, 
particularly with respect to plastics, synthetic fibres, 
and synthetic rubber, and is usually difficult to quantify 
and project.18 ' 

HI. IMPLICATIONS OF THE EXPORT MARKET 
FOR  DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

Available data for the above-mentioned four categories 
of petrochemicals indicate a rather high share of trade 
in total production, ranging between 20 and 30 per cent 
Moreover, the share of trade in total production for 
plastics, synthetic rubber and synthetic fibres recorded an 
increase over the last decade. These ratios become even 
higher, sharing about half the production, for a number 

«"Porting countries and individual products within 
each of these four broad categories. 

As table 4 indicates, western Europe is the major 
importing region while North America recorded a rela- 
tively small share of import, excluding nitrogenous 
fertilizers. On the other hand, Asia developed as an impor- 
tant market for nitrogenous fertilizers and along with 
Laün America has the next highest share in the import 
of these petrochemical products. 

11 Comparative annual rates of growth an as follow«: 

PUttict... 19*-,m "toim 

Synthetic fibres  '.'.'.[                                     i? * 
Synthetic rubber                                f J . /   „ 
NltfOienoui fertilizer. ...                                  'I 8 '° 9 

» Op. cit.                                                      * 4 

Export again excluding nitrogenous fertilize« is 
concentrated in a small number of countries; for plastic* 
and synthetic fibres, the United States of America 
the Federal Republic of Germany, the United Kingdom' 
Japan Italy and France, and for synthetic rubber the 
United States of America and Canada. 

As was indicated in chapter I of this paper, the import- 
ance of economies of scale in this industry cannot be 
overemphasized, especially in view of the small market 
of the developing countries for a number of petrochemical 
products. One approach to the efficient development of 
this industry may be through the pooling of regional 
or subregional demands. This would make it possible 
to take advantage of economies of scale obtaining in 
this industry and may provide an economic produc- 
tion base for entry into the international market. 

Notwithstanding the political and economic implica- 
SnTti! A." aPPro*ch-the «lions of Latin Anîerica 
and the Middle East may be used for illuttration. In 
planning future development in Latin America a number 
of large-scale capacity plants and petrochemical complexes 
may be conceived as indicated for plastic«, synthetic 
fibres and nitrogenous fertilizers products. 

In the Middle East on the other hand, economically 
feasible petrochemical complexes centring round nitro- 
genous fertilizers may be envisaged. 

It should be emphasized that these estimates of poten- 
tial consumption, as was mentioned above, are made 
JUST refICt,V! aMUmptioM; *ey «re not firm projec- 
tions of demand and are used only to indicate an ordir 
of magnitude. More extensive research would be required 
toatcertain the level and composition of demand for 
these products for individual countries and regions This 
may require, besides projections based on aggregate 
parameter, such as national income and population 
projections based on important end-uses rbuildint 
construction, transportation, pipes for irrigation and 

TA.LE 4. SHA« DT *AK>* «ECON, IN ^ lmMT „ „^ „^^^^ ^^ 
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Latin America  126 
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(Japan)  
****  8.5 
Oceania .... 32 
Midcl« Eut ...   . 09 
Othsn  3'j 

54.3 
5.0 
7.9 
7.0 

11.5 
(4.3) 

2.2 
3.4 
1.4 
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n.a. 
28.7 
7.3 
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3.7 
0.3 
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Ml 
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EtTIMATt OF POTENTIAL CONSUMPTION IN LATÍN AMERICA. 1975 SELECTED PETROCHEMICAL PRODUCTS 

(In tons) 

CMUMWMM 
ioti 

Flatties 

Polyvinyl chloride*  _ 
Polyäthylene*  
Polystyrene •  _ 
Others  _ 

TOTAL PLAîTICS 155,000 
C59) 

Synthetic fibres  }l JQQ 

Nitrogenous rertilizen (N)  370,000 

CfCUf 
Itti 

28,000 
22,000 
26,000» 

48,000 
500,000 

EttiiMteé 

125,000 
140,000 
60,000 

225,000 

200,000 
230,000 
100,000 
370,000 

550,000       900,000 

135.000       200,000 
1,500,000 

> ladudet capacity for Myraot. 

POTENTIAL CONSUMPTION IN TM! MIDDLE EAST, 1975 

(In tont) 

IMI 

-    . ^    • 20,000(60) 
Synthetic fibres       4400 

Nitrogenous fertilizer« (N) 33o!ü0O 

Ctfdty ms 

3,650 

140,000 

60,000       100,000 
35,000 65,000 

1,500,000 

water mum to mention a few. With respect to the litter 
the investigation may involve, inter alia, the feasible 
substitutions, both economic and technological, of 
petrochemical prodccts for competing materials, this 
being of especial importance in countries and regions 
such as the Middle East and North Africa that have a 
relative scarcity of alternative materials and product!. 
Should the feasibility of petrochemical products be estab- 
lished, additional measures may be required, including 
the development of institutions, policy measures for pro- 
moting consumption, and the development and adap- 
tation of these products to new applications. 

As the above data indicate, an important outlet for 
potential petrochemical exporters may be the major 
consuming centres, particularly western Europe, which 
is not only a major consumer but also a major importer 
for a number of petrochemical products. This would 
be of interest to potential exporters from North Africa 
•ad the Middle East. However, the progress of wettern 
Europe towards economic integration poses an important 
advene factor for new entrants from outside the region 
«ad securing a market in this region may have to be 
envisaged through the institution of multilateral or 
bilateral trade agneatsttts. 

Markets ouside tue economically advanced countries 
may also be sought, for example in the case of the export 
of nitrogenous fertilizers to Asia. In this connexion, 
trade arrangement« may be developed between potential 
exporters from the Middle East and a number of countries 
of Asia. 

Another outlet for petrochemicals may be found in 
centrally planned countries. Trade between the latter 
countries and developing countries has been developed 
primarily through bilateral trade and assistance agree- 
ments. Table 5 gives the trade for recent years between 
centrally planned countries and various developing 
régions and the rest of the world, indicating that the share 
of the former ranged between 35 and 40 per cent of this 
trade. 

While trade between centrally planned and developing 
countries has been increasing in absolute terms, it 
comprises only a small share of the total trade on both 
sides. Exporto from centrally planned economies to 
developing countries increased from $400 million in 1950 
to $14» million in 1960, comprising 17 per cent and 
4.7 per cent retpectivwry and for the same years exporta 
from<Wwek>o4iigc<rtmtri«tooentralrypUnnedecoDorn^ 
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»h»red 12.3 per cene and 8.0 per cent respectively of the 
total exports of the former countries." 

Through barter and other international trade agree- 
ments, further expansion of trade may be envisaged 
between developing and centrally planned countries. 
An increasing emphasis in the latter group of countries 
on the consumer sector may secure additional markets 
for certain petrochemical products." 

The entry of developing countries into the international 
market poses a number of questions. The importance of 
economies of scale would dictate the choice of economi- 
cally large scale operations; this brings into focus the 
need for local market. As was indicated earlier, the pooling 
of regional dcma.id may be required to substitute for 
such a market. 

Further, in the short run there are a host of factors 
that tend to raise production and marketing cost and 
they may be attributed primarily to the lack of experience 
on the part of labour and management in new production 
and marketing techniques and operations. In marketing 
these products on the international market, the develop- 
ing countries would have to acquire experience in catering 
properly for the needs, requirements and business habits 
of the consumers with regard to type and quality of 
products, dependable delivery and development of credit 
channels and services. While the industry is gaining 
experience in production techniques, management and 
marketing, direct and indirect measures involving protec- 
tion and promotion of the industry, at both the national 
level (including direct subsidies, tax exemptions, etc.) 
and the international (including technical assistance), 
may be required over a specified transitional period. 

Further, in developing countries additional investment 
in infrastructure may also be required, and this invest- 
ment may be substantial and beyond the means available 
to a single concern. Another important activity that 
requires additional capital and trained personnel and 
that may be classified also as infrastructure is that of 
tvearch and development. Here again assistance both 
national and international may be also needed. 

The international market in petrochemicals is controlled 
by a small number of companies (an oligopoly) and aa 
such poses another set of problems to new entrants. 

u World Economic Swvey, /0M. pert I (United Natte* pubite- 
tte, Sate No. : 63.UC.lj, übte 1.3 and " Oensnü study of «mom 
of manufacture« and samt-manufacturas from developing countries 
íflAJÍ! i" í^'í'fSÍ"1 ""P* ***** V *• ""»tod Nations Cntn for Industrial Development, for the United Nation* 
OMRmnoo on Trade and Development (E/OONF.46/11). 

" The Importi of centrally planned countries from the rest of the 
world have in the put favoured capital foods. In contract, the 
export of developing countries consisti mainly of primary goods: 
u* nare of manufactured products, mainly light manufactures, 
constituted 6. 1 per cent of their export in 1961. See abo foot-note 13 

A breakthrough into this market requires a concerted 
effort in securing and promoting markets, including 
international trade agreements and strong financial 
backing. Joint ventures in various forms between develop- 
ing countries and established petrochemical concerns 
often provide a solution for a number of these problems, 
including the supply of experienced personnel for a 
transitional period, training of local labour and personnel, 
providing technical know-how and research, experience 
in marketing techniques and possible access to the 
international market. 

TABLE 5. TRADE or CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES WITH REST 
or THE WORLD. * 1960-1962 

TMtl 

Mxnrt 
(Mimmi ti US 

Lati* Amerlcm 
1960                                      231.1 307.0 
1961  509.« 514.5 
1962  695.4 662.3 

Middle Etui 

"•>  326.2 338.7 
1961  405.0 312.2 
1962  441.1 301.2 

Asia and the Far East 
196°  718.5 545.7 
1961  Stt.8 519.8 
1962  1,001.2 735.6 

Africa 
1960  100.6 118.8 
1961  1S9.5 99.1 
1962  179.3 109.2 

Total developing cernirles 
1960  1,376.4 1,310.2 
1961  1.933.1 1,585.6 
1942  2,317.0 1^35.3 

Other countries 

J*"  VtlJt 3,097.2 
S  3.037.9 3,3011 

1962  3.2W.7 3,3712 
Total 

¡*j°  4*341,0 4,407.4 
£2  4J71.0 4JI7.7 
1962  5,346.7 5JC7.6 

, Somes: United Nattes, 
(«hi No. 63.II.C2) p. It. 

' iBobJdittt trae» with China (i 

Sony, Ita, vol II 
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4.   THE   ROLE  OF THE   DOMESTIC   MARKET IN  THE   DEVELOPMENT   OF 
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES IN IRAN AND THE NEED FOR EXPORTS 

Participant« from Iran 

Iran hai for many yean been desirous of developing 
a petrochemical industry so as to take full advantage of 
its very rich resources of hydrocarbon raw materials 
Little b«, so far materialised for a variety of reasons, 
including the relatively small market existing in Iran, 
and the difficulty of exporting. As a result, previous 
ftudies and projects for installing a petrochemical industry 
m Iran, and notably plans to make plastics and fibres, 
have not yet been followed up by the actual building of 
any such plant«. 

However, in the past few years, the demand for petro- 
chemical products has grown rapidly, and factories have 
been installed for converting imported petrochemicals 
into plastics, synthetic rubber and detergenti. This, 
together with the development of new processes for 
making petrochemicals, has resulted in the necessity of 
a fresh approach to the problem of making petro- 
chemicals in Iran. During the last five years the con- 
sumption of plastics, synthetic and artificial fibres, 
detergents and rubbers has been such that if the Iranian 
economy continues to grow at the rate predicted in the 
Third Pian (1962-1967), the consumption of these 
products will be sufficient to warrant their production 
in Iran from 1967 onwards. A list of these produca is 
shown in table I. 

I. Prisini statt of the Iranian market 

A. PLASTICS 

Table 2 shows Iran's 1957-1962 consumption of 
various imported plastics. 

In addition, approximately 700 and 950 tons of finished 
products were imported in 1959-1960 and 1960-1961 
respectively. Consequently, the total consumption can 
be estimated at about 4,850 tons in 1960-1961 and 
5,500 tons in 1961-1962. If products with a cellulose, 
gelatine and starch base are deducted from this total 
the resulting figures will be 4,350 and 4,750 tons of 
plastics of the type  mad«  from petrochemicals. 

The annual rates of growth of the importation of 
raw petrochemical-based plastics to be transformed 
into finished producta in Iran are shown in table 3. 

The capacity of the plastics transformation industry 
in Iran has grown considerably in the last few years 
particularly as far as the PVC transformers are concerned. 
Surveys made in 1960 and 1962 all mention an existing 
state of over-capacity. This over-capacity was due to a 
general slowing down in the rate of growth of industrial 
activity in Iran in 1960-1962. However, since 1963 the 
rate of industrial growth has picked up again, owing to 
various governmental measures, and the over-capacity 

TABU l. ESUMATO CONSUMPTION or riooucn m Msmuc TONS pa YSAB (AND BQUTVAUNT pmo- 
i) 

MM mim 

  MO 

A«*W  sjm 
  1,000 

»•  00) 
(w»o  

5,000 

ìfito 
27,000 

«-10,000 

ism 
im 

IMegOOO 

3-74« 
3O4SJ0O 
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TABUS  2.  IMFORT  DISTRIBUTION  («AW MATERIAU ANO SIM-FINISHED  PRODUCTS) 

(Tons prr ytar) 

1957-193«  4J1 
1931-1959  35« 
1959-1960  443 
1960-1961  432 
1961-1962  700 
1962-1963  852 

Sure» 

28 
37 
26 
59 
39 
23 

Oram/ 
MuMu 

«•«turi 
Mr. 
(3) 

224 
533 

1.696 
2,996 
3,549 
5,694 

Mmol 
Vrrm 
rtc. 

130 
ISO 
260 
354 
274 

71 

(5) 

2 
1 

23 
47 
28 

Tfl 

<*> 

135 
1,079 
2,44« 
3.SU 
4,590 
6,520 

it being absorbed rapidly. The vinyl chloride transform- 
ation equipment makes up the major part of the total 
installed capacity. In 1961 it was possible for approxi- 
mately 4,500 tons of PVC to be transformed in Iran, 
while the capacities of both the polyethylene and poly- 
styrene transforming industries were below 1,500 tons. 
These capacities have been expanded to some extent in 
the past two years. 

TABU 3. GROWTH OF PLASTICS IMPORTS («AW MATUUAU AND 

SM-RNWilD   PRODUCTS) 

Ymr Itmuimnm) in. tur ami 

1937-195«  3M 

19SM939  444 
1959-1960 .... i acn 
1960-1961  3*397 

'*'->««  3.157 

9« 
207 

72 
15 

• Exdudini otlhilow, cuetn, »latine tsd Much. 

B.   SYNTHETIC  AND  AKTmciAL  POMS] 

The textile industry has always been a basic activity 

SLÍ^OÍLÍS?
1
 
eff?rtuW" nttde durin* **SuCoaá 

Plan (1955-1961), and the capacity of spinning and 
weaving nulls was considerably expanded. The cotton 
ÌK*^ ^*d " "P*"* of 400 x 10« metres in 1962- 
1963 and the wool industry a capacity of 7.2 x 10« metres, 
»•pite the existing over-capacity, it is expected that the 
textile industry will expand substantially — between 20 
•ad 50 per cent by 1967-1968. 

•Jí J^LST**1^ " lM^ t0 * fou*l » Use plants producing cheaper goods. Improvement of 
finishing techniques, and modification« of plant in order 
to produce higher quality textiles and in particular textiles 
blendedI with synthetic fibres, will do much to improve 
••*•• of locally made textiles and reduce import« of 
finished goods. 

ta addition, a knitting and stocking indurtry exists 
which consumed approximately 2,400 ton« of cotton. 

wool and synthetic fibres in 1960-1961. This industry 
must be supplied with raw materials, and though domestic 
production will suffice in some fields, a Urge tonnage of 
fibres is at present imported. 

For the time being, all the chemical fibre« consumed 
m Iran are imported. Most of the imports sue made up 
of viscose rayon, and the rest consists of acetate rayon 
and synthetic fibres. Taking all the chemical fibres 
together, the imports are shown in table 4. 

Whereas the available supply of cotton is far in excess 
of the domestic demand, the same cannot be said of 
other sectors. It is estimated that by 1967-1968 some 
7,000 tons of synthetic fibres and about 30,000 tons 
of artificial fibres will have to be imported or made in 
Iran. 

TABU 4. IMPORTS or CHEMCAU (rom) 

um 

'KW*'         1W73 
I*«-'*!  I»,á77 
'«o-*»«         23,174 

9.115 

3,004 

22.0W 
34,175 
2t.1T« 

C. SYNTHETIC DBTBKOENTI 

and the demand seem« to be increasing rapidly despite 
the very high price« demanded. At present Iru'tcoa- 
•umptton of detergent« is about 10,000 tona a year 
•ad it is expected to reach about 20,000 tone by 1967- 
1968. This means that if a DDB plant is installed, the 
«te of expansion of soap production will be reduced, 
íürJr .f".tor v*n of ta«i*l coMumption will 
oe met by detergent« — probably by dcxtecylbename 
wtfonate, tf it en be «old at a 'con^JiSTpTh 
ftrt, in developing countries it is estimated that derivativ« 
of oodecribensene will cover about 90 per cent of the 
^v^^ofc*terientsinl965and70percentoftl* 
oottataption in 1970. Asnaing M par cent in Iran 
la 1967-1961, this means that a total oi»,000 tees will 
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rflÜ P . n *? market ^ de,cr*em ta* content or commercial product» varie» from 20 to 25 per cent 
a¡^ t.he,P^uctIon of one ton of detergent base requires 
¡TVÏÏ kg-,°/ d0^y^^nc, rEaning that the 
SÄ". rCma,nl for

1?
ulfonate will be 4,000 to 5,000 tons 

and that for dodecylbenzene 2,800 to 3,500 tons. 

D. SYNTHETIC RUBBER 

rnÜüií0" not Producc «V rubber at present, and the 
rubber consumed is imported in the form of raw material, 
or finished products. The total consumption of rubber 
n Iran » at present 18,000 tons annually. Tyres and 

mne  tubes make up a large share of imports. One tyre 

iTaSSp  ',s op£a,eci at pn*nt in Iran * „ .^     ,?    company. This plant  began operating 
in 1961 and produced 250,000 tyres inl962. For this 

Si? JSL^1-"0 tons <*rubber ^-third 
2Ï£t ?n two-thirds natural). New tyre factories are 
expected to go into production in the next two or three 
years. Tyres now represent 85 per cent of the rubber 

increue slightly and come closer to world-wide trend, 

The future portion of synthetic rubber in Iranian 
rubber coMumption cannot be estimated precisely 
However, world trends underline the increwmj utiX 
Jon o   synthetic rubber. Synthetic rubber prtducS, 

dSSTJSL qu!S exícn,?ve, whereas the «P^o« of natural rubber production is quite uncertain at present 
Iti, forecast that by 1965 .ynthetic rubber will make 

%flf" "Í °f the,wor,d «OMumption. Since Iran i, 
not yet a producer of natural rubber, similar forecast« 

Sit t^",£ "V? *•* my *• •*••* 

no doubt that unit production costs will be considerablv 
taXi Urr "Tu* are built' and a n^rkTis found for hat portion of the product, which is left over when 
the internal market is satisfied. 

du wïro1^îpp!Tnrrriedu?Uî.bythc ,nstitut F«»Çai» du Pétrole (IFP) for the establishment of a petrochemical 
mdustry ,n Iran. Thi, shows that certain producís cÏÏ 
%£?\£ ,UfflCflt,y l0W COSt in Iran «o justify thïï export Because of uncertainties about export prospect, 
Ï£Î ¿ü0fKIran,S P*•"•^ complex has to a great 
extent been based on the home market, involving only 
»WK        L08^1^' ,n the initial J» of operation, 
d*L\2\LV? r°r eXp0m TflC inc,usion 5 Plants designed especially for export will of course be taken 
ix^«0nîrdeuat,0n u rca$onab,y «"n commitments for export offtake can be obtained. 

JEl^í*^ °f ChCap natural *as and <*rtai" petroleum derivatives m southern Iran is considered to 
ÄL *? T?11 of p,ant»' oriented towards export 
markets, in which raw material, constitute a substantial 
p»rt of production cost,. 

Benzene, butadiene, ammonia, methanol and carbon 
are among producto which can be considered for pro- 
duction and export. 

Benzene 

.^T^**?? °f i2,40° tons a I• of ben»ne at Abadan has been recommended as part of the oían 
for «Urfyng the home market. This benzene „í be' 
m«de very cheaply at Abadan a, the special nature of 
in »£*" ' 0P?•*on.]nvo,vin« »uperfractionation, multi 
in the availability of a relatively cheap C, concentrate 
with an exceptionally high benzene potential 

i JÜ¡? *h.ï!,d to V®0*»1 •w "»««rial available for 
J^Ä* "*"?•"* of the unit,; and the additional 
production, which ought be over 30,000 ton, a year 
could then be exported. ^ ' 

Ü. •f scale aai 

cnSA^S*\í ""ír clM!*?tori«*fc rf the petrc- 
2ÏÏ J^TS* £** C0Btillue *"««mi»ery with increase of capach*. Once a certain capacity i, reached 
-a capacity whk* varie, greatly frcWpcaduct top£ 

JLïl!"" if*-« &***** m,rk* » wd» that ta 
oe greater than th* miarmnm economic size. Than h 

Butadiene 

Becau» of the presence of cheap butane in both the 
«finery gas and in the low preanire weU-head Nparator 
•wet, « tt possible to increase the si» of the proposed 
butadiene plant in Iran and export the exeeaf output! 

Ammonta mid fertilizers 

Markets for nitrogenous fertilizer exist in many parts 
M&¿0rÍi«?Í ***?«** «PP« to be verV UtS. 
ditneuky at the present time in selling either ammonia 
or urea. 

.Jí PW??^f,y "^ cutki out 0B the production 
îg^*y?rf «nmoBla and urea in Iran indicattt that 
dSJS^.^tJSrodtt<!i? • *«y »ow coat aad «»wwM to Far Bastara couatriaa at oompetitive prieta. 
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5. SYNTHETIC SUBSTITUTES OF NATURAL MATERIALS THROUGH PETROLEUM 
FEEDSTOCKS 

D. M. Trivmdi, Project Mmnmgmr, Symtkmtie» mmd CktmiemU Umifd, ñembmy, Irndim 

INTRODUCTION 

The need for a Conference of this type, bringing to- 
gether under the auspices of the United Nations partici- 
pants from most developed and developing countries 
has long been apparent. Its importance to the developing 
countries, which are today groping for economic free- 
dom, having reached the first stage of political freedom, 
will be seen in its impact on the new resources that many 
developing countries can marshal to relieve the pressures 
that their growing population exert on their limited or 
otherwise undeveloped resources. Its effectiveness will 
he measured by the degree to which the conclusions of 
tkia Conference help the developing countries to mobilize 
these new resources in the most scientific manner and at 
the lowest possible costs to meet their bask needs, and 
by their impact on the future steady improvement in 
their living standards. 

For India the deliberations of this Conference will be 
of great significance, for the Indian Fourth Five Year 
Plan is now under formulation and in about a year it 
will begin to be implemented. Under this plan an effort 
will be made to orient the chemical industry towards 
petrochemicals. The papers from Indian technicians 
submitted at this Conference will indicate the scope and 
dimensions of this large programme and confirm the 
significant strides to be made for the first time in India 
not only to develop the Chemical industry oa a large 
scale but to enable it to take its due place in the pro- 
motion of the national economy. 

Recognizing the importance of the petrochemical 
industry, the Government of India have assigned top 
priority to the development of five petrochemical com- 
plexes in diferaat parts of the country, viz. at Bombay 
(Maharashtra), Koyali (Gujarat), Madras, Barauni 
(Bihar) and Haldia (West Bengal). The total investment 
—'Hmated for these five complexes is approximately 
$jm million Indian rupees (approximately $1,000 million) 
ooattstiag of about 50 per cent in plants, about 20 per ont 
hi «Unies aad off-sites aad about 30 per cast in production 
and fabrication of plastic aad tlaatomeric materials. The 
breakdown fot individual items of petrochemicals for 
which capacities are proposed to be developed is given 
ia aaaex I. 

The figures given in aaacx I are subject to some reser- 
vations at the fiaal data for the Fourth ratinot 
yat ftrmtyesubttshed. Ia their effort to orgaasat the ] 

chemical complexes along the proper line, and ia a way 
that is consistent with the needs of the economy and 
petroleum prospecting and refining within the country, 
the Government of India have invited several foreign 
specialist teams to India to study the problem at first 
hand in the context of Indian conditions. Foremost of 
these is the team deputed by the French Petroleum 
Institute, Japanese petroleum interesa have now deputed 
another team to report oa the over-all possibilities. It 
is natural that for a complex such as petrochemicals aay 
change in one direction would influence patterns of 
production significantly. The figures ia the aaaexe 
must accordingly be treated as tentative aad subject to 
changes in the light ot further expert studies. 

BASIC QuwnoNi 

The bask fact is, however, that the petrochemical 
industry ia India is now earmarked for development oa 
a big scale, but on more or less traditional teas. The 
purpose of this paper is not to review these aormal 
developments, which are expected to be covered by other 
papers, but to highlight some pertinent questions aad 
to seek their practical solutions. 

(a) Do these programmes based oa traditional lines 
meet the bask aeede of India 7 

(b) Is the development adequate or could it be 
developed oa more purpoeeful kaes to meet the growing 
needs of the psopk aad secure for them al 
of living? 

FasssAaY nam) 

The prisneryaeed for lasante da) is 
food for ita extremely sarta paaajsatsn 
at 460 million aad is hi inilaj at 
12-15 million people a yuar. The aeed for 
iacfode the enpoiy of fists at well as sacar, la 
improve the staadard of Hraag the» iT afee 
second only to that for food to provide '     ' 
cheaply the large vohsme of fibres iiaauid far 
«a* a large pcomlatioa. Ia ladle, by 
is made to astee i 

for food 
aad 

forest aid other afrksjsearal laaataes. It h) 

ef hmd 
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that in the absence of other resources India i only hope 
would he in the laad aad in the manner and degne of ite 
husbanding aad exploitation. 

PMHNT rotnioN 

To rapport India's large and growing population the 
land resources total tome 800 million aerei, of which 
only 125 million aerea are under forests (i.e. tone 14- 
15 Percent). About 320 million acres represent net sown 
area. The following data will reveal the important statis- 
tics of land and its utilization : 

ToUl land  jjj, 
Am andar foraMi ,JJ 
Net to«« MM  JaD 

Area wwaow than owe . .  . .  !  ^ 40 
Total craepei ana  *« 
Tessi asi brigane1 awe  « 
Tesai Irrisane' ana (mera enea oaee) ....!! te 

i*« *• 

Anaasksr: """ 

SiST'     "M       ** 

**»  2.0 _ 

M^isî^ta!?,i!!!,"reH prwW0 »PProximately SO m^en torn of food at present, »tere more than 
120 million are required and, in addition, also «apply 

5 5 ««en hales (of 3t2 lbs. each) of cotton, about 7 mfl. 
lion tone of oilseeds aad about g millio« bake («0 lbs. 

-S*. hfm J0****«* *«»«y •*««*• on the laad. A 
r^üfs?^!^ '**"•• ñpm woiiw •* «•*• «a«» ««* tat productivity « land is very poor and often M tew 

of the world. Witt such depressed condition« of agrsnd- 
irHgatiofi and fcrtiBitr tnpwt, poor toob 

...   .?-- . "wo»*! raine and loosk, ».ckntinc 
«Cricnh^ praotke. aad ümoet 3/4 of aa acre arr 
ZÜJÍJrí * »AT «l^pwftaf agncuWral 
P*0***""? M ow «f aage draisusioas m ttnai ef 
ïSST*-f**» ^"y****•». •••*• impana attenant, irlaatilt traînent of Atrasan and g 

grains annually, at a cost of over 2.000 million rupees, 
andalso cotton, wool and other fibres equivalent to 
1,000 million rupees a year. Noi only are many areas 
of the country urjdernourished today but in some areas 
«us year there have been persistent famine conditions. 
Even the present level of nutrition in India is based on a 
potential of only 2,000 calories per capita and only 
sixteen yards of clothing per year. These standards are 
nowhere ne»' the average levels reached by the devHooed 
count rie«. ^ 

Finding alternative resource« which can be quickly 
husbanded and controlled and thereby releasing ..w 
land for food which cannot otherwise easily be synthesized 
must be the oojective of any national programme. The 
Indian Government is conscious of this need and the 
massive investment in petrochemical output proposed 
foi P«*"»«1• refining and prospecting is the result of 
this deliberate policy, the objective of which is to improve 
transport, increase the energy resources of the nation 
aad provide more raw materials for industrial develop- 
ment. However, the effectiveness of this programme has 
to be judged by the extent to which these outputs help 
to supplement the resources available from the land and 
th«a relieve pressure on the land for those items whkh 
would otherwise have to be procured out of land alone 
It is the primary object of this paper to examine this 
dUcmma by illustrating the probkm of natural v. synthetic 
fibres, natural v. synthetic rubbers, and natural v. syn- 
thetic fate and natural v. synthetic paper. 

NATUIAL ». SYNTHRiC FIBRES 

India's basic fibre is cotton. Almost 20 million acres of 
land are used to produce about 5 million bales of cotton 
(i.e. approximately 1 million tons). In addition to this 
owhatf a million bales of cotton have to be imported! 
representing «botst Rs.600 million to Rs.700 million of 
roraiga exchange expenditure annually. This imported 
variety is a long staple cotton for which Indian conditions 
are not quits turtabk. It is partially to meet this need that 
tbe Indian nun-made fibre industry is being developed. 
im INZ production of man-made fibre in India was 
•boot 134 million pounds, consisting of: 

Vlseoss rayen aad aeatats rayon        jjj 
        71.0 
  0.3 

134.0 

Utk weeks «st toaair tBttwawruasjt s* . p- ^f^. tmimptimi nf nun 

S* HZ?& î£ *• »* *•",B "•*•» •» CMmtred 

ÄSsS" 43° **?** ****> w*ad w of tk iX «f 1,1» asilboa pounds, that k, about 600.000 tons of 
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Ctttmitki 

Vfteem üMMM yarn  «0.000 
Viscosi typt cord yam  |7,300 
Viseóte tuple  90,000 
Acetate yarn and staple  13,000 

Nim-etUmhtki 

MyamkW yarn and Maple  10,000 
Polyester Maple  JOJOOO 
A«y*e  10,000 

e, polyvinyl ilwM flkre etc. .  .  . 30,000 

GtAND TOTAL 

Iti mm} 

1*2,300 

10,000 

262,300 

«0,000 
17,300 
»,000 
10,000 

10,000 
10,0» 
10400 
10,000 

IT7.300 

40,000 

217,300 

As compered with the production rate achieved in 
IW2, the 1Í70-1971 anticipated production represents 
an expansion of over 300 per cent and almott four 
time« the capacity, and at this level it will represent 
30 per cent of the per capita world average. However, it 
will be teen that of the total man-made production 
over two thirds or 70 per cent represent» cellulose based 
fibres and only one third or 30 per cent is non-cellulotic 
flores. The cellulosk fibres require for their production 
«llulosic raw materials, viz., wood cellulose, bamboo, 
bagasse and other grasses.  However, owing to the 
inadequacy of India's forest atea, which is only 14-15 per 
cent of the total land as compared with the normally 
desirable ratio of between 25 and 30 per cent of the 
total area m any country, almost all viscose libres are 
at present made from imported wood cellulose costing 
substantial foreign exchange. The large viscose target 
without adequate cellulose resources from indigenous 
•ouroea would naturally tend itself to perpetual foreign 
«change problems as land for the development of bamboo 
andother materials is scarce. Admittedly some progress 
ii being made in the utiliiation and development of bam- 
boo and bagasse for viscose pulp manufacture, but in 
this case the same sources are competing with the require- 
ments for paper and newsprint, Indian consumption of 
which is going up steeply. With the large and growing 
tugar industry, the abundant availability of bagasse 
as a substitute material would help this problem, but in 
the Indian context of location of the sugar industry in the 
farm anas and the total inadequacy of rail and transport 
realities, most of the bagasse produced is at présent used 
as a source of energy for power and steam for the sugar 
«us. If coal could be made readily available to the 
wear mills at the same cost of bagasse, as much as 1 mil- 
Uoa tons of good pulp could be reclaimed from the 

LlSSrüüüLíífír ***** * *• •»•"* «e •f tunar nmmantii« However, urn» is not now in the 
TWnlisaiee; targe« foodraloeks 
isnasts tan« second ntacr to terger 

*e  fatfeioaaMs 
«tprettmt an nykmsaitdpelyesten bom tf which,    It is anana 

more well-to-do cross-section of society cannot be ruled 
out, their acceptance for the mais market even as Mandi 
with cotton would still be prohibitive unless they could 
be  produced   in   extremely   large   volume   and   the 
technical and royalty costs brought down sharply. This 
unfortunately is unlikely at the present moment. The 
warm tropical conditions in India for most of the year 
may preclude large-scale use of these fibres in spite of their 
superior wash-and-wear characteristics. For the same 
reason, poiy-propylene fibre, the development of which 
has just begun, may ueed a great deal of promotional 
work before it becomes at all so accepted. This would 
leave another important fibre which closely resembles 
cotton in its characteristics, namely polyvinyl alcohol 
fibre. The properties  of polyvinyl alcohol   fibre are 
shown, in relation to other fibres in Annex I. This fibre 
looks like cotton and has superior strength, abrasion and 
wear properties. It also has the property of moisture 
absorption, a valuable asset in cotton and viscose for 
tropical climates. A fibre of this type developed by and in 
Japan on a large enough scale deserves strions considera- 
tion tor mass production in very targe sise plants even 
though it is strictly a utility fibre. Since it can be made 
from ethylene instead of acetylene based on naphlhs or 
petroleum feedstock and spun ia a manner similar to 
viscose by the wot spinning technique in aqueous snsdiusn, 
¡ti mass production would not piace a strain on the 
saturai resources needed M raw aatorkús for the paper 
mduatry or, in the case of viscose, cesate an additional 
foreign exchange burden. From the point of MOW of 
cost, it is the cheapest among* synthetic or man-made 
fibres and may in very large tint plants come dons to 
and compete with cotton fabrics. A productioa ImvJ of 
close to 100,000 tons of this fibre would take cum of the 
¡toad for all imports of cotton Ihre (oaavhsif aailUoa 
bales) and thus save close to Rs.700 million « «an, ia 
torms of import •mrhanp alone. 

The ue* of nerykto lim snoutd bs       "    | in 
rshtion to the naeal sa» Minili« «-*--•     — -» • •   •*r   *aan»   naamnsam   ganar-   ••"JnplfaVjB   fWmwfíKE   mÊtm   •MaMMMndhm 

m India. The won! priÉasss a Inane, eitenmtod at 



ftü? Ì**2** *?T? °n ^Py1«* « acetylene derived 
from petroleum feedstock». In so far as India's meat 
Production coincides with its by-product wool, any 
emphasis placed on improved methods of raising of 
lamb or goatstock, of will help to solve the problem of 
producing bettor grade, wool fibre. At pre*,', hoSTve? 
ILT^ " ,n?ctP*ble conclusion that the neatest 

acrylics and possibly also of cheaper poly-propylene 

tjrmenu and to this end the tara* of 20,000 tons for 
J» fibre appears to be too modest. As the acceptance 

l«kely, the technical question arises which of these two 
fibres 11 preferable in terms of production costs. 

fnI¡!L*bí)Vlan",yíi, Would ,how the *«* for - more 
iÏÏSÏLîïï    ,i'5W,ch in pknnin* P^ochemical 
SÏE.        Ind'î! ,n "** of ,he ligations on 
KELTT" 

,n the COUntry and «""¡deration must 
moi?US ?" ¡"f10" ^í* ,vpM of ,vnthetic «°res most suited for Indian conditions and of the volume in 
wBKh they »hould be produced in tenrn of economics of 
scaie, ine concept of economics of scale is very relevant 
to tJ* production of these fibres (as against the present 

reedftoSr^11 *"     * V0,Ume Petroch«ni«> 

NATURAL V. SYNTHETIC RUMSR 

The dilemma presented in respect of fibres is to be 
«en in glaring perspective in respect of rubber require- 
d-Only a few years ago India was an exporter of 
natural rubber even at its production potential of barely 

SMTI.? 
ye*r^ith ,he Pl'nned development of industries, Indian rubber requirements have jumped and 

«•dot.to90,000ton, today. By 1965, the«¡ree^ecÏÏ 
to be m excess of 110,000 tons. With the massive Svc* 

iHrtSSSSH"!' P'0^ for ,he automobile industry, 
KLI^TLÌ"*

1
 
for rubber consumption is placed 

betw«n 190,000 and 225,000 tons. How a« these rubber 

Eu? ÏL•t7 J* prMent Indian P»*"^» P<S?T?     of rubber u close to 42,000 tons. By 1970- 

ÍooooÍ!l.PL UCt,0n u CTpected t0 JumP to ab°* <W,(W0tons, leaving a gap of a minimum of 130,000 tons 
of rubber, representing close to Rs.300 million of foreign 

rïr^Lï-Ks-,•' îmount of natur«1 rabb« 
375 0f»T!LO5*,l,td S0*? *" Potion area of over 
J73,ooo acres of valuable land situated in the State of 
Kerala, which is largely a food-deficit state in India. 

.ftsÄl'. ,WtLde*1 °f preMure on ,Md- « •** 
.i«2?i ^.^ P•*** more n***iB *• Andaman 

«• natural rubber required, th. additional land required 

•nothar^area of conflict between natural and synthetic 

 JESîÎ!^**^y* *" °°»*—X of India an alive to this 

Bww raw to provide a capacity of 30,000 tona par annua. 
The bask raw material for this Urge «»pt« is edry ! 

üS*?1 ^"^ fr0m •M•*«* molasses of the sugar 
£ nS7 JírmT-thÍÍ í!¡"leawf a W* «»P. which St 
wiuîkA iz ;yihet,c rubbCT-The <uestion ». 
£•. ' ' P°,vbutadi«ne (High eis and Low eis), 
the poly-isoprene (natural synthetic), the E-P and E-P-T 

^ZVÎZT'V** 0f deve,°P"«nt and other 
¡ET?h? ^ SymhetlCS are confu«n«. the more so 
tTvSv SLVery rCCem devcl°Pment admito of rela- 
suSct «Penence or available expertise on the 

Granting that there is considerable scope for improving 

2£i£ anut,°„n ,Kyk,d8 in India bv •re «SaJk 
500 lb ^^PreSen yWid8 're on the avcra«e. °"'y SJÏ M 

ac«)-the question still remains how 
India should proceed to develop new rubbers at consider- 
ll^T f•the '»V••» as well as the process 
t£ MZ V1" *l*m£ly 0(n^rts maV PO»*Ä help 
tt ¿etmÄ ? ^T constructive suggestion", foï 
SiH?     I *£ dml°P,n« co«ntries as in the case of 

¡SÏL iiS? ÍT 5*" •* n° question of allocating •«ree additional land to rubber production when th¿ 
need for timber, coconut oil and other cash crops like 
coffee, tea, etc., even aside from food needs, is so great 

NATURAL V. SYNTHETIC FATS 
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««in•** wa» mad« ea^'er to the utilization of 
33 milüon «re, of land for the production of 7 million 

Ír,L J1,"^i,,f0r.ediWe and non-dib,e <*»• Even 
".r !ï! fad al,<Tn« for «Ports of limited quantities 
,. vÍT. ^T1' th? >" capita ~««niption in fadS 
»very low. Even despite the high cash value of these 
crops as compared with food crops their production has 
ÏL tTr1   "^"«""y   i"   volume  even   when 
Efl ' ^ U8ed for their Potion. India is tóerefore compelled to mport coconut oil, palm oil 
££tW " cf,n8Jderabl« cost to meet the requirements 
Äu P if0 other Jndu«ries. The question anses how 
¡SLA1*^° -r ^ ta "^ by P"rpo»i« planning for 
production from petroleum feedstocks. Part of the 
proWem m India is very low production of detergents 
based on propylene tetramer which, necessitates the 
UM of more fatty soaps. The large target proposed for 
Reproduction of alkylate would therefore riduce the 
preasure on fatty resources. The soap industry in India 
"^TUL^l •2?'000 tons of »on-edible fats. With 
ta HC^ lilf

,U,try.,Ild ** •eneraI itnprovement m lmng combtioiM, this consumption will increase 
reatly, roquinng more and more fatty acids. Fortunately 
in India today the new Cambay and Ankleshwer Crudes, 

5.tÎîl^? "Ft Auua> *» â "à* w" intent ifi-it> per cent) and these waxes would present a difficult 

E^£<ft?âl, ^*pt.M CDeâp fuel- !t » known that ni the Federal Republic of Germany processe« 
hZ ¡2? ^'fP«3 to invert theae waxes into usahk 
r %• for *• »•»«'«ture of so pa and as alcohol 
lot Margesjt usages However, not .ough information 
«Jtoto are available on the rubj«. to merit serious 
consKteration of the utilization of such waxy residues of 



petroleum iato uieful fatty materials in an attempt to 
conserve the natural fatty materials for more uieful 
purposes. The developing countries, especially those, 
uke India which have such a problem, could benefit 
from constructive suggestions from the experts at this 
Conference. 

Finally, the production of sulphur from sulphur- 
bearing petroleum crudes as well as gas has greatly 
improved the world supply of sulphur. During the Second 
World War, as well as subsequently at the time of the 
Korean War the supply of this commodity became very 
critical. As the Indian resources of petroleum are not, 
as far as is known, sulphur-based, the reclaiming of 
sulphur from refining operations would not be possible. 
However, since India may need to import more and 
more crudes from abroad, this aspect of planning for 
sulphur should not be ignored, especially as India's 
sulphur resources are not known, except the Amzor 
Pyrites deposits, the extent of which has yet to be properly 
estimated. 

Similarly, as mentioned earlier, the cellulosk resources 
of India are not at present adequate to support the large 
and growing demand for paper and packing materials, 
white the production of jute and other bast fibres and 
the increasing substitution of plastic materials for craft 
paper uwy take care of the growing requirements for 
packing materials, increasingly large quantities of paper 
and newsprint would be required to meet the voluminous 
needs of tbr Government and of the more than 450 mil- 
lion peopk in India. The present consumption of paper 

in India would be close to half a million tons, requiring 
considerable quantities of imported pulp and special 
craft papers. Here again the problem seems to be difficult 
13 view of the paucity of resources. It is known that both 
nylon and poly-vinyl alcohol have been experimented 
with as paper base material; with what degree of success 
remains to be seen. The development of cheaper petro- 
leum base stock as paper base material would be of 
tremendous importance to a country such as India 
where the limited forest resources even now continue 
to be depleted to support a growing mass of people on 
the land. 

As India is only entering the field of petrochemicals 
it can certainly profit by the experience of developed 
countries. The questions raised in this paper have a 
certain bearing on the present conditions in India even 
though they may appear rather abnormal or unique. 
As in other parts of the world in the context of petroleum 
refining needs, the requirements of petroleum feedstocks 
for petrochemical development would be very small 
— of the order of 2-5 per cent —and yet provide a 
substantial volume of raw materials. As India is expected 
to reach a refining capacity of over 35 million tons or 
so by 1975, it can look forward to the availability of 
considerable petrochemical feedstocks in the future for 
the solution of some of these problems. It is in these 
areas that purposeful policies and programmes must be 
laid down, now when petrochemical development on 
a large enough scale is under consideration for the first 
time in India. 
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ANNEX I 

Targets far 

Total 

• lulriKllcn 
mi 

im temi 

Polyethylene  M 

Poly-propyten*  NH 

• VC resins  ij (wwj 
Vinyl chloride for PVC retins . . 30 000 
Poly-styrene  jo'op,, 
Melhyl methacryhitc  N'j| 
Poly-acetates  Ni( 

Vinyl acetate (non-fibre) ....!!] g 000 
Poly-urethane  N'jj 
Exposy resins  Nj) 

"y
1
lon  2.000 

Polyester  Nj) 

Synthetic fibres 

*>*»>  3000 
Nylon tyre cord  N'ü 
Nylon filaments  Nj) 

P***««  4000 

Pory-acrykmhrile  3'jnn 
Miscellaneous (including PVC, uretharw 

•*•)  Nil 
Pory-vinyl alcohol  Nj) 

Poly-propylene  NU 

Synthetk rhstomers 

Total synthetic  Mfioo 
s—*  Mono 
Polybutadfem  £ a» 
*«»      : m 
Pory-isoprene  Ni, 
E-P/E-rVTiubken  N„ 
MiecaUaosous rubbers (nitiile, oaylatc, 

neoprene, urethsne etc.)  _ 

Other organic chemicals 

EthytaneOxio,  12000 

•ovacc: Indian Invcstmsm Nswtktur, August I»M. 

im-nrt 
Itn tamil 

120,000 
3.000 

110,000 
115,000 
45,000 
8,000 
6,000 

15,000 
10,000 
2,000 
2,000 
3,000 

28,000 
13,000 
15,000 
20,000 
20,000 

20,000 
10,000 
10,000 

120,000 
30,000* 
25,000 
30,000 
(?) 

35,000 

15,000 

Product 

Other organic chemicals (continued) 

Propylene Oxide  
Methanol  
Ethanol  
Isopropyl alcohol .... 
Butyl alcohol  
2-Elhyl hexanol  
Pthalic anhydride  
Phenol (excluding use for caprolactum). 
Chlorinated hydrocarbons (CCL, and 

trichloro-ethelencs. . 
Ethylene dieWoridc  
Maleic anhydride  
Aniline  
Detergent alkylate. ...... 
Formaldehyde  
Carbon black  
Dicyclo pentadienc  
Vinyl chloride (non PVC use). 
Poly-butelenee  
Acrylonitrile (non-fibre u«e)   . 
Mathyl Ethyl Ketone  
Dimethyl tcrephthalalc  
Toluene di-isocyanate  
Melaminv  

Others 

Ctnuily 
«I 

Prwmtcttam 
»ml 

conHrwttom 
¡963 

tl»   low) 

33,000 
295,000 
27,000 
16,000 
13,000 
12,600 
10,00c 

25,000 
9,500 
1,500 

20,000 
40,000 

700 

Acetone 7,000 
Styraae monomer       16\500 
Caprolactum (Ubre grade). 
Acryteoitrile 

Na**U»tene . . 
O-aodP-jtylene. 

Nil 
Nil 

106,000 
6,000 

15,000 
11,000 

Total 

' ****••» capacity should be created to obtain »„„ 
' Capacity target of up to 10,000 to ha -rtattHatml 

I97V-I97I 
It* tonti 

10,000 
60,000 

315,000 
28,000 
16,000 
13,000 
25,000 
10,000 

25,000 
9,500 
3,500 
9,000 

20,000 
77,000 
60,000 

1,200 
1,000 
6,000 
5,000 

10,000 
*>,00C 
10,000 
3,000 

22,000 
50,000 
30,000 
20,000 

174,000 
17,000 
17 A» 
42,000 

ofscast, toa Mai of StyMO 

m 
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Chapter /// 

lECENT TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY 

IN THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 





INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

The papers in this chapter do not purport to present 
a comprehensive summary of recent achievements in 
research and technology, but rather place emphasis 
only on such work which may have a direct or indirect 
bearing on petrochemical industrialization in developina 
countries. In this context advances in cryogenics were 
described, which enable the liquefaction ¿KinS 
and  prov.de  economical transportation  and storage. 
of ¡fJSf °r et. * T production- hi»h «verity cracking 
of naphtha feedstocks gives high yields with minimum 
h?UrriTI"   The. Pricc di«"erential of butane and 
of hl,ÍÍL5a

t
S rf UuedJn

L
a trend ,owards utilÍ2a'¡on of buta** feedstocks by dehydrogenation to butadiene 

Process for isoprene production based on (1) propylene 
dimenzation; (2) isobutylene in Cu refinery scarni 
and (3) acetylene and acetone show possible savings in 

X'SSand possibi,i,y of using incxpe5sive 

New trends of acetylene production are by partial 
oxidation processes. However, a new process based on 
E3f.   v   !emPcrat,urc decomposition oí hydrocarbon 
^dSS mr aü C,eCtrÍC Plasma * reactor ¡"acates possibilities for decreases in price of acetylene. 

,„?.**?' re?carch and development focus on multiple 
routes for obtaining a given product to take advantage 
of dînèrent raw materials and to allow flexibility in case 
of changes in process economics. Among the few major 
developments in petrochemical research which eithc have 
JÜÍLf/V0!? t0 be

I
comm«ei«li*<l are (1) new routes 

o phenol based on toluene rather than benzene, utilizing 
the oxidation to benzoic acid, followed by oxygenation 
using catalytic amounts of copper; (2) oxidative amination 
or pror,; lene to acrylonitrile and (3) new oxidation proces- 
ses for converting alkyl benzenes to aromatic acids such 
as the liquid phase air oxidation using acetic acid as the 

^Ä?    lman8an*Vr cobalt catolyst containing 
added bromide. Among the few major recent develop- 

er^ 0rf -n,í chemistry wh¡ch are now affecting 
petrochem,cal industry are (1, hydroboralion of olefins 
and other unsaturates for synthesis of terminal alcohol 
aldehydes, cyclopropane, etc., (2) the use of carbencs in 
insertion reactions and (3) the syntheses of new olefins and 
related compounds. 

Economies of lower capital investment or lower 
overhead costs are attributable to processes where 
traditional intermediates are circumvented and products 
are obtained m higher yields and purer grades, and also 
to such new or improved processes whereby new com- 
positions of products are obtained. 

Crude oil as a raw material for several chemical 
synthesis has given impetus to the development of the 
petrochemical  industry. 

nr?iüCc0f tîf,hJghn>htS 0f ,he Conference was the report 
of the Société de Pétroles BP that a considerable number 
of micro-organisms rich in proteins can grow upon and 
draw their carbon from the petroleum fractions. Further- 
more, laboratory studies on the bi ^««Miesi, of proteins 
from petroleum fractions have made it possible to lind 
culture conditions most favourable for the microbic 
species selected, which consume the normal paraffins 
present in certain fractions of petroleum. As a result a 
novel utilization of petroleum in the production of pro- 
teins was evolved. K 

The problem of development of petrochemical indus- 
tries m developing countries is related to the availability 
of the necessary trained manpower. UNESCO's activity 
in the training of technologists and technicians for the 
petrochemical industry is rather recent. Its plans for the 
petroleum institutes include, among other features post- 
graduate training of engineers and research laboratories 
where every new venture in technological progress can 
be independently investigated and possibly tried out under 
local conditions. 
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1. RECENT TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT IN THE PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRY OF IMPORTANCE TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

N. Beredjiek, Consultant, United Nation» Centre for Induit rial Development 

INTRODUCTION 

Before one sets out to deal with the recent trends in 
research and development in the petrochemical industry, 
it is perhaps useful to define one's frame of reference. 
Research has been defined as a studious inquiry, usually 
a critical and exhaustive investigation or experimentation, 
having for its aim the revision of accepted conclusions 
in the light of newly discovered facts. ' 

Whereas this definition may perhaps describe the 
methodology of research and development in some 
petrochemical industries, it is necessary to define these 
activities in a more practical manner and in terms of 
objectives. Research and development in the petroche- 
mical industry are conducted along two generally broad 
lines : discovery of new and improvement of existing 
petrochemical products and petrochemical processes. 
This division is only functional. Scientists and engineers 
develop in the laboratory new chemicals from petroleum 
and natural gas raw materials or develop new or improved 
methods of synthesizing chemicals hitherto available 
economically only from other sources (chemical product 
research). Experimental laboratory products are success- 
fully scaled up to large bench-scale, pilot plant and 
semi-works stages and finally to full plant manufacturing 
(petrochemical process development). Within these two 
general broad lines, one finds subcategories devoted to 
various specific needs which a particular concern may 
wish to emphasize. 

Rather than develop a comprehensive summary of 
recent research and development achievements, this 
paper will attempt to review only such work as in the 
opinion of the author bears directly or indirectly on any 
aspects of industrialization in developing countries. 
Consequently, many excellent research and development 
accomplishments will be treated only briefly and in so 
far as they have relevance to the above objective. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT ON RAW MATERIALS 

FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

Hydrocarbons constitute essentially all the feedstock 
for a refinery with other chemical compounds being 
present in crude oil only in much lesser amounts. Simi- 
larly, hydrocarbons provide most of the raw materials 
used by the petrochemical industry.   Figure I shows 

¿r££T'L1*m fAlÌ Dtetionary (O. and C. Merriam Co., SpnnjfleM, Ma«., USA, 1961). 

schematically the conversion of crude oil, an extractive 
mineral to various petroleum products and hence into 
processed petrochemicals. The list and variety of processed 
chemicals from petroleum sources is impressive, particu- 
larly so when one considers the limited number of initial 
raw materials required. 

Most of the chemicals listed are available from other 
sources besides petroleum. An inspection of table 1 
is therefore revealing; it indicates the extent to which 
petrochemistry has replaced coal tar distillation and 
materials of vegetable origin as a source for chemicals. 

TABLF  I.  PROCFSSen  CHEMICALS FROM PETROCHEMICAL SOURCES» 

Butadiene  
Acetylene  
Dodecylbenzene  
Polyethylene  
Polypropylene  
Synthetic rubber  
Phenol   
Ammonia  
Urea  
Formaldehyde (100 p. cent). 
Acetaldehyde  
Methanol  
Ethanol  
Ijo-propanol  
Butanol  
Ethylene oxide  
Ethylene glycol  
Propylene oxide  
Propylene glycol  
Glycerol  
Acrylonilrilt  
Acetic acid  
Acetic anhydride  
Acetone  
Methyl ethyl ketone .   .  .  . 
Dkhloromethane  
Carbon tetrachloride.... 
Fluorocarbons  
Chlorobenzene  
Nitrobenzene  

100 
25 
60 

100 
100 
80 
74 
96 
95 
96 
90 
99 
93 

100 
70 
96 
92 

100 
100 
50 

100 
91 
91 
•3 

10U 
100 
•5 

100 
60 
60 

HIL
0
^•^*' *"*«* Ttdmhtt MtUt», II; 10(1*62)- R Kaum 

Hydncvbon rroce^img mmi Ntnkum *«*W. 40; I«! <W6U* 
Ptrctntagt of «ach of UM HtMd procMttd clwnfclh *---* *.„_ 

pttroltwn or natural  gat,  im prow",q eMmM' t*o*mmi from 
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Petroleum produci* Processed chemicals 

Go« fraction* Liquefied 
petroleum 

go« A Gasolene 
fractions Dobecylbeniene 

Synthetic rubber 
Nitrobenzene 
Phenol 
Molale anhydride 
Chlor ob*;i»ne 

Crude 

ell 

Motor 
gasolene  ) 

Kerosene fraction« 
Kerosene 

ond 
jet fuels 

—.  

Gat oil fraction« 

—-^   Detergents 

Home 
heating 
oils 

Diesel oils 

 ^   Naphthalene 

Lubricating oil 
fraction« 

Lubricating                Emulsifying ag»,t, 
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Figure I. Crude oil to petroleum producís and processed chemicals » 

Basically, the petrochemical industry depends heavily 
on paraffins, naphtettes and aromatica found in crude 
oil and on the olefins, acetylenes or aromatics derived 
therefrom. 

PARAFFINS 

The principle outlets for the light paraffins in petroleum 
is in the manufacture of olefins. Typically, ethylene is 
produced by the dehydrogenation of ethane, or by the 
cracking of propane or butane. Metane, the first member 
of the paraffin family, is utilized principally in two 
processes : the controlled oxidation at high temperature 
with rapid quench to produce acetylene which is later 
converted to vinyl chloride, acrylonitrile and a number 
of other organic chemicals, and steam reforming or 
partial oxidation to produce mixtures of carbon monoxide 
and hydrogen which can either be used as such, or again 
be reacted with steam to convert the carbon monoxide 
to carbon dioxide. The latter can then be extracted, leav- 
ing hydrogen for ammonia synthesis or any of a large 
variety of hydrogénation processes. 

The direct use of the carbon monoxide-hydrogen 
mixture (synthesis gat) is an important and versatile 
!*««• in the itttrochcmical industry. Its utilization 
includes themanufacture of methanol; manufacture of 
otefina, alcohols, aldehydes, ketone«, etc., by a modified 
version of the Fischer-Tropsch reaction; and the manu- 
facture of higher aldehydes and alcohols by the oxo 
procesa. 

It is worthwhile in this place to emphasize some of the 
advantageous features of the Sachsse or BASF process 
utilizing methane from natural gas for the production 
of acetylene. The process is based on controlled oxidation 
with a deficiency of the oxidising medium to prevent the 
oxidation from proceeding to completion. This provides 
the energy for the main reaction. The over-all reaction is 
as follows : 

CH4 + 1* O, -> CO + 2H.0   (Equation I) 
2CH4 s C,Ht + 3H,     (Equation   II) 

The reaction temperature is approximately 1,500*C 
and the products are immediately quenched to 35*C by 
either water injection or the use of methylpyrrolidone. 
The advantageous feature of this process is that the by- 
product gas contains a substantial proportion of hydrogen 
and carbon monoxide. These gases, together with nitrogen 
from an air separation unit, form a suitable basis for 
ammonia production. This opens the prospects for 
project integration in a petrochemical complex, i.e., 
acetylene, synthesis gas, oxo and Fischer-Tropsch reaction 
products, ammonia and fertilizer production. A more 
recent process improvement in this field employs redesign- 
ed versions of the mechanical equipment (burner and 
quench assembly) and uses, as selective solvent, liquid 
ammonia. This version of the process has attracted 
attention because it can be adaptad to the simultaneous 
production of acetylene and ethylene which  offers 
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economic advantages. It also allows for the use of heavier 
naphta fractions as feedstock. 

Before leaving the subject of paraffins, one ought to 
mention the recent renewed interest in paraffin waxes. 
This interest has been stimulated by the need for cheap 
and convenient sources for long chain primary alcohols 
for bio-degradable detergents. Thus, in the United States 
and Western Europe, much industrial research has been 
done in recent years to develop new processes for cracking 
paraffinic waxes to terminal olefins and the conversion 
of the latter to primary alcohols. The Standard Oil 
Company of California and the British Petroleum Compa- 
ny are known to utilize cracking of slack-wax to produce 
terminal olefins in the C.6 to C.I8 range. The Shell 
Chemical Company has been using steam cracking of 
raffinate from furfural extracted cycle oils to obtain such 
olefins. The British Petroleum Company, Huels and 
Henkel in The Federal Republic of Germany, and the 
Standard Oil Company of California, have processes in 
various stages of research and development for converting 
such terminal olefins into primary alcohols. A potentially 
interesting development in this field is the reaction of 
terminal olefins with diborane to prepare trialkylboranes. 
In the presence of hydrogen peroxide in an alkaline 
medium or by refluxing under oxygen the trialkviboranes 
are converted into primary alcohols." 

It is at this place opportune to mention urea-dewaxing 
and its application to the manufacture of pure normal 
paraffins. The dewaxing process which is at present 
generally used in the industry is based on the removal of 
paraffins by crystallization, and separation of these 
paraffins in the temperature range of the desired pour- 
point for the oil. This method is effected by low tempera- 
ture solvent treatment and its operation is independent of 
the structure and distribution of various paraffinic 
compounds. It has been known, however, that urea forms 
crystalline adducts with many linear aliphatic com- 
pounds.» This phenomenon hes given rise to numerous 
scientific investigations in the United States and western 
Europe. There are several hundred patents and publica- 
tions in this area and two technological processes used in 
industry.4 

Dewaxing with urea is competitive with separation by 
crystallization only when particularly low temperatures 
jr-zO-C) have to be used in order to effect crystallization. 
The application of urea and the formation of the afore- 
mentioned complexes is excellently suitable, however 
for the separation and preparation of pure normal paraf- 
fini, if the low pour-point oil fraction» so obtained can 
also be utilized. Under these conditions, the process has 
economic merits.' 

NATURAL GAS 

The lower hydrocarbons constitute the principal 
components of natural gas. Natural gas as a raw material 
for the petrochemical industry and its importance to 
developing countries is the subject of separate papers to 
this Conference. It is important, however, to mention 
briefly in this place a recent technological discovery, the 
liquefaction of natural gas. which will be of considerable 
importance to developing countries. This development 
has added inter-continental mobility to the characteristics 
of an already popular fuel and raw material, providing 
a new link between the fuel-surplus and fuel-short areas 
of the world. It has become possible through advances in 
cryogenics and through the development of corrosion- 
proof materials to establish economic procedures for 
liquefaction, transportation, storage and regassification 
of natural g;«s. Liquefaction is achieved by reducing the 
temperature of natural gas to 259'F, its boiling point 
at atmospheric pressure. At this temperature the lique- 
fied material can be stored at atmospheric pressure in a 
space only a fraction ( 1/613) of the volume of the corres- 
ponding quantity of gas. However, the storage container 
must be heavily insulated so that these low temperatures 
can be maintained continuously. 

The significance of this development can only be apprais 
ed il one bears in mind the vast amounts of natural gas 
which are commonly flared in oil-producing areas. It 
has been estimated that 2.2 trillion cubic feet of gas 
have been flared in Saudi Arabia since oil production 
was initiated, which represents, for example, more than 
the total proved reserves in Alaska. Vast amounts of gas 
are flared in Venezuela and the Middle East alone 
(3,700 mmcfd). All indications point to the tremendous 
significance of this technological development. For 
instance, initial shipments of liquefied natural gas to the 
United Kingdom in 1964 were estimated at 100 mmcfd. 
A similar amount for 1965 to the United Kingdom will 
be followed by 50 mmcfd to France and 30-50 mmcfd to 
Japan. It is projected that by 1965 ocean transport of 
liquefied natural gas could range from 1,500 mmcfd to 
2^400 mmcfd, with western Europe the largest market. 
These developments have become possible by significant 
breakthroughs in such areas as cost reduction, improve- 
ment and development of new equipment and techniques 
for liquification, tanker design, development of insulation 
materials, and production of storage container materials 
which do not become brittle at low temperatures. Econo- 
mic data and cost detail on ocean transportation of 
liquefied hydrocarbons will be given in a separate paner 
to this Conference.» 
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OLBFINS 

Olefins are an extremely versatile source for producing 
petrochemicals. Of these, ethylene is the olefin of major 
importance today. Quantities of ethylene consumed by 
the petrochemical industry in the United States are 
shown in figure II. The availability of ethylene on a 
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large scale and at economic costs has led to the develop- 
ment of a number of major petrochemicals. The utiliza- 
tion of ethylene in the petrochemical industry in the 
United States is shown graphically in ligure 111, together 
with the projected growth curves of the various petro- 
chemicals concerned. To meet the rising demand for 
CtJliVlene' producers in the United States are planning to 
add about one-third more capacity by 1970. Demand 
growth has been in the neighbourhood of 1,700 million 
pounds (11 0„ for 1963). This has exceeded the expansion 
in capacity and while it has not overtaxed the existing 
plants in the United States, it has been responsible for 
keeping production at more than 80 °/0 of capacity The 
present capacity in the United States is estimated at 
about 8.7 billion pounds per year and is projected to reach 
a level of 12 billion pounds per year by 1970. This boost 
incapacity for producing ethylene is based on the increas- 
ed demand for petrochemical products based on ethylene 
These, to mention but a few, are : ethylene-propylene 
rubber,  linear longchain  alcohols, ethylene replacing 
acetylene in the manufacture of chlorinated solvents and 
vinyl-acetate and, last but not least, the growing demand 
for polyethylene. It appears likely that in the future, 
ethylene will supplant the higher priced acetylene as a raw 
malteria! for a variety of products. Imperial Chemical 
industries in England is now building a 40,000 tons per 
year vinyl acetate plant which will be based on ethylene. 
Shell and other companies have patent coverage in this 
area also. In addition, the process technology for the 
ethylene route to vinyl chloride has improved in recent 
years. This signifies an expansion in the demand of ethy- 
lene dichloride. Monsanto and B. F. Goodrich Companies 
in the United States have installed expanded units for 
oxichlorination to produce this material. These markets 
will spur ethylene growth; polyethylene, however, is 
providing most of the expansion impetus as can be seen 
from figure III. In 1963,2.4 billion pounds of ethylene went 
into production of polyethylene and it is estimated that 
in 1964 this will rise to 2.8 billion pounds in the United 
States alone. Five-year prospects for both high and low 
density polyethylene indicate an average growth rate of 
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not less than ten percent per annum to 1970. Further 
impetus in the growth of the ethylene demand will come 
from ethylene-oxide and styrene, as evident from figure III. 

A recent development in ethylene manufacture hat 
been the utilization of underground storage facilities. 
This provides a means for surge capacity to ensure that 
upsets in operation, in either an ethylene-consuming plant 
or the producing plant, can be absorbed without affecting 
the operation of the remainder of the system.' 

The most important advance in ethylene manufacture 
with regard to developing countries is the use of high sever- 
ity cracking of naphtha feed stocks. This will be described 
concisely.« In the United States most producers manufac- 
ture ethylene by ethane and propane cracking. Conse- 
quently, most United States ethylene producers are not 
concerned with the new process for high severity naphtha 
cracking. However, naphtha it the raw material for IS % 
of the ethylene produced outside of the United States. 
Naphtha feedstocks have the tendency to coke if cracked 
at severely as ethane and propane. Consequently most 
ethylene plants utilizing conventional naphtha cracking 
are limited to 20-23 % ethylene yields, at evident in 
figure IV, and produce simultaneously considerable 
quantities of propylene and four carbon by-products. 
The new high severity processes for cracking naphtha 
feedstocks yield more than 30% ethylene. It is thus 
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apparent that high severity naphtha cracking is the impor- 
tant innovation in ethylene manufacture to come for 
some time — an innovation which is likely i>> become 
the standard in the next generation of ethylene plants 
to be built outside the United States. The economic 
reasons for this merit further elaboration. Suffice it to 
say that high severity cracking reduces the overall capital 
investment. It has the added advantage of converting 
by-products like propylene and butylène into more 
ethylene. The key to the new process, however, is the elimi- 
nation of coke formation when cracking naphtha. Most 
important in this respect is the time-temperature rela- 
tionships involved in the cracking reaction. For this 
purpose, the new process uses a radically new design in 
the high severity cracking furnace. It allows careful 
control also of such factors as the endothermic heat of 
reaction during cracking, the heat-input intensity and the 
mass velocity or residence time of the master feedstock in 
the furnace. Details of the technical design are described 
in U.S. Patents 2.525,276, 2,904,502 and 2,914,386. 
awarded to the Hercules Powder Company. The pr»>cess 
has been installed commercially by the Stone and Webster 
Engineering Corporation for the Daikyowa Petrochemical 
Company. Ltd. in Japan.' 

A simplified design of the pyrolysis furnace is given 
in figure V. A mixture of feed naphtha and primary 
steam is fed through an injection tube that extends 
7 1/2 feet down into a vertical 30 foot long furnace tube. 
Secondary steam is fed into the furnace tube around the 
injection tube so that a sheering effect is achieved of the 
spray at the injection end. Some 2.75 feet below the 
spray is a main core which extends up from the bottom of 
the furnace. Additional secondary steam flowing up from 
this core meets the atomized naphtha and forces it into 
the annular space between the core and the inside of the 
main tube, where the naphtha is quickly heated and 
cracked. Finally, at the bottom of the furnace, the 
reaction mixture is quenched with water or oil. Further 
details are given in US Patent 2,638,879 to the Selas 
Corporation. It is estimated in trade circles that the 
high severity cracking furnaces are more expensive than 
conventional furnaces for naphtha feedstock. In addition, 
the quick quench needed with high severity cracking 
adds to the cost of the furnace effluent-handling equip- 
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ment. However, both these costs are offset by the reduced 
distillation costs that result from the reduced propylene, 
propane, butylène and butane by-products that would 
have to be separated either for outside consumption or 
for recycle. Thus, the cost of the furnace is only 10-12 
per cent of the total cost of an ethylene plant, white the 
total installed cost of the entire cracking and quench 
section of the ethylene plant is only some 23 per cent of the 
total investment. An interesting feature of high severity 
cracking is the fact that lighter by-products will thereby 
disappear. However, benzene does not crack even under 
severe conditions. It may thus be possible that high 
severity cracking for ethylene can eventually compete 
with reforming as a source for aromatics." 

Another development  in  the ethylene field  which 
should be of importance to developing countries is the 
utilization of ethylene in the manufacture of straight-chain 
alcohols. This allows for integration of petrochemical 
projects based on ethylene. Long-chain even  number 
alcohols are of importance in the detergent and particu- 
larly in the manufacture of biodegradable detergents, in 
various heavy duty synthetic detergents and also as 
plasticizers in thermo-plastics. The process is based on 
the addition of ethylene to aluminium alkyls to form 
higher aluminium alkyls which ar oxidized to aluminium- 
oxides and hydrolysed to the corresponding long-chain 
alcohols. Atomized powdered aluminium is first activated 
by grinding in a ball mill and a suitable solvent. The 
activated slurry is then hydrogenated with dry 90 percent 
hydrogen under pressure.  During the hydrogénation 
step, recycle aluminium triethyl is added from the ethyla- 
tion step. The Ant product is di-ethyl aluminium hydrite 
which, when contacted with ethylene under pressure, 
yields aluminium triethyl. Aluminium triethyl is then 
reacted with ethylene under pressure to produce higher 
molecular weight alkyb. The growth reaction follows a 
Poisson distribution giving a spectrum of alkyls from 
C, to C„. The resulting alwninmai alkyls an oxidised 
with air, to the component «*•«*•. Small amounts 
ofjy-product esser», etilen, adds and aldehydes an 
formed in this step. The aluminium alkoxides so produced 
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are hydrolysed with lulphuric acid to yield alcohols and 
a high purity alum solution. The reiidual sulphuric acid 
i* neutralized with dilute sodium hydroxide after which 
the alcohols are washed with hot water to remove sodium 
sulphate. The crude alcohols are then fractionated into 
individual fractions or two component blends. The 
higher melecular weight alcohols are distilled under 
vacuum conditions. The process was developed by the 
Continental Oil Company in the United States. The 
fundamenta! chemical research was done by Professor 
K. Ziegler in the Federal Republic of Germany. The 
original plant built by the company in Lake Charles 
Louisiana, had a capacity of 50 million pounds per year 
and has been recently expanded to 100 million pounds 
per year. In addition, the Ethyl Corporation in the 
United States is in the process of building a unit with an 
estimated capacity of 50 million pounds per year and 
in the Federal Republic of Germany the Condea Petro- 
chemie Gesellschaft m.b.h. is constructing a plant with 
100 million pound per year capacity." 

Another important new process utilizes ethylene for 
direct oxidai ion to acetaldehyde (Wacker Chemie process). 
The major current commercial processes for acetaldehyde 
ar based on oxidation of cthylalcohol. The oxidation of 
ethylene directly to acetaldehyde appears to represent a 
definite economic advantage. The process is carried out 
by the aid of a palladium chloride catalyst. It is a one- 
stag* liquid phase operation. All conventional processes to 
acetaldehyde involve either an indirect route from ethylene 
via ethylakrohol, as already mentioned, or the use of 
acetylene which is inherently a more expensive raw 
material. There is an obvious potential economic advan- 
tage in the direct high yield manufacture of acetaldehyde 
from ethylene. The details of the Wacker Chemie Process 
are given in another paper at this Conference. Suffice it 
to say that the process has encountered commercial 
success and is in operation in the United States by the 
Celanese Corporation, in Canada by Shawinigan Chemi- 
eali Company, in Japan by Mitsui Petrochemical. 
Mitsubishi Chemical and others, and in the process of 
completion in Mexico by Petróleos Mexicanos. 

A recent development which would be of interest to 
developing countries in connexion with petrochemical 
project integration is the development of a process for 
the mam-facture of vinyl acetate directly from ethylene 
by the imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. in England." 
The conventional routes to vinyl acetate are based on 
either acethyiene and acetic acid, or on acetaldehyde 
and acetic acid. This is another instance of the upgrading 
of a primary petrochemical raw material, circumventing 
intermediate steps and intermediate products. 

PKOFVLENI 

UntU a taw years ago propyl*.-« as a petrochemical 
raw malarial found ito major use in the maaufacture of 
itoyvepyl-alcúeul, in the production of propylene »rimer 
and letramer for detergent use, for the production « 
synthetic glycerine, and for eumene for phenol manu- 

facture Amounts required were about 2 billion pounds 
per year and were easily available as by-products from 
normal refinery or ethylene producing operations. This 
situation has drastically changed with the advent of the 
new isotactic polypropylene material. Polypropylene 
will be discussed in further detail in other papers contri- 
buted to this Conference. Suffice it to say in this place that 
the large acceptance of polypropylene has created a strong 
demand for propylene of high purity. The C3 stream from 
normal cracking operation, which contains between 
50-70 "0 propylene, is not sufficiently pure for polymeri- 
zation purposes. Thus, increasing research efforts have 
been going on in the petrochemical industry, in indus- 
trialized countries, towards the development of selective 
propylene producing processe!. One such process is the 
dehydrogenation, by catalytic means, of propane." 

The Cs fractions from a mixed gas stream is isolated in 
a relatively simple sequence of processes. It is further 
upgraded, while containing frequently a substantial 
proportion of propane. As such, it is a suitable feedstock 
for most chemical conversion processes. Isopropyl- 
alcohol is one of the major chemicals produced from 
propylene by the indirect hydration reaction using 
sulphuric acid. This technology is well established and 
will not be described in any detail. A more recent process 
for the production of isopropyl-alcohol utilizes a direct 
hydration route. Propylene and water are pre-heated and 
then reacted under a pressure of 200 atmosphere; over a 
solid acidic catalyst. The catalyst contains tungstic 
oxide in conjunction with zinc oxide. The operating 
temperature is 200-240^. The reaction proceeds partly 
in the liquid and partly in the vapour phase. A 12-15 % 
aqueous solution of isopropyl-alcohol is produced. The 
conditions of operation in practice require a compromise: 
a high temperature and pressure assist in maintaining 
a high conversion to alcohol; however, under these 
conditions an undesirable amount of polymer is formed 
and therefore a careful regulation of temperature, pressure 
and water to propylene ratio is necessary. 

A recent development of potential significance to 
developing countries is the commercial application of an 
oxidation process to isopropyl-alcohol whereby hydrogen 
peroxide is manufactured. This process can compete 
successfully with the alternative processes based on inor- 
ganic or organic raw materials. Isopropyl-alcohol is 
oxidised with pure oxygen in the liquid phase at 90-140°C 
and a pressure of 3-4 atmospheres. The reaction mixture 
is diluted with water and distilled to remove acetone and 
unreacted isopropyl-alcohol. The hydrogen peroxide 
is recovered as a 6-10% aqueous solution contaminated 
with organic impurities. 

Hydrogen peroxide so produced can be utilized in a 
novel process for the preparation of glycerine from propy- 
lene. The convent onal process for the manufacture of 
synthetic glycerine uses the hot chiorination procedure for 
propylene, to five ally! chloride. This is reacted with 
nypocakmx'* acid to give dichlorohydrin. The dichlo- 
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ronydrin is converted with lime to epichlorohydnn and 
the latter is hydrolized with sodium hydroxide to glyce- 
nce. (See equations III, IV and V.) This technology is 
wellesttblished and will not be elaborated here. The more 
recent commercial process for synthetic glycerine has an 
economic advantage in that it eliminates the use of 
chlorine which is only wasted as unwanted calcium and 
sodium chloride in the final stages of the process. This 
process is based on the oxidation of propylene to acrolein 

in the presence of solid copper oxide catalyst. The reaction 
is carried out in the presence of steam and at a temperature 
of 300-400°C. The resulting acrolein is reduced to alivi 
alcohol by an excess of isopropyl-alcohol in the présence 
of a catalytic mixture of magnesium and zinc oxide. 
The resulting product is treated with hydrogen peroxide 
in the presence of tungstic oxide catalyst. By this means 
the ally! alcohol is hydroxilated to give glycerine. (See 
equations VI and VII.) 

CH3 -CH-CH,   CI, -. CH,   CH -CH.CI   HCl 
Propylene Ally I chloride 

CrC-CH-CHjCt 

EpfcMorohydrin 

CKOH), 
| ' HOCI 

CH,(OH)^CH<CI> ~CH,CI 
Dtchlorohydrin 

(Equation III) 

(Equation IV) 

NaOH 

CH.OH -CHOH -CH.OH 
Glycerine 

+ H,0, 

CH.-CH-CH.OH      i-rMOH) 

ANyl alcohol 
CH.-CH-CHO 

Acrolein 
t   fO, 

CH.-CH  -CH, 
Propylene 

Flaws VI. Propyl** to glyenlm 

(Equation V) 

(Equation VI) 

(Equation VIT) 

Adwetepuig country building a petrochemical 
complex which would produce amongst others, propylene 
has an attractive route of utilizing some of its production 
m the manufacture of isopropyl-alcohol, acetone, glyce- 
rine and hydrogen peroxide in an integrated project. 
Such a petrochemical complex has industrial rimifi- 
cations extending beyond the production of the four main 
product! mentioned. Acrolein, allyl alcohol, in addition 
to hydrogen peroxide, isopropyl-alcohol and acetone 
are all industrial producta with substantial fields of their 

One of the significant achievements of petrochemistry 
111 th* »* *c«de has been the utilization of propylene to 
prepare eumene and from it phenol. Phenol by the eumene 
route appears io have almost completely displaced the 
standard processes of sulphonation of benzene and 
caustic fusion, chlorinatJon of benzene and hydrolysis 
Si y^*"" c*rboiM't> "* ,B« chlorination followed by 
_i!_ yy1"1 Me*m »ydrolysis. In the eumene to 
rAenol rowe, bensme it alkylated with propylene either 
in the liquid or vapour phase. The most common process 
is vapour paese and mea a supported phosphoric acid 
catalyst. Tie eumene is oxidised in the pretence of a 
mm «odium carbonate aohitJon to 35-30 per cant eumene 
«ydroperoxide. The latter it now reacted with a duuta       j _ ^  
«riphurk solution at •tmo^mkoTJ^iy u¡¡m   MJXS'ÜV 
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pressure to give phenol and acetone and tome small 
amount of by-products. It appears likely, however, that 
propylene will encounter strong competition for this 
outlet as two new processes for phenol have been devel- 
oped." One oxidises benzene with air to produce phenol 
and the other one uses toluene in a similar manner. 
These recent developments should be weighed carefully 
by authorities in developing countries if and when estab- 
lishing plants for the preparation of phenol. 

•utylenes, amylenes and other higher olefins have been 
reviewed recently with regard to methods of production, 
patterns of utilization, and their suitability at raw 
rials for the potrochemical industry." 

DIOLEFINS 
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The two most important petrochemicals m 
gory are butadiene and isoprene, because of 
zatton in the production of synthetic 
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rubber was first developed during World War II. At that 
time, in view of its urgent requirement, butadiene was 
produced from ethyl alcohol. This process has since been 
abandoned   in   industrialized  countries  as  unable   to 
compete with others on an economic basis. The dehydro- 
genation «I normal butènes, also developed late during 
World War II. replaced the fo.me.  process as a source 
of butadiene. Sine« 1955 approximately a 100 per cent 
expansion   has   occurred   in   production   facilities   for 
petroleum-derived butadiene in the United States  The 
total capacity has risen to 1.2 million tons per year. The 
dehydrogenation   of normal   butène   continues as  the 
source of about 55 percent of the butadiene produced 
primarily because of the large capacity installed during' 
the War. Most of the new butadiene plants, however 
have been  based on the dehydrogenation of normal 
butane. The principal reason for this trend has been the 
price differential of butane and butène feeds. One of the 
advanced processes for dehydrogenation of butanes to 
butadiene is the Houdry Dehydrogenation Process. The 
principal feature of the process is the utilization of a 
chromia-alumina catalyst of high selectivity and lone 
catalyst life. The high yields of butadiene are based on 
the balancing of the endothermic heat of dehydrogenation 
with the exothermic heat of combustion of catalyst coke 
and taking advantage of the principle of heat storage in a 
fixed bed of catalyst and inert particles. The details of 
this process are th* subject of a separate paper and there- 
fore will not be discussed further." 

Isoprene 

Interest in isoprene has been greatly stimulated by the 
recent development of all "eis" polyisoprene rubber on 
a commercial scale. The existing production facilities 
for isoprene arc based on the dehydrogenation of C 5 
olefin», present in cracked gasolene fractions, in plants 
constructed primarily for the manufacture of butadiene 
rrom butènes. Where it is necessary to consider develop- 
mg new production of isoprene in the absence of any 
existing facilities, several new processes are worth con- 
sidering by developing countries: 

The Goodvear-Scientific Design process for preparation 
of isoprene from propylene consists of three steps: pro- 
pylene dimerization, isomerization, and pyrolysis. Dime- 
ruauon of propylene is «fleeted by paseing it over an 
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acid-type catalyst. The 2-methyl pentenc-l first formed is 
isomerized to 2-methyl pentenc-2 which is pyrolyzed to 
give isoprene and methane. An important aspect of the 
Goodyear-Sc.entihc Design Process is the opportunities 
for investors with limited capital to build and operate 
monomer-polymer plants of much smaller size than has 
traditionally been practical with other synthetic rubber 
processes.   Butadiene-polybutadiene plants  arc  seldom 
economical below a capacity of 50,000 ton« per year 
isoprene-polyisoprenc can be produced profitably, it is 

, !L   <n^e invcnt<,rs- we" «»low half this size. Even 
at the 50,000 ton per year capacity the investment for a 
butad.ene-polybutadiene complex is claimed to be 20 per 
cent higher than that of a comparably sized isoprenr- 
polyisoprene complex using the aforementioned process 
tor isoprene manufacture.» (See equations VIII and IX ) 

Another isoprene process which has attracted consider- 
able attention, and may be of interest in areas where the 
raw material is abundantly available, has been developed 
by the French Petroleum Institute. Isoprene is produced 
in  his process from isobutylene and formaldehyde The 
process is based on the reaction of C4 refinery streams 
containing 10-20 per cent isobutylene, with formaldehyde 
I he condensation reaction produces a dioxanc derivative 
which is decomposed to isoprene, formaldehyde, one of 
the initial materials which can be recycled, and water 
The isoprene so obtained is of very high purity and thus 
the   necessity   for  capital   investment   in   purification 
and fractionation equipment is reduced.» (See equa- 
tion X). ^ 

Certain developments make it worthwhile to consider 
the process for isoprene developed by Società Nationale 
Metandotti (SNAM) in Italy, ftis process is basedTon 

bïtyn^UMBÎ   ^^ "^ "^^ '° ßive ""W 
The latter is selectively hydrogenated to methyl- 

butenol (MBE) and then dehydrated to give isoprene 
(See equations XI-XIII). The raw materials used, acetone 
acetylene, are becoming cheaper and more abundantly 
available. One reason is the widespread adoption of 
the process for production of phenol from eumene 
winch gives as a by-product acetone. Another reason is 
the development of the new process for direct oxidation 
or propylene to acetone. In addition new and advanced 
techniques are expected to reduce the price of acetylene 
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Figure IX.  Itoprene from acetylene 

in industrialized countries to less than 5 cents per pound;» 
Another advantage claimed for this process is the mild ope- 
rating conditions in all three stages. This affects the capi- 
tal investment as the necessary plant can be constructed 
from ordinary carbon steel. The simple purification 
technique required to render the product isoprene in 
a high grade of purity is also an advantage. 

Before leaving the subject of diolefins, it is worth- 
while mentioning some processes using the latter as 
raw materials. These may be deemed important to 
developing countries where a petrochemical complex is 
built for the production of dienes for synthetic rubber. 
Any surplus amounts of the dienes could be utilized 
to produce a spectrum of chemical products. A process 
which has become of commercial importance recently 
utilizes the ihlorination of butadiene to give 1,4-dichloro- 
2-butylene. The reaction produces a mixture of both the 
1,4 and the 1,2 isomers. The latter is, however, separated 
and recycled to the reaction mixture to suppress forma- 
tion of additional amounts of the 1,2 isomer. The reaction 
products are treated with sodium cyanide in the presence 
« * cuprous salt. The 1,4-dicyano butylène produced 
is hydrogenated in succession to adiponitrile and hexa- 
methylene diamine. Hexamethvlene diamine is important 
ia the production of Nylon 6o. 

Another process which is operated on a more limited 
commercial scale is the treatment of butadiene with 
sulphur dioxide under conditions of high temperature 
•adI pressure. This reaction produce« a suiphone which, 
oa hydrogénation, yields tetramsthykae sulpbons known 
cwmmeraatly as suipholane. SulphoUae is a product of 

considerable promise as a selective solvent for extractive 
distillation and solvent extraction processes. It has a 
very high selectivity as a solvent for aromatics. 

AttTYLENtS 

Acetylene competes with ethylene as a raw material in 
many of its petrochemical applications. Usually the che- 
mistry involved  with  acetylene is less complex but 
the lower cost of ethylene as a raw material is a compen- 
satory factor. This subject is dealt with in detail in 
Professor Othmer's paper. » The most common route 
to acetylene is via calcium carbide and thus indirectly 
from coal. Until recently, the production of acetylene 
from natural gas was economical only when no coal or 
abundant power  were   available.  This  situation has 
changed with the development of partial oxidation of 
methane for the preparation of acetylene. The Sachse 
Process and S.B.A. - Kellog Process have been described 
previously. Another recent significant process utilizing 
methane from natural gas is known as the Wulff Process. 
The feedstock is introduced in pairs of furnaces containing 
refractory tiles. Each furnace operates on a four-stage 
cycle in which the tiles are first heated and then used 
to supply beat for pyrolysis, thus making the operation 
continuous. The partial pressure of the hydrocarbon 
is reduced by steam dilution and the feedstock is introduced 
in the furnace at about 0.5 atmospheres pressure. A 
peak temperature of about 1,300-Cis reached and main- 
tained for 3/100 of a second. Thereafter the pyrorysed 
gas is quenched with water sprays and the acetylene 
recovered with dimethylformamide. 
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An acetylene process has been announced  recently 
that may produce acetylene for less than 5 cents per 
pound. It is based on an electric arc plasma system. 
The essential feature of the new process is a plasma iet 
reactor which is capable of reaching 50,000°F. A number 
of advantageous features are claimed for the process 
rhe reactor is a highly efficient and inexpensive unit 
it has no carbon loss and requires no oxygen. It operates 
at pressures close to atmospheric. This eliminates the 
need for any vacuum pumping equipment and related 
problems of seals, maintenance, capital costs and addi- 
tional power requirements. A further advantage is that 
the purification of the acetylene is simple. Raw gases 
contain no water or carbon oxide and only  minute 
amounts of solid carbon. Any hydrocarbon feedstocks 
from methane through the naphthas and even powdered 
coal or charcoal can be used. Efficiency improves, it 
» claimed, as molecular weight of the feedstock increases, 
ine ratio of ethylene to acetylene in the product gases 
may be varied from 0.1 to 1.0 and even higher  An 
engineering study conducted by the owner of the process 
M.H.D. Research Incorporated, United States) indicates 

that acetylene so produced will cost about 5 cents per 
pound. This cost figure does not include credit for ethylene 
or hydrogen by-products which would lower this cost 

ÎU
aVrZ^rther- V* process is now **'"« test«d out in a ¿,uuu,000 pound per year pilot plant.,e 

It is estimated that about 30 per cent of the acetylene 
used for chemicals in the United States comes from hydro- 
carbons, principally from natural gas. The major end 
products based on acetylene are: neoprene rubber, 
viny chloride, chlorinated solvents, vinyl acetate and 
aery omtnk. Until I960, about 86 per cent of the acrylo- 
nitnle produced in the United States was based on acety- 
iene. With the recent advent of a process for production 
of acrylonitnie from propylene and ammonia, it is 
anticipated that this outlet for acetylene will be diminish- 
ing in the long run. For developing countries, the Sohio 
iToceii for manufacture of acrilonitrile, based on propy- 
tene and ammonia should be of particular significance. 
It will be described in brief in a later section of this 
paper. 

Substituted acetylenes such as methyl, ethyl and vinyl 
acetylene, may soon become important petrochemical 
raw materials. At preaent, only monoviny! acetylene is 
used commercially as an intermediate in the production 
of chloroprene for neoprene rubber. 

lactam. The latter is prepared from cyclohcxane via 
cyclohexanone and cyclohexanone oxime. Details of 
hese processes are given >n the paper on nylon.» More 

than 90 per cent of the cyclohexane used in the United 
States is consumed in the production of Nylon 6 and 66 
I he remainder is utilised in solvent manufacture The' 
most common method of manufacture is by fractional 
distillation from natural gasolene. Some amounts are 
also prepared in the catalytic reforming of methyl 
cyclopentene or by the hydrogénation of benzene. 

AROMATIC: COMPOUNDS 

NAPHTHENES 

Naphthenes it the common name for a number of 
hydrc-aromatic, cyclic compounds present in crude oil. 
uritime, cyclobexanc is the most important material 
usedcommercially. It is utilized for the production of 
•dtjNc md, a component in the manufacture of Nylon 66 
ÎÏZSÏI "V" iatern"<»«te '» t»e production of hexa- 
, 3S? *******> »a* <**« constituent of Nylon 66. 
I« addition, cyclohexane has gained import««* with 
the rapid acceptance of Nylon 6, which is based on capro- 

Aromatic hydrocarbons arc raw materials of major im- 
portance in the petrochemical industry. Their availability 
via petroleum processing has been obvious for an extended 
period  of time.  However,  only  fairly  recently have 
supp.es of major aromatic compounds become econo- 
mically available from petroleum sources. As late as 
1949, essentially all benzene for the chemical industry 
in the United States was supplied from coal tar The 
hrst processing step for the manufacture of aromatics 
from petroleum is the distillation of crude oil and the 
separation of straight run gasolenes and other fractions 
Recovery is impracticable immediately after this sten' 
as the concentration of naturally occurring aromatics 
s too low. Straight run gasolene is then subjected to 

the reforming process. This is a combination of three 
reactions : dehydrogenation or aromatization, cyclisation 
and  isomenzation   or  dealkylation.   The  aromaticity 
of straight run gasolenes varies from less than 5 ner 
cent to about 20 per cent, depending upon the nature 
of the crude oil and the location from which it was 
derived After reforming, the aromatic content is raised 
to 40-60 per cent. This enables the separation of the 
aromatics and their utilization for chemicals. 

The use of distillation for the purpose of separation 
or individual aromatics is not satisfactory because of 
the closeness of boiling points and the problem of azeo- 
rope formation. The separation of the aromatic from 

the straight run gasolene is done in practice by solvent 
ex raction. Two processes are most prevalent: one uses 
sulphur diox.de and the other uses aqueous ethylene 
glycol (Udex Process). Generally speaking, sulphur 
dioxide extraction is used mainly for the preparation 
of heavier aromatics. High purity benzene (nitration 
grade) cannot be produced by sulphur dioxide extraction. 
G ycol extraction, on the other hand, has proven very 
saüsfactory for the separation of high purity benzene, 
toluene and xylenes. After the extraction, the mixture 
or aromatics is passed to a contact clay treater and 
then to a distillation train whete benzene, toluene and 
xylenes are recovered in separate columns. 

A recent development takes a C, concentrate from 
catalytic reforming and Udex extraction containing 
between 25 per cent and 30 per cent of ethyl benzene 
and subjects it to a very close fractionation, a process 
luwwa u Msperfractionation. This is achieved in a 600 foot 
conimn containing 350 plates. Recovery of pure ethyl 
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benzene suitable for styrenc manufacture is thus achieved 
Details of these processes arc given in the paper by the 
Cosden  Petroleum and Chemical Company.22 

An important problem for the petrochemical industry 
in industrialized countries has arisen with the imbalance 
between the proportions in which the mono-nuclear 
aromatics (benzene, toluene and xylene) can be produced 
by catalytic reforming of naphtha and extraction, and 
the relative proportion of the market consumption for 
these products. In ihis respect, coal tar BTX fractions 
more closely approximate the chemical end-use pattern 
as the following volumetric percentages illustrate.-1 
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Coal tar aromatic production, however, is intimately 
linked to steel production. Thus, the situation is governed 
by economic factors and more particularly by the factor 
of availability. The aromatics arc available from coal 
to the extent that coal is carbonised. This, in turn, is 
related to the progress of the steel and the gas-making 
industry. These industries arc not expanding in the indus- 
trialized countries in line with the demand for aromatic 
hydrocarbons.   The   situation   is further  "aggravated" 
by improvements in techniques which have the cumulative 
effect of requiring less coal to be carbonised per unit 
of production in these industries. In addition, in some 
instances, it is economically preferable to leave some 
aromatic compounds in the gases from coal carboni- 
sation where they have some value as fuel, rather than 
to undertake the cost and capital investment for their 
recovery. In short, in 1961-62, of the total United States 
capacity for aromatics, 79 per cent of the benzene, 
91 per cent of the toluene and 97 per cent of the zylenes 
were derived from petroleum. 

To meet the rising demands for benzene without 
producing additional quantities of toluene and zylene, 
a process was commercialized in 1961 known as hydro- 
dealkylation. In the hydro-dealkylation process, toluene 
and hydrogen react to form benzene and methane. 
The reaction is generally carried out over a catalyst, 
although thermal hydro-dealkylation can also be used. 
The product stream is tripped to remove methane and 
excess hydrogen and then fractionated to separate benzene 
from unrcacted toluene.*4 

mZ22J!tyT LV £'i Wo* " IU*ni"« »nd P«roch«mic»ls ffoaaetiam    by the Cotton Oil sad Clwmical Company. 
» héulrU amé Engim-rü* Ckrmhtry M (2) : M (litó). 
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The principal products of hydro-dealkylation are 
benzene from toluene and naphthalene from alpha- 
methyl and dimethyl naphthalene. In some naphtha- 
lene processes, a high octane gasolene rather than benzene 
is taken as a by-product. Until the development of the 
hydro-dealkylation process, the economics for recovering 
naphthalene from petroleum fractions were not favour- 
able and supplies of naphthalene from coal tar sources 
were  usually  adequate. 

The economic situation which has developed in the 
supply and demand picture of aromatics in the United 
Slates may be of interest to developing countries and may 
effect their own plans for future aromatic production. 
Most dealkylation process units in the United States were 
built between 1960 and 1962 when a situation of tight 
benzene supplies developed. In 1962. however, consump- 
tion of benzene levelled off, more Udcx facilities were 
completed and the price of benzene started to drop (from 
about 34 cents per gallon to its present level of 23 cents 
per gallon). Since toluene dealkylation costs 7-8 cents 
per gallon of benzene manufactured, most producers who 
had the choice cut back on their dealkylation operations. 
Production  was cither  halted completely  or  became 
sporadic, as continuous low rate operation of dealkylation 
units is not economical. As benzene prices in 1963 remain- 
ed firm and demand showed signs of resuming its rise, 
producéis of captive toluene began to draw dealkylation 
units back into use. The year 1964 witnessed a record- 
breaking rate  at  which   benzene demand   developed. 
Output of benzene from petroleum sources in the United 
States is now estimated to reach 625,000,000 gallons for 
the year 1964. between 50-75,000,000 gallons more than 
can be obtained through reforming in the refineries. The 
upshot has been a reactivation of hydro-dealkylation 
facilities for making benzene from toluene.  However, 
the end of this story is not in sight yet. Toluene is 
available on the Gulf Coast in the United States at a 
contract price of about 15 cents per gallon. While there 
is a keen demand for benzene as a chemical intermediate, 
toluene's uses are more limited. Thus, the value of toluene 
is currently lower than that of benzene, to such an extent 
that it is economic to build a hydro-dealkylation plant 
consuming toluene and producing benzene. If too many 
plants, based on this process, arc built in the United 
States, the price of benzene may be forced further down 
by over-production,  vhile simultaneously the price of 
toluene may increase, because of its greater usage, to the 
point at which the conversion becomes scarcely economic. 
As a matter of fact, many benzene producers maintain 
that even the present price spread between toluene and 
benzene makes dealkylation only marginally profitable." 

In summing up, whereas there are some doubts as to 
the importance of hydro-dealkylation for the parpóte of 
benzene production, this process has established itself 
definitively for the manufacture of naphthalene. Until 
1961, naphthalene was supplied entirely by coke oven 
operators. Periodic United States shortages were met 
by imports or, less frequently, by the substitution of 
ortho-xylene for phthalk anhydride manufacture. Al- 
though petroleum based naphthalenes have been coatM- 
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ered sporadically for many years, no commercial process 
Ei«i^ com^na,ion of fa«o• »erved as incentive for 
the final technological development and actual commer- 
cialization of naphthalene from petroleum. It was antici- 
pated that the growth in naphthalene demand would be 
difficult to satisfy fiom United States coal tar sources 
even if the facilities installed to furnish the full naphtha- 
lene potential were utilized by the steel industry. In 
addition, the booming European economy could not 
Be counted as an import source for coal tar naphthalene 
and, last but not least, hydrogen was available in sufficient 
quantities as a by-product from catalytic reforming. This 
alone was an important condition which did not exist in 
previous   years  before   naphthalene from   petroleum 
was considered. It is perhaps worthwhile to note the 
figures which indicate the vigour with which the petroleum 
industry m the United States has entered the naphthalene 
field. Whereas in 1960,500,000,000 pounds of naphthalene 
were produced from coke-oven capacities, between 1960 
îîSnmL      Petrochemical industry alone produced 
W0,000,000 pounds a year of naphthalene based on 
petroleum. ** 

ASPHALTS 

Of the hydrocarbons found in crude petroleum, only 
the asphalts are of no current interest to the petrochemical 
induatry. This situation may change in the future, how- 

^•i,"i,CerteCh^q!îeS beini devel°Ped for Producing chemicals from hydrogen-deficient coal will also be 
applicable to the low-hydrogen content asphalthents. 
for example, application of caustic oxidation to the 
asphalthenes will produce multi-carbocylic ring acids 
which may become valuable pharmaceutical pesticide 
or plastic intermediates in the future. 

NON-HYDKOCA«BONS 

The major non-hydrocarbon raw materials from 
petroleum art hydrogen, which is obtained in refinery 
operations, and sulphur. Sulphur will be treated in 
separate papers to this Conference.»» 

Hydrogen is used broadly in three areas of chemical 
processing: hydrogénation and hydrodealkylation pro- 
cesse», m combination with carbon monoxide for oxo* 
type processes, and for ammonia and thereby nitrogenous 
ftrtiliaec manufacture. The oxo process will be treated in 
detail in a later section of this paper. Some recent develop- 
menu m the manufacture of ammonia merit special 
attention by developing countries, and will be described 
briefly in this place. 

Aa ammonia plant consists essentially of a gas prepa- 
ration, compression, synthesis and storage section« 

UlSS^T^ *"*"* " Mtmi P». wWc* i. 
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Conventional ammonia plants involve a number of 
special pieces of equipment able to withstand the high 
temperatures and  pressures  required in  the  proems. 
5>uch plants need custom parts which may lead to main- 
tenance delays and replacement problems in developing 
countries. Recently, by drastic design innovations, new 
concepts m synthesis converters and the maximum use of 
standard industrial parts, some equipment manufacturers 
n the United States have become capable of offering 

small ammonia plants (capacities of 30-60 tons per dav 
ammonia) which can compete economically with  the 
conventional large  plants.   The Girdler  Corporation, 
Louisville, Kentucky, by concentrating on pre-assembly 
of plant components, is able to keep initial plant costs 
for ammonia low. Details of their development will be 
round in a paper on this subject at this Conference.*» 

Significant improvements and innovations in the design 
ot the ammonia  synthesis converter are due to   the 
1. S. Pntchard Company of Kansas City, Missouri »• 
In a conventional plant, the converter consists of a single 
pressure vessel containing several beds of catalyst and a 
neat exchanger. These vessels require elaborate cranes for 
the vertical removal of the converter's internals because 
of its height (about 65 feet). Thus, catalyst replacement 
and routine maintenance is costly and time-consuming. 
In the new design, this unit has been broken down into 
live vessels: a heat exchanger and four units containing 
catalysts   This eliminates cranes and rigging, as  the 
spent catalyst can  be  removed  by vacuum without 
removing the internal parts. The new vessels are only 
from 12 to 20 feet high and all work can be done from 
ordinary portable scaffolds. Such procedures and the 
additional savings from the use of standard parts, elimi- 
nation of the use of special tools, techniques and service 
equipment, should be of special interest to developing 
countries. For instance, the heat exchanger is placed in 
a separate vessel. This permit« the greater use of standard 
«anges, gaskets, and other parts. The use of standardized 
industrial parts reduces down-timt, maintenance costs 
and spare parts inventory. Another advantage is that the 
smaller vessels are easier to seal, an important conside- 
ration for  the  3,000-5,000  p.s.i.  pressures  used   in 
ammonia synthesis uniti. The company claims that it 

S7Ä l£}2? tOM P" dav P,ant at « ¡»vestment 
of $20,000.124,000 per day ton. This is considered a 
low figure by knowledgeable circles in the fertilizer 
industry. With increasing size, the price advantage 
compared to other conventional plants starts to decrease. 

It is perhaps opportune at this place to mention some 
novel uses of ammonia which should hold the special 
attention of developing countries. Liquid ammonia has 
•olvent properties that euble it to penetrate the lining 
fraction of plant ceil walls. It it known also to swell 
oaHufcMe and penetrate ita crystal lattice. A recent report 
describes the treatment of samples of wood of various 
species, i.e., birch, pine, oak and bau wood, by submerg- 
ing them in liquid ammonia for about 15-20 minutes. 
The samples when removed could be bent by the appli- 
cation of very !©* pressures into circles, double S-saatwd 
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curves, spirals and other various complicated shapes. 
These shapes retain their new form without clamping as 
the ammonia evaporates off. In addition, the mechanical 
properties of the wood undergo very little change. 
Development of such techniques for woodworking could 
be of significant interest *o developing countries where a 
conventional woodworking industry has not been estab- 
lished and where sophisticated machinery is not yet in 
use. Plasticising the wood with liquid ammonia and 
making it flexible and pliable may enable the manufacture 
of various forms of consumer items. The technique could 
be applied to corrugated structures for core stock and 
possibly to furniture manufacture." 

The application of anhydrous ammonia as a cotton 
defoliant is a new development in agriculture. The defo- 
liating action of the ammonia is simple: it kills the leaf 
almost instantly. Other defoliants when applied as liquids 
do not always reach completely into the shielded or lowjr 
areas of the cotton plant, as does gaseous ammonia.- 
A further advantage is ihat the ammonia remaining on 
the leaf acts as a residual fertilizer in the soil. Recent tests 
on California and Arizona cotton acreages have establish- 
ed that defoliation can be achieved with 75-100 pounds 
of ammonia per acre. This amounts to between SO- 
SIO per acre on the basis of prevailing prices of ammonia in 
the United States." 

New or ÎÊÊftmti 
fer yrtrocfc—leal hisrwsálates 

The process«« described hereafter represent either 
radically new technologies developed in the last few years 
or improvements of earlier processes. In each case, 
traditional intermediates are either circumvented and 
products are obtained in higher yields and purer grades, 
or new compositions of matter are obtained by processes 
heretofore unavailable economically. In each instant 
some aspects of the processes described allow for 
economies, whether by lower capital investment, lower 
overhead costs, or lower cost of equipment maintenance. 
It is the aim to draw the attention of developing countries 
to these processes and the possibilities of their utilization 
in planning the development of a petrochemical industry. 
This may enable developing countries to avail themselves 
of the so-called "latecomer advantage" in technological 
development. 

LIQUID PHASE OXIDATION 

This is a new process which allows the economic 
production of carbocylic acids, esters and a variety of 
other derivatives from hydrocarbons by oxidation in 
the liquid phase at moderate temperatures and pressures. 
The procees has the following characteristics: it is a one- 
step reactkn for oxidising organic substrates; the oxidis- 
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ing agent is air and the catalyst consists of metal ions 
(Co and Mn) and a bromine compound. Acetic acid is 
commonly used as solvent and the operating temperatures 
are 300-500°F and pressures of 200-500 p.s.i. are utilized. 
The reaction mechanism is free radical chain, where 
bromine radicals initiate the reaction and the metal ions 
propagate it. Termination occurs by carbocylic acid 
formation or free radical coupling. The process is charac- 
terized by a very high oxidation rate and very high conver- 
sions of raw materials to end products. A typical procedure 
as, for instance, the oxidation of para-xylene to terephtha- 
lic acid, is as follows: para-xylene together with air, 
catalyst and solvent are charged to the liquid phase 
oxidation reactor. The oxidation reaction is carried out 
either batchwise or continuously. The reactor effluent is 
passed to a separation section where the off gasses from 
the reactor are monitored for oxygen content. In the 
separation section, the terephthalic acid is separated from 
the solvent which is purified and recycled to the reactor. 
The product has a purity of greater than 99 per cent. The 
advantage of this process is that it can operate on a 
feedstock of mixed xylenes. The mixture of phthalic 
acids so produced is then conveniently separated by 
methods of fractional crystallization. A modification of 
the process produces dimethyl terephthalate  directly 
from parazylene by carrying out the reaction in the 
presence of methyl alcohol and an esterification catalyst. 
Commercial installations  utilizing this  process  have 
been developed in the last few years by the Amoco 
Chemicals Corporation in Joliet, Illinois, by  Mitsui 
Petrochemical Company and the Maruzen Petrochemical 
Company in Japan, and by Imperial Chemical Industries 
in England and N.V. Petrochemie Aku-Amoco in the 
Netherlands." 

NEW PROCESS FOR PRODUCTION OP PHENOL 

The demand for phenol has been continuing at an 
increasing rate in the last few years because of its exten- 
sive utilization in a variety of plastics* Over 90 per cent 
of the world's production of phenol has been effected 
with basically three processes: the widely accepted 
process of eumene peroxidation mentioned in more detail 
in a previous section, where eumene hydroperoxide is 
formed by the action of air on eumene and then converted 
by sulphuric acid into phenol and acetone; the Dow 
Process in which benzene is converted to chloro-benzene 
which is treated with caustic soda in the pre: nee of « 
copper catalyst to produce the sodium phenolate; the 
latter in the presence of acid is converted to phenol. 
Thirdly, phenol is produced by the Rauchig and modified 
Raschig processes. In these phenol is obtained via the 
oxichlorination of benzene (hydrochloric acid and air is 
the présence of a catalyt). The resulting chlorobeoaene 
is hydrolysed by water and another catalyst. 

Two new processes have been developed in the last 
fcw years which circumvent some of the cumbersome 
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technology in the aforementioned processes and yield 
phenol on a more economic basis. With the ever-increas- 
ing demand for phenol, it appears likely that new olants 
to be installed in industrialized countries will use the 
processes described hereafter. 

The Dow Chemical Company has developed a two-step 
process which starts from toluene and converts this 
to phenol. In the first step, toluene is oxidised to benzoic 
acid in the presence of a toluene-soluble cobalt salt at 
temperatures from 120-175°C. The yield in this step is 
about 90 per cent. In the second step, the high purity 
benzoic acid reacts with a copper catalyst at 220-245°C. 
A cupric benzoate is formed which is thereafter hydrolysed 
to yield benzoic acid and salicylic acid. The latter decar- 
boxylates rapidly in the reaction medium (water or ben- 
zene) to give phenol and carbon dioxide. Product phenol 
is removed by distillation. Tars and aromatics which 
may form during the second step are removed from the 
reaction by extraction with pressurized hot water. Aro- 
matic» are recycled and the tars are drawn off. The 
process can be used to make products other than phenol; 
for example, para-carbocyclic acids result in the formation 
of meta-phenolic compounds. When meta-xylene is the 
basic feed, both para- and meta-phenolic compounds 
are the product. Other potential products include meta- 
cresol from para-xylene, orto- and para-cresol from meta- 
toluic acid and nitrophenols fron nitrobenzoic acid. 

Benzene is converted to phenol in six steps by a new 
process developed by the Scientific Design Company. 
It is first hydrogenated to cyclohexane. The cyclohexane 
is then separated from the unreacted material and hydro- 
gen, cooled and oxidised with air yielding a mixture of 
cyclohexanol, cyclohexanone, and unreacted cyclohexane. 
The cyclohexane is distilled from  the cyclohexanol- 
cyclohexanone fraction, and recycled back to the oxidation 
reactor. The final stage involves dehydrogenation of 
cyclohexanol into phenol and residual materials. The 
oxidation of the cyclohexane to a mixture of cyclohexanol 
and cyclohexanone is carried out with a catalyst of long 
life and high selectivity. The exact identity of the catalyst 
is not generally known, although it is believed to be a 
nickel compound stabilized with alkali metals or a modi- 
fication of a platinum compound on a carbon black 
support. This process is of particular interest where 
integration of petrochemical ventures is considered. As 
the intermediate for the phenol manufacture in this 
process is a mixture of cyclohexanol-cydohexanone, 
it is feasible that excess quantities of the latter could be 
utilized for the production of caprolactam which is the 
monomer for Nylon 6. Thus, both phenol and caprolac- 
tam have a common intermediate and the two processes 
would integrate well under a common roof. 

For the sake of completeness, we should mention that 
the classical Raschig process for phenol manufacture has 
undergone certain improvements recently which will 
make it give ground only slowly to the aforementioned 
newer processes. The original or classical Raschig process 
is a two-step operation where benzene is catalytically 
chlorinated in the vapour phase with hydrogen chloride 
and air, followed by hydrolysis in the vapour phase over 
a second catalyst The Hooker Chemical Company has 
introduced improvements in this process. By nrtssiping 

the cooling system for the first stage reactor, recycling 
dichlorobenzene and utilizing a single distillation system 
for all products, and a modification of the catalyst for 
the hydrolysis reaction, , Ids of phenol have been 
obtained in the magnitude o. S per cent to 90 per cent. 
This modified process has been stalled in Rio Tercero, 
Argentina, and by the Mitsui amical Industry in 
Japan.*4 

PHTHALIC  ANHYDRIDE BY THE CHEMISCHE FABRIK VON 
HEIDEN PROCESS OF VAPOUR PHASE OXIDATION 

This process utilizes naphthalene or ortho-xylene in a 
vapour phase oxidation reaction with air and a vanadium 
pentoxide catalyst to give a high yield of high purity 
phthalic anhydride. The naphthalene or ortho-xylene feed 
is vaporized in an evaporator designed to collect any 
contaminants in the feed, for disposal. Air for the oxida- 
tion reaction is purified and compressed to 5-7 p.s.i. and 
heated to 660-700'F. Part of the air is routed through the 
evaporator and the remaining air joins the feed on its 
way to the reactor. Total air flow is adjusted by a ratio 
flow control to the amount required so that the feed 
mixture is below the explosive limit. A specially designed 
converter, which needs very little labour attendance, is 
utilized in the oxidation of naphthalene or ortho-xylene. 
A salt bath cooling agent is used to remove the heat of 
reaction and this heat is transferred to a steam generat- 
ing system. The reaction product leaves the converter 
with the excess air and enters a series of switch condensers 
of special design where the raw phthalic anhydride in the 
reaction stream is condensed and collected in the feed 
tank of the fractionating system. The condensers are 
arranged so that they can be automatically switched from 
cooling service to heating service to melt any accumula- 
tions of phthalic anhydride on the condensing section. 
Gases from the separator section of the switch condensers 
are discharged through a stack  or suitable disposal 
facilities. The raw phthalic anhydride from the feed 
tank is pre-treated thermally for dehydration and destruc- 
tive distillation of any volatile impurities. The pre-treated 
feed containing the raw end-product is then distilled under 
vacuum whereby pure phthalic anhydride is obtained as a 
distillate. This can be stored either in the molten state or 
processed further by solidifying to flakes. Batch distillation 
allows a fine control of product quality. The process is 
claimed to have a number of advantageous features. 

Some of these are as follows : the use of a greater catalyst 
volume and greater mass of the converter system and 
heat transfer medium lends thermal stability to the system. 
This results in higher yields and alto enables the plant to 
be restarted without preheating after a shut-down of 
up to 30 hours. The gas aad liquid effluents comply with 
most urban pollution requirements with a minimum of 
treatment and waste products  are easily disposable. 
Yields are claimed to be at least 5 per cent greater than 
experienced with other processes. The catalyst has a 
guaranteed minimum life of 5 year«. In practice, the Von 
Heiden catalyst is claimed to have been in continuous 
operation for more than a score of years with no reduction 
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in yield. It consists of cylindrical pellets of a special carrier 
impregnated with V,0, and K^O«. Maintenance charges, 
it is claimed, are in the range of 3-4 per cent of plant 
investment depending on the user's practices. The 
process allows a choice of orto-zylene or naphthalene 
depending on the catalysts or combination of catalysts to 
be utilized. 

PERACETIC ACID FOOD MACHINERY CORPORATION 
PROCESS 

The production of hydrogen peroxide in an integrated 
petrochemical complex has already been mentioned in 
a previous section. Part of the hydrogen peroxide so 
produced can be utilized in this process for the prepara- 
tion of peracetic acid. One of the most important areas 
of application of peracetic acid is its utilization with 
batch or continuous epoxidation to produce higher 
assay epoxides. The latter are important plastic interme- 
diates. Peracetic acid is also of interest for a variety of 
organic applications, such as hydroxylation, the prepara- 
tion of amine oxides, sulfones, etc., where its specificity 
yields products of high purity. 

Peracetic acid solutions are prepared by reacting aque- 
ous hydrogen peroxide, acetic acid (glacial or aqueous 
solution) and a strong acid catalyst. The operating 
conditions are: vacuum of 30-100 mm. hg. pressure and a 
reaction temperature of 45-65-C. The residence time 
varies from 30 to 60 minutes. Over-all yield of peracetic 
acid bated on hydrogen peroxide consumption is about 
90-95 per cent. Two typical compositions are produced, 
one containing 32 per cent by weight peracetic acid in 
water, and the other 26 per cent.»» 

For safety purposes, continuous distillation of the 
product as formed from the boiling reaction mixture is 
practiced. The reactor-reboiler contains a larger than 
catalytic amount of sulphuric acid (10-20 per cent on the 
combined weight of hydrogen peroxide and acetic acid). 
No sulphuric acid appears, however, in the distillate and 
virtually no make up is required. Build-up of impurities 
in the reactor-reboiler is prevented by an intermittent 
purge. The reactor-reboiler is connected to a series of 
rectifying columns which serve to strip out the hydrogen 
peroxide and reduce the amount of acetic acid in the 
product overhead. The acetic acid recovered from the 
spent solutions is recycled to the generator. The plant 
embodies a water flood mechanism and sensitive controls 
for maintaining a predetermined temperature and pressure. 
In addition, rupture discs designed to relieve at a given 
temperature are used at safety devices. 

It is, in this place, opportune to mention one of the 
recent uses of peracetic acid. This it in the manufacture of 
caprolactam by a novel process developed by Union 
Carbide. Cyclohexane it first oxidised and then dehydro- 
genase to cyclohexanone. It is then oxidised to caprolac- 
tone and converted by ammonia to caprolactam. Capro- 
lactam, as hat been mentioned before, is an important 

intermediate and a raw material for Nylon 6. In this 
process, the formation of ammonium sulphate as by- 
product is avoided.* 

PROCESSES FOR THE MANUFACTURE OF VINYL CHLORIDE 
MONOMER 

A new process for vinyl chloride monomer production 
has been developed by Kureha Chemical Industry 
Company, Ltd. and Chiyoda Chemical & Engineering 
Construction Company, Ltd. in Japan. It is based on a 
mixture of acetylene and ethylene obtained by naphta 
cracking and has a significant economic feature in that 
it is economically viable even in small-sized plants. 
Feedstock for this process is a mixed gas containing about 
20 per cent of acetylene and ethylene which is generated 
by naphta cracking. Chlorine adds to ethylene to produce 
ethylene dichloride. The ethylene dichloridc is cracked 
into vinyl chloride and hydrogen chloride. The hydrogen 
chloride then adds to acetylene and gives additional 
amounts of vinyl chloride. 

The gas obtained from the naphtha cracking portion 
of the plant contains small amounts of impurities such 
as unsaturated hydrocarbons and tarry materials which 
affect the catalyst adversely. The gas is therefore compress- 
ed and the undesirable impurities removed by scrubbing. 
The scrubbed gas is then fed to the chlorine addition 
reactor where ethylene is converted to ethylene dichloride 
and the ethylene dichloride produced is purified by distil- 
lation. Ine ethylene dichloride is then thermally cracked 
in a fired heater. After that, the effluent containing hydro- 
gen chloride, vinyl chloride and unreacted ethylene 
dichloride is quenched and separated. The hydrogen 
chloride is recycled to the reactor where it reacts with 
acetylene to give additional amounts of vinyl chi ride. 
The off-gases containing hydrogen, carbon monoxide 
and methane from the chlorine addition reactor, are used 
as fuel for the ethylene dichloride cracker. 

The Société Belge de l'Azote ha« developed a process 
for vinyl chloride production (N.O.C. Process) which 
reduces purification and concentration costs for the 
raw material; acetylene and ethylene produced by 
pyrolysis of liquid hydrocarbons, i.e., naphtha. The 
process is based on the direct use of diluted acetylene 
and ethylene in the pyrolysit gas. The process embodies 
three distinct stages. In the first stage, acetylene diluted 
by other gaseous constituents reacts selectively with 
hydrochloric acid and produce« vinyl chloride. Ethylene 
behaves like an inert gat in this stage. In the second phase, 
the ethylene it combined with chlorine to give 1-2 dkhlo- 
roethane and, in the third phase, the dichloroethane it 
pyrolyted leading to the formation of vinyl chloride and 
hydrochloric acid. The latter it re-used in the first phase by 
recycling. The gases such as hydrogen, carbon monoxide, 
carbon dioxide, methane, ethane and ethylene, behave at 
inert gam and do not affect the rate of transformation 
of the acetylene into vinyl chloride. At the outlet of the 
first reactor, the vinyl chloride formed it separated from 
the gat by sohjrjon in an appropriai* solvent from wttca 
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recov*r«i by distillation. The gas, now free 

of vinyl chloride, is sent still under pressure to a second 
reactor where the ethylene and chlorine are combined 
using a catalyst. Under the operating conditions of the 
process, chlorine does not react with the hydrogen pre- 
sent and it is completely used up for the production of the 
dichloroethane. At the outlet of this reactor, the dichlo- 
roethane is condensed, distilled and then pyrolysed under 
pressure in the cracking furnace. This allows the collection 
or the hydrochloric acid to be used directly in the first 
stage of the process without compression. It is claimed 
that the vinyl chloride obtained has a purity better than 
99 per cent. 

TOLUENE DI-ISOCYANATE 

Toluene di-isocyanate is an important intermediate in 
the manufacture of polyurethane plastics. Its produc- 
tion is based on the nitration of toluene to 2-4 dinitro- 
touene. The latter is hydrogenated to the 2-4 diamine- 
toluene which is then reacted with phosgene to give 
2-4 toluene di-isocyanate. 

Nitration grade toluene is fed continuously through a 
tenet of reaction vessels called nitrators, while sulphuric 
acid and nitric acid are fed continuously through various 
nitrators downstream from the first reaction vessel 
IHe mixed acids are heavier than toluene so that in the 
separators the acid settles to the bottom from where it is 
sent, in revene flow, back through the system while the 
toluene flows forward through the system and is nitrated 
in stages. Products obtained consist of the desired 2-4 
dinitro-toluene in addition to a mixture of para- meta- 
and ortho-isomers. The reaction mixture flows contin- 
uously forward through a series of washing vessels, each 
followed by a separator. 

The washed neutral dinitro-toluene is fed continuously 
from a storage tank to the hydrogénation reaction vessels, 
into which hydrogen gas is fed also continuously. From 
the hydrogenator the mixture of crude toluene-diamine 
°r*?nfd/ *»*'• *nd nitro-amines pass through a series 
of distillation columns. Here the water is separated out 
overhead m the first column and returned to the hydrogé- 
nation feed system. Pure toluene-diamine it taken off 
overhead to storage in the second column and the third 
column recovers nitro-amine and returns it to the hydro- 
genation feed system. ' 

The purified toluene-diamine is fed from storage along 
witt ortho-djchlorobeiuene solvent through a vessel 
• -5f; ^J»*»«»»» Mttatíon, a horaoataeous solution 
is achieved. At the same time, phosgene is fed to another 
diseolver along with ortho-dichlorobeaseae solvent. The 
phosgene solution and the TDA solution then are fed into 
three reaction vessels in series each of which is held at a 
differ«* trapera*»* to allow the phosgenation to 
proceed in stag«*. The HO gat formed as a by-product 
lLSL'"*Ct,OB " ''"o*0*1 ia • *»»*• absorber and the 
"f** f** f0** throudi a destroyer uait to ¿acótanos« 
all miitisi traces of phosfes» before veotiag ia the 

are used to strip the dissolved phosgene and (his off-gas 
flows through a phosgene scrubber for recovery. The 
reaction mixture is then distilled through three distilla- 
tion columns in series. In the first, the solvent is stripped 
off overhead and fed back to the phosgene scrubber; ihe 
second column takes off 80-20 TDI product overhead- 
the third column is used chiefly to recover additional TDI 
from the residue and recycle it into the second column 
me entire process is continuous and is instrumented to 
insure operation with a minimum of labour attendance. 
Yields of toluene d:-isocyanate average about 75 per cent 
ot tneory.*7 

PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF ACRYLONITRILE 
FROM  PROPYLENE    AND    AMMONIA 

This process was developed by the Standard Oil 
Company (Ohio) and is based on the reaction of propy- 
ene, ammonia and air or oxygen to produce acryloni- 
trile. The aforementioned raw materials are introduced 

XA%í C8ta,l3ÜÍC reactor at about 5-3°P-si' and 750-925 F. The cooled reactor effluent is scrubbed in a 
counter current absorber. The organic materials in the 
water phase are separated by distillation whereby pure 
acrylonitrile and acetonitrile are obtained. The light 
end off-gas is rich in hydrogen cyanide which can be 
recovered as another valuable by-product. 

The important feature of this process is the high 
conversion obtained on a once-through basis in the fluid 
bed reactor. Difficult separations and recycling of unre- 
ached raw materials is thereby unnecessary. The catalysts 
used are bated on molybdenum and bismuth salts 
An important advantage of the process is claimed in that 
the absorber operates at essentially atmospheric pressures 
to do all the distillation columns. The process is being 
installed commercially in a plant of the Standard Oil 
Company (Ohio) and also by the B.F. Goodrich Chemical 
Company in the United Sutes, and in Japan by Nitto 
Chemical Industry Company Ltd., Yokohama, and 
Mitsubishi Chemical Industries Ltd., Miatushi." 

THE OXO PROCESS 

Certain improvements in oxo technology, in recent 
yean, make it well worthwhile discussing in this place 
The oxo reaction consists of the catalytic addition of 
carbon monoxide and hydrogen to an oleflnic bond The 
reaction takes place at about 150-200 atmotpheret ores- 
ture, and 110-190«C temperature. An aldehyde contain- 
mg one mora carbon atom than the suiting olefin is the 
main product. In most commercial practice, the aldehydes 
are nydrogenated further to the alcohols in a separar: 
sten. The two-stag« operation it known at the Oxo Process. 
The reaction proceeds under the catalytic action of a 
konwfSMew catalyst, „»ruble in the reaction asdu. 
The moat «Active known catalyst is cobalt octacarboult 
watch. Moer th« reaction condition«, reacts with hydro- 
gea to form cobalt Irydrocarboaile. Th« latter k tat 
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caulytically active species. In the United Sutes, the 
oxo alcohols produced commercially are: butyl, amile, 
iso-octyl, nonyl, decyl, and tridecyl. Propionaldehyde and 
butylaldehydc are also manufactured. These oxo products 
require as raw materials such refinery olefins as ethylene, 
propylene, butylène, heptenes, octenes, nonenes and 
dodecenes. These are produced in cracking operations or 
can be obtained as fractions from the products of refinery 
polymerization of gases from cracking operations. 

In the conventional oxo technology, the raw aldehyde 
leaving the oxc reactor is treated with steam at a higher 
temperature to convert the cobalt catalyst to a form in 
which it can easily be separated from the reacting mixture. 
Etablissement Kuhlmann (Paris, France.) has recently 
announced a novel catalyst-reclaiming method." 

According to this procedure, metal carbonates (magne- 
sium, zinc, thorium) are added to the effluent of the 
oxo reactor. There they react with the dissolved cobalt 
carbonyl catalyst to form a metal cobalt carbonyl 
complex. This complex is insoluble in the oxo product but 
is soluble in water. Consequently, the complex is ex- 
tracted with water and decomposed by mineral acids 
into metal salt and cobalt carbonyl. The volatile cobalt 
carbonyl is stripped out of the acid solution with the 
hydrogen carbon monoxide gas en route to the oxo 
converters. Thus, the cobalt carbonyl is recovered and 
recycled in one of the converter feed streams without 
being decomposed. 

Except for a recent British patent,40 it appears that this 
technique is totally different from those of other oxo 
processes. As mentioned earlier, in conventional oxo 
technology the cobalt catalyst is decomposed either by 
heating it (30O-35O°F) in the absence of carbon monoxide, 
or by treating the catalyst in the effluent with organic 
acid to form cobalt salts. Both conventional procedures 
have disadvantages. The thermal route is not quantitative 
and cobalt metal precipitates on the equipment. This 
necessitates periodic shut-downs for cobalt recovery. 
The use of organic acids causes corrosion problems and 
requires adding considerable amounts of unwanted 
water.41 

Closely allied to the oxo process is the process for 
nuking tertiary carbocylic acid by the reaction of olefins 
with carbon monoxide, water, and a strongly acidic 
catalyst (Koch acids or neo-acids). Carbo nonoxide 
tends to react at the branched carbon. Thus, it the olefin 
raw material is branched, the product is a tertiary carbo- 
cylic acid. Such acids are potential intermediate* for a 
variety of products ranging from drugs to plasticizers.** 
This may explain the renewed interest in some industrial 
countries in this process. A brief summary of the current 
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line-up of Koch Process acids encompastes the following: 
pivalic or ncopentanoic acid (trimethyl acetic acid) made 
from isc butylène. It is made by Shell in Europe and 
scheduled for production in the United States in 1964 
by Enjay Chemical Company. The latter also will produce 
neoheptanoic acid (a, a dimethyl valeric acid) based on 
2-methyI pentene-1; neodecanoic acid (mixed branch 
C 10 acid based on tri propylene), and neotridecanoic 
acid (mixed branched C.13 acids based on tetrapropy- 
lene). Shell Chemical has two more Koch acid products: 
"vercatic g acid" (mixed branched C.9 acids) based on 
diisobutylene and "vercatic 151 g" acid (mixed branched 
C.I5-C.19 acids) based on cracked wax olefins. 

The basic technology is covered in the German Koch 
Process owned by Karl Ziegler's patent firm, Studien- 
gesellschaft Kohle. The successful development of these 
acids and their derivatives could prove a new outlet for 
branched olefins. Some of these olefins are now losing 
ground or have static markets, i.e., isobutylene for butyl 
rubber, or olefins for synthetic detergents. Thus, although 
the new acids do not have any firmly developed markets, 
their versatility has apparently encouraged some plant 
construction in industrialized countries.** 

RBCBNT DEVELOPMENTS IN PETROCHEMICAL END PRODUCTS 

Needless to say, one of the most significant develop- 
ments in petrochemical end products constitutes the 
development of stercoregular poly «-olefins. Organo- 
aluminium complexes, now widely referred to as Ziegler- 
Natta catalysts, permit the polymerization of ethylene and 
other 2-olefins to take place at low temperatures and 
pressures, and hence more economically than at the 
high pressures previously required. More important, 
these new processes furnish polyethylene of higher 
density than was previously possible to produce. The 
concentrated research efforts of many laboratories, 
spearheaded by the group of Professor G. Natu, from 
the Polytechnic Institute of Milano, have led to the 
development of a broad spectrum of new stereoisomer* 
polymer»- The stereoregularity, linear molecular struc- 
ture and pronounced crysUllinity of these materials 
generally imparts them with greater stiffneu, higher 
beat resistance, better clarity and improved tensile 
strength. This subject is covered in detail and admirably 
well by Professor Natu in a separate paper contributed 
to this Conference.44 

A complete new family of plastica, polyimides, with a 
temperature resistance equal to that of aluminum ha* 
been developed in the hut few years.« Professor E. S. Mar- 
vel and co-workers discovered that one can prepare 
high molecular weight polybenzimidazoles by the reaction 
of diphenyl esters of aromatic diacids with aromatic 
tetra-amines.4* These polymers in general do not msh 
but some are soluble in solvents. When heated above 
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400*C, they become insoluble due to cross-linking The 
physical characteristics of these plastics and their resis- 
tance to high temperatures nuke them suitable for a 
variety of applications as substitutes for more convention- 
al materials. Polyimide fibres have a tensile strength 
or 4.5 g. per denier at room temperature, retain this 
strength at 450;C for a long period and remain m tact 
even at 525'C for ten minutes. A polyimide adhesive is 
effective for stainless steel from -215° to +535-C. Glass 
laminates made with this resin have an initial flexural 
strength of 75,000 p.s.i. and retain essentially this strength 
even after 100 hours at 285"C. Such characteristics have 
given impetus for development work in industrialized 
countries for polyimide films, fibres, adhesives, wire 
enamel, insulatory varnishes, coated glass fabrics and 
moulding materials.» The paper of Professor H. Mark 
and J>. Atlas deals with this subject in more detail, and 
a so covers other recent developments in engineering 
plastics.4* e 

Synthetic fibres, synthetic elastomers, and nitrogeneoua 
fertilizers are important petrochemical end product», 
rhe recent trends in these areas and their significance 
for developing countries are well described in a number 
or papers to be presented at this Conference. For synthe- 
tic fibres, the reader is referred to the papers of Professor 
Lewis P. Hatch," Hoechst-Uhde International,»« Scien- 
tific Design Company," Staatsmijnen,« Asahi Chemical 
Company« Hans J. Zimmer, Aktiengesellschaft,»» and 
others. Recent developments in the field of synthetic 
elastomers are dealt with in detail in the papers of 
Dr T. K. Roy and Professor D. F. Othmer.»» Technical 
and economic features of developments in the nitroge- 
neous fertilizer field are described in detail in the 
papen of William J. Haude, Samuel Strelzoff, Sr., R de 
Picciotto and O. C. Sweeney, Jr., R. M. Reed and C. R. 
Sloan, and Dr. S. Kodama.M 

CONCLUSIONS 
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It is a difficult, if not impossible, task within the scope 
íi-üS* £5" î° encomPaM the various advances 
L„?^L    a    development in the petrochemical industry 
and the numerous technological processes which mav 
be most appropriate for developing countries. As a matter 
of fact, ihis was not the task as set by the author. Rather 
an attempt is made to highlight such work in research 
and technological development which is most likely 
to be adaptable to developing countries. It is perhaps 
opportune even with the danger of repeating oneself 
to set forth again the criteria for selection of processes 
and product technologies for presentation in this paper 
It has been the objective of this paper to focus attention 
on such developments that circumvent traditional tech- 
niques,    leap-frog    unnecessary    intermediaries,    and 
give petrochemical products in higher vields and purer 
grades  using processes  of lower capital  investment 
lower overhead costs and enabling various other econo- 
mies to be achieved. Although the advantageous features 
or each technology were spelled out before, it may be 
worthwhile to summarize these briefly. 

The use of high severity cracking of naphtha feed 
stocks is a significant development in the field of ethylene 
manufacture. Higher yields of ethylene are obtained 
without concurrent coking of the feed. An additional 
advantage is the conversion of propylene and butylène 
into more of the desired ethylene. It was also attempted 
to show the numerous possibilities for project inte- 
gration based on ethylene raw materials. The recent 
process development in the field of long-chain alcohols 
direct oxidation of ethylene to acetaldehyde and vinyi 
acetate, was briefly described. By the same token in 
the area of propylene technology, the direct hydration 
or propylene to isopropyl alcohol, the production of 
hydrogen peroxide from isopropyl alcohol, and the 
use or the latter with hydrogen peroxide to obtain glycerine 
were described. 

Three processes in the field of isoprene manufacture 
were described. Each one makes specific claims which 
may be appropriate to the prevailing local conditions. 
The Goodyear-Scientific Design process purports 
to give a 20 per cent saving on the capital investment 
for a complex based on isoprenepolyisoprenc of 30 000 
tons per year capacity over the alternative complex 
based on butadiene-polybutadiene of equal capacity 
The process developed by the Institut Français du 
Petrol has the advantage of being operable with petro- 
k*m stream feed stocks of only 10 per cent concentration 
of isobutylene. The product, isoprene, is obtained in 
high pwrty and thus the necessity for capital investment 
in purification and fractionation equipment is treatlv 
reduced. "     J 

The S.N.A.M. process has the advantage of integrating 
ant to a facility for production of phenol by the eumene 
TÏL 'A/Síf..*"10'" M â ^rvtoàm. The latter ¡«•of the hiitfci „w nttvUk „ „j, «„„,, ,„ 
aoamoa, the prospects are good for a drastic rednctioa 
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he capital investment for the plant, as the majority of 
the equipment can be constructed from ordinary carbon 
steel. 

In the area of acetylene technologies, it was pointed 
out that the chemistry involved with acetylene is less 
complex. However, ethylene commands an advantage 
because of its lower cost. This situation may change 
drastically in the near future with the possibility for 
development of processes using an electric arc plasma 
system for production of acetylene. In the area of aromatic* 
production, the economic situation which has prevailed 
in the last few years in the United States in connection 
with catalytic reforming vs. hydrodealkylation was 
described because of its potential interest to developing 
countries planning such facilities. 

An important development in the design of ammonia 
plants is the so-called availability of " packaged ammonia 
plants" of capacities of 30-60 tons per day of ammonia. 
These small plants can compete economically with the 
conventional large-scale plants by utilizing some drastic 
innovations in design and extensive pre-assembly of 
plant components. 

The liquid phase oxidation process represents a new 
technology which utilizes mixed feed stocks to produce 
desirable petrochemical intermediates. By operating at 
low pressures, some savings in capital investment arc 
effected. The new processes for manufacture of phenol 
circumvents some of the cumbersome older technology 
and yields phenol on a lower cost basis in higher yields 
and at least in one case from an intermediate (cyclo- 
hexanol), which is suitable for the production of other 
petrochemicals also. 

The vapor phase oxidation process for production 
of phthalic anhydride is purported to give very high 
yields and operate under conditions enabling the plant 
to be re-started without pre-heat*ng after a shut-down 
of up to 30 hours. In addition, it is claimed that the cata- 
lyst utilized requires little in maintenance costs (in the 
range of 3-4 per cent of plant investment), and has a 
guaranteed minimum life of 5 years. 

Peracetic acid has been mentioned in conjunction 
with a new process for production of caprolactam, 
which avoids the formation of ammonium sulphate as 
a by-product. The N.O.C, process of the Société Belge de 
l'Azote for production of vinyl chloride is bated oa the 
direct use of diluted pyrolysis «as from naphtha. In this 
manner, purification and concentration costs for the 
raw material are minimized. 

The production of acrylonitrilc from propylene and 
ammonia it a process which gives a valuable intermediate 
from inexpensive raw materials. A least a portion of 
the plant operates at essentially atmospheric pressures 
(absorber section and all distillation columns). This 
alto hat an effect of reducing equipment costs. 

A novel catalyst-reclaiming method in the Oxo procesa 
hat the effect of making this process more ecoaosak. 
h addétto«, the development of dowry related practsots 
which yield tertiary carboxylic acida au the aet effect 
of broadeaiag the versatility of Oxo tecanoloc/. 

h it perhaps userai to state that devetoaiag 
ia all ii 

at least the core of the moat advanced technology avail- 
able. In this manner, the inception of yearly obsolescence 
can be effectively prevented and competition with already 
established producers is most likely to be successful. 
By obtaining the most advanced technology, at least 
in the core of an industrial development, a developing 
country can adapt to its specific needs and conditions 
the process details as most fitting to local requirements. 

There is little doubt that science and technology can 
exert a significant impact on the scope and pace of econo- 
mic growth in developing countries. One of the crucial 
questions appears to be how developing countries with 
a shortage of technological skills can start to utilize 
the world pool of scientific knowledge and technological 
achievements. A concomitant problem is recognizing 
where and when to break the pattern of limited economic 
activity and attempt to surge ahead with technological 
innovations. 

Although there is no general disagreement on the signi- 
ficant role of science and technology for economic 
growth in developing countries, opinions vary as to 
the methodology of implementation. There are those 
who take the broad front approach that implies aiming 
at the scientific breakthrough, i.e., the development of 
new foods, new fuels, and new patterns of social and 
economic organization." The second approach is that 
of specifically wekina out areas of economic stagnation 
and developing incrementi of innovation that may 
induce productivity and economic growth. This approach 
takes exception to the premise that scientific and techno- 
logical data per M are applicable always and everywhere 
on the face of the earth. It assumes rather that science 
and technology mutt work through a process of adaptive 
innovation, wherein science aad technology are modified 
and adjusted to suit the very special needs and meant of 
developing economies. This factor of local orientation 
it most imperative in subsistence economies where the 
barest margins of adjustable variables prevail. Although, 
in this context, adaptive innovation in fragments, to 
suit local conditions may appear to be a " boot-strap" 
operation, it appears to be often an inescapable chotee.'' 

Irrespective of which approach it adapted by a parti- 
cular developing country, a Urn words are ia order at to 
the sources of invention aad innovation. Scientific 
theory and technological practice are interdependent 
and discovery or invention may emanate from either 
theoretician or practitioner.'* In searching for invention 
or adaptive innovation, neither source can be neglected 
for results may be readily t comible in either one en- 
vironment or the other. 

Whatever the source of new techaotogy may he, aad 
whatever its nature — invention or adaptive innovation 
- the absorption aad distenünatioa of scientific know- 
ledge aad of technological know-how are phenomena 
which have a critical impact oa eooaoaak growth. Tat 
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raie of «fWioa of rack knowledge and know-how n a 
directfunction of the social and political organization 
and of the «conomic environment prevailing. 

It » ptrhapa appropriate to conclude with a few wordi 
abo« the interrelationship between science and techno- 
logy in developing countries. This subject has been 
dealt with nwet lucidly by Caryl f. Haikins in his recent 
book.« He states that one of the most practical reasons 
why new countries need a science of their own is that 
technology cannot remain vital and growing without 
the continuing feedback from a living science. Without 
» indigenous science, a new country must depend heavily 
and indeinitely upon constant borrowing for its growing 
technology not to stagnate. Such permanent dependence 
upon borrowed technology can be politically u well 
as technically and economically dangerous for a develop- 

C. ». Mastini, *••» iifiëiivysT 

Me» Ye*. I9M. 
by Harper ani 

mg country. For if the management and development of 
the(technologies that it borrows, taxes its resources of 
understanding and innovation too heavily, technical 
dependence can easily lead to dependence in the economic 

AJU 
K!al •P0*• M w11' Furthermore, no one can 

understand so well the requirements and the new oppor- 
tunities for technology within one's own land as the 
people who are actually employed and must live with 
the consequences. The effective adaptation of technology 
to local use requires, thus, in the most pragmatic sense 
both a living and a practical native science. It is no 
overstatement that, in the long run, a nation can be 
reckoned truly strong and independent only if it possesses 
both a vital technology and a vital science in the appro- 
priate balance. 
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1 RECENT TRENDS IN PETROCHEMICAL RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Pr»pmr»d for tkm United Notion* Centre for Induatriml Development by Hmrotd Hmrt, Prof* 
of Ckmmiêtry, Mickigmn Stat« Univornity, Unitod Statea of Amorten 

INTRODUCTION 

To discuss recent trends in research and development 
id the petrochemical industry in one lecture is like 
trying to have a casual conversation with one's wife, 
over a cup of coffee at breakfast, about the meaning of 
life. The subject is vast, and the time is short. Some 
limitations are therefore necessary, and being an organic 
chemist I first exclude inorganics (ammonia, sulfur) 
and carbon black, despite their obvious importance 
(in the United States, over 10 per cent of inorganic 
tonnage is petrochemically derived). Also excluded are 
those organic chemicals which might be regarded as 
primary petrochemicals; that is, major raw materials 
obtained either by direct recovery from refinery streams 
(such as lower alkanes, ethylene, propylene, butènes, 
benzene, toluene, xylenes and hydrogen) or by non- 
or only partially-specific chemical conversions such as 
cracking (ethylene, propylene, acetylene) or dehydroge- 
nations and isomerizations (butènes, butadiene, butanes). 
This is not to minimize the importance of these raw 
materials, because they are basic to all other petroche- 
micals. But research on them is largely a matter of 
engineering rather than organic chemistry. A possible 
exception is benzene, the demand for which has increased 
markedly in the last few years. Roughly three-fourths 
of all benzene produced is consumed in the manufacture 
of styrene, phenol and cyclobexane, for ultimate use in 
polystyrene, phenolic resins and nylon respectively. 
The recent increased demands for these products has 
resulted in the commercial hydrodealkylation of toluene. 
Benzene is less prévalent in petroleum aromatics than 
is toluene by a factor of about four. This is a very good 
example of research governed by economics, since 
it could not truly be said to be an aesthetically pleating 
tvtctkm for a synthetic organic chemist. 

CH, 

Ò H»3t0 
Co-Mo 

WO* 0 + CH« 

resins, surface coatings, synthetic rubbers and fibres, 
detergents, etc. Rather, attention will be centered on 
the organic chemicals which are the precursors of these 
and other end-products; the interesting chemistry of 
the polymers themselves will be covered (at this con- 
ference) by others more competent. 

FUNDS FOR PETROCHEMICALS RESEARCH 

Most of the figures presented apply to the petrochemi- 
cals industry in the United States. Although the num- 
bers may be different for other nations with a well 
developed organic chemicals industry, the trends are 
probably rather similar. It is evident from the funds 
spent on research that the chemical industry in general, 
and the petrochemicals industry in particular dependa 
heavily for its expansion on new ideas from research 

TABLE 1. RESEARCH FUNDS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
1962 

CMWW  A 
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Chemical» and allied products . 894 
Electrical equipment and com- 

munications   »87 
Motor vehicle» and other trans- 

portation   675 
Machinery  633 
Aircraft and minile»  412 
Petroleum refining and extrac- 

ting  281 
Prevankmat and sdentine instru- 

ments     231 
Others  817 

132 

90 

12 
21 
69 

47 

17 
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and development In the United States, the chemical 
industry is first among all industries in spending its 
own funds for research and development (table I) 
its record on baue research is equally good. The appor- 
tionment between basic research, applied research and 
development was approximately 11:37:32, as contrasted 
with the average of other industries of 4:18:78. 

Petrochemicals research accounted last year for 
somewhat over 20 per cent of the oil industry's total 
research effort. It seems likely that within the next five 
years this figure will grow to somewhere between 30 and 
«O per cent. In addition, expenditures by other types of 
chemicals companies can rightfully be considered as 
partly m the petrochemicals category, since petrochemi- 
cals account for over 80 per cent of the tonnage of 
all organic chemicals produced in the United States 
The reason for this generous support of basic and applied 
research is not altogether altruistic, but becomes apparent 
when the profit picture is examined. Only 3 per cent 
of the oil industry's production tonnage is consumed 
by petrochemicals, yet the total revenue from this small 
percentage is over 15 per cent of the total. 

I have included these figures merely to emphasize for 
tue developing nations whose representatives are gathered 
here for this conference something which they probably 
aiready know but which cannot be omitted from the 
total picture The building of plants must also be accom- 
panied by the training of research scientists and the 
building of research laboratories. Otherwise, the industry 
cannot be independent and healthy, nor can it grow 

(a) Phenol 

Despite the existence of four major processes for 
production of phenol, several new processes, which 
involve new chemistry, have recently been developed 
rhe reasons are clear. The demand ,8 ever-growing; 
1964 United States production will be nearly 10 per 
cent higher than that of 1963, and well over 900 million 
pounds. All four major processes depend ultimately 
on benzene as a raw material: 
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RBCINT MSEAKCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

It would be impossible in a brief paper such as this 
to summarize all recent advances in petrochemical 
research, for aside from the areas of steroids, proteins, 
carbohydrates and natural products (and there are some 
exceptions even here) almost every discovery in organic 
chemistry has some bearing on the petrochemical industry. 
In addition, one must include the broadening area of 
overlap between organic and inorganic chemistry, 
especially the field of organometallica, as well as research 
on catatyst material, (alumina, metallic oxides, metal 
carbonyli, etc.). 

In this section, I want to review a few of the major 
developments in petrochemical research which either 
nave or will shortly be commercialized. The main theme 
or driving force behind these developments is the need 
for multiple routes to a given product, partly to take 
advantage of different raw materials, partly to get into 
a targe market without having to pay licence fees or 
royalties, partly to allow for flexibility in case of changes 
m process economics. An occasional by-product of 
such research is the discovery of a generally applicable 
process which may be useful in making new products 
as well, a notable example being some of the newer 
oxidafaon processes which have not only improved the 
phtíwlic anhydride or terephthalic acid picture, but have 
added to the potential of new polyfiinctional acids which 
are or may become commercial. 

HCl 
o, 

H,o 

480-        \^ 

+ (CH,)tCO 

In the last, the eumene is derived from benzene and 
propylene. 

A new route is based on the more plentiful and less 
expensive toluene, which is first oxidized to benzoic 
acid by air m molten benzoic acid containing a copper- 
magneuum benzoate catalyst system. When copper 
benzoate is heated at 260-300« for several hours it is 
converted to phenyl benzoate, carbon dioxide and copper. 
Ifwater is present, for example when the reactanta are 
benzoic acid and copper oxide, one obtains phenol 
and benzoic acH. The process can be used to efficiently 
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convert two moles of benzoic acid to one mole of phenol 
and one of benzoic acid by oxygenating the reaction 
mixture using only catalytic amounts of copper. The 

Acrylonitrile production may undergo a very large expan- 
sion, should it also become a principal raw material 
for nylon (adiponitrile). 

/,      -300- 

O 
il 

-C o f CO, + Cu 

reaction mechanism has not been worked out in detail, 
but it is known that the hydroxy I group takes a position 
ortho to the original carboxyl. Thus copper p-toluate 
affords, in the absence of water, m-cresyl-p-toluate, 
and m-toluic acid gives a 30:50 mixture of -o and p-cresyl 
toluates. Interestingly, both I- and 2- naphthoic acids 
give 2-naphthol. 

(c) Raw materials for nylons 

Tl s has been one of the most active research and 
development areas in recent years. Some of the numerous 
routes to conventional 6-6 Nylon, and to new polyamides 
which have challenged the original Nylon (especially 
caprolactam, Enant) are shown in figure X. Butadiene 

(^O-l-°\ 
o 

Cu-»CH, °<$ 
CH, 

The reaction can be adapted to preparation of salicylic 
acids. Addition of ont mole of copper sulfate to a solution 
of one mole of benzoic acid and two moles of base 
gives basic copper benzoate, 

o 

C—o — Cu OH 

which, when heated dry or in au inert solvent, gives 
salicylic acid and copper. 

Dow now has a plant at Kalama, Washington, for 
producing phenol based on these reactions. 

Another route, which still depends on benzene as 
raw material, involves air oxidation of cyclohexane 
to cyclohexano, and cyclohexanone, which are then 
dehydrogenatcd; the route presumably is commercial. 

(b) Acrylonitrile 

About 500 million pounds of acrylonitrile will be 
produced in the United States this year 1964, an increase 
of over 10 per cent from last year 1963. The principle use is 
as a monomer for acrylic fibers (orlon, acrilan). Addition 
of HCN to acetylene, using a cuprous chloride catalyst 
is the source of most acrylonitrile produced today. 
But newer propylene-based methods are coming to the 
fore, and ICI has reportedly abandoned the acetylene 
process in favor of propylene. Methods include various 
oxidative-aminations (acrolein as an intermediate in 
certain processes) or oxidation with nitric acids. Aceto- 
nitrile and HCN are ammoxidation by-products. 

or benzene are the "primary'' petrochemical sources. 
Noteworthy recent developments arc the conversion of 
cyclohexane to cyclohexanone oxime with nitrosyl 
chloride; the reaction is light catalyzed, and probably 
carried out in the liquid phase in the presence of HCl 
and NO. 
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Figure X. AlUrnut routti to nylons 

CH,-CH •CH, + NH, + J/20,??^H5cH,-CH.CN + 3Hrf> 
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are very high, and i, Sm Sy S°    Co"Vers,0ns    »*0^ f«r and water a» ox.dan« for toluene and xylenes. y     at The reaction is driven to completion by adding 

2CH, - CH-CN ~.} NC   CH,CH,CH,CH,   CN 

the process, developed by Monsanto, will become com- 
•7ä_NyJ?n-7 (Ena"t) " «ported in production in 
he USSR. The initial step is the telomerization of ethy- 

tene and carbon tetrachloride to 1,1,1,7-tetrachloro- 
neptane which is converted, via 7- aminoheptanoic acid 
to a polyamide. Nylon-8 can be made as described in 
ligure X, the first step being a unique butadiene dime- 
nzation. 

\      \— CH, t 3S + 2H.,0 V CO.,H      1H,S 

sulfur dioxide to react with the hydroßen sulfide, forming 
more sulfur for the oxidation step. 

A process which avoids o-xylene as the raw material 
tor terephthahc acid involves the cadmium-catalyzed 
isomcrization   of  potassium   phthalate.   The   reaction 
ISCar,r£d.°,Ut '"the presence o^O.at 50-100atmospheres and 380-420°. 

(d) Oxidation of aikytbmzaus 

Because of the tremendous growth in the use of polyes- 
ter fibres (Dacron, Terykne, Uvsan), a large research 
effort has been expended in recent years on improved 
techniques for oxidizing alkylbenzenes to the correspond- 
ing  carboxylic   acids.   The   conventional  oxidant for 
p-xylene has been nitric acid, but there are problemi 
with completing the oxidation and with high raw material 
cost. A new process, used now not only for the three 
pntnalK; acids, but for benzoic acid as well, involves a 
liquid phase air oxidation using acetic acid as the solvent 
and a manganese or cobalt catalyst containing added 
bromide. Typical temperatures are 190-200» with corre- 
sponding pressure to maintain the liquid phase. The reac- 
tions are clean and yield is high, but solvent must be 
recovered for suitable economics. The reaction, which 
proceeds by a free radical mechanism, is general for a 
variety of alkylaromatics, and it is likely that a number 
of new acids will be available commercially as a result 
of this process. 

CO,H 

trimellltic anhydride 

Trimellitic anhydride is now produced from pseudo 
eumene by this method; being both an acid and an 
anhydride, it has many interesting chemical properties 
which are finding commercial application. Pyromellitic 
anhydride, a bis-anhydride prepared by oxidizing durene 
also promises to see expanded use. 

tK 
A, Cdl, 

CH, 

CH, 

CH, 

CM. 

The potassium terephthalate can be converted directly 
to the dimethyl ester for use in fiber synthesis. 

It is possible that toluene may become a raw material 
»or terephthahc acid, via carboxylation, chloromethy- 
lation or reaction with carbamyl chloride; these processes 
are not yet commercial. 

(e)  Isoprene 

Of the various synthetic rubbers now on the market 
the most common by far is styrene-butadiene copolymer' 
It seems likely that most future growth in synthetic 
rubber will come from new classes, of which ethylene- 
propylene rubber and polyisoprene stand out. The limi- 
tation on the latter is availability of raw material, and 
several new processes are being developed for isoprene 
synthesis. Dehydrogenation of isopentene or isopentane 
gives a mixture of products. A newer process involves 
dimenzation of propylene using an alkylaluminum 
catalyst, isomerization to the 2-olefin and pyrolysis to 
obtain the five-carbon diene and methane. 

CH, 

2 CH.CH - CH. ^?$ CH, - C-CH.CH.CH, 

CH. CH. *""» CH, 

CH, =. ¿ - CH - CH, 7^* CH, - C - 'CH-CH.CH, 

A possible future route is from isobutylene and formal- 
dehyde (Print-type reaction). The suitable carbon skeleton 
might also be constructed from acetone and acetylene 
or methyl ethyl ketone and formaldehyde. 

I have reviewed above very briefly five of the major 
•ynthetic developments in petrochemicals during the 
last few years. Obviously, there are many others, which 
•p*» and time to not permit me to review. These serve 
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only as examples of the claim made above that the petro- 
chemicals industry must depend for its growth on an 
active and vigorous supporting research effort. 

Perhaps attention should be called here to the very 
large  number  of specialty   chemicals  available   from 
petroleum sources. These are  chem.cals manufactured 
on what for the petrochemicals industry is a very small 
scale (perhaps one to  ten   million  pounds per  year) 
I hese are substances with special uses, additives, possibly 
starting materials for phamaceuticals. perfumes   insec- 
ticides, pesticides, fungicides, etc. Obviously these are 
extremely important, and the profit is rather high relative 
to monomers for plastics, fibers and rubber. But the 
variety of organic structures is so great that a systematic 
discussion of the research which has led to their develop- 
ment would be impossible here. Some of these substances 
may find good markets in  certain of the developing 
nations, and may be profitable for them to manufacture 
But it seems unlikely that  new  petrochemical plants 
or perhaps more accurately a new petrochemical industry 
could be based on such small volume production   For 
this reason,  I have omitted  them from the present 
discussion. 

NEW FRONTIERS FOR FUTURE PETROCHEMICALS 

In the following section of this paper, I should like 
to call attention very briefly to what 1 consider some of 
the major recent developments in organic chemical 
research which are now affecting petrochemicals research, 
or which are likely to do so in the future. Once again 
it has been necessary to omit more than it is possible" 
to include but those which are mentioned maV be a 
reminder of others, to those who read this paper 

Cyclopropane« can be prepared from the alivi chloride 
adduct in quantitative yield. 

HO CH.CH.CHjCI   • HO     •/ 
CH, 

CH, - 
ta 

CH, 

Although the reagent is still expensive, and the reactions 
are used primarily in laboratory synthetic work (analogous 
perhaps, to the Grignard reagent) it is not unlikely 
hat suitable modifications, perhaps in the form of devt- 

lop.ng catalytic processes in which the organoborane is 
a transient intermediate, will lead to industrial aooli- 
cations. vv 

Borohydride reduction of various metallic ioni (nickel 
platinum, rhenium) has led to new hydrogénation 
catalysts with varying degrees of specificity which may 
also find petrochemical application. 

(b) Carbtnes 

Certainly one of the great developments in organic 
chemutry dunng the last ten years has been in the 
held of divalent carbon species - methods for their 
generation are now numerous, and their reactions are 
becoming well understood. Depending on the method 
of generation they may be produced in the singlet or 
triplet state (which behave differently chemically) and their 
reactivity can be modified over a wide range by asTo- 
ciation with metal ion.. Cyclopropane, produced from 
olefins can now be used in many new reactions, as for 
example, the Doering aliene synthesis (specific example 
shown by P. D. Gardner). Insertion reaction, are adapt- 
able to many new functional group syntheses. Applica- 
tion to 

difunctional hydrocarbons could   lead  to  interesting 
new monomers difficult to • 

(a) Hydroboration 

The reaction of boron hydrides with olefins is known 
a. hydroboration The scope of the reaction was first 
recognized in 1956, and in 1962 results were 

'C-C<^+H-H/H-<LC-B/ 

summarized in a book by H. C. Brown, the principal 
investigator in this field. The reaction can be used to 
X£Z^TTV°> ttrminal °,efins' t0 convert olefins £ terminal alcohols by a process which involves, in 

Ä  T'^u0WDikoR addition  of water to  the 

3 (CH.CH - CH,) + B.H, — 2 (CH,CH,CH J, B 

:-CH, 

ci,c • co,- 

(CW.CH.CHÄB+3HA 
OH- 

' 25 - 3? 3 ^•CH.CH.OH + B(OH), 

C.H.C - CH + R,BH — C4H.CH - CHAR, 
J HA 

C4H. • CH,  CHO 
(M % ovenul) 

carbone       hydrolysis 
insertion    and oxidation (projected) 
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activation, a. in the selective reaction of the methoxy- 
lated double bond in the Birch reduction product of 



OCH, OCH, OCH, 
only this double bond reacts 

CBr, 

anisóle. It would Mem likely that carbenes (methylenes) will 
ultimately find their way into commercial petrochemicals 

(c) Use o} elements other than C,H,0,N,S, 

In this brief paper we can do no more than to call 
attention to the intimate overlap inorganic and organic 
chemistry by mentioning a few of the elements now 
common in organic compounds as, for example, F 
especially m fluorocarbons, Si, in silicones and P in 
órgano phosphorus compounds. Consider, for example, 
the intriguing synthetic possibilities of the followint 
reactions : 

CH, = CH-CH~CH, 
+ C,H,PCI, -». H,0 

CJC a  * 

V 

PH, + CH, - CH-CN 
CI C»£ 

NCH.CH.CN), 
O 

B (See hydroboration, above; new B-N containing 
aromatic systems, such as 

0 BH 
NH 

open up new vistas in unusual polymers, etc.) Fe (metallo- 
cene chemistry; it seems likely that many of the answers 
to metal catalysis of organic reactions will come from 
fundamental studies of metal-organic complexes, espe- 
cially those with olefins and aromatics) and many others 
Some of these materials are now produced commercially 
others are sure to follow, and the area seems like a profi- 
table one for future petrochemical development. 

(d)  Valence tautomerism 

A good deal of interest has been aroused recently 
m so-called no-mechanism rearrangements, or valence 
tautomerism. Much of the work concerns olefins, and has 
leu to new syntheses and new ring systems which may 
become readily accessible from petrochemical raw 
materials. One is reminded, for example, of the dimeriza- 
tion of butadiene to 1,5-cyclooctadiene, now 

""V 
available commercially, or of the interconversions of the 
trimer, cjwlododecatriene. Through the combination 
of transition metal- n - complexes 

chemistry and thermal rearrangements, many new 
olefinic raw materials are becoming available. It seems 
likely that the next five years will see commercialization 
of some of these interesting olefins. Acetylenes mav 
also be 

v/v /\ ,f 

\ 

used, as in the reaction sequence. Heterocyclic compounds 
also undergo such reactions. 

New monomers can easily be envisioned from such 
materials, as well as, of course, specialty chemicals. 
Ine raw materials are relatively low priced, and the 
processes could be developed provided uses for the end 
products were at  hand. 

(e) New energy sources 

All of the reactions discussed thus far are conventional 
in the sense that the activation energy for reaction is 
provided by thermal energy (except for mentioned 
electrochemical reactions). But new energy sources 
are currently being explored for their possible synthetic 
utility. An example is the field of fissiochemistry or the 
use of nuclear fission energy to make chemicals. In 
most cases the reactive intermediates are radicals (some- 
times radical-ions) produced with high energy. Among 
reactions which are being studied are 

2NH,       —. NH, - NH, + H, 
2CO,       — 2CO + O, 
2CH.OH —» MOCH.CH.OH + H, 
2H.0      —» H,0, + H, 

*- 

ai well as nitrogen fixation, and the formation of ozone 
from oxygen. One can envision possible applications, 
now in the realm of fantasy, which might be important 
to the petrochemical industry: 

2CH, - CH, — CH.CH-CH - CH, + H, 

xc 0 + C.H, + H, 

M7 



CH, - CH - CH - CH, 

1J0-. thermal 
hv, aettoeJienonr Mmitmr 
hv, bwuil wmitLnr 

Our understanding of the interaction of light with 
organic molecules is becoming clearer as a result of 
current research. Although strictly not a new energy 
•oiirc«, the commercial use of light to carry out large 
•eat«, otherwise difficult syntheses, seems inevitable and 
can be classed as new. As an example of the dramatic 
effect of light catalysis (and of the use of sensitizers) 
on a recation course, one may consider the following 
transformations of butadiene. 

The following example from our own laboratory illus- 
trates possible applications to aromatic hydrocarbons. 

(overall near 90 %) 

Concentrated energy dotages, as from lasers, may 
ultimately have applications to petrochemicals. 

CONCLUSIONI 

Even though I have barely touched, in this paper, 
on the tremendous scope of research in the petroche- 
mical industry, it should be clear from the examples 
given that, perhaps to an extent greater than in most 
industries, progress and rapid advance on a technological 
level can only be the result of imaginative, long range 
bask research, ultimately teamed up with practical 
development work. The basic research must be given 
free rein, for one cannot predict from which river of 
research new products will flow. This will be true as 
the petrochemical industry becomes important in the 
developing nations just as it has l'eco elsewhere until now. 

It is impossible for me to be so presumptuous as to 
recommend that this area of research, or that develop- 
ment problem should be undertaken by a particular 
nation which is developing a petrochemical industry. 
Each country will have to decide these problems after 
assessing its needs, raw materials, potential market etc. 
But included in any of these plans should be the thought 
that a strong supporting programme of training, research 
and development will be necessary if the industry is 
to flourish. 

Ml 



3. RECENT TRENDS OF PETROCHEMISTRY IN THE MACROMOLECULAR FIELD 

Pr.f.^r. Giuli. N«u, .né Gianni to~ßb^ of Inebriai Ck.mi.try, Polyt«k»lc 

INTRODUCTION 

In the age we live in, crude oil has become a vital 
tymph; without it. the modern way of life on Earth would 
be paralyzed in a very short time. 

The importance of crude oil in the various fields of 
modern life is so great that not only technicians, but 
politicians and economists all over the world focus their 
attention on it. 

Though less obviously, crude oil has acquired great 
importance also as a raw material for several chemical 
syntheses. This has originated a very important branch 
of the present industrial chemistry: i.e. petrochemistry. 
In Tact from crude oil, or better from its prHucts and 
by-products, it is possible to obtain by chemical reactions 
substances that are useful in different fields of application. 

The products that can be obtained from crude oil 
by chemical reactions are numberless; thousands of 
pages would be necessary to describe this topic thoroughly 
In this paper we can only point out the importance 
of crude oil as a raw material for the production of high 
polymers, that is of substances fit to obtain plastic mate- 
rials, textile fibres and synthetic rubbers. 

RAW MATERIALS AND INTERMEDIATES 

In the refineries crude oil is subjected to a great number 
of treatments, in order to obtain higher yields in valuable 
products having greater demand on the market. Topping 
cracking and reforming processes, the distillation under 
vacuum of lubricant oils, alkylation and polymerization 
processes, are all adressed to obtain the highest amount 
of valuable products from crude oil, i.e., gasoline, 
fuel oil, lubricants òf various viscosities and related 
products. 

This operation cycle, however, yields along with the 
desiredI fractions, more or less high amounts of products, 
which have leu demand on the market; mojeover some 
ot the operations mentioned above (e.g. cracking) 
lead to the production of volatile hydrocarbons rich 
in unsaturated compounds, which cannot be sold as 
fuels owing to both their high volatility and to their 
degree of unsaturation. Unsaturated hydrocarbons con- 
tained in these volatile fractions mostly consist of olefins 
diolefins containing up to five carbon atoms; after 
purification their compounds can be used for the pro- 
duction of high polyBMTs. 

Aito the distillate ftwHioM which an Im in *a»ad 
°*n he stj^eowd to 

so as to give high yields of volatile hydrocarbons rich 
m the above-mentioned  unsaturated compounds. 

For instance, in Europe the insatiable consumer 
demands for fuel-oil, gasoline, lubricants, etc. make it 
necessary to add refinery capacity at a growing rate- 
this situation leaves at disposal big quantity of naphtha 
which is not in high demand. Thus naptha has become' 
the preferred material as feedstock for the steam cracking 
in the production of olefins in mosi countries in Europe 

Thus, from the refinery or from auxiliary plants it is 
possible to obtain a considerable amount of low-molec- 
ular-weight unsaturated hydrocarbons that can be used 
in chemical syntheses or directly for the production 
of high polymers. 

In table I we list the olefins and diolefins present in 
hydrocarbon fractions having up to 5 Carbon atoms. 
u well as their boiling temperatures. As we shall see 
from these compounds it is possible to obtain a consid- 
erable amount of high polymers, which are interesting 
iwr tne Pr?duction of Plastics, synthetic rubbers and 
fibres. Obviously the refinery or cracking gases contain 
along with olefins and diolefins, other hydrocarbons 
such as the corresponding saturated compounds (ethane 
propane, butane, isobutane, etc.), or unsaturated com- 
pounds of other hydrocarbon-hydrocarbon gases 
(CO, H,, etc.). 

TABLE I. UNSATURATED HYDROCAWONS vr TO C, FRACTION ORTATNED 

IN  STEAM CRACKINO OF NAPHTA 

Ethylene .... 
Propylene. . . . 
Butene-1 .... 
But«ie-2ci*. . . 
Butene-2 trsni . 
Isobutene. . . . 
Butadiene. . . . 
2-methyl-butwie-I 
2-nwthyl-butane-2 
uopmc .... 

A i~. •/„• rnifiTW nviiMRimi sii j 

103,9 
47 

S 
1 
2.5 
6 
3 

31 
3I.S 
34 
43 
42.S 

III 



Therefore, in order to employ olefins or diolefins in 
chemical syntheses or in polymerization, it is necessary 
to perform several separation, fractionation and purifi- 
cation processes of the various hydrocarbons These 
separation processes are usually carried out by low 
temperature distillations in several fractionation columns 
thus high-purity olefins or diolefins are obtained. 

The polymerization of olefins and diolefins generally 
require«, for these monomers, a high degree of purity; 
in fact, high concentrations in inert compounds must 
be avoided in order to have a high concentration of the 
monomers in the polymerization and to have recycle 
of monomers without raising the concentrations of 
inerts; above all the presence of compounds that act a« 
poison for the polymerization must be reduced as much 
as possible. For this reason, the fractionation of ethylene, 
of propylene and of other monomers is particularly con- 
tro'ied by accurate analyses; table II reports the com- 
pr lition of ethylene and of propylene suitable for the 
polymerization; the type and highest amount of negligible 
impurities are indicated. 

glycol; this last is employed for the synthesis of poly- 
ethylenterephthalate, used for the production of polyester 
films and fibres. 

These few examples concerning ethylene, whtch 
however are analogous for other olefins, give an idea 
of the versatility of these compounds and of the great 
number of polymeric materials ih.it can be obtained. 
This versatility explains the great demand of ethylene 
and of other olefins all over the world. Ai an example, 
with reference to the European countries and in particular 
to the European Economic Community (EEC), the present 
total capacity of ethylene is of about 1,4 million metric 
tons, while that of propylene is of about I million 
metric tons. The estimates based on known plans allow 
to foresee for 1966-67 a capacity of 2,8 million metric 
tons for ethylene and of 1,8 million metric tona of pro- 
pylene. 

Taking Italy as an example, the olefin picture is as 
follows ; 

frtatm tmmeMy 

Ethylene . 
Propylene. 

3*0,000 mir. tons    300,000 nwtr. tons 
220,000 imtr. toni    313,000 mrtr. tons 

TAUB II. ANALYSIS OF ETHYLENE AND P«OPYLENE SUITABLE torn THE 

POLYMERIZATION 

Etyhlene  Min. 99.8 per cent 
Propylene  Max  500 p.p.m. 
Oxygen  Max. 20 p.p.m. 
Hydrogen  Max. 100 p.p.m. 
Carbon monoxide .  .  . Max. 20 p.p.m. 
Acetylene  Max. 50 p.p.m. 
Ethane  Max. 0.1 per cent 
Carbon oxysulphide. . 
Total sulphur  — 
Carbon dioxide  — 
Aliene  — 
Methyl acetylene .... — 
Water  — 

Max. 50 p.p.m. 
Min. 99 8 per cent 
Max. 20 p.p.m. 
Max. 100 p.p.m. 
Max. 5 p.p.m. 

Max. 3 p.p.m. 
Max. 10 p.p m. 
Max. 10 p.p.m. 
Max. 5 p.p.m. 
Max. 2 p.p.m. 
Max. 10 p.p.m. 

This river of olefins will flow into a compiali web of 
petrochemical plants that will transform this raw material 
into an impressive list of product*. 

However, the examples mentioned before involve a 
previous chemical transformation of unsaturated hydro- 
carbons i'ito other bifunctional polymerization com- 
pounds; these chemical reactions concern the field of 
petrochemistry. 

A fairly wide and important field of polymeric materials 
comprises hydrocarbon polymers and copolymers that 
can be directly obtained by polymerization of one or 
more olefins and diolefins. This specific field will be 
dealt with in this lecture. 

HYDROCARBON POLYMERS AND COPOLYMERS 

HIGH POLYMERS OBTAINABLE FROM CRUDE OIL 

A considerable production of high polymers deriving 
from monomers obtained from crude-oil started a 
long time ago. In fact various unsaturated polymerizable 
compounds can be easily obtained by relatively simple 
chemical reactions from the olefins and diolefins men- 
tioned above. As an example, let us consider ethylene. 
From ii, by addition of chlorine and subsequent dehydro- 
chlorination, vinyl chlor de is obtained, which can be 
polymerutd to polymers and copolymers with excellent 
properties; by the addition of ethylene to benzene 
and subsequent dehydrogenation, it is possible to obtain 
styrene, which is an important monomer for obtaining 
different plastics (pure and modified polystyrenes, ABS 
alloys and copolymers) and synthetic rubbers (SBR 
rubber). The direct oxidation of ethylene yields ethylene 
oxide, which can be used for different purposes; one 
of the most important is the hydration to ethylene 

A considerable production of these materials, making 
a convenient use of nw materials deriving from crude 
oil, started a long time ago. This production has consid- 
erably increased in the last few years, both as regards 
type rind quality of polymers, thanks to the new anionic 
coordinated polymerization processes. Until a short 
time ago, the production of high hydrocarbon polymers 
was limited to polyethylene, polyisobutylene, to the 
isobutene-isoprene copolymers (butyl rubber) and to 
the butadiene-styrene copolymers (SBR rubber). 

Let us consider the present stage of these polymers and 
copolymers, to evaluate better the future prospects 
of the new polymers. 

POLYETHYLENE 

At present, ethylene can be polymerized to biffa polymers 
by different processes ; thus it is possible to obtain number- 
toss types of polyethylenes, which differ in their degree 
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of crystallinity (usually expressed with (tensity measure- 
ment), in their average molecular weight (expressed by 
the measure of the melt index), in the distribution of 
the molecular weights. The physical and chemical proper- 
ty of polyethylene vary as a function of these three 
parameters,   sometimes   very   markedly. 

The wide field of applications of this polymer (films 
blown containers, coatings, moulded articles, pipes, wire 
and cable) are mainly due to its flexibility (which is 
kept also at low temperature) to its impact strength, 
to its impermeability to water, to its good electric pro- 
perties also at low frequency and to its good chemica» 
resistance. 

The world consumption of polyethylene has undergone 
a fantastic increase in the last few years; at present, 
the world production is of about 2 millions tons/year 
and, as foreseen, it will increase steadily in future years. 

In table III, we report some figures of production of 
polyethylene, referring to Italy, EEC (comprising of course 
Italy) and the United Sutes of America for different years 
(the values of 1966 are estimates). 

TAS« III. PRODUCTION or imvETHYLtNt * 

( Tom/year) 

us* 

'»55 112,000 
l»*3        1,010,000 
'»«* 1 ¿50,000 

20,000 
370,000 
563,000 

tutu 

5,000 
91,000 

110,000 

• Totalling  high  and  low   denuty  types. 

The importance of the polyethylene production can 
be easily pointed out by the comparison with the data 
concerned with the production of olefins; polyethylene 
alone in EEC represents about 30 per cent of the total 
production of ethylene. 

POLYBOiUTBNB-lUTYL RUBBER 

The polymerization of isobutene is carried out with 
the aid of cationic-type catalysts at low temperature; 
the other conditions being toe same, the lower the 
polymerization temperature is the higher the molecular 
weight. Polyisobutene is an amorphous rubber-like 
polymer, having good electric properties and chemical 
resistance; it is used for the production of coatings, 
of adhestves mixed with other polymers in order to 
improve some properties, in addition to lubricant oils 
to improve their viscosity index. 

The copolymers of isobutene with small amounts of 
isoprene, i.e., butyl rubber, are even more important 
than polyisobutene. This rubber can be vulcanised by 
reaction with vulcanizing agents of the residual double 
bonds of isoprene; it »hows a higa impermeability to 
pses, and high aging résistance properties; it is mainly 

used for the production of inner tubes, cables or technical 
articles, which require a good aging resistance. This 
rubber, due to its scanty dynamic properties cannot 
be widely used for the production of tyres, even if tyres 
made of butyl rubber have some interesting properties 
e.g. good adherence to wet roads. 

BUTADtKNE-STYRFNt    ( OPOLYMi-R.? 

These   copolymers,   which   presently   represent   the 
synthetic rubbers of greater production, were largely 
prepared for the first time, on an industrial scale, during 
World War II, to make up for the scarce availability of 
natural rubber. After the War, they held out against 
the competition of natural rubber, both because of the 
continuous improvements  made  on   these elastomers 
and because the production conditions, since the starting 
monomers are derived from petroleum, were advantageous 
from the economical point  of view.   The properties 
of butadiene-styrene rubbers, even if less good than those 
of natural rubber from a dynamic and mechanical point 
of view, are .in the whole sufficiently good and can be 
used for the production of tyres The economic advantage 
of these rubbers is further increased by adding to them 
considerable amounts of hydrocarbon oils of low price. 
The field of applications of butadiene-styrene rubbers 
is fairly wide and favoured not only by the properties of 
these elastomers, but also by the advantage of constant 
quality  and price. 

The production of these synthetic rubbers is already 
considerable, in the United States, for instance, it was 
of 1,250,000 tons/ycr in 1963. Forecasts on these 
rubbers ar? .ather uncertain, since other synthetic rubbers 
which we will deal with later, are already on the mar- 
ket, having either better qualities or more favourable 
economic prospects. In table IV we report both vaLes 
or estimates for the countries mentioned above: 

TABLE IV. PRODUCTION OF »TYRENE-IUTADIENE RUBBER 

1WÎ  «03,000 
"63        1,000,000 
1*65 1,100,000 

10,000 
350,000 
400,000 

Italy 

86,000 
100,000 

NEW OLEFIN POLYMERS AND COPOLYMERS 

As we have seen, some olefins and diolefins could 
already be used advantageously for the production of 
considerable amounts of hydrocarbon polymers and 
copolymers; however, that situation did not allow the 
complete use of other olefins, which are also available 
in big amounts. 

In the steam cracking of naphtha, for each pound of 
ethylene, 0.5-1 pound of propylene and about 0.4-0.5 
pounds of C4 olefins and diolefins are produced, depend- 
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ing on the cracking conditions. The use of at least some 
of these olefins (e.g. propylene) for the production of 
polymers and copolymers might constitute a useful 
outlet  under  favourable economic conditions. 

The new anionic co-ordinated polymerization processes 
discovered ten years ago at the Polytechnic Institute 
of Milan, by developing the organometallic catalysts 
proposed by K. Ziegler for the polymerization of ethylene, 
made it possible to obtain several new polymers and 
copolymers of olefins and diolefins endowed with excellent 
chemical and physical properties. By thete new processes 
it was possible to make use of propylene for the produc- 
tion of high polymers; this monomer in fact had never 
been exploited before for this purpose and was mostly 
left unemployed. In fact, all efforts made in order to 
obtain high polymers from propylene, had always led 
to the synthesis of oily product» containing, in some 
cases, small percentages of higher molecular weight 
fractions; these products did not show any practical 
interest. 

The new polymerization processes have made it 
possible to use all the monomers contained in the li'-ht 
fractions deriving from the crude oil processing. Propylene, 
butène-1, butene-2, butadiene, isoprene, etc. can be 
polymerized to different polymers that can be suitably 
employed for the production of plastics, fibres, films and 
synthetic rubbers. This is an advantage for the new plants, 
which can be easily planned to vary their production 
according to the products demand. 

Now we wish to describe in more detail the various 
new polymers and their specific fields of application. 

POLYPROPYLENE 

The new stereospecific polymerization processes have 
made it possible to obtain from propylene several 
polymers differing in physical properties, though haying 
the same chemical composition. This different behaviour 
is caused by the different steric structure shown by these 
polymers ; in fact two types of monomeric units of opposite 
steric configuration can be originated from propylene. 
The different polymers of propylene show a different 
arrangement of the monomeric units constituting them. 

Isotactic polypropylene has a high regularity of chemi- 
cal and steric structure; in fact, the tertiary carbon atoms 
present along the chain have, at least for long portions, 
the same steric configuration. 

Atactic polypropylene, instead, possesses tertiary 
carbon atoms of opposite steric configuration, which 
follow one another in an irregular manner along the 
polymer chain. Besides these two polymers, it is possible 
to obtain by synthesis either syndiotactic polypropylene 
(in which the tertiary carbon atoms show opposite 
steric configurations that alternate regularly along the 
chain) or stereoblock polypropylene (in which sequences 
of tertiary carbon atoms having the same steric 
configuration alternate with others having different steric 
configuration). 

The differences in the steric structure exert an in- 
fluence on the physical properties of the various poly- 
propylene«; isotactic polypropylene, thanks to in. regu- 

larity of structure, is a crystalline polymer having high 
melting temperature and excellent mechanical properties. 

The atactic polymer, instead, is an amorphous rubber- 
like product, which can be transformed into a cured 
elastomer by suitable crosslinking procedures. 

The commercial production of polypropylene is 
oriented toward the preparation of polymers having a 
high content in isotactic polymer (generally higher than 
90 per cent). In fact, this material has excellent mechani- 
cal and thermal properties. In table V the properties of 
polypropylene are reported. 

TASLE V PHYSICAL PHOPMTKí or KHYPaorYun* HAVINO A H»H 
HOTACTK   CONTENT 

Density «/cm« 0.90-0.91 
Yield point kl/cm« 3O0-3» 
Tentile Mi math kg/cm1 300-400 
Elongation at break % 3OO-70Q 
Tensile modulus of elasticity kf/cm' 12,000.11,000 
Stiffness kg/cm« 9.000-13,000 
Rockwell hardness  ».-scale 90-93 
Impact strength  karan/ern« > 30 
Water absorption          pratically ml 
Melting point  °C 173 
Softening point     I ,c g5-105 
Vicat (5 kg load)  I  
Dielectric constant  — 2-2.1 
Loes factor - 2-3 x KH 
Dielectric strength  kV/mm 30-33 

The high melting temperature of isotactic polypro- 
pylene allows its use also at those high temperatures at 
which most of the other hydrocarbon thermoplastic 
materials undergo a marked deformation. Moreover, this 
polymer can be easily processed with the machinery 
usually adopted for thermoplastic materials (extrusion, 
injection moulding, thermoforming, etc.). The excellent 
physical-chemical properties and the high surface glass 
make polypropylene suitable for numberless applications. 
In every field, this new plastic material has drawn the 
attention of producers and consumers. It can success- 
fully substitute traditional natural products or other 
plastics that are not specifically suitable to the purpose. 

An application of isotactic polypropylene of particular 
interest is its transformation into textile fibres. The pro- 
duction of these textile fibres is carried out by melt 
spinning of the polymer followed by stretching and heat 
treatments. 

Polypropylene fibres are already produced on a com- 
mercial scale, as continuous filaments and ss staple- 
fibre (wool or cotton type); they poness excellent mecha- 
nical properties (table VI), abrasion resistane«, thermal 
non-conductivity and crease resistance. 

Since these fibres have a low specific gravity (0.91 g/cm») 
it is possible to obtain, at equal weight and titer, much 
bigger surfaces of fabric than with all other and synthetic 
fibres. 
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TABU VI. PMMHMI or roLYraorrun« íMEI 

Tensile strength  w<im 

Elongation M break  •/. 
Moduh» ofeteetictty  g/^H, 
W»t tenacity  g/den 
Knot tenacity v 
P»«'* n/i¿s. 
Shrink»*» (water 100-C) •; 
•.esistane« to trtchtoroethylene . - 

5-« 
20-23 
30*65 
i-$ 
13 

200,000 
0 

food 

The production of textile fibre« from polypropylene 
will haw a greater importance after improving their 
resistance to the degradation agent« (in particular their 
reji»tance to light) and after making their dyeing poauble 
by the cheap dyeing method« utually adopted for other 
textile fibre«. Different method« have been propoeed 
for this purpoM and already give positive results. How- 
ever, it is still too early to foresee which methods will 
gain favour of the textile industry. 

rhua, it is now possible to obtain, directly by poly- 
merization of propylene, polymer« that can be used in the 
production of plastics, Alms and textile fibre«. The pro- 
duction of polypropylene has already asserted itself in 
Italy, Japan, the United States and in other countries. AJ 
an example, we report here the consumption registered 
in the United States last year (table VII). 

TASU VII. CONSUMPTION or POLYMOTYLìNI M TMI UNITED STATU 

(1963) 

Mould*! artidst 
Film and sheet. . 
Monofilament. . 
Fibres  
Miscellaneous • . 

70 
26 
22 
13 
23 

* Miscellaneous iadudes blow moulding, pipe, wire costina, etc. 

Considering that polypropylene was discovered a 
fairly short time ago, the present production is already 
very high and it appears that the future success of poly- 
propylene will be at least equal to that of polyethylene. 

In fact, it must be borne in mind that isotactic poly- 
propylene, besides being employed in similar fields of 
application as polyethylene (moulding, film, etc.), can be 
widely used for the production of fibres. 

POLYBUTBNB-1 

The C4 fraction contains butène-1, butene-2 (both 
çis and tran«), isobutetw as olefin«, at well at more or 
lew considerable amount« of tjutadiene-l.3 tad of satu- 
rated hydrocarbons. 

After separation of i »oblitene, this fraction can be 
used for the production of high-purity butadiene suitable 
to obtain different synthetic rubbers. However, butène-1 
can also be polymerized to crystalline ¡sotas.tic poly- 
butene-l by the new stereospecihe polymerization pro- 
cesses. The polymerization can be carried out without 
separating butène-1 from butene-2, which is practically 
inert toward the polymerization in the conditions adopted 
in this case. 

Isotactic polybutene-l is a crystalline polymer having 
physical and mechanical properties s>milar to those of 
low-density polyethylene (table Vili). In practice, it is 
produced by the same apparatus u«d for the production 
of polypropylene. Polybutene films have a high 'ear 
resistance, while pipes of this polymer are flexible and 
can carry water at 80°C without being considerably 
deformed. 

TABLI Vili PHVSH Al   P*OW*rifS (If  POLYHlTFNt-l   WITH   ^  HKJH 

•OTACTK-  POIYMER CONTINT 

Density g/cm' 
Temile strength  kg/cm' 
Elongation at break. \ 
S**"*"  kg/cm« 
Hardneei Shore D 
Melting point •<- 
Softening point Vicat (I kg load) T 
Dielectric constant  
Dielectric strength kV/mm 

0.(9-0.90 
150-400 
300-400 

1,000-2,000 
40-M) 

130-113 
»0-90 
2-2.1 
30-32 

POLYOLEFIN ELASTOMBKS 

It was already pointed out that from propylene, under 
suitable polymerization conditions, it is possible to 
obtain atactic polypropylene, a rubber-like product 
that can be transformed into a cured elastomer. The 
dynamic properties of this rubber, howtver, are poor; 
therefore its use is limited. For this reason studies were 
carried out to find the most suitable systems that might 
yield elastomers based on olefins endowed with good 
dynamic properties. 

This aim was achieved by the synthesis of elastomers 
based on ethylene and propylene; they contain, in their 
macromolecule, the two monomelic units distributed 
at random. Thus the copolymers containing more than 
35 mole-per cent of propylene are amorphous and have 
a rubber-like behaviour. The sequences of methylenic 
groups, due to the ethylene units present in the macro- 
molecular chains, make the chain flexible, so that the 
dynamic properties of these synthetic rubbers are fairly 
good. 

These elastomers can contain in their chain not only 
ethylene and propylene, but also small amounts of other 
hydrocarbon monomers, which, after polymerization, 
still contain a double bond, useful for the vulcanization 
with sulphur and accelerators. On the contrary, in the 
case of completely saturated copolymers, the vulcani- 
astk» can be carried out with the use of organic 
peroxides. In any cue, either as copolymers or as ter- 
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polymers, these elastomers have mechanical and dynamic 
properties that are equal to or even better than those of 
the previously known synthetic rubbers, an exceptional 
resistance to ageing, to high temperatures, and to degrada- 
tion agents. Their resistance to ozone is far higher than 
that of the most used synthetic rubbers. In the preparation 
of terpolymers, use is made of ethylene and propylene, 
with different types of third hydrocarbon monomers 
containing more than one double bond, which too are 
derived from petroleum. Among all those proposed, 
we wish to remind dicyclopentadiene (obtained by 
spontaneous dimerization of cyclopentadiene), 1,5-cyclo- 
octadiene (by catalytic dimerization of butadiene), 
methylenenorbornene (by addition of aliene to cyclo- 
pentadiene),divinylcyclobutane, hexadiene-1,4, 2-methyl- 
pentadiene, etc. 

Elastomers based on ethylene and propylene are 
already produced on a commercial scale in Italy and in 
the United States. 

The interest aroused by these products is not only 
due to their physical and chemical properties, but also 
to economic factors. In fact, these rubbers have a low 
density (lower cost with the same volume), accept con- 
siderable amounts of low-cost oil and fillers, and are 
produced from raw materials (ethylene and propylene) 
available or obtainable in great amounts and at low price. 
All these factors permit the forecast that the demand of 
these new elastomers will increase rapidly: for instance, 
the U.S. consumption in 1964 will be about 25 million lb 
and for 1970 is foreseen to reach about I billion 
pound. 

DlOLEFIN  POLYMERS 

Cis-1,4 polybutadiene 

The polymerization of butadiene has long been known 
but in general the polymerization methods known until 
10 year« ago gave irregular amorphous polymers with 
rubbei-like properties, which did not provide much prac- 
tical interest. This was due to the fact that in the poly- 
merization of butadiene, it is possible to have different 
types of monomeric units. 

However, by stereospecific polymerization, it has been 
possible to prepare butadiene polymers having a high 
structure regularity. The four stereoisomers of poly- 
butadiene have all been obtained with a high degree 
of steric purity. The physical properties of these poly- 
butadienes differ considerably and this must be attributed 
to the different type of steric order. Of the four types of 
trans-1,4 polybutadiene, isotactic-1,2 and syndicUctic-1,2 
polybutadienes are crystalline polymers with elastomeric 
properties at room temperature. Polybutadiene having a 
high cis-1,4 units content, on the contrary, melts below 
room temperature and therefore shows elastomeric 
properties. 

The structure of this polymer is fairly similar to that 
shown by natural rubber; its chain has a good flexibility. 
This is why cis-1,4 polybutadiene with high steric purity 
(> 96 per cent) shows excellent dynamic properties 
(equal to or higher than those of natural rubber), which, 
along with its high abrasion resistance, makes it very 

suitable, especially if mixed with natural or synthetic 
rubbers, for the production of those articles (tyres) that 
must undergo deformation repeatedly. 

The production of cis-1,4 polybutadiene, on a com- 
mercial scale, started some years ago in several countries 
and is increasing. By the continuous improvement of 
the polymerization plants, the production of this elasto- 
mer is economically advantageous; thus its price is only 
a little higher than that of the synthetic rubbers of wider 
use, and lower than that of natural rubber. 

Thus the use of this polymer mixed with natural rubber 
or with butadiene-styrene rubbers is very advantageous 
from the qualitative point of view, and also the price 
picture looks very favourable. 

Cis-1,4 polyisoprene 

Natural rubber consists of polyisoprene having a 
high cis-1,4 unit content (> 97 per cent). Several efforts 
were made in the past, but without success, to produce 
natural rubber by polymerization of isoprene, which is 
present in the C, fraction of crude oil products or can 
be purposely produced from that fraction. The stereo- 
specific polymerization made it possible to obtain from 
isoprene an elastomer having chemical and steric structure 
practically identical with that of natura! rubber. 

Even if the mechanic! 1 and dynamic properties of 
synthetic cis-1,4 polyisoprene are not perfectly equal to 
those of natural rubber, they are fairly good and such 
as to allow the use of this polymer instead of natural 
rubber. This elastomer can be profitably produced when 
isoprene is available at a sufficiently low price, as in the 
case of isoprene already contained in the fractions deriving 
from crude oil pyrolysis. 

The commercial production of cis-1,4 polyisoprene 
has already started in the United Sutes and is justified 
not only by economic factors, but also by the wish for it 
to become independent, if necessary, of the supply of 
the natural product. 

The use of stereo rubbers (polybutadiene and poly- 
isoprene) is increasing every year; in 1963 the penetration 
of these new types of rubber represented the 8.6 per cent 
of the total rubber used in the United States. The con- 
sumption in 1964 will increase by 35 per cent with respect 
to 1963 and should be close to 150,000 long tons. In 
countries with free enterprise economies, the consumption 
in 1964 will be of 240,000 long tons. Thus market pene- 
tration on a world-wide basis will approach 10 per cent 
of all synthetic rubber used. In a few years, it is possible 
that the stereo rubbers will account for 20-25 per cent of 
tout consumption of synthetic rubber in the United 
States market. 

Trans-1,4 polyisoprene 

The trans isomer of poly butadiene-1,4 is the main 
constituent of gutta-percha; this material has been used 
for a long time in big amounts in the insulation of sub- 
marine cables. By stereoapedfk polymerization of 
isoprene it is now also possible to obtain a synthetic 
polymer having physical and chemical properties equal 
to or better than those of the natural product 
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Synthetic tram-1,4 polyijoprent is nowadays produced 
on a commercial scale in several countries. At present 
it is mainly used for the production of hard rubbers 
(such as golf balls), but research is in progress to widen 
its applications, which will be profitable considering 
the greater availability and lower price of the synthetic 
product in comparison with the natural purified one. 

OTHER HYDROCARBON POLYMERS 

Along with the new polymers mentioned above, which 
are already produced on a commercial scale from hydro- 
carbon monomers, several new polymers and copolymers 
have been synthesized in research laboratories in these 
past few years, thanks to the new anionic co-ordinated 
polymerization processes. Some of the» polymers are 
interesting only from a scientific point of view, leading 
to a better knowledge of the phenomena of macromole- 
cular chemistry; some others, instead, are materials 
that at present show less practical interest, but will 
possibly find useful applications in the future. 

Now, let us briefly consider a series of hydrocarbon 
polymers and copolymers synthesized in these past years 
to demonstrate which possibilities are given by the new 
polymerization processes, to obtain different materials 
starting from one or more hydrocarbons. 

Isotactic polystyrene 

This polymer of styrene, having a high steric regularity, 
has a melting temperature of 240C, while traditional 
polystyrene softens at a temperature lower than lOO'C. 

Due to its good electric properties and to its high 
softening point, it might be suitably used for valuable 
electric applications. 

The practical use of isotactic polystyrene met with 
difficulties, due to the low crystallization rate in the 
moulded or extruded polymer. 

Poly-4-methylpentene-l 

The isotactic polymer shows a melting temperature 
of 230*C ; it can be easily transformed in fibres of excellent 
mechanical properties. 

Ethyknt-tmtene-2 copolymers 

Butene-2 does not polymerize alone in a stereospecific 
manner, but it can be copolymerized with ethylene. 
Thus ethylene-butene-2 alternated copolymers can be 
obtained, which show a high structure regularity and are 
crystalline. 

EthyUne-cyclooie/ms copolymers 

CycJooleflns (cyclopentene, cycloheptene), in analogy 
with butene-2, can yield alternated crystalline copolymm 

with a high melting temperature and good mechanical 
characteristics. 

Cyclobutene polymers 

Cyclobutene can yield, by polymerization, two types 
or polymer: one by polymerization of the double bond 
the other by opening of the ring and arrangement of 
the units thus obtained. The latter polymer has in practice 
the same structure as that of trans-1,4 polybutadiene. 

Polypentenamer 

By opening of the cyclopentene ring, a linear polymer 
is obtained, containing one double bond for every five 
carbon atoms in the polymeric chain. This polymer, at 
room temperature, is rubber-like and the vulcanized 
products can crystallize under str itching, in analogy 
with natural rubber. The good properties of these pro- 
ducts make them particularly interesting as elastomers. 

Polymers oj pentadiene-1,3 

Pentadiene-1,3 can yield various polymers with different 
structures. Cis-1,4 polypentenamers (isotactic and syndio- 
tactic) show an elastomeric behaviour and can be trans- 
formed into rubli«« with good mechanical and dynamic 
properties. Trans-1,4 polypentadiene, instead, is a crystal- 
line polymer having a melting temperature of 95°C. 

Butadime-pentadiene copolymers 

These polymers that contain butadiene as trans-1,4 units 
and pentadiene as trans-1,4 and 1,2 units, are elastomeric 
products. By vulcanization, they yield rubbers that crystal- 
lize under stretching and have good mechanical pro- 
perties. 

By the new polymerization techniques, it is possible 
to obtain butadiene-styrene rubbers having better pro- 
perties than those of the analogous products prepared 
by the traditional emulsion procedures. It is also possible 
to produce butadiene-styrene block copolymers, which 
give products particularly fit for some fields of applica- 
tion (extruded, moulded articles, etc.). 

* 

These examples show that it is now possible to exploit 
almost completely the whole series of unsaturated hydro- 
carbons present in the volatile fractions for the production 
of different polymeric materials. They also show that it 
is now possible for the research chemist to produce the 
most suitable polymer for whatever application is 
needed. 

Also in toe caw of polymers already known, and pro- 
duced on aa industrial scale, the continuous research 
works can lead to structure variations to satisfy the 
most different requirements. 
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4. NEW TRENDS IN RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE USSR 
PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY 

V. A. Khodakhovakaja, State Committee on Petrochemical Industry, USSR 

1. At present th« oil-refining industry of the USSR 
with respect to the volume of oil refining is the second 
largest in the world. During the 1958-1963 period the 
level of primary refining increased by 70 per cent. The 
rate of the petrochemical industry production growth 
has been even higher. From 1958 to 1963 gross output 
of the oil-refining industry increased more than 2.5 times. 
For the 1965-1970 period certain measures have been 
contemplated to increase further the volume of oil- 
refining and production of petrochemical products. 
During this period the volume of oil primary refining 
will increase by 1.6 times and production of major petro- 
chemical products by not less than 3 times. 

2. To reach the projected volume of production of 
mass high-quality petrochemical products, secondary 
processes of oil refining have been widely introduced. 
By 1970 these processes are to represent 55 per cent of 
primary refining. The following processes must be regarded 
as processes of major importance : catalytic reforming, 
catalytic cracking, hydrocracking, hydropurification, 
thermocontact cracking, contact coking, deparaffination. 

3. The most important petrochemical raw materials 
are olefins, aromatic hydrocarbons and higher parafPns 
(liquid and solid). On the basis of these products practi- 
cally all the synthetic materials are produced. The main 
feature of modem oil-refining is the fact that broad 
introduction of secondary processes makes it possible 
not only to settle the problem of the production of the 
required amounts of fuel products of required quality 
but to create a reliable raw material base for petroche- 
mical production. As an example one can note the inter- 
relation between catalytic and thermal cracking processes 
and production of olefins (especially, of butylènes), 
catalytic reforming and production of aromatic hydro- 
carbons, deparaffination and production of paraffins. 

4. For production of olefins besides the fatty gases of 
cracking processes wide use is made of pyrolysis of oil 
production side gases and of liquid hydrocarbon raw 
materials—low octane benzenes of direct refining and 
de-aromatized raffinâtes of catalytic reforming. Calcula- 
tions show that technical and economical characteristics 
of production of ethylene and propylene from liquid 
products of oil-refining are not worse than those obtained 
in production of olefins from components of side gases 
under condition if the use is made of pyrolysis side 
products (first of all hydrocarbons C4 and pyiolysis tar). 

5. As far as the pyrolysis process is concerned, the 
main task is the improvement of tube heater design (the 

principal pyrolysis aggregate for the nearest future) and 
creation of devices for pyrogenic refining of heavy oil 
fractions (mazut and raw oil including) with the aim of 
obtaining pyrogas of stable composition and high in 
olefin contents. It is not less important to work out some 
efficient system for pyrogas division because up to 
80 per cent of expenditures on olefin production account 
for gas-division phase. The main direction in the creation 
of such a system will be low temperature rectification of 
pyrogases instead of absorption systems so widely used 
at present. 

6. The olefin production gives an obvious example 
of a trend of steady increases in capacities of individual 
oroduction units. Just a few years ago units for pyrolysis 
and gas-division with annual output of 10-13,000 t of 
ethylene were being built. At present the units of 30,0001 
capacity prevailed. But in 1965-1967 standard unit* will 
be of 60-70,000 t annual capacity and in some cases 
(when conditions of raw material supply are favourable) 
— up to ¡20-150,000 t annual capacity. The share of 
such units will be about 85 per cent of total production 
of ethylene. Standard units for production of all the 
major petrochemical products will be larger. It should 
be pointed out that the capacity of future standard 
units will be at least twice as large as existing units. 
Experience shows that the increase of per unit capacity 
results in considerable reduction of capital investment. 

7. The catalytic reforming process with platinum 
catalysts, now widely practised in the USSR, is the most 
promising method of production of aromatic hydro- 
carbons. At present the main task is to increase the yield 
of aromatic products per unit of starting material. To 
accomplish this the following measures are being carried 
out : 

(a) Making the reforming regime more rigid and 
modernization of platinum catalyst. This makes it possible 
to use in the aromatization reactions not only naph- 
thenic but paraffin hydrocarbons (dehydrocycliiátion of 
paraffins). 

(b) Improvement of raw material preparation (deep 
hydrorefining, legible rectification, usage of narrow cuts). 

(c) Usage of the most selective solvents at the extrac- 
tion phase. 

8. As far as the production of benzene is concerned 
the most promising processes (betides reforming process) 
are the processes of thermal and catalytic dealkylation, 
dehydrocyclization and some other processes which are 
being developed now. 
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9. The petrochemical industry now produces some 
chemicals which just a few years ago were produced on the 
base of solid fuels. Here one should first of all mention 
aromatic hydrocarbons. But production of aromatic 
hydrocarbons on the base of coking tar is limited by the 
scale of coke production. Special gas-chemical treatment 
of coal with resulting production of aromatic hydro- 
carbons has not yet ¡>een widely developed. This method 
as well as production of carbide acetylene may be only 
of local importance. 

So in the future the petrochemical industry wili be the 
main source of aromatic hydrocarbons and other mate- 
rials. 

10. The progress of the wtrochemical industry to a 
certain degree is stipulated by the simultaneous develop- 
ment of two or more processes of production of the same 
product or by the existence of several methods of pro- 
duction of interchangeable products. As an example one 
can point to the production of ethyl alcohol (direct and 
sulfuric hydration), glycerin (chloric and non-chloric 
method), acetaldehyde (through acetylene and ethylene), 
ethylene oxide (chloric method and direct oxidation) and 
many others. Selection of method depends on real con- 
ditions of production. 

11. The simultaneous existence of competing methods 
predetermines the necessity for their continuous perfec- 
tion. As an example one can point to the process of 
direct hydration of ethylene (feeding up catalyst, increase 
of carrier solidity, etc.), cumenic method of production of 
phenol, oxosynthesis, etc. Continous improvement of 
existing processes often explains the durability of their 
industrial exploitation (example—production of ethylene). 

12. Nevertheless, in the industry of petrochemical 
synthesis great attention is paid to the development of 
new rfficient synthesis. Here the most important trend is 
to substitute processes with fewer phasrs for multiphase 
processes. So as an example one can point to a recently 
developed process of direct oxidation of ethylene in 
acetaldehyde, single-phase oxidizing dehydration of 
butane in butadiene, production of butyrous aldehydes 
by the method of oxosynthesis, production of low- 
molecular acids by oxidation of benzene heads, direct 
hydration of synthetic aliphatic acids in alcohols. Of 
great interest is the work on oxidation of butylène into 
methylethylketone, of methane into formaldehyde and 
some others. Practice shows that reduction in the number 
of technological phases contributes to considerable 
savings in operational and especially in capital invest- 
ment. 

13. Improvement of quality of monomers and inter- 
mediates is the most important condition of technological 
progress in the petrochemical industry. Utilization of 
refined and concentrated raw materials makes it possible 
to obtain high quality products with simultaneous 
reduction in expenses. As a result of pyrolysJt and gas 

separation units now being built it is planned to »perate 
technological systems which will provide for obtaining 
ethylene of 99.9 per cent concentration and propylene 
of 99.8 per cent oncentration Catalytic reforming and 
extraction units now in operation provide for production 
of benzene with suli « n.ment being not more than 
0.0001 per cent. Higher alcohols now t d for plasticizer 
production must contain not more than 0001 per cent 
of sulfur. The same strict standards are now in use also 
for other oil-chemical product« 

14. Saving foodstuffs now used for technological needs 
is the most important task for the petrochemical industry. 
Here one should point to the importance of production 
of synthetic ethyl alcohol, butyl and higher alcohols, 
dicarbon acids, etc. In this respect an important role is 
played by chemical working of paraffins which provides 
for saving a great quantity of vegetable oils and animal 
fats. 

15. In the petrochemical industry of the USSR wide 
use is made of processe:, based on chemical working of 
oil paraffins. Solid paraffins have been in use since the 
beginning of the fifties. On the base of these paraffins we 
obtain synthetic aliphatic acids, higher aliphatic alcohols 
and other valuable products which are chiefly used for 
synthesis of surface-active materials. In future it is also 
contemplated to organize large-scale working of solid 
paraffins. The volume of their production is determined 
by the growth of lubricant production. 

16. Recently liquid paraffins (temperature of melting 
= 20-22*C) obtainable in the process of carbamide 
deparaffination of diesel oils rose in importance. This 
process is used to obtain diesel oils for winter and arctic 
conditions. On the basis of liquid paraffins it is possible 
to obtain practically all the products now produced on the 
basis of solid paraffins. Besides it is contemplated to use 
them for production of biologically soft alkylarylsulfo- 
nates with alkyl part of n- composition and for other syn- 
thesis where it is not possible to use solid paraffins. The 
main characteristic ol liquid paraffins is their cheapness: 
their average net cost is half that of solid paraffins. Liquid 
paraffins can be also used as a base for the development 
of microbiological synthesis of such products as fodder 
and food albumens, amino acids, antibiotics and other 
microbic compounds. Utilization of micro-organisms and 
ferments is a new progressive trend in catalytic trans- 
formation of paraffins into valuable products. 

17. Recently it has been characteristic of the petro- 
chemical industry to develop processes for production 
of well-known and mass products on the base of 
absolutely new kinds of raw materials (synthesis of maleic 
anhydride from butylène, acrylonitrile from propylene 
and ammonia, naphtalene from oil raw materials, capro- 
laciam and dimethyltercphtralate from toluene, etc.) This 
trend is accompanied by considerable reduction in capital 
and operational expenses. 
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5. THE BIOSYNTHESIS OF PROTEINS FROM PETROLEUM 

Alfred Champagnat, Managing Director, Société internationale de recherches BP 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1957, a microbiological research organization was 
set up in the research laboratory of the Société franvaise 
des pétroles BP refinery at Lavera. Its purpose was ¿o find 
out what advantage could be derived from the micro- 
organisms that metabolize hydrocarbons. 

It was already known, and Lavera has checked this 
thoroughly, that a great variety of micro-organisms live 
and grow actively on hydrocarbons in laboratory cul- 
tures as well as in tank bottoms, refinery oil-water sepa- 
rators, oil impregnated soils, and even under asphalt 
road pavements. 

With the assistance of Docteur Jacques Senez of the 
Centre national de la recherche scientifique for the 
fundamental work, it was first attempted to make USí 
of this microbiological action for the conversion of some 
oil fractions. At the time this work produced no result 
of industrial value. But it enabled our research team to 
master the technique of petroleum fermentation, and it 
proved that : 

1. A considerable number of micro-organisms can 
adapt themselves to grow on petroleum fractions as the 
only source of carbon and energy; 

2. Under suitable conditions, a certain number of 
micro-organisms selectively metabolize the n-paraffinic 
hydrocarbons of petroleum fractions, leaving the others 
almost untouched; 

3. By selecting suitable culture conditions, the growth 
of these micro-organisms on petroleum fractions is as 
fast as on conventional sugar media. 

Two conclusions may be drawn from tnese experi- 
mental facts : 

1. The n-paraffinic hydrocarbons found in hydrocarbon 
blend* can be destroyed, that is to say these blends ran be 
dewaxed. As the waxy content in some petroleum frac- 
tions, such as heavy gas oils, causes their pour point 
temperature to rise, those products cannot be used as 
fuel for diesel engines und for domestic heating. Physical 
ways to dewax these fractions have been known for a 
long time, but such methods would only throw on the 
market enormous quantities of waxes for which suitable 
outlets would be difficult to find. This disadvantage is not 
found in microbiological dewaxing when instead of 
parafflnic waxes equal quantities of micro organisms are 
often produced. 

2. Micro-organisms are living matter and as such are 
rich in proteins. This statement, which is obvious for 

microbiologists, made us realize that we hnd means at 
our disposal for the production from petroleum of 
immense quantities of proteins and a brief examination 
showed that such proteins contained all the amino- 
aci Js essential to life. 

i rom then on, the objective of the research work was 
determined : focus all efforts on the biosynthesis of pro- 
teins from petroleum fractions, with a view to evolving 
an industrial process for the mass production of these 
proteins. 

As corollary, the dewaxing of these same fractions 
presented appreciable prospects for the oil industry. 

STUDIES CARRIED OUT ON PETROLEUM FERMENTATION 

At this stage it is appropriate to recall that many 
laboratory research workers have already successfully 
studied the culture of micro-organisms on pure hydro- 
carbons. But this was of no economical interest. So as to 
have plenty of cheap raw material available, the work 
had to be carried out on fractions produced by crude oil 
distillation. 

It was in tiiis field that the Lavera team innovated. 
Whereas there is only one liquid phase in the conventional 
fermentation on sugar substrates, petroleum fermentation 
takes place in a two phase immiscible liquid medium : 
The continuous aqueous medium, where nitroge.i, phos- 

phorus, potassium based nutritive salts are to be found, 
as well as  trace-elements and vitaminized growth 
factors. 

The gas oil or other petroleum fraction phase. 
This is where the main difficulty arises, particularly 

for large-scale work. 
The other difficulty is the supply of the adequate 

quantities of dissolved oxygen required for the meta- 
bolism. The total amount of oxygen needed for hydro- 
carbons is about three times as much as for sugars 
because the latter already contain their own molecular 
oxygen. 

But there is an advantage corresponding to this 
disadvantage for twice as much cell matter is obtained 
when hydrocarbons are consumed as when sugar is 
consumed precisely because with hydrocarbons, the air 
oxygen is fixed on the cell matter. The nitrogen, the pro 
•eins' essential component, is supplied as ammonia or 
ammonium salts. It must be remembered here that 
ammonia is a product which the oil industry often 
manufactures by synthesis from the hydrogen produced 
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by   hydrocarbon   catalytic  conversion   and   from  the 
nitrogen of air. 

The chemical engineering problem was as follows: 
process, a four phase system: aqueous growth medium, 
hydrocarbons, micro-organism cells and air, in such a 
way that the micro-organisms are constantly able to 
satisfy under the best conditions their requirements of 
hydrocarbons, of nutritive salts dissolved in water, and 
of oxygen. 

Also, many strains of micro-organisms growing on 
pure hydrocarbons had been isolated. But were these 
strains sufficiently selective to metabolize only the 
n-paraffins in blend with isopcraffins, cyclanes and the 
more or less ramified aromatics which make up petro- 
leum fractions? Moreover were not these petroleum 
fractions poisonous for these micro-organisms? This 
could be wondered, as we had observed the bacteriostatic 
effect of a few pure aromatics on certain species of 
microbes. 

Finally in view of the fact that the hydrocarbons wetted 
the hpophylic cell wall better than water, how was the 
final problem of separating the micro-organisms and the 
unchanged hydrocarbons going to be solved? 

All these problems were studied in the laboratory with 
continuous fermcntors adapted to the two phase liquid 
medium. 

The effect uf the numerous parameters governing 
petroleum fermentation were determined and, this is 
a new fact for the oil ind^;.,, :!» -actions of the popu- 
lations of living orgmism to the fluctuations of these 
parameters were discovered. When the appropriate value 
for these parameters is well chosen 1 lb of cell matter 
containing 50 per cent of proteins is produced from 1 lb 
of hydrocarbons consumed. 

SEMI-COMMERCIAL UNIT 

It was now necessary to find out rapidly whether the 
small-scale solutions found could be extrapolated in the 
industry, and what would be the practical yields, as well 
as the actual cost of the various stages of the process. 

For this, we have built a semi-commercial oil fermen- 
tation plant large enough to examine the chemical 
engineering problems in an easily extrapolatabk mannet 
and which alto enables large quantities of micro-organisms 
to be produced for very thorough toxicological and 
nutritional tests. 

This plant comprises three sections: 
The fermentation; 
The harvesting of micro-organisms with recovery of 

unmetabolized gat oil; 
The purifying and drying of harvested mkro-organisms. 

Up to now, with the Lefraaeois fermentor we are 
using, we have found the laws of large-scale petroleum 
fermentation of which the laboratory teak investigation! 
only gave us a glimpse. 

It may now be said that the technique of petroleum 
fermentation for the production of nsJcfo-onaatems 
» just ai advanced, as adaptable sad a« rettaM« a« the 
main processes of the oil refaiag industry. 

Important improvements are liable to be brought to 
this technique as was the case for the initial oil refining 
processes. But, already, we have at our disposal an 
extrapolatable installation for the mass production of 
many species of micro-organisms. 

The elaboration and operation of this plant have shown 
us what the real problems v ere and how to solve them. 
They have also taught us wi:at should not be done. 

The harvesting, purifying and drying of micro-orga- 
nisms is carried out with conventional equipment, the 
use of which raised many problems which have now 
been solved. 

Other more novel solutions are of course possible, and 
are being examined by the BP Group. But the main thing 
is that we now know how to produce, from petroleum, 
micro-organisms rich in proteins. 

There are many ways of using proteins, from the dried 
micro-organisms to the pure amino-acids, including the 
polypeptides of various degrees of purity. 

Petroleum fermentation is paving the way for the 
production of all these varieties of protein concentrates. 

PROTEINS 

Having briefly touched on the experimental work 
carried out at Lavera, we shall now attempt to compare 
the petroleum fermentation proteins with the others from 
the quality and quantity angles. 

Proteins are part of both animal and vegetable life. 
So far no synthesized proteins have vet been produced 
without a living germ. 

Petroleum fermentation proteins are just as natural 
as those of vegetables and animals, for they form the 
essential element of the micro-organism cells that have 
learned to *ake their carbon from hydrocarbons rather 
than from sugars or carbohydrates. This adaptation 
took place without appreciable mutation. In particular, 
the amino-acid pattern in proteins of micro-organisms 
grown on petroleum is the same as that of proteins of the 
same species grown on conventional sugar substrates. 
We have examined all these amino-acii's in our own labo- 
ratory and found them to be laevorotatory. 

HOW  PHOTONS  AXE UIOWN 

Because w« shall rapidly examine the various ways in 
which proteins are grown, the sketchy nature of this 
report leads to overshort generalizations and to inevit- 
able omissions. 

1. Vegetable ktiçdom 

Here proteins draw their carbon from the carbon 
dioxide in the air, by chlorophylk assimilation, and the 
nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium elements from the 
soil to which the necessary fertili»» sie added to ostata 
•«ieftctory yiekk without it bets* sxhawttd. Water and 

""*•* «• essential. Lastly, the sua tttanUes the 
-* for vegetable growia* 
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Ihe vegetable piotems are tound m %eeds («ave« 
stalks and roots Most non ruminant animals and human 
beings only assimilate the proteins in seeds .m-* in some 
roots or tuners 

The production of agricultural proteins depends on thr 
soil, the climate, rain or irrigation system It requires 
fertilizers and plenty of qualified ¡about 

Among the vegetable proteins those of cereals plav 
the most plentiful pan m the diet of the world's popula 
»on but their ammo-acid pattern is badlv balanced 
Lysine is generally deficient as is methionine and or 
triptophan in some cases so thai their biological value 
is reduced accordingly I egummous proteins soya 
beans, haricot beans, chick peas etc have a bettei 
balance ana the same applies to those of some oil-cakes 
made from the extraction tit vegetable oils 

(irain Mends having a suitable biological value with 
or without oil-cakes can therefore be made and this 
is a very important source of suiply on world-wide basis 
A process is being developed which will enable proteins 
to be extracted from leaves and even from sta'ks 

2   Animai kmgäim 

Ruminant animals make then own protein from the 
vegetable material by using the paunch of their difettive 
system In fact the action of certain micro-organisms in 
this organ produces a biosvnthesis of amino-acids 

Non-ruminant animals have no such fac.lity and conse- 
quently for their growth and to maintain their nitro 
geauus balance they must eat vegetable or animal foods 
which already contain these essential amino-acids Non- 
ruminant animals do not generally assimilate proteins 
from leaves In stock farming, such animals can I've on 
grain proteins providing they eat an adequate amount 
•ut balanced foods containing sufficient quantities of all 
the indispensable ammo-acids produce much better 
results The elements required to keep them alive, not- 
ably nitrogen in the shape of mineral tails or elementary 
organic compounds, cannot be directly assimilated by 
animals with the exception of urea and some ammonium 
salts, but it does not seem that they could be used for 
feeding on a universal scale 

Consequently stock farming depends on agriculture, 
and the production of animal proteins is costly because 
of the intermedíete agricultural stage and the inadequate 
yield of animal biosynthesis Seven calories of carbo- 
hydrates are required to produce one calorie of beef 
prots,.is and three and a half to produce one calorie of 
chicken proteins 

Live-stock raiting is directly or indirectly dependent 
oa the nature of the soil, on the climate, on water, ferti- 
llaers and labour Disease« or tropical insects can alto 
make it difficult or impossible In general, the area 
outsie» the tropic«, where the problemi of malnutrition 
éo not normally occur, are those where stock raiting 
yttidt arv the best 

Wo MHtt not forget mat fweh water Rah and toa wttar 
tea an n mm of supply km aflaotrd by climates and 
can he increased in the tropk« wnert proteins art 

Many insects could and indeed in some countries, do 
lorm a plentiful source of excellent proteins Although 
:he raising of insect» would not appear to be carried out 
in a realistic way this possible source of supply should 
be biirne in mind 

I   Muro-orxatusm.s 

Micro-organisms are included in the vegetable kingdom 
and this fact is important as. from a religious or custo- 
mary point ut viess (here is no objection to their being 
consumed Apart from some of them which thrive 
on the carbon dioxide of air. they usually obtain carbon 
from carbohydrates, mainly sugars, and like vegetables 
they directly assimilate the nitrogen, phosphorus and 
potassium elements in the shape of mineral salts or organic 
compounds 

But they constitute immense possibilities for the pro- 
duction of proteins, because of their high nitrogen 
content, and because of the rate at which they grow The 
generation time of a micro-organism cultivated under 
o;>timum conditions is 2 to 8 hours, in other words, its 
^ight doubles every 2 to 8 hours. This is several thousand 
times as fast as that of the protein synthesis of beef 
raising for example 

No soil is required for the cultivation of micro-orga- 
nisms, nor does it depend on climate, rain and plentiful 
labour It takes place in an industrial apparatus operated 
by small teams of technicians It therefore corresponds 
to a kind of soil-less cultivation with extremely Ugh 
productivity, or to intensive stock raiting tuch as that 
of poultry but with two advantages a much faster 
production and direct assimilation of chemical fertiliars. 

Properly dried, the micro-organic cells bum open and 
thus become more digestible They can be preserved for 
long r^riods if precautions such as those for flour storage 
are taken 

The production of micro-organisms for feeding pur- 
poses has been a conventional industry for a long time 
now, such as the case of yeast for animal feeding and 
human dietetics Their proteins resemble animal proteins, 
and furthermore they contain large quantities of growth 
vitamins. 

So far, micro-organisms for feeding purposes have 
been cultivated on sugar substrates: molatasi, resi- 
duary wine akiag liquors, residual paper mill lyet. 
There are plenty of these substrates m the world but 
they are unevenly distributed. 

The new prospects which petroleum fermentation makes 
possible for the cultivation of îmcro-oeganiemt am now 
going to be examined. 

Hauncn or THB vrmjanmr OF rernotiuw 
rniemTATtoN 

It has beta said that tac teshetoal 
stands will certainly be improved » 
in the oil industry gives reaton to 
other meant of progne*. 

A contioenhkt aatntber of 
to grow on 

aa rt new 

then are 

am abb 
a few 
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haw been studied The best micro-organism or micro- 
organisms for the production of proteins with the best 
yield or with a fast growth may be chosen for each of 
the petroleum fractions. The quality of proteins in each 
species of micro-organism varies from one to «he other 
It would seem that " made to measure " proteins could 
be produced by selection or genetic means for the supple- 
mentation of one cereal or the other. 

The nature and proportion of the components of 
micro-organisms other than proteins lipids and carbo- 
hydrates also vary according to the species a.id methods 
of cultivation The range of possibilities is therefore 
immense, more so than for live stock raising and agri- 
culture. B 

Daniele Bovet (1) has said that in the 14th century 
the yield of wheat cultivation in England was 430 kg 
per hectare as against 3,500 kg nowadays. The huge steps 
made in a few years in the production of antibiotics 
through necessity and with modern methods, are also 
an example and an encouragement for us all. 

The BP Group is devoting a considerable effort to 
petroleum fermentation. For example, apart from the 
BP development centre at Uvéra, another one has been 
mstalkîd at Grangemouth in Scotland and consideration 
isbeing given to the establishment of pilot-scale animal 
feeding trials under tropical condition in Nigeria where 
the petroleum raw materials needed for the production 
of protein concentrates are available at the Port Harcourt 
Refinery. 

Finally, the fundamental aspects and the application of 
petroleum microbiology Jre to be thoroughly studied ¡n 
a laboratory specially set up for that purpose in the Paris 
area by the Société internationale de recherches BP. 

Apart from the BP Group, other research centres and 
leading oil firms in several countries are following in our 
trail. All these efforts will produce positive results much 
sooner than may be expected. 

PETROLEUM AS A SOURCE Of PROTEINS 

What has just been said about the possibilities of 
progress in petroleum fermentation is equally valid 
for the conventional fermentation of sugars and it is 
desirable that this should be done in that branch. But 
the oil industry benefits from an actual situation which 
enables it to succeed both in research and in mass pro- 
duction. Crude oil, although perhaps not the most 
abundant carbonaceous material, is undoubtedly the 
most easily distributed one in the world through gigantic 
oil tankers fleets. Compared with the other main basic 
materials, its price changes but little. It ú relatively low 
for it is a source of energy which is universally used. 
Finally, it is appreciably the same all over the world. 

Over 700 refineries, set up in all countries, form a ready- 
made structure to which fermentation units, that at the 
same tin» can be dewaxiag units, may be added. 

The oil industry, an international one, concentrated 
into a small number of powerful and well organized 
firms, possesses all the essential conditions to qvklcry 
pro*»» vitt quantifies of stable quality low ooet product». 

Using as a basis the 1962 production of era e oil 
?>??¿ ! u   milllon tons Ver annum' " e have calculated 

uLthe, P°tent,al Production of pure proteins could 
!2 À "I ,IOn t0n: if required bV usin« "«I •<ch more 
i han 40 m.llion tons of petroleum products. The ammonia- 
cal nitrogen required for this production onlv represents 
a very small fraction of the present world ' production 
and, moreover would, no doubt, also be manufactured 
from oil, in the same way as large quantities are already 
being produced. These very great production pos ibilitics 
justify the efforts made. 

NATURE OF PETROLEUM PRODUCED PROTEINS 

The most attractive commercial form seems to be the 
dry and exploded micro-organism resulting from the 
manufacturing process explained earlier. This type has 
oeen called protein-vitamin concentrate. 

The protein content of micro-organisms varies very 
widely from 30 to 80 per cent. The experience that has 
been gained makes it possible to count on at least 50 per 
cent, a figure which could well fluctuate with the type of 
micro-orpnism used and with the culture conditions. 

Next to the proteins, the lipid content of protein con- 
centrates may be limited to 5 per cent and even drop to 
I per cent according to requirements. 

The unsaponifiable compounds are present in a quan- 
tity that Joes not exceed their usual one in conventional 
yeasts, in fish meals, etc., i.e. 1 to 2 per ce it. 

The nucleic acids, the mineral elements and the car- 
bohydrates found in protein concentrates do not seem to 
be in any way different from the same constitutive 
elements of conventional yeast cells for instance. 

Hydrosolubk vitamins, mainly those of group B, must 
be specially mentioned. Growth vitamins are present in 
quantities that, for some such as riboflavine, largely 
xceed their usual proportion in the same micro-orga- 

nisms grown on sugars. Next to tho«e vitamins which 
have been identified, there are still unknown natural 
factors, the growth value of which in conjunction with 
proteins has been acknowledged in the case of conven 
tional yeasts (3). 

NUTRITIONAL ASPECT 

The in vivo rate of digestion of protein-vitamin concen- 
trates in rats depends on the manufacturing processes 
which make it possible now frequently to obtain values 
of 85 to 90 per cent. As everyone knows, this corresponds 
to the percentages of nitrogenated substances assimi- 
lated by the animal. 

The biological value of micro-organism proteins is not 
as high as that of true animal proteins. It varies with 
the species of microbes as a function of the pattern of 
essential amino-acids. The micro-organisms that we have 
studied so far are very rich in lysine and are deficient to 
a certain extent in sulphuretted amino-acids, methionine 
and cystine, with a respectable dose of tryptophan. With 
• ownpotition protein-vitamin concentrates become a 
choice protein substai.oe for supplementing cereals. 
Cereals contain 6 to 12 per cent of proteins, sometimes 
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more. This is an enormous amount on a world scale. 
Cereals being the basic food of most peoples, the problem 
of nitrogenated nutrition would not be so acute if cereal 
proteins had a sufficiently high biological value. Unfor- 
tunately, cereal proteins are largely deficient in lysine 
and sometimes in tryptophan. Their biological value 
is lessened owing to this and so only a small proportion 
of the available amino-acids is used by the organism for 
the production of its cells. Cereal proteins generally 
contain enough sulphur containing amino-acids. It 
would therefore seem that the judicious use of protein- 
vitamin concentrates from petroleum is the supplementing 
of cereals since their amino-acids are complementary 
to each other. Owing to this, cereal proteins could be 
improved by adding from 2 to 10 per cent of protein- 
vitamin concentrate. For each existing cereal, there is 
an optimal supplementary dose, and we consider that 
it would be possible to produce protein concentrate 
" to measure " for each one. 

This method of improving imperfect proteins is the 
work of nutritional experts. We have acknowledged the 
great interest of this and we shall apply it in the choice to 
be made of the micro-organisms to be cultivated on petro- 
leum . 

It follows from what has just been said that protein- 
vitamin concentrates will not in themselves form a ba- 
lanced food and one must not think of using them at doses 
exceeding 20 per cent (corresponding to 10 per cent of 
pure proteins) in compound foods, the remaining protein 
ration needed being vegetable proteins. Furthermore, 
stock farmers know how good it is to combine various 
animal and vegetable proteins. The association of fish 
meal and conventional yeast, for instance, has produced 
excellent results by supplementing conventional cereals. 

Finally, it can be stated that when micro-organism 
proteins are correctly associated with cereal proteins, the 
blend has a biological value similar to that of animal 
proteins and we consider that, from a total quantitative 
point of view, it is possible to reason as in the case of 
animal proteins. 

TASTE AND SMELL PROPERTIES AND ACCEPTABILITY 

Properly purified dry micro-organisms appear as powd- 
er or as white chips ; they are odourless and have no appre- 
ciable flavour when they are sufficiently free from lipids. 
It goes without saying that it is not possible to detect 
the taste of petroleum in them. This neutral taste is 
capital for their acceptance. As it has been explained 
there is no question of consuming them as such, but of 
incorporating them into cereal based conventional 
foods in order supplement the protein in such cereals. 

Their incorporation into cereal flour could be carried 
out at the sufficient dose of 2 to 10 per cent in order tc 
raise both their biological value and their total protein 
content. Checks have shown that such doses do not in 
any way prevent panification. The preparation of sweet or 
salted biscuits has also been studied. Biscuits containing 
from 20 to 40 per cent of protein-vitamin concentrates 
have been made, withovt milk, without eggs and with the 
fatty substances available in most undernourished 
countries. 

These biscuits have a pleasant taste. It has thus been 
demonstrated thaï petroleum proteins are fully acceptable 
at least when they are presented in this way. 

Lipids in protein-vitamin concentrates may be allowed 
to appreciably remain, which is an advantage for feeding 
live stock. They have then a slight and not displeasing 
odour and a sweetish flavour that animals seem to like, 
and which are certainly far less strong that the smell 
and flavour of fish meal. 

AUTOLYSATES AND HYDROLYSATES 

The autolysates and hydrolysates of micro-organism 
cells cultivated on petroleum have been studied. As is 
known, these techniques consist in bringing about a 
kind of predigestion of the cells with the help of their 
own enzymes, with external enzymes or with acids or 
alkali. The walls of the cells are separated. The protein 
chains are broken and go into solution. The lipids and the 
unsaponifiable elements are easily separated. 

These methods are widely used in the food industry for 
the preparation of meat, fish and yeast extracts, the 
utilization of which has become customary. 

The micro-organism autolysates and hydrolysates 
cultivated on petroleum have different flavours according 
to the species, the enzymes used and the methods employed 
to make them. In particular strong flavour autolysates 
have been produced which closely resemble the nuoc- 
man appreciated in Asia. 

The choice of possible flavours is great and this opens 
up horizons which will undoubtedly be exploited one 
day. 

But another advantage is the great digestibility of 
these products, without the cellular walls, the lipids and 
the unsaponifiable elements. 

Even if the dry powder form gave rise to reservations, 
the range of the corresponding autolysates and hydro- 
lysates would introduce a decided improvement. The 
transformations can even be carried to the point of obtain- 
ing pure polypeptides which would be a vegetable meat, 
the consumption of which would not give rise to any 
objection from hygienists. 

But amino-acids are delicate. In such transformations, 
the aim of which is to obtain attractive and palatable 
shapes, we are not giving in to the temptation of elaborat- 
ing products that would be a sure commercial success in 
their presentation, if this were to be at the expense of 
their nutritional value. 

TOXICOLOOICAL ASPECT 

Owing to the importance of the potential production 
of proteins by petroleum fermentation we received the 
encouragement of scientists and of economists from inter- 
national organizations. Such encouragement was accom- 
panied by the justified wish to develop wide-spread 
toxicological experiments. This is also our main preoccu- 
pation and concurrently with the pursuit of our technicd 
effort, the protein concentrates made by us are submitted 
to specialized laboratories which study the effect of their 
incorporation into the diet of animals. But for such tests 
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to acquire an unquestionable value tliey must be continued 
over a long period of time. 

The observations that have been made guide us in the 
selection of e manufacturing process variants and in 
that of the micro-organisms. These experiments will be 
carried out on a large scale now that our semi-commercial 
plant is quite ready for the production of great quantities 
of protein-vitamin concentrates. 

When the time comes, we shall submit our final pro- 
ducts to the laboratories approved by international 
organizations so that all necessary tests may be carried 
out. 

In this respect, wc would like to stress that the long- 
term effort made in this field is extremely costly and that 
our success will open a door through which others will 
pass at less cost than we have done. 

Finally the long delay required for valid toxicological 
studies should be considered as an temple of the extreme 
care which we are taking to ensurt the success of our work 
and not as an indication of inability to proceed faster. 

ECONOMIC PROSPECTS 

Assuming that all the toxicological and nutritional 
tests have been successfully achieved, what does the 
20 million ton potential of pure petroleum proteins 
represent ? The present production of fish meal is 3 mil- 
lion tons per annum and this corresponds to 2 million 
tons of pure proteins. This gives an idea of the importance 
of the new resource. 

This figure of 20 million tons is the result of arithmeti- 
cal calculations and this does not mean that it is commer- 
cially possible nor imminent. A considerable effort will 
have to be made and the growth in population will 
perhaps be the determining factor towards materializ- 
ing the possiblities of petroleum fermentation. 

If one thinks about the amount of work and money 
that would be needed for the rapid production of an 
equivalent quantity of animal proteins through conventio- 
nal methods, stock-raising and fishing, one is nevertheless 
struck by the greater ease of this production from petro- 
leum. 

In support of this assertion we would mention 
H. D. Kay (4) according to whom it is neither the lack 
of our knowledge of the fundamental sciences nor that 
of the requisite practical methods to apply them in the 
fields of agriculture and dietetics, which constitute the 
major obstacle to the improvement of the nutritional 
level in most of the undernourished count) ¿es, and 
this despite their excessive population increase. It is rather 
more the extremely slow circulation of tbJa acquired 
knowledge, which is caused by political, sociological and 
physiological obstacles that no technique has so far been 
able to overcome.1 

-/A.*?1* S"*.the ProP«Won forward, that it ii not shortage 
of baste lehntmc knowltu» nor of immd «nrf prfftk»! mrthodi 
for applying it to agriculture or distatici that 1« tht gnat "frrttiSi 
toiaprowaMi of nutrition ta most of tat hungry ommri*, 

• dowMM causad by political, sociological and pfayiioloafcal 

Next to that, the powerful and dynamic oil industry 
concentrated into a small number of firms is quite capable 
of organizing itself in a relatively short space of time to 
produce proteins, in exactly the same way as it became 
organized for the production of chemicals. This wouk' 
represent a new diversification and everyone knows Í , * 
the need for diversification is making itself felt in industry 
at the present time. 

Oil is a fossil matter and is therefore not inexhaustable 
Authorized opinion, however, stresses the importance of 
the proven reserves which increase every year, and of the 
still unproven ones under the sea beds and which it is 
now possible to prospect and exploit. Addtd to oil 
the bituminous sands and shale fields will ensure an 
adequate supply of hydrocarbons for a long time yet. 

M ¡t is interesting to recall, with Daniele Bovet (5) that 
the total energy of all the foods consumed by mankind 

represents only about 13 per cent of the energy produced 
by oil, coal, gas and water power". This ratio between 
tood substances and energy should remain fixed in the 
minds of the economists and, more especially, in those 
of planners, for it would be presumptuous to increase the 
available energy if the availability of food substances is 
not increased at the same rate. 

UNDERNOURISHMENT AND PROTEIN REQUIREMENTS 

The effects of protein deficiency are well known but it 
is nevertheless necessary to stress one of their aspects. 

Hunger diseases are essentially due to a shortage of 
proteins and result in physical weakness an in intellec- 
tual misery which causes those who suffer from them to 
lack the ambition and the energy to remedy their con- 
dition. Should they wish to, they would be lacking the 
necessary physical stamina to do so. Alongside with 
the sociological and political obstacles mentioned by 
H. D. Kay, and which we do not intend discussing 
here, this physiological and psychological situation is an 
ill which can be cured by foods sufficiently rich in high 
value proteins. 

The supply of these proteins should be considered as a 
therapeutic treatment to give man this strength and energy 
to adapt himself to modern methods of cultivation to 
increase food production. It should also give him the 
possibility and the will power to reform ancestral habits 
of a badly balanced diet which play a large part in the 
causes of malnutrition. One example of this therapy is 
that of the treatment of Kwashiorkor with milk proteins 
which are unfortunately unavailable in adequate quan- 
tities. M 

Petroleum proteins, from the day when they will be 
considered and accepted for human consumption, 
could help much in this respect. But, they could contri- 
bute much more quickly to greater animal protein pro- 
duction by helping to develop live-stock raising. 

QUANTTTATVl   ASPECTS   OP   THE   PROBUQtf   OP   ANIMAL 
PHOTONS 

Oar first papen mentioned quantities that were dearly 
too small for world needs of animal proteins. They 
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circulated through the press which even went so far as to 
imagine that petroleum pioteins could one day resolve 
the problem cf protein deficiency. 

Since then we have become acquainted with the remark- 
able study by P. V. Sukhatme (6) and this has enabled us 
to assign a place to petroleum proteins in relation to 
present and future needs. 

The attached table does not form part of the work 
of this author who deals with world food requirements 
without concentrating only on animal proteins. But 
the figures quoted are all contained therein. They have 
been grouped in condensed form and the individual 
rations quoted have, in this case, been multiplied by the 
estimated population on various date» chosen so as to 
obtain the corresponding tonnages  of pure proteins. 

Sukhatme has given average figures for two groups of 
countries. The first group comprises the Far-East, the 
Near-East, Africa and Latin America excluding the 
Rio de la Placa countries. The food position in this 
group is very precarious and needs to be seriously 
improved. 

The second group comprises those countries in which 
there is no food problem on the whole. It includes Europe, 
North America, Oceania and the Rio de la Plata countries. 

The estimates have been based on 1958 figures in regard 
to population and protein rations. 

First of all, targets for the improvement of protein 
rations were given for 1980 and the year 2000 in countries 
of the first group. Allowing for the expected population 
increase at these periods, the tonnage of animal proteins 
required to satisfy such needs during these periods have 
been calculated. It has also been assumed that the 
countries of the second group would not seek to improve 
their present r cions which are already over abundant. 

Finally, the third column lists the world needs. It is 
almost superfluous to add anything to the eloquence of 
these figurer. A production of petroleum proteins estimat- 
ed at 20 million tons per annum would in 1958 have been 
equal to the world production and could have substan- 
tially improved the rations of the first group of countries. 
But the position is no longer the same at the present time 
and the 20 million ton production of petroleum proteins 
is a distant objective. It would already be very comforting 
if 3 million tons could be produced in the next few years, 
and the disproportion in relation to needs is then unques- 
tionably apparent. 

If one takes the 1980 level as a more reasonable one 
and by still turning that petroleum proteins would be a 
success, their contribution may be considered as interest- 
ing, for they would represent about half of world needs, 
&nd this would relieve the huge effort to be made in the 
production of convention^ proteins. 

But, for the year 2000, and specially owing to the 
growth in population, the relative contribution of petro- 
leum proteins then only equals one third of the needs, 
unless scientific and technological progress make« it 
possible to increase their production. This hypothesis 
teems rather unlikely for, in any case, one day or 
another, it will be necessary to me sparingly the foaail 
resources available to «an. 

It is therefore with modesty that we must consider 
what our work contributes when faced with the immensity 
of the problem. It is also a reason to persevere and to 
hope that the research work being pursued in other 
directions for the production of non-conventional 
proteins will succeed. The figures that Sukhatme quotes 
makes it obvious that there will never be competition 
between the various proteins for the conquest of outlets 
which become increasingly greater each day. This is 
what we are trying to prove to the managements of some 
food industry firms, where concern is being felt about 
posiible competition from petroleum proteins. 

CONCLUSIONS 

During the years ahead, it is the growth in population 
that will aggravate the already unfavourable world food 
situation. The main unknown elements are the time that 
it will take to reach an equilibrium level and the corres- 
ponding world population figure. Despite the appreciable 
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contribution of petroleum proteins «ad no doubt wry 
soonof other non-conventional protéine, it should be 
appreciated that only direct or indirect agricultural 
resource« are permanent and renewable, for in point 
of f«ct their occurrence is possible through the sun's 
energy. 

It is in this direction that long term research should 
find a fertile field ot action. The production potential 
of life, which supplie« protein«, is much greater than one 
uually imagines And it is up to science to know how to 
exploit such possibilities, principally to the biological 
KieaoM. Daniele iovet teaches us (7) that the order of 

magnitude of terrestrial living matter is equal to a 10 cms 
thickness spread equally over the entire surface of the 
globe. The human population uniformly distributed over 
the surface of the emerged lands would form a »ayer of 
less than two thousandth of a millimetre. Furthermore 
each year mankind, in order to feed itself, only consumes 
an extremely small fraction, »bout 1/10,000th of the 
theoretically available organic matter. 

Seien«* has therefore sufficient renewable raw material 
to provide mankind with the nitrogenous substances 
required for its survival; on the conditio« that we want 
to rid ourselves of our intellectual routine«. 
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é. UNESCO AND THE TRAINING OF MANPOWER FOR THE PETROCHEMICAL 
INDUSTRIES  IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

UNESCO, Department for the Application of Scimmem to Dmvolopmint 

I.   UNESCO'S CONCEBN  WITH TECHNOLOGICAL  TRAININO 

The problem of the development of petrochemical 
industrie« in developing countries is closely connected 
with the availability of the necessary trained manpower 
to carry out all development plans which can be con- 
ceived by the petroleum and petrochemical experts of the 
world. UNESCO, the United Nations Educational, Scienti- 
fic and Cultural Organization, is committed to assist 
in the training of skilled manpower and, as the member 
of the United Nations family specifically dedicated to 
educational and scientific pursuits, if glad to contribute 
to the discussion of this inter-regional conference. 

The concern with the training of technical personnel 
and with all vocational and technological education 
which is one of UNESCO's most important functions, 
Stanis from the very obvious and ever-increasing need 
for targ» Rumbera of technical personnel for all industries. 
The United Nations Committee for Industrial Develop- 
ern* shares with UNESCO an awareness of the terrible 
handicap which so many Member States and nations of 
that world mint remediate by educating large numbers of 
their peoni* so that they can play a part in their nation's 
technical advancement and industrial progress. The 
very history of the advancement of certain nations in 
this world is extremely closely connected with the availa- 
bility of multitudes of trained personnel which can man 
the nances, workshops, laboratories and factories: they 
all tonathei constitute the network providing the national 

with its progressive character. 

of natural resources is of course the 
I endèmoet important aim of all endeavours which 

the nation's living standards; their study, 
and utilization must be the object of both 

i and personnel training in the above connexion. 
New on* of the most important natural resource* of the 
' *H countries is undoubtedly petroleum and 
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reserves we can be equally optimistic regarding the future 
availability of petrochemicals made therefrom. Latest 
statistics seem to indicate that of all organic chemicals 
produced now in all countries of the world, 85 per cent 
are manufactured from petroleum derivatives as their raw 
material. These fundamental facts alone warrant close 
attention to petroleum as one of the globe's most impor- 
tant natural resources by all who claim to be concerned 
with technological progress. 

While UNESCO's action in other scientific fields 
(e.g. hydrology, seismology, oceanography, life sciences) 
and in connexion with other natural resources has been 
well established for many years, its activity in the petro- 
leum technology and in the training of technologists and 
technicians for the petroleum industries is rather recent. 
However, it is increasing very rapidly, in particular 
thanks to the Special Fund, and we are therefore grateful 
that we can clarify our own possible part in this area at 
the present Conference. 

II.  TECHNICAL    PWSONNIL    FOB.    THi    nTBOUUM    AND 
PBTROCIOMCAL INDUSTRIES 

The educational statistics available with us for develop- 
ing countries unfortunately do not permit us to have 
a very clear idea of the manpower needs concerning the 
developing nations with reference to petroleum progress 
and petrochemicals. Going from country to country where 
in recent years oil fields and petroleum refineries have 
•»rung up, the evidence points everywhere to a very 
obvious lack of the necessary local personnel. Expatriates 
from the major industrial countries have almost everywhere 
started the petroleum endeavours, and foreigners, in many 
cases Americans and Europeans or Japanese, have acted at 
lenders of slowly growing teams of local technicians' and 
technologis«« who have exploited the developing countries' 
petroleum reeources. However, the exact need for techni- 
cal personnel remain« even now completely und« 
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figures on the country's graduated engineering students 
and trained employees working in that nation's petroleum 
industry. However, as a complete picture of the world's 
needs of petroleum technologists and technicians, all 
we can produce today is a very sketchy outline, and veri- 
fication from place to place must still be undertaken at a 
future date before we can authoritatively summarize the 
manpower needs of the world's present petroleum indus- 
try, not to mention the much more considerable needs for 
trained petrohum people in the future. We are very 
much concerned with this specific lack of information 
because it is of course realised what an immediately 
important natural resource is constituted by petroleum 
and natural gas in many nations of the globe. 

In    the   petroleum    industries,   responsibilities   of 
technicians and technologists often overlap, and it is a 
very difficult task in itself to formulate generalizations 
regarding the separation of these two categories, and 
again to asse»« figures for these two categories of man- 
power   as against the total labour force employed in 
petroleum endeavours.  As an approximate  figure we 
find that 25 technologists and technicians are correspond- 
ing to a labour force of a thousand in an average develop- 
ing country. However, the length of pipelines, the depth 
and nature of the individual deposits, the lack or availa- 
bility of harbour facilities are all to different from country 
to country that such generalisations are often valu 'ess. 
Another matter to be mentioned here is that quantities 
are in reality not the main criterion when technologists 
and technicians are discussed for any particular industry: 
it is the quality of the men, their specific individual contri- 
bution to the progress of the exploration and exploitation 
of the resources which matters in the daily routine of the 
work to be accomplished. One high-class engineer with 
many years of experience can often piovide better leader- 
ship than several trained graduates of engineering schools 
whose combined petroleum experience does not equal 
that of a high-class specialist. 

Within the technologists, certain categories are 
indispensable because their specific tasks after appropriate 
training do not overlap. No oil field work can be carried 
out without geologists and geophyticists. Reservoir 
engineers have their specific tasks which are entirely 
different from those of the refinery engineers concerned 
with crude processing. In turn, chemical engineers for the 
petrochemical processes have to apply their specific 
training and cannot be replaced by mechanical or civil 
engineers if useful products are to be manufactured from 
the natural gas or crude petroleum products as they 
arrive at the petrochemical plant in the form of streams 
of petroleum derivatives. Technical universities are today 
a source of the technical training which all these specific 
categories of technologists must receive, but the big 
petroleum cofltpames oust ver) frequently add to the 
formal training received at school by their technologists 
M order to «Mice these mm immediately useful for 
tasks in the ftsW- When the curriculum of training courtes 
in specific petroleum iastitustt is set up it must be kept 
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standard practice in every oil field, petroleum refinery 
and petrochemical plant, very detailed planning of the 
corresponding  educational   facilities  is   indispensable. 

On the other hand  petroleum technicians who are 
not academically trained should if ever possible have an 
all-round background so that they are able to fulfil a 
multitude of tasks in their intermediate position between 
the professional technologist and the labour force. In 
this  connexion, the  general  educationa' level of the 
available trainees must be very carefully considered : local 
primary   and   secondary   educational  standards   vary, 
but a petroleum technician must undoubtedly in every 
case be a literate man with satisfactory human qualifi- 
cations m addition to his formal knowledge. It is of course 
impossible to apply everywhere such simple checks as for 
instance are provided by the " I.Q. " (intelligence quota) 
standards  aptitude tests  for  mechanical  and  general 
abilities. But each trainee must be individually considered 
and certain common features must be encountered to 
make a man into a satisfactory petroleum technician: 
alertness,  responsible attitudes to team-work and to 
accident prevention are prerequisites. One may even go 
further and insist on some pro-scientific inclination, on a 
check on sobriety and on generally modern personal 
attitudes such as are often not encountered when people 
of very primitive living standards are considered for 
training. Youth may be generally considered as an advan- 
tage, as on-the-job training of older people presents 
additional difficulties. Furthermore, in developing coun- 
tries it will normally be necessary to train in the first 
instance only men even for laboratory and other work 
which, in the more developed countries, is often carried 
out by female workers. The training of petroleum techni- 
cians must also include instruction in general subjects. 
Like all other training, petroleum training according to 
general views contained in many UNESCO publications 
aims at improving a skilled labourer so that he can assume 
both technical and human leadership and show his own 
initiative wherever required.  Of course, a petroleum 
technician working mainly as a laboratory control spe- 
cialist need not be too familiar with the tasks of the 
reservoir technician, for instance tank strapping. The 
technicians in the gas field will have many individual 
experiences which are of little concern to the operator of 
a petrochemical still. However, the curriculum for tech- 
nicians in petroleum institutes should te planned in 
such a way that sight is never lost of the co-ordination 
and interplay of all technical matters including petroleum 
and petrochemicals. This is also in the interest of the 
individual technician who should not become too mucii 
of a specialist but remmn interested in the general 
layout and progress of all the technical work around him. 

Coming finally to the researchers there will of course 
he specialists and professionals with their determined 
definite tasks. In this area it will be unavoidable to have 
men devote long periods of their lives to their clearly 
defined specific research subjects. It is evident that in the 
petroleum industry there are research problems concern- 
ing for instance instrumentation and instrumental 
analysis, or knowledge of engine evaluation in connexion 
with fuels aad lubricants which can only be furthered 
by highly skilled individuals. The same applies to the 
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field of seismic exploration and of geo-physics in general, 
to catalytic refinery processing and to the study of ad- 
ditives, just to mention a few specific research subjects of 
concern to the petroleum industry. When determining 
the organization of petroleum institutes which should at 
the same time perform training and research tasks, 
these needs must not be overlooked: experienced petro- 
leum specialists must be called in from the industry and 
the planning of bu Idings and laboratories, as well as the 
availability of training and research equipment and staff 
must be the responsibility of petroleum and petrochemical 
experts to mak: such a petroleum institute satisfactory 
for all the needs which must arise during its proper 
functioning. 

III. TRAINING OF TECHNICAL PERSONNEL NEEDED IN 
DEVELOPING  COUNTRIES 

The problems of developing countries differ in many 
aspects from those encountered in the advanced countries 
and the establisher of training facilities must take specific 
account of all the ponderable and imponderable difficul- 
ties influencing both the trainers and the trainees. The 
petroleum and petrochemical industries have been 
originally developed with the help of personnel whose 
general standards of learning and everyday living were 
the results of centuries of educational advancement. 
Even where backward areas of, for instance, the United 
States were developed as petroleum producing areas, 
there was an abundance of literate and highly qualified 
craftsmen at work to accomplish the multifarious tasks. 
In developing countries this backlog of generally trained 
craftsmen is normally in abeyance. The general reasoning 
of a personnel manager who has dealt with refinery or 
chemical plant personnel in, for instance France or 
Rumania or Canada, does not apply at all when the same 
official has to cope with the personnel needs of exactly 
the same technical production facilities in Central Africa 
or a backward area of Asia or Latin America. 

The oldest petroleum refineries in developing 
countries were relying to a great extent on personnel 
trained abroad. In addition to expatriates the oil industry 
normally took immediate steps to provide technical 
schooling for a sufficient number of nationals of the 
particular country in training facilities abroad. The 
availability of excellent and highly specialized training 
for petroleum men and petrochemists in such states of 
Nurtb America as Oklahoma, Texas and California 
permitted the enrolment of relatively large numbers of 
foreign students who shared the benefits of this special 
training with nationals of the United States before they 
returned to their countries to take up jobs in the field. 

Training abroad does, however, involve a very consid- 
erable amount of risks. The first barrier which a trainee 
has to overcome is in most instances the language barrier. 
Even if language training has been provided at home it 
take« a foreign student a rather long time before he can 
fully benefit from training provided to him in a foreign 
language. Furthermore, the human environment very 
often differs so strongly from the trainee's home environ- 
ment that the period of acclimatisation is normally 
quite long. A further danger consists in the completely 

different personal outlook which many students from 
developing countries gain once they arc exposed to routine 
life in advanced countries: many take advantage of the 
growing labour markets in the countries of their training 
to postpone returning to their home base. UNESCO has 
had a recent conference in Lagos which inter alia discuss- 
ed this aspect of training abroad for Africans in consid- 
erable detail, and another specific aspect which the Lagos 
discussions brought out was the question of " status" 
and its implications. 

The obvious answer is to provide training right in 
the developing countries. UNESCO has been set up 
by the world's governments to act somehow like a 
giant international ministry of education and all prob- 
lems of primary, secondary and university education are 
currently and constantly discussed by the local govern- 
ments with UNESCO officials. It is, therefore, natural that 
UNESCO is familiar with all existing universities and poly- 
technic institutes. So it is logical to look at these training 
institutions for help also with reference to the training 
of manpower for petroleum and petrochemical industries. 

In developing countries, however, the original 
universities and technical institutions are of course 
normally not specialized enough to provide the training 
with which we are concerned for specialists assuming 
responsibility in the petroleum and petrochemical 
industries. 

There is, however, a possibility of providing specific 
experts and also fellowships so that the existing universi- 
ties and polytechnical schools can offer petroleum and 
petrochemical courses. UNESCO has been able to institute 
just this kind of training in several developing countries. 
Petroleum engineering courses are now being given under 
the auspices of UNESCO both in Africa and Asia and we 
hope to develop standard procedures and to convert 
many more existing academic institutions into training 
centres for specialists in the fields of petroleum technology 
and petrochemistry. 

Of course the raw material with which we are 
concerned is of a specific nature in so far that its discovery 
normally initiates a sporadic effet to arrive as fast as 
possible at exploitation. No need for petroleum special- 
ists appears to exist in any developing country before 
oil or gas is struck: on the other hand, as soon ss a dis- 
covery is made the economists of a developing country 
are most anxious to proceed with exploitation as fast 
as possible. Most frequently they are assisted in this 
endeavour by peop'e from abroad who are laying the 
foundation stones of a future industry but who in tum 
immediately need assistance from local nationals who 
can be taught to take over the various responsibilities 
from the expensive foreign specialists. These must be 
sent home and cannot be employed for too long a 
time if petroleum exploitation is to remain profitable. 

A so-called crash programme is, therefore, often consid- 
ered essential and training of sufficiently large numbers 
of technicians and technologists is planned in the short- 
est possible time. The results of this are very often 
disastrous because there are no short-cuts io fundamental 
knowledge of the necessary techniques and science 
needed to run a successful petroleum and perochemkal 
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industry. It is logical that the governments of developing 
countries must be mainly concerned with the long-range 
effects which the availability of these natural resources in 
their soil can have on the economy and welfare of their 
people. Training must be profound and the petroleum 
and petrochemical specialists must be up-to-date on 
all modern techniques and really and truly specialists 
familiar with all angles of their calling to be of permanent 
value to their nations. UNESCO is theoretically opposed to 
half-measures such as a crash programme would involve. 

On the other hand, long-range planning will often 
result in dissatisfaction with the possibilities offered at 
existing schools. Looking closely at the laboratories and 
training personnel normally available as a nucleus on 
which petrochemical and petroleum institutions can ' e 
based, it soon becomes evident that in many places there 
is bound to be a waste of effort and unsatisfactory results 
if UNESCO confines itself to send professors and experts 
and to provide fellowship at existing institutions. The 
answer to the needs of petroleum manpower are likely 
to be specific petroleum institutes and Unesco is in agree- 
ment with the United Nations Special Fund in envisaging 
the creation of such institutions in an additional number 
of developing countries. 

UNESCO's special scientific institutes have in the 
past ranged over a wide variety of fields. They have betn 
on the national level, on the regional level and on the 
international level. Just to mention some of the national 
institutes and specialized laboratories, UNESCO has been 
concerned with the building up of specialist training 
in such different fields as chemical technology, metallurgy, 
computation and geo-physics, including seismology. 
On the regional level, centres have for instance 
been set up for pure and applied mathematics, for 
hydrology and artesian water studies, for basic and 
applied biology and for economics and statistics. 
On the international level UNESCO has — sometimes 
in partnership with other organizations — successfully 
organized the creation of such institutions as the Institute 
of Theoretic«I Physics; international museums of soil 
standards, various international seminars and many 
other ventures are t»ow being taken under consideration. 
The success of all these institutions is showing the way 
to an equally successful promotion of special petroleum 
and petrochemical institutes within the framework of 
Unesco's activities. 

At this moment we can refer to very detailed recom- 
mendations concerning technical and vocational education 
which were adopted by UNESCO's General Conference 
in December 1962. The programming of studies has 
been discussed by our Member Sutes after very careful 
preparation of the secretariat, and we can base ourselves 
upon a very large body of previous general experience 
when approaching the éducation and training of skilled 
petroleum technicians and technologists. 

According to these recommendations we shall always 
lay streu on the broad basis which mutt be laid for later 
specialization or advancement during the education and 
training of engineers and technologists. In addition to 
acquiring ü^r specialist knowledge, UNESCOis determin- 
ed tost technician, engineers and technologieU should 
study the social and economic aspects of their respective 

fields, and their training programme will be set up so that 
they remain conversant with the continuing development 
of techniques of their speciality. The above-mentioned 
recommendations go so far as to include the study of 
one foreign language of world-wide use within the 
teaching programmes so that the student is enabled 
to remain aware of the progress in the field of science 
in general as well as in his special field of instruction 
This last feature is understandable in its importance, 
as translations are for the time being not yet frequent 
enough to allow a technologist constant contact with 
world progress in  his field. 

IV. UNESCO'S PLANS FOR PETROLEUM INSTITUTES 

Further details regarding curricula and detailed 
planning of UNESCO petroleum institutes will undoubt- 
edly be of interest to all participants in these discussions 
but it is too early to give more than some general notes 
on what is being planned at UNESCO's Headquarters. 
We are, of course, co-ordinating our efforts very closely 
with those of other members of the United Nations 
family, and we are making every effort to correlate our 
ideas with those of the trained personnel of the Special 
Fund and of the United Nations Commission for In- 
dustrial Development. 

Some chemicals are manufactured on the basis of 
imported petroleum derivatives as raw materials: this is 
for instance the case of ammonia and nitrogenous ferti- 
lizer plants transforming imported bunker fuel into 
finished simple or multiple plant nutrients. However, 
in the case of normal developments, petrochemicals are 
made in connexion with and geographically clos« to a 
refinery of crude petroleum — most frequently even 
in industrially advanced countries. In turn, petroleum 
producers are more and more frequently insisting on 
converting some of their refinery pr iducts into organic 
chemicals, as the prices obtained for fuels and non- 
synthetic lubricants are more frequently considerably 
lower than the ton-per-ton prices of the chemicals and 
further conversion products which can be obtained 
from simple refinery deriva .'ves. 

If industrial and scientific progress continues at the 
rapid pace of the last two decades, it is quite possible 
that petrochemicals will outweigh ordinary petroleum 
products in the not-too-distant future — at that time, of 
course, the emphasis in training institutes will also shift 
more toward petrochemistry and away from oilfield 
and petroleum production techniques. However, even 
at that time there will probably exist no need to separate 
petrochemical from general petroleum institutes for 
scientific and technological training and research in 
the then remaining developing countries. 

Local needs are in every case the main consideration 
determining the specific aspects of any institute in petro- 
leum and petrochemical technology which must be 
shaped according to the national level of general tech- 
nical instruction available before the petroleum institute 
has been planned. To be specific, if sufficient geologists 
«ire being trained in a country, it will be unnecessary 
for a petroleum institute to oiler detailed courses in 
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geology. It is not warranted to spend any of the naturally 
limited resources on duplicating in a developing country 
instruction which is already sufficiently detailed also 
for petroleum and petrochemical needs. A petroleum 
institute must offer facilities for all those specific techni- 
ques which no other industry requires. On the other 
hand there are many graduates of other engineering 
schools active in the petroleum and petrochemical 
industries who have not had much special additional 
training. 

For technologists it is altogether post-graduate 
training of engineers which seems best to fill the existing 
requirements. One to one-and-a-half years of specialized 
training can normally transform a mechanical, civil or 
chemical engineer into a petroleum engineer who is 
immediately useful in the field. A man with a bachelor's 
degree in a science of related nature, for instance a phy- 
sicist or a chemist, is ideally suited to be a student of a 
petroleum institute. Equally, an engineering student, 
even if he has completed only two-thirds of his engineer- 
ing training at another school, may be sufficiently pre- 
trained to be successfully instructed at these specific 
petroleum schools which we are now planning. The 
technologists will get training in subjects which special- 
ists with long experience have selected and approved, 
and it is planned to make sure in every case that the 
Government officers in charge of or supervising the 
locally active industries are fully satisfied with the 
planning and progress of petroleum training which is 
carried out in their country. More than in many other 
industries, the people in the actual production must 
be considered as the best judges with reference to the 
details of all instruction to be given, as they are best 
qualified to assess the specific manpower needs of a 
given area. 

Regarding high-level technicians the task is some- 
what similar. The tasks of the trained men needed every- 
where as specialised craftsmen, testers, drillers, refinery 
operators and chemical plant specialists are today 
internationally quite uniform. It is possible to draw 
on previous experience in many countries and also on 
established training literature when instructing the right 
men with necessary pre-ttaining skills in the specific needs 
they will encounter when working as petroleum techni- 
cians. As mentioned before, all-round training will be 
the aim, with specific attention to the hazards of the 
raw material. There will be climatic differences to be 
considered according to the location of the petroleum 
institutes and, for instance, in Argentina the trainees will 
be of a very different calibre from those we are likeiy 
to encounter in a Middle-Eastern country. But as the 
raw material is the same on a globe-wide basis, it is 
likely that the particular aspects of technicians' training 
in petroleum institutes will soon be widely generalised 
and satisfactorarily accomplished according to estab- 
lished norms. 

Great emphasis must be laid on new techniques and 
up-to-date modern equipment and its usage: the petro- 
leum institutes, in addition to their training facilities, 
must be equipped with research laboratories where 
every new venture in technological progress can be 
independently checked and possibly tried out under 

locel conditions We believe that it is essential to avcid 
obsolete techniques and to be in every single area in 
possession of the latest technological knowledge so 
that production of petrochemicals and also of petroleum 
and its derivatives can be carried out on a profitable 
basis according to international standards. As the world 
petroleum industry is relatively young and as new tech- 
niques are still constantly being developed, it would 
be dangerous to rely on relatively old-fashioned equipment 
and possibly to condemn the developing countries to 
use techniques which no advanced country would con- 
sider any more as economical. This poini is of specific 
significance for petrochemicals where a constant flow 
of new patents and processes continues to upset the 
established routine manufacturing processes. Not only 
fuels and lubricants, but also elastomers, synthetic 
fibres and plastic materials in general are continuing 
to show revolutionary progress because cheaper and 
better methods are invented, thereby obsoleting pre- 
viously acceptante standards. The petroleum institutes 
which are being created by UNESCO must have facilities 
and personnel, which enable the workers in a particular 
country at least to follow world progress in their field, 
even if they are not immediately called to develop new 
techniques of their own. 

On the other hand, they must be well enough equip- 
ped and trained to use local raw materials and local 
conditions to optimum perfection. The quality of the 
products must be constantly improved and the produc- 
tivity of the industry should be permanently checked, 
so that the petroleum institute can lead the national 
activity in this field and make it profitable and compe- 
titive. It will be important that in some tropical countries 
specific attention is given to deterioration by moisture 
and permanently high humidity with reference to all 
equipment as well as to the products and intermediates. 
Again, such questions as the gas pressure in the fields 
which differs from place to place must be locally analysed 
and the best use must be made of all available techniques 
so that productivity is at the attainable peak at all times 
and that the reserves are being economically exploited 
and not prematurely exhausted. Many examples come to 
mind of how a petroleum institute can assist the national 
industry and make sure that all scientific and technological 
progress on a world-wide basis is immediately made 
useful for the local activities. 

It might also be mentioned that the petroleum 
institutes will have many auxiliary functions which 
are not immediately connected with the specific knowledge 
of petroleum people. They will have to obtain and scan 
the necessary documentation and to provide a constant 
flow of information so that every man m the field can 
draw on the accumulated knowledge of the world's 
petroleum industries with as little delay as possible. 
Reference material, particularly also geological, drilling 
and production samples, must be organised in an usable 
fashion. The petroleum institutes will also have to check 
on the best ways of co-ordination of all efforts : economic 
considerations and statistical surveys will come within 
the range of their activities. They will also be concerned 
with questions of health and hygiene with reference 
to the workers in the field, and altogether the social 
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aspects of the work in the petroleum and petrochemical 
industries must not be overlooked in the programming 
of petroleum institutes. UNESCO can usefully compare 
these institutes with other centres which have been 
created and successfully operated on the basis of long 
years of experience. 

The auxiliary work, besides strictly technical education, 
of both technicians and technologists must most prob- 
ably also contain instruction in some bookkeeping 
techniques. It will be important that all graduates from 
petroleum institutes arc able to draw up and also to 
analyse data referring to observations of instruments 
of all kinds, and statistical tabulations as well as elemen- 
tary mathematics connected therewith must form a 
subject of study. Or course, instrumentation must alto- 
gether play an increasingly important part ir, petroleum 
and petrochemical training Automation is indispensable 
in most chemical plants of today and familiarity with 
instrumentation and its problems is often a main guar- 
antee for satisfactory performance of petroleum techni- 
cians. For technologists, report-writing is another subject 
not to be overlooked in general training. 

Furthermore, on-the-job training must be co-ordin- 
ated with the formal scholastic training at the petroleum 
institutes. Local conditions will again vary, but in all 
cases it must be foreseen that the distance between the 
petroleum institute and the actual places of production 
is not toe great, so that the trainees can check their 
theoretical knowledge against field conditions, even while 
they are at the institute. This feature will be more impor- 
tant for technologists than for technicians. A petroleum 
refinery or an oilfield cap immediately be better under- 
stood when a train'* gets to see the actual performance 
while he is mainly occupied with book-learning and 
theoretical courses. It is planned to takt into account 
all aspects of petroleum techniques and petrochemistry 
when planning a certain amount of field training during 
the training at the institute. 

For   petrochemical  training,   trainees  should   have 
frequent occasions to see the actual plants in operation, 
to assist during shift-work   and   to visit  the control 
laboratories where both the input and the output of 
the plant is being currently checked.  For petroleum 
technologists, it will be necessary to get acquainted at 
an early stage of their training with the different aspects 
of field work which they will encounter after they have 
received their diploma. The aspects of exploration and 
drilling can be visualized during field trips and prolonged 
stays with the crews in the field. Pipeline work should 
preferably include inspection of existing pipelines as 
well as of lines in the process of construction. Work 
including tank-trucks, tankers and distribution stations 
should  not  be overlooked  during  trainine.   Finally 
laboratory work at the institute will parallel testing in 
actual production laboratories, but it would be important 
to have trainees acquainted  with the actual routine 
testing and controls as they occur in production work. 

For technicians, all these features of their training 
will become realistic after they have received their school 
training. On the other hand, technologists may frequently 
have no further occasion to get acquainted with these 
aspects of petroleum and petrochemical work which 
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they must know at  least in outline, beft.re ihcy can 
assume   their   specialized   duties. 

V. LEGISLATE ANDHNANCIAI ASPL< ISOI MANPOWLR 
TRAINING   IN   DEVELOPING 101 NIRIES 

In many nations there are specific govcrnmen« bodies 
concerned with  scientific and technological questions 
existing research councils musi be consulted and repre- 
sented within the supervisory structure of institutes and 
other scientific  or technological endeavour. 

In every case, it will be a question of suitable co-ordin- 
ation of UNESCO plans with those ofthc local authorities 
through the customary ,-r established channels: an inde- 
pendent UNESCO activity can never be planned according 
to pre-set patterns unless it is exactly corresponding 
to local desire» and plans. The various existing UNESCO 
institutes are, in every case, ruled in their functioning 
by the wishes cf the local authorities. 

In every case it is of course planned to make training 
facilities large enough so that some space remains open 
where nationals from neighbouring countries could 
be trained at the same time as local nationals. However 

î,£,t
rc£îftS Wh,ch are at present ^'"8 Processed by 

UNESCO come mainly from populous states desiro .s to 
create national petroleum institutes. At a later date 
after several of these institutes have started functioning' 
it may be the logical next step to enlarge them so that 
they can also serve nationals of one or several neighbour- 
ing countries rather than to end up with one petroleum 
institute per country within a relatively small geographical 
region. 

With regard to all manpower training, also in the 
field of petroleum and petrochemistry, we are concerned 
with long-range planning and humanitarian aspects, 
and less with questions of economical short-term import- 
ance. Petrochemistry is bound to play an important 
part in local developments for a very long time to come, 
even if the energy aspects of the petroleum industry 
may change to a considerable extent because of the 
availability of cheaper eneigy from other sources, for 
instance from atomic power. No other chemical raw 
materials are likely to replace the various raw material 
streams now derived from petroleum refining and natural 
gas processing. It is also for this reason that long-term 
planning including conservation of this raw material 
is of such vital importance for humanity. 

The UNESCO General Conference, held at our 
Pans Headquarters, has been deliberating on a new 
division of efforts between two special departments of 
which one is devoted to the advancement of science, 
the other to the application of science and technology 
to development. The new arrangements will put a more 
definite emphasis on the practical needs for engineers 
and other technical personnel. The Geneva Conference 
of 1962 (TJNCSAT - United Nations Conference 
on the Application of Science and Technology for 
the Benefit of the less developed Areas) which was 
organised by the United Nations, but also strongly 
concerned with UNESCO work in the developing 
countries,  outlined  in   many  fields how  technology 



in addition to pure science can be brought to bear on 
progress in the countries under development which 
cannot immediately draw on their own scientific insti- 
tutions. It is not planned to cut down in any way on 
the purely scientific efforts tor which UNESCO has 
been responsible in the past and which will be further 
emphasised partícula.!) on a regional and international 
basis within the proposals of our new bi-annual budget 
for 1965-66. On the other hand, additional posts under 
an additional director have been created so that the 
application of science can be furthered and the developing 
nations served even more effectively by the UNESCO 
Secretariat. 

VI. Ft TURE on LOOK 

UNESCO's emphasis has always been on the practic- 
ability of our endeavours to improve living standards of 
all human beings through a multi-national effort. In 
addition to the many successful ventures tor which 
UNESCO has been responsible, there are, of course, 
many goals falling within the general area of our activities. 
Because of our past performance, we have been permitted 
to work with considerable amounts of capital at the 
disposal of the Special Fund of the United Nations and 
of the Expanded Programmes for Technical Assistance, 
and we expect to be further entrusted with many new pro- 
jects which will involve large investments to assist govern- 
ments intending to create new petroleum industries 
within the borders of their countries. 

Regional conferences are at this time planned for 
various parts of the globe where super-national efforts 
may benefit individual countries. The "UNCSAT" agenda 
of 1962 was too wide in its scope to permit early practical 
solutions of regional problems, and a first Latin American 
regional conference is at present being prepared by 
UNESCO in co-sponsorship with the Economic Com- 
mission of the United Nations for Latin America, where 
the Latin American continent will be specifically consid- 
ered in connection with the application of science and 
technology to less developed areas. After this first regional 
conference, others may follow, but we are of course 
depending on the course of world events in connection 
with our long-range planning. The petroleum and petro- 
chemical developments depend upon the interplay of 
world demand and world priées: while individual coun- 
tries may in the beginning see no hindrance or possible 
negative aspecto when they engage in petroleum and 
petrochemical developments, it will not be loa« before 

some attempts of world-wide co-ordination become 
essential. The manufacture of such products as synthetic 
fibres, fertilisers, industrial gases or plastic raw materials 
in any single country will be strongly determined by 
the world supply of these particular commodities 
no national planning can succeed without regard i.> 
regional and world economics, in tu n, an over-expansion 
of a particular industry couM be disastrous for a national 
economy 

This in turn, of course, influences manpower planning 
I here exists a permanent interest of all government» 
to avoid redundancy of highly trained technical personnel 
which cannot find an outlet for their skills. With regard 
to manpower for petroleum and petrochemicals, we are 
of course, far away from the day when we have too many 
trained people anywhere m the developing countries 
Training facilities must eventually be co-ordinated accord- 
ing to world-wide educational needs and it will again 
be beneficial for all Member Sutes if UNESCO s 
international staff can draw upon its experience in all 
planning and  programming  of manpower aspects 

The critical future of our world economy is caused 
by the rapidly increasing world population confronted 
with a limited amount of natural resources. Regarding 
the availability of institutes of training, the globe is at 
present very irregularly endowed with universities and 
higher training institutes A recent UNESCO estimât« 
arrives at the conclusion that on an average one million 
of population require one university or one higher training 
institute. This means that the developing world of Asia, 
Africa and Latin America require« several hundred 
universities cr higher training institutes but UNESCO 
can only envisage the cr-ation of these training facilities 
during a period of some twenty-five or thirty years 
In terms of scientists, engineers and other highly quali- 
fied technical personnel, our most recent figures indicate 
that the same three regions with approximately one 
thousand million people do require as many as five million 
highly trained specialists in the fields of science, engin- 
eering and technology, and this figure is a rather conserv- 
ative one, while the optimum figure could possibly 
be twice as high. Looking at the manpower needs of the 
petroleum and petrochemical industries, there also 
remains ample scope for very careful piaaniag so that 
the global requirement! are tiled within the shortest 
possible time. It is UNESCO's firm iis**rssinstine to 
participate to the heat of ito ability in this 
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A. Raw materials and basic intermediates 

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

Since the Second World War, there has been a pheno- 
menal increase in the utilization of raw materials of 
petroleum origin to provide the basic building blocks 
for the manufacture of those commodities which are 
now classified as " petrochemicals ". These raw materials 
are transformed by stages into the more familiar end-use 
products. First, they are processed into " basic inter- 
mediates ", and then, often, through " secondary inter- 
mediates" into the end-use products. 

The raw materials for petrochemical products are 
classifield according to their stage of transformation 
through various technical processes towards the final 
product as follows: 

(a) Raw materials: 
Petroleum and natural gas. 

(b) Basic intermediates: 
These include the hydrocarbons of olefins, 

paraffins and aromatics, namely: ethylene, propy- 
lene, butylène, methane series, benzene, toulene, 
xylenes etc. The methane group of hydrocarbons 
occur in both crude oil and natural gas. Refineries 
provide hydrocarbon gases and liquids. Acetylene 
and butadiene, which may be by-products of olefin 
manufacture, belong here as well. 

(c) Secondary intermediates: 
These include mter-aiia, the basic intermediates 

which have been processed into the following: 
aceta dehyde, acetone, styrene, polymers, capro- 
lactam, acetic anhydride, vinyl chloride, methanol, 
ammonia, glycol, polyisobutylene, alcohols, and 
polyolefins. 

(</) Final or end-use products: 
These include plastics, synthetic fibres, deter- 

gents, nitrogenous fertilizers, synthetic rubbers, 
automotive  chemicals,   resins,   insecticides   etc. 

In the production of petrochemical commodities, the 
intermediate raw materials are often either competitive 
or complementary. For example, olefins might be used in 
place of acetylene as the building block for the petro- 
chemical industry. Such end-use commodities as vinyl 

chloride monomer, vinyl acetate monomer, acrylonitrile, 
trichlorethylene, can be based either on acetylene or 
ethylene and propylene. In the United States of America, 
ethylene costs an average of 3 t4 per lb. as a basic inter- 
mediate for chemical synthesis. But acetylene costs 
10 <-12*\ hence ethylene appears to be the less expen- 
sive starting-point for the chemical industry. But it is 
suggested that if improved processes can be developed 
so that a 100 per cent conversion of a hydrocarbon into 
acetylene becomes feasible, then its cost will decline 
markedly and acetylene might form the basis for a 
petrochemical industry in developing countries where 
refinery by-products are meagre. The optimum choice 
of raw-material base will, therefore, depend on relative 
costs. 

In the petrochemical industry, one finds not only 
competition or complementarities between the basic 
intermediates as raw materials but also betwe n 
"processes". It is a peculiar feature of this industry 
that its production functions, defined for given raw 
materials, admit a relatively high degree of substitution 
between processes for given qualities of outputs. This 
means that there are always several different ways of 
producing the same petrochemical commodity. For 
example, olefins can be manufactured in different ways, 
namely, by continuous cracking in tubes with external 
beating or, by continuous cracking on fluidized ma«s or, 
by cyclic cracking. A study of the basic raw materials 
should, therefore, proceed pari passu with tl; study 
of the technologies involved in their transformation, 
with a view to finding the optimum processes for utili- 
zation of the raw materials — bearing in mind not 
only the main product but also the by-product that 
might be generated, i.e. if acetylene is chosen as the basic 
building block, should it come from carbide, natural 
gas, or petroleum distillates? If ethylene is inosen 
instead, should it come from naphtha cracking as in Japan 
or be based on refinery-off gas as in the United States ? 
The optimum choice of intermediates and processes will, 
of course, depend on the quality or the basic raw material« 
locally available, opportunity coste, and — in the case 
of processes — on the value assigned to the by-products 
that will be generated. 
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1. THE PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 

Prepared for the United Nations Centre for Industrial Development 
by l'Institut francale du pétrole 

I. Geasral «Mámeos  rad petrochemical root« 

The inventory of present or potential availabilities in 
raw material offers, generally, all possibilities for a 
development in the petrochemical industry for the coun- 
tries having petroleum or natural gas sources. 

These possibilities are numerous and their relative 
importance is very different. Figures I and II show the 
main petrochemical routes which lead from natural gas 
or petroleum to the great intermediates and end-products. 

These different routes lead to : more and more elaborat- 
ed products, which require higher and higher investments, 

more and more delicate operations, doter and closer 
implantations from consumption markets. 

Some of these routes are rapidly becoming obsolete 
and those processes which lead to too high an operating 
cost ire abandoned for the benefit of utilizing new routes 
which by-pass the intermediate stages of production. 

According to these elements, and to meet the econo- 
mical imperatives connected with the selling price of 
products on the internal or export markets, it is of first 
importance that the developing countries wishing to 
realize a petrochemical industry, should choose the 
most economical routes and the most suitable processes 
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and ooMequeatry that they should settle their industry 
starting from a raw material chosen according to the 
above-mentioned faeton and to the conditions discus- 
sed in the first section of this study. 

II, of the 

A petreelwmcsü producía a prodiict issued entirely or 
in the most part from petroleum or natural gas sources, 
fctrochemieal products am mainly aliphatic, aromatic, 
or naphthenk compounds and their derivatives, but they 
can be inorganic such as sulfur, ammonia and carbon 
black. The range of petrochemical products includes : 

Bask products o/first-gtrmaiion petrochemicals 

Aside from carbon-bUck, this group includes hydrogen, 
synthesis ana nod those purified hydrocarbon« which are 
formed in economically recoverable quantity in the 
course of potroteuuMreflnmg operations. It is also 
«ntomarytoijwli)áe,aiiir^ 
eta***: •Mtykm, ammonia and inethaiiei afthoagh 
neither of theae compounds eu be recovered dbecdy 
from refinery streams. Ethvi-bsnaem, on the . 
hand, wUeh la bokg recovered on a very Ime 
from r,arws—tJL leforsaeie by 

is usually considered a second-generation petrochemi- 
cal because the bulk cf its output sterna from the 
alkylation of benzene. 

On the other hand, quantities of first-generation petro- 
chemicals which can be recovered from refinery streams 
are not always sufficient to satisfy market demand. 
Some of these commodities are therefore synthesized 
in large volumes as main products. This is especially 
true of ethylene, butylène, butadiene and benzene. 

Intimidiate and ad-products or second-generation 
petrochemicals 

Chemical conversion of the basic producta leads to the 
second feneration of organic chemical intermediates. 
At this step, we come to the first group of products 
which have significant end-markets without further 
chemkal conversion: potyolefinet, chlorinated solvents, 
alcohol etc. In most instances, however, a second and 
even a third or fourth cheinical conversion is needed to 
retch the form required by the end-user. Strictly 
sptakmg, ethylene glycol which comes from ethyteae 
«tide conversion is a titird-generation derivative of 
petroleum. Nevertheless, it has become the custom to 
inomde among the seooe^gsneratk» pttrocawsnieab 
the entire large group of iatsraediatM and end-pro- 
ducts derived from petroleum stocks, i«. the group 
wok* fads its main outsat in one of the frv« fitactloael 

in 



TABLE ! 

(imi) 

Ethylene  2,800,000 
Ethylene oxide  690,000 
Ethyl alcohol  130,000 
Styrene  »20,000 
Polyethylen«  MO.O0O 

Propylene  1,330,000 
laopropyl alcohol  500,000 
Cumene  250,000 
Acetone  400,000 
Phenol  390,000 

Acetylene  3*0,000 
Vinyl chloride (from acety- 

lene)   130/100 
•utadiene  900,000 
••nasne  1,130,000 
Styrane-butadiene rubber . . 1,433,000 
Ammonta  5,300,000 

application!, solvents and plastkiatrs, plastics and 
retins, synthetic rubbers, fibres and miscellaneous 
producta as surfactants, detergents etc. 

The importance of certain petrochemical products of 
great consumption is shown in table I where the values of 
the main productions are calculated for the United Sutes 
of America (yearly tonnage multiplied by the possible 
selling price on the market). 
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With the bulk of petrochemical output consumed in 
further industrial conversion, the prospects of individual 
petrochemical products are controlled by the customer 
industries' outlook. 

A recent analysis1 traces this rslationakip between the 
prospects of individual end-use groups and the growth 
potential of ethylene as follows : 
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However, ",ven these outlets ar» still intermediate 
industries, the consumer markets which control are still 
one or two generations further removed, and here we may 
attempt a breakdown of demand categories in the follow- 
ing major end-product lines consuming petrochemical 
intermediates: plastics, surface coatings, synthetic fibres, 
synthetic elastomer, detergents, automotive products, 
and fertilizers. 

III.I. PLASTIC? 

In the highly diversified field oí i lastics, the big identi- 
fiable end-use markets are : const/ur'ion and packaging. 
Other final markets for plastics are of a different order of 
magnitude—motor-cars, footwear, toys, and boats. 

A reliable breakdown available for synthetic resin 
production for the United States of America is given 
hereunder for 1962. 

Fotyoteftim  
Vlayls and vinyl« coeorymen  21 
Polystyrene» (lad. copolymer») ...... 
PheaoHes  

...            16 

Aftyd»  

"**"- f—r"~ nfríiliri, iTisiniee)    .  .  . ...             13 

100 

It should be noted that these figures include resins 
consumed in surface coatings and adhesive». 

In terms of growth rate, the polyolefines are the best 
performers. High-pressure poiyethyWas has grown at an 
average annual rate of 22 per etat since 1935. Low 
pressure polyethylene has finally come into its own as 
domestic consumption increased at a raw of 33 per cent 
from 1962 to 1963. For polypropylene United States 
consumption is expected to grow at an annual rate of 
30-40 per cent through 1964. 

The second-largest plastics family, vinyk, is also the 
second best performer in rate of growth. Its United States 
consumption expanded by 20 per cent in 1962, with 
main growth shown in loor covering«, roarings and 
moulded products. 

The tamul rate of growth fer styrene resins iseurready 
about 12 per cent The other three aeajor esrtegerk* : 
phenolic«, aiiunooiaetics, and alky* have, m general, 
settled down to slow-growth treads (3-4 per eeat per 
year). 

UEaroas.thsratec/growthforateeticiisabcatlOto 
13 per eeat with the heet performance for polyethylene». 
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the petrochemical industry for iti mpply of acetic acid, 
acetic anhydride and some of its carbon disulphide. 
However the Icng-raage tread of cellulosici is un- 
favourable. United Sutes production in 19«2 was still 
below the 1951 output. 

The brightest outlook is in the Held of wholly synthetic 
fibres where three main chemical groups are involved. 

(a) Polyamide Abres (nylons), which call, above all, for 
adipk acid, adiponitrile, hexamethylene diamine and 
caprolactam as raw material; 

(*) Polyesters which consume dimethyl-terepthalate, 
along with some ethylene-glycol; 

<<•) The acrylics which draw on acrylonitrile along 
with some vinyl chloride and vinylidene chloride. 

The brightest growth prospects are in the nylon field, 
but tbft acrylics and the polyesters an developing so 
in the United Sutes, Nylon 6 (based on caprolactam) 
has only 12-14 per cent of the nylon market although it 
prédominâtes in Europe, and the acrylics production is 
brighter than the polyesters production, although polyes- 
ters predominate in Europe. 

III.3. SYNTHETIC auaan 

The world demand for rubber has been increasing very 
rapidly and is now about 4.9 million long tons per 
year including that produced within the Soviet bloc. 

End-uses currently have approximately the following 
distribution : 

Tyre ens tyr» preausU  Cj.t 
  13.» 
  s.a 
  LI 
  1.4 

°**  12.9 

World production of ••turai rubber is presently about 
2 million toa« per year or km than 50 per cent of the 
total riiuiriminti h> 1970, the total world demand for 

' » eapeeted to reach 6.4 marno« toot, while natural 
jraatetion will be expandes1 to only 

2.7 arias« KUH. Tht basaste« of world rubber i 
mm  wily be supplied by synthetic«. 

In the Ut, M important deveiopeaeat in As produc- 
tion of SM which stiM k in ovsttmpedty, is net foreeeen, 
Bnther of Butyl which is testasi ia us utilisations 

The most important itrilnnial siti i 

can ht 
rfetlryteaeaad propylene Tht new poryamn 

'•    laaoste/ 

It is the same for stereospecifics : polybutadiene and 
polyisoprene, called to a great development in the 
next years. 

The Asian countries, and generally the developing 
countries, offer some market caractcristics similar to 
those   in   USSR. 

II1.4. DETERGENTS 

It is estimated that 75-80 per cent of the total demand 
is for household detergents. The remaining 20-25 per 
cent enter into the industrial detergent's market in a 
wide variety of industrial applications. 

Household detergents are mostly based on alkyl aryl 
sulphonates, fatty alcohol sulphates plus some non- 
ionics. 

In the anionics market alkyl arylsulphonates are 
predominant, accounting for 45 per cent of the total. 
The main growth in detergents is presently in the non- 
ionics and in the liquid anionics formulations. 

III.5. AUTOMOTIVE CHEMICALS 

Among additives for petroleum products, anti-knock 
compounds (TEL, TML, etc.) are the biggest factor. 
Ethyl-chloride and methyl chloride are the intermediate! 
used in their manufacture. 

Ethylene glycol, used as anti-freeze has been a rapidly 
rwng petrochemical throughout the 1950's and in 1962 
served 92 per cent of the total anti-freeze market. Promis- 
ing for glycol is also the market of polyester fibres and 

la lerer» and USSR, the 
the SM market is 

wiaho St KT, 

III.6. AMMONIA AND FERTILIZERS 

Rapidly expanding world demand for nitrogen fertili- 
se« and technical nitrogen products is reflected in the 
tarns number of new plant projects. These have been 
prompted as much by the real or potential demand in 
deveiopiiig countries, as by the increasing fertilizer 
raauinawuls in industrially developed countries and 
between 1937/5« and 1962/63 world N-capacity has 
increased by 6.3 millions tons N. 

The demands occurring in 1963/64 have exceeded 
all forecasts, especially from China and other Asian 
nuu-keti. The reeult was an expansion of the European 
and Japanese exports to these countries where domestic 
production has not been advanced at a sufficiently rapid 
rate to meet expanding demand. 

It is estimated that the nitrogen production during 
1963/64 will roach 16.5 million tons or 6 per cant more 
than in 1942/63. 

An important nature has been the emergence of new 
exporting countries which, in previous years, have been 
traditional marhuts. Countries such as Portugal, Pakistan, 
China, Trinidad and South Africa have started to export 
xctfogan aurteriala on an iacraaamg senk and, as other 
as« projects are completed, more couatrie? and terri- 
terie« audi as Colosawa, Venezuela, Araba, Oreece, 
* ' Ira* caa he expected to   ' 



IV. |l>llhlSMHll 

The« products are at the start of the manufacture of 
(he main petrochemical intermediates and can he manu- 
factured from various petroleum raw materials. 

rheir importance is different as well for the produced 
tonnage as for the price level. An idea of that importance 
can he obtained by regarding table I. 

Ammonia is the first one, for the produced tonnage 
as well as for the turnover. 

Ethylene and butadiene come, respectively in second 
and third position (because of the high price of buta- 
diene) 

Benzene, acetylene and propylene follow. 

If prices are taken into account butadiene and acetylene 
an expensive products (high operating coat); ammonia, 
ethylene, benaene have intermediate prices; propylene, 
considered as a by-product of the ethylene production, 
is  relatively  cheap. 

In the following discussion, we shall be concerned 
with production of the following principal chemical 
feedstocks: lower olefins as ethylene or propylene, 
acetylene, diolefins as butadiene,* aromatics aa benaene 
and xylenes, ammonia and methanol, carbon Mack 
and sulfur. 

Tie study of the different productions will be baaed on 
The investments and the variation of the manufacturing 

coet and die selling priée of the products with the capa- 
city of the plant*; 

The comparison of the different processes and the com- 
petitive petrochemical routes. 

The operating cost elements will be furnished for all 
productions considered and the influence of the variation 
et* these elements between the industrialised coun- 
tries and the developing countries will be shown for 
some standard examples, taking into consideration: 

mode* of payment and financing of the instai- 
dmWeat costs of conetructioB, manpower, 

si producto and catalysts; price of raw materials 
and utilities suitable te the various countries. 

la order te accomplish this comparison we will UM 
the Hi—lard calculation method described previously and 
we will take as hawse onta the following hypotheses 
which arc likely to be accepted in moet cáese for: 

I. Induetriaiiaed  countries: 

Hymmá of the pleat: cash; 

Depreciation at: 12.5 per cent of 

charges (average) at: 3.5 per cent of knvtet- 

oa ilk 

«•hei 

'at »per«en* et- 
at: 50 per seat of 

2. Developing countries: 

Payment   of the plant: 

Financing for 2/3 of the investment by : 
Short-term loan (5 years) at I per cent compound 

interest, corresponding to 1/3 of total invest- 
ment; 

Long-term loan (10 years) at 8 per cent compound 
interest, corresponding to 1/3 of total invest- 
ment. 

Equity capital for 1/3 of total investment; 
Depreciation  at:  12.5  per   cent of equity  capital; 
Financial charges (average) at : 3.5 per cent of equity 

capital; 
Return on investment* at : 20 per cent of equity capital ; 
Taxes on the benefits at : SO per cent of equity capital. 
If the studies based on such hypotheses can lead to 

cost prices and afterwards to sah» prices, it should 
be remarked nevertheless that the results obtained 
can only be considered as typical cxampk* valuable 
in the scope of such conditions. It is therefore necessary 
for any future petrochemical plant well defined to evaluate 
accurately the specific elements of the project and the 
economic factors applicable for the country where the 
plant will be erected, ic order to carry out, by u'iag the 
methods analysed in this report, the econonuv »tudy 
of the project under such conditions. 

IV.I. THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION or LOW» OLEFINS 

IV. 1.1.    INTKOOUCTION 

A considerable part of the heavy organic chemscale 
industry is based on lower otea» such as: ethylene aad 
propylene, produced by cracking of petroleum feed- 
stocks. 

These two simple olefins, manufactured to-day on aa 
enorsaous scale, are the basic haiküag blocks for a large 
proportion of the aliphatic organic chemical production. 

Contrary to USA practice, where ethylene productioa 
has basa baaed priatarily oa reâaery of-gaaes, LPG aad 
ethane separated from natural fas, ethybt» prodaction 
ia Europe aad Japan baa been based prinsariiy ea the 
«pervasa of naphtha. As a gasserai rula, the nyrofamk 
of aaphtha ia the USA oary occurs where then M a 
dstnaad for the other ossame produced; however, in 
fJarope aad Japan, •aphtha ia cracked priauuiry 
it k aa over supply, cheap aad easy to skip. 

of ethylene an extracted float coke 
et sack aa India produce ethybae 
of mrmeataüaa etaanoL   Prance 



Probably 80 per cent of ethylene production outside 
of the United States is based on naphtha, and this per- 
centage should rise in the future. 

Actual consumption of ethylene will continue its 
rapid growth, with polyethylene, styrene monomer and 
vinyl chloride bein¿ the most important markets. Ethylene 
is already replacing acetylene in Europe as a raw material 
for acetaldehyde and vinyl chloride production and 
this trend will continue. 

Ethanol consumption will decrease; however, this 
will not affect ethylene markets, since the loss will be 
to the direct oxidation of ethylene to produce acetal- 
dehyde, thus eliminating the ethanol step. 

The future of ethylene is keyed to plastics: polyethylene, 
polystyrene and polyvinyl chloride and elastomers: 
EPT rubbers. These derivatives are being dealt with 
in other chapters (see Chapter V) of this volume and 
hence will not be considered  here any further. 

Propylene 

In the US there are substantial quantities of propylene 
available from catalytic crackers at a purity of 40-60 per 
cent, which is satisfactory for isopropanol, propylene 
oxide, acrylonitrile and tetramer production. Propylene 
is also co-produced with ethylene during the cracking 
of LPG's. 

For newer uses, propylene purity requirements are 
more severe (90-95 per cent required) and in the case of 
polypropylene, purity should be at least 99 per cent. 

The propylene situation outside the United Sutes is 
different. In Europe and Japan, where cracking facilities 
are not as extensive, refinery propylene is less available. 
However, co-product propylene production based on the 
cracking of naphtha is significant and it is expected 
that markets will have to be found for propylene: its 
use as a feed-stock for refinery a'kylation and refinery 
polymerization processes is not as important outside 
the United Sutes. 

Primary growth markets are: EPT rubbers, acryloni- 
trile, polypropylene and propylene oxide. New potential 
markets include acrolein, buunols and isoprene. Propy- 
lene will gradually close its propylene tetramer markets 
because of the shift to biodegradable detergents. 

In the production of ethylene from light naphtha and 
LPG's, propylene, butylènes, buudiene and aronatks 
•re produced to varying degrees as by-products. In the 
naphtha steam-cracking especially, with the possible 
exception of butadiene, most of the chemicals obtainable 
M by-products are presently produced we» in excess 
of demand. This justifies the use of lower or grots by- 
product values, e.g. fuel, LPG, motor gasoline, inasmuch 
as any upgrading or purification facilities must be jus- 
tified on a beets of low "raw material values". Therefore, 
m general, the economics of ethylene production by 
naphtha pyrofytis are such that no allocation of manufac- 
turing cotta can be set against by-products; instead, all 
manufacturing costs are assessed against the ethylene 
product. 

Byproduct credits CM easy be tabea at juttiisd ay 
«•»•rani wisaiwawati aaa>r markets for disposal. With 

the introduction of propylene derivatives such as : EPT 
rubbers, acrylonitrile, polypropylene and other end- 
products io demand, and with the growth of butadiene 
demand, by-product recovery from naphtha pyroivsis 
plant and on a small scale from LPG steam-cntcking, 
will assume increasing importance, with the value 
assigned to these by-products proportionally affecting 
the production economics of ethylene. 

IV.1.2.  ECONOMICS OF OLEFINS PRODUCTION 

IV.1.2.A. Factors considered 

In examining the economics of ethylene production 
from LPG's and light naphtha, four main factors stand 
out as having important effects on costs. These are the 
following : 

I. Raw materials availability and prices 

Some 40 per cent of current United States production 
is based on refinery gases (both direct recovery and conver- 
sion of ethane and propane); 45 per cent is derived from 
cracking of propane and ethane recovered from natural 
gas. Most of the remainder draws on liquid hydrocarbons 
as feedstock. 

In recent years there has been a pronounced growth 
trend in the role of such liquid feedstocks, especially 
in Europe and Japan, where there is an overabundance 
of light naphtha fractions (it is assumed that this abund- 
ance may be attributed to the present difficulty of disposing 
of it or upgrading it to high-ocUne motor gasoline). 
However, in the United States too, light naphtha now 
serves as feedstock at major ethylene plants. A major 
attraction is the formation of a highly aromatic liquid 
by-product in the gasoline range, which bears some of 
the manufacturing cost by reason of ita high blending 
value. Several hydrogénation processes to stabilize 
these by-product fractions have recently become available. 

The yield of ethylene depends on feedstock and can 
be adjusted to market requirements. 

(a) Ethane  pyrolysis 

Moderate variation of the ethane pyrolysis conditions 
will not noubry affect the ultimate yields. However, 
the variations in conversion rate will affect the quantity 
of ethane recycle, the furnace throughput, the quantity 
of gases to be compressed and the utilities consumed. 
A conversion rate of 60 per cent per pass has been 
selected as representative of good commercia! practice. 
An ultimate ethylene yield exceeding 80 wt. per cent of 
the ethane feed is anticipated. 

(b) Propane pyrolysis 

Changes of propane conversion conditions would 
cause considerable variations in the propylene yield 
»ad the composition of the propylene-propane stream. 
However, the ethylene yield, bated oa converted pro- 
peat, rrmaint practically coattaat at higher conversion 
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The following tabulation illustrâtes these variations 
of the yield pattern for three conversion rates: 

75.0 90.0 Conversion per pass, percentage. .       65.0 

Approximate   yield  on   propane 
charte, wt. percenti*« 

Residue gas  
Ethylene  
Ethane  
Propylene  
Other hydrocarbons  

TOTAL 

Ethylene yield after ethane cracking. 

TOTAL, charge to pyrolyais 
coila, wt. percentage on 
f reata feed  

App. moie percentage propylene in 
propylene-propane «ream . . . 

(c) Naphtha pyrolyais 

Naphtha composition affects ethylene and by-product 
yields which are attained at constant operating conditions 
of temperature, time and pressure. Dry gas yield varies 
from 62.6 to 69.0 wt. per cent, respectively, for parafarne 
and naphthenic naphthas. This conversion range repre- 
sents a good economic level for ethylene producers in 
the United States, although much lower conversion 
levels have been profitably employed in Europe. Predicted 
pyrolysis yields from three naphtha feeds based on rela- 
tively high severity operation are shown below: 

24.0 26.4 28.2 
39.2 38.7 38.1 
6.0 7.0 7.3 

29.0 23.3 14.9 
1.8 4.'j 11.5 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

44.0 44.3 44.0 

154.0 133.3 111.1 

36.0 43.0 59.0 

PiroQuct yMdss, 

H.  0.9 
CH,.  14.1 
CM  M» 
CA  5-3 
CH,  IM 
CM  fts_ 

TOTAL, dry ays «9.0 

CA  2.J 
CA  4-3 

TOTAL Q1        7.0 

  aw 
  3.2 

0.1 0.9 
14.1 13.7 
2S.2 24.2 

4.3 4.0 
1B.7 19.3 
a« 0.5 

«44 «2.6 

3.6 3.1 
«.7 7J 

10.3 11.6 

22.0 22.5 
3.3 3.3 

TOTAL     100.0 1OO.0 100.0 

stored, if they are not available there where the petroche- 
mical plant would be located. 

In the United States, where naphtha is more expensive, 
it is less advantageous to use this raw material than in 
Europe. On the contrary, there are a great number of 
refineries which are big enough to be in a position to 
deliver 15O,OO0-200,Ou0 tons of ethylene per year, which 
is only based on refinery gas. Moreover, there are nearly 
unlimited quantities of ethane and propane available, 
resulting from stabilization operations and hence at 
much lower prices than in Europe. The prices of these 
various raw materials are presented in Section I of this 
study (see Chapter II. 1.1.). 

2. Product distribution 

Individual producers of ethylene have different require- 
ments for  and set  different values  on   by-products. 

TASU 2. 80,000 TCM/viAa mrrnNS vstooucnoN 
Unit 1. Nafhtkm «feem*rae**e? 

OnaATMo COST HAUNTS 

%vs 
¡nvtsmtiu (gnus root» plant) 

Process units  10,000,000 
Offiites including: general pKnt services; general 

buildings; utilities; receiving, shipping and storace 
(land value is not included)  4,000,000 

Start-up expenses  1,000,000 

TOTAL mvsaiMaNT 15,000,000 

Feed naphtha  215,000 
Tall gas  45.000 
Ethylene  10,000 
Propylene propine  31/300 
Bwtvkne-tNitadieRe  20,000 
OasoUne  57,000 
Fuel oü  9,000 
Ethanerecycie  13,000 
Lost  1,000 

i/MwMf TWQmWWUmmm 

Fusi» (10* hesl/kr)  43 
(•apart) (tona/hr)  25 

<kW/kf)  10400 
(m»/hr)  2,100 

tftr OarVhr). ;  30 

CMWyW 4VMV CWMfOMv rVfTVMMMf A|V4& 

Dessina«  135 
Caustic  1,900 
  23 

anmMfUyavaikbkatalowocetupTroiyeis 
>a Europe «ad also ta SOCM 

to-day. They can be easily transported TaUagl 
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Pyrolysis gasoline, for example, may have considerable 
value to some, but can be used only as fuel by others 
Product, distribution can be varied to the extent that 
flexibility is incorporated into the original plant design. 
A relatively unall additional investment allows operation 
with alternative product distributions and with feed- 
stocks other than light naphtha. 

3. Plant size 

The size of plant will naturally affect the manufacturing 
cost of ethylene. Plant size must be in economic balance 
with available investment capital, obsolescence, and 
future market potential, in order to establish the optimum 
plant capacity for individual situations. 

4. Utilisation and value oj by-products 

These all influence the manufacturing cost of ethylene. 
Their effects on the economics of the plant will be pre- 
seuted hereafter. 

IV.1.2.B. Description oj cases 

In order to cover a wide range of typical feed-stocks 
and product distributions, economics for two types of 
steam-cracking have been evaluated. The two types of 
unit and the conditions which give rise to the differences 
in yield structure are as follows: 

Unit i. A plant to produce 80,000 « tons/year of polymeri- 
zation grade ethylene (99.0 per. cent) by high severity 
naphtha steamcracking with recycle of ethane product 
to pyrolysis; 

Unit 2. A plant to produce 80,000 tons/year of polymeri- 
latton grade ethylene by steam-cracking of a feed 
charge composed essentially of ethane and propane. 

IV.1.2-C. Presentation of data 

The investment, material balances, utilities, catalyst 
andI chemicals requirements are presented in tables 2 and 
3, for units 1 and 2, respectively, at 80,000 tons/year 
ethylene capacity. 

, » "i*"" «conc-mic evaluation is made assuming the 
following feed-stock, fuel and by-product values: 

Feed naphtha. An intermediate value of SUS 18/ton is 
selected for the base in this study (fuel value could be 
assumed at USS 15/ton and gasoline value could 
be assumed at SUS 22/ton). 

Fuel. The value of fuel is at SUS 1.5/10« kcal, based 
on the current Caribbean and Middle-East fuel oil 
prices. 

Ctcut. The propylene-propane fraction produced as a 
by-product will contain approximately 92 wt. per 
cent propylene •; for "base" case the value of the C 
cut is taken at LPG value SUS 30/ton. 

TASLE  3.   80,000  TONS/YEAR   ETHY1 FNF   PRODUCTION 

Unit 1. Ethane and propane steam-cracking 

OPERATISI, cosr ruMturs 

Investment (grass roots plani) *' S 

^CeMUnits I      12,000,000 
Offsite» (see tabi« 2) | 
Start-up expenses       I 000 000 

TOTAL INVESTMENT   13,0u0,000 

Material Balances (with ethane and propane recycle) 
Feedstocks 

*****       35,000 
*7°Pftne     115,000 
C<+            15,000 

Produca ,65'000 

Ethylene     gn^ 
Propylene-propane  30000 
Butylenes-butadiene  4500 
sr "7 :. :  -MX» 
Fuel0"       1,500 
Um       5,000 

Utilities reaiilrtments 

Fuel • (10* koU/hr)  10 
Steam (export) (toni/hr)  y 
Electricity (kw/hr)  455,, 

Cooling water (included in electricity consumption) 
Boiler feed water (m*/hr)  ,g 

Catalyst ml chemicals requirements 

S*"*?"*       17,§00 kg/ye« 
V*""? • ' -,        «*> tons/year 
Acetylene catalyst       13,000 kg/year 

Labour 

17 mm/shift 

• Taking into account ftwl gai produced in the unit. 

Ct's cut. The C/s cut main potential lies in its butadiene * 
content; for base case, the value of the C/s cut is 
taken at LPG value SUS 30/ton. 

Steam-crackitig gasoline. The gasoline product derived 
from light naphtha pyrolysis may require selective 
hydrogénation treatment to make it saleable. Taking 
into account this incremental treatment charge, the 
value of this gasoline having a clear Research ON 
of approximately 96, is taken at SUS 22/ton. 

In tables 4, 3, 6 and 7 the operating costa are given 
for the two unita, and the corresponding selling prices 
of ethylene are derived. 

, * TWs capacity has bea 
for buUdfakg to-dar lata« 
Produce from KM» » » 

of asaaral 
which will be 

ot- 
to 

IV.2.1.D). 

for 
may 

ms batsd 00 proeyttM sad 
its «ates aoooedìrial) (wt 
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TABU 4. 80,000 TOM/YIA* miYUMi MLOOUCTON 

Unit 1. Naphtha , 

Vu* cwt 
(tust 

MANUPACTUIUNO OOiT 

Vmriobit cotti 

Raw material 
Naphtha (toni)  Il 

Utilities 

Fuel (IO1 kcal)  1.3 
Steam (credit) (tona)  1.6 
Electricity (10" kW/hr)  10 
Cooling water (10* irr»)  6 
Boiler feed water (m*)  0.2 

Catalyst and chemicals 

DfaaJcant(k|)  0.3 
Caustic (toni)  70 
Acétylène catalyst (kg)  4 

Labour and luparvietoa 

Salaries and wafta (men/year)      3,000 
SuperviskMit23perccntofaaJarieeaod' 

IM'tlnml 

213,000 3,130 

340,000 340 
2QQ/W0 (-320) 

14,000 MO 
16,100 100 

400,000 •0 

1,240 

44,300 13 
630 44 

1030 33 

300 

TOTAI. VAUABU oom 6,960 

Fixed costs 

Déprédation  At 12.3 per cent of i 
Interest  At  3.3 par cent of »vestment 
Maintenance  At 4 par cent of Investment 
General plant overhead  At  2 par oant of i 
Taxes and insurance  At   I par cent of i 

TOTAL IDOD com 

MANU*ACTUUNO con 

3,460 

10,420 

TAJU 3. 00,000 TOM/YBAI nmiuwi rantwcnoN 

tew at 20 par cent • of ' 

i after taxas  
Mat tncoma befen Man at 30 per i 

Total asín  

U30 



TABLé 5 (continued) 

By-product HUM 

Propyton^propwie (31,000 tons/year at $30/ton) .  .  . j 530 
Butylene-butadiene (20,000 tons/year at $30/ton) ... «JO 
OMOUM (57,000 tona/year at S 22/ton)  1-250 

FueloU(9,000tona/yc«r)at$l5/ton)  ,3J 

TOTAL ey-noDum 
Ethylene take  
Ethylene aeffinc price «/ton)  
 (or «71b)  

* Ratura raquind for a flva-yaar payout 

ll» lUSlrtv) 

3,515 

9,125 
114 

5.2 

TA»U 6. 80,000 TONS/YEA« ETHYUNE PRODUCTION 

Vnlt 2. Ethane and propane steam-cracking 

(Mr vm am 
   (tVSI 

MANUFACruaMO OOtT 
Varimbk cosa 

Haw material 
Uf° i*0")  24 165.000 

Utmtiaa 

Fuel (JO* kcal)  1.5 »,000 
Steam (credit) (tona)  \6 nam 
Heetridty (10* kW/br)  ,0 ¿«Q 

CooNag water (taci, in electricity ooaaump- 
HOB) 

•otar feed water (m»)  0iJ 144,«» 

QrtaJytt and chemfcali 
rHaricant (kg)  ©.J 17 too 
Owrtc (to»)  « "'S 
Acetylene catalyat (kg)  4 |3^ 

1 (am/year)      5,000 « 
(at 25 parea« of aateriaa and 

•) 

TOTAL VARIABLE coati 

  At 1X5 per cent oM 
  At   3.5 per oast of I 
  At  4   par cant of i 
  At   2   par cant oil 
  At   1    perentori 

TOTAL : 

(W ttrtm) 

3,960 

120 
(-115) 

364 

29 

394 

5 
35 
52 

92 

340 

IS 

425 

4471 

SjOOO 
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TARLE 7. 80,000 TONS/YEAR ETHYLENE PRODUCTION 

Unii 2. Ethane and propane steam-tracking 

SELLING PRICE 

Net cash flow al 20 per cent ' of total investment 
Depreciation provides  
Net income after taxes  
Net income before taxes at 30 per cent       

Manufacturing cost  

Total sales  

Ammt f*H 
(W XUSInmi 

2,600 
1,630 

970 
1,940 

7,171 

9,111 

By-product sales 

Propytaie-propane (30,000 tons/year at $30/ton)  900 
Butylenc-butadiene (4,300 tons/year at S30/ton)  133 
Gasoline (4,500 tons/year at J22/ton)  99 
Fuel oil (1,500 (oiis/year at SIS/ton)  22 

Ethylene sale«  
Ethylene selline price (S/ton) 

(or «71b) 

TOTAL BY-paooum 1,136 

8,633 
108 

4.9 

* Return required for i five-year payout. 

IV.1.2.D. Effect of jeed and by-product values 

The marked effect of naphtha, ethane and propane 
feed valu« on ethylene selling price is illustrated in 
figure III for the two units, using the base case values 
for fuel and by-products. 

It is seen that unit I, based on naphtha steam-cracking 
produces the largest amount of by-products. It results 
that the evaluation of these by-products would have 
in this case a large effect on ethylene manufacturing 
cost and hence also on the selling price. These data 
are presented in table 8. 

Hypothesis 

Case I. 50 per cent of propylene produced are valorized 
as petrochemical feed-stock at SUS SS/ton («71b 2.5). 

Case 2. The whole propylene is valorized at $US 50/ton 
and the Ct cut is sold at SUS 60/ton for butadiene 

MMSIMMSIMliM» 

HSJIM m. 4ffef m/fui wàt M 

Ethylene Mlltaf 
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Figure IV. Economies of plant sût enti effect of byproduct* vaine 

extraction, assumiti« an equivalent unseparated buta- 
diene value of SI2Vton. 

IV.1.2.E. Economics of plant size 

Ethylene planta with a capacity of about 200,000 to 
230,000 tons/year are now planned in Europe. The 
economics that mich large plants have to offer sue pre- 
sented in figure IV above. The cost structure is based on 
the unit 1-naphtha steam-cracking. 

This figure indicates that a larger unit is highly attrac- 
tive because of lower selling price due to the économies 
of sise. However, the graph shows that plants of a capacity 
of 123,000 to 130,000 tons/year are already approaching 
the flat part of the curve and that there is only a dilhnace 
of about 8 per cent between the selling prices of ethylene 
obtained, respectively, on a 130,000 tons/year and a 
230,000 tons/year plant. Also it is necessary for huge 
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TAELE 8.  80,000 TONk/YEAE  ETHYLENE PRODUCTION 

Unit I. Naphtha steam-cracking 
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plants to be run at or near full capacity if they want 
to compete favourably with the plant whose capacities 
are lying on the flat part of the cost/capacity curve. 

IV.2.   ACETYLBNB   PRODUCTION 

IV.2.1. Limited outlets Jor acetylene 

The growth rate for acetylene is slow because of 
competition from lower priced ethylene and propylene. 
For example: 

The trend to base acetaldehyde production on direc' 
oxidation of ethylene instead of hydrolysis of acetylene. 

Partial loss of acrylonitrile markets to the propylene 
ammonia route. 

Potential loss of vinyl acetate markets to ethylene. 
Improvements to butadiene by butane or butène dehy- 

drogenation. 

The major market for acetylene is PVC, and acetylene 
will continue to share this market with ethylene, the 
choice depending on hydrocarbon availability, price, 
and the chlorine balance problem. 

TABLE 9. 33,000 TONS/YEAH ACETYLENE PRODUCTION 
Natural fa+bastd partial oxidation process 

Eoroot 

OfERATINO COST ELEMENT» 

roots plant) (MM S US) 

Oxygen unit 42 
Acetylene plant     .......  6A 

TOTAL 10.6 

Off-efte» (including power amemtion)  51 
Itart-up mi  ¿6 
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Narwal m ÍNm»/hr) ».m 
•«Muai tat (Nirf/hr) 41,600 at 3,000 kcal/Nm* 
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IV.2.2. Acetylene sources 

Due to th£ rising costs of coal and electric power, 
the carbide-based acetylene process is now less attractive 
in Europe, and expansion of acetylene capacity will be 
based on natural gas and naphtha. 

However, in certain locations and under specific 
conditions, the carbide-based process may be more 
attractive where off-take electricity is available at 
favourable rates. 

IV.2.3. Acetylene processes 

Only three companies have substantial experience of 
licensing their processes to third parties: BASF, SBA- 
Kellogg and Montecatini. All these processes are 
similar in that they depend on burning part of the hydro- 
carbon feed with oxygen in order to raise the temperature 
of the remainder of the feed to a level at which acetylene 
is formed. Acetylene formation is followed immediately 
by a rapid quench to prevent the acetylene from decompos- 
ing again. 

TABU 10. 33,000 TONS/YEAR ACETYLENE PRODUCTION 

Natural tot-based partial oxidation process 

(Erected in Europe) 

UHI Vau fu 
it Vi) If »Irtm 

MANUFACTURING COST AND IHXINO nuce 
Variable costs 

Raw material balance 
Natural an      lpm* 
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Treated water         m» 
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Labour and supervision 
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Supervision         At 
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and 

Royalties  

13 
I.S 

0.2 
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246,000 
1.010,000 

720,000 
66,300 

«0 

33,000 
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(-148» 

360 
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TOTAL VARIARLI CHARGES 3.177 

Fixed costs 

Depreciation  At 12.5 per cent of total investment 
Interest      At 3.3 per cent of total investment 
Maintenance  At 4   per cent of total investment 
Oesieral Pleat Overhead  At 2   per cent of total investami 
Taxes and Insurance  At I   per cent of total investment 

TOTAL nxao COSTS 

MANUFACTURING COST 7,177 
S*IH*t prict 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent • of total investment  
Depreciation próvidas  
Net income after taxes  
Net income before taxes at 50 per cent  _^ 
Manufacturing cost  TvTt 

24*9 
13» 

Acetylene sales ».777 
Acetylene seiba« prion (JUS/too)      m 

(or tm  ijj 
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TASLB  It. 33,000 TONS/YEAH ACETYLENE PRODUCTION 

Natural tas-based partial oxidation process 

(Erected in a developing country) 

  <*VSi mm*,        Wl'm> 

MANUFACTURING  COST  AND SELLINO  PtlCE 

Variable costs 

Raw material balance  

Ï-!?-."" ;_1^       ,0,|n, "        246'000 '•M0 
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*a»*w«      6 33,000 198 

TOTAL VAUABU CMABOB 2^*07 

Fixed costs 

Lorn repayment, depredation and intanai for equity capital at 18.5 per cent » of 
total investment 

**^",m0B At 4 per cent of total investment 
Oaaaml plant overhead At 2 per cent of total investment 
Taues and insurance At I per cent of total investment 

TOTAL FIXED COST 5t750 

MANUFACrUMNO COST 1,157 

StUbiprif - 

Net caih flow at 20 per cent »equity capital  1 410 
Déprédation on equity capital próvida«  '930 
Nat income «Aar taxes  3J0 
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Manufacturing coat  t'lJ7 

Acetylene sale»  9^j7 
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» btara renaiied for a ftve-year pavo«. 

Now all three pwoewei cu handle naphtha, and 
ICI, which it cooaMeriai naphtha for iti new 60,000 tons/ 
year acetylene plant at Runcorn in the UK, chow the 
BASF  

The maio economic probi« il the low concentration 
of acetyl«» in toe gatas fron the burner. Tate makes 
inevitable a chain of recovery and purification which 
account« for about 60 par oast of the capital ooet of the 
plant. 

IV.2.4. Economi* s of actlyknt producilo* 

Taking iato account: 

1. The higher investment cost of a naphtha-based plan*, 
because of: 

High dilution of acetylene ia cracked _ 
A4UtioMliavejtJBe*re*i«ui^ 

daot ifjoovary and purification phut; 



2. The difficulty for a producer to balance acetylene 
and ethylene demands which will not necessarily 
occur at the same location; 

the manufacturing cost and the selling price of acetylene 
in a 100 tons/day plant' based on natural gas feed- 
stock have been studied for Europe and developing 
countries, where natural gas is available at a low price. 
The elements of the operating cost are given in table 9; 
the manufacturing cost and the derived acetylene selling 
price for the two cases are presented in tables 10 and II. 
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Figure VI. Effect of fetJ-itock vaine 
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Figure V. Effect of plant site 

* Corrwpondina to • 75,000 tons/year PVC production. 

The effect of plant size and natural gas feed cost on 
the economics of acetylene are shown, respectively, 
in figures V and VI, for units to be erected in Europe. 

The acetylene selling price rangvi from ¿/lb 11.5 to 
#/lb I3.S compared with ¿/lb 4.5-5.2 for ethylene selling 
price. 

The selling price of acetylene could be slightly improved 
if residual gases would be used as a source of synthesis 
gas for an ammonia or methanol plant located next 
to the acetylene unit. 
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IV.3. BUTADUNB PRODUCTION 

IV.3.1. BUTADIENE SOURCES 

The butadiene raw material situation in Europe is 
also somewhat different from that in the united States. 
Production of C4 in the United Sutes in 1962 totalled 
36.10» tons, primarily as butane from natural gas and 
butane/butylenes refinery streams. 

The biggest petrochemical market for C, streams is 
butadiene, obtained by butane dehydrogenation, butylène 
dehydrogenation or as a co-product in ethylene plants. 

In Europe, butadiene production has been based 
on refinery butylènes and on butadiene extraction from 

naphtha steam-cracking plants which are expanding 
rapidly. The butadiene can be extracted relatively simply 
from the other C4's produced in the same way that the 
butadiene product is extracted from the reactor effluent 
of a dehydrogenation plant. Typical extraction solvents 
are cuprous ammonium acetate, acetonitrilc and furfural. 

IV.3.2. DISTRIBUTION OF PROCESSES 

In the United States the dehydrogenation of butylènes 
is still the dominant process, but the one-step Houdry 
process is making considerable strides. The choice 
between these processes is largely influenced by the avail- 
ability of feed associated with large refinery installations. 
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Separation of individual aromatici from BTX, notably 
in the C, fraction; 

will be studied hereafter. 

IV.4.2.A. Recovery oj BTX fraction 

BTX it recovered from the gasoline fractions produced 
in the course of catalytic riformine, and ethylene pro- 
duction by naphtha »team-era. king. Conventional separa- 
tion of BTX from non-aromatic components in the 
same boiling point range involves the following routes: 
Extraction by solvents, notably: diethylene or methylene 

grvcoh, sulfolaae, dimethyl sulfoxide, N methyl pyrro- 
Mone and morpholene; 

Extractive distillatioa; 
Aaeotropic dietiUatioa; 
Adsorption. 

Of Uses» four approaches, «traction has proven the 
meet versatile method, capable of operating effectively 
with » wide range of feed-stock, and very high product 
purity ena be achieved by thee route. 
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All four of these components are today recovered as 
chemical feed-stocks. Ethylbenzene, purified by super- 
fractionation, is dehydiogenated to styrene. For the 
three isomeric xylenes, the principal market is in oxidation 
processes to the corresponding dkarboxylic acids. 

The least difficulty in purification is encountered in the 
case of o-xylene which is readily separated by distillation. 

The recovery of ethylbenzene is effected by superfrac- 
tionation and i; of economic interest only in conjunction 
with xylenes production. However, the bulk production 
continuée to be based on ethylene and benzene. 

Para-xyiese's importance hinges almost exclusively on 
its role as intermediate product in the manufacture of 
terephthalk acid. It is impossible to isolate p-xylene 
by distillation, and fractional crystallization muet be 
used. 

Meta-xylese is the most important member of the C, 
aromatics; it is used either aa petrochemical feed-stock 
for isophthalk acid manufacture or into gasoline blende 
asd into solveste. An alternative solution is to isomeria» 
m-xylene to the para asd Ortho Compounds. 

IV.4.3. ECONOMICS or ASOMATK PRODUCTION 

ItisdinV^htogetMwaJiaetheecoiionuaofthedirierest 
process»» utiliaed in aromatic» manufacture a»: 

Catalytic reforming; 
Extraction; 
Hydredealkyktion; 

Practinsnl cryataJliaatioa; 
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2. NATURAL GAS AS A RAW MATERIAL FOR PETROCHEMICALS 

F. B. Konmeyer, Mobil Chemical Company, United Stmt»! of America 

A. BASIC INDUSTRY REQUIREMENTS 

A nation's potential for petrochemical production 
must be assessed from three main points of view: 

1. Availability of natural gas or petroleum feedstocks, 

2. Degree of industrial sophistication; and 

3. Access to end-use markets. 

The first of these requirements is axiomatic. By its veiy 
definition, the petrochemical industry uses petroleum 
or natural gas as one of its major raw materials, out 
these two types of feedstock are, economically speaking, 
not strictly interchangeable. 

Even technical interchangeability is limited. Natural 
gas provides a basis only for the manufacture of the 
lower aliphatic petrochemicals, and for the production 
of carbon black and the derivatives of synthesis gas, 
notably ammonia,  methanol and their end  products. 

All of these chemicals can also be synthesized from 
oil or, for that matter, from coal. However, from an 
economic point of view it is found that natural gas is 
the raw material par excellence wherever it is available 
at low cost. This is a somewhat qualitative statement 
which will be substantiated in some more detail later. 
la general terms it means that natural gas is favoured 
over alternative chemical feedstocks at consumer points 
which have pipeline access to natural gas fields. More 
recently, the economic appeal of natural gas has even 
been extended to chemical consumers who can receive 
this fuel in liquefied form via marine shipment, and this 
development may be expected to have a significant 
impact on the future geographical distribution of petro- 
chemical plants. 

The second point mentioned above suggests that a 
nation's potential for petrochemical production is affected 
by its degree of industrial sophistication. Aside from their 
hydrocarbon feedstock, petrochemical plants draw on 
a vast array of other raw materials, process chemicals 
and operating supplies. They require ready access to 
replacement equipment and to the equipment manufac- 
turer's technical advice. And, in large measure, the 
stimulus for petrochemical growth seems to be related 
to the availability of skilled technical personnel and 
to their ability to communicate readily with their col- 
leagues in related industries. 

To a large extent, it is also only in advanced industrial 
societies that we find the markets which alone earn support 
a broad petrochemical industry —and this brings us 

to the third point mentioned above which bears a little 
further examination. 

At an early stage of industrialization, a nation may 
find it advantageous to produce only son« of the basic 
end-use commodities from natural gas. Above all, this 
means sulfur and ammonia to meet the country's own 
growing agricultural demands and possibly for export 
•o some of the neighbouring States. Maybe the next 
step will be the production of some detergents and paint 
raw materials from hydrocarbon feedstocks. But it 
will be quite a jump from here to the production of 
polymers which find their markets, not directly in the 
hands of the end consumer but in converter industries — 
moulding or extrusion plants in the case of plastics, large- 
scale spinners, weavers, dyers and other converters in 
the case of resins for synthetic fibres and their raw 
materials. 

Where are these markets to be found? Until they 
become adequately available within the developing nation, 
the petrochemical producer will have to look for special 
situations which warrant production of some intermedi- 
ates, such as butadiene or methanol, for export. However, 
even when special situations develop which justify 
petrochemical production primarily for export, they 
will be exactly that —special situations which are not 
an adequate basis for a broad petrochemical industry. 

On the contrary, the biggest attractive force for both 
refining and petrochemical centres are the large industrial 
population area« and the migration continues toward 
them as low-cost means for transportation become 
available for crude oil and natural gas. 

Wc see this trend already established in refining. 
Prior to the Second World War, the world's great refining 
centres were located in the crude oil production regions — 
Indonesia, Venezuela, Iran. Texas and Oklahoma, etc. 
In the post-war era, extrusive refining capacity came 
to be built near the consuming centres. Both in western 
Europe and in Japan, the initial wave of construction 
was in the areas of deep-water harbours — Hamburg, 
Rotterdam, Southampton, Le Havre, the Yokohama 
district, etc. More recently, with the construction of 
large petroleum and gas pipelines into the heart of 
western Europe, a new wave of inland refinery construc- 
tion has taken place, near Cologne, Strasbouig, Karls- 
ruhe, and Ingolstadt. This will certainly be followed 
by major petrochemical development in these areas. 

Such trends are in line with the observation that an 
economically sound, diversified petrochemical industry 
can be supported only by mats markets. This is so because 
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the unit cost of most, manufacturing operations in this 
field is strongly influenced by plant size. Thus, the spread 
of petrochemical centres receives strong impetus from 
the evolution of large consumer markets with minimum 
trade barriers. 

The United States petrochemical industry has long 
enjoyed the favourable labour and investment costs 
which are associated with the large production units 
feasible within its economy. A market of similar magni- 
tude is quickly taking shape within the European Econo- 
mic Community. Future South-East Asian and Latin 
American trading communities are now only in the 
talking suge but experience has shown that such a 
development would certainly provide a major stimulus 
to industrial growth within these regions. 

So far, this discussion has dealt with the requirements 
for a broad, diversified petrochemical industry. Although 
such an industry must await the evolution of a strong 
industrial base within any given marketing area, there 
are significant opportunities, even for the developing 
nations, in upgrading a part of their local hydrocarbon 
resources  by   chemical   conversion. 

This opportunity is principally in those commodities 
which are relatively close to the end market — notably 
ammonia, sulphur, possible ethylene glycol and carbon 
black, and the raw materials for some of the lower- 
cost polymers — ethylene, vinyl chloride, styrene, buta- 
diene, methanol and formaldehyde. All of these products 
are derived, at least in part, from natural gas — and in 
most instances, a low-cost source of natural gas consti- 
tutes the optimum raw material. Just for the sake of 
completeness, it should be mentioned that some 
surfactants also fit into early stages of a nation's develop- 
ing industrial economy, but these products draw, in the 
main, on a raw materials base available only from 
heavier petroleum fractions, especially now that the call 
is for biodegradable detergents. Such surfactants are, 
therefore, outside the scope of my discussion. 

But that still leaves natural gas with a very broad and 
iignificant position as raw material for the petrochemical 
industries of both developing and advanced industrial 
economies. It may be well now to examine why this is so, 
and to take a look at the prospects of the main deriva- 
tives of natural gas and at the competitive economics of 
other raw materials. 

It is, of course, the primary purpose of this meeting 
to assess the petrochemical industries as they may be 
applicable to developing countries. Despite this, frequent 
reference will have to be made to the situation in the 
United States and in Western Europe, This is necessary, 
not only because the petrochemical picture in these two 
regions is already fairly well charted, but alar because 
their experiences can be used as prototype for the petro- 
chemical future of other areas. Thus, the United Stetes 
is the prototype of a highly industrialized nation which 
has been building up its petrochemical industries for over 
thirty years now, Western Europe, on the other hand, 
is the example of an industrially advanced ana in which 
petroleum and natural gas as chemical feedstocks have 
come to the fore principally during the last four or 
five years. Here, hydrocarbons are replacing previously 

entrenched raw materials, namely coal and coke, as 
feedstock for many previously established chemical 
operations. 

For a more detailed examination of natural gas as 
chemical feedstock, it is first necessary to define the sources 
of natural gas and take a look at the chemical components 
which make it so valuable as raw material for the petro- 
chemical industries. 

B. NATURAL GAS — SOURCES AND COMPOSITION 

The term "natural gas" is applied to all varieties of gas 
produced from underground rocks, in which the paraffin 
series of hydrocarbons predominates. The gas is produced 
in three types of reservoir : 

(1) Dry-gas reservoirs in which the gas is accompanied 
by only relatively small amounts of liquid hydrocarbon 
when it is reduced to atmospheric pressure and tempera- 
ture; 

(2) Condensate reservoirs in which the gas is accom- 
panied by larger amounts of liquid hydrocarbon; and 

(3) Oil reservoirs in which the gas may be either 
"gas-cap" gas from the crest of the reservoir or solution 
gas liberated from the oil as pressure is reduced in the 
production process. 

At normal pressure and temperature, the gaseous 
hydrocarbon constituents of natural gas are principally 
methane and ethane, together with varying small amounts 
of heavier hydrocarbons. In almost all cases, olefins are 
absent from the gas as it emerges from the ground. Im- 
purities in the gas include principally nitrogen, carbon 
dioxide, and hydrogen sulfide. Helium is sometimes 
present in recoverable concentration. 

Natural gas composition varies widely from field to 
field. Even the gas obtained from a given well does 
not always remain constant in composition over the 
life of the well. Just by way of illustration, table 1 
shows two American natural gases. Methane content in 
these two particular gases ranges from 68 to 84 per cent 
and hydrogen sulfide content is zero and 6.8 per cent, 
respectively. 
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The last few years have seen very significant new 

discoveries of natural gas fields. Some of these discoveries 
are accessible to the great industrial centres of Western 
Europe and are responsible for a basic shift in the Euro- 
pean raw materials base. Among these discoveries, 
mention should be made of the fields at Lacq in France, 
Groningen in the Netherlands, Italy's lower Po valley, 
and the Sanaran fields in Northern Africa. At the same 
time, distribution of natural gas is being facilitated, 
thanks to the marine transportation of liquefied natural 
gas and the construction of new pipeline networks. 

Table 2 shows the enormous growth in proved natural 
gai reservoirs around the world which has taken place 
between December 1959 and mid-1963. The first of these 
estimates was made by the U.S. Bureau of Mines, the 
second, by the U.S. Geological Survey. It should be 
pointed out, however, that these are only educated guesses 
made on the basis that 6,000 cu.ft. of gas are expected per 
barrel of oil. Actual field-by-field estimates of proved gas 
reserves are not available on a world-wide basis. The most 
recent estimate suggests world-wide reserves of 1.8 qua- 
drillion cubic feet natural gas. Two-thirds of these reserves 
are located in the Middle East. 
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Thanks to marine shipment of liquefied natural gas and to 
new pipeline construction, European markets are becom- 
ing increasingly accessible to gas produced in the Middle 
East and in North Africa. 
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Total «M«rvw, cu. ft  MO trillion       1.8 quadrillion 

Location 
MiddtoEast  30% 65% 
North America  42% 16% 
CountriM with centrally plan- 

ned economies  12% 10% 
Vammela  6% 6% 
Other  10% 3% 

Of course, the markets are not always where the 
reserves occur and there is a great disparity in the world 
distribution of gas fields on the one hand and of marketed 
natural gas production on the other. Figure 1 shows the 
production of natural gas during 1958 and 1962, but it 
includes only marketed output. Gases used for repressur- 
ing and gases flared, vented, or otherwise wasted are 
excluded from the data. It is seen that world-wide output 
has risen from 13.8 trillion cu.ft. in 19S8 to 19.7 trillion 
cu.ft. in 1962, an increase of nearly 43 per cent. But 
almost the entire marketed production of natural gas 
during those years has occurred in the highly industrial- 
ised regions of North America and Europe. Together, 
these two continents accounted for 96.3 per cent of total 
production during both I9S8 and 1962. The bulk of 
"European" production is of Russian origin, which 
accounts for over 60 per cent of this sub-total. 

This relative distribution is bound to be strongly 
aftscted by the discovery of major gas fields in Europe 
and by the prospect of improved gas transportation. 

C. TRENDS IN OAS UTILIZATION 

The preoccupation of this meeting with petrochemical 
conversions must not obscure the fact that the price of 
natural gas is set by its value as fuel. This, of course, is the 
primary demand for "natural gas. Thus, in the United 
States, natural gas distribution to different sectors of the 
economy has been estimated as shown in table 3. 

Direct energy uses account for 50.7 per cent of gas 
consumption while the chemical industries consume 
only six per cent of this total. This includes both process 
and fuel uses in chemical manufacture. As a source 
of energy, the limiting value of natural gas must be 
viewed in comparison with competitive fuels, namely 
oil and coal. This is, however, not simply a comparison 
on the basis of BTU value. On that basis alone, a gas 
priced at 20 cents/million BTU would obviously be 
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competitive with a typical bituminous coal rated at 
13,750 BTU/lb. and costing $5.50 per ton which also 
calculates to 20 cents per million BTU. 

But the comparison must also take account of the 
burner equipment's efficiency and its investment and 
operating costs. To be sure, the efficiency of modern 
coal burner! is comparable to the 80-85 per cent which can 
be achieved with gas burners, so that the efficiency factor 
is of principal concern in comparison with older coal- 
burning equipment cost. 

Investment and operating costs, on the other hand, are 
a different story. Table 4, which is based on a recent 
analysis by Monsanto*s John BUM, shows a cost compari- 
son for typical modern steam plants firing coal and natural 
gas, respectively. At an 80-85 per cent efficiency for both 
fuels, a natural gas price as high as 42 cents per million 
BTU is competitive with coal priced at 20 cents per 
million BTU. 

This is the primary reason why first the United States, 
and more recently, Western Europe and Japan have 
switched extensively from coal to petroleum and natural 
gas as their primary energy source. The extent of this 
switch in Europe becomes clear from figure II. Most 
striking is the rise in oil consumption during the period 
1950-1962, namely from 14 per cent to nearly 35 per cent 
of total energy consumption. During this period, the 
growth of natural gas consumption has not yet been so 
pronounced. This is true because most of the period 
precedes both the most important gas discoveries made 
in Europe and the construction of major pipelines from 
the Middle East. 

The outlook now is for substantial and fast growth in 
European consumption of natural gas. A I960 study by 
the Energy Advisory Committee of OEEC predicted that 
Western European markets for natural gas would rise to 
100 billion cubic metres by 1975, or about six times the 
usage in 1962. As in all such forecasts, there is much 
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Figure II. Percentage shares of energy sources, Europe 

disparity in view, however, and in any event consumption 
is expected to continue its wide variance between coun- 
tries. 

Thus, forecasts during the Inst few months have 
variously predicted a 6-10 per cent range for the share of 
natural gas in covering all Western European energy 
demands in 1975 —but the Netherlands as a major 
producer is expected to cover 30 per cent of her own 
energy requireme'.its during that year by means of natural 
gat. 

As European countries gain access to such large natural 
gas resources, their chemical industry is also undergoing 
a transformation, switching such products as ammonia 
and methanol from a coal base to natural gas. In Italy, 
the share of hydrocarbons as ammonia raw material 
rose from 5 per cent in 1952 to 80 per cent in 1962. 
In France, during the same decade, the rise was from 
21 to 45 per cent, largely owing to more extensive exploi- 
tation of the Lacq gas fields. World wide, too, the share 
of natural gas in ammonia production has risen from 
30 per cent in I9SS to nearly 40 per cent in 1962. These 
numbers, it should be noted, do not include the USSR, 
mainland China or Eastern Europe. 

D. CimticAL CONVERSIONS 

1. Synthesis gas 

We come now to a discussion of the major end-use 
producta for natural gas and, among them, synthesis 
gas and hydrogen are in a class by themselves. The 
term "synthesis gas" refers to a mixture of carbon 
monoxide and hydrogen produced by the reaction of 
carbonaceous matter with air, oxygen or steam. Three 
basic kinds of reaction are involved — reforming, 
combustión and water gas shift, as shown in table 5. 
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TABLE J. MAIN REACTIONS IN SYNTHESIS CMS FORMATION 

Reforming (endothermic) 

CH4 4 H.O   .OO1  3H,  (I) 

Combustion (exothermic) 

2 CH4 + O, - 2 CO + 4H,  (2) 
CH, + 20, -• CO, + 2H.O  (3) 

Water gas shift 

CO + H,0 ï2 CO, 4  H,  (4) 

In a separate after-processing step, the product's carbon 
monoxide/hydrogen ratio can be adjusted by the water 
gas shift reaction which involves the reaction of steam 
with carbon monoxide as shown in equation 4 in table 5. 
Thus, synthesis gas is the raw material for ammonia 
(which requires a hydrogen almost completely free of 
carbon monoxide) as well as for methanol which calls 
for a hydrogen/carbon monoxide ratio near 2:1, and 
for oxo chemicals with a specified hydrogen/carbon 
monoxide ratio near unity. 

Of course, hydrogen has a great many uses other than 
ammonia and methanol production, and the most 
important among them are within the refinery — mainly 
for hydrocracking and hydrotreating operations. An 
estimate of the relative importance of the various applica- 
tions for hydrogen in the United States is given in 
figure III. 

2. Ammonia 

Ammonia accounts for over SO per cent of the total 
demand and will continue to do so — even in the face 
of the expanding use of hydrocracking. In Western 
Europe and Japan, where hydrocracking will play a leu 
important role in tb* total refining picture, ammonia 
consumes an even greater share of total hydrogen output. 

Today, wherever natural gas is available at reasonable 
cost, this is the source par excellence for synthesis gas 
and hydrogen. In the United States, the share of natural 
gas as a source of hydrogen for ammonia rose from 
11 per cent in 1942 to 81 per cent in 1963. For all countries 
with free enterprise economies, hydrocarbons (not only 
natural gas) accounted for 57 per cent of ammonia. 

It must be pointed out here that nations and localities 
which lack access to low-cost natural gas are switching to 
heavier petroleum fractions as feedstock, a development 
which has been made feasible especially by the develop- 
ment of sulphur resistant reforming catalysts, such as 
those of ICI and BASF, and by the availability of non- 
catalytic partial oxidation processes. 

The basic approach in converting hydrocarbons to 
synthesis gas involves straight steam reforming. This 
conversion is normally carried out over a nickel-based 
catalyst. The reaction is highly endothermic and heat 
requirements are met by passing the process stream 
through a fired pipestill. 

In an alternative approach, which is rapidly gaining 
in favour, a portion of the process hydrocarbon is burned 
by air (if nitrogen is not objectionable in the product) 
or by oxygen. In this way, combustion reactions are 
allowed to proceed concurrently with steam reforming. 

Finally, methane can be cataiytically or thermally 
dissociated to hydrogen by techniques of the type illus- 
trated by U.O.P.'s "Hypro" process. 

The synthesis of ammonia by the high-pressure reaction 
of nitrogen with hydrogen may be considered the most 
important single reaction employed in the petrochemical 
industries today. Of course, there are numerous com- 
mercial processes and their discussion would lead us too 
far afield. Suffice it to say that technology is readily 
available, and that it has reached an extremely high 
degree of efficiency. 

Almost all of the ammonia produced is consumed as 
fertilizer in one form or another. To be sure, there are 
other end uses — notably urea-formaldehyde resins and 
a variety of amines and alkanolamines — but their 
consumption of ammonia is only a small percentage of 
the total. 

mi 
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More important for the ammonia producer is the 
question in what form he can sell his product as fertilizer. 
Figure IV shows the world-wide consumption pattern 
of nitrogen according to the type of fertilizer in which it 
is employed. It might be noted in passing that anhydrous 
ammonia and urea, though they are the smallest portion 
of the total, are also the fastest-growing end products. 

Unfortunately, it must be said that the nutritionally 
deficient regions will continue to be deficient in fertilizer 
use throughout this decade and indeed throughout the 
rest of this century. A study by the Sulphur Institute 
predicts that total available fertilizer in 1970 will be 
125 per cent of requirements in the nutritionally adequate 
regions but that it will cover only 50 per cent of adequate 
consumption in nutritionally deficient regions. This is 
a problem which can be solved only in part by industria- 
lization, and especially by the build-up of capacity for 
ammonia and other fertilizer ingredients. Of at least 
equal importance in this situation is the need for farmer 
education to the benefits of adequate fertilizer use. 

A few words should be said here also about urea 
which is presently in a major growth phase. The product 
is a derivative of ammonia and carbon dioxide and a 
number of processes for its manufacture are readily 
available. The U.S. produced 2 billion pounds of urea 
in 1962, and output may reach 3 billion pounds in 1966. 
All but nine per cent of total production is used in fertili- 
zers and animal feed products. 

It should be noted in this connection that the build- 
up of urea capacity is fastest in the developing countries, 
i.e., nations outside North America Western Europe 
and Japan. Their share of world-wide urea capacity 
is expected to rise from 2 to 3 per cent in 1959 to over 
50 per cent in 1966. 

3. Methanol and formaldehyde 

Second major end use for synthesis gas is the produc- 
tion of methanol. U.S. output of this commodity in 
1963 was approximately 355 million gallons, an increase 
of some 5.4. per cent over the previous year. This has 
also been the average growth rate since 1960 and recent 
forecasts anticipate an annual growth rate of 4-5 per cent 
for the next three to five years. Projection at this rate 
would boost United Stetes production to nearly 450 mil- 
lion gallons in 1968. 

Build-up in capacity and demand outside the United 
States far outstrips this rate of growth. In France, for 
example, methanol production is expected to rise from 
32.5 million gallons in 1963 to 53 million gallons in 
1965, and Latin American demand (though not necessa- 
rily production) it expected to reach 18 million gallons in 
1965 and 84 million gallons in 1970. Indian capacity will 
grow from nearly ml in 1963 to 13 million gallons in 
1965. 

A number of outlets combine to create this growing 
demand for methanol. Of greatest importance is, of 
course, production of formaldehyde which account» for 
marry one-half of methanol requirements. By comparison, 
all other outlets are minor, but some of the more impor- 
tant ones are shown in table 6. 

TASO 6. END-USE DISTMBUTION ro» METHANOL 

(United Slain, estimated 1965) 

Formaldehyde 475 
Solvent*  7Q 
Methacrylates  j ¡ 
Ethylene glycol  50 
Dimethyl terephthalates ... 47 
Methyl halides  i6 
Miscellaneous  26 7 

Included among the "miscellaneous" uses is the synthe- 
sis of acetic acid — a process now being installed by 
Borden Chemical Co. to take advantage of a special 
raw materials situation. Ethylene glycol from methanol 
also is dependent on a special raw materials situation 
which is unlikely to occur in developing countries. Finally, 
it should be mentioned that methanol consumption for 
dimethyl terephthalate may be expected to decline in the 
long run as processes are becoming available for the 
manufacture of highly pure tercphthalic acid which can 
be copolymerized to polyester fibres directly, without 
passing through the intermediate DMT stage. 

Technically, methanol is obtained almost entirely by 
the high-pressure reaction of hydrogen with carbon 
monoxide, usually over a zinc oxide-chromia-graphite 
catalyst. The process bears a certain resemblance to 
ammonia synthesis and, in years past, plants have been 
used interchangeably for the production of ammonia 
and methanol. This interchangeability lacks, however, 
some of the efficiency expected of modern processes for 
either products and it is no longer practiced on any 
significant scale. 

Technical know-how for methanol synthesis is readiJy 
obtainable. 

Formaldehyde production accounts for nearly one- 
half of methanol consumption. Table 7 shows estimated 
end-use distribution for this commodity. It should be 
noted that the first five items in this breakdown have all 
reached a slow-growth stage in the United States of 
America and that most of the future growth must come 
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from   U-F  concentrates and   polyacetal  retins.   U-F 
concentrates have also potential in emerging economies. 

Ammonia and methanol constitute, or course, by far 
the major outlets for synthesis gas. One other outlet of 
significance which should be mentioned is the class of 
oxo alcohols. These are produced by the reaction of 
olefins (notably heptenes, nonenes and dodecenes) with 
carbon monoxide ¡ nd hydrogen in approximately equi- 
molar ratio. Principal cutlet for oxo alcohols is in the 
production of plauticizers, particularly for polyvinyl 
chloride. A substantial PVC industry is, therefore, needed 
in an economy which seeks to upgrade hydrocarbon 
fractions by the oxo reaction. 

4. Acetylene and other methane uses 

Much has been said about the production of acetylene 
from methane by partial oxidation or by electric arc 
processes. This conversion accounts today for some 
35-40 per cent of all acetylene produced in the U.S. 
Development of this route to acetylene has been a major 
technical triumph and an enormous amount of effort has 
been devoted to it. Long-range, however, this is probably 
not a very significant factor in the evolution of a petro- 
chemical industry. Developments of the last three or 
four years threaten to obsolete acetylene in three of its 
four principal chemical markets, as can be seen from 
table 8. 

Suffice it here to say that acetylene, at a reasonable 
price (including payout) ranges from 9.S to 13 cents/lb. 
and cannot compete with a technology which achieves 
the same goals from propylene and ethylene at 3-5 cents/lb. 
In other words, ammoxidation of propylene has already 
become the bane of acetylene in acrylonitrile production; 
oxychlorination of ethylene is well on its way in taking 
over the role of acetylene in vinyl chloride production; 
and the first two plants are now under construction to 
produce vinyl acetate from ethylene, acetic acid and air. 
thus obviating the heretofore established need for acety- 
lene in this synthesis as well. 

Several other chemical conversions for methane might 
be mentioned, though they are minor in terms of total 
chemical utilization of this hydrocarbon. The more 
prominent of these "miscellaneous" conversions are: 

(1) Chlorination of methane to produce its four 
chlorinated derivatives. Used mainly as solvents and, to a 
tener extent, as chemical intermediates, principal impor- 
tance among these four products attaches to carbon 

TABU I.  ACSTVUNB   »J.  OLSfMS 
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tetrachloride. Note that by-product HCl is formed; its 
economic disposal is crucial to the costs of methane 
chlorination. 

(2) Reaction between methane and sulphur yields 
carbon disulphide. The approach is well on its way to 
displacing conventional production of CS, from charcoal 
and sulfur. Principal use of the product occurs in the 
manufacture of viscose rayon. 

(3) Synthesis of HCN from methane, ammonia and air 
is an important reaction without a future. The reason is 
the development of ammoxidation for the synthesis of 
acrylonitrile, referred to above. Acrylonitrile production 
is still by far the largest outlet for hydrogen cyanide, 
however. Another important outlet for HCN is in the 
synthesis of the nylon intermediate hexamethylene 
diamine from butadiene. 

5. Carbon black 

Before completing the discussion of the chemical uses 
for methane, brief reference must be made to the manufac- 
ture of carbon black. In the strictest sense of the word, 
carbon black — a complex substance which is neither 
clearly organic nor inorganic — is not a petrochemical. 
Nevertheless, the importance of this conversion as a 
consumer of methane is such that a few words about it 
are here necessary. 

Basically, carbon black is produced by the thermal 
dissociation of hydrocarbon stocks. In the first two 
processes shown in table 9, the heat needed to achieve 
this dissociation is provided by incomplete combus- 
tion of part of the process stream. The difference between 
the approaches is that, in the channel process, incomplete 
combustion takes place as the gas impinges on cooled 
channel iron while, in the combustion-type furnace 
process, the conversion is carried out in an empty 
chamber. 

In the third process shown in table 9, thermal black is 
produced by introducing hydrocarbon feed into a furnace 
which has previously been preheated by combustion of 
a gas-air mixture. This process is operated cyclically. 

The three processes differ in grade of carbon produced. 
Furnace production is favoured for its greater efficiency 
in utilizing hydrocarbons. Thus, furnace processes account 
for some 92 per cent of the approximately two billion 
pounds of carbon black produced each year in the United 
Sutes. It has been estimated that United States produc- 
tion of carbon black in 1962 consumed 133 billion cuit, 
natural gas and 330 million gallons of liquid hydro- 
carbons. 
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About 93 per cent of carbon black consumption is 
used by the rubber industry, 2.5 per cent goes to printing 
inks, the remainder is used in coatings, plastics and paper 
products. The rubber industry, as main consumer, requires 
seven major grades and a number of minor grades of 
carbon black for compounding. 

It is obvious that carbon black production makes sense 
only for a producer capable of selling economically to 
the rubber industry. Thus, the United States remains the 
largest producer of carbon black with 68 per cent of total 
output by the countries with Free Enterprise Economies. 
Second-largest is the United Kingdom with 9.5 per cent 
of the world total and France is in third position with 
the production of approximately 8.5 per cent of the 
world's carbon black supply. 

No other segment of the petrochemical industry is so 
completely tied to the availability of low-cost hydrocarbon 
stocks. As a result, essentially all carbon black plants are 
located directly in the oil and gas fields. Accordingly, 
carbon black production can become an early stage in 
the chemical industrialization of gas-rich, developing 
nations —provided that adequate export markets can 
be secured in the world's rubber industry. Initial produc- 
tion can even be by the low-investment channel process, 
despite its lower efficiency and its undesirable air pollution 
aspects. Carbon black production is not a very impres- 
sive way to upgrade the natural gas resource, but is it 
certainly a better use than flaring. 

So far, this paper has dealt chiefly with chemical outlets 
for methane which is, after all, by far the most important 
component of narur»' gas. It should, however, be borne 
in mind that all of the conversions discussed — with the 
sole exception of chlorination — can also draw on 
higher hydrocarbons as feedstock. The reason for 
methane's important position in this picture is economical, 
not technical. 

TABU 11. ETHYUNE CAPACITIES 

( Thousand long ions/year J 

TABU 10. DMCT CHBMCAL CONVBBSKM or C,-C, íASAFFINí 

Ethane Ethyl chloride 
Propane ....   Nitroparainos 

Perchloroethyleoe and carbon tetrachloride 
Propane-butane .   AcetaMehyde, formaldehyde, methanol, etc. 
n-Butane. .    .   Acetic add, methyl ethyl ketone 

But natural gas is, of courte, a mixture and its ethane, 
propane and butane content can also be put to efficient use 
in chemical conversions for which methane is not a 
suitable feedstock. This covers, above all, the production 
of olefins which will be examined later in some more 
detail. But, lest we get the idee that we must go through 
olefin production or »forming in order to utilise the 
lower paraflns, let table IO serve as a lemmder of tone 
conunerdal operations in which paraffins ate converted 
directly to substituted organic derivatives. 

Existing 

North America  4,100 
W.Europe  1,930 
Japan  500 
Latin America  35 
All other countries with free enter- 

prise economies  App. 100 

txmint mi 

TOTAL 6,683 

5,650 

> 3.700 

1,320 

120 

> 200 

10.990 

For example, ethane is chlorinated directly to yield 
ethyl chloride, a raw material for tetraethyl lead produc- 
tion. Propane, subjected to vapour phase nitration, yields 
a mixture of nitroparaffins, while high-temperature 
chlorinolysis of propane is one way to make perchloro- 
ethylene plus carbon tetrachloride. 

Propane and butane can be oxidized non-catalytically 
in the vapour phase to yield a wide mixture of oxygenated 
derivatives, among which acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, 
and methanol are the most important. Two plants using 
such a process are operated by Celanese Corporation 
and its Canadian subsidiary. Finally, several processes 
are now available for the liquid-phase oxidation of butanes 
and pentanes to acetic acid and methyl ethyl ketone. 
In most ordinary situations, this is the lowest-cost 
route to acetic acid. 

6. Ethylene and its derivatives 

For chemical purposes the bulk of ethane and the 
natural gas liquids are, however, consumed in the pro- 
duction of olefins, which are the broad base on which 
the organic petrochemical industry has been built. 

Ethylene is the bellwether of this industry segment. 
Present consumption in the United Sutes is slightly 
above 7 billion pounds per year and it is expected that 
this demand will increase by 30 per cent during the 
next five years. Outside the United States, rate of growth 
is even greater and manufacturing capacity is being 
expanded accordingly. 

As shown in table 11, world-wide ethylene capacity, 
which is now about 6.7 million tons per year, is slated to 
reach 11 million tons by 1966. Of the total 1966 capacity, 
51 per cent is located in North America and 46 per cent 
in Western Europe and Japan, leaving only about three 
per cent for all other regions. 

Manufacture of ethylene involves high-temperature, 
non-catalytic pyrolysis. As shown in table 12, some 
40 per cent of current United Sutes production is based 
on refinery gases and 45 per cent is derived from cracking 
propane and ethane recovered from natural gas. Tas 
rsinainder draws mainly on liquid hydrocarbons as 
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TABLE 12. Soumc» or U.S. ETHYUNI 

Refinery at» (direct recovery plu» conversion of contained 
ethane and propane) *" 

Ethane and propane from natural (as  45 

Liquid feedstocks and miscellaneous  I} 

feedstock. In recent years there has been a pronounced 
growth trend in the role of such liquid feedstocks. The 
trend is most pronounced in Europe and Japan, where 
there is an overabundance of light naphtha fractions. 
However, in the United States, light naphthas and even 
heavier fractions also serve as feedstocks at major 
ethylene plants today. A major attraction is the formation 
of a highly aromatic liquid by-product in the gasoline 
range which bears some of the manufacturing cost by 
reason of its blending value. These by-product fractions 
can be stabilized by several recently developed processes. 

Numerous methods are practised to carry out the 
pyrolysii of saturated hydrocarbons to ethylene. The 
most widely practised approach involves the use of tubular 
furnaces. Other methods include cracking by means of 
highly preheated steam, and the use of pebble heaters, 
fluid-bed reactors and lead bath reactors. 

Yield of ethylene depends on feedstock and depth 
of cracking which can be adjusted to market require- 
ments. In today's economy, it is, however, usually prac- 
tical to maximize ethylene formation, in which case the 
yields shown in table 13 may be expected. It should be 
noted that substantial formation of by-product propylene 
occurs in the case of the higher feedstocks, and about 
one-fifth of the propylene utilized in the United Sutes 
stems from this source. The remainder can be recovered 
directly from refinery gases. There is no significant pro- 
duction of propylene for its own sake — propylene formed 
as by-product in ethylene manufacture and in refining 
operations more than covers any conceivable require- 
ments. 

Ethylene manufacturing economics are, of course, 
heavily affected by the values assigned to the feedstock 
and to the co-products. In general, ethane and propane 
may be considered the ideal feedstock where these com- 
ponents are directly from low-cost natural gas. This is 
true not only in the gas fields, but also along pipelines. 
Thus, it is at times feasible to recover an ethane-propane 
fraction which is brought in, so to speak, piggy-back in 
a pipeline gas-rich in these fractions. 

The choice is less clear between natural gasoline and 
heavier fractions as feedstock. An interesting evaluation 
by Kellogg Co. made in 1961 suggests the following 
general conclusions: 

1 Natural gasoline is a preferred feed when ethylene 
production is limited to 300 million pounds/year or 
less; and 

2. Above 300 million pounds of annual ethylene pro- 
duction, a heavier feed tends to replace natural gasoline 
as the preferred feed. 

Because of the importance of ethylene and propylene 
as petrochemical derivatives of natural gas, a look 
should be taken at the principal markets for these basse 
building blocks of the industry. Obviously, distribution 
varies between countries in accordance with the degree of 
industrialization which they have attained. The end-use 
pattern as it has been determined for the United States is 
shown in table 14. 

TABU 14. BND-UBS PATHS* MM STMYUM 

(UmiMé Sa»», Mi) 

srs a*awe, «-.«-.— 

19 Ethyl alcohol Man-made ahme 

23 Ethylene oxide Automotive 

4 Ethyl etuorta* and 
•Shytse» dftroméde 

Automotive 

7 Bthytaw «chloride Hasties, MMoassww 

34 aktJes*B*a««LaMBai FUsijVWJHnlV nauta 
• StynsM aaoaosner nauta 
2 ""'•"""" 

TABU 13. C,C - Ouïs* nmmmm 

im. 

  IMS 
  «MS 
  27-10 

si  *•" 

1-2 
15-20 
12-14 
«•ta 

Here is the picture for ethykne. The Mg uonwaair is, 
and wül continue to be polvethylt» «Kl Äs U followed 
by ethylene oxide, raw material for glycol ajstifteeae 
and polyester fibres, and finally, by ethyl akchol which 
finds its principal outlet in aoetaldehyde and acetic add 
and, rk Ais ron*», in cellulose acetate and aostato rayoa. 

Bat the pattern it 
technology. There ai 
and ecetfc add which 

_ last ia the tight «f 
ways to make 

source of viayi chlerMe, Evea ia styreae, 
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ethylene serves as one raw material for the intermediate 
ethyl benzene, competition comes from the direct recovery 
of this intermediate from a naphtha reformate fraction. 

7. CfCt hydrocarbons 

In fact, each of these derivatives of ethylene deserves 
separate discussion — and most of them will get it in the 
course of this conference. For purposes of the present 
paper, however, attention may be turned to end markets 
for propylene (see table 15). 

TABU 15. END-UM PATTMN roa «OTYLìNI 

( United Stairs. 1963) 

TABLE 16. CHEMICAL BND-USI PATTMN FOK BUTANI* 

l United States, 1962) 

FntemmH 
of étmamé 

41 

25 

11 

6 

17 

Deritmttv* 

(sopropanol and eumene Aceton* as torvent for 
nrias (paint*, plastics) 

Trimer and tetramer        Déterrants 

Propyl«» oxide Plastic*   (polyuratnaaes, 

Polypropylene 

Mtsoti.tneou* 
Plastics 

Biggest end use is, of course, acetone, regardless of 
whether it is obtained from propylene via ¡sopropanol 
or via eumene; in the latter case, phenol is the co-product. 
Trimer and tetramer are. or rather have been, the second- 
largest outlet for propylene, but these branched-chain 
products are pretty well on the way out in most indus- 
trialized countries as straight-chain hydrocarbons must 
be used in their place in the production of the more 
biodegradable detergents which are now required. 

Propylene oxide is definitely on the way up, impelled 
largely by its use in fast-growing polyurethanes. Poly- 
propylene, too, is generally considered a "comer", 
though its rate of growth so far has not come up to earlier 
expectations. In this connection, attention is also called 
to important propylene and ethylene markets which are 
shaping up in the production of ethylene-propylene 
ternary rubbers. Acrylonitrile, which was not shown 
among the major propylene derivatives in 1963, has 
become a significant consumer in recent years. 

Butanes are the highest boiling group of hydrocarbons 
which are normally considered part of the natural gas 
picture. It has been estimated that the total output of 
Cj-hydrocarbens in the United States was 75 billion 
pounds during 1962. About 70 per cent of this total 
stemmed from refineries and the remainder was obtained 
by natural gas processing. 

Actually, all but 5 per cent or so of the total was 
consumed in various fuel applications — in refirery 
processing and aa LPG. The 5 per cant which servad at 
fsedstock to petrochemical conversions found its naia 
end market in the synthetic rubber industria*, either aa 

Butadiene             .   .  . 70 
Alcohoh, aldehyde«, acid*        21 
laobutene                                   ¿ 

Other  3 

butadiene or as isobutene. Butadiene alone accounted 
for 70 per cent of all chemical conversion of both satu- 
rated and unsaturated C,-hydrocarbons (see table 16). 

Among oxygenated derivatives of butane, the biggest 
factors are secondary n-butanol and its derivative, methyl 
ethyl ketone, and acetic acid produced by the direct 
oxidation of butane. 

8. Sulphur and helium 

Sulphur and helium make up the list of important 
products from natural gas which are not derived from its 
contained hydrocarbons. 

To prevent corrosion in pipeline transmission, it is 
necessary to scrub out the hydrogen sulphide content of 
sour gases by one of several alkaline absorption processes. 
The resulting hydrogen sulphide concentrate is frequently 
flared in the gas fields, but its conversion to elemental 
sulphur has risen rapidly during the past decade and it 
should be practiced wherever some feasible means can 
be devised for transporting the sulphur to market. 
Market, in this instance, means primarily the production 
of sulphuric acid which finds its main end uses in the 
production of fertilizers, pigments and a variety of 
other chemicals. 

The conversion of hydrogen sulphide to elemental 
sulphur involves a relatively simple two-step partial 
oxidation with air. Several processes are commercial and 
technology is readily obtainable. The technique accounts 
for some 16 per cent of the present sulphur output in the 
United States. 

Recovery of helium constitutes a special situation 
which is economically confined to helium-rich natural 
gases. Helium plants operated in the United Sutes by 
the Bureau of Mines employ feed gases which have an 
average helium content ranging from 0.9 to S.7 per cent. 

Though rapid growth is foreseen for helium production 
during the next decade, this is not a product of serious 
potential for the developing nations, since they will 
lack the needed markets. Moat of the growth potential 
is in military outlets — in rockets, missiles, and the atomic 
field. Even the major civilian outlet for helium calls for an 
advanced industrial base — this is the use of helium aa 
inert gaseous shield «»aployad in the welding of titanium, 
aluminium,   magnesium   and  other speciality 
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x ranocMCftacALs FROM NATURAL GAS - THE LACQ EXPERIENCE 

IWre M. IHM, SoweeW iiHnih elee ptorr», d'ÂqtU*min*, Fronce 

will allow HI to consider petrochemistry as a "branch of 
the industry specialized in the extraction and transforma- 

Potrochsmiolry hat bam écorné na a "brandi of the tk>" rrom petroleum or natural «as or their derivatives, 
oranaèe eaemical i ninno •••lint with the development <* ìttm* i «ended for the  chemical products trade". 

«ívnT^S.î^9^«,»* ETtr^rZ" 11*2Ï-— cii,m*• :i,ht to*con,idwed » - «ivo»     inn «amnion aamw tern little tee narrow, raw »alenai, on the same footing as petroleum. 

t^rJ^TAS^^ *!**"£  *• cWef com*<»«" °f  "«orni gas  .s 
..^T--»ZZ:^T-?!?.7^7.?.!.Mr'M>f P1•?» **»«•, A« composition of the different deposits varie. tuen na feyorofee, imimi and sulphur, in ewtoeked. co^ÄnW,. Ttbto , .^^ ^ „^ |M§i m COM_ 

Sneemly, to speak of «otroeauan ¿errvntivs it to »i»m»ë of almost pure methane, e.g. (Romania), and 
centHem to oenaiasr patrnrhenaiatry na a by-product of en«   therefore  he   transported  and   utilized   without 
the rnáming Haénetry, saetr the ce—litions of the inttial uMwrfoina any processing, others, such as tue R'Mol 

rtoement of American petrodfeernéctry. Thn European fosee a» "wet", and conum a considerable quantity 
J^^J     __ ^M   A •  —    ^^   --—--—- m —m   —— j     ,"•"_«*«»•»,    vtwvie,    iuvn   «iv    ion,    n,   ITIVI 

devekipment of Amonen« netrodfeenéetry. The European «MM are "wet", and contain a considerable quantity 
capónenos as well as the Anw ritan«  evehnuen have of heavy hydrocarbons, which have to he separated, 
»how« us that i« eertai« caeos the fnda become the OUsera still, Lacq, Canada, Iran, contain large quantities 
by-product! of petreehemilij of hydro«*« sulphide 

^** .^1*^?" TV**?** "**** .**" *&*!/ *»•'       Aooommg to the case the development of a gas floM 
got«« beyond the petiuemm met dteméetry teièniam»,    shouU piovide for special investments, both for the 
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separating and tac  production  of  some constituents 
remuirmg special installations. 

It it in analysing the development of the Lacq leid 
«ad the chemical applications of this gai that the 
problemi become clearer and that we can extract certain 
basic principali, which mwt not be lost from sight when 
studying the development of the petrochemical industrie« 
in newly expanding countries. 

D. lbs af «he Use* faM 

The discovery of the gas deposit goes back to It 
December, 193i, but the real exploitation could not he 
started before April 1937, for in no other gas deposit 
previously discovered had there been such an unfavour- 
able combination of circumstances including very high 
corrosion (the drill pipes were broken and hi fragments 
after a few hours work), high tensperature (140* C) and 
vnry high pressure at the bottom level — 9,9» pei at ta« 
start of tat opérations. 

Na^ejrashM, the engineers did not shrink from tas 
encountered and the initial exploitation was 

win a 1 million/m*/day output in 1937 and, four 
i later, ia IMI the installations absorbed 704 milhoa 

elk af erude gas deity, set at a working ras». Let us 
recall that the reserves am estimated at 9,000 aunmrd 
aft, of waieh 7,000 milliard eft am avana«!«. An ander- 
grana* storage of 21 milliard eft rapateti has asea 
burnt ia the Lande«, at M km« from Lac% nnatini at 
earn aad tat same time a «tarante* far 0. 

I the sappty to tfts i 

The present working rate correspondí to the following 
annual production: 

IM iniHiiil eft of 
1,408.«» tern of 
JJMMtsmef 
I3MH lem of •reps— aad 

However, tac lueosnful solution of the diaV ultist 
«f oiplnslanoa of tas deposit aas, siam 19*1, allowed 
the Sosáéei nationals dm pétroles d'A«uitsiae (SNPA) 
*  Til tirrfr raTrrtt tra tbs rstssrrh and appianatimi 
of tat most ratioaal technique«, to valohm »fee by- 
products from gas itvtloement rather than on tae gai 

III Oaa 

The method« of arneeittag the crude gas front Loco 
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ponant« H,l aad CO, (ahmst 23 aar cent of the e 
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removal tbroufh a cascade freezing method 
or through oil scrubwiaf ia order to recover the other 
kyrfrmarfcoM (figura  III,  figure IV). 

It ia at this iMoleae removal Mage that the petrochemi- 
cal raw Material pro cm id by SNPA appears. Ia fact, 
ta* preaeaee of «thaw that ia technically «aay to recover 
and of otti of a partly aromatic nature, together with 
the peaaihittty of their utilization, hat allowed us to 

vea before the plant wu completed, two 
of pitrnihiiaiial aev«lopii»ut: oa the oae head 

ethytaaa; oa the ornar haarf! the aromatic hydrocarbons. 

Ill VALOaiZATKIM 

It ia oa the actual gae 
ha. afaded the 

111«. Át ** Ltd «aw 
pkat that the SNPA 

iaetallatioas. 

butane have not given way, as yet, to chemical develop- 
ments, for under the actual conditions of French economy 
these are far better valued directly and are subject to 
a cfauaka) distribution in saw) container». Besides which 
butane aad propane from Lacq are pure and the rennen, 
who have at their disposti partly dehydrogenated cracking 
efluente, are in a far better position to produce synthetic 
rubber, chiefly butadiene aad isobutylene. But the missive 
delivery of the Sahara production is likely to modify 
this present economical aspect. 

la.i. Etkykm 

The (tret ethylene unit was erected in I9M on the second 
part of the plant that utilizes the refrigeration process, 
well adapted to the recovery of ethane. 

Ia fact, this process is performed through refrigeration 
of the gas which has first been cleaned of the sulphides 
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6ly««i drying 

Dnulpliurliad 

Fifun IV. Dtugrmm «*0w*v fueaar rtmovai by OH atmrptlmn 

and carefully dried on silica pi, under a temperature 
of - 70*C in a aeries of exchangers under a constant 
pt»iiure of about 1,000 psi. The separation of gas and 
the condensable products is carried out by means of 
two successive volume expansions, first at 640 psi, then 
300 m. Of classical conception, this unit produces ethy- 
ler - through pyrolysis of the ethane in presence of steam. 
Ii has some circuits in common with the gasoline removal 
unit, as shown on the attached flow-chart (figure V, 
figure III). 

After a soda washing process (elimination of CO,) 
and pressure change to 540 psi, the gases recovered from 
the cracking are added to the flow coming from the 
gasoline removal unit. 

The compound, once dried, feeds the demcthanizer, 
liberating the lighter products such as hydrogen and 
methane, which are lead towards the commercial gas 
circuit. 

Then the deetnaniser separates the ethane-ethylene 
compound from the condensable hydrocarbons (propane, 
butane, aromatici) fractionated in the gasoline removal 
unit. 

The deethylenuxr, third tower of the assembly, separates 
the ethane feed from the cracking furnaces and an ethane- 
ethylene compound, to 95 per cent ethylene. 

The acetylene is removed from this compound through 
acetone scrubbing and a final fractionation provides the 
commercial ethylene of 99.1 per cent minimum purity. 

a JSrSUS OF 
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Figure VI. Benzene Unit (70.000 tons/year). Laca Plant 

A pipe-Une of 4 km joins the production unit directly 
lo the polymerization unit built at Mont under an agree- 
ment with the Ethykne-Plastique Company (24,000 ton»/ 
year capacity). 

The separation conditions prescribe an operation at 
high pressure and low temperature. The power released 
to obtain the necessary calories reaches 11,000 HP, 
including the requirements of the gasoline removal 
unit. 

This year the SNPA will produce 20,000 tons of 
low density polyethylene. But the increased demands for 
ethylene have made it necessary to construct a second 
unit of double the working capacity. 

This new unit is supplied with ethane by the latterly 
constructed blocks of the plant where thorough 
modifications allow a highly efficient gasoline removal. 
But the absorption process utilized in the new unit does 
not entail the same ease of ethane recovery as the refrige- 
ration process. This unit brings the capacity of ethylene 
production of the Lacq Plant up to 80,000 tons/year. 

Finally, we would like to point out that the first unit 
is using a process of petroleum origin. The second process 
has been perfected by the French company Air Liquide 
and capital investment can be compared with that of the 
first unit for a production of 1.8 times. This is an outstand- 
ing fact which deserves to be emphazised, especially 
in view of the present survey. 

2.a.ii. Mement 

The aromatic» from Lacq particularly rich in aromatic 
hydrocarbons (40 pei cent) have a double origin: 
On one hand the condensates, wich are isolated from 

the crude gas in the separators of the phut inlet maa/- 
folda at the arrival point of the gathering network 
from die welk. Heavily charged with sulphurised 

products, these condensates undergo at first an ethano- 
lamine scrubbing in a specialized unit. 

On the other hand the gasoline absorption oil, which is 
lighter and includes paraffin and naphthenes and repre- 
sents 60 per cent of the whole. 
In all, there are produced, every year, 12 million eft 

of "crude" aromatici creating the raw material which is 
at the base of the aromatic petrochemistry and bringing 
into activity a complete plant complex. 

The first link of this chain is the benzene unit, of 
which the diagram is attached herewith and includes 
four sections (figure VT): 
Catalytic reforming; 
Extraction; 
Dealkylation of the toluenes and xylenes; 
Manufacture of hydrogen. 

First the aromatics are fractionated. The non-aromatic 
cut undergoes a reforming process in order to increase 
the aromatic content. These are then separated by glycol 
cleaning, followed by a selective extraction of benzene 
on one hand, and toluene and xylene on the other, 
a compound which is in turn dealkylated to benzene. 
This very diversified development requires hydrogen, 
partially supplied by the reforming unit, the remainder 
being obtained through cracking of the plant tail gases. 

The benzene unit began its activities during the summer 
1961 Part of the 70,000 tons/year production is reserved 
for the state. The rest is used on the spot, as raw material 
for the manufacture of planici. 

2.«.iii. PUuttcs 

The cyclohexane unit with a 20,000 tons/year capacity, 
has bees in operation since early 1963. Among its nume- 
rous appUcaàosM, cyclohexam is Use raw material of 
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Nylon 6. But, taking into account the present situation of 
the market for this product, the production on che 
spot is not contemplated for the time being. 

The next link of the chain is another unit utilizing 
simultaneously the benzene and ethylene from the plant 
in order to manufacture ethylbenzene which through a 
dehydrogenation process provides the styrene: this 
unit's capacity is 30,000 tons/year and can be raised to 
80,000 tons/year in four years'time. This styrene is partly 
transformed in the plant for the production of 12,000 tons/ 
year of polystyrene, whereas the production of styrcnic 
copolymers (AS-ABS) is being considered with a view 
to production on an industrial scale. 

2.a.iv. Thiochemisiry 

The SNPA has Anally developed at Lacq the thiochc- 
mistry or organic sulphur chemistry, also originating 
at the gas field. We would like to mention the two special- 
ized units (1,000 tons/year each). 
Methyl mercaptan, utilized mainly for cattle feed. 
Tiourea used for wood processing and for the stiffening 

of nylon fabrics. 
Other small units supply already or will supply several 

other derivatives, such as weed killers for agriculture, 
vulcanization products, etc. 

Through this brief survey we have tried to show how 
the SNPA, by the best utilization of the available resour- 
ces has brought into value the maximum of production. 
To achieve this, the company has grafted on the gas 
processing plant line a number of installations, which, 
by a diversified chain, allow a range from crude gas to 
plastics. Let us recall, just to fix ideas, that the complex 
thus developed employs more than 3,000 persons and 
represents, drilling section included, a capital investment 
reaching  l.S  milliard francs (over SUS 300 million). 

11.2.6. Par dies Chemical Complex 

Apart from SNPA's petrochemical facilities proper, 
the development of the Lacq deposit has given rise, a 
few kilometres further away, to a vast industrial complex 
known under the name "Pardies Chemical Complex". 

rhe attached diagram indicates the general structure 
of this complex, as well as its productions. The core is 
constituted by Aquitaine-chimie, created in collaboration 
with the important French Chemical Companies: Onia, 
Pechiney, Saint-Gobain and Pierrefitte (figure VII). 

SNPA has accepted a contract for the daily supply of 
21,000,000 eft. of scrubbed gas, which is utilized in the 
complex simultaneously as a raw material and as a source 
of energy. However, it is worth mentioning that the 
electric current is supplied cheaply by the Artix Electricity 
Works, fed themselves on gas, supplying, in addition to 
this complex, the Pechiney Electrolytic Aluminia Process- 
ing Plant at Nogueres. 

The two key-products developed from gas by Aquitaine- 
chimie are acetylene and ammonia. Several other com- 
panies have risen around this core, utilizing these raw 
materials for the development of different chemical 
products, the entirety of which forms a strongly integrated 
chemical complex. 

2.6.i. Acetylene 

Acetylene is obtained through cracking and partial 
combustion of the natural scrubbed gas, utilizing a 
pyrolysis process used in the Federal Republic of 
Germany. 

The gas preheated at 600*C is mixed with oxygen and 
sent to burners. The heat produced through combustion 
provides the necessary energy for the dissociation of the 
excess methane. After cracking, the gases ere cooled 
quickly and the carbon black removed. These gases are 
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quenched and sent to a concentration unit, where the 
separation and scrubbing of the acetylene occurs. 

The concentration unit consists of three towers. In the 
first tower the acetylene is absorbed by a heavy organic 
solvent (methyl, pyrrolidine) and the tail gases are 
recovered to be rcutilized for the production of ammonia 
and methanol. In the second tower the acetylene is 
stripped under atmospheric pressure, and in the third 
tower the stripping is completed by vacuum, previous to 
gas holder storage. 

The Pardics complex is equipped with 6 burners, of 
a 14 tons/day acetylene capacity, i.e., normal production 
of 24,000 tons/year. 

The acetylene yield is about 32 per cent, but the produc- 
tion is linked closely to the quantity of oxygen introduced 
in the compound. A unit of the French company Air 
Liquide of a 200 t/day nominal capacity supplies this 
pure oxygen (99 per cent). At Pardies some 100 tons/air 
are liquefied per hour, amounting to more than 
2,000 tons/day. 

The product thus processed docs not include the impu- 
rities of the acetylene derived from calcium carbide, 
phosphenes and arsines, causing this special alliaceous 
odour. On the contrary, the acetylene drawn from methane 
contains only small quantities of superior acttylenic 
hydrocarbons, as a result it has a rather agreeable smell. 

2.A.Ü. Tail gases 

The tail gases, composed of synthesis gas (CO f H»), 
are processed by Aquitainechimie for ammonia and 
methanol production. In fact, if we exclude the production, 
rarely linked with ammonia synthesis, of hydrogen from 
natural gas by means of total thermal decomposition, 
all modern processes use an actual synthesis gas, obtained 
by the transformation of solid, liquid or gaseous fuels 
and by steam or oxygen reaction. 

Ammonia 

At Pardies, ammonia is obtained by classical synthesis 
of nitrogen and hydrogen under 5,250 psi, in the presence 
of a catalyst. Here the US Chemico process is utilized. 
The hydrogen is drawn from tail gases, obtainable also 
directly by reforming of the natural gas. The air provides 
required nitrogen. 

The necessity of completely eliminating the carbon 
monoxide contained in the synthesis gas before feeding 
the gas to a catalysis furnace calls for a more complex 
installation. 

The unit consists of: 
Two reforming furnaces, able to treat either tail gas or 

natural gas under a pressure of 300 psi. 
A post-combustion furnace into which is fed the air 

supplying the required nitrogen. 
A shift converter for the reaction 

A copper acetate scrubbing unit to remove final traces of 
carbon monoxide. 

Finally, an important compression unit, a synthesis 
reactor and a storage sphere of 53,000 eft., i.e., l.IOOtons 
of ammonia. 

The annual capacity of this unit is 65,000 tons. 

Methanol 

The acetylene tail gas is also well adapted to methanol 
synthesis. Purified, then compressed to 4,500 psi, the 
carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and hydrogen mixture is 
conveyed to the synthesis reactor (100 tons capacity), 
that produces raw methanol, which is then distilled. 
The annual capacity is 40,000 tons. 

This process has been improved and developed by the 
l-rench company Kuhlmann. Research is being continued 
for a methanol synthesis process, direct from natural gas. 

2.¿.iii. Primary derivatives 

CO f H.O -* CO, f Ht 

A potash scrubbing plant to remove the carbon dioxide. 
The CO, is sent direct to the Azolacq plant for una 
production. 

Acetaldehyde 

Acetalacq, another company of the complex, converts 
the acetylene provided by Aquitainechimie to acetal- 
dehyde by water action in the presence of a mercury- 
salt based catalyst, utilizing the process of the French 
company Rhône-Poulenc. 

A dilute aqueous solution is obtained, which is concen- 
trated and rectified, giving thus the final product. Another 
unit purifies and regenerates the catalytic solutions. 
One-third of the annual 25,000-ton production is utilized 
by a nearby company producing butano!. 

Vinyl chloride 

By adding hydrochloric acid, the acetylene allows the 
manufacture of vinyl chloride monomer, the combination 
of these two products is also brought about in the pre- 
sence of a mercury-salt based catalyst. 

The acid necessary to the reaction is produced in the 
plant, by direct reaction of the chlorine on hydrogen, 
obtained in quartz burners. 

The industrial complex has been erected in conformity 
with the Pechiney-Saint-Gobain processes. 

It consists of: a chlorine storage facility, two hydro- 
chloric acid burners, four synthesis converters, a monomer 
distillation unit, a storage sphere. 

The capacity reaches 2,000 tons/month. 

2.6.iv. Secondary derivatives 

Butano! 

In the framework of the Pardies complex, ks Usines 
de Melle Co. operate a unit for the production of butyl 
alcohol (butanol). Supplies to the works are guaranteed 
by the neighbouring companies: Acetalacq provides 
acetaldehyde and Aquitainechimie hydrogen. 

The development passes through different stages: 
first, condensation to aldol; secondly, dehydrstatioa 
leading to crotonaldchyde; and thirdly, hydrogénation to 
obtain butanol. 

The production capacity is 10,000 tons/year. 
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Ammonia derivatives 
We have seen that Aquitainechimie produced ammonia 

from the tail gases of the acetylene production. 
The transformation of the greater part of this ammonia 

is operated by the company Azolacq, processing essen- 
tially nitric acid, ammonium nitrate and urea. 

The nitric acid is obtained by a Pierrefitte process: 
catalytic oxidation of the ammonia on a platinum sheet 
and absorption under pressure of the nitrous gases thus 
produced. 

This acid is utilized in the plant itself for the production 
of ammonium nitrate by simple ammonia addition. The 
obtained concentrated solution is pulverized in the upper 
part of a granulation tower, according to a process 
perfected by Onia. Thecapacity is nearly 200,000 tons/year. 

Urea production is performed in an autoclave under 
a pressure of 3,000 psi and a temperature of 180°C. The 
ammonia and carbon dioxide supplied by Aquitaine- 
chimie are driven out, urea being obtained by condensa- 
tion. The production capacity is 40,000 tons/year. 

The importance of this industrial plant designed 
especially for the chemical utilization of gas and in parti- 
cular of the methane gas is obvious. This complex, group- 
ing six different companies, could only be realized by 
calling upon the technical and financial means of the 
most important French chemical companies. To give a 
more precise idea, let us say that the capital investments 
add up to more than 350 million francs (about $80 million) 
for a plant employing 800 persons and having a turnover 
of 130 million francs. Furthermore, this complex appears 
to have reached its optimum size, beyond which it 
does not seem desirable to go. For too close inter- 
dependence of a large number of different productions 
may present serious operating difficulties causing even 
the shutdown of the complex, if any one of the productions 
could not be carried out. 

11.2.1. Smoke treatment 

In ending this chapter, we think it advisable to say a 
few words about a recent activity at Lacq: the handling 
of the smoke from the factory, yielding a new production, 
that of sulphuric acid. 

The average yield of the sulphur uniti reaches 96 per 
cent, thus the Lacq plant throws out some 60,000 tons/ 
year of sulphur into the atmosphere, mainly in the form 
of SO,. Although the concentration is very low, the 
advantage of smoke treatment was a double one: 
To reduce the atmospheric pollution, which is a serious 

problem already known in numerous other places, 
and especially   when a gas deposit happens to  be 
sulphurous; 

To recover the value of the sulphur, which up to now 
was lost. 
But, SO, and H,S are found dissolved in large volumes 

of industriai gaa at very low pressure. This condition 
mcreus* accordingly the capital investments required 
sad the normal depreciation of such a unit calls for a 
high production. On the other hand, the notion of finan- 
cial return raiglK appe« to be beside the point when it is a 

question of public health and an appreciable decrease 
of the atmospheric pollution. 

The studies carried out indicate that the production of 
sulphuric acid from industrial smoke would be all the 
more interesting if the market for this product showed 
good prospects of continuous development. This produc- 
tion also has the advantage of needing no other raw 
materials, whilst no by-product is given off that might 
be difficult to dispose of. 

The smokc-proccssing unit has a production capacity 
of 100,000 tons/year of H^O, sent directly by container 
trucks of 60 tons to the fertilizer plant at Bayonnc. 
This solution guarantees a regular output, enabling the 
transportation costs to be lowered without competing 
with the sulphur customers of the SNPA. 

111. Additions to the general theme 

II 1.1. SYNTHKSIS 

We have just briefly analysed one of the recent achieve- 
ments of the French chemical industry, the aim of which 
is to give a maximum value to the sulphurous gas deposit 
discovered in south-eastern France. 

The whole effect of this achievment spread around 
Lacq is the result of a common effort between SNPA 
and the chief French chemical companies. We have 
examined successively the three " sectors" in which this 
chemical activity took place: recovering of the value 
of the by-products from gas processing; actual gas 
chemistry; and industrial smoke processing. 

Taking into account the objective of this Conference, 
the first two activities are of more interest to us. They 
confirm that numerous petrochemical products can, 
under good conditions, be extracted from natural gas, 
making possible, for instance, the production of ammonia 
and methanol at a cost price far lower than that from 
coke which was used to produce synthesis gas in the past. 

The example of Aquitainechimie shows to what extent 
the manufacture of a primary product used by several 
different companies can be concentrated: thus at Lacq 
acetylene, ammonia and ethylene, which are among 
the most important primary petrochemical products, 
are produced in bulk economical tonnages and distributed 
to local consumers having their plants in the neighbour- 
hood. 

Of course, creating such an organization was not easy. 
The capital expense involved, the importance of which 
was previously mentioned, the complexity of the tech- 
niques, the commercial and industrial know-how needed, 
called for a collective grouping of this kind, in order to 
ensure the complete valorization of the Lacq deposit. 

111.2. UTILIZATION OF rae NATURAL OAS 

It was intentional that we did not emphasize the other 
aspects of its exploitation. However, the fact that the 
greater part of this gas is utilized as a source of energy 
should be kept in mind. More than 6,000 kms of pipeline 
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Iced the gas across the country, whilst 50,000 km of 
distribution network, at medium or low pressure, supply 
the consumer. These gas sales are important as they 
represent an appreciable part of the company's resources. 

In the immediate neighbourhood of the gas field is 
built the Artix Electricity Works, where gas feeds three 
i-cncrating groups of 125,000 kW each. Pcchincy and 
Ugine each own one of the generating groups to supply 
iheir nearby plants at Lannemczan and Nogucrcs. Let 
us also mention that the Pechiney plant at Nogucres 
with a yearly output of 90,000 tons of aluminium, is 
the most important in Europe. 

In fact, one should not lose sight of the fact that the 
petrochemical developments do not constitute the chief 
part of the actual utilization of natural gas, which vary 
according to the different countries, as indicated below: 

TABLE 2 

Industrial uses  25 
Thermal plants  j| 
Chemical synthesis  18 
Domestic uses  23 
Miscellaneous  3 

luir 

64 
12 
7 

10 
7 

USSK 

36 
21 
10 
24 
9 

41 
21 
10 
26 

2 

But, these figures should be utilized with a great deal 
of care : for instance, in the case of chemical synthesis, 
which is our particular preoccupation, it is often difficult 
to differentiate between the amount of gas actually used 
as raw material and that consumed by the chemists 
as a source of energy. However, the use of natural gas 
in the chemical industry is maintained at about 10 per cent 
This is a relatively high figure, taking into consideration 
that the corresponding percentage in the case of the 
petroleum does not exceed 2 per cent. 

One of the most difficult elements of the problem, 
however, especially as applied to countries with but 
little industrialization, is how to utilize, in the most 
profit. arning way, the remaining 90 per cent of gas. 

1II.3. THE EXAMPLE OF THB SAHARA 

The Hassi R'mel deposit, with a 7,000 billion * eft 
reserve, is one of the world's most important. Like the 
Khark deposit, its main feature is a very high ethane 
content (+ 7 per cent) and a very low butane content 
(0.8 per cent), and these important factors affect its 
chemical utilization (table 1). 

The development of the deposit is closely linked to 
transportation, whereas its valorization depends on the 
exportation conditions. 

Survey« are being carried out, chiefly by the SNPA, 
for the valorization of the liquéfiable gases. One difficulty 
became evident immediately: the low butane content. 
The quantity required for the operation of a profitable 

* 1 BÜHoa - 1 thousand nBhoa 

butadiene unit was not compatible with the anticipated 
exploitation rate of the deposit. 

Consequently, the initial project was modified and a 
contribution of liquefied gases from Hassi-Mcssaoud 
was considered. But already the economical conditions 
of the initial project were altered. 

Two points were then studied: transportation of the 
balance of gas from Hassi-Messaoud; and the construc- 
tion ol an industrial unit producing butadiene, isoprene, 
ethylene, und propylene. 

Indeed, during these last years, natural gas has played 
an important role in the industrial expansion of Franc- 
placing the country among the world's largest producers. 

On the other hand, the immense effort put forth in 
less than ten years and the great technical achievements 
made, both in the gas extraction and in the chemical 
industry built around this new raw material, puts France 
in the first rank of experts on these questions. 

IV. Conclusion —technical and economic 

Technical considerations alone are not enough to 
settle the difficult industrial problems arising in countries 
on the threshold of industrialization and we are well 
aware of this fact. Technical achievements can rarely 
bear fruits without certain economic and social pre- 
liminaries. 

To have important raw material resources at one's 
disposal is certainly a great asset. However, one must 
be able to develop and value them in the most rational 
manner. In most cases, the technical possibilities exist 
and their holders are surely ready to let these countries 
benefit. That very important natural gas resources are 
actually burned on the flare bleeder, which means defi- 
nitely lost, might seem abnormal, even scandalous to 
ill-informed persons. 

Yet everybody knows the calculations which bring 
the cost price of the raw material back to zero. However, 
taking into account the disproportion between other 
factors, even this assumption is insufficient to obtain a 
competitive cost price for the finished products. Finally, 
apart from this cost price, a serious problem of the* 
domestic market comes into being, which, whether it is 
local, national or regional is, in any case, essential for 
the absorption of an important part of the production 
under consideration. 

Here, however, we come across general financial and 
economic considerations, which even if they go beyond 
the framework of our particular account will certainly 
be one of the main preoccupations of the Conference. 
We hope that this modest study, the aim of which it is 
to show the very real achievements of the Société 
nationale des pétroles d'Aquitaine at Lacq will contri- 
bute to the better understanding of the petrochemical 
possibilities of natural gas, without forgetting that in 
addition to the technical problems, which are relatively 
easy to tackle, some far stricter limits exist, imposed by 
At notions of profit and outlet. 
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4. USE OF NATURAL GAS AND NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS 
AS PETROCHEMICAL FEEDSTOCK 

B. L. Bate» and R. O. Boat right, Phillip» Petroleum Company, United State» of America 

INTRODUCTION 

The chemical industry is based upon the atoms of the 
naturally occurring elements. Science has emulated nature 
in rearranging these atoms in myriads of combinations 
and structures to produce products as diverse as synthetic- 
fibres and medicines. 

What do we mean by the term "petrochemicals"? 
The dictionary definition is "a chemical isolated from 
petroleum or natural gas or a derivative produced 
from such a substance by chemical reaction". It has 
been our experience that few informed people agree 
entirely, and some differ widely, as to what commodities 
should be called petrochemicals. Are compounds petro- 
chemicals because of their origin, their use, or the 
process by which they are made? For example, helium 
is extracted from some natural gas: it is an element, not 
an organic chemical, and perhaps not a petrochemical, 
yet it is isolated from natural gas by complex means, and 
a number of new, large plants have been built in the 
United States of America to extract helium and sell it 
to the Government. 

Next, what are the building blocks for petrochemicals? 
Today, most petrochemicals are derived from those 

portions of crude oil, natural gas, and natural gas liquids 
not used in more conventional products such as motor 
fuel and heating oils. The carbon and the hydrogen so 
obtained are often combined with other elements such 
as oxygen, sulfur, nitrogen, chlorine, and fluorine to 
produce useful and novel substances. 

Ethylene, acetylene, propylene, butylènes and butadiene, 
all composed of carbon and hydrogen, are among the 
most important reaction materials which are made from 
petroleum or natural gas. They in turn become building 
blocks in the making of literally hundreds of new materials 
which contribute to the making of numerous other 
products. Some of the most important of these are the 
so-called high polymers — plastics and synthetic elasto- 
mers. One multi-billion pound per year example is ethylene, 
made into such diverse products as ethyl alcohol, etha- 
nolamines, ethylene glycol, and trichloroethylene, and 
into polyethylene, a solid thermoplastic material com- 
posed of many linked ethylene molecules. Polyethylene, 
in turn, is used in a variety of consumer product«: 
in film form, it is a packaging material; in filament form, 
it is used in fabrics or rope; extruded and blown, it 
makes plastic bottles; injection moulded, it makes toys, 
machine parts, and containers. 

Thus the uses of petrochemicals are varied and nume- 
rous. Besides plastics, they go into antifreeze, aspirin, 
sulfa drugs, synthetic fibres, nitrogen fertilizers, synthetic 
rubber, detergents, carbon black, and a wide range of 
chemicals used in industrial and other chemical processes. 
One estimate puts the current number of petrochcmical- 
based consumer products at more than 2,500. 

The petrochemical field is large and the markets are 
growing. 

RECENT COMMERCIAL, DEVELOPMENTS 

It is important for those having responsibility for 
planning petrochemical projects to realize that natural 
gas and liquid products extracted from natural gas are 
now articles of world-wide commerce. All planning in 
regard to uses of petroleum energy and petroleum 
feedstocks should properly take this fact into account. 

Advances over the past few years in technology, 
materials of construction, and ocean transport now 
permit the economic distribution of these products to 
all of the countries of the globe. Some of these recent 
activities are: 

1. Natural gas liquefaction operations are well proved. 
The helium conservation programme of the United States 
Government resulted in the large-scale commercial 
application of new cryogenic processes and metallurgical 
developments. Five huge plants in the south-western part 
of the United States designed, constructed, and operated 
by private industry are liquefying about 2 billion cubic 
feet per day of natural gas in the course of recovering the 
contained helium. 

2. Commercial delivery of liquefied natural gas from 
western Algeria to the United Kingdom was scheduled 
to commence prior to this Conference. This project 
incorporates refrigerated tankers and a plant at Arzew 
designed to liquefy ISO million cfd on natural gas. 

3. Over the past two years there has been commercial 
shipment of propane and butane from the Middle East 
to Japan in refrigerated tankers. 

4. The refrigerated tanker, the "Paul Endacott", 
with propane cargo capacity of 172,000 barrels, was 
commissioned earlier this year under long-term charter 
to our company and has completed several round trips 
between the Middle East and Japan. Within a few weeks 
the Paul Endacott will start carrying propane oa a regular 
basis from the United Sutes Gulf Coast to the United 
Kingdom. 
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The history of the petroleum industry tells us that 
these pioneering efforts will shortly become commonplace. 
Crude oil, by its sheer volume, will continue to be the 
dominant raw petroleum product. However, it will be 
found in world operations, as it has been in the United 
States, that natural gas and its versatile liquid products 
will find favour in many particular applications. 

The producing countries of the world will be looking 
to external markets in order to realize the full potential 
of these products in their national economy. Internal 
uses — which offer most promising opportunities for 
industrial development may frequently absorb only 
a small part of available supply. For example, to supply 
the Middle East producing countries with the same 
amount of nitrofen fertilizer per capila as is used in 
the United States would require less than 4 per cent of 
their surplus natural gas. Therefo ;, non-producing 
countries will also have a broad spectrum of petroleum 
raw materials to consider in the development of their 
industries. 

DEFINITION OF NATURAL OAS LIQUIDS 

In general, natural gas liquids may be divided into 
two broad categories: (I) the pentanes and heavier 
fraction, which is commonly called debutanized natural 
gasoline, and (2) the butanes and lighter components, 
which are classified broadly as liquefied petroleum gas 
or LP-gas. 

The composition of debutanized natural gasoline 
will vary somewhat from field to field, depending upon 
the character of the hydrocarbon reservoir. But in broad 
terms it consists of about 55 per cent pentanes, 25 per 
cent hexanes and C« ring compounds, 15 per cent heptanes 
and C, ring compounds, and 5 per cent C, hydrocarbons. 
The gravity is about 80" API and vapour pressure in the 
range of 11 to 12 #RVP. The natural gasoline of com- 
merce usually is defined primarily by the maximum vapour 
pressure. Thus we may have 14# natural gasoline, 
which normally will contain about 5 per cent butanes, on 
up to 26# natural gasoline, which normally will contain 
about 1/3 butanes. 

Liquefied peti oleum gas products are normal butane, 
isobutane, propane, ethane, and certain mixtures of the 
foregoing products. Thus mixed butanes, butane-propane 
mixtures, and propane-ethane mixtures are common 
articles of commerce. Industry specifications are well 
established for propane, butane, and butane-propane 
mixtures (attached <ts annex is an excerpt of the Natural 
Gas Processors Association Publication 2140-62 covering 
definition and specifications for liquefied petroleum gas). 
Specifications for normal butane, isobutane, ethane, 
and propane-ethane mixtures are set by agreement be- 
tween buyer and seller. 

INDUSTRY HISTORY IN TIB UNIT«) STATU 

A brief review of the history of the natural gas prona»- 
ina indwetry in the United Statai nay give 
tMo what Oc fatar» has in nor«. 

The natural gas and natural gas liqu'ds industry had 
a very humble origin. In the early days of the oil fields, 
crude oil was the only product wanted. The associated 
natural gas could be used to a limited extent in lease 
operations and by adjacent communities for street 
illumination and domestic purposes. But gas supply 
in flush pools far exceeded local market requirements. 
Ft was early found that hydrocarbon liquids were formed 
when natural gas was cooled, and the first operations 
for production of gas liquids consisted simply of compress- 
ing the gas and passing it through pipe coils submerged in 
an adjacent creek. The captured liquids, when weathered 
to atmospheric pressure, found favour as a component 
of motor gasoline to power the automobiles which were 
then appearing on the American scene. 

In 1911, United States production of natural gas liquids 
was 500 B/D. Increasing motor gasoline markets spurred 
technological advances for extracting liquids from natural 
gas, and by 1925 production had been expanded to 
14,000 B/D. This product, called "natural gasoline", 
was used exclusively in motor-fuel blending. At about 
this time the technology of fractionation was introduced, 
and instead of weathering the extracted liquids to accep- 
table vapour pressure, the lighter liquids could be removed 
selectively and produced as a fractionator overhead 
product. Thus the liquefied petroleum gas industry was 
born. Records ihow that the LP-gas market in 1925 
was a mere 1,000 gallons per day. 

From 1925 onward the production of natural gasoline 
and LP-gas continued at a rapidly accelerated rate. 
Currently United States production of natural gas 
liquids is in the order of 1.200,000 barrels daily, or 
about 1/7 of total United States production of all petro- 
leum liquids. 

In the meantime, the natural gas ¡ndustry continued 
to develop. In 1935 marketed production of natural 
gas was about 6 billion cfd, all of which was for local 
and regional markets. However, technological develop- 
ments in pipeline construction and conditioning of 
natural gas were beginning to make possible the economic 
transport of gas from remote reservoirs a thousand miles 
and more into all parts of the country. Today, marketed 
production of natural gas in the United States exceeds 
42 billion cfd. It now supplies 30 per cent of all energy 
consumed in the country. Natural gas transmission and 
distribution are now the country's sixth largest industry, 
with a total investment of $26 billion. 

UNITED STATES MARKETS 

The energy market has been the dominant outlet for 
natural gas. Less than 6 per cent of the United States 
marketed production is used in the manufacture of che- 
micals. Natural gas liquids also have been used largely 
in energy markets, although petrochemical use has 
been increasing. Today about 25 per cent of total natural 
gas liquids are used for petrochemical feedstocks. 
Substantially all of this volume is made up of the liquefied 
petroleum gases (see figure, LP-gas industry sales 
in the United Statai). About 40 per cent of the 
marketed production of LP-gas » used in petrochemical 
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manufacture. About the same amount goes into heating- 
fuel markets. A little under 10 per cent is used as such 
to fuel internal combustion engines, and the remaining 
10 per cent goes to miscellaneous industrial uses. Substan- 
tially all of the natural gasoline, which comprises about 
40 per cent of total natural gas liquids production, 
is used in the manufacture of motor gasoline. 

WORLD MARKETS 

Important differences exist between United States and 
world markets for natural gas liquids. Primarily this 
results from the relative values placed on the motor fuel 
portion of the petroleum barrel. The United States places 
a premium value on motor fuel boiling range components, 
whereas other countries having little or no natural gas 
and relatively low motor fuel demand regard fuel oil 
and diesel oil as primary products. Thus light naphtha 
has become a by-product in refinery operations and is 
the most available feedstock for their chemical plants. 

The entry of natural gas into the European energy pic- 
ture can be expected to have an effect on the future 
outlook for petroleum naphtha in petrochemical opera- 
tions. The discovery of huge natural gas reserves in the 
Netherlands has caused all of northern Europe to 
re-assess natural gas as a possible major addition to 
their energy needs. The current exploration activity 
in the North Sea could uncover additional large gat 
reserves. With lest dependence on fuel oil to supply 
increasing energy needs and more dependence on gaso- 
line range components to supply increasing motor 
fuel demands,* there* will be an increasing tendency for 
the reiner to place a higher value on naphtha. 

Natural gasoline, the pentane and heavier fraction 
of natural gas liquids, falls into the same category as 
light naphtha. Its predominant use in present world 
markets can be expected to be in the manufacture of 
petrochemicals. On the other hand, LP-gas, because 
of its versatile applications in the field of energy, will be 
channelled preferentially into energy markets except for 
those petrochemical operations in which it has premium 
value. 

rVrHOCHFMlCAL FEEDSTOCKS 

Above we have emphasized two major characteristics 
common to the full range of petrochemical feedstock 
hydrocarbons, natural gas through naphtha. The first 
is that they can be made available anywhere in the world. 
The second is that, as petrochemical feedstocks, they 
will be produced by facilities which have as their primary 
purpose the production of energy fuels. Thus their value 
will be strongly influenced or set by the value of energy 
fuels but their use will be determined by their relative 
cost and value to the petrochemical producer. As we 
shall see, many factors enter into this use value. 

Let us look now at some of the major primary petro- 
chemicals, what feedstocks can be used, and the effects 
of feedstock. 

Nitrogen fertilizers are a key factor in upgrading the 
efficiency and productivity of the agricultural section 
of any economy. Synthetic nitrogen fertilizers are based 
on ammonia which may be produced from any of the 
range of feedstocks considered. In this process, of 
course, it is the hydrogen part of the hydrocarbon which 
is desired and the carbon portion must be removed 
(admittedly after contributing to hydrogen production 
through the carbon monoxide-steam shift reaction). 
For this and other technological reasons, methane is a 
very desirable feedstock and is dominant in the United 
States. This will be the case in other countries where 
natural gas is produced or can be delivered cheaply by 
pipeline. 

In other parts of the world, with natural gas unavailable 
or prohibitively expensive, heavier stockt auch as naphtha 
have been used. However, heavier feedstocks impose a 
higher plant investment. Thus the familiar problem of 
balancing continuing operating costs against the cost 
or payout or return on initial capimi investment is intro- 
duced. This value of capital as well as the relative 
cost of various hydrocarbons may vary in every case con- 
sidered. Comments similar to these un ammonia apply 
to the closely related methanol industry. 

Because of its tremendous world volume and versatility, 
ethylene is usually among the first petrochemicals consi- 
dered for new industry. However, it should be pointed out 
that in few other industries is the effect of plant capacity 
so influential on plant and product coats. Thus a viable 
ethylene-based industry is inherently large and expensive. 
Also cracking plants for ethylene production supply a 
variety of by-products, some of which may be used in 
other petrochemical operation«. The success of the petro- 
chemical venture hmget in large part on finding avofitahit 
outlets for the by-product 
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The choice of ethylene feedstock therefore depends not 
only on its cost but also upon yield of respective by- 
products and the values which can be placed upon these 
materials. 

Typically, the yield of ethylene increases with decreas- 
ing molecular weight of the cracking feedstock. For 
example, high severity cracking of light naphtha will 
yield in the range of 25 per cent to 30 per cent ethylene, 
whereas propane will yield about 40 per cent and ethane 
about 70 per cent. Plant investment and operating costs 
decrease to some extent with increased yield because of 
the lower total amount of feed und cracked products 
required to be processed. 

Also the ratio of propylene to ethylene decreases with 
decreasing molecular weight. Thus with naphtha about 
2 3 of a pound of propylene is produced for each pound 
of ethylene. This often results in surplus propylene over 
and above local petrochemical requirement. With propane 
a little over 1/3 pound propylene is produced for each 
pound of ethylene. With ethane the production of pro- 
pylene is less than   1/20 of the ethylene production. 

In this connexion it is of interest that our company 
has recently developed the Triolefin Process to convert 
propylene into ethylene and normal butylène efficiently. 
This adds a new degree of freedom for the ethylene pro- 
ducer. 

Another important factor in feedstock selection is the 
volume of gasoline rang« by-product material and its 
value. Many naphtha cracking operations are integrated 
with crude oil refining processes and this gasoline frac- 
tion, which may run 25 per cent or more of the original 
charge stock, can be returned at premium value for use 
m motor fuel blending. With propane the pentanes and 
heavier fraction is about 10 per cent of the charge stock 
and with ethane lets than 5 per cent of the charge. In 
the United Sutes very little of this product from ethane 
und propane cracking is used in motor fuel because of 
its premium value in benzene recovery operations and in 
the production of petroleum resins. 

In all cracking operations for the production of ethylene 
a substantial volume of a residue gat comprised of hydro- 
gen and methane is recovered. In many cases the volume 
will be large enough to support an economic size ammonia 
plant without reliance on supplementary feedstock. 
When not used in this manner, it can supplement the 
cracking plant fuel. 

Another important by-product chemical from cracking 
operations is butadiene. It will usually be found economic 
to install butadiene recovery facilities in conjunction 
with a large ethylene plant. If the market for butadiene 
exceeds the by-product supply, it can bt produced by the 
catalytic dehydrogenation of normal butane. In the 
United Stales nearly heif of total butadiene production 
is based on normal butaaw, with the remainder (rem 
dehydrogenation of reAnery btstyknw and byproduct 
recovery from cracking operations. 

2. Plans for specific petrochemical projects should 
include a careful examination of the value of these pro- 
ducts as feedstocks. 

3. The ability to start with natural gas liquids lessens 
the dependence of the petrochemical industry on crude 
oil refining operations. This can lead to petrochemical 
manufacture in locations where petroleum refining does 
not exist. 

4. Natural gasoline, the pentnnes and heavier portion 
if natural ga« liquids, is in effect a high API gravity 
petroleum naphtha and may prove superior in certain 
petrochemical projects to the conventional light naphtha 
obtained from crude oil. 

5. Ethane when used as a source of ethylene yields 
relatively little by-products which may be a basic incen- 
tive when the operation is remote to the market for such 
by-products. 

6. Petrochemical use of propane and butanes will meet 
with strong competition from the energy market. Yet 
under certain conditions of by-product» uses and values, 
they may be found superior to other petroleum feedstocks. 

In closing, the petrochemical industry is and has been 
an important factor in bringing to the customer a wide 
choice of products, and because of this it promises to be 
a continuing force in the years ahead. Consumers, distri- 
butors, and producers and processors of energy and of 
hydrocarbons will continue to benefit from it. 
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S. NAPHTHA STEAM CKACKING AND UTILIZATION OF ITS PRODUCTS 

3kig*rm Hmymmki m»A Ym^iMhrn Hirmhmmm, Nippmn P,tr^k,mic.U C. Ltd., Jmpmn 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ethylene it one of the most important bask materials 
for the production «if leading petrochemicals, namely, 
polyethylene, ethylene oxide and glycol, acetaldehyde 
jnd acetic acid, styrene. ethylene-propylene rubbei. 
etc. However, only insufficient quantifies of it can be 
recovered from the refinery cracked gas even in the 
United States of America, where tremendous cracking 
opacity  exists. 

Therefore, in those countries, such as Japan, where 
only small cracking capacities in the refineries exist and 
where the availability of wet natural gas and/or refinery 
gas is limited, ethylene is supplied almott whotely by 
naphtha cracking excepting the small quantities recovered 
from ceke oven gas. The recovery from coke oven gas, 
however, hai rapidly become uneconomical in competition 
with naphtha cracking. 

We would like to attempt to show how the petrochemi- 
cal industry in Japan, established on naphtha steam 
cracking, has endeavoured to maintain a balance between 
the ethylene production and a full utilization of its 
products, and how important this is for a country such 
as Japan where naphtha is the major taw material for 
the production of ethylene, accompanied by large quan- 
tities of by-products 

2.   A VAM ABILITY  OP   FHMTOCKI   POR   THt   PRODUCTION 
OP PTHYLINI nw JAPAN 

It it estimated 'hat oil requirements for this year will 
reach about 47 rullion kikvlrtret wit* m aitava! increase 
of 27 per cea« at hat hat« the case for the pa« Ave yean; 
however, it it forecaat that the annuel rata of increate 
i« the coining four yean will he about 14 per cent and 
that the total requirement will reach 113 lattte* krto- 
Irtres hi 19*1. 

by tech vigorous demand iacreate, crude 
oil «etHiatioa capacity in Japaa hat reached 1,443,400 
barrehVeay at of I January I «44. Japan now hatthasaaaaMj 
largest capacity of those countries with free interntitt 
ecoaoankt and it surpassed only by the 10,630,000 
barrehVeay capacity of the United Statte of America. 
However, the demand structure of eü producta in 
J*paa is very «aJbrem from that of the United States 
of Aatarasa, sad is rather tinutar to that of rainpain 
*•*^t**ue»e•B"a.   4J"*"J^9JUJn"J»niy   tTwawsTY* 

la Jaaaa pillisi  winaajiiia 1*44 it oafy 14.9 per 
••at «t the tatui sal aaaaaaa. end that aflate, it it Í 

will decrease slightly to 16.3 per cent by 1968. On the 
other hand, the combined consumption of distillate 
fuel and residual fuel oils this year will reach 68.4 per cent 
of the total oil demand, whereas, it will climb to 69.2 pîr 
cent by 1968. About 85 per cent of the required crude oil 
depends on imports from the Middle East, and such a 
demand structure of oil products hat produced a surplus 
supply of naphtha, especially the light straight naphtha 
whose octane number cannot be upgraded economically 
by catalytic reforming. On the other hand, the light 
straight naphtha of Middle East crude is parafflnic and 
it is a most desirable material for the production of ethy- 
lene by steam cracking in the countries where sufficient 
quantifies of refinery gas and wet natural gas are not 
available. 

The production of natural gas in Japan reached 1,684 
million cubic metres in 1963 with a remarkable 31 per cent 
annual increase rate continuing for the past eleven years 
«nee 1432, when the utilization of natural gas for chemi- 
cals began. Its consumption for chemical uses, mainly for 
the production of ammonia and methanol, in 1963 wat 
70.0 per cent of the total gas consumption as compared 
with 73.0 per cent in 1962, which was the peak year 
for chemical consumption. There are, moreover, indica- 
tions that the production of natural gas in Japan hat 
slackened, and some of the ga* chemical producers 
have begun to use, or are considering using, naphtha as 
raw material. 

The production of natural gat in Japan is practically 
limited to dry gat, and the tupply of wet natural gas is 
very limited. As a result, light straight naphtha it the 
most desirable material for the production of ethylene 
in Japaa with respect to improving the oil demand struc- 
ture and to producing ethylene economically and pro- 
ncisutiy. 

3. TvnCAL TnUB PATTMNS OP INnviDUAL PLANTS 

In the case of cracking naphtha for the production of 
ethylene, the yield pattern of cracked products variai 
according to the processes and the operating conditions 
uta*. With the eaeeatioa of one ethylene ptoat that uses 
the lettiti beta» U'txote proem te cc-proówce acetyttnt 
and ethyls« by naphtha natas cracking and one sud 
erat*» basati oa the Ruhr-Urai process. aU other 
«ayta» P*»"*" "• *• "•"» patrwtJataatal eoaapisMs ia 
^nasasasann  nsnesai  anaujjajbggf  gahsjaajgagMmaa   sna^naaiaaa dteeenflnapanewe amaarfa^^a^aa  aua^M  atW^ e^najnaajnaj  aaaraa   naajnaaaaB.  attvjaBaajgaPJIJt  •CfJanVsanl GeTanawKanBanf DnTunnunantnl VnanT  naranl » ani m wmww^^   w»^^»^•   ^n^^v^a^^aaj)   npw^pv^paanr esani    aaanar 
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TASSI I 
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Etbytsm 22 20 1» IA 1» 

Propyls»** !» 14 17 M 17 

Cl-C,fm.1iofi IA 12 IS II IS 
Crackad ntphth« IV 2ft l< 42 21 
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ute Stone * Webster Engineering Company's process, 
excepting two, of which one MKS the EMO Research à 
Engineering Company's process and the other the Univer- 
sal Oil Products Company's prows». 

Table I shows some of the typical yield patterns of the 
plants based on naphtha steam cracking. 

In table 1, the sma"est yield of ethylene in plant D 
results from milder operating conditiot.v more similar 
to those of thermal naphtha reforming, UIKJ the yield 
of cracked naphtha, which can be Mended to gasoline 
after simple treating, is the highest. Plant E datum is used 
for the calculation by Industrial Structure Investigation 
Council for Japanese Government of economics of naph- 
tha steam cracking as it affects that of the whole petro- 
chemical industry. 

The data in the table indicate that the more the ethylene 
yield increases, the more the cracked naphtha yield de- 
creases Higher ethylene yield is attained by more severe 
cracking conditions, unless other operating conditions 
change, and such conditions lead to a higher aromatic 
content in the cracked naphtha, which is a more valuable 
feedstock for the extraction of 1TX (benaene, tornane 
and xylenes) than for Mending to upgrade the octant 
number of gasoline. 

4. Emrr or rerosToric comrommm cm YTBLD FATTOW 

The cracking reaction of naphtha to ethylene and other 
products occurs by free radical reaction mechanism. 
The thermal stability of paramnk hydrocarbons is lower 
than that of naphthenic and aromatic hydrocarbons. 
It means that paranVtic hydrocarbons are easier to crack 
tama other types of hydrocarbons. Moreover, cyclic 
hydrocarbons, such as naphthenic and aromatica, tend 
to produce tarry matters by cracking, and aa a result 
more frequent cleaning of the furnace tunes is wauired 
to maialata tar snViency of a plant. 

Forraattory, tat etrasgat naphtha derived) frana Middle 
Eaet craie ia tsisntialry paraÉaic. However, because of 

elvvanevli  Bannnn*  en Venwenu^anunnns; W ^   tananai nj   nan aunar 

rich in •••allium aydtuiaib— 
from KiaWanM cnM9 will iwvt tut •• 

In tank 2, w« pmsant only the effect of 
«• yield 

Butadiene is the most valuable product of the cracked 
products, including ethylene. Butadiene, tvnich is the 
raw material for the production of such syntiwtK rubbers 
as styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR). acrylonitrüe-btjta- 
diene rubber (NBR) and stereo polybtrtadtene, is con- 
tained in the C,-C, fraction of naphtha cacked products. 
Generally speaking, the amount of butadiene produced is 
about 3 per tent of feed naphtha charge and about 
V) per cent of C4 fraction, equivalent to about 20 per cent 
C4-C, fraction, though it tends that there is a greater 
amount of butadiene produced from naphthenic naphtha 
than that from the parafnnic one. 

In Japan, the butadiene contained in the C4 fraction 
from naphtha cracking is recovered, at the present time, 
exclusively by the cuprous acetate ammonkal (CAA) 
solution process of the Esso Research and Engineering 
Company. 

It is found to be more economical to recover the by- 
product butadiene than the butadiene from butane or 
butène dehydrogeaation. not only because the latter 
produces no valuable by-products but also because the 
concentration of butadiene in the dehydrogenated 
products is lower (for example, about II per cent for 
butane dehydrogeaation and about In per cent for buty- 
lène dehydrogenation). 

For composition analysis of raw materials and products 
in naphtha cracking operation, such precise methods at 
gas chromatography, infrared spectrometer and masa 
spectrometer are generally used. Gas chromatography ia 
particularly a powerfully weapon for composition 
analysis. For reference, we have shown ia table 3 tante 
typical results obtained by gas chromatography of naphtha 
feedstock given in labst 2. 
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5. LOCATION OF PETROCHEMICAL PLANT AS IT AFFECTS 
ITILIZATION OF BY-PRODUCTS FOR CHEMICAL LISES 

lo attain the highest economical efficiency of a naphtha 
cracking plant, * complete utilization of by-products 
must be realized. It is, however, difficult to realize, since 
they are not produced independently of ethylene, to 
which the demand operation of the plant must be geared. 
Therefore, plani location becomes an important factor. 

For example, we may take the case of our own company 
the Nippon Petrochemicals Company, Ltd. (NPCC). The 
naphtha cracking plant is located in Kawasaki City, 
which is a centre of Tokyo-Yokohama Industrial Area 
near Tokyo International Airport (Haneda). 

NPCC is a wholly owned subsidiary company of 
Nippon Oil Compel,, Ltd. (NOC), which is the largest 
and the oldest oil company in Japan. NOC, in partner- 
ship with California Texas Oil Corp. (CALTEX), 
established the Nippon Petroleum Refining Company, 
Ltd. (NPRC). One of its refineries, the Yokohama 
Refinery, is the major supplier of naphtha and propylene 
to NPCC, as shown in the flow-chart. 

The Kawasaki petrochemical complex, in which many 
chemical companies are being supplied with basic inter- 
mediates from NPCC's naphtha cracking plant, is different 

from other complexes in Japan. That is. most of the 
members of the Kawasaki petrochemical complex have 
no special affiliation nor do they own significant shares 
of the other member companies. Each member is indepen- 
dent, endeavouring to work in harmony and unity for 
the common interest of establishing an outstanding 
petrochemical complex at Kawasaki. 

In addition to the arrangements as shown (see below), 
the Kawasaki complex established a network of mutual 
utilization of utilities; for example, steam from NPCC 
to several companies, hydrogen from Asahi Dow to 
NPCC, nitrogen from Showa Denko to most of the 
members, joint ownership of seawater intake facilities 
by NPCC and Furukawa Chemical Industries, and open 
use of NPCC's jetty for the member companies. 

One of the factors which has led to the success of our 
complex is the proper selection of its location. Kawasaki 
is located in the centre of the Tokyo-Yokohama indus- 
trial area, its importance is not only in the area of the 
process industries of petrochemical end-products such 
as plastics concentrated in this part, but also in the largest 
market for petrochemicals in Japan. 

In these circumstances, ethylene from NPCC is used to 
produce polyethylene, styrene and polystyrene, ethykn; 
oxide and glycol, and ethanol by a number of companie» 
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in the complex. Propylene from NPCC is supplied to 
produce propylene oxide and glycol, acrylonitnlc and 
detergent alkylate, and it is also used by NPCC to produce 
isopropanol and acetone. The propylene demand for 
petrochemicals by the members of the complex, including 
ourselves, i, more than wc can supply; so NPCC receives 
the propylene fraction of catalytic cracked gas from 
NPRC. When our propylene finds no outlet for petro- 
chemicals, it is supplied to Nippon Petroleum Gas 
Company, Ltd. (NPGC), another subsidiary company 
of NOC, for the LPG market. At present, NPGC imports 
LPG from Saudi Arabia. 

Butadiene is, of course, supplied to produce many types 
of synthetic rubbers, but butylènes are supplied to the 
only company now producing polybutene in Japan. Of 
'he BTX extracted from cracked naphtha, benzene is 
used to produce styrenc and detergent alkylate within 
the complex. 

Among the cracked products, the off-gas, which consists 
essentially of hydrogen and methane, with or without 
ethane, is not a prime production of the naphtha cracking 
operation, but its full utilization has a marked influence 
on the economics of the plant operation, for its very 
large quantities as compared with other products generate 
substantial revenues despite its low selling prices. On the 
other hand, the naphtha cracking operation requires 
large amounts of fuel, equivalent to about 15 per cent of 
feedstock charge. It should naturally be of the lowest 
value. We are using now one third of off-gas correspond- 
ing to about 50 per cent of the total fuel requirement for 
l he purpose. 

The remaining fuel requirement for the cracking 
operation is met by other by-products, which have yet 
no profitable outlets. A large portion of our off-gas is 
used for ammonia production and town gas Ammonia 
production is a traditional and important business in 
Japan; however, in the recent years competition with 
foreign producers has become very keen, and the Japanese 
producers must find more reasonable and cheap starting 
materials to begin with. Our clients who are producers 
of ammonia are constantly exerting pressure on us to 
reduce the price of off-gas. 

On the other hand, town gas business in Japan is a 
monopoly in the area of business. It hat attained a high 
degree of rationalization by converting the traditional 
raw material, coal, to oil and natural gas. Tokyo Gas, 
one of our clients, is the largest gas company in the 
business and has one of iti plants built within 10 kilo- 
meters from our plant. Our company and another one 
located in the same area, which enjoy this advantage 
for the off-gas outlet because of the location of the 
plants, are the envy of the remaining seven petrochemical 
complexes in Japan, which do not enjoy the same advan- 
tage. 

The second point of importance to be considered with 
respect to the full utilizatici of by-products is the use of 
the propyl*« fraction M liqumsd petroleum gas (LPG) 
for household use. li Japaa, LPG has been supplied not 
only by ÜM riinwiw and pstrcnhimicsl pinata but aleo 
by ¡«parto fro« hhéàk East. Therefore, the prnpyles» 
fraction of naphtha cracked products, «hieb WM 

ally disposed oí has now become a permanent merchandise 
as LPG instead of being sold as a petrochemical feedstock, 
as it should be. 

6. ANNI AI  CHANGES IN THI   UIIII/ATION PATTERN OF 

CKACKH)   PRODUCTS   FOR   CHEMICAL    USLS   IN   JAPAN 

As ethylene is the main product of naphtha cracking, 
the cracking capacity should be expanded in accordance 
with the increasing ethylene demand. A trend in the actual 
production of ethylene in Japan is shown in table 4. 

The production figure shows a 90 per cent annual 
increase, on an average, during the past five years, and 
even the increase in 1963 compared with the production 
in the previous year reached 49 per cent. The estimated 
demand ol ethylene in 1967 will be approximately 
1.031,000 metric tons, equivalent to 34 per cent annual 
increase. 

TABU 4 
i Viiii; l,0O» metric torn) 

VIS» /»«D ¡WH /g,(/ 

14 44 78 107 

l«M liti 

232 346 438 

Annual ethylen« capacity as of April  19*4. 

Table 5 shows annual changes in the utilization pattern 
of cracked products in weight per cent. 

Because it is difficult, as has been pointed out, to 
attain the balanced utilization of all by-products econo- 
mically and as the situation is further aggravated by the 
recession in Japan for the past few years, three petro- 
chemical complexes which were authorized by the 
Government during I960 and 1961, have been forced to 
delay the completion of their plants until 1964. 

7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ESTIMA TED DEMAND 

AND YIELD FATTER N 

According to the estimate prepared by the Industrial 
Structure Investigation Council of the Japanese Govern- 
ment, the demands of basic intermediates are as shown 
in table 6. 

Ethylene, propylene and butadiene are supplied from 
petroleum sources; but benzene, toluene and xylenes 
(ITX) have been and will be supplied from both petro- 
leum and coal. Actually, in 1963, the petrochemical 
industry supplied 33 per cent of the total benzene require- 
ment of 246,000 metric tons, 72 per cent of 132,300 metric 
tons toluene and II per cent of 71,300 metric tons xylenes. 
The shares o( iTX supplied by petroleum sources are 
increasing year by year. 

Among the by-products of aaujbtJsn cracking, which 
a« not yet uuliasd f«Uy for rhsmirili, there it aw» 
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(Unk: wt.ptrt 
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mi 

For chemicals  5.7 
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For fuel  14.1 
(72.2) 

Forchemkab  11.7 
(093) 

For fuel  01 
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For chetltkiaJi  6.7 
(42.4) 

For LKi  1.0 
(90.6) 

For fuel  I.I 
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(Unit: Wt. %) 

à**»       N»ta>      r-.«<Mta.     «¡J*^        »,**, o^ 

32-° »* 3« 24.1 7.» 16* 

abk. Therefore, the exorbitant import duty imposed on 
naphtha has been reduced temporarily for limiting 
petrochemical uses from April of 1964 to meet the an- 
ticipated shortage of naphtha in the future. 

TAIU 8 
(Unk: I,(m kih-Hlrt) 

Not much ik known about the sand cracker in Japan 
because it has only recently begun its operation. The 
complex which now operates a sand cracker, however, 
is considering other processes for its second ethylene 
projnet. 

The Japanese petrochemical industry has continued 
the growth rate nrst experienced six years ago when 
ethylene production was initiated. The naphtha demand 
for cracking, including a small amount of catalytic 
reformate for the extraction of ITX, has sky-rocketed, 
•nd the ratio <st naphtha for chemical uses to the totai 
oil demand has grown rapidly, at shown in tante I. 

As a result, the supply of naphtha to petrochemical 
complexes in Japan has besóme lets smooth and depend- 
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6. PRODUCTION OF BASIC PETROCHEMICAL 
FROM HEAVY OILS VIA THE H-OIL PROCESS 

A. R. Johnmon nnd S. W. Ehrlich, Uydrorar bon Reienrrh, Inc., United .Slate« of Anieric* 

One of the most significant features of the development 
of the chemical industry over the twenty years since the 
Second World W;:r has been the phenomenal acceleration 
of the use of petroleum-derived raw materials to prov'de 
the basic building blocks for the manufacture of a broad 
spectrum of chemical products. Initially, much of this 
development centred round areas having large surpluses 
of indigenous hydrocarbons, particularly natural gas, 
for which there was no immediate outlet as fuel. The 
Gulf Coast and south-west regions of the United States 
are examples of such centres. Under the impetus of the 
last war, a number of processes were developed on both 
sides for the synthesis of polymers, detergents, synthetic 
higher alcohols, etc. These products require as starting- 
points basic hydrocarbon chemicals. 

Developments in this area in the past ten years have 
resulted in the creation of a number of petrochemical 
complexes. These complexes are no longer tied to primary 
sources of hydrocarbons, but often have i- refinery as 
a nucleus. The nmpkxes have been proliferating at 
an ever-increasing rate and now constitute a main feature 
of the industrial landscape in most of the advanced coun- 
tries of the world. 

This conference is addressing itself to the extension 
of the production of petrochemicals in the developing 
areas of the world. Since petrochemicals are the basis for 
so many industries, this is an extremely significant and 
timely subject for discussion. A considerable part of the 
consideration will necessarily be directed to those areas 
endowed with lo ally available light hydrocarbons deriv- 
ed from crude oil field and natural gas production. The 
demand pattern for the major petroleum importing areas 
at present is such that raphtha, and to some extent the 
other lighter hydrocarbons, are surplus raw materials, 
which therefore appear attractive for conversion to 
petrochemicals. 

Tats paper is concerned with the position of the less 
fortunate countries which must rely on imports for their 
•apply of petroleum and, in turn, rely on petroleum to 
supply their basic energy requirements. The plight of 
these resource-deficient areas is not by any means des- 
perate. As the necessary technology for petrochemical 
maaufscture has become more readily available, the 
key compose«* il a successful petrochemical vesture has 
stufte« front pos—sai os of resources aad technology to 
access to the market. The experience of many European 
co—tries, Australia, India, aad Japaa desaoaetrasss 
that tat  átasenos  of iadiaasons light  hydrocarbon 

materials is not a prerequisite of the establishment of a 
petrochemical complex. The chief factor in the final 
analysis is the converted cost of the raw materials. 

In arriving at this converted cost of raw materials, a 
careful and searching assessment of the available stocks 
must be made. Over the life of the plant, raw material 
costs arc the largest single cost item — larger by far 
than even the plant cost. At present, heavy high sulfur 
crude oils are tending to become surplus owing to the 
recent moves on the part of local authorities in the mary 
developed industrial areas to restrict the sulfur content 
of fuel oils. Often these restrictions limit sulfur content 
to levels which cannot be met with many of the crudes 
currently comprising a large part of international oil 
trade. The possibility then arises of obtaining these mate- 
rials under economically attractive terms. This paper will 
discuss the technical and economic features of the 
H-Oil and Hy-C processes which are technically demons- 
trated, economically attractive techniques for conversion 
of heavy hydrocarbons to lower boiling materials. A 
portion of the light materials produced can be diverted as 
feedstocks for petrochemical facilities. This, then, 
presents a basis for a petrochemical-refining complex 
based on the use of heavy oils as raw materials. A 
petrochemical complex consisting of light hydrocarbons 
derived from these heavy oils can make an important 
contribution to both local economics and the balance-of- 
payments position of a developing country 

Conversion of residue and heavy oils into lighter, more 
valuable products requires adjustment of the carbon- 
hydrogen ratio by either decreasing the former or increas- 
ing the latter. Coking i? the most common and effective 
method of removing carbon, and visbreaking, de-asphalt- 
ing and other processes accomplish the same end. The 
alternative approach, adding hydrogen, has never 
suffered for lack of interest, but it is only recently that 
this approach has been reduced to commercial scale 
practice at a refinery on the United States Gulf Coast. 

As early as 1913, however, Bergius in Germany was 
experimenting with hydrogen-cracking of Galacian and 
Romanian residua. This German experience culminated 
in the wartime coal hydrogénation plants, which produced 
significant quantities of aviation g isoline. Since the 
commercial practice of residual hydrocrackiag has been 
so long aborning, it is of interest to consider briefly 
some of the technical problems involved. Essentially the 
process involves cracking oil at elevated temperature« ta 
aa eaviroameat which will promote hydrogénation of 



the cracked molecule«. This hydrogénation prevents 
formation of coke, and leads to products of a higher 
degree of saturation than those produced thermally 
ii.*., in coking, visbreaking, etc.). In order to maintain 
this hydrogenatini environment, the reaction is con- 
ducted at fairly high hydrogen partial pressures in the 
presence of a suitable catalyst. 

In hydrocracking residue and other heavy oils, the 
fixed bed reactor, usually employed, poses some rather 
serious problems. First, the over-all reactions are highly 
exothermic and it is necessary to provide a suitable 
means of temperature control. In a fixed bed catalytic 
system this control would usually be achieved by a 
complex system of inter-bed quenching. Second, the 
tendency of these feedstocks to deposit carbon, metala 
and entrained materials can, in many instances, cause 
severe pressure drop and/or poor flow distribution in 
Axed bed systems. Another problem related to the last 
one is the necessity for removing deactivated catalyst 
for replacement. While the catalysts used are relatively 
inexpensive, efficient operation of a fixed bed system would 
generally require swing reactors. 

In the development of the H-Oil and Hy-C processes, 
a new approach has been taken to the reactor system, 
in order to eliminate or minimi» these difficulties. This 
work has lad to the development of the ebullated bed 
which is a bask feature io these processes. In this reactor 
system a liquid phase peases upward through a bed of 
catalyst at a velocity sufficient to maintain the catalyst 
particles in continuous   random motion. This liquid 

Liquid r«cycl« 

Frttti M and hydrogtn 

Haw« I. H-Oti me*r thowii* rim tbuUmtdM 

mit »^ 
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is   the   largest   hydrocracking-hydrogenation   complex 
announced to date. 

Figure IV is a flow diagram of a typical H-Oil unit. 
Residuum or heavy oil is contacted with hydrogen, 
preheated and sent direct to the reactor. Since the reaction 
is strongly exothermic, and the reactor system is essentially 
isothermal, the mixed feed does not require preheating 
to the reactor temperature. Actually, the sensible heat 
requirement of the feed provides the means of reactor 
heat removal. This results in considerable net savings 
in furnace duty when compared to quenched, fixed bed 
reactor system». Oil is circulated from the top of the 
ebullated bed back to the bottom in order to provide the 
upward velocity necessary to maintain an ebullated bed. 

Hot effluent material is separated imo liquid and vapour 
Tractions The vapour portion thereof is exchanged and 
cooled in order to provide the necessary recycle hydrogen 
stream. In this particular instance we have shown an 
absorber operating on this circulating hydrogen stream 
to remove light hydrocarbons in order to maintain ade- 
quate hydrogen purity. If the net input and production 
of these light hydrocarbons is low, it it feasible to dispense 
with this step and to purify the circulating gai by means 
of a purge. In the event that the make-up hydrogen is 
produced by steam reforming of the purge gat, this 
purge leads to no net lots of hydrogen, but imposes the 
requirement of additional compression to return the 
hydrogen to the system presaure. 

Condensed effluent is fractionated into the desired end 
products. The fractionation system installed will vary 
with the particular net produca required. The case shown 
in figure IV represents a single-pass operation producing 
a full array of distillate and residuum products. It is 

often desirable to recycle the vacuum gas oil to extinction 
thereby maximizing the yields of distillate and lighter 
materials. 

To illustrate the yields and product oroperties obtained 
by H-Oil processing, the data in table I have been pre- 
pared. Product yields obtained when processing various 
fractions of Kuwait crude to various levels of severity 
are given, together with more significant product 
properties. Table 2 presents investment and operating 
requirements for the cases given in table I. All of the cost 
data are on a United States Gulf Coast erected basis, 
and represent battery limits facility only Fractionating 
equipment is included but the production of hydrogen 
is not included. 

In order to provide a basis for the estimation of product 
yield» obtainable from 'he use of H-Oil naphtha as petro- 
chemical feedstock, the data in table 3 have been prepared. 
This is a detailed inspection of a naphtha fraction obtained 
from an H-Oil effluent, and for the purpose of compari- 
son, the same data are given for a naphtha derived from 
Kuwait crude oil. While there are some differences, the 
similarity between these streams is quite marked. Effecti- 
vely then, H-CMI effluent materials are equivalent to 
virgin petroleum fractions as chemical feedstocks. 

As an illustration of the utilization of heavy crudes 
plus H-Oil processing for petrochemical production, let 
us consider the processing of 35,000 BPSD of a 19° A PI, 
4.3 per cent Sulfur Middle East crude oil. In most of the 
developing areas of the world the market for petroleum 
products is heavily oriented toward the distillate products. 
These materials arc also in demand in Europe, and are 
a valuable commodity for export. On this basis we have 
assumed in this example that distillates (kerosene, diesel 
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TABU 1.   H-OIL/HY-C MOCMBMJ o» KUWATT «ACTION» 

YhU mi 

3.2 

Cm, * » 
T—i Vm. ruU. Vac. iw <•» 
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TAü.1 J. OnMTAKHON O» H-On AND vnOIN NAWrHAS 

>«*<*• Asm // O« 

IBP-200>F 

Commentiti mmlysés 

iC, wt. par cent. 
BC« wt. par oent      . 
iC, wt. per cent   .   .   . 
nC, wt par MM     ... 
Methy Cy C, wt. par cant 
Cy C^ wt. par cant . 

, wt. par oam . . 

¿00-400 F typt mmlytii 

Paraffin*, wt. ptr cant . 
Naphtnanw, wt. par oe»t. 
AfOfMtioi, wt. par cast . 

23.1 16.4 
21.7 21.1 
23.S 23.3 
14.1 23.1 
«2 4.2 
3.3 3.0 
0.1 1.2 

00.0 100.0 

43.0 H.5 
40.0 2Î.0 
12.0 lé.3 

naphtha nade ia the pyrorysit Hep, ara processed in an 
entracti«» unit to yield an aromatic «»tract aad a paraf- 
iate raflnate. The aromatic extract, cotttaiaing C, 
through C, aromatici it seat to a fractionation system, 
where it it separated into the separate aromatic building 
blocks — heaaeae, toluene, and xylenes. In this present 
inetaaee, the xylenes have not been separated into the 
various isomers. 

The licht naphthas from both crude and H-Oil are 
mixed with raffinate from the aromatici extraction unit 
and pyroryaed to yield a fall array of olefins aad the 
aromatic rich aaafctha reamed to in the «hecasekm of the 

aromatic» extraction unit. All of the light saturated hydro- 
carbons are recycled to maximize yield of olefins. 

Ga*es collected from all of the processing units con- 
stitute the feedstock for synthesis gas manufacture. The 
H-Oil gases have a significant HrS content, which is 
removed and converted to sulfur. The synthesis gas 
facility produces hydrogen for the H-Oil unit as well as 
the raw material for ammonia synthesis. The ammonia 
made rounds out the list of bask petrochemical building 
blocks made in this hypothetical plant. 

This entire exercise has been predicated on a minimum 
of restraints or specific product requirements. To match 
given situations relative production rates of the products 
can be varied over a considerable range. To cite a few 
examples: more ammonia and/or synthesis gas derivatives 
could he made at the expense of olefin production, 
alternatively, more olefins less synthesis gas derivatives, 
and so on. 

Very few of the products made in this facility are items 
of commerce traded over large distances. The only real 
exceptions being the fuel products and aromatks. 
Generally, a plant such as this would only be built as 
part of a larger complex including the downstream process- 
ing facilities. A detailed discussion of the downstream 
processing possible is beyond the scope of this paper, 
bat figure VI hat been included to illustrate some of the 
poesibilities. 

In any event, production of the building blocks is a 
convenient breakpoint to consider the economics of the 
scheme. Downstream processes should stand on their 
own economk basis when evaluated in terms of a fan- 
feed price. For that matter the downstream processing 
may very well be ia the hands of another organisation 
having the specific technical fabricating and marketing 
skills required for successful operation ia certain of the 
newer leMs such as ptaetics or fibras. Table 4 preseats a 
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of taa product»« of taa beak petrodwaMcale rupeot to hat aad power. WMM geaea aad H-Oil tar 
aad Atel producta achieved war* procaeiiag 93,000 BPSD previa» all of ta* Atel iwaptfeaaeala, both for proeeaa 
of a heavy, high eahV erode oil. Vaha» have baea aaaif beet NfiifMMMi aad for power 
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aad Uafred Stawe prieee. Tarea are eicmariry arbitrary oar/ of tat leaovr, oatalyat aad 
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Volité Suut dolimi 

Wwftiig «Mfcai         SJMyBM 

Telai wfMl IWJUìWMMIW  57,000,000 
Gran OHMtai manta      29.3éO,000/yr 
MM0fmtiMe«Mt  7,400,000/yr. 

IJMM»        OfWipra*      21,*0,000/yr 

r—r, 

Tern 37.MMW        Y•,,,, ^Wow espilai  2.6 

JM IMM l4.«Wyr./MW         1,48M« 

         li 

fa Mtmmary the*, it is our opinion that lack of indige- 
MW hydrocarbon« need not prachide the establishment 
of M MoaoaicaUy attractive petrochemical indastry, 
aad farther, hMvy high, wlftir crades whea processed 

TOT«, SSMK* easts.        MtMW      tbrovfh H-OH CM eñe« be an attractive feedstock 
ia sack a peut. 
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7. MODERN METHODS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF AROMATICS, 
OLEFINS  AND  PARAFFINS 

K. H. EUenlokr, Lmrgi GemeUtchmfifür Mi—rmUUktoekmik m.b.H., Ftémrmi lUpmbHe •fG*rmmmy 

INTRODUCTION 

In the last two decades the organic chemical industry 
hat undergone major changes in its development. Coal 
has been replaced by natural gas and petroleum, and 
natural products have been ousted by plastics and syn- 
thetic fibres. Owing to super tankers and pipe-lines, the 
location of great and old branches of industry has 
nearly dwindled into insignificance, piston engines have 
been superseded by jet engines, and every day, owing to 
thousands of innovations, new tasks arise which, in 
fact, are not realized by the public. It must always be 
borne in mind that the values of our plants and industries, 
which go to the billions, are endangered by technical 
progress. A process which is developed today may be 
replaced by a more economical one tomorrow. 

This development is best characterized by the sums 
invested by the petrochemical industry. The steep growth 
of these investments since 1933 can be gathered from 
figure I. In 1962 about SUS 370 million were invested 
in the United States, whereas in the same period of time 
SUS 290 million were placed in the area of the European 
Economic Community to develop the petrochemical 
industry (1). For the years to come, investments still 
higher than the sums mentioned are to be expected. 

The capacity of the petrochemical industry was expan- 
ded mainly in order to produce more aromatica and ole- 
fins as the raw materials for plastics, synthetic resins, syn- 
thetic rubber, fully synthetic fibres, insecticides, plant 
protectives, pharmaceuticals and colouring matter. 

Further, the petrochemical industry was confronted 
with the problem how to meet the demand for straight 
chain paraffins for the production of biologically quick 
degradable detergents. 

Incrww 
.  570 million %/for 

IncrMM 
A 290 million i/yar 

65     Y«or 

AROMA lies 

The demand for aromatks of the organic chemical 
industry was covered over several decades by the produc- 
tion potential of the coal-coking industry, since the coke 
production furnished a sufficient quantity of aromatics. 
As the rate of coke necessary to produce one ton of 
raw steel was decreased by about 30 per cent and the 
demand for aromatks was increasing constantly, the 
market cov'd no longer be satisfied by the coal-coking 
industry. Thus, the conversion products of petroleum 
became an additional source for the production of 
aromatics. 

Since 1949 the production of aromatics in the United 
Sutes hat been growing constantly and nowadays 
exceeds the output from coke ovens considerably. For 
instance in 1962 the production rate of petroleum- 
derived benzene was three timet the quantity recovered 
from coal coking (2), that of toluene eleven timet, and 
that of xylene forty-six timet. It should be noted that the 
figures for toluene and xylene alto include those quantities 
used to blend motor fuels (tee figure II). 

Sufficient quantities of pyrolysis gasolines from the 
production of olefins and reformates are now available 
for the recovery of aromatics. In view of the raw material 
sources existing in the United States, it is supposed that 
the production of benzene could still be increased sixfold, 
that of toluene twelvefold and that of xylenes at least 
twentyfold. 
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TAB** I. TvncM. CUMULIMI m rvacavM OMBUNH 
I MM aufm MonucHUN 

... -~ _.   .."— .mm- 

!,„,„, Wt.% 23 17 
Totea» .. Wt. % 12 lé 
XylMkM» -   Wt. % » * 
HMgnst newIks .   Wt.% 1 3 
NOB-WOHMtiGi  wt. % 41 55 
•TOMéMNO  O/I60 ml 15 56 
lulehui  .  Wt. •/. 0.07 0.01 
Nitrogen  .   Wt. % 0.0801 
Oeyaea •   Wt. % 0.6605 _. 

IwlwOtil «kyHamiWM utd Myrte*. 

It it not possible to separate beiucne, toluene and 
xylene from pyrolyiii gasolenes in one tingle step (at« 
table 1). A combination of seven) proseases is required. 

•y hydroreflaing, e.g. to toe Farbwerke Hoechst 
AG Process (3) or the procès« of Farbenfabriken •ayer 
AG (4), the pyroiytif gasolene is treated under pressure 
with hydrogen-bearing gases in the presence of a catalyst 
(see figure HI). The unsaturated hydrocarbons and the 
sulphur, oxygen and nitrogen compound* an hydrogen» 
ted, while the aromatic« are not afectad. It is noteworthy 
that these processes reduce «wlphui to I mg. thiopheae 
per kilo and lees. 

F«r*runn)nfs Toll (M 

HnwrlftCtt) 

NjMfV» M4.«-«f hférm^m 

' stUa JV^VsTn^VMslaF^Pn flgT JpJVWiyHBnHT J 

fraem if Fm+wrkt ¿Menar A.G. 

For economic reason«, hydrogénation is concentrated 
on benzene-toluene or benzene-toluene-*ylenf cut». 
The forerunning« and higher boiling component« are 
separated by distillation prior to hydrogénation This 
increase» the concentration of aromatic*, reduces the 
hydrogen consumption, improves the raffinate puntv. 
and cuts down the plant investment costs. 

Thus, by separating a benzene-toluene cut (BT cuti. 
the rate of iced to be hydrogenated is reduced by 51 
weight per cent (see table 2). The consumption of hydro- 
gen decreases by about 80 volume per cent, proportionally 
with the feed rate and bromine number. When separating 
a benzene-toluene-xylene cut (1TX cut), the %ut of the 
hydrogénation plant can be reduced by 30 per cent, and 
only 30 per cent of the hydrogen, required to hydroaenate 
the entire pyrolysis gasolene, is consumed (see table 3). 

The forerunning« and residues from pyrolysis gasolene 
distillation can be processed to high octane motor 
gasolenes by a mild selective hydrogénation with little 
consumption of hydrogen by the process of The British 
Petroleum Co. Ltd. (S), (6), or the process of Farben- 
fabriken layer AG (4). 

Moreover, the catalytic reforming of petroleum distil- 
late« of the gasolene boiling range in the presence of a 
platinum catalyst furnishes aromatic« by dehydrogenation 
of aaphtbenes (see figure IV). The liberated hydrogen i« 
often used for refining the crude material in a prelimin- 
ary suge (7). Here again, benzene, toluene and xylene 
may be concentrated by preliminary distillation (see 
table 4). 

More recently the raw material source, particularly 
for the production of benzene, has been broadened still 
further by dealkylation processes (8), (9), so that a more 
than ample supply of petrochemical aromatic« i« now 
available. 

On a technical scale, aromatic« are almost exclusively 
separated from non-aromatics of the same boiling 
range by liquid-liquid extraction (hereinafter referred to 
M extraction). A prerequisite for the application of the 
process is that the organic solvents used and the mixture 
to be separated form two phases. The solvents and aro- 
matic« are separated by distillation. As solvents only 
such materials are of use which contain a polar group. 

TAKJ X FRACTIONAL DBTSUATON Of A PYKOLYSH OASOUNI TO RBOOVSa A BT CUT 
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lt\0 
lf.6 

1.3 3X0 
33.0 1.3 
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TASES 3 FRACTIONAL ATOM or * •YBOLVSSS OMOUM TO ascovaa A »TX CUT 

»J» «»mi ta«- »TM 
«MMhr 

100 20 70 IO 

III 
lé.> 
• 7 

2.0 

2.0 

2*4 
24.2 
11.9 J.I 

44.3 »2.3 3.1 

- 2.1 _ 
- — 4.4 
•9 — 33 - 
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Fiant« IV. ñvétlh* offmmtkt by »formi« ßimtftrm** ßnt— 

Thn polarity »hall, as for instance in the am of water, 
not be too high because solubility for aromatica decreases 
with increasing polarity. On the other hand, solubility 
astound aot be too low, since the solubility for non- 
aronaatiot iacreaaei to a greater extent than that for 
arooaatict with decreasing potahty. For cooawntic reatone 
sorvnats with a boiling point, which exceeds that of the 
ami—tici to be extracted, are given preference. 

Figure V illustrates the proeeee How of liquid-liquid 
extraction using a high-boiling tolvent. 

That solvent is M to the top of a multi-stan» u —^. 
where it travels downward« and preferentially diseorves 
the aroanatk». The mixture to be reparated is nharnnd to 
the oeatre of the extraction tower. The solvent Inaisi! 
with aromatic« leaves the tower bottom while the nou- 
aroflentks go overhead. The extract is distilled off fron 
the extract phase and subsequently fractionated into pam 
products. As aromatic* and new*raaeatks shall be sepa- 
rated completely, a reiux has to be recycled to the extrac- 
tion tower, similar to other separation processes uaing 
the countercurrent principle. Fart of the sminatici is 
therefore returned to the base of the extraction townr. 

The above described principe» underlies the Udex 
Process developed jointly by Dow Chemical Corporation 
and Universal Oil Products Company (10), (11), (12). The 
process has been applied in about forty plants to a 
variety of feedstocks of different origin, including hydro- 
•mated coke oven Ughi oil. The process uses diethylene 
glycol (boiling point 230«C.) or mixtures with triethykme 
glycol (boiling point 286'C.) as solvent. 

The extraction process is operated at temperatures 
above lOO-C. The Udex Process includes, apart from the 
extraction  equipment,   facilities   for  the   continuous 

TABU 4. COMPOSITION or A WAVY GASOLINE MTOKMATI latmNtr) 0MUIU4MH 

ttftrmmt tTXtm 

VieW  Wt. % 100 64 

Contentof: 

*W"  Wt.% 3.5 J.I 
Toluene  Wt% 19.0 30,0 
Xylenes»  Wt.% 21.5 32.2 

B + TfX  Wt.% 44.0 67.3 
Noo-aromstiei  Wt.% 40.0 317 
Hiaher aromatici  Wt.% 16.0 — 

' Including «aylbsnaNM. 
•neJe^peHGej MVMt 
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regeneration of the solvent tad for ÜM solvent recovery 
fron ranmete »nd extract by water washiag. Last traen 
of olefin* art removed fron the extract ay clay i 
at increaaed temperature*. The procei 
yield«,  aad the aromatica recovered are of opümuén 
purity. 

Sulpholane with a hoi ling point of 2M*C. ia need 
commercially as solvent for extraction by Shell Develop- 
ment Company (13), (14), (13). 

Shell hat sucesafulry extracted aromatici with sulfotane 
at ita Rho Oil Refinery in Italy. A cattlytk reformate 
fraction contamina, él per cent non-arenatkt it prooeaeed 
to yield a 99.1 per cent aromatic mixture in a total yield 
of about 96 weight par cent, the losan coaaieting only 
of tornane and xylene«. The beanme yield amount« to 
approximately 99.1 par cent. The following purities 
were obtained (sec table 3) 

At Shells Stanlow Refinery in the United Kingdom 
a Universal Oil Producta Co. Udex unit has been revamp- 
ed for sulpboiam operation. Normally there are extracted 
high octane »tending stockt from reformate bat the unit 
abo caa produce aa aromatica yield ia the range of 99 per 
cent parity. 

Sutpnolaa» procès* ia a combination of lk|uid-he)twd 
extraction with extractive diatillatioa at shewn in 
figure VI. The feed coetacts Wan solvent m aa extractor. 
The resulting solvent phaee enter« an extractive distillation 
tower which yields aromatic-rich solvent at a bottom« 
and aa overhead backwash stream that rerum* to the 
extractor. The raffinate from this trraagement leaves 
the top of the extractor. 

One advantage claimed for this arrangement ta it« 
ability to reject both light and heavy non-aromatica from 
the extract. The non-aromatict leaving the extractor 
in the solvent phase arc predominantly light, aad can 
easily be stripped out overhead during subséquent 
extractive distillation. The heavy non-aromatica are 
rejected directly fro« the extractor in the ramante pliant 
The flow diagram given ia igure VII ahowi Shell's prooaat 
sequence for extracting mixed benams, toluene aad 
xylene« from a catalytic reformate fraction containing 
about 30 per cent aromatice. 
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Vt.  Camèéwkm of exirmium with extrmclt** Mmilkttkm 

Fresh feed enters an extraction tower, e.g. a rotating 
diec contactor that operates at increased temperature 
(about 50 to I00»( ). representing a compromise between 
solvent selectivity and hydrocarbon solubility The 
extent of aromatic* recovery depends jointly on the solvent- 
to-feed ratio and the number of extraction stages, 
e.g. ten to fourteen stages. 

Efluent from the extractor bottom enters near the top 
of the extractive distillation tower Bottoms product 
from this tower is the extract stream containing solvent 
and aromatic«, which then goes to conventional distilla- 
tion for recovery of the mixed aromatics as overhead 
product. The sulpholane is steam stripped in the lower 
section of the latter vessel before leaving as bottoms. This 
removes last traces of hydrocarbons. 

The solvent content of the mixed aromatics product 
ia very low because of the fractionation the aromatics 
undergo. On Use other hand, lostet of sulpholane with 
the aon-aromatics are aunimiatd by water-washing the 
raffinate. The water necessary for this step can be conven- 
iently taken at that which leaves the recovery tower 
with the aromatics; after washing the raffinate, this 
spent water ia then reused as stripping medium at the 
bottom of the recovery tower. 

The consumption figures of the Sulpholane Extraction 
Unit at Rho Refinery are shown in table 6. 

N-methylpyrrolidone with a boiling point of 206*C. 
ia uaed by Lurgi Gesellschaft für Mineralöltechnik mbH 

TABU 5. SUUHOLANB mocan, mam or AROMATIC* 

lyimm 

Spec, gravity 15/4"C        0.M42 
ASTM analysis: 

IBP«C  79.3 
5 per cent      79.1 
95 per cent .  J0.1 
FBP°C  noj 
Non-aromatks  0.06 
Beasene  99.93 
Toluene     0.01 
Xylene* + ethylbename. .        — 
Fleeting point *C  .... 3.39 

0J72 

uai 131.3 
110.3 139.0 
lias 140.1 
uas 140.3 

aoi 0JOÌ 

».9» oxa 
— 9» sei 
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T«iu « Camnmwm nuuui a» IM SULFHOLANI norw 

/*« *rr Am f/«H.t   p*r  Mm 9Í rtunrrrl 

Ltjlrtm * 

StMfll  (t) 
Cooling water <CN.HI.) 

Ebetrk powar (kWh) 
Servern " (kg.) 

0.17 
M 
6 
0.2 

2.15 
<* 
16 

0S4 - )e0DM/t 

Composition of f«edMock 

Non-aromatic» (vol par etat) 
•NIMM (vol  per cant) 
TohMM (vol. par otni) 
Xylan* + ethynjaniene (vol 

par otM) 

68« 

16 1   1 

10 1 / 

37 Wt par sent 

YwM: 

BMMMW  f icihuni   .   tylanei '   ethyl- 
9» wt. par «at 

* DiatiHttkHi inctawv« 
' Prw* ot Sulpfcohnc   6 70 DM/k«. 

on a technical scaie as selective solvent in the so-called 
Arotolvaa Process (16). 

The solvent is manufactured in commercial scale 
plants and used for instance to cor«- ntratc acetylene, 
produce butadiene and purify nature gas. It is entirely 
neutral, thermally stable and distillarle at atmospheric 
presaure without destruction. Thus, all parts of the plant 
are nude of normal steel. 

The high solvent capacity of N-methylpyrrolidone 
(NMP) can be easily adjusted over a wide range of strength 
by addition of water. Owing to its physical properties, 
e.g. its low melting point of -24°C. and its low viscosity, 
extraction can be carried out at low temperatures, 
contrary to other processes. 

The solubility of NMP in non-aromatics is a function 
of the water content. In case of non-aromatic mixtures 
recovered as raffinate phase from the extraction of hydro- 
genated pyrolysis gasolines and reformates, the solubility 
for a water content of 10 to 20 per cent is between 3 and 
0.5 volume per cent. Owing to its extremely high partition 
coefficient, only small quantities of water are required for 
NMP recovery. The water used for this purpose returns 
to the process so that the water cycle is entirely closed. 

In lieu of an antisolvent or aromatica reflux, the 
Arosolyan Process uses a "mixed reflux", consisting of 
aromatica and non-aromatics. The non-aromatics con- 
tained in the " mixed reflux " are lo w boiling hydrocarbons. 
They are present in all hydrorefined products and refor- 
mates. Because of this " mixed reflux ", the higher boiling 
non-aromatics, physically dissolved in the extract in the 
lower section of the extractor, are replaced by low boiling 
non-aromatics which are easy to separate from the arom- 
atic« by distillation. This applies in like manner to paraf- 
fina, isoparaffins, naphthenes and olefins in particular. 
Hence, an additional clay treatment at increased temper- 
ature and pressure to remove olefins is not required. 

As shown m figure VIII, the solvent is charged to the 
top of a multi-stage extractor, from which it travels 
downward«. The mixture to he separated is fed to the 
centre of the extractor The non-aromatic« insoluble in 
the solvent pans upwards and leave the extractor at 
the top. while the solvent flows downwards and becomes 
loaded with aromatic«. In a distillation tower, extract 
and solvent are separated, the latter being returned to 
the process. The water, which is azeotroptcaJly carried 
over with the hydrocarbons, is operated and recycled 
to the extractor together w.th aromatics-free NMP 

The distillate from extract distillation, aromatica and 
low boiling non-aromatic», goes to the aromatic» stripper 
wheie low boiling non-aromatics aad part of the benzene 
are distilled off. The residue, the pure aromatica, is 
fractionated subsequently. Fractionation towers with a 
few trays are sufficient for this step. 

The non-aromatk hydrocarbons from the top of the 
extractor enter the non-aromatics »tripper where they 
are separated from the low boiling component«, which 
are supplied, together with the dtetiUat* from the «roma- 
nes «tripper, as "mixed reiua" to the extractor bottom. 

Two commercial scale plants using the prooees deecrib- 
ed above are now in operation. The first one for the 
production of benzene, toluene and xylenes from • 
hydrogenaled coke oven benaeae/oil gasification gasolene 
mixture (t0 to 90 per cent aromatica) was commissioned 
in December 19(2 at Tokyo Gas, Yokohama Works. 
The output of the plant, originally sued for a production 
of 30,000 t. aromatíct per year, was increased by «mall 
alterations to 65,000 t. aromatica per year. 

The yield is as under: 

•9.9 per osat 
To1"«« 99.7 par estit 
Xylan* + ethyfbenam 96.1 par cant 

Calculated over twenty-two months, the average 
melting point of pure benzene is above 5.50*C., the 
solvent consumption being 0.02 kg. per ton aromatic«. A 

_ . wte#v#ry m mlittl rvntan 
E«tr»rti»n       Entrad airtiHatitn Aramatic» »tnapar   Ntnaramattc* 

• • •    ttrippw 

•ura «ramatici 
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TABU ?  Ovejuno* min or »IH*HV»N mot eae 

• ••ganera*'   *#*-    irvivnv  ^xrvjxi-wvBx   /*ej*w   •J^rvrn 

regeneration of the solvent, for instance by distillation, 
is not necessary. 

In December 1963, the second plant for the production 
of benzene and toluene from a hydrogenated pyrolysis 
gasoline with a capar ty of §0,000 t. aromatici per year 
was commissioned at Erdökhemie GmbH Dormagen, 
Federal Republic of Germany. Figure IX illustrates the 
process low of this plant. 

The hydrogenated mixture of aromatics and non- 
aromatici is supplied to a mixer-settler type extraction 
tower comprising some 20 to 30 extraction stages. The 
solvent, an NMP/water mixture, is charged to the top 
of the tower, from which it travels downwards. The 
loaded solvent is stripped in two stages. In the first 
stripper all low boiling hydrocarbons and part of the 
benzene are distilled off. To avoid pentane losses, this 
»tripper operates under slightly increased pressure. The 
distilled water is partly returned to the top of the tower, 
the remainder being supplied to the bottom to maintain 
concentration. The bottoms product, which is free from 
non-aromatks, it separated in the second stripper into 
a distillate, the pure aromatics, and a bottoms product, 
the aromatics-free solvent. The solvent returns to the 
extractor. 

The raffinate is withdrawn from the top of the extractor 
and all low boiling hydrocarbons are distilled off in the 
pentane tower. This tower operates under pressure, too. 
The distillate of the pentane tower and that of the first 
stripper are supplied as mixed reflux to the extractor. 

The bottoms product of the pentane tower is separated 
in a washer from NMP by means of the watery distillate 
of the second stripper. The NMP/water mixture is routed 
to the bottom of the second stripper. Thus, the water 
cycle is entirely closed. 

However, the process it not at all limited to the produc- 
tion of benzene, toluene and xylenes plus ethylbenzene. 
It is also possible by means of small alterations to extend 
the process to the production of C( aromatic*. 

It mutt be pointed out again that all previous data 
refer to the extraction of aromatica from non-aromatics 
and to the distillation of aromatics to produce pure 
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Feedatock 

»amene (wi percent) 1*1 11 
Tohmw(wi par cam) IMI 11 
Xylan« • ethylbenzene (wt paruant) 1 1 
Non-aromatici (wt par cam) 19 A 90 

Yield 

•enaene(wt parcarri) 999 998 
Toiuana (wt par earn) 997 990 
Xylaaai f fthylhoniene ( wi perçant) %.« 

Purity                                 g r 1 „ r 
Matting point1*            1 *) 1» 
Spat., gravity               O.W4 0.171 OSTO 0IW4 0«72 
•ansane (wt. %)          99 99 MM 

0.1 
99 99 Max 

0.01 
Toruene (wt \)            Man 99.4 Max Max 99 99 

0.01 0.1 001 
Xylene» (wt. %) Max 

0 1 
991 Max 

0.01 
Non-aromatics 

(wt. par cant).           Max Max Max Max. Max 
0.01 0.01 0 1 0.01 0.01 

Utility conaumption par ton Aromatics   • 

Statut »(t.)  IS 1.63 
Coo lins watar0 (cum) «0 10 
Elee rie powarikWh.) 19 25 
NMP(ka-) 0.02 0.03 
NMP Price par kg (DM) 4. 3» 
NMP Lots par ton of Aromatici (DM) 0.01 0 17 

• Includisi diMiltation. 
» Or an equivalent quantity of but in form of full oil or gai. 
• If wing air An coolers water rite can be decreased, electric power 

coniumption being increased. 

benzene, pure toluene and a xylene fraction containing 
m-, p-, o-xylene and ethylbenzene. The separation of 
xylene isomers will be dealt with later on. 

Apart from the consumption of energy and chemicals 
there are other factors influencing the applicability of a 
process, such as low investment costs, possibility of 
home manufacture, adaptability of the process to local 
conditions, use of other energy instead of steam, air fin 
coolers instead of water, adaptability of the process to 
changing raw material composition, easy maintenance as 
well as easy manipulability. The Arosolvan Process is 
able to meet all these requirements. 

In addition to the almost constant consumption of 
utilities such as heat, refrigeration, electric power and 
solvents, the costs are influenced by the size of plant. 

Figure X is a graph showing the operating costs per 
ton of aromatics including fractionation. The mixture 
to be extracted is understood to contain about SO to 
60 per cent aromatics of the following composition: 

 between 40 and 20 par cent 
Tétame about 40 per cent 
Xylenes 4- ethylbanaene  between 20 and 40 per cent 
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For amortization, interest and maintenance 10.5 and 
3 per cent, respectively of the investment are set in, the 
investment being a turn-key job on the basis of German 
prices. For operating purposes, 2 men per shift are necess- 
ary. The cost price for utilities is as follows: 

Steam, 16 atm.j  12.— DM/t. 
Cooling water 3.50 Dpfg/cu.m. 
Electric power 4.- Dpfg/kw-hr. 
NMP  4.-DM/kt. 

As already mentioned before, fuel gas or fuel oil may be 
used instead of steam, which will considerably reduce the 
utility costs, since about 90 per cent of the energy cost 
falls to steam. Benzene and toluene are easy to separate 
because of their boiling points, this is not true, however, 
of C, aromatici as can be seen from table 8. A typical 
fraction of C, aromatics contains e.g. : 

ethylbenzene  5 to 30 per cent 
m-xylene  35 to 65 per cent 
•»-»y1«1« 10 to 30 per cent 
°-xy,w«  10 to 30 per cent (17) 

All four isomers are recovered commercially nowadays. 
Ethylbenzene with the lowest boiling point, only 2s 

below p-xylene, is separated by superfractionation. The 
production of pure ethylbenzene requires towers with up 
to 360 trays, a reflux ratio of 1:120 and a heat consump- 
tion of about 20 t. steam/t. ethylbenzene. The expense 
involved is reasonable only in special circumstances. 

TABLE 8. CONSTANTS or ABSOLUTELY run ABOMATKS 

Cryiuetf- *«* Mtfntctt9t SfK. 
Ikms—V mtm Mur Vfky co CC) to» a XPC 

feu» •     +   5.53 80.10 1.5011 0.8790 
.    —94.99 110.63 1.4969 0.8669 

Ethylbenzene . .    -94.98 136.19 1.4959 0.8670 
m-Xyleoe . . . .    - 47.87 139.10 1.4972 0.8642 
p-Xytoi*.  . . + 13.26 138.35 1.4958 0.8610 
c-Xyleoe .  . . .    — 2<18 144.41 1.5054 0.8802 

Separation of m- and p-xylene by distillation is not 
possible at all. They are distilled off together from 
o-xylene. For separation of both isomers from o-xylene, 
towers with about 120 trays and a reflux ratio of 1:20 are 
required. The purity of o-xylene is at least 95 per cent, the 
remainder consisting of both isomers and traces of 
non-aromatics. 

Owing to their different points of crystallization 
(-4S and -H3-C). m- and p-xylene are separated by 
fractional crysdUization. For this purpose the mixture 
of isomers is cooled down by evaporation of carbon 
dioxide - Process of California Research (see Igure XI) 
— or ethylene — Lurgi Process (18) — to minus 60 and 
minus 70*C., &nd the crystals obtained are removed by 
mean of centrifuges. However, the yield of p-xylene 
is limited by its eutectk with m-xylene, which consists 
of 12 per cent m-xylene and 88 per cent p-xylene. Thence, 
the separated eutectic is partially melted, and the crystal 
suspension is given to the centrifuge of the next stage, 
where the crystals are extracted again. This procedure is 
repeated several times, the temperature being increased 
from stage to stage. From the last stage p-xylene is with- 
drawn in liquid condition with a purity of 95 to 99.5 
per cent. The mother liquors from the individual stages 
are returned to the preceding stage. Depending upon 
the concentration conditions of the initial mixture, the 
yield of p-xylene amounts to from 50 to 60 per cent only. 

The yield of p-xylene can be increased if the mother 
liquor, which contains about 7 to 9 per cent p-xylene, is 
subjected to a catalytic isomerization by the process of 
The Atlantic Refinery Company (19), the Shell 
Development Co (20), or the Maruzen Oil 
Co., Osaka, at temperatures of 400 to 500^., in the 
presence of hydrogen and under pressure. Owing to 
isomerization, the p-xylene concentration increases to 
19 per cent, the equilibrium concentration. The isomeric 
product now returns to crystallization. Because of the 
by-products obtained, which have to be removed from 
the cycle, the yield cannot be raised at will. A maximum of 
about 80 per cent can be reached (see figure XII). 

The bottoms product of the o-xylene tower contains 
polymethylbenzenes, particularly in the case of the 
processing of reformates and cuts with FBP's above 
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150°C. By superfractionation, o-ethyl-toluene (boiling 
point 166°C.) can be separated from 1,2,4-trimethyl- 
benzene, the pseudo eumene (150 trayi, reflux 1:13, 
boiling point 170°C); and pseudocumene can be sepa- 
rated from hemellitene, the 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene (100 
trays, reflux 1:9, boiling point 176"C). Mesitylene, the 
1,3,5-trimethylbenzene, can be separated from the residue 
only with difficulty. Thus, its manufacture is preferably 
carried out by isomerization of pseudocumene or its 
synthesis from acetone. 

Durene, the symmetrical 1,2,4,5-tetramethyIbenzene, 
can be enriched by distillation and separated by subse- 
quent crystallization from its isomers because of its high 
crystallization point of 80°C. The durene yield can be 
increased by isomerization of the mother liquor, which 
contains isodurene (1,2,3,5-TMB) and prehnitene (1,2,3, 
4-TMB). The technique is similar to the recovery of 
p-xylene by means of crystallization and isomerization. 
On the other hand, there is the synthesis, the alleviation 
of p-xylene with propylene, which leads to 1,4-dimethyl- 
2,5-isopropylbenzene, which is then treated instead of 
durene. It is obvious that the recovery of C, and C,, 
aromatici is profitable only if high rates of reformates 
are processed. 

Summarizing, mention should be made of the use of 
aromatics. Benzene —the price of which is greatly 
influenced by offer and demand — is used in the United 
States mainly to produce styrene and phenol (see table 9) 
(21). The main consumers can be gathered from the 
summary: styrene (polystyrenes and synthetic rubber) 
and phenol (resins, softeners, insecticides, herbicides, 
detergents). The consumption figure then decreases 
rapidly. The nylon products only go to 9 per cent, 
wheroas 43 per cent is used for the production of styrene 
and 19 per cent for phenol. 

It must be pointed out that it is not easy to bring 
production and consumption into line on the basis of 
statistics. There are disproportions inasmuch as additional 
quantities of beasene are produced by dealkylation of 
toluene and C. aromatics, which do not appear as 
production but as consumption. 

Toluene is directly used to a great extent as a solvent 
The dealkylation to benzene has already been mentioned 
Other applications are diisocyanate. vinyltoluene, benzoic 
acid and their further decomposition to phenol or capro- 
lactam, toluene sulphonates, the production of dulcify- 
ing material, nitrided and halogen dérivâtes. Further- 
more, considerable quantities of toluene are used for 
processing aviation grade gasolene. 

The xylene fraction, originally used for the upgrading 
of motor and aviation fuels and as solvent, becomes more 
and more the basis for chemical intermediates. 

Ortho-xylene, the price of which amounted to DM 
270. —/t. in 1963, is the great competitor of naphthalene 
in the production of phthalic anhydride. Phthalic anhy- 
dride is not only an intermediate product for the manu- 
facture of softeners but constantly gains in importance 
for the isomerization to terephthalic acid by the process 
of BASF-Henkel. Particularly in Japan, this process 
has been intensely developed lately, resulting in a simpli- 
fication and cost reduction of polyester production by 
avoidmg the DMT stage. 

Para-xylene, the current price of which is about 
DM 700.—/t., is almost exclusively employed in the 
production of DMT and terephthalic acid. Its competitor 
is toluene, which is applied io obtain l-methyl-4-iso- 
propylbenzene by alkylation with propylene, the 1- 
methyl-4-isopropylbenzene also resulting in terephthalic 
acid by oxidation. 

Of all C, isomers, m-xylene is used the least, and most 
of the production returns to gasolene blends. Another 
portion is used as solvent or to obtain p- and o-xylene 
by isomerization. It is of interest to study the way of 
oxidation to isophthalic acid and its use as comonomer 
for the production of polyester fibres. 

Finally, mention shoul ' be made of ethylbenzene, the 
monomer for the production of polystyrene and the 
comonomer for SBA rubber. The demand for the produc- 
tion of styrene is almost exclusively met by synthesis, 
starting from benzene and ethylene. On the o'her hand 
it is expected that the production from reformates will 
gain in significance. 

TABLE 9. UTILIZATION or BENZENE IN THE UNITED FTAIES 
OF AMEXICA IN 1962 

Styrene  43 
Phenol      19 
Nylon Wind 6  9 
Synthetic deurtsnu  6 
Malefc anhydride  4 
DDT  3 
CUorobcnzane  2 
Anilin«  2 
Benene hexschloride | 

Exports  7 
  4 
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Of the C, women, paeudocumen«, the 1,2,4-TMi, it 
of commercial importance for the production of trimel- 
\*x anhydride (TMA), which is the source for alkyl 
ree»«, ptaatKiiers for vinyl remm and non-nat-spottmg 
»ykm tyre cord. 

The difficulties involved in the recovery of mewtykme 
have already been mentioned The oxidation product, 
trimewc acid, becomes more and more important to the 
production of aikyd retini, plastici**• and moulding 
retint 

Of the C„ aromatici, durent the 1,2,4,5-TMi 11 
of particular significance. It it med to produce pyro- 
mallktc acid h benwne-tetracarboxylic acid in form 
of iti dianhydride by a gai phase oxidation prooet« 
unular to o-xylene oxidation. Pyromellitic anhydride 
it the raw material for the production of high tempera- 
ture resistant lynthetic retín« of the polyimide type. 
Thus the tyathetK materials come into the potami on of 
a field which up to now was reaerved for metals only 
because of their high temperature resistant property. 

OLEFIN* 

Compared to current demandi, the amount of ethylene 
and propylene obtained at by-products from the low 
temperature separation of coke oven gases is a trifle. 
Furthermore, this method of production is becoming 
obsolete. 

With the introduction of the thermal and catalytic 
cracking processes for the conversion of high boiling 
hydrocarbons to upgraded motor gasolene, the basis has 
been considerably extended. In addition, there are now 
modern processes, specifically developed for the produc- 
tion of olefins on a broad raw material basis. It is possible 
nowadays to generate olefins from all hydrocarbons and 
their mixtures, from ethane up to crude oil. 

Expressed as a percentage, the production of ethylene 
in the United States of America is as follows: 50 per cent 
from cracking of natural gas, e.g. ethane and propane, 
38 per cent recovered from refinery gases, and 12 per cent 
by cracking of petroleum distillates. In Europe, however, 
the dominant portion is generated from naphtha. 

As can be gathered from figure XIII, the production 
of ethylene has developed rapidly since 1953. The curve 
does not show any saturation value. On the other hand, 
the curve for the production of propylene has flattened 
noticeably, particularly since about 1960 (22), (23), 
(24). A similar development is to be seen at present in 
nearly all countries of Europe (55). 

Most of the ethylene (36.5 per cent of the production 
of the western world) is required for the making of 
polyethylene. Then follows the generation of ethylene 
oxide (19 per cent of ethylene) used for the manufacture 
of a number of products such as glycols, amines, deter- 
gents and softeners. The production of ethyl alcohol 
consumes 10.5 per cent, styrene 8.5 per cent and acetal- 
dehyde 3.5 per cent of the ethylene. The halogen deriva- 
tives are uaed as solvents, and dibromoethane is utilized 
as an addition to tetraethyl lead. 

A new branch of industry consuming high rates arise* 
in the future for ethylene with the synthesis of vinyl 

Figura xni 
Im 
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chloride, starting from ethylene and chlorine and the 
pyrolysis of dichbrethane. This branch of industry 
consumes 4.5 per cent of the production of wettern 
Europe and the United States of America, (41). 

Higher alcohols manufactured from ethylene arc 
intermediates for the production of softener! and sur- 
factants. If the n-alkylary sulphonates should turn out to 
be insufficiently degradaba in the future, the straight 
chain alcohols with more than twelve C-atomi will gain 
in significance. Apart from the n-paraftlns and natural 
fatty acids, ethylene represents one of the raw material 
sources. 

Last but not least, mention should be made of the 
synthesis of alpha olefins from ethylene. The ethylene 
consumption for their production, however, is relatively 
low (54). 

In point of quantity, propylene takes second place. 
It is used mainly for the synthesis of isopropanol. Then 
follow propylene trimer and tetramer as intermediates 
for the generation of detergents, polypropylene, propy- 
lene oxide, eumene, glycerine, n- and isobutanol by oxo- 
synthesis (53),  isoprene  and acrylonitrile  (25), (26). 

A n«w range of applications arises for propylene from 
the disproportionation reactions. Thus it is possible for 
instance to form one molecule of ethylene and one 
molecule of butylène from two molecules of propylene. 
This interesting reaction is not at aU limited to propylene 
but is applicable to straight chain olefins of up to 8 
C-atoms (27). 

Of the C« isomers, isobutytene is the basis for butyl 
rubber (polyisobutyiene), diisobutylene and isoprene. 
Further, it is used to produce isoamylalcohol by hydro* 
formylizatíon and to generate tertiary butyl alcohol 
by means of hydration. 

Normal butane and normal butène, which are obtained 
as by-products from all thermal processes for the produc- 
tion of ethylene and propylene, are defaydrogenated to 
butadiene. 
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IR via« of the variety of raw naîtrai avariai« for tac 
making of obtint, the éaaifR of i plant le ht erected 
will mainly depend apon the nature of the ra% material 
10 be used Tile raw material» available are indicated 
helow 

Refinery gat which, apart from hydrogen, methane, 
ethane and propane, contain« about 3 to S wt. per cent 
of ethylene and approximately 0.5 to 1.5 wt. per ostM of 
propylene A refinery with a catalytic cracking plant and 
recovery tectiont for LPG, motor fuel and light and 
heavy fuel otta, supplies about 3 to 4 per cent refinery 
gat referred to the crude oil charge. The ethylene produc- 
tion amounts to approximately 0.2 to 0.4 per cent of the 
crude oil throughput. It can be increased by thermal 
cracking of ethane and propane to about 0.1 to 1.3 per 
cent. The ethylene concentration in the ga* stream routed 
to the gat separation plant it increased thereby, and the 
recovery proceta becomes a more economical on«. So 
the production coett for the recovery of ethylene from 
refinery gaaea are coning nearer to thoae for the produc- 
tion in a pyrolysis plant. 

The inventaient coats for ethylene planta, expreeaed as 
HM/t ethylene, noticeably decrease above a capacity of 
150 tons of ethylene per day. To enture a production of 
this rate from refinery gases, the refinery must have a 
crude oil throughput of at least 12,000 to 11,000 t/day 
or 4 million to 6 milhon tons a year. 

Further sources for the making of olefins are ethane, 
propane and butane, as well as the gasolene contained in 
natural gas. 

Light gasolene fractions as they are obtained in all 
refineries have become increasingly important in the 
past for the production of olefins, particularly is Europe, 
rhe point is that the capacity of nearly all European 
refineries is below the four-to-ux-millioa-tons limit. 
These fractions are not wanted for motor fuel because of 
the high demand for the octane number. Furthermore, 
their conversion to useful motor fuel components with 
the required volatility presents difficulties. Accordingly 
these light gasolenes have a low market price and are 
most suitable for the production of olefins. 

Finally, mention should be made of crude oil or its 
heavier distillates as raw material source. Cntde oil as 
raw material is of interest for all those countnst which 
have only low refinery capacities or in which natural 
gas is found that, apart from methane, does not contain 
any higher homologa. 

Cracking processes 

With regard to the raw material, the cracking processes 
can be divided into two groups. 

(a) Crocking of low boiling hydrocarbons such as ethane, 
propane, butane and straight run distillates with FBP's 
of up to 200'C 

At high temperatures and short residence times the 
thermal cracking process has made its way against the 
catalytic cracking process at lower temperatures. It is 
obviously difficult here to maintain u>e activity and 
selectivity of tiw catalyst. 

C ramarne 4»« eltflnt 

Fyroly»l# 

5*«n#    è     è     è 
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FISMN XIV   frtmt+h tf mtnèm furme* pwtywU /**/ 

Of all types proposed by now for the continuous 
thermal cracking of light hydrocarbons, the tubular 
reactor, hereinafter called steam cracker (se« ligure XIV) 
has been used more than all (30). 

Pyrolysis is carried out in the presence of steam to 
reduce the partial pressure of hydrocarbon vapour and 
to avoid coke deposits. The tubes are heated externally 
to bring the vapour mixture to reaction ttmiierature and 
to introduce the reaction heat i*ce«sary for pyrolysis 
into the system. The arrangement of the tubes is such 
that aa extremely high utilization of energy of the heating 
medium and a continuous increase in temperature are 
ensured. There is some limitation with regard to the 
residence time, running in the order of 0 6 to 1.3 sect, in 
virtus of the rate at which heat can be transferred to 
the reactant. 

The interdependence of residence time and reaction 
temperature at a given crocking degree is illustrated for 
the ethylene £cuerauon from ethane by figure XV (21). 
For the residence time ot 1 sec. and a conversion degres 
of 60 per cent, the reaction temperature is about 760*C. 
If the reaction time is reduced to 1/10 second, the tempe- 
i ature must be increased at the same conversion degree 
to MO'C. 

1^00   V800  i^oo ¡pOO 

700       750      800      850     900    «SO   10001,050 i¿00°C 
Temperature 
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The tubular furnace il limited m virtu« of the tempers- 
tura resistance of the tube material, the beat transfer 
eftset and the reaCion velocity. The pyrolyses, which is 
carried out at temperature! of about 700 to 800-C, it 
followed by the cooling of cracked gases. A rapid cooling 
ot the gaset at the furnace outlet it neceaaary to avoid 
olefin tones by secondary reactions. This is required 
particularly if a maximum ethylene yield and equilibrium 
approximation are desired. By means of cooling in a 
waste heat boiler and subsequent quenching by meant 
of hot water or oil, the cracked gases are cooled down 
to approximately ISO to 200*C. 

Thence, the cracked gates are further cooled, and 
the heavy hydrocarbons obtained from pyrolysis and 
the steam added in the furnace are condensed off. The 
cooling process is carried out on a direct basis (tee 

TABLS to. PvaoLvsts or UMANE, PROFANI AND HJTANE 

IN  TUSt'LA» FUKNACI 

Operation data: 
Outlet (»O  »o 
Outlet (ki/tq.cm.«bt.)  1.2 
StssRi/hydroctrbon (moto/mole).... 0.3 
Convenios (per cant)  38.8 

800 800 
1.7 1.5 
0.4 0.35 

«7.7 90.5 

CHKkté vu 
IMC* 

Ciwcktá     Ffi Crtckttl ffi Crmcktá 

Composition (molo por com) 
CA 0.3 33.1 1.7 25.4 244 
CH, .     99.3 26.7 11.5 10.3 5.7 
CA . 0.2 0.6» 2.1 8.2 11.5 
CA — — 84.6 6.0 6.5 1.8 
C|HW. — — — — 93.5 4.2 c*.. . — 0.3 — 1.3 — 3.6 
Othsrt   . — 39.3 — 4*8 — 48.8 

• Inclinila «C.H.. 

r*Mk**k s« -mm » »   IWiMSar 
u w mif Mm M m* 

Operation data 

(»Uli« fC) 7*6 762 
Outtat (k|/«).cm sea ) 21 2 1 
Steam io (né ratio (mole/mole) 75 1.2 

Comtmition of crock tU gm 

<-th, (wt p cent) 27 2 220 
< ¡H, (wt p uent) 11 2.5 
C»H,(wt  p cent) 13 2 II« 
C',H, (wt p tent) Of 0.4 
( ,H, (wt p cent) 4 1 4.2 
< 4H, (wt s oent) 7.J 5.3 
C»Hw(wt ». cent) 9.4 0.3 
c^ uè u> if«»c <wt. p. oent) 178 30.3 
Fust oil and «arkoa (wt. »• eem) 8.4 M.5 
Others (wt. ». oam) 15* 124 

figure XIV) '0 remove the condensation heat rapidly 
and to equate the gas temperature with the cooling 
water temperature as much as possible. The circulating 
water and the oily condensate are separated in a separator. 
The water it then recooled indirectly and returned to the 
cooling tower. 

Figure XVI shows the model of a plant which is under 
commission to produce 35,000 t/year of ethylene and 
20,000 t/year of propylene from propane. Tables 10 and 11 
show some typical examples of ethylene production, 
starting from ethane, propane, butane and straight run 
distillates (29) (see also 23). 

The yield of ethylene from the cracking of ethane 
on a once-through basis amounts to 47 per cent at a 
cracking degree of 58 per cent. At a cracking degree 
of about 87 per oent, 28 wt. per cent of ethylene and 
17 wt. per cent of propylene (ire obtained from propane. 
At a conversion of 90 per cent of butane, the yield of 
ethylene amounts to 36 to 37 wt. per cent and of propylene 
21 to 22 wt. percent. 

Table 11 shows that apart from ethylene and propylene, 
considerable rates of pyrolysis gasoline of a boiling 
range of up to 190-C are obtained from naphtha thermal 
cracking. The rate obtained — as can be gathered from 
both the examples — depends upon the boiling range 
of the raw material as welt as upon the cracking conditions. 
In any case the pyrolysis gasoline is rich in aromatics, 
which can be recovered as already described above. The 
rate of aromatics is not inconsiderable and amounts 
to approximately 10 to 12 wt. per cent of the charge 
for lighter gasolene and about 18 to 20 wt. per cent for 
heavier gasolene. 

In view of the fact that the market is not able to absorb 
any propylene rate whatever —as can be teen from 
figure XIII — and that the demand for ethylene it conti» 
nuoutly increasing, efforts are triade to reduce the propylene 
feneration to a certain degree. The result it a preferred 
ethylene production  by  meant  of high-temperature 
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short-residence pyrolysis or recycling of ethane and 
propane, which it obtained fey hydrogénation of pro- 
pylene. 

(hi CHUkmg <»/ Aíf* boiling h vdrot arbors 

la the caae of these raw materiali, heat n transferred 
indirectly by means of solid heat camera i.e., heat may 
be transferred hy fixed earner», Otiia process, (31) or 
by moved carriers (31), 02). 

It il obvious that the continuous cracking Broceases 
with moved carriera will have more significance in the 
future than the semi-continuous procesa«« with fixed 
heat carriers. 

In the caae of the Lurgi-Ruhrgas Sand Cracker (13) 
(Me figure XVII), hot sand is routed to a mttdized bed, 
where the hydrocarbons to be cracked are injected 
together with superheated steam. By means of evaporation 
and cracking the sand la cooled down by about IOO*C. As 
much sand as is fed is withdrawn continuously from the 
fluid bed. In the lift the sand is heated up directly by 
flue gases and routed to the collecting bunker. The carbon 
formed during cracking is burnt off here. The heat of 
the flus gasea k utilised ia the heat exchangers to heat 
up the steam, the air wed in the proceas as well as the 
feedstock. 

After they have paaaed a cyclone in which the entrained 
sand is separated, the cracked gases are quenched and 
cooled down in a similar way as in the steam cracker. 

Five plants utilizing this process for cracking of 
naphtha or crude oil are now under commission or 
construction. Together they have a capacity of 
160,000 t/year of ethylene and 75,000 t/year of propylene. 

A fklher fluidixed bed process has been developed 
by Badisene Anilin- und Sodafabrik AG particularly 
for the cracking of crude oil (31), (34). 

The process makes use of the coke obtained from 
cracking or uses a temperature and wear resistant 
granular material as heat carrier. Two types of process 
are basically possible for meeting the demand for heat 
supply, i.e., the carrier is continuously removed from the 
fluid bed and heated up outside the reactor, or the heat 
necessary for evaporation and cracking is obtained from 
a burning process taking place in the reactor by intro- 
duction of oxygen. In this cane the cracked gases are 
diluted by the combustion gase«. This type of process is 

Quenca tower 

°Slar^ Cracked gas 
(olefins) 

Waste ana     Fuel oil      Fuel oil   Crocked naphtha 
(aromatice) 

Hgara XVH. Mas** «/ itti*Jta*njM Sm* Chacear 

of particular importance if the cracking piani can he 
combined with a synthesis plant, eg methanol or 
ammonia synthesis. 

BASF process and sand tracker art alno suitabl* 
for the cracking of light hydrocarbons Both prixewtes 
«apply high rates of aromatic-rich pyrolysis gasolenes 
By quenching the hot cracked gaaes vuth naphtha the 
pyrolysis gasolene output can be increased ¡n some cast", 
up to 100 wt. per cent referred to the ethylene generated 
The aromatic» content of the pyrolysis gasolenes gem-rally 
ranges slightly above 60 per cent. 

Compared to the steam cracker, BASF preens and 
sand cracker are more flexible with regard to the feed- 
stocks and are less limited to severe cracking conditions 
The propylene portion can be repressed by this means in 
favour of a higher ethylene yield Thus, in the case of 
butane cracking (29) in a reactor with moved heat 
carriers, the ethylene yield can be increased up to 45 wt 
per cent by raising the cracking temperature at a propylene 
generation of 12 wt. per cent, whereas m the steam cracker 
only 30 to 33 wt. per cent of ethylene are obtained at a 
propylene generation of 2i to 22 wt. per cent. 

For the sake of completeness mention must be mad« of 
the processes of high-temperature pyrolysis of hydro- 
carbons. They are suitable for the production of both 
acetylene and olefins by pyrolysis in a range of 1,300 to 
l,700°C. The heat necessary for pyrolysis is generated 
by the burning of hydrogen, methane or other fuel gases. 
The hydrocarbons to be cracked are mixed with the hot 
flue gases, and the reaction mixture is rapidly cooled 
down after the reaction path (35). Thence, the acetylene 
is removed from the cooled cracked gas, and ethylene as 
well as propylene are recovered from the remaining gases. 

The cooled cracked gases from steam crackers, sand 
crackers and fluid bed processes, e.g. BASF process, 
are now separated in a gas separation plant into pure 
hydrocarbons or their fractions. As the specifications for 
pure ethylene and pure propylene are extremely high, 
combinations of chemical treatment, drying, super- 
fractionation and hydrogénation processes are used to 
process the cracked gas mixture. Three types of process 
are basically possible (29): 

(a) Processes which operate at lo«' pressure and low 
temperature following the well known air separation 
plants at temperatures down to minus 180°C; 

(*) Processes which use medium pressures of 25 atm. 
and medium temperatures of about minus 40 to minus 
60*C,  with ethylene being generated by absorption; 

(c) Processes which operate at medium pressures up 
to 33 atm. and low temperatures down to about minus 
I30*C, following the distillation technique of refineries. 

The process of such a plant, using pressures up to 
33 atm. and temperatures of about minus 130*C, it 
described below (see figure XVIII). 

To achieve a distillative separation, the pressure of the 
gases from the cracking plant must be increased so that 
the major portion of the gas can be liquefied. The com- 
pression is carried out in four stages. The design and selec- 
tion of the compression stages have been accomplished 
under the particular considération that the heaviest 
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hydrocarbons of the cracker gas, which tend to gum 
formation, must be removed before the gas is further 
processed. Moreover, high temperatures in the compressor 
plant must be avoided to minimize the danger of poly- 
merization of the heavy unsaturated hydrocarbons in the 
cracker gas. 

The process gas is intercooled after each compression 
stage. The components which condense in the inter- 
coolers are collected in the respective separators. The 
condensate from the first stage separator is returned to 
the oil/water separation unit arranged in the quench 
system of the pyrolysis plant. The condensate from the 
third stage is flatbed into the separator located after the 
second stage. The liquid product from the separator is 
passed to stnpper I to remove the lower boiling compo- 
nents. Thence, it is passed to the low pressure debutanizer 
When cooling after the fourth stage, a considerable 
portion of the C, hydrocarbons is already removed 
b> condensation. This condensate is passed to stripper II. 
In the stnpper the C, hydrocarbons contained in the 
condensate are removed and returned to the fourth 
•tage. The bottoms product, mainly consisting of G 
hydrocarbons, is supplied to the depropanizer. 

Between the third and fourth compression stage the 
process gas is patted through a caustic washer. This 
washer system, which is required to remove sulphur 

compounds and CO* comprises a double-stage caustic 
washer and a subsequent water washer. 

Before entering the low temperature section of the 
distiUauon plant, the process gas already compressed 
to about 35 atm in the compression plant is dehydrated 
by absorption of the major portion of water on activated 
alumina. The three dehydrating units are operated in 
such a way that the gas can always pass through two of 
them, whilst the third is being regenerated by the dry 
and hot residual gas stream from the demethanizer. 
The last regenerated unit of the two operating ones is 

f0nJ!!fted after *** other unit« which " more heavily 
loaded so that an optimum dehydrating action is achieved. 

The gases from the dehydrating plant are cooled in a 
condenser group by cold residual gas and partly condensed 
by an evaporating refrigerant. Thence, the gases are pasted 
to the demethanizer tower to be split into ethylene and 
heavy hydrocarbons (bottoms product) and into hydro- 
gen, methane and a small portion of ethylene (overhead 
product). From this overhead product the major portion 
of ethylene component is recovered in a subtequeat 
condentmg and flashing system by utilizing the Jouie- 
Thomton effect. The recovered, contaminated ethylene/ 
methane mixture is returned to the demethaniier. 

In the first deethanizer tower the C, hydrocarbon 
(ethylene and ethane) from the bottoms proda« of the 
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first demethanizer tower are removed overhead. The 
bottoms product of the deethanizer, which consists of 
C, hydrocarbons and heavier components, is passed to 
the hot section of the plant for further processing. 
Together with the liquid stream from the compressor 
unit (bottoms product of stripper II), it is fed to the depro- 
panizer. 

The overhead product from the first deethanizer 
(ethylene/ethane mixture) contains a small portion of 
acetylene which must be removed so that only traces will 
remain in the pure ethylene. This is achieved by means of 
selective hydrogénation in an acetylene converter unit 
where the acetylene is converted partly to ethane and 
ethylene. This conversion takes place at higher tempera- 
tures over a noble metal catalyst. The hydrogen required 
for this purpose is obtained by a 70 per cent hydrogen 
injection into the process gas stream entering the reactor. 
The hydrogen gas is taken from the flashing stage after 
the first demethanizer. Since small rates of ethane, 
methane and hydrogen will penetrate into the process 
gas stream by the acetylene converting process, the 
acetylene removal is performed before ethylene is finaliv 
separated from its contaminations. On the other hand, 
the conversion process shall take place on an ethylene 
stream which is as highly concentrated as possible so as 
to ensure that the specified product quality shall be 
obtained. 

The process gas from the acetylene converters is 
cooled and partly condensed in heat exchangers and 
then passed to the second demethanizer tower. Thence, 
the methane not entirely removed in the first demethanizer 
and the excess hydrogen injected upstream of the acety- 
lene converters (including the methane mixed to the 
process stream with the contaminated hydrogen) are 
removed overhead. This overhead stream contains a 
certain amount of ethylene which is recycled to the fourth 
suge of the feed compressor so that its ethylene content 
<s not lost. 

The ethylene/ethane mixture from the bottom of the 
second demethanizer is separated in the ethylene/ethane 
separating tower into pure ethylene and ethane. To pro- 
duce the necessary reflux, the heat pump principle is 
applied, i.e., the overhead vapours are compressed by 
the compressor of the ethylene refrigerating plant, 
and the reflux stream is condensed in the reboiler 
of the tower. The pressure of the ethylene vapour 
is simultaneously increased in the ethylene refrigeration 
plant from the tower operating pressure to the discharge 
pressure. 

The bottoms streams from the first deethanizer and 
stripper II are introduced together into the depropanizer. 
In the depropanianr the streams are split into a propylene/ 
propane mixture (overhead product) and into a mixture 
of C, and heavier hydrocarbons (bottoms product). 

The bottoms product from the depropanizer consists 
of C« hydrocarbons and higher boiling components. 
A further stream of heavy hydrocarbons is obtained as 
bottoms product from stripper I of the compressor 
unit. These two streams are fed to the debutamnr and 
spHt iato a C4 stream and a bottoms stream consisting 
of pentaas aad heavier hydrocarbons. 

2» 

The propylene and ethylene refrigerating plants serve 
to produce the temperatures required for the process. 

Both these plants comprise a four-stage compressor 
unit each, including the required intermediate drums and 
coolers for the condensation of the evaporated and 
recompressed refrigerant. The intermediate pressures 
are selected as required for the various refrigeration 
levels. 

The compressed refrigerant vapours are condensed 
after the fourth stage in the propylene refrigerating 
plant by means of cooling water. The condensation in 
the ethylene refrigeration system is achieved by propy- 
lene. A part of the power required to produje the lew 
temperatures by means» of ethylene is obtain ;d from the 
propylene refrigeration plant of the cascade type. 

The propane/propylene mixture from the gas separa- 
tion plant contains acetylene derivatives, the concentra- 
tion of which depends upon the cracking conditions. 
These derivatives must be removed since they are incon- 
venient for the subsequent treatment of propylene. The 
removal or conversion is carried out by selective hydro- 
génation in the gas phase (38) or in the liquid phase (36). 
Thence, they are fractionated to recover pure propylene. 

The same applies to the Cs fraction (37). The C« frac- 
tion from the gas separation plant contains about 
20 to 40 per cent of butadiene as its most valuable compo- 
nent. The most important processes for its separation 
are shown in figure XIX. 

The oldest among these processes is the Esso-CAA 
process, shown in the lower section of the figure. It 
works to the liquid-liquid extraction principle with a 
copper ammonium acetate solution and uses the ability 
of the copper-tetramine complex to bond butadiene at 
low temperatures and set it free at higher temperatures. 
The solvent is precooled to minus 20"C and passed 
through a mixer separator battery. After removal of the 
acetylene compounds, the C4 fraction is introduced at 
about the centre of the extraction line. The right section 
of the extraction battery serves as rectifier, i.e., pure 
butadiene is passed towards the saturated solvent so 
that the butènes, which are dissolved in addition to 
butadiene, are displaced by butadiene. The reflux is 
obtained by heating up the saturated solvent before the 
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last separator, thus liberating a portion of the dissolved 
butadiene. The remaining C4 hydrocarbons leave the 
nrst separator, whereas butadiene is separated from tne 
solvent in the desorber. In the subsequent tower small 
rates of high boiling impurities arc separated. 

The Phillips process (see upper left section) uses the 
principle of the extractive distillation with furfural as 
extraction solvent. Butadiene leaves the bottom of the 
left tower together with furfural and is drilled off from 
the extraction solvent in the stripper. The final purification 
is carried out in the right tower. 

The Shell process (39) uses the same principle but 
substitutes furfural for acetoni trile. The advantage of 
acetonitrile is its better extractability, i.e., the process 
operates more economically. 

Contrary to other processes, the BASF-NMP process 
(40) works according to the gas washer principle. 
N-methylpyrrolidone, which is utilized as solvent, k 
also used in other absorption and extraction processes. 
Butadiene is selectively separated in the absorber. Small 
rates of butène are also dissolved and stripped off by a 
countercurrent of pure butadiene in the rectifier. 

The acetylene compounds, which have the greatest 
affinity to the solvent, are withdrawn in gaseous state 
from the lower section of the stripper. This process is 
particularly suitable for the treatment of C4 fractions 
with t. high acetylene content. Hence, the prior removal 
of acetylene ¡? not required. 

It is not easy to give a survey of the costs for the 
production of olefins. The cost price for one ton of olefins 
depends upon many factors. Let us start with the raw 
material. First, the olefin yield depends upon its boiling 
range. Paraffin base raw materials of necessity result 
in higher ethylene yields and concentrations in the 
cracked gas than naphthenic base raw materials. Hence 
the raw material is decisive for the basic design of the 
tubular furnace and gas separation plant and thus for 
the extent of investments which are higher for naphthenic 
base raw materials than for paraffin base ones. 

Further, the raw material cost and the valuation of the 
by-products, such as propylene, pyrolysis gasoline, butène 
and butadiene, obtained in addition to ethylene from the 
cracking process, represent decisive factors. The consump- 
tion of energy and the purity required are the most 
important factors for the selection of the gas separation 
process. 

In general, the investment costs for a steam cracker 
plant, comprising furnace section, gas separation section 
with hydrorefining of ethylene, ethylene-ethane separation 
ethane recirculation and generation of an unrefined 
propane-propylene fraction as well as a C4 fraction 
referred to one ton per year of ethylene, are as follows: 

Ethylene production »,000 t/yetr     100.000 t/ye«r 
DM inverted (ton/year ethylene)     520 to «00        400 to 470 

One-third of the investment costs are required for the 
furnace section, and about two-thirds refer to the gas 
separation plant. 

The production costs must be calculated separately 
for each individual project as the prices for energy 
and naphtha depend mainly upon the local conditions. 

Further, the economic analysis includes the proceeds 
for the by-products. The extent of influence of the by- 
products on the economics may be gathered from the 
following summary. 

To produce 1,000 kg of pure ethylene, approximately 
3,500 kg of naphtha with a boiling range of 40 to 200°C 
are required. Taking into consideration ail losses, the 
pure ethylene yield in the case .f ethane recirculation 
amounts to 28.5 to 32 per ceiu. in addition, 450 kg 
of a propylene/propane fraction (acetylene-bearing, 90 
to 95 per cent propylene content), 340 kg of a C4 fraction, 
1,100 kg of pyrolysis gasoline and 610 kg of fuel gas, 
preferably hydrogen and methane, are obtained. 

Considering the cracking plant alone, the investment 
cost.« for a sand cracker are slightly higher than those of 
a st' am cracker of the same capacity. However, as the 
major portion of the investment costs refer to the gas 
separation plant, the over-all costs are only a little 
higher than those for a combination steam cracker/gas 
separation plant. The same applies also to the operating 
costs. In this context, mention should be made again of 
the flexibility of the sand cracker, which can process 
all hydrocarbons from ethane up to crude oil. 

The above-mentioned prices are calculated on the 
basis of European conditions, with the olefin plant being 
built as part of a refinery. The prices do not include 
licences, know-how fees and financing costs. 

PARAFFINS 

A decade ago, straight cha¡n paraffins could be process- 
ed commercially only by means of the Fischer-Tropsch 
synthesis, the conversion of carbon monoxide and hydro- 
gen. Now the South African Gas and Oil Corporation, 
Sasol, at Sasolburg, South Africa, is the only firm 
making use of this process. This factory was built during 
'he years 1952 to 1955 through the co-operation of the 
M. W. Kellogg Company, New York, Ruhrchemie AG, 
Oberhausen and Lurgi Gesellschaft für Wärmetechnik 
mbH, for the Union of South Africa. On the basis of 
coal with a high ash content it produces petrol, diesel 
oil, and slab and hard wax. The Fischor-Tropsch process 
therefore supplies a variety of hydrocarbons, from 
methane to high molecular wax. 

In its activity to keep the rivers clean by means of 
placing biologically degradable detergents at the disposal 
of the population, the petrochemical industry was con- 
fronted with the problem of supplying high rates of 
straight chain hydrocarbons of the C„ to C14 and Cw 
to Cj7 range as coupling components. 

As with aromatica, petroleum was able to fil' the raw 
material gap. In the boiling range of 170 to 270»C (see 
figure XX), the necessary straight chain hydrocarbons 
are contained in the straight run distillates of petroleum. 
Because of the variety of isomers a separation of the 
straight chain paraffins cannot be carried out by means of 
conventional methods. Here we can make use of molecu- 
lar sieves, synthetic aluminium silicate:, with exactly 
defined pore sizes aa absorbente (42, 43), which even 
under operating conditions maintain their proper size. 

The following properties of the molecular sieves are of 
interest for the technical process: they only catch those 
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Figure XX. Boiling points of paraffins, olefins, naphthenes 
wid aromatks at 760 ton. 

molecules that are smaller in diameter than the pores 
themselves; they adsorb olefins better than paraffin» 
and they preferably adsorb paraffins with higher molecular 
weight. 

The outcome of the mixture under treatment is that 
the fraction to be processed is not cut too extensively 
and probably does not contain any olefins. Further- 
more, the molecular sieves require a raw material which 
is free from any gum whatever. In so far as the final 
product is concerned, exacting demands are made on the 
sulphur and nitrogen content by virtue of its final utili- 
zation as detergent. 

Therefore, the straight run distillate must be subjected 
to hydrorefining before the n-paraffins are separated. The 
olefins are saturated to paraffins, and the sulphur, 
nitrogen and oxygen compounds are hydrogenatcd to 
hydrocarbons under removal of hydrogen sulphide, 
ammonia and water. The raw material is then dehydrated 
to remove the last traces of water. 

Adsorption on molecular sieves is an equilibrium 
process. That is, the rate and extent of adsorption depend 
on the concentration of the straight chain compounds 
in the fluid surrounding the sieve and on the amount 
of the compound which is already in the pores of the sieve. 
Since the rate of adsorption tends to level off as the sieve 
approaches saturation, it is generally preferred to load 
the sieves up to a point which is appreciably less than 
saturation. 

The adsorbed mrteria) can be recovered from the sieve 
by heating or by applying vaccum. The adsorbed material 
can also be eluted from the sieve by exposing the sieve 
to another adsorbable but lower boiling hydrocarbon. 
Thus, the normal Q, to Q, paraffins on a molecular sieve 
can be recovered by passing n-hexane over the sieves and 
recovering a mixture of n-hexane and Q, to Q, n-paraf- 
fins. Distillation of this mixture would ¿hen yield 
n-paraffins and n-hexane for use in tlie next desorption 
cycle. 

We know of the following commercial processes which 
are dînèrent with regard to ths adsorption aad regenera- 
tion conditions, not limited to the Cu to Cu range 

only, and all of which use molecular sieves of the same 
pore size (46, 47). 

The Isosiv process (44, 45), developed by Linde Com- 
pany, a Division of Union Carbide Corporation, operates 
in the vapour phase, and desorption is accomplished by 
reducing the pressure in the adsorber. 

In the Texaco Seiective Finishing Process (48), (4G), 
the adsorbed hydrocarbons are stripped off by means 
of some vapour phase desorption medium. The Enjay 
Chemical Company process was developed by Esso 
Research and Engineering Company (4t>). This process 
adsorbs the n-paraffins in the vapour phase in a moving 
bed, whereas desorption is effected at a higher temperature 
than the adsorption. 

The British Petroleum Company (46) has built its 
first plant in the Federal Republic of Germany to produce 
30,000 t/year of n-paraffins by its own process. The 
engineering was carried out by Lurgi Gesellschaft für 
Mineralöltechnik mbH. Adsorption in this process takes 
place from the vapour phase but desorption is accom- 
plished with a low boiling paraffin. 

The adsorber, which is filled with molecular sieves, is 
first charged with the hydrocarbon vapours. The n-paraf- 
fins are adsorbed by the molecular sieves, whereas the 
other hydrocarbons leave the adsorber in a vaporous 
state and are condensed in a cooling tower. When the 
maximum load is reached, i.e., shortly before the break- 
through of n-paraffins, the charging is interrupted 
(see figure XXI). Thence, the adsorber is purged with a 
low boiling hydrocarbon, which, owini; to the existing 
partial pressure conditions, displaces the formerly absor- 
bed n-paraffins. A mixture of low and high boiling 
hydrocarbons is obtained here. The low boiling 
carbons are distilled off from this mixture and returned 
to the process. The recovered n-paraffins lemain as 
bottoms product. Now the adsorber is regenerated and 
then ready to be reloaded. 

It should be mentioned that the molecular sieves are 
loaded under pressure. This is done for economic reasons 
since the adsorption rate of the molecular sieves, as in 
the case of all adsorbents, increases more substantially 
with increasing pressure. In order to avoid cracking, the 
evaporation is carried out in the presence of nitrogen as 
carrier gas. The entire cycle is controlled by means of a 
timing system which is similar to the switch system of an 
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activated carbon plant to recover solvents — loading, 
steam purging, drying and reloading. 

The distillation unit downstreams of the adsorber 
group is of simple setup since the difference in the boiling 
points of the desorber.t and recovered n-paraffins is 
great. By means of the parallel connexion of several 
adsorbers, fhe discontinuous operation of the single 
adsorber is converted to a fully continuous one, which, 
compared to any other solvent recovery plants, is substan- 
tially simplified by virtue of elegant designs. 

Ine Molex process (49, 50, 51), developed by Universal 
Oil Products Company, has been selected as the route to 
detergent-range n-paraffins by Continental Oil for their 
plant at Laki Charles, La., by Gelsenberg Benzin AG, 
Federal Republic of Germany, and others. Gelsenber.g 
Benzin AG, was also erected by Lurgi Gesellschaft für 
Mineralöltechnik mbH. 

The process can be described as follows (see 
figure XXII): separation is accomplished by adsorption 
of n-paraffins from the liquid phase in a bed of molecular 
sieves. Operation is isothermal and continuous, in that 
feed and product streams enter and leave the process at 
a constant rate and with constant composition. Pressures 
are moderate, and temperatures do not exceed the 
atmospheric boiling points of the charge stocks. The 
system makes it possible to use a single stationary bed 
of solid adsorbent in a way which produces the desired 
results. 

The desorbent used in the Molex process is a low 
boiling hydrocarbon fraction. Paraffins with a purity 
up to 99.2 per cent are obtained. However, as in the case 
of all adsorption processes, purity, yield and operating 
costs are interdependent. 

Proper treatment of the feed will make it possible to 
operate for long periods before regeneration of the 
molecular sieve is necessary, so that onstream efficiency 
of 90 per cent and a mole, sieve life of over two years can 
be expected. The following estimate of operating and 
capital costs for a Molex unit is given (50): for a unit 
designed to produce 136 cu.m./day of n-parafflns froin 
710 cu.m./day of a feedstock containing 23 per cent by 
volume of straight chain molecules in either the kerosene 
or light gas oil boiling rangea, the total of direct operating 
costs is estimated to be 0.58 cent per pound of norma! 
paraffins, corresponding to approximately DM 52.—/t. 
n-paraffins. This figure includes replacement of sieves, 
chemicals, utilities,  labour administration, laboratory 
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charges, local taxes and insurance, but does not include 
any allowance for pay-out. The erected cost of this unit 
including sieves and chemicals is estimated to be 10 million 
DM. These data are of course subject to the qualifications 
on costs stated in the preceding paragraph. 

In the case of the Isosiv process (46), the costs for a 
plant of about 160 cu.m. of n-paraffins/day amount to 
8.8 million DM, including the initial loading of molecular 
sieves. No mention is made of the quality of the feedstock 
or the purity of ihe n-paraffin product. 

Excluding offsite facilities, however, operating costs 
are said to be about DM 80.—/t. n-paraffins, licence 
exclusive. 

The aforementioned processes are used not only for 
separation of n-paraffins of a boiling range of 170 to 
300°C but also for low boiling straight run distillates and 
reformates; on the one hand, to increase the octane 
number by removal of paraffins and, on the other hand, 
to recover n-paraffins to be used as fuels for aeronautic 
purposes. Low boiling n-paraffins are of interest for the 
chemical industry as raw material for the production of 
acids, aldehydes and alcohols. The combination of 
aromatics extraction, molecular sieve and isomerization 
processes offers interesting possibilities for the future. 
Cracking of n-paraffins to olefins may also be possible 
by means of such combinations. We are therefore in the 
midst of a fast-moving development and there is yet 
no end in sight. 

Two decades ago it was difficult for the chemist to 
make or buy half a kilogram of pure benzene with a 
melting point of above 5.50'C Today, benzene of high 
purity is being produced in thousand of kilograms per 
hour. 

To recover pure ethylene, sugar had to be fermented to 
alcohol, which was then dehydrated catalytically. The 
result was a product regarded at the time as pure 
ethylene but which would not meet the present speci- 
fication for pure ethylene at all. 

It was a painstaking task for the chemist to produce 
n-paraffins. By means of distillation it was only possible 
to obtain pure n-pentane or n-hexane, but not higher 
homologs. Furthermore, the product yield and purity 
' as very low. 

The development of the production process would have 
been hampered if the science of analytical chemistry 
were not at the disposal of the mechanical and chemical 
engineer*. Today, with the utilization of modern appara- 
tus good results by means of analytical chemistry can 
be obtained within a very short time, whereas, only a 
decade ago the same results would have taken several 
days or even longer to achieve. 

The author has tried to give a general view of a fijld 
which is of great interest to the scientist and the engineer, 
and to the businessman as well. We have learned that 
petroleum has surpassed or replaced coal, the original 
basis for the production of basic materials for the organic 
chemical industry. 

It is almost impossible to give a forecast of the coming 
development in the field of petroleum chemistry. Doubt- 
lees, however, we are in the midst of an evolution, the 
end and extent of which cannot be foreseen. 
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8. APPLICATION OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
FOR BASIC PETROCHEMICAL INTERMEDIATES 

H. R. Shatck und D. L. Caldwell, The Lummu» Company, United State» of America 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a general discussion of the appli- 
cation of petrochemical industry technology to develop- 
ing countries, illustrated by certain specific basic inter- 
mediates. By basic intermediates, are meant chemicals 
which are required for the production of consumer 
products such as fibres, plastics, and detergents, but 
which must themselves be derived from basic raw materials 
such as petroleum. The basic intermediates selected for 
discussion are those which have the largest scale of appli- 
cation today to the manufacture of the consumer products 
to be discussed in subsequent papers. 

This paper discusses first, in broad terms, the benefits 
of advanced technology, as illustrated by the experience 
of the petroleum industry. It then discusses in some detail 
the problems and costs associated with the transfer of 
technology to developing countries, and the differentials 
compared to developed countries. This general discussion 
concludes with a consideration of the way in which the 
cost data given in the literature should be applied when 
planning for a developing country. 

The next section discusses several of the important 
basic intermediates. Ethylene is featured, not only because 
•t is one of the most important and rapidly growing 
petrochemicals, but also because the dati available permit 
intensive examination. 

Problems in the developing countries are illustrated by 
a brief discussion of experience and current trends in 
South America. The paper concludes with an appraise! 
of the means available to developing countries for 
gathering and interpreting the data needed for their 
planning activities. 

BENEFITS OF ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY 

The purchase of advanced technology is a necessity 
for developing countries, and often the initial cost 
appears high. But it is the over-all costs that arc the true 
indication, and there is no doubt that a developing 
country will benefit from tht reduced costs of manufac- 
ture that result from the apolication of the advanced 
technology. 

It is revealing to consider the expérience of the petro- 
leum refinery industry, as reported in a recently publ'shed 
study by the Esso Research and Engineering Company.1 

Costs were estimated for the completion of "grass 
roots" refineries built during the period 1937-1957, and 
were adjusted to 1957 dollars to eliminate the effects of 
money inflation. The study showed that during the 
period 1944-1957, improved technology had reduced 
manufacturing costs to such an extent that the 1957 
costs were half of the ¡944 costs, and that the subsequent 
trend had been a cost reduction of 5 per cent per year. 

Admittedly, 1944 was a high point reflecting the war- 
time demands for aviation gasolene, but when the war 
ended, the research effort was directed towards reducing 
manufacturing costs and improving product quality. 
Technological advances permitted the building of larger 
capacity units, as much as four times the pre-war capacity, 
which naturally tended to reduce manufacturing costs. 
But other equally important advances reduced the 
investment and operating costs for any given capacity, 
and also increased the flexibility of the units with regard 
to the range of feed stocks, operating conditions, and 
product specifications. Studies of unit efficiency showed 
that small capital expenditures to remove " bottlenecks " 
would sharply increase the maximum capacity, and this 
knowledge was applied to the design of subsequent units. 

It is certainly true that these experiences will be, and 
are being, reflated with the basic petrochemical plants 
discussed in this paper, and the implications for the 
developing countries are several. First, the investment cost 
of improved technology may be high, but the production 
cost of inadequate technology may be prohibitive. 
Secondly, when the technology has been purchased and 
is in operation, there are additional dividends to be 
gained by well-planned investigations of plant operating 
efficiency and incremental investment to eliminate 
bottlenecks and reduce operating costs. 

1 ». A. Cardstlomf O.D.Ward, Ci*mlcQl E*imtr*t rrotr*u 
«0 CQftS-tt (July 19«). 

PROBLEMS AND COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH TRANSFER 
OF   rWHNOLOOY 

The major kinds of differentials in capital and operating 
costs that can apply to a transfer of technology to a 
developing country are outlined in table 1 (p. 285). 
Some general qualifications should be made immediately. 
First, the table is illustrative and is not put forward as 
being comprehensive. Secondly, not all the items listed 
will apply to any given plant in a developing country, 
but some will apply to most plants in most countries. 
Thirdly, the items are applicable to all kinds of plants, 
and not only to the basic intermediates, which an the 
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subject of this paper. But the quantitative effects will 
vary significantly with the individual petrochemical and 
country. 

As regards the table, it may be asked what is meant by 
an "inside battery limits" process unit, which is taken 
as a base point of reference. The term grew from petro- 
leum refinery pract-ce, where a large number of individual 
process units are required to make the full range of pro- 
ducts. The physical boundaries of each such unit are 
known as the "battery limits", and it is well understood 
in refinery practice that all supporting facilities such 
as feed and product tankage, electrical generation, 
water systems, interconnecting piping, surrounding 
roads, all buildings except the control house, etc., are 
consideicd to be "outside battery limits." These terms 
have such general acceptance that they are used as 
initials, i.e. ISBL and OSBL. 

The important characteristic of any ISBL unit is that 
it is not completely self-sufficient, since it requires a 
certain minimum of OSBL supporting services. The 
extent of these facilities will depend not only on the unit 
itself, but also on the other process units with which it 
is associated, since some integration of mutual benefit 
is always possible. Since cost and input data for a process 
are nearly always given in terms of an ISBL unit, the 
total actual requirements fer a developing country are 
rarely covered by such data. 

Differentials in capital cost jor same scope 

Licences or know-how Jees 

The»c costs are incurred by the developing country 
to acquire the advanced technology, with resultant 
benefits as discussed previously. They are included as a 
differential cost since, at present, developing countries 
rarely have any other means of obtaining technology. 
The costs may amount to from 0 to S per cent of the 
ISBL unit cost. 

Shipping costs 

The magnitude of these costs will vary with the country, 
but may amount to from S to 1S per cent of the ISBL cost. 

Construction costs 

United States chemical companies have been construct- 
ing and operating chemical and petrochemical plants 
in foreign countries for a number of years and some of 
their experience has been published in detail.' Some 
of their observations pertinent to this paper are given 
below: 

1. Moat kinds of equipment cost less in Europe than 
in the United States of America. For items manufactured 
in developing countries such as Mexico and Braza, 
the cotte are often equal to or greater than the costs in 
the United States. 

2. Materials (steel, electricals, pipe, insulation, etc.) 
costs in Europe are approximately 75 per cent of the 

1 H. C Bauman, hnhutHal «ma rnglmtrtng Chimiilry, 34:34-38 
{lily 1962). 

prices in the United States of America, but costs in other 
areas are equal to or greater than prices in the United 
States. They are much higher than the relative manufac- 
turing labour rates would indicate. 

3. Fringe benefits for labour abroad are much broader 
than for the United States of America, and their cost 
represents a much higher percentage of the base rate. 

4. When corrections are made to the direct construction 
labour rates for length of work week, mechanization and 
job duration, the equivalent field construction costs 
become equal to or exceed the costs in the United States, 
for most countries. 

5. Elapsed calendar time for design, procurement and 
construction is significantly greater for small plants 
(value less than US $1 million) and somewhat greater 
for larger plants. 

6. The use of indigenous materials for construction 
and operation of the plant is a worthy and legitimate 
objective for any developing country, but in many 
cases it is expressed in the form of an inviolable rule. 
Sometimes such a stipulation may be detrimental to the 
over-all economics of the project; some typical instances 
are given below: 

(a) Locally manufactured materials may be supplied 
with variations in quality or analysis which cannot be 
accepted without jeopardizing the quality of the construc- 
tion of the plant. For example, steel may not be of 
adequate quality for pressure vessels or pipe; poor 
cement or sand may limit the strength properties of the 
concrete, thereby making concrete structures inadequately 
designed; and chemicals may not be of suitable quality. 
Sometimes these differences can be remedied but with 
a resultant delay in delivery or a premium in price; 
sometimes, however, the local manufacturer cannot 
justify raising his quality merely to satisfy one customer. 

(b) The supply is not adequate for the peak demands of 
the construction period. This is often true for common 
building materials because a major process construction 
project may require much more material in a given time 
than, say, ordinary commercial buildings or ordinary 
civil projects. 

7. The aggregate effect of the equipment, materials 
and labour costs relationships is that the total capital 
costs for construction overseas amounts to from 120 
to 140 percent of the costs in the United States cf America, 
depending upon the extent of use of premium-cost 
indigenous capital equipment. This conclusion is valid 
only for the same scope of plant; elsewhere in this paper, 
it ii pointed out that some increases in scope may be 
required for developing countries. 

Differentials In capital cost Jor increased scope 

Spare equipment 

In a developing country, the penalties for plant shut- 
down are usually severe, because the plant may well 
be the sole source for the country. For this reason, 
additional investment is justified for installed or warehouse 
spare equipment so that continuous production can be 
maintained. Similarly, because the source of supply is 
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remote, and because vendor service is important, addi- 
tional investment is justified to standardize certain types 
of equipment, thereb> reducing spare parts inventory. 
The incremental cost for spare parts may amount to 
from 2 to 5 per cent of the ISBL cost. 

Incremental feed and product storage 

The need and justification for incremental storage arc 
apparent from previous comments. The additional cost 
may amount to from 5 to 10 per cent of the ISBL cost. 

Maintenance facilities 

In a developing country, there often are no major 
public shop facilities, as there usually are in large 
industrial centres. Therefore, the plant must be mainly 
self-sufficient. 

Marine facilities 

Similarly, there is often no established port and the 
plant must develop and construct its own. 

Housing and commissary 

Plants are often built in undeveloped areas where the 
need for housing and a commissary is obvious. In develop- 
ing countries, however, housing may be in extremely 
short supply even in urban areas and it is often necessary 
for the plant to build and run a small residential colony 
for its supervisory, technical and production personnel. 

The incremental cost for the aggregate of maintenance, 
marine and housing facilities may amount to from 
10 to 30 per cent of the ISBL unit cost. 

Recruitment and training 

Because manpower skilled in the operation of a process 
industry is usually scarce, it is often necessary to recruit 
operators, foremen, supervisors and managers well in 
advance of the plant start-up date, and to embark upon 
an intensive training programme. This will include class- 
room instruction and possibly direct plant experience 
in a foreign country. 

Commissioning and start-up 

In such a case, the commissioning and start-up of the 
plant are an extension of the training programme and may 
take longer than if skilled personnel were already available. 
Furthermore, foreign technicians and advisers may be 
inquired for an extended period of time until the trainees 
are fully ready to perform on their own. 

The aggregate coat of recruitment, training and start-up 
may amount from to 2 to 10 per cent of the ISBL costs. 

Differentials in production costs 

There will be differentials in production ootts that are 
a direct result of capital cost increments and a smaller 
seat» of production; in addition, than are eeveial others 
worth noting briefy. 

Shipping costs for imported raw materials, etc. 

Shipping costs for imported raw materials, etc. are 
difficult to predict but may amount to a 5 to 15 per cent 
premium above European or United States cost. 

Advisory services 

Long-term advisory services from expatriate personnel 
may be advantageous in certain areas. No valid approxi- 
mation can be given. 

Use of indigenous utilities and supplies 

Indigenous utilities and supplies are oK':n more costly 
than in Europe or the United States of America because 
of the small scale on which they are made or because 
their reliability is uncertain. This burden may have to be 
borne by the petrochemical plant as increased production 
costs. 

Virtually all petrochemical processes require reliable, 
economical electric power; and, in developed countries, 
purchasing power from a centriti utility power-station is 
preferable to generating it within the petrochemical com- 
plex. The degree of reliability required is high because an 
upset of a few seconds may result in a complete shutdown 
of the plant for an appreciable period of time until the plant 
is again in full production. Frequent shutdowns will not 
only affect the efficiency of the plant but may also shorten 
the life of some of the equipment. 

Often, developing countries are short of power even 
for municipal services, and the generation of power 
within the plant becomes necessary. This is costly, not 
only because of the small scale, but also because a certain 
reserve capacity must be installed to p;rmit the starting 
of individual large motors. 

Modern instruments require that the frequency and 
voltaje be held constant within very narrow limits; 
variations tolerable for municipal light and power may 
adversely affect the operation of a process plant. 

Initial lower productivity 

With a new plant and newly trained personnel, produc- 
tivity may be lower during the first few months of opera- 
tion. Skills increase rapidly, however, and there is much 
evidence to show that developing countries can achieve 
and maintain good productivity after the learning period 
is over. 

By-products 

Production costs may be adveisely affected because 
there is no local market for by-products or because 
quality improvement is necessary in order to compete 
in the international market. 

APPLICATION OF COST DATA 

In a subsequent section of this paper, representative 
coat data for certain petrochemical processes are presen- 
ted. These data have been derived from the articles publi- 
shed u the technical journal«, or from brochures furnished 
by companies specializing in the field. Ordinarily, these 
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are the sources of data most generally available Tor 
preliminary planning. The way in which these data 
should be applied to the requirements of the developing 
countries is discussed briefly below. 

1. Published data are intended to indicate the economic 
worth of technical innovations and improvements, and 
to attract interest from prospective purchasers or licensees. 
Since it is obviously impractical to offer schemes which 
are optimum for all situations, the published data tend to 
select scopes, conditions, and capacities which are favour- 
able to the process. In some cases, since these develop- 
ments are keyed to the large-scale advanced technology 
of the United States and Europe, they may be less favour- 
able when adjusted to the needs of a developing country. 

2. The plant is usually described iu terms of an "inside 
battery limits " unit, with all the restrictions in scope that 
we have previously noted. 

3. The price will probably be subject to ± 10 per cent 
or more vm-i^cr., depending on the availability of 
commercial experience for construction costs, and the 
willingness of the process owner to disclose accurate 
prices in a competitive market. 

4. If the price is more than a year old, some adjust- 
ment should probably be made for escalation. Published 
cost indices show, for process plants, an average increase 
of approximately 3 per cent per year, compounded. 

5. Escalation may be offset or even completely com- 
pensated for by advances in technology, especially if the 
data are several years old. Very old data tend to be 
unreliable for this reason. 

6. The price is given for one capacity, which capacity 
rarely correi ponds to the one desired by the user. Costs 
can be converted to the desired capacity by the use of 
scaling factors expressed as exponents. Typical exponents 
and the corresponding arithmetic ratios are given for 
various exponent; in table 2. If no specific recommenda- 
tion is given in the source article, the use oí an exponent 
of 0.6-0.7 is a reasonable assumption. 

Scaling factors are at best approximations and it is 
not likely that the same scope of plant has been carefully 
estimated (or built) at a number of different capacities. 
Scaling factors can introduce uncertainties of as much as 
20 per cent, depending on the ratio between the desired 
capacity and the capacity for which the price is known. 

7. Decause the developing country will have to import 
a major part of the equipment, materials and services for 
the plant, the distribution of total cost between foreign 
exchange and local currency will be of great importance. 
Published data lately provide guidance in this respect, 
and for preliminary purposes the developing count-y 
should assume that a minimum of 70-80 per cent of thé 
cost will have to be in foreign exchange. 

8. Similar considerations apply to production costs. 
Those costs which are a function of investment carry 
their proportionate share of uncertainty. 

The unit requirements for raw materials, utilities, 
chemicals etc. are usually reliable and are not subject 
to change for different sizes of plant«, but the unit costs 
may be considerably different for n developing country. 
Labour and maintenance costs are liable to be higher for 

a developing country after allowance is made for scale 
of plant, productivity and lack of experience. 

The foreign exchange component of production costs 
often presents a problem in a developing country where 
foreign exchange expenditures must receive express 
governmental approval. Usually, there is little difficulty 
with continuing and regular requirements for raw mate- 
rials, operating supplies, etc., but there may be difficulty 
in obtaining foreign exchange for unpredictable require- 
ments such as the replacement of spare parts as soon 
as they are used. Failure to replace warehouse spare parts 
invites partial or complete loss of production at some 
future time, with attendant costs well in excess of the 
parts themselves. 

DISCUSSION OF SEVERAL BASIC INTERMEDIATES 

Basic intermediates for the petrochemical industry 
may he defined as hydrocarbon compounds, recovered 
or produced from petroleum, which are primarily used 
as raw materials for conversion to marketable synthetic 
products such as plastics, fibres, rubber, detergents, 
solvents and pesticides. They may be classified into 
three types according to chemical structure, i.e., paraffins, 
olefins and aromatics. 

The paraffins, which are the least reactive of the group, 
are methane, ethane, propane and butanes. These com- 
pounds occur in natural gas and in crude oil, and also 
appear as by-products of various petroleum processes 
such as cracking, reforming, etc. 

The olefins, which are more reactive, include ethylene, 
propylene and butylènes. These materials do not occur 
naturally in petroleum but appear as by-products of 
petroleum processing, or can be produced at will from 
selected paraffin feedstocks. There are also two important 
related compounds of olefinic nature, acetylene and 
butadiene, which are made as principal products or 
by-products from selected feedstocks. 

The aromatics, which are also highly reactive, are 
benzene, toluene and xylenes. Generally speaking, these 
compounds occur naturally in petroleum only to a limi- 
ted extent, but certain types of crudes will yield aromatics 
more readily than others. These aromatics have tradition- 
ally been obtained as by-products of the coal tar industry 
but  are  now  produced extensively  from  petroleum. 

interdependence of petroleum industry 

Petroleum refineries have provided the base from which 
much of the petrochemical complexes have developed. 
Not only do the refineries provide raw materials such as 
hydrocarbon gases and liquids, but they also provide a 
convenient and economically attractive means of dispos- 
ing of by-products as either saleable or refinery fuels. 

In developed countries, the scale of the petroleum 
industry is so large and the range of products so diver- 
sified that the refinery can readily service an associated 
petrochemical complex. In developing countries, on 
the other hand, the refinery is likely to be leu flexible 
with regard both to the provision of raw materials and to 
the absorption of by-products For example, a refinery 
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in a developing country may have one or more of the 
following characteristics : 

1. The relatively low demand for gasolene and the 
lack of demand for premium grades of gasolene result 
in a refinery process scheme that will produce less light 
hydrocarbon gases (paraffins and olefins), which arc 
desirable petrochemical feedstocks. 

2. The market for liquefied petroleum gases (propane 
and butane) may consume most of the refinery production, 
leaving little or none as petrochemical raw materials. 

5 The low demand for gasolene may impair the ability 
of the refinery to absorb and dispose of petrochemical 
by-products which are potential gasolene components. 

4. The scale of the refinery may yield quantities of 
potentially valuable petrochemicals which are too small 
to justify economic recovery. 

Basic intermediates selected for discussion 

It is neither feasible nor desirable to discuss each 
and every basic intermediate in this paper. We have 
selected for discussion acetylene, benzene, butadiene, and 
ethylene because these compounds are intermediates 
for nearly all of the plastics, fibres, rubbers and other 
products to be discussed in subsequent papers, and be- 
cause the technical and economic factors involved in 
their production illustrate the general considerations 
previously discussed. 

Cost data 

All production units have been converted to metric 
tons and all costs have been converted to United States 
dollars. Individual supporting costs have been stated 
separately wher given in the original article. 

ACETYLENE 

Acetylene manufacture from hydrocarbons has been 
increasing, but in the United States of America approxi- 
mately 70 per cent of all acetylene is still produced from 
calcium carbide. Hydrocarbon-based acetylene is appre- 
ciably cheaper than carbide acetylene, but is more costly 
than ethylene. The latter statement is significant because, 
owing to recent advances in technology, ethylene is now 
an alternative raw material fo* nearly all the chief 
chemical derivatives of acetylene, except neoprene. These 
derivatives include vinyl chloride, acryionitrik, acetal- 
dehyde, acetic anhydride, and vinyl acetate. 

On the other hand, the production of hydrocarbon 
acetylene can yield coproductt, such as hydrogen, aad 
synthesis gas, which can be valuable in the manufacture 
of still other chemicals, such as methanol, ammonia, aad 
their derivatives. There tre certain derivatives, men aa 
vinyl chloride, for which a dual feed of acetylene aad 
ethylene offers processing advantage* over a tingle feed. 

Acetylene processes were extensively reviewed several 
yean ago* based upon conditions ia the United " 

of America. It is worth noting thai this ariete is a 
valuable example of explicit, complete delineation of the 
assumptions made and the resultant uncertainties ¡n 
evaluating competitive procès ,es. The principal result«, 
arc summarized below. 

The basic cost data used for the acetylene process 
comparison are reproduced below. They can be considered 
as representative of Gulf Coast (Houston Tenas) costs, 
and are often used for general economic evaluation 
of petrochemical processes in the United Suites of 
America. 

Ru* material cum Kaahuli «A/M                        M'irit   Vain 

Natural gas  JO 20/million BT J     SO (MOft/ihcrmir 
Ethane  0.007/pound               15 40/ton 
Propane  0.04/gallon                 20 SO ton 
eVane      0.05/gellon                 2260/ton 
Nsphtha  0.01/pc.nd                22 (M, ton 

UtilMtn 

Fuel  0 »/million BTU       0.000s, therm« 
Pow«  O.Oué/kWh                O.OOe/kwh 
Cooling water  0.03/1,000 gallons       0.0M/cu  metre 
ProcMtwater  0.06/1,000gallon»      0016/cu. metre 
Steam  0.40/1,000 pound«      OSS/ton 

Labour 

Operating labour   .  .  . 3.20/hour 
Supervision  AS par cant of operating labour 

M*tnt*mmet  4 par cent of inwstment/vear 

Fixed chartes 
Plant general expense.  . SO par cant of labour and supervision cost 
Local tax« and inaurane* 2.) par on» of investment/year 
Depreciation  10 par oan< of investment/year 
Inter«»  5 per cent ol 'otal capital invented/year 

Wtrklrkjatfkalmd,tari- 
tip e*M  10 par cent of investment 

OSBL facilities. .   .   .   . 30 per cent of ISM. unit tost 

Flma Mr—m agicitmy 90 per cent <330 days/year) 

Furckutd oxygon cotts 
9,000 ton/year pleat. . $7 70/tori 

22,500 ton/year piani. . «35/ton 
45,000 too/year plant. . 4.55/ton 

CoMTAaaoN or raoctsws 

Plant production rat« (tons/year) .     .       ».060     22,300   45 JOB 

« W. E. Loan, Cmtmmtmt 
mix 

57 (li):IM3 

  MM nm is» 

Ebctrkarc  24.00 21 SO 17 JO 
Thermal crackiag 17» 13» Ite» 
Partial muda*» 21.36 13 3*} 13 00 

Taetaaas aaahaig  22.W "» M.« 
Partial mieMeti  17.M 21.» It.» 

m 



Approximate investments used ia the above calcula- 
boM for the lerntet MM plant (43,000 tona/yaar) art : 

fJwthc »re 
Pmiiial crackna. 
Partial oKkkiton . 

MM. 
Ill 

16,080,000 
11-13,000,000 

9,790,000 

The investments ware scaled using a 0.6 exponent, as 
an approximation. 

Since the merchant (i.e., pipeline) price for ethylene in 
the United States of America ranges between $6.60 and 
11.00/ton, the preference for ethylene can be readily 
understood. For a developing country, it seems likely 
that ethylene will also be preferable under most conditions. 

can be obtained front a p troleum 
by teieotive reforming of naphtha feedstocks and appro- 
priate recovery, but the yield it low, in the order of 
0.5-0.6 percent by weight for Middle-Eaet crudes. itawat 
is ah» formed at a by-product of ethylene manufacture 
from naphtha, and the yield can be at high at 25 par cant 
by weight on ethylene. Rough calculations show that a 
50,000 ton/year ethylene plant could produce at much 

at a 1,100,000 ton/year refinery (40,000 IPSD). 

i obtained at a by-product of ethylene i 
a lower coat benzene than from a reinery, the 

actual cost depending on the ciade by-product value. 
PuMiehaa* data4 are available for a plant producing 
60,000 tons/year of aromatic«, of which 24,000 tona/yaar 
it benaene, they indicate a direct operating coat, on the 
basii of United States prices, of approximately SI5/ton 
of aromatic« recovered, and an investment of approxi- 
mately $2,500,000. The direct operating cost daw not 
include the coat of tht crude aromatic gasoline feed- 
stock, which would depend upon the local value of regular 
natotene. The vahas of tht benannt product would depend 
«non compatiti ve source» within the country, if any, or 
the world market price for export binati, h the United 
States of America, regular gasolene hat • nintr/ vahat 
of 135-tO/ton, while beatone hat a vahas of i 
SM/ton. 

Tht other aromatici, toluene and xylene, amy be 
they could he converted into 

by hydrodoalkylatiow prmeaning. For a i 
«•avert 40,000 tone/year of tornano te houneae (I 
«at yield), the investment  would  ho 
$1,250,000, aad the direct operating coot 
$7.50 par tea of bstiliti 

art shown that this 
from an ethylene «art 

Excluded from direct operating cotti 

UtiUtte* 

Fuel SO.lS/aulUMiBTU 
Power O.OOS/kWh 
Coohns Water 0.03/1.000 arnllom 
Steam 0.30/1,000 pound» 

Labour 

Operating labour 3.00/hour 
20 per oent operating labour 

3 per otnt investment/year 

riX0tt ceSfSVf 

Administrative   aad 
MM* overhead. 3 air cam of MIM value of products 

Depreciation.   .  .   .     10 per cent investment/year 
3 per earn iaveeunent/vear 

Not included 

Not inoiuded 

•* paremt (330 days/year) 

gtViii „• I,. -      1. -» ••tWWIPoy OayifvW 

OSBLfmtmtn 

It can be seen that some of the coat values diflbr from 
thoao tat forth in the acetylene comparison, aad further- 

that some coin are simply not included. Thaw 
wo net a question of "right" or "wrong"; 

they simply reflect different approach« to proUanaary 
economic analysis, aad underscore the general observa- 
tions given previously in this paper. 

BUT ADUNI 

Butadiene, which it an important component for 
synthetic styraao butadiew rubber (S1RX «a be pro- 
duced from a petroleum refinery butane- butyteMS straam, 
or can be recovered M a by-product of ethylene manufac- 
ture from naphtha. There are also two oléar routes to 
bataaia«, which am virtually obsolete for developed 
couatriet. The Irat uste acétylène at a raw malarial aad 
the soasad unes fbrnwntation alcohoL Of thaw, dai lattar 
it awd in two developing eouatriw whore ftrawatation 
aloehol it available at attractive prioaa. 

The oh aiti of midstock for butadiene for a ewvetopsag 
wül bo iilimiiaii in part by the fette wing 

At a matttr of interest, aw 
•aaamt-frem tlhyhmo study it arma 

1. A larga baioni bnfjilian stream w usuaUy pc odwwd 
oaiy by tlarat petroleum rsa«i7witA a ce^alytkcTt^rng 
uatt. Without going iato details it amy ho stated that it ia 
imtiksry that a developing oeaatry wowM have thai type 
of reflaery hooaaw of the lew eaaanad for naaohaw. Tie 

IsketytehemetaJlediaa. 

1 A sannaace*ytaUef buhadme» oaa be ^ 
•f    '   _ 

i of arentaeeJea Ui la ha Maty latan w jnaajfy a 
•a ytah) of bahnen«» • 

Mparesatofthe 
). The wet of we 



the cost of butadiene from naphtha cracking will depend 
on whether the crude by-product is charged at fuel 
value or whether it bears some part of the naphtha 
cracker cost. 

4. Under special circumstances, domestic fermentation 
alcohol may be desirable. 

Indicative costs available* are given below for an 
annual capacity of 40,000 tons of butadiene from butane- 
butyleaes feedstock. 

Investment $19,000,000 

« VS titan 

Raw material  3! (S14/ton of butane feed) 
Utilittee, chemicals catalyst   . 71 
Labour *«Jntenaae* royalties (2 
Overhead« and depreciation . 105 

•m 

The effect of feedstock price is as follows. 

were considered to be large, however current European 
plants fall in the 70,000 to 200,000 tons range. In the 
United States current plant capacities are expanded to as 
high as 400,000 tons. 

For most developing countries 45-50,000 tons/year 
would be a large plant. It would, perhaps take a regional 
group to justify an initial capacity of this level. A recent 
survey ' supports this contention. 

Capacity itomi year) 

Carre,, Flamed aMIllcial capacity 

Latin America. .  . 
Africa  
Middle East        . 

3,300 
None 

15.000 

85,000 
Data not available 

40,000 

Atta 

Japan   
Australia.   .  . 

550,000 
71 

800,000 
Some ; exact date not avail- 

able 

All others .  .  . Some; data 
not available 

In excess of 60,000 

I US 

14 
21 
42 

I US »lumi 

V» 
tu. 
320 

The scaling factor for investment is approximately 
as follows (0.73 expoasmt): 

20,000 

tust I 

11.300.000 
19,000,000 

By-product butadiene from cracking of naphtha to 
make ethylene requires only an extractior unit and 
therefore the production cost is 60-70 per cent of that 
give* in the previous paragraph. 

If a developing country had a choice between ethane 
or propane «ermi naphtha as a raw material for ethylene 
manufacture, its decision might be influenced by the 
staariuaaous demand for butadiene. The higher cost of 
the naphtha-based ethylene unit might be offset by the 
eUaaiaadon of a coetry butane-based butadiene unit. 
If the naphtha roust were selecssd, tat yield of butadiene 
can he nwiimiiJ by appropriais sslectioa of operating 
coaeanioas. In Europe, by product nstadasae is 
takJag a toaaMatiblí share of the i 

Bramera 

I das Uaaetf Statu) of 
sthyfeae nan an becosi 
t, plaats with 90,000 toaa/yoar 

the 
and 

Individual countries have production capacities, current 
or planned, as small as 7,000 tons/year. But more repre- 
sentativ of current planning is the range of 30,000 to 
60,000 tons/year, with plants in the smaller or less devel- 
oped European countries ranging up to 100,000 tons/year. 

The most important raw material for the European 
and developing countries bas been naphtha, although 
there are some units based upon natural gas, coke oven 
gas or crude oil. 

Japan provides a significant example of the current 
trends in ethylene production. All proposed petro- 
chemical expansions are screened for approval by its 
trade ministry, MITI. A long-range demand-capacity 
survey carried out by MITI led to the following conclu- 
sions:' 

1. Ethylene will maintain its position as the prime olefin 
(above acetylene and propylene). 

2. Naphtha will remain the preferred starting material. 
3. Ethylene demand will grow at a rate of approximately 

50 per cent in 1965-1966, and approximately 20 per 
cent per year for the rest of the decade. 

4. More than half the ethylene will be converted to 
polyethylene; the remainder, in decreasing order of 
amounts, will be converted to various plastics, fibres, 
paints, surfactants and robben. 

The developing countries (excluding Japan) plan to use 
their ethylene capacity principally for polyethylene, with 
lesser amounts for polyvinyl styrène and acrylic deriva- 
tive«. Only the countries with larger markets «uch as 
Japan, Mexico, and ludia are currently planning to 
convert ethylene to other derivatives with more sophi*- 
tJcated applications. 

* awwBMM Ommtoá N*ws (Am 1», 19«). 
f «w...„ ChtrnkäHim(lajliil ir 11,1X4). 
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Selection of unit capacity 

A recent feature article* discusses the scaling factor 
for ethylene plants in some detail and states some inter- 
esting conclusions. For plants up to 200,000 tons/year 
capacity (the range considered in the article), the capital 
costs for the process unit will vary with the capacity 
according to a 0.7 exponent. 

Using published investment and operating costs, the 
article considers the following problem and solutions. 

Ytm 
fitteti* 

WW HUH 
(temlyemr) 

IrutmUed  capacity   tow ytm 

I  75,000 
2  100,000 
3  125.000 
4  150,000 
5  125,000 
6  200,000 

125,000 
125,000 
125,000 

2-125,000 
2-125,000 
2-125,000 

Out I 

200,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200,000 
200,000 

Case A is based upon building one 125,000 tons/year 
plant initially and a duplicate plant three years later; 
case B is based upon building a single 200,000 tons/year 
plant initially. In neither case do the plants run at full 
capacity throughout the whole period. 

The following table compares, for each year, the unit 
production costs expressed in United States dollars per 
ton of ethylene, and the cumulative cost of production 
(adding each year's cost to the previous year) expressed in 
millions of dollars. 

The production costs include direct operating costs 
(naphtha charge stock, utilities, labour etc.) and 15 per 
cent/year of capital to cover depreciation and interest. 

UmUt mentit* citi Omnium MUMau 
Ytm (VS Un» timrkml <VS mwWtmt afaman) 

Cam 4 Cam B Cam .4 Cut t 

68.60 4.76 5.13 
2. . . . . .  .  .        59.70 63.20 10.72 11.41 

6O.00 17.9 11.9 
4  57.60 27.4 27.6 
S  56.30 31.1 37.4 
6  .   .   .        59 80 55.00 50.0 4S.3 

The table shows that when full production is reached 
in year 6, the single large plant (case B) shows an 8 per cent 
lower unit production cost, which is appreciable. Simi- 
larly, the cumulative production cost is lower, but 
only 3.4 per cent. In absolute dollars, the difference of 
1.7 million dollars realized in six years is not large 
compared to the differential investment of more than 
SUS 6.75 million that must be put up initially to build the 
single large plant It is likely that more refined calculations 
reflecting the time value of money would show that 
the risk in building the single large plant is not justified. 
For a developing country, which must allocate ito capital 
or financing capabilities carefully, the justification 
would be even leas. 

1 Bmtftm Omimlfl N*m (Mas- 10,1963). 

On the other hand, the table does illustrate the benefits 
of building a large plant if it can run at full rate initially. 
For this modification of case B, the cumulative savings 
in production for a single plant over two half-size plants 
would be 8 per cent, or approximately $5.6 million. 

Selection of naphtha feedstocks 

It is worth noting that attractive price and delivery 
do not necessarily indicate the most favourable naphtha 
feed for an ethylene unit. The type of hydrocarbon 
compounds contained in the naphtha can affect signifi- 
cantly the unit raw material requirements, the yield and 
quality of by-products, and the investment and operating 
costs for the unit. Such effects can be calculated with 
reasonable confidence from the analysis of the naphtha 
and correlations which have been developed by specialists 
in the ethylene field. 

Briefly, the principal types of hydrocarbons which are 
of importance are paraffins, naphthenes (non-aromatic 
ring compounds) and aromatic«. Qualitatively, higher 
paraffin contents require less raw material, produce less 
by-products such as butylènes, butadiene and aromatic 
gasolene, and require less investment and operating costs, 
all expressed per unit of ethylene produced. Higher 
naphthene contents do just the opposite : they require more 
raw material, produce more by-products and require more 
investment and operating costs. Finally, higher aromatic 
contents produce results which lie between paraffins 
and naphthenes. 

The specific economics obviously are subject to many 
variations, but the following generalizations summarize 
one published » investigation. For a 50,000-ton ethylene 
unit with typical United States Gulf Coast unit prices, 
and assuming all naphthas have the same unit cost: 

(a) The increased feedstock cost for naphthenic 
naphtha is more than offset by the increased income from 
by-products; 

(b) The increased direct and indirect operating costs 
are also offset by the increased income from by-products; 

(c) Because the calculation is fairly sensitive to the 
value of the by-products, lower credits could reduce or 
even reverse the differential in favour of naphthenic 
naphthas; 

(d) Furthermore, in a gasolene-consuming area, naph- 
thenic naphthas often command a premium because of 
their higher octane number. Such a premium would 
also reduce the differential. 

It follows from the above discussion that a prudent 
plant design would balance incremental investment 
against incremental flexibility to utilise naphthenic 
naphthas. It also follows that a prudent plant design 
would permit operation under various conditions that 
would modify the yield of by-products for a fixed feed- 
stock. A considerable degree of flexibility can be provided 
in the basic plant which will be consistent with economic 
procurement of feedstocks over the life of the plant, 
and technological advances are currently being made in 
this are«. 

' J. A. Knaus and J. L.. 
51 (l):57-«l (August 1961). 

Fatten, CntwHetd 
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Recent technological advances 

Since naphtha is one of the most likely feedstocks 
foi ethylene production in a developing country, recently 
reponed advances in cracking furnace design10 should 
be of considerable interest. The Lummus Company has 
developed and proven out a design that substantially 
improves the yields of desired products (ethylene, pro- 
pylene and butadiene) with lower utility requirements 
and correspondingly lower investment. This fundamental 
type of improvement, which is applicable to all sizes of 
plants, is an outstanding illustration of improvements in 
technology that make it possible to reduce production 
costs for petrochemicals even though the basic materials 
and labour cost factors escalate. 

LATIN AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 

Mexico 

Mexico provides an interesting example of a develop- 
ing country favoured with good natural resources whose 
economy is "over the hump" and where new markets 
demand new industries, thereby raising the standard of 
living and creating or expanding existing markets. A 
recent article11 points out that this market has made it 
possible to construct a reasonably sized installation 
which can operate at costs comparable to those in devel- 
oped countries. A generalization is offered to the effect 
that if the Mexican market three years hence is as large 
as the smallest economically operating plant for that 
product in the United Sutes of America, then the venture 
is sound for Mexico and can be a profitable investment. 

With regard to modern techniques (the article goes on to 
say) a developing country is not burdened with obsolete 
equipment, and outdated ideas, but, on the other hand, 
cannot afford to be a "guineapig" for techniques un- 
proven in commercial practice. 

Mexico is fortunate and far-sighted in having a large 
group of professional chemical engineers and skilled 
technicians, both of whir* are indispensable for the 
application of modern technology. These engineers and 
technicians made special note of the full use and under- 
standing of automatic instrumentation, whose operation 
must be proper and reliable for the use of continuous 
processes. 

Mexico is favoured with abundant supplies of crude oil 
and naturai gas, and has installed extensive pipeline 
systems to distribute these vital raw materials to most 
parts of the country. It is able to import other basic 
materials needed at economic prices ; this is an advantage, 
since Mexico can defer domestic production of some items 
until the demand justifies a reasonable size of plant. 
Mexico has substantially increased its electrical generation 
capacity, thus meeting a basic requirement of all process 
industry. Finally, enlightened over-all governmental 
planning and attractive climate for private investment 
have encouraged the rapid growth of a sound petro- 
chemical industry. 

For the basic intermediates which are of interest in 
this paper, Mexico has, or is planning to have, the follow- 
ing capacities: 

Ethylene 

Aroma! ics 

Benzene 
Toluene 
Xylenes 

Propylene 

.15,000 tons/year (2 units of this size) 

124,000 tons/year 
11,000 tons/year 
14,000 toas initially, 
45,000 tons ultimately 

Available from refinery operations 

These basic intermediates will be used for many products, 
such  as: 

Ethylene ....    Aceuldehyde to acetic and to cellulose acetate 
fibre 

Polyethylene 
Ethylene dichlondc to vinyl chloride 
Ethyl chloride to T.E.L. 

Benzene .... Cyclohexanr to caprolactam to nylon 6 
Ethyl benzene to styrene to polystyrene 
Ethyl benzene to styrene to SBR rubber 
Cyclohexane for phenol 

Propylene   .   .   .    Tetramer to dodecylbtnzene (detergents) 

Not all developing countries have assets equal to 
those of Mexico, but Mexico's use of its assets and its 
sound buildup of its petrochemical industry provide 
valuable guidelines to other developing countries. 

Argentina 

Argentina provides another interesting example; it 
too has significant oil and gas resources, but its petro- 
chemical development is less successful thin Mexico's, 
having been beset by various economic and political 
handicaps. According to a recent article,1' Argentina has 
too many small inefficient plants. Typical annual produc- 
tion capacities  support this contention: 

Aromatica 
Ethylene . 

3,000 tons 
13,000 toni 

By contrast, similar plants under construction will 
have the following capacities: 

Aromatics 26.000 tons 
Ethylene     14.000 tons 

12,000 torn 
Butadiene 32.000 tons 

A further handicap to Argentina's petrochemical 
development has been insufficient and expensive electric 
power supply. This has forced each plant to generate its 
own power, and has thus increased both the investment 
and the operating costs for each product. 

>• Chtmkal Week (Baptambar 12, 1964). 
» C. O. Baptirta, Chimkml 

(Juna 1964). 
60:94-100 

u F. A. Firpo. Chemical S««N«*V Pregna, 60«1-99 (May 
1964). 
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Brazil 

The situation in Brazil is in some ways similar. Data 
given in a recent article!* illustrate the problem of economic 
plant size versus demand even in a country as large as 
Brazil. 

Chemical Estimami nummi étmmd 
IMS tatù 

Ethylene  31,000 
Propylene  3,000 
Beiuene  38,000 
Toluene  2,500 
Xylenes  6,500 
Acetylene  36,000 
Butadiene  57,000 

If all the ethylene were produced in a single plant, the 
level would still be on the lower side of economic plant 
capacity. 

Another interesting factor in Brazil, which may well 
apply to other developing countries, is the availability 
of large quantities of domestic fermentation alcohol at a 
low price. As a result, both ethylene and butadiene are 
being, or will be, made from alcohol, which operations 
are not usually economic in large petrochemical industries 
in the United States of America and in Europe. 

Regimai integratimi 

The Latin America Free Trade Association (LAFTA) 
has addressed itself to the problem of the economic 
activity of the chemical industry in its member countries. 
As reported in a recent journal,14 it believes that in the 
long run, integration of chemical industries on a regional 
scale represents the only solution that will satisfy all 
their economic and social objectives. Specifically, it 
concluded that for a wide variety of heavy and inter- 
mediate chemicals, the cost savings resulting from distri- 
buting industry throughout the over-all area on the basis 
of available resources and optimum-scale production, 

,¿12 C .5f??,0,0• C*"»*»' ^mbitrtm Proertu, 60 (2):85-88 
(February 1964). 

would be much larger than the increased transport 
costs. Furthermore, only in this way would prices and 
costs in the industry be comparable to those in the 
international markets. 

Some of the major implications of such a programme 
at the plant level are: 

1. Since some intermediates, such as ethylene, cannot 
be transported economically except by pipeline, the 
intermediate plant will probably be intimately associated 
with one or more derivative plants. 

2. This will permit better use of by-products such as 
propylene, butadiene and aromatica, and perhaps more 
efficient use of waste heat. 

3. Flexibility of the plant will be important because of 
the different technical and economic needs of the member 
owners. 

CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a fairly extensive discussion 
of the problems and costs associated with the transfer of 
advanced technology to developing countries, and has 
presented illustrative data for certain basic intermediate 
petrochemicals. It has also given some recommendations 
for the use of cost data which may be derived from the 
literature or which may be furnished to the developing 
countries by companies specializing in the petrochemical 
business. 

We are aware that the application of the data and 
recommendations given herein still require the exercise 
of a considerable amount of judgement. 

We can only say that it is not possible to be more 
specific in a general paper of thir. sort, and that we 
desired principally to point out some cost elements that 
might otherwise be overlooked. 

In conclusion, we suggest that when the developing 
country has identified its scope requirements for both 
the ISBL and the OSBL facilities and can set them forth 
in an inquiry, then the prospective licensers and suppliers 
can supply data for a complete plant to meet those 
requirements, with sufficient accuracy foi planning pur- 
poses. For final appropriations, time and cost required 
for definitive studies are nearly always indispensable ami 
worth while. 

2M 
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TABLE I. DIFFERENTIAL* IN CAPITAL AND OFUATINO com 
OCCAHONCD BY TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY TO DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Basis All differenti»!« «re applied to an "inside battery limit»"' 
prooeu unit installed in the Houston area of the United 
States. 

I. Differentials in capital cost for urne scope of ISBL unit 

A. Licences or know-how feet 

B. Shipping costs of imported equipment, machinery  and 
materials 
1. Export packing 
2. Lighterage and special loading charges 
3. Ocean freight and insurance 
4. Special unloading charges 
3. Import duties 
6. Warehousing 
7. Local freight and insurance 

C. Construction costs 
1. Importation of construction took on rental or purchase 

basis, including spare parts for tools 
2. lmrjortatlon of certain cwmmiable construction rnaujrials 
3. Expatriate construction supervision, craft foreman and 

skilled Isbour 
4. Housing, commissary and similar facilities for expa- 

triate personnel 
3. Unfavourable site conditions (limited acosas, inadéquate 

roads, bridges, etc.) 
6. Longsr completion time 

(•) Procsdural requirements for credit, payment, import 
clearance etc. 

(*) SUpping schedules and consolidation 
(c) Recruitment and training of local labour 
(¿) Saast aal construction limitations (monsoons) 
(«) Inadequate priority within country for Indigenous 

materials, freight cars, etc 
(J) Loss or damage during shipment 
(#) Inadequate or insufldant tools and construction 

equipment 
7. Expatriate vendor specialists 
8. Uoanaar specialists 

II. DtAVananls in capital cost for mcruased scope of MM. and 
OSBLunit 

A. Spare aquipmant 
1. Instai 
2. Warehouse i 
3. Standswdissjlc« c^equipmeirt to i^ic« sparai 

B. lacremantal Cssd and product storage 

C Mamtawanca facilitiss 
1. Shops (n 

TABU. I (continued) 

2. Tools and mobile equipment 
3. Ws rehouses 

D. Marine facilities 
E. Housing and commissary 
F. Recruitment and training 

1. Expatriate personnel 
2. Indigenous personnel 

G. Commissioning and start-up 
I   Contractor specialists 
2. Vendor specialists 
3. Licenser specialists 

III. Differentials in production costs 

A. Shipping   costs  for  imported  raw materials,  catalysts, 
chemicals and operating supplies 
1. See item IB 

B. Advisory services 
I. Expatriate personnel skilled in production, engineering 

maintenance, marketing, etc. 
C. Use of indigenous utilities and supplies 

1. Direct cost premiums 
2. Quality or reliability deficiencies 

D. Initial lower productivity of inexperienced personnel 
E. By-products 

1. No local market 
2. Quality improvement 

TABLE II. APPROXIMATE SCALING FACTORS 
rat FBTROCHEMICAL PLANTS 

«MC*? 

RttatfH etfUM in», far rtm «f*fcMi 

KtitHlt l 
ftr Mrtnu «PKM 

Per cml of bau  . 

40  
<0  
SO  

.   .      0.35 

60.5 
73.5 
N.5 

Bate 

0.60 

57.7 
73.6 
•7.3 

Base 
114.3 
135.4 
173.4 

0.65 

53.2 
71.9 
S6.5 

115.6 
139 
181.5 

0.70 

52.6 
70.0 
85.4 

Base 
116.9 
142.5 
190.0 

0.75 

50.3 
68.2 
84.3 

Base 

123   .. . 
166... 
230 ... . 

113 
132.1 
165.5 

118.4 
146.3 
199.0 

Coat at 
rasata: 

aaaacity Dasind eapaetty) • 
(•ass capacity) ¿cat at bass« 



9. ECONOMICS OF OLEFIN AND DIOLEFIN PRODUCTION 

R. G. Craig, L. C. Doelp, A. K. Logtcinuk, Houdry Proce»» and Chemical Company, 
Divition of Air Producta a\ Chemical», Inc., United State» of America 

As the developing countries seek to establish economic 
independence, it has been necessary to find and take 
advantage of available resources as building blocks 
toward the establishment of basic industry. The need 
for such basic industry is self-evident in that it brings 
about a spiralling economic revolution. Employment is 
increased, the standard of living is raised, the demand for 
trained personnel and technologists is fostered, and 
their availability nurtures the growth of new industry, 
which accelerates this spiral. 

In general, the first responsibility of developing nations 
has been to increase the ability of their citizens to feed 
and clothe themselves. This has led to consideration of a 
basic fertilizer industry in order to provide higher yields 
of foods and textile fibres to fulfil the nation's internal 
needs. The export of some of the production surpluses 
has provided funds for the attainment of other basic 
requirements through imports. 

In some areas where climatic conditions prohibit this 
approach and in others where the agricultural needs have 
been met, the search for basic manufacturing facilities 
has focused upon the petroleum industry and the gaseous 
hydrocarbons obtained during the production of petro- 
leum. In some countries, fortunate to have crude petro- 
leum production at present, there is a waste of natural 
resources through burning of excess gases. Countries 
not yet fortunate enough to have found petroleum are in 
search of it; however, even if immediate prospects for 
discovery are not too good, these countries have already 
established or are on the verge of establishing a petroleum 
refining industry. The point being made here is that 
gaseous hydrocarbons, whether occurring naturally or 
available as by-product« of petroleum refining, are 
available in many countries but are not always utilized 
to the fullest economic extent. Among these gases are 
isobutane and normal butane. If these are converted to 
olefins or diolefins they become the basis of a new petro- 
chemical industry, which in addition to supplying the 
internal needs of the developing country also offers 
products for export. 

Isobutane and normal butane can be converted by 
dehydrogenation to isobutylene, butylènes, and butadiene. 
Butylènes can be used to produce polybutylene lubricante, 
alkylate, butyl rubber, alkyl aromatici, butyl alcohols, 
etc. Butadiene can be used to produce a variety of rubbers 
and other products having wide applications. 

The obvious question is whether or not it is economi- 
cally justifiable to install piante in developing nations 

which are small by comparison with those installed in 
highly industrialized countries. It is to this end that we 
direct this study and present the economics concerned 
with the installation and operation of a small Houdry 
Dehydrogenasen Process plant for the production of 
mono-oleñns and diolefins. 

As an introduction to the economics it is desirable to 
describe this process and review the inherent chemistry. 

CHEMISTRY AND PROCESS DESCRIPTION 

The Houdry Dehydrogenation Process is a commercially 
proven catalytic process for the conversion of C, to C4 

paraffins to corresponding mono-olefins and conjugated 
diolefins. The heart of the process is the catalytic reactor 
section containing a chromia-alumina catalyst which 
promotes the following chemkal reactions (compound 
names and attendant heat effects are indicated): 

CH,CH,CH, 
(Propane) 

CH,CH,CH,CH, 
(n-Butane) 

CH.CH = CHCH, 
(Butylène) 

CH.CHCH, 
I 

CH, 
(iso-Butane) 

CH.CHCH.CH, 
I 
CH, 

(iso-Pen tane) 

CH, = CCH.CH, 
I 
CH, 

(iso-Fentene) 

î CH, = CHCH, f H, 
(Propylene), A H - + 30.92 k cal/gm 

mole (l) 
ì CH.CH = CHCH, + H, 

(Butylène),  A H - + 29.62 k cal/gm 
mole (mixed isomeri) (2) 

! CH, = CHCH - CH, + H, 
(Butadiene), A H - + 30.29 k eel/fro 

mole (3) 
; CH¿: - CH, + H, 

I 
CH, 

(Iso-butylène), A H = + 29.31 kcal/gm 
mote (4) 

! CH, = CCHjCH, + H, 

CU, 
(Uo-pentene), A H =. + 29.47 k cal/pn 

mole (mixed homer») (S) 
ÎCH.-0CH = CH, + H, 

¿H, 
(Isoprene).   A   H - 21.83 k cal/gm 

mole (0 

Thus, all reactions are highly endothermk and produce 
an increased volume of total products. Furthermore, the 
thermodynamic equilibria are such that high temperatures 
and low pressures are desirable to timiiwl»^ unsaturate 
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productivity. Optimum reaction conditions usually fall 
within the following ranges: 

Temperature . 
Pressure, absolute. 
Liquid hourly space 

velocity     . 

Eñfliik mili 

l,IOO-1,250»r 
5-20 in   Ha 

59Î-676-C. 
9.14-37.4 kg/m» 

0.5 to 5.0 

Because of the thermodynamic limitations, the conversion 
per pass is not complete and unconverted reactants must 
be recycled through the reactor section. 

Although the desired reactions (1-6) are quite selective, 
limited quantities of the following by-products are 
formed • 

C,-C, saturates and mono-oletins; 
Coke; 
Polymer. 

Each of these products has value in its own right or with 
respect to the process. By gas plant separation, hydrogen is 
produced at 75-80 volume per cent purity and 75-250 
psig, depending on the carbon number of the desired 
product. A 20,000 metric tons per year butadiene plant 
will produce about 2,250,000 standard cubic feet per day 
(SCFD) of hydrogen from n-butane fresh feed. If not 
used for its chemical value, the hydrogen is burned to 
supply process heat or generate steam and electrical energy. 
If the hydrogen is used as fuel C, to C, light hydro- 
carbons produced are also generally used for fuel. 
However, a fraction containing most of the C,'s is ob- 
tained and can be used for other purposes. Ceke or heavy 
polymer is deposited on the catalyst and is burned off 
during the regeneration portion of the cyclic, fixed bad 
operation to provide essentially all of the heat of reaction. 

A small portion of the feed is converted to an aromatic 
oil, which is used il the process to quench the reactor 
effluent stream. The rate of production of quench oil 
is enough to overcome losses and degradation and keep 
the process self-sufficient. 

The Houdry Dehydrogenation Process is capable of 
producing each of the products shown in reactions (I) 
to (6). Except for small difference» in operating conditions 
and in the design of the product recovery section, the 
process components are the same for each operation. 

Figure I shows a typical processing scheme for produc- 
ing butadiene from normal butane. The same plant can 
be used for each of the other Ave reactions. N-butane 
fresh feed plus recycle n-butane and n-butylenes from the 
produc separation and purification section are heated to 
reaction temperature in a fired heater and flow to one of 
the fixed bed reactors. The reactors contain a shallow 
bed of pelleted chromia-alumina catalyst and granular 
inert material. The hydrocarbon feed enters at slightly 
below reaction temperature and the flow continues for a 
period of from 5 to 10 minutes. Since the net reaction is 
endothermic, the catalyst bed temperatures decrease 
during the on-stream period. A small amount of coke is 
deposited on the catalyst during the on-stream perioH. 
Reactor 1 of figure 1 is shown in the " on-stream " position. 
At the end of this period the reactor is purged with sceam 
prior to the regeneration portion of the cycle. Air at 
about average reaction temperature is then admitted to 
the reactor to remove the coke from the catalyst. The 
exothermic combustion of the coke restores heat to the 
reactor bed equivalent to that removed during the 
or. stream period. The duration of the regeneration por- 
tion of the lycle is from 5 to 10 minutes. Reactor 2 of 
figure I is shown "on regeneration". Following regenera- 
tion, the reactor is purged and evacuated prior to repeat 
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ing the cycle. The total process time required for purging, 
evacuation and valve change is from 3 to S minutes, 
although more time may be allowed in the cycle. The total 
process cycie will vary from 15 to 30 minutes. Reactor 
3 of figure I is shown "on puige" and evacuation. 

The reactor effluent is taken immediately into a quench 
tower and cooled by direct contact with circulating quench 
oil. The effluent gas is compressed to 75-250 psig pressure 
and successively passes through an absorber, stripper and 
depropanizer. The depropanizer bottoms are fed to an 
extraction plant where 99-t-per cent butadiene is separa- 
ted from the unconverted butanes and butènes, which aie 
returned to the reactor section. Butadiene separation 
and purification are accomplished using liquid-liquid 
extraction (cuprous ammonium acetate) or extractive 
distillations (acetonitrile, furfural, acetone). 

The design and operation of the reactor section has a 
significant eflec' on process economics. From the stand- 
point of investment and utility costs it ic desirable to 
have as high a conversion per pass to butadiene as poss- 
ible, Since the butadiene formed is also subject to further 
reaction (degradation), increasing conversion (disappear- 
ance of fresh feed) is also associated with decreasing 
selectivity. Thus, as plant conversion increases, so doe» 
feed cost per pound of butadiene produced. Another 
factor influencing the operating conversion level is heat 
balance. Figure II shows a typical operating curve for 
butadiene production fr^m n-butanr fresh feed. The 
solid curve represents the relationship that is achieved 
between butadiene, wt. per cent total feed, versus coke 
wt. per cent total feed, as the level of conversion is increa- 
sed. The dashed curve represents the heat balance line. 
At a given butadiene yield per pass (total feed), the dashed 
curve shows the coke required to produce an amount 
of heat (on combustion) equal to the net heat of reaction 
for the given butadiene yield. At the intersection of these 
two curves, point E, the net heat of reaction during the 
on-itream period is equal to Uie net heat of combustion 
of the coke deposited. Below this point (normal operating 
range), each cycle is deficient in heat by amoui.t AB. 
This amount of heat must be supplied to the reactor 
by the sensible heat of the hydrocarbon and regeneration 
air streams or by other techniques which can be incorpo- 
rated in the design. Above the point of intersection, 
excess heat equal to CD is produced on each cycle. 
Within limits this can be removed by the hydrocarbon 
and air stream. Traditionally, houdry units have opera- 
ted at levels substantially below point E of figure II. 
As a result of extensive commercial and laboratory 
testing, the invention of a more rugged and selective 
catalyst, and the use of new analytical techniques to 
command instantaneous process control, operation 
near the heat balance point is now a commercial reality. 
The impact of this process modification on investments 
and operating costs is significant. 

The achievement of the present-day version of the 
Houdry Dehydrogenation Process has been the natural 
result of continued engineering research and commercial 
experience. It is not uncommon to find plants operating 
with on stream factors greater than 93 per cent (over 
98 per cent excluding turnaround). Some of the outstand- 
ing design feature« of the process are as follows: 

Figure II. Heol bakmet relationship production ofbutadttne 
from n-buume 

(a) The refractory-lined, carbon steel reactors satis- 
factorily solve the problems which arise from high 
temperature operation in alternating oxidizing and 
reducing atmospheres. The expos-ire of even stabilized 
stainless steels to tnese conditions produces a cata- 
lytically active ind undesirable surface. This condition 
is avoided in the Houdry design. Ceramic arche? in the 
reactors support perforated tile, which in turn support 
the catalyst-inert mixture. The entire interior of the reactor 
and nozzles are lined with a special high quality refractory. 

(b) The cycle timer automatically controls the dehydro- 
genation reactor section. The opening and closing of all 
the reactor valves required to carry the process through 
a complete operating cycle is controlled by electrical 
impulses from the timer. The timer also ensures that 
each operation is carried out safely. Prior to initiating 
each command it surveys the pressure in the reactor and 
the position of each pertinent valve to ensure proper 
positioning before allowing the next step to occur. 
Once it has initiated a given action, electrical wiring 
safeguards prevent any other interfering action from 
taking place. Should the cycle timer fail to get a satis- 
factory report concerning reactoi pressure or valve 
position prior to or following any action, it automatically 
stops, sounds an alarm, und locks into the existing mode 
of operation until the operating obstacle is removed. 

(c) The cycle timer has at its command hydraulkally 
or electrically operated valve* which admit streams to 
and from the reactor. Velvet aa large as 42 inches in 
diameter are desiped to fully open or dot» in a period 
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TAiLE  2.   HOUDUV   DBHYDROQENATION FAUCH»   — TYPICAL   MATEWAL  BALANCES 

Effect of conversion in butadiene production 

Basis:  1,000 pounds fresh feed 

CtmrMtm 

Cum—ml 

j 

HM 

4 

U—Ttr 

Futi 

tur 

rruk ftté Futi BuimMmr Us». Frtik ftté «•(adirar Lona 

50 
68 
37 
42 
74 
33 

5 
21 
16 

5 
16 

367 

3 

529 
101 

101 

10 

990 

58 
29 
15 
17 
31 
13 

5 
25 
18 
6 

16 

3 

644 

— 

— 

...              10 
z 

Isobutylene 
n-Butylenes 

— 
— 

.   .   .         990 — 

C|+, coke • 
120 

1,000 532 1,000 233 647 120 

of 21 secondi electrically or 5-6 seconds hydraulically. 
Each valve is designed to open and close without " slam- 
ming" but with sufficient force to ensure proper seating. 
The special valves for this service have been designed and 
built in the Federal Republic of Germany and in the 
United States of America. 

(J) The dehydrogenation catalyst itself has undergone 
improvement over the years. The present catalyst pos- 
sesses rugged physical properties, is very active and 
selective and is extremely stable to long exposures at 
high temperatures. This newly developed catalyst has 
been in commercial use for over two years, during whic'. 
over l.'.OO tons of butadiene have been produced per ton 
of catalyst. Operation with this catalyst is continuing, 
so an ultimate catalyst life cannot yet be stated. 

PROCOS YIELDS 

Yields experienced in application of the process to the 
production of various mono and diolefins are shown in 
tables 1 and 2. The product distributions shown in table 1 
are based on high conversion operations at reduced 
sekctivities to mi"<•« plant investment and utility 
costs. This type of operation is applicable where feed- 
stock costs are low, or where utility prices or capital 
costs are high. In all cases, the olefin is recovered as a 
separate product at the purity shown. Separation and 
purification plant losses—primarily C,+ or C,+ polymer- 
are included in the non-selective products. 

Table 2 defines a different operation for butadiene 
production which can be attractive where feedstock is 
moie costly. Operating costs will normsdly be Ugh in 
this case when compared with the mote severe operation 
of case 3 of table 1. This must be balanced by lower feed- 
stock costs if the müder operation fc to be Jmtified. 

PROCESS ECONOMICS 

Table 3 provides investment and operating costs data 
for the process when producing high purity propylene, 
isobutylene, normal butylènes, butadiene 1, 3, and iso- 
prene. The basis for these economics is a single design 
for the catalytic, quench, compression and gas processing 
sections for all operations. Capacity is fixed at 20,000 
STPY of butadiene from normal butane (case 3 of table 3). 
The productions shown for the other operations arc those 
obtained in the same equipment when processing the 
same total feed quantity. 

It is possible to produce isobutylene (case 2) and normal 
butylènes (case 5) in a somewhat lew costly plant with 
some incre»-» in feedstock cost. However, the flexibility 
of the process is shown most clearly if all products are 
produced in the same equipment exclusive of product 
purification. If capital costs are high the savings by a 
design specific to these products should be considered. 

The produci separation and purification sections of 
the plants described in table 3 are not identical for all 
the products. Thus, some differences in total plant invest- 
ment and operating costa are shown. Actually, all the 
mono and diolefins can be separated reasonably well in 
the same extractive distillation equipment, but it has 
been commercial practice to separate propylene from 
propane by fractionation and to separate isobutylene 
from isobutane and other C4's by sulfuric acid extraction. 
The latter processes have been used in development of 
table 3 with extractive distillation used for all other 
separations. 

Since substantial amounts of 50-150 pei steam are 
required in the product separation and purification 
sections of the plants, non-condensing steam turbine 
driven have been used to the extent necessary to provide 
this «team. Motor drive has been used for all other power 
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requirement!. Naturally, driver »election it dependent on 
the price structure for each application. In many area», 
partial or complete use of fired gas turbines to supply 
all power aatt regeneration air requirements proves 
economically attractive. 

Table 3 shows clearly that production rate is dependent 
on the product desired and that manufacturing cost 
exclusive of feedstock is inversely related to the produc- 
tion rate. 

The manufacturing coats including feedstock cost are 
shown in figure III as a function of feedstock cost. 
Normally, in the United Sutes of America, saturated 

feedstocks rast between one and two cents per pound 
with the lower values applying in petroleum producing 
areas. In some areas of the world where flaring of light 
hydrocarbons is practiced, even lower feedstock values 
be used. 

The yields shown in table I and the economic data 
presented in table 3 and figure III are based on high 
conversion operation. This is attractive whenever feed- 
stock costs are low or whenever utility costs or capital 
costs are high. Where feedstocks are comparatively 
expensive, more efficient utilization of the feed (higher 
selectivity) may be desirable. Table 2 compares process 
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TAILE S. HOUDHY DmvMtooiNATioN Fuoco» FOB ALBYLATTOH FLANT FEEDSTOCK «ODUCTION 

Hit It conversion operation! — pkmt economie« 

Frafccf I It MB SM 
mntrnt 

fnm prona* 

SS.XO srrr 

!nv«*mtnt (USA Gulf CuMt) 

FroMtt UM*  $4,180,000 
Auxiferk.  »•«£» 
Und(lKMiMl)  1O0.00O 

TOTAI        $5,M0,000 

UtilHin 

Furi, »pVMMWrU  «M»» 
Fow«r,0.7iVkWli  0.HM2 
mourn hUwmr JO tm iti  OOMJ 
M*k«twwater10*/M|4  0MW 

SUBTOTAL 0.1971 
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**ym*\i4»  
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Flftnt owriMA-t.  •         0.3765 
ln«MMr««M<lMM(lp«re«»to(rhi»./yr.)  0.0M2 
DqmdMkMKl3yr.it. ta«)  0.3M0 
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100,000 
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t/i mm wr KM»* 

(0.0036) 
0.1112 
0.0032 
0.0012 

0.1210 

0.115« 

0.0111 

0.1339 

0.2237 
0.1841 

0.4103 

1.0341 

1.7202 

1.3*3 

$3,560.000 
1,700,000 

100,000 

$3,360,000 

(0.0306) 
0.1262 
0.0039 
0.0093 

0.1101 

0.1269 

0.0233 

0.1324 

0.2560 
0.2163 

04723 

0.3313 0.3840 

0.04*1 0.0341 
0.30*0 0.3*05 
0.3*22 0.4110 

1.209* 

1.9431 

1.4*3 
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components; for example, isobuUne and normal butane 
can be fed simultaneously. Conversion of isobutane to 
isobutylene can also be controlled to feed the alkylation 
section the proper isobuUne to olefin ratio. 

Isoamytenes, normal pentenes and piperylene are other 
C, olefins which can be produced by the process should 
the need arise. 

The Houdry Dehydrogenation Process offers an econo- 
mically attractive means of producing mono and diolefins 
from the corresponding saturates. Flexibility of the process 
has beco illustrated by production of various unsaturates 
in a unit designed for a specific diolefin. In a 20,000 STPY 
butadiene from n-butane dehydrogenation unit, a quantity 
of diolefin which may be internally absorbed by many 
developing countries, the production cost of butadiene 
exclusive of royalty and feedstock cost but on the basis 
of United States manpower and utility costs is 6.4 cents 
per pound. In the same dehydrogenation section, with 
some chantes to the recovery section, isoprene can be 
produced for 8.8 cents per pound, isobutylene, propylene, 
or mixtures of n-butylene and butadiene for about 
2.6 cents per pound. 

Thus, dehydrogenation of saturated light hydrocarbons 
provide« an economically broad base for a chemical 
industry. High purity chemical intermediates are readily 
produced for sale or for conversion to large volume bulk 
chemical  products such  as  polypropylene or butyl, 

styrene-butadiene, poh/butadiene or polyisoprene rubbers. 
Conservation of the valuable light hydrocarbon natural 
resource, which in some areas is now lost, also provides an 
incentive to the installation of dehydrogenation facilities. 

ECONOMICS OF OLEFIN AND DIOLEFIN PRODUCTION 
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10. PRODUCTION OF ETHYLENIC HYDROCARBONS BY CYCLIC CRACKING 

A. Roche, Office national induatriel de l'Amóte and J. Lamar ie, G.E.G.I. Company, France 

The main processes for producing olefins can be 
classified in four different groups: 

(a) Continuous cracking in lubes with external heating. 
Processes of this kind arc the most commonly used and 
they lead to relatively high outputs in ethylene. 

(b) Auto-thermic continuous or with partial-combustion 
cracking. These processes arc used for acetylene produc- 
tion, ethylene being a by-product. They arc interesting 
when acetylene production is the main problem. 

(c) Continuous cracking on fluidized mass. These pro- 
cesses have a considerable flexibility and can use a great 
variety of feedstocks; however, they arc all rather 
complex. 

(d) Cyclic cracking. The catalytic and cyclic cracking 
processes for liquid and gaseous hydrocarbons have 
been used all over the world for producing synthesis 
gas, or rich gas. One of the better known among the 
cyclic processes, the "ONIA-GEGI" process has been 
the object of numerous experiments in the production 
of high ethylene and propylene content gas. The present 
report concerns this process. 

chamber burner. The waste gases produced go through 
the cracking chamber, then through the waste-heat 
boiler and are sent to the atmosphere. These waste gases 
are oxidized and the carbon deposited on the contact- 
mass during the preceding phase is burnt while, at the 
same time, this mass is reheated to the required tempera- 
ture for a new phase. At the end of the heating pha»<*, 
a short steam purging phase takes place. 

This is followed by the next phase, in which the hydro- 
carbon is intimately mixed with the steam and admitted 
in the cracking chamber. The hydrocarbon-steam 
mixture goes through this chamber where the cracking 
reaction takes place; the product gas leaves the reactor 
and after cooling in the waste-heat boiler and the scrub- 
ber-washer is sent towards the compressing station in 
order to separate the various constituents. Shortly 
before the end of the cracking period, a new steam purging 
phase takes place; then the cycle begins again. 

The starting and shutting-off period of such a plant is 
very short. From the cold state, it is possible to begin 
gas producing after only eight to twelve hours preheat- 
ing. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE ONIA-GEGI PROCESS 

A  plant  using the  ONIA-GEGI  process includes 
essentially the following: 
One combustion chamber, in steel plate, internally lined 

with a refractory and insulating lining and supplied with 
a burner; 

One cracking chamber, in steel plate, also lined with 
a refractory and insulating lining and supplied with a 
contact-maw. This chamber is also supplied with a device 
for injection of the hydrocarbon to be cracked, mixed 
with steam; 

One waste-beat boiler to produce the necessary process 
steam by recuperation of sensible heats; 

One scrubber-washer to cool the product gas; 
One stack to send the heating waste gases to the atmos- 

phere. 
The operation is cyclic and comprises two main phases: 

heating and cracking; the cycle being automatically 
assured by a pre-set governor, stack and valves which 
are actuated, as desired, by hydraulic servo-motors or 
by electric jacks. 

At the beginning of the heating phase, the feedstock 
and the combustion air are sent to the combustion 

II. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OK THE PROCESS 

The reactor is particularly robust and simple; it permits 
very extensive cracking and, with liquid hydrocarbons, 
it is possible to obtain high ethylene efficiencies of 
about 35 per cent in weight of the feedstock used. The 
quantity of liquid gasolene collected, after cracking, is 
very small. 

In view of the high ethylene efficiency and the low gaso- 
lene production, it may, in some cases, be considered econo- 
mical to give up the sale of this gasolene, and tc use it 
as fuel for heating. 

The possibility of conducting the cracking in severe 
conditions allows the treatment of hydrocarbons the 
use of which was not formerly considered economical. 
It is then possible to crack propane as well as butane and 
light petrols, some heavier fractions and even some crude 
oils with ethylene efficiencies comparable with those ob- 
tained in using light paramnic petrols. 

As the variations in setting are extremely easy, 
the propylene/ethylene ratio can be varied very simply 
between 1/1 and 0.3/1 in weight. 

When searching for e simultaneous yield of ethylene 
and propylene, the process gives the possibility to obtain 
a total olefins efficiency amounting to 43 per cent. 

»7 
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TABU I. CRACKING OF LIGHT KHôLS ON PILOT PLANT 

Per cent weight of products obtained of cracked, light petrol (before fractionation) 

Light petrol s. gr.     0.668 
Range : 44-IWC 
Aromatic hydrocarbons 
Isoparaffink hydrocarbons 
ParafAnk hydrocarbons 
Naphthenk hydrocarbons 

3.8 
24.6 
52.2 
19.4 

100.0 

Light petrol s. gr.     0.671 
Range : 49-108'C 
Aromatic hydrocarbons 
Isopararfink hydrocarbons 
Pcraffinic hydrocarbons 
Naphthenk hydrocarbons 

0.6 
32.0 
45.0 
22.4 

100.0 

Light petrol s. gr.     0.733 
Range : 32-198 "C 
Gasolene from Hatsi R'Mcl 

SHtfttet: ßfm Satptmr 223 M*m 

¡temili for lint workmt irttlmti Retmllx for Ihrer workim iettimi Renili lor ihre* workim tettimi 

C,H,  18.7 27.1 32.0 lb.2 
C,H,  16.6 16.0 9.6 14.5 

TOTAL <C,H4 i C,H.)  (35.3) 

H,  0.9 11.7 2.8 0.6 
C^H,  0.6 0.8 0.9 0.3 
CH,  9.7 15.7 21.1 9.0 
C.H,  3.6 4.2 4.4 3.3 
C^H,  0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 
C,  11.4 5.7 3.0 12.2 

TOTAL, gas other than ethylene and pro- 
pylene   (26.3) 

Condensate  32.4 21.5 17.0 39.2 
Carbon  6.0 7.1 9.0 4.4 

C,H,  100.0 100.0 100.0 I00.O 
Ratio C.H,  1.12 1.68 3.33 1.12 

27.1 
11.8 

31.9 
6.5 

22.0 
14.4 

26.2 
lt.0 

31.0 
8.0 

(43.1)       (41.6)        (30.7)        (38.9)        (38.4)        (36.4)        (37.2)        (39.0) 

(28.3)       (32.4)       (25.5) 

1.3 
0.5 

17.5 
3.5 
0.2 
7.8 

(30.8) 

23.3 
7.0 

100.0 
2.3 

2.2 
0.6 

23.5 
3.5 
0.2 
5.0 

(35.0) 

15.5 
11.0 

100.0 
4.9 

LO 
0.6 

10.9 
2.4 
0.8 
9.8 

1.2 
0.7 

13.7 
3.6 
0.6 
8.6 

1.7 
0.9 

18.7 
3.1 
0.3 
5.0 

(25.5)       (28.4)       (29.7) 

36.0 
2.1 

100.0 
1.53 

29.6 
4.8 

100.0 
2.38 

16.4 
14.9 

100.0 
3.9 

The ethane and propane content, in the product gas 
is very low; it corresponds approximately to half of 
that observed in the tubes cracking processes; it is 
therefore possible to simplify the separation plant. 
The process has a very high thermal efficiency and 
enough steam is produced to supply the plant's require- 
ment. 

III. WORKING RESULTS ON THE USE OF LIGHT PETROLS 

Numerous experiments have been made with light 
petrols, and table I indicates the results obtained with 
three of these; for each one, three columns of figures 
make it possible to show the variations in the results 
according to the adopted settings; the intermediate 
settings give intermediate results. 

It may be observed that, from one petrol to another, 
the results given in this table do not necessarily correspond 
with identical settings of the apparatus. Moreover, under 
the name " condensates " is included all hydrocarbons 
collected in liquid form, after cracking; they contain 
in fact hydrocarbons having a carbon index equal 
to or higher than 5. Their composition is specified 
below. 

The line in the table named "carbon" includes the 
carbon found in the gas as CO, and CO and the carbon 
deposited on the contact-mass during cracking. This 
carbon is burned during the heating periods with the 
excess air in the waste gases. The gases do not hold any 
free carbon. 

The gas leaving the cracking plant contains, besides 
the components of table I, some others such as CO,, 
CO, 0„ Ng, and table 2 gives, in weight and in volume, 
all the gases leaving the cracking unit for obtaining 
50 t/day of ethylene starting from a petrol range of 
40/110 with SO mg/kg of sulphur. 

The high olefins efficiencies obtained are slightly 
affected by variation in the feedstock composition used. 
Important variations of naphthenics contents in this 
feedstock have only a very slight effect on the 
ethylene of propylene yield; the aromatic« hydrocarbons 
in the feedstock go through the reactor, with practically 
no change. 

Table 1, which is important in studying the market 
evolution of these two products in particular shows 
that: 
The variations in setting main it possible to obtain a 

wide range in the etiryba>f>ropylews ratio. 
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TAUE 2 

Im writ hl  l*l> In Yalumr i mil 

4,040 2,050 
161 113 
806 645 

2,420 26,950 
4,840 3,880 

32,300 45,100 
1,290 1,130 

50,000 39,700 
6,450 4,750 

14,500 7,800 
323 161 

2,420 969 
2,420 1.000 

to,  
o,  
IO  
H,  
N,  
CH4  
C'.H,  
C'.H4 

QH,  
C,H, 
C»H,  
C',H,  
C.H,  

121,970 

Condensate: 
Petrol  26,130 
Oil  1.370 

Impurities in gr/Nm,: 
Naphthalene  0-6 
Tar  0.02 
SH,  0.025 
Organic sulphur  0.025 

The weight of ethylene and propylene obtained, is so 
much more important than the settings for ethylene 
production. 

134.248 

The weight of condensate decreases with the increase of 
ethylene yield, but, even in the case of a setting for a 
maximum of ethylene, the condensate quantity is 
sufficient to permit the heating, if desired. 

The light petrol sulphur content does not seem to influence 
the cracking during the cracking phase. This sulphur 
is hydrogenized to H2S, which fixes itself partially 
on the contact-mass from which it is removed under 
the form of SOs during the heating. The sulphur 
found in the gas is in small quantity and under the 
form of H,S. 

It should be added that: 
The steam produced by the recuperation of the waste- 

gases and the sensible heats furnishes the plant's 
steam requirement. 

The heating can be obtained by a hydrocarbon, the 
condensates, residuary gases, etc. Several possibilities 
can even   be   provided   simultaneously   if desired. 

Butadiene production 

The results of systematical tests made on a fixed petrol 
to verify the butadiene production are shown by the 
curves in the figure. These tests show that, if the total 
amount of carbides in C4 decreases much with the 
increase of ethylene proportion, whereas, the butadiene 
yield is practically constant. It is probable that, in some 
cases, and for a maximum ethylene yield, the hydro- 
carbons in C4 will be only in the form of butadiene. 

Condensates 

Table 3 below specifies, for two fixed petrols, the 
condensates composition. This last one varies according 

TABLE 3 

light petrol : s. gr 0.657 - Rang« 30-405»C Light petrol ». gr. : 0.733 — Range 32-l98°C 

Condensate 
Feedstock  31.2 25.4 

Octane number  «4.7 »fl 

Specific r«vity at 15«C  0.672 0.707 
AnUin point  44 2» 

Her cent of condensate hydro- 
carbons : 
Aromatic  1S.2 31.0 
Oleflnk  7.5 M 
  m «6 

155 

97.1 

0.S43 
7 

60.5 
7.0 

SIS 

Condensate 
Feedstock 

Octant number . .  .  . 

Specific gravity at 20-C 

38.7 

89.9 

0.732 

Par cent of condensate 
hydrocarbon» : 
Aromatic      39.2 

Otefinlc      !*•« 
Paraflnk     43.9 

P»r cent of aromatic* 

Tofcuae     27.7 

Xyhae     21.3 

24 

96.1 

0.797 

66.7 

6.9 
26.4 

60.5 
21.0 
11.5 

18 

100.4 

0.839 

84.6 
5.1 

10.7 

64.5 
25.2 
10.3 

16 

0.882 

98.6 
1.4 

69.5 
21.2 

9.3 



i 
! 

Total «thykn« « prooyktn* 

5      200 

jj        100 

Diminish«* with trocluno, ¡nltnity     "* 

'..B      C. hydrocarbon* 

Inttftlity of crocHi 

Variations of olefins and gasolene amounts following cracking 
in comparison with this cracking intensity (light petrol, d:0,733 
fraction 32II98'C) 

to the petrols used and for the same petrol, according 
to the ratio "condensate feedstock" the condensate- 
content in aromatic? is so much the higher than the 
ethylene proportion is itself the higher in the gas made. 

IV. USE OF OTHER FEEDSTOCKS 

With the ONIA-GEGI process it is possible to use a 
wide range of feedstocks, from ethane to some crude 
oils. Table 5 below, shows the results obtained with 
some commercial propane, for two different working 
settings. 

V. FRACTIONATION 

The ethylene, the propylene, the butadiene and the 
other fractions can be separated from the cracked gas 
by the classical processes. The relatively weak concentra- 
tions in ethane and propane make it possible to reduce 
the deethanization and the depropanization price. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The ONIA-GEGI process, formerly set up for the 
production of town gas, synthesis gas, rich gas, etc., 

offers the following advantages if applied to ethylene 
production : 
It allows very intense cracking. 
In the tubular type reactors, the carbon deposits limit 

the ethylene yield. The ONIA-GEGI process makes it 
possible to obtain up to 35 per cent in weight of the 
feedstock. 

The gasolene production is considerably reduced, thereby 
reducing the ethylene cost. This gasolene can. in sore 
cases, be economically used for the heating of the 
apparatus. 

The possibility of working in intense cracking conditions 
makes it possible to use feedstocks which, previously 
were not economical. The most difficult of these 
feedstocks (oils, fractions containing big quantities 
of isomeric paraffins) to crack by conventional 
methods give nearly the same yields of ethylene as the 
straight-run paraffinic naphthas ordinarily used. 

In the production of ethylene and propylene, the process 
can lead to total olefins yields of as much as 45 per 
cent in weight of the feedstock. It is easy to vary the 
propylene-ethylene ratio. 

The amount of ethane and propane produced are small, 
which makes it possible to reduce substantially the 
separation equipment. 

The operation of the production apparatus is flexible 
and easy. 

TABLE 4 
PER TENT WEIGHT OP PRODUCTS OBTAINED OP CRACKED PROPANE 

CommrrcU mrcmt 

CA  80.4 
CA        19.4 
N,  0.2 

100.0 

_ _^^ t* n* wrklm tnihmt 

CA           29.5 J6.S 
CA            14,0 9,3 

TOTAL C.H. + C.H,      . .         (43.0) (46.1) 

"•              2.» 4.4 
CA             o.« 1.2 
CH,            17.1 27.6 
CA            9.2 4.9 
CA           24.7 11.0 

(5S.3) (49.1) 

Carbon           u 4g 



11. TECHNICAL AND ECONOMIC CHANGES IN ETHYLENE MANUFACTURE 

P. Br aber, Bataafte internationale Chemie Maafchappij N. V. (Royal Dutch Shell Group), 
¡Setherland» 

INTRODUCTION 

The amazing increase in world production and con- 
sumption of the leading plastics, such as polyethylene, 
Polyvinylchloride and polystyrene, would not have been 
possible without the development of successful methods 
of producing their most important base material, the 
monomer ethylene, in large industrial operations at low 
cost. 

It is interesting to note that the development of ethylene 
to the position of the organic chemical industry's first 
base material took place in a period of barely fifty years. 

Even before its use gained industrial importance, 
ethylene was known to be present in the gaseous by- 
products from industrial chemical processes based on 
the high temperature treatment of solid fuels such as 
lignite and coal. In coke-oven gas, for instance, ethylene 
occur* in a concentration of a few per cent. The economic 
use of this ethylene became possible only after the inven- 
tion of the ammonia synthesis shortly before the First 
World War. To satisfy the increasing demand for hydro- 
gen, low temperature fractionation plants were built 
to purify the hydrogen present in large concentrations 
in coke-oven gas. This operation yielded by-product 
hydrocarbon gases in which the ethylene appeared in 
concentrations up to 30 vol. per cent, which made its 
recovery economically possible. 

In later years, refinery gases became available from 
thermal or catalytic cracking operations of oil fractions. 
These gases contained ethylene in concentrations which 
under the conditions then obtained, made possible its 
economic recovery and use. 

When subsequently, the consumption of ethylene based 
products began to grow at an accelerated pace, the 
availability of ethylene from the sources mentioned fell 
short of requirements. The scattered nature of refinery 
operations and the lack of economic means of transport- 
ing ethylene aggravated the problem. 

This situation stimulated research for industrial 
processes to convert organic material into ethylene. 

After temporary and local success of the dehydration of 
ethanol, which was carried out particularly in the United 
States of America and the hydrogénation of acetylene, 
which was featured in Germany, the economic conditions 
ultimately promoted the development of thermal con- 
version processes using hydrocarbons from petroleum as 
feedstock. This development toon rendered the former 
processes obsolete. 

From a yield stai.dpoim, the most obvious raw materials 
for the production of ethylene are ethane and propane 
and these were the hydrocarbons employed in the first 
ethylene manufacturing plants of this type built in the 
United States of America. However, ethane and to some 
degree also propane share the disadvantage of ethylene's 
high costs for transportation over long distances. Further- 
more, ethane is generally available in natural gases in 
relatively low concentrations only and the separation of 
the ethane from the gas stream adds considerably to the 
total manufacturing costs. Investigations conducted on 
the thermal conversion of other, heavier, hydrocarbons 
revealed that economically attractive yields of ethylene 
could be achieved, provided that at ieast a part of the 
by-products could find a useful application. 

The rapid development of the world demand for middle 
distillates and residual fuel oils derived from crude oil, 
in comparison with the growth rate of light distillate 
consumption, caused the latter to be available in surplus 
quantities. This fortuitous circumstance promoted the 
increasing use of ethylene manufacturing processes based 
on naphtha fractions, which are fractions having a boil- 
ing range between 30-40°C and 180-200°C. 

Since this paper is based very largely on experience 
gained in western Europe, it will deal mainly with ethylene 
manufacture from light naphtha. 

To provide a general technical background for the 
arguments to follow, a description is given, in section 1, 
of a typical modern ethylene plant. 

In sections II and III an analysis is given of the econo- 
mic and technical changes that have been influencing 
the economics of ethylene manufacture in the last decade 
and which have jointly led to such a spectacular reduction 
in the cost of this important chemical building block. 
These cost aspects are discussed in section IV. 

To gain some insight into the feasibility of manufactur- 
ing ethylene-based chemicals for remote markets, the 
movement of transportation costs for the main ethylene 
derivatives over the last ten years is discussed in section V. 

Finally, some conclusions from this study are drawn 
in section V!. 

I. DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL MODERN ETHYLENE PLANT 

A number of processes for the pyrolysis of several 
types of hydrocarbons and for the gas separation and 
ethylene purification have been proposed and have, in 
put, found practical application. 
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For the pyrolysis, the normal tubular furnace has 
Found the most wide-spread application and as far as gas 
separation techniques are concerned, economic circum- 
stances in most parts of the world seem to favour low- 
temperature fractionation <or all separations between 
the main fractions. 

In order to facilitate further discussion on technological 
and economic aspects, the piocess route of a typical 
modern ethylene plant will be followed, combining 
pyrolysis and gas separation techniques as mentioned 
above, using the simplified flow scheme shown in figure I. 
The hydrocarbon feed, for instance a light straight-run 
gasoline fraction (light naphtha or tops) enters the 
convection section of the furnace or furnaces ( I ) after 
some preheating by a hot process stream. At a suitable 
point in the convection section, dilution steam is added 
in a weight ratio to the hydrocarbon feed which may 
vary from 0.5 to I. 

Dilution steam is added for a number of reasons. 
First, it lowers the partial pressure, thereby promoting 
the production of olefins and retarding undesired conden- 
sation reactions. Secondly, since ¡team takes part in the 
reaction to a negligible extent only, the heat requirements 
per unit volume to sustain the endothermic reaction 
decrease upon steam dilution and a steeper temperature 
gradient along the tube coil can be achieved for a given 
heat input. 

After leaving the convection section, the mixture of 
vaporized naphtha and steam is introduced into the 
radiant section of the furnace, where the pyrolysis, 
which comprises a complex sequence of predominantly 
endothermic reaction steps, takes place. The exit tempera- 
ture of the furnace may vary from 750 to 830°C depend- 
ing on the type of feedstock and cracking severity desired. 
Heat is supplied by burning gas or light distillate fuels. 

After passing through the convection section, the hot 
flue gases are utilized for steam superheating and boiler 
feed water preheating. The hot product gas, after leaving 
the furnaces, has to be cooled down very rapidly in order 
to arrest further reactions in the gas mixture, which 
would reduce the ethylene yield and result in tarry poly- 
mer and coke formation. This r, pid cooling is accomplish- 
ed in the so-called quench exchangers (2) by direct high- 
pressure steam generation. The steam production of 
these exchangers normally exceeds the dilution steam 
requirements. The pressure difference between the steam 
from the quench exchangers (up to and above 80 atm.) 
and the dilution steam injection point is utilized to drive 
a back-pressure steam turbine in the gas compression 
section. 

The quenched pyrolysis gas is further cooled in a 
tar-wash tower (3). In the bottom part of this tower a 
circulation of polymer oil is maintained. The circulating 
oil is cooled by the fresh naphtha feed and by cooling 
water in a trim cooler. In the top part, gasoline reflux is 
given to achieve a fractionating effect for gasoline end- 
point control. The overhead gases are passed through a 
water cooler and cooled down to ambient temperature. 

The major part of the process steam and a substantial 
part of the gasoline fraction are condensed at this point. 
The gasoline condensate is used as reflux in the tar- 
wash tower as mentioned above and the surplus is sent 
to a gasoline rerun tower (not shown). 

The cooled pyrolysis gas is now fed to the feed gas 
compression section (4). In this compression section the 
gases are compressed in four stages, with intercooling 
between stages, to the desired end pressure of 32 to 35 atm. 
During compression and cooling substantially all the 
water contained in the feed gas is condensed along with 
the remainder of the gasoline fraction, a major part of 
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the effraction and a part of the propylene/propane. After 
the third stage, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide 
¡ire removed in a two-stage caustic scrubbing tower (5) 
with a weak caustic soda solution. These components are 
unwanted in the hydrocarbon products and would, 
moreover, have various ill effects in the following process- 
ing steps, such as freezing in the low-temperature separa- 
tion section and catalyst poisoning in acetylene hydro- 
génation. 

The compressed feed gas is subsequently dried in a 
twe-stage dehydrator (6) filled with activated alumina or 
molecular sieves, to a residual water content of a few 
parts per million, in view of the low tolerance limits 
for the low-temperature distillation section. 

After the dehydration stage the cold section of the gas 
separation follows, in which temperatures below ambient 
level down to -100"C are encountered. Cooling is 
provided with refrigerant compression cycles, the prin- 
ciple of which is shown in figure II. In the first cycle 
propylene evaporates, picking up heat at several desired 
temperature le /els and is ultimately compressed to such a 
pressure that it can be condensed with available cooling 
water. In the second cycle, compressed ethylene is con- 
densed against evaporating low-pressure propylene. The 
lowest temperature which can be reached with evaporat- 
ing ethylene is about -100°C. Sometimes a third com- 
pression cycle with methane refrigerant is provided for, 
but this is not generally required. 

The purified and dried pyrolysis gas is chilled with 
cold process streams and with refrigerant in several 
stages of the propylene and ethylene refrigerant cycles 
before it enters the demethanizer column (7). The top 
gas of the demethanizer is cooled down with refrigerant 
in the lowest «tage of the ethylene refrigerant cycle in 
order to condense the required reflux quantity. 

In order to achieve a further drop in the ethylene con- 
tent of the overhead gas from the demethanizer a gas 
expansion turbine may be installed with which a further 
temperature drop and an additional liquefaction can be 
obtained. The net top product of the demethanizer then 
consists of a mixture of hydrogen and methane with 
some traces of carbon monoxide and nitrogen, apart 
from small remaining quantities of ethylene, acetylene 
and ethane. The relatively low temperature of the de- 

methanizer bottoms allows the reboiler to be heated by 
condensing a part of the propylene refrigerant at a lower 
pressure than the required normal end pressure of the 
propylene compressor for condensation against water, 
thereby saving incremental horsepower. 

The demethanizer bottoms are flashed into the de- 
ethanizer (8). Here the C,'s are separated from the C,'s. 
The reflux is condensed with an intermediate level of 
propylene refrigerant as coolant. 

The overhead of the de-ethanizer is heated up by heat 
exchange with process streams which need cooling and 
steam heating to the required temperature for acetylene 
removal by hydrogénation in the reaction section (9). 

For this purpose hydrogen has to be added either from 
an extraneous source or prepared from the tail gas in a 
special low-temperature flash separation section. 

The acetylene hydrogénation is carried out over a 
catalyst which is normally a noble metal (palladium) 
on an alumina support. After hydrogénation, traces of 
excess hydrogen and any inerts, introduced with the 
hydrogen, are removed in a secondary demethanizer (10). 

The top gas of this column, in itself only a small stream 
but containing a high percentage of ethylene, is recycled 
to the section of the fourth stage of the feed gas compres- 
sor (4). The bottom product of column (10) is now 
directed to the ethylene/ethane splitter, column (11). The 
boiling point difference between ethane and ethylene is 
rather small, so that, depending on the required purity, 
a large number of trays (up to 90 or 100) and a high 
reflux ratio (up to 5 to I) is required. The column operates 
at a pressure which allows condensation with the lowest 
propylene refrigerant level. 

A normal specification for polymerization-grade ethy- 
lene is shown in table 1. 

The bottom fraction of the column (11) is evaporated 
by exchange against the feed of the demethanizer and is 
subsequently recycled to a separate ethane pyrolysis 
furnace, which is not shown. 

The bottom product of column (8) is transferred to 
column (12). the depropanizer, where a propytene/propane 
fraction containing up to 95 per cent of propylene is 
taken overhead. Modern plsnts frequently include 
hydrogénation facilities to remove methyl acetylene and 
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TABU 1. SPECIFICATION FOR POLYMERIZATION GRAUE ETHYLENE 

Total purity  Over 99.9 per cent vol. 

** ethane  Below 500 ppm 
Ethane  Below 500 ppm 
Acetylene  Below   10 ppm 
Water  Below   10 ppm 
Oxygen  Below    5 ppm 

Sulphur components  Below   4 ppm 
Carbon dioxide  Below 100 ppm 

The composition of both the effraction and the 

gasoline ft action may vary greatly, however, accordine 
to the type of feedstock and the severity of pyrolysi 
applied. 

Some typical yield patterns from pyrolysis furnaces 
for various feedstocks are shown in table 4. It should be 
noted that the yield pattern for light naphtha represents 
an average severity. 

TABLE 4. YIELD STRUCTURES POR THE PYROLYSIS OP VARIOUS 

FEEDSTOCKS IN A SINOLE PASS 

propadiene from the propylene fraction, which are 
objectionable constituents for many processes in which 
propylene is used as the base material. 

The bottom fraction from the depropanizer is fed to 
the debutanizer (column 13), which controls the C4- 
content of the gasoline. 

The gasoline product from the debutanizer may be 
rerun in a separate column, which is necessary if, for 
example, flushing oil is used in the feed gas compressors 
to prevent polymer deposits. 

A typical composition of the butane fraction is given 
in table 2. 

Furnace exit temperature 825'C 800'C 
Steam  to  hydrocarbon 

ratio  0.13 0.40 

Composition, per cent wt 
Hydrogen         .V0 0.9 
Methane         7.4 26.4 
Acetylene  0.6 0.2 
Ethylene  42.9 32.2 
Ethane  37.3 6.8 
Propylene         2.3 11.9 
Propane  0.9 10.8 
C4-fi action         1.1 i 
C,*s and higher      .  . 4.S } ,0J 

Uthl Gmi.nl 
MP*** •.tt. 0.1 

760-C 745 «C 

0.5 0.7 

0.9 0.8 
12.7 11.7 
0.2 0.2 

24.0 22.4 
5.0 2.1 

19.7 11.7 
0.5 0.6 
9.8 10.1 

27.2 40.4 

TABLE 2. TYPICAL COMPOSITION OF crFRACTioN IN NAPHTHA PYROLYSIS        . Average molecular weight •0. 

N-butane  6 per cent wt 
Isobutane  I per cent wt 
Isobutene  35 per cent wt 

N-butene-1  16 per cent wt 
Trans-n-butene-2 1 
CiM-butene-2 .J  6peroentwt 

Butadiene 1,3  28 per cent wt 

Typical properties of the gasolene may be as indicated 
in table 3 below. 

TAILS 3. TYPICAL PROPCRTTES OP PYROLYSB OASOUN* 

Research ON » clear  97 

Motor ON • clear  M 
MaMc anhydride value  145 

Bsnaent  23 par cent wt 
Xyton«  6 per cent wt 
Toh**  12 par cm wt 
Odwr aromatic*  4 par cam wt 

II. ECONOMIC FACTORS IN THE ETHYLENE FIELD 

There is no doubt that the most important gingie 
factor which has influenced the field of ethylene baaed 
chemical products has been the very rapid growth of 
demand for these chemicals. 

This development — like so many others — began 
earlier in the United Sutes of America than in Europe. 
The enormous increase in car production in the United 
Sutes of America since about 1930 pushed up the 
demand for ethylene oxide (for glycol) and ethylchloride 
(for TEL). The industrial consumption of ethanol also 
increased rapidly and for several years, ethylene oxide 
and ethanol were competing for first place among ethylene 
derivatives. Further demand for ethylene arose from the 
rapid development of the synthetic rubber industry 
during the Second World War and, in particular, from 
the spectacular growth of ethylene baaed plastics there- 
after. The fattest grower among these plastics is, of course, 
polyethylene but the continuous, though more gradual, 
increase in demand for the older plastics polystyrene 
and Polyvinylchloride has also contributed to the grow- 
ing demand for ethylene. 

The result has been that ethylene has developed fron « 
by-product of coke-oven and refinery operations to 
the largest base material for the organic chemtcal 
industry. This point ig aptly illustrated by the following 
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TASLE 5. BAM HYDHOCARWNS CONSUMID IN CHEMICALS 

MANUEACTUM  IN  THE   UNITED  STATES OE  AMERICA,   1961 

Acetylene  «0.000 
Ethylene  2.700.000 
Propylene  1,170.000 
r-tylen«  1.440.000 

The growth of ethylene production in the United 
States of America since 1954, when consumption had 
already by far surpassed the million tons per year level, 
is shown in: 

TABIF 6. ESTIMATED UNITED STATES PRODUCTION OF ETHYLENE 

( Thousand* of torn/annum) 

It» 

1,310 

i»57 

1,790 2,470 3.150 (3.950) 

The average annual growth rate of United States 
ethylene production was 9.25 per cent for the period 
from 1957 to 1963. 

In western Europe, ethylene made its appearance as a 
petroleum chemical product in the United Kingdom 
after the Second World War. After a fairly slow start, 
growth has been extremely rapid as is evidenced by the 
figures given in table 7. 

For the period 1957/63 these figures correspond to 
an average growth rate of 30 per cent per annum. This 
trend is expected to continue, although at a slower rate 
(some 16 per cent) to reach a production level of some 
2,800,000 tons by 1968. 

Another interesting feature in this table is the overtak- 
ing of EFTA by the EEC in ethylene output in the later 
years. This is caused by the early start in large-scale 
ethylene consumption in the United Kingdom — Poly- 
ethylene by Imperial Chemical Industries — so that in 
1955 still over half of western Europe's ethylene was 

TABU 7. ESTSMATU OF WMSSM EUNOFIAN mooucnoN 
OF BTWYUMB 

•/MM/« 

l*S4 mt nm MJ iim> 

ETTA. . . . 
EEC  

TOTAL wertem 

» 

Ml 

IS5 
115 

xm 

27« 
405 

fTJ 

435 
MS 

a»«» 

produced in that country. The gradual change-over in 
the Federal Republic of Germany from its largely acety- 
lene (from coal) based chemical industry to the increasing 
utilization of ethylene was also an important factor in 
this shift. 

It is clear that the increased demand for ethylene based 
products enabled the industry to build increasingly 
large plants to manufacture ethylene and ethylene deri- 
vatives in which production costs were reduced. The 
resultant lower selling prices for ethylene based chemicals, 
in turn, further increased the demand. 

Whereas an ethylene plant producing 20,000 t.p.a. 
was considered large in 1955, units of 100,000 t.p.a. and 
over are now being constructed in many places. Also 
several units in excess of 200,000 t.p.a. are in operation 
or under construction. 

Apart from the direct influence, however, of the scale 
of production on manufacturing cost — and hence on 
selling prices — the growing demand for ethylene, com- 
bined with the competitive spirit, has provided a powerful 
stimulus for tne realization of technical improvements 
in the manufacturing process, which in turn have given 
rise to further cost reductions. 

The savings that have been realized in ethylene manu- 
facture in the last decade are due to the combined influence 
of these economic and technical factors. Before reviewing 
these cost reductions in some detail, it will be necessary 
to review the technical changes and improvements that 
have occurred. 

III. TECHNICAL mwtovEMENrs IN ETHYLENE MANUFACTURE 

In discussing this subject it will be convenient to 
deal separately with the developments in pyrolysis and 
gas separation techniques. 

1. Technology oj pyrolysis 

The chemical reactions involved in the pyrolysis of 
hydrocarbons and particularly in the case of mixtures of 
a number of components are very complicated and only 
partly understood. Theoretical considerations can give 
no more than qualitative indications as to the direction 
in which further progress can be achieved. Ooly the 
practical experiment, whether on pilot plant or commer- 
cial scale, can provide the necessary reliable data for 
plant design or accurate performance prediction. 

It is, therefore, understandable that technical progress 
in pyrolysis has been gradual and has extended over a 
lengthy period. 

It may be said that the technique of pyrolysis of 
ethane became developed about ten years ago Reaction 
conditions and optimum yield pattern obtainable, for 
which the data shown in table 4 are representative, 
have not changed materially since that time. 

The pyrolysis of naphtha, however, requires rather a 
different set of conditions since the reaction rates of the 
hydrocarbons of higher molecular weight are many times 
greater dum that of ethane. The realization of the theore» 
tipaOy most desirable ooadtteM for —l *"*— 



yield, which are a very snort residence time and a high 
temperature of reaction, combined with a low pressure, 
or low partial pressure, met constraints of a technical 
nature, whereas the advantages to be gained by overcom- 
ing them could not always be proven in advance. Conse- 
quently, a step-by-step development took place, as a 
result of which an increase in ethylene yield for a feed- 
stock like a normal paraffinic light naphtha (100'C 
ASTM end point), from 18 to 28 or 30 per cent wt 
on feed has been observed in the past ten years. This 
has been made possible by gradual improvements in 

(a) The quality of available materials of construction 
for the reaction tubes, the tube supports, the furnace 
brickwork ; 

(¿) The design of radiant box and lay-out of the reaction 
coil in this box : 

(r) The design and arrangements of the burners for 
better heat transfer control. 

The following table compares two sets of pyrolysis 
data; the first column showing yield data for an older 
furnace design, the second column for a very recent design. 
both cases  using appioximately the same  feedstock. 

As a result of these developments in pyrolysis, it is 
evident that the operating costs of the subsequent gas 
separation plant per unit production of ethylene could be 
decreased substantially since such an important increase 
of the ethylene concentration in the feed gas had been 
achieved. In this connexion it is important to note that, 
despite the higher conversion, the ratio between tail gas 
and ethylene production came down from 0.81 io slightly 
below 0.6. 

As far as the production of by-products is concerned, 
the following remarks are relevant when comparing the 
above two cases of different severity of cracking: 

(a) Propylene 

The rate of increase in propylene demand has fallen 
far short of that for ethylene. In most locations it is, 
therefore, quite acceptable and even desirable that the 
relative yield of propylene to ethylene has been dropping 
gradually in the course of the years. 

(b) ButtJiene 

Butadiene is usually the more valuable compone« of 
the C4-stream. At the same time that a decrease in total 
C, yield at higher severity operation had occurred, an 

TABU S. Yin n DATA ma i mwr NAPHTHA rvsmrai 

Ta« gas  14.9 
  li.J 
  7.S 

C »asti«  t*2 
C, ftwftm  12.2 
Pautas  34.4 
Past <*  IS 

17« 
MA 
4.2 

17 S 
4.7 

ll.é 
22 

increase of the butadiene content in the effraction 
was achieved. Butadiene concentrations of between 40 and 
50 per cent wt can be reached for the high-seventy 
operation as compared with some 2*> per cent wt in the 
older yield pattern. Consequently, the relative production 
of butadiene to ethylene underwent only an insignificant 
change. 

(e) Pvroh'vs gawline 
The quantity of pyrolysis gasoline produced is reduced 

from 1.44 to 0 62 relative to ethylene In those locations 
where the gasoline can be used as a motor gasoline 
blending component and in this way contributes to the 
economy of operation, this will be seen as a disadvantage. 
The gasoline has to be stabilized, however, i.e., the diole- 
fins have to be removed by hydrogénation before it is 
suitable as a motor gasoline. In most instances, therefore, 
the price obtainable for such a gasoline, after subtraction 
of the treating costs, is not huh enough to outweigh (he 
other strong advantages of high severity cracking. It 
should oe noted in this respect that the ammaficity of 
the gasoline, and hence its value, normally increases 
with higher severity of cracking. 

Apart from making it possible to obtain a generally 
more favourable yield pattern, the developments in 
furnace design have also resulted in capital savings 
— by stepping up fie ethylene output of a furnace and 

by reducing the cost of construction arid in an im- 
proved heat economy. 

With regard to the latter point, a major step forward 
was made when the procedure for quenching the furnace 
effluent gas by direct contact with »ater or oil was 
abandoned some six to eight years ago in favour of a 
system in which a substantial part of the heat contained 
in this gas was recovered in the form of steam. Earlier 
designs provided for indirect heat transfer to the boiler by 
means of an intermediate heat carrier, such as Dowthertn. 
These systems could deliver steam at a pressure level of 
up to 20 atm, limited as they were by the maximum 
allowable temperature of the heat carrier. In later designs, 
direct steam raising was adopted, which had the additional 
advantage that for the same total heat recovery a much 
higher steam pressure could be achieved. The eddtoenal 
energy available in this steam couM be utilised by being 
passed through a turbine with exhaust to dilution steam 
pressure level. The generator, driven by the turbina, eouM 
in this way produce mon than one-third of the tetal 
power require ma nts of the gas separation plant. Alter- 
natively, one or more of the mam compressors could be 
directly steam turbine driven. 

It it evident that material east savings are nada 
possible with these insprovensants ta hcjt economy, 
rince all dilution steam and a lunatantial part of the penar 
require meats can now  be derived  from waste heat. 
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Energy requirement!» in gat separation have never- 
theless been reduced but these reduction» are mainly 
due to influentes on which improvements in the ta» 
reparation process have had hardly any bearing. Su».h 
influences arc 

I«) The substantial increase in ethylene concentration 
of the feed gas, a factor which has already been mentioned 
before; 

ih) The large increase in average plant si/e which was 
conducive to 
0) Improved efficiency of the major gas compressors 

and which made possible the economic use of steam 
turbine drives for these compressors, 

di) Reduction of relative cold losses through insulation, 
on  account of the decrease  of surface-to-volume 
ratio, inherent in size increase: 

(iii) Reduction of friction factors in lines and  valves. 
also inherent in size increase. 

However, some contribution has also been mack by 
improvements in processing techniques, of which a few 
examples may be mentioned 

(«) Improved selectivity of acetylene hydrogénation 
catalysts. Whereas in the older designs a two-step hydro- 
renation was required, one before the demethanizer 
and one after the de-ethanizer in order to reach the low 
acetylene concentrations required by most ethylene 
consumers, presently available catalysts allow of hydro- 
génation in one step, either before the demethanizer or 
after the de-ethanizer. Different types of catalyst are 
produced for these variants; 

(*) Development of more accurate physical data on 
phase equilibria, particularly in the low temperature/ 
high pressure egion, «o that separation columns could be 
designed with narrower margins on reflux quantity and 
tray numbers to fulfil the required product specifications: 

(<) More extensive use of multiple-stream heat exchan- 
gers, by which cold could be recovered to a maximum 
extent from each single product stream ; 

(d) Development of reliable gas expansion turbines for 
addttio—J refrigeratM a duty in the demethantaed top 
gas Mew the lowest temperature level of the ethylene 
refrigerant cycle. 

1.   Futur*  fremei 

There are seaad theoretical grounds for the view 
that a further specfcilar increase of the ethylene yitW 
ia light naphtha pyrnfysis it net te he expected. At the 

of thermodynamic  efficiency   and are   producing  high 
purity products. 

In combination with a modest increase in ethylene 
yield from pyrolysis. there is scope tor no more than a 
fairly   marginal  improvement   tn  energy  consumption. 

Finally, there is but little doubt that continued inflation 
will act as a moderator to any further cost savings that 
might occur in the nrocess 'or producing ethylene from 
naphtha. 

IV  COST MOVEMFNTS IN FTHYIFNP MANI<M(TIRI 

In the foregoing, two main factors, namely the economic 
factor and the scale of manufacture and technical progress, 
have been shown to *ie responsible for the major reduction 
in ethylene cost over the past ten yeirs or so 

The magnitude of this cost reduction can hardly be 
better illustrated than by comparison of the price of 
ethylene in 1956, some pounds sterling MO per ton. 
with that from a large, modern plant of about pounds 
sterling 40 per ton at the present time ' An analysis 
of the underlying cost reduction in quantitative terms is, 
therefore, of considerable interest. 

The two main factors cannot be fu 11 v separated in 
their effect on ethylene cost, since they show a degree of 
interrelation. A case in point is the reduction in capital 
cost for gas compression. 

In a small plant, below about 25,000 t.p.a. of ethylene 
capacity, all compressors have to be of the reciprocating 
type, since for the small duties involved no tfficent 
centrifugal compressors cun be built. Above a capacity 
of some 60,000 t.p.a. all three main compressor duties 
can be made centrifugal. Since the reliability of operation 
of centrifugal compressors allows the installation of 
single machines for each duty and no spare machines are 
required, as would be the case with reciprocating com- 
pressors, it is seen that increased size of plant enables a 
better technical arrangement to be made; saving capital 
ami thus coat. 

However, despite this interrelationship, it is fair 
te say that the technical improvements have affected 
mainly the variable costs of manufacture, whereas the 
factor of sise has influenced in particular the fixed costs. 

For understandable reasons, the cost data used in the 
following analysis have been taken from the literature. 
However, the trend shown by these figures is fully in line 
with experience of the Shell company as well. 

te ottaia a favcuraha» shaft ia the pyrolyses 
toward* higher ethylene yield«, the eshydroas nation of 
ethylene to acetylene is rapiery aetojareted. Heace, 
akhMfh small advances may still he achieved, it appear» 
unHkefy that commercial yields will exceed 35 pat coat wt 
m ta 
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TABU • UTB rrv Hwummmtrr* »*• TON or »TWVI rm PM««rr> 

Electric power Ml* kWh 2 2 
Boiler feed water ion I N 
Fu*l gas 10» kcal <* f> 
Cooling   water   (15 C trmp 

rid») 10* tons l I 

0.« 
0« 
60 

025 

TABU  10   UTRITY awn m  row of FTHVLïN» unni»«? 

t \M Im ßlmm ef 

».mm ir m     xtum i u 

Electric power £4 17 W2 £2 < 
•Miar feed water £015 £0 1 fc>l 
Fuel aaa mi lé.7 £4 1 
Coolini water m £21 £0« 
InMrtmwn* air, etc p.m. p.m. 

rrr.AL, utilities £ ton £19 0 £7 5 

Ethylene plant investment COMI have been virtually 
constant from l"*3 to 1964. and it is likely that they 
will increase »fain in the future. 

Of particular importance is the investment cost per 
annual ton of installed capacity, since this figure is at 
the root of all capital related items in the manufacturing 
coot breakdown. 

Figure IV «hows the movement of the investment per 
annual ton. Curve A represents the picture that would 
arise if no other changes in the cost of ethylene plants 
had occurred than those shown in ligure 111. 

However, apart from the falling coat for a plant of 
given capacity since 1*57, also the capacity of units 
built has steadily increased. Since capacity increase can 
be achieved by increase in size of equipment and at higher 
capacities, the advantages of centrifugal compression 
can be used to the full, capital increases far less than 
proportional with capacity. Consequently, investment 
coat per annual ton comes down with increase in size. 

When this factor is also taken into account, curve B 
in figure IV results, showing that capita! coat came down 
from £109 to some £33 per annual ton of ethylene in the 
period from 1*35 to 1944.' 

Although it is diflscuk to predict with accuracy, it 
may be expected that the matalled coat per aaaual ton of 
ethylene capacity  will  remain fairly constant in the 

• I   Chroam ana J  C Jtmat, Uconemwa of ««avisât pfcxhietKMi 
nom Haftt iMphtMM. InMiMM af PMreMtMi Journal   4*   1)7 <I*MI fmofem (krmèfl Htm» (May 16, l*M). 

table I, and a modern 200,000 t.p.a. plant for which the 
yield pattern shown in the column headed " new design " 
is representative. 

Table 10 expresses these consumption figures in costs 
per ton of ethylene. 

Basic utilities costs have not moved materially during 
the period. Henee, for both pinti the same unit costs 
have been aeeumed. h should be added that the figures 
shown are averages, had that they may vary accordine 
to local conditions. 

2. Capitol etti 

The development of the capital cost of ethylene pleats 
during the past lea yean or so présents an extremely 
interesting picture. 

Initially, until about 1937, the investment cost for 
a plant of given siae increased from year to year, following 
the general trend of ine ising index figures for insulted 
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future, at a level of £35 to £40, unce the advantage of 
further increasing plant uze is likely to be balanced by the 
rising Mud <f index of construction figures. 

3. Net f*td COBI 

Since even with high severity cracking, ethylene yields 
arc not materially above 30 per cent wt on naphtha, it it 
evident that - - apart from the naphtha price the credit 
for the by-products it an extremely important factor in 
ethylene production. 

The valían which the by-products - tail gat, C,- and 
effractions, gasoline and fuel oil — will command will 
vary from one location to the other. A balanced utiliza- 
tion of these by-products, commanding for several of 
them a premium above their fuel values, is essential for 
economic ethylene manufacture. 

With naphtha currently available at about £7.3/ton, 
the averag« situation in western Europe works out at a 
net feed cost of som« 15/ton of ethylene.» 

FeeapUrtoperatiugtome ten years age with the yield 
stinasnts then attainable, net feed cost was of the order 
of CIS/ton of ethylene, owing m^ury to the higher 

of about irnVton. 

rJ2.1*tt). 

It '% not to be expected that the future will sec much 
further fall in naphtha prices. With increasing demand 
for naphtha as feedstock for ethy'ene and for reforming 
to produce hydrogen or town gas. naphtha has virtually 
ceased  to  be  a "by-product"   of  refinery  operations. 

4.  Cost comparisons    past, present and future 

Applying the data developed in the foregoing, manufac- 
turing cost comparisons can now be made between old 
and modern ethylene plants. 

hör this purpose a plant of 20,000 I p.a. operating 
in 1955 and a modern. 100.000 t.p.a. plant in 1965 were 
selected, based on the consideration that plants of 
these capacities dominated and will dominate the scene 
in the years indicated. 

In years to come a further increase in the capacity 
of ethylene plants will be experienced and the assumption 
is made that by 1975 plants of the order of 200,000 tons 
capacity will be dominating. Such a plant is, therefore, 
included in the comparison. 

The dramatic cost reduction from the 1955 plant to 
a large-scale modern one is most striking. This trend 
would continue when in future years the advantages of 
large-scale production become increasingly utilized, if 
no inflation would occur (table II. column 3). However, 
if the assumption is made that wages will increase by 
3 per cent and plant construction costs by 4 per cent per 
year, column 4 shows that ethylene cost will remain 
virtually constant despite further increases in scale of 
manufacture. In the light of recent experience in western 
Europe, these assumptions appear to be quite reasonable. 

Nevertheless, even constant costs in the face of strong 
inflationary pressures, would be no mean achievement 
for the industry. 

The data shown in this table strongly emphasize the 
advantages of large-scale production. It should be 
emphasized, however, that these can only be realized if a 
high plant loading close to capacity operation - can 
be sustained. The high share of the fixed costs in the total 
manufacturing cost will be responsible for a steep increase 
of the latter under conditions of sev underloading of 
the plant. 

V. TRANSPORTATION COSTS OF ETHYLENE DERIVATIVO 

The desire to produce petroleum chemicals in a location 
where abundant raw material is cheaply available, 
even if there is no or only a small local market, is all but 
natural. 

Examples would be the manufacture of ethylene from 
condensate of natural gas in Algeria or fron: ethane 
extracted from natural gas in, e.g., Kuwait. There is no 
doubt that in such locations ethylene could be produced 
cheaply in large-scale facilities, at costs comparable with 
those shown in table II, or perhaps even a little cheaper. 

The ethylene would, however, have to be converted 
into marketable products nasi snipped to the exieting 
markets, It is, therefore, inter—ting also to see how the 

costs of the main derivatives have moved 
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over the years. Marine transportation of ethylene itself, 
although technically feasible, is not done and is, therefore, 
left out of consideration. 

Study of the subject revealed that in the period be- 
tween 19S0 and 1964, transportation costs of chemicals 
from the United Kingdom to a Persian Gulf destination 
have, on the average, increased b> about 100 per cent. 
The increase ranges for individual products between 
30 and 135 per cent. 

The case will thus not be overstated, if it is postulated 
that the shipping cost for low pressure polyethylene 
and for ethylene glycol has increased by 30 per cent during 
the period. The following picture then emerges: 

With regard to the major price decreases for ethylene 
baaed products over the same period, it is clear that 
transportation costs constitute at present a far higher 

TABLE 12. SHIPPING COSTS KTWHN 
THE UNITED KINGDOM AND PERSIAN GULF 

Bmlr lvSOi m* 

P^alMtayliM, packed 
BtayftM glycol drams 
EtaylsfM ajycol huta. 

12 17.Î 
13 ILS 
8 10-113 

proportion of the value of the chemical being shipped 
than they did some ten years ago. 

It is also relevant to compare the cost of shipping 
with the base material element in the cost build-up of 
ethylene and its derivatives. It will be seen that the former 
dominates. 

VI. CONCIXSIONS 

The main conclusions which can be drawn from the 
present paper arc summarized here. 
1. Manufacturing costs for ethylene will come down 

from a level of about £80/ton in a 20,000 t.p.a. plant 
in 1935 to around £35/ton or even lower for a large- 
scale (100,000 tons or over) plant of modern design, 
when suitably loaded. 

2. These cost reductions have resulted both from technical 
progress and from the very rapid growth of the 
market for ethylene based chemicals, which have 
enabled ever larger plants to be built, with attending 
economici of scale. 

3. It is not expected that ethylene costs (and prices) will 
decrease further in the future. The expectation seems 
justified that further advantages of scale will balance 
inflationary cost increases. 

4. Over the period considerad, the shipping cotta of 
ethylene bated chemicali have increased by, at least, 
SO per cent. 
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12. OLEFINS VERSUS ACETYLENE 
Competitive raw materials for the petrochemical industries in developing countries 

Donald F. Othmer, Polytechnic I net it ule oj Brooklyn, United State« uj America 

INTRODUCTION 

Petrochemicals arc assuming incicusing importance 
in the world's chemical industry. In the United States of 
America they represent about one-third of the total 
volume of all chemical production, which is now about 
100 million tons annually. This is almost one-half of 
a ton of chemicals per person per year; and in the rest 
of the world, the consumption is less — possibly averag- 
ing, in the developing countries, only a few per cent 
of the amount used in the most highly industrialized 
countries. The problems faced in each country are quite 
different as regards planning for chemical industry. 
Available materials and consumer demand arc trie 
most important considerations; others may even include 
the possibilities of manufacture for export. 

The choice of raw materials for this increasingly 
important industry must always be considered very 
carefully, even in the United States where petroleum 
products and coal are relatively cheap; and there is 
also relatively cheap electric power available for making 
calcium carbide, and thence acetylene, one of the prime 
sources of what has come to be known as "petro- 
chemicals". This balancing of costs between source 
materials for a hydrocarbon based chemical industry 
is even more important in those countries where these 
materials will have different ratios of relative costs; with 
one or the other in insufficient supply and necessarily 
imported or replaced by the other. Also, while material 
and capital costs are relatively low in the highly indus- 
triali'ed countries — particularly in the United States of 
America — labour is relatively expensive. 

The routes to the production of any chemical neces- 
sarily depends upon the raw material which may be used ; 
and the costs of the productions vury also. Primarily, 
it is necessary to consider acetylene, ethylene, and tue 
more recently important propylene, in their competitive 
roles as raw materials. The economics and technological 
aspects of the supply and application possibilities of 
acetylene as compared to the olefins in the chemical 
process industry are of the utmost importance throughout 
the world, but especially in developing countries. It is 
desired to consider the availability and the cost of making 
each of these raw materials in the relatively smaller units 
which may be desirable for suiting production in 
developing countries. 

Considering first only the present economics in highly 
industrialised countries inch as the United Stat« of 

America, the Federal Republic of Germany, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, or 
Japan, an evaluation muy be made of the chemical end- 
products coming from the compétitive raw materials 
by different routes and ready for further synthesis, 
polymerization, or other chemical processes into con- 
sumer goods. The relatively high price of acetylene of 10 to 
12 cents per pound from calcium carbide, is a major 
deterrent to the increased use of this versatile raw material, 
even though its production amounts to almost 100 million 
pounds in the United States of America — about 80 per 
cent of it being used in chemical manufacture, and the 
rest as a special fuel, illuminant, etc. Ethylene, at an 
average price of about 3 cents per pound in the United 
States of America, is the cheapest available starting 
material for chemical synthesis and is, by far, the largest 
volume of aliphatic material for petrochemical use, 
excluding, of course, crude stocks and natural gas used 
for fuel. Ethylene production capacity in the United 
States of America may be estimated at from 7.000 million 
to 8,000 million pounds per year, and is still above the 
p'oduction demands. In the United States, it comes 
largely as a by-product of cracking to obtain gasoline, 
because of the tremendous amount of motor fuel required 
on the roads of the great inland areas. In many other 
countries, ethylene comes as a main product in cracking 
petroleum distillates such as naphtha. 

In developing countries, as also in the United States of 
America, the question of using acetylene, whether from 
carbide or from natural gas, must be balanced against 
the use of ethylene. Some aspects of the chemical inter- 
relation of the important products which may be made 
from acetylene and the olefins as raw materials will be 
considered, as well as the competitive aspects of produc- 
tion of the chemicals which may be made from either the 
one or the other. Also, the economics as well as the 
technology of such manufacture must be evaluated and 
compared under the different conditions which obtain 
in each developing country without the large consumer 
markets, which will be expanded as the country de- 
velops economically. Natural gas, crude oil, and water 
power for electrical energy, may be regarded as the 
bask raw materials in view of their relative abundance or 
cheapness. Coal for coking, the production of acetylene 
from the carbide which is produced from the coke or 
from the methane which is produced from the coal gas, 
may also be considered. In every case of competitive 
processes or raw materials, an exact analysts is essential. 
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BACKGROUND OR HISTORY OI THI-. PROBLEM 

It is worth while to consider the history of petro- 
chemical development in mature industrial countries, 
in order to understand the part o( this history which 
must be repeated in a country developing towards the 
maturity of its chemical industry during the latter half 
of the twentieth century. Those parts of the history 
which may possibly be followed should be noted along 
with those steps and pitfalls which may be eliminated 
in building new petrochemical industries today, based 
on the experience of the past. 

Acetylene as such is a most useful fuel for specialized 
uses, notably the acetylene-oxygen torch for cutting steel. 
Acetylene for this purpose is urgently needed everywhere; 
and where not locally made, solid carbide is usually 
imported rather than acetylene in cylinders. Acetylene 
is then produced from carbide, in simple, continuously 
operating units in all sizes down to that required for 
a bicycle headlight. 

The first major use of carbide, after supplying acetylene 
as a specialized fuel, was also not related to its present 
major uses as a petrochemical starting point. The first 
large chemical production of carbide was for calcium 
cyanamidc, the first form of synthetic nitrogen fertilizer. 
Direct ammonia synthesis gives a cheaper fertilizer; 
and no more carbide plants will be built to make calcium 
cyanamide. certainly not in developing countries. In 
Japan, the United States of America and elsewhere, 
production facilities built for carbide to be used for 
calcium cyanamide now produce carbide for acetylene 
— a building block for organic chemicals. In a country 
such as Japan, with expensive fuel and small petroleum 
reserves but with abui.dant water power, a logical produc- 
tion has been calcium carbide, utilizing electrical energy 
to incorporate the considerable molecular energy which 
has been stored, first in the carbide, and then in the 
acetylene. The tremendous carbide industry in Japan 
produced the early petrochemicals there via acetylene; 
and during the Second World War, besides many chemical 
products, it even provided the synthesis from acetylene 
(via acetaldchyde, butylaldehydc, octanol to octane) of 
gasoline for fuels in fighter aeroplanes — 1,000 tons per 
day in one plant alone. 

After the war, much of the possible acetylene produc- 
tion of Japan was available for the production of chemicals 
for consumer goods. Economic surveys indicated that 
the high cost of carbide furnaces and acetylene produc- 
tion thereby was necessary because of the lack of other 
feedstocks for petrochemical programmes; and the 
availability of cheap electric power indicated a relatively 
easy sequence for the emergence and expansion of a 
petrochemical industry based on acetylene. 

In such non-industrial countries with available and 
undeveloped water power and with relatively little petro- 
leum resources, such as Burma, a petrochemical industry 
might be based on acetylene. Carbide could be imported 
first; and the acetylene resulting therefrom would be 
used as the basis for the desired petrochemical manu- 
facture. As the production developed and the financing 
was justified for the carbide complex, this would be built 
with toe consequent elimination of the import of carbide. 

Meanwhile, a very quick entrance into petrochemicals 
could be realized, with low investment of time and 
money necessary before the tirsi petrochemicals were 
made. Ultimately the acetylene might be made from 
petroleum or natural gas. as hydrocarbon resources 
were found to be available. 

In the United States of America, the development of 
ethylene as a raw material during the last thirty years 
has required merely the processing of the off-gas streams 
from the cracking of petroleum stocks to produce gasoline, 
and there has always been more available from this source 
than could be utilized chemically. 

With the intensive efforts towards national self- 
sufficiency in petroleum products, the same route via 
ethylene will follow in some developing countries, many 
of which are determined to install petroleum refineries, 
and later cracking units. On the other hand, ethylene may 
also be produced in relatively small plants as a principal 
product of cracking petroleum distillates, which would 
come cither from a petroleum refinery in a developing 
country before a petroleum cracking operation was 
justified, or from imported naphtha. This would also 
offer a relatively low-cost investment in time and money 
for the basic stream of law material, in this case, olefins. 
Cracking, either for the production of gasoline or for 
production of olefins, also gives propylene, a raw material 
for petrochemicals of important types being developed 
in  this decade. 

Similarly, the cracking or dchydrogenation of petroleum 
distillates, and especially natural gas, is now being de- 
veloped as a source of acetylene; and it is anticipated 
that considerable progress will be made in the next 
year or so towards the reduction of the price of acetylene 
coming from either natural gas or liquid petroleum 
feedstocks. 

These natural gas and petroleum-based acetylene pro- 
cesses and plants have necessarily grown up competitively 
in the industrial countries with both the carbide produc- 
tion of acetylene and, particularly, the ethylene coming 
from cracking operations. However, in developing coun- 
tries, where planning can start with the available expe- 
rience of the more mature countries, it would be necessary 
to evaluate the cost of acetylene from carbide or based 
on either natural gas, if available, or petroleum distillates, 
either available from refining operations or imported. 

In programming a petrochemical industry other 
conditions are most important in relation to raw materials 
other than those derived from the petrochemicals. Thus, 
the availability of a caustic-soda industry, of a sulfuric 
acid plant, and of numerous other less basic materials 
must be considered. 

Furthermore, the interrelation of the several products 
to be made is always important in chemical production, 
and the balancing of demand of one item against its 
productive facility is almost always influenced by the 
production of by-products. For example, in the produc- 
tion of acetylene, pure hydrogen may be made simul- 
taneously. This may be made into ammonia and other 
fertilizers; but the amount of ammonia from the hydrogen 
would probably not be commensurate with the amount 
of acetylene which might be utilized in the country. 
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ACETYLENE  PROCESSES AND COSTS PROBABLE OPTIMUM ACETYLENL PROCESSES 

Acetylene has been evaluated, usually, at about 9 to 
12 cents per pound in the United States of America, 
based on carbide, and more recently on hydrocar- 
bons. 

In the Wulff thermocracking process, there is a regene- 
rative furnace which supplies heat to the hydrocarbons 
Ki crack them to make acetylene as well as ethylene and 
other products. Temperatures from 900°C to 1,300°C, 
with time of contact of about I/20th of a second, give 
a product gas which is cooled in the furnace and then by 
«prays of water. A major gas-separating operation is 
necessary. Simultaneously, both ethylene and acetylene 
arc produced at an average cost of probably more than 
5 cents per pound. If the lower cost of ethylene coming as 
a by-product from gasoline production is considered, the 
acetylene cost is, of course, considerably more. Various 
factors have prevented wide commercial success of the 
Wulff process. 

The BASF process used in many countries oxidizes 
methane from natural gas, coke ovens, or other sources, 
with oxygen at a flame temperature of about l.SOO-C, 
followed by rapid quenching, gas separation, etc. Produc- 
tion costs are probably in the range of 7 to 8 cents per 
pound, and plant costs are relatively high. Much of the 
engineering design is usually left to the licensers of the 
BASF process, and there has been a diversity of experience 
in practice. 

The SBA process operates somewhat similarly to 
the BASF reactor or burner. There is a divergence in 
the gas purification processes, and a modified burner. 
The SBA will utilize feedstocks of C-3 up to C-12. The 
costs are probably in the range of the BASF. 

The Montecatini Partial Combustion Process, which 
operates at higher pressures of about four atmospheres, 
utilizes some steam. The production cost is probably 
in the range of the other partial-oxidation processes, 
although at least one of the major users has been less 
than satisfied with the operation and its costs. 

The DuPont Arc process is a modification of an electric 
arc discharge, which has been used by others. Because 
of the large variation of temperature — from l,30(r*C 
to 3,000'C — optimum conditions, and hence optimum 
yields — which would be dependent on one best tempera- 
ture — cannot be expected with this or with other of the 
arc, or so-called plasma processes. 

Currently, a huge number of companies and labora- 
tories are working to develop methods of making acetylene 
cheaper. Basically, the large increase in reactivity of the 
hydrocarbon molecule with the triple bond makes 
acetylene more valuable than ethylene with a double 
bond; and mudi more valuable than methane with only 
single bonds. Thus, the monetary value is also greatest 
for acetylene. The obvious need is for some means of 
supplying considerable energy for rapid heating of the 
feedstock to a high reaction temperature, and the 
addition of the molecular energy, because of the triple 
bond. Then very rcpid cooling is necessary to stop aide 
reactions. Heat transfer problems are difficult because 
of the short tine intervals involved. 

The aim in acetylene production is to convert essentially 
all of the hydrocarbon feedstock to acetylene and hydro- 
gen. This must be done at a high temperature and at a 
very low time of reaction. Intermediate temperatures 
favour side or reverse reactions; hence, rapid cooling is 
essential. The product stream would thus, ideally, contain 
only acetylene and hydrogen — no by-products and no 
unreacted feedstock are desired. An optimum process 
might reduce by a major part the plant cost by eliminating 
most of the gas separation equipment. The separation 
of the acetylene from the hydrogen may, following such 
an ideal reactor, desirably be done chemically through the 
interaction of the acetylene with other materials, e.g., 
water to give acetaldehyde, hydrogen chloride to give 
vinyl chloride or chloroprene, etc. The hydrogen which 
results after such removal of the acetylene may be 
substantially pure, and has a value per cubic foot, for 
synthesis of ammonia or other uses, considerably in 
excess of that of the natural gas which may be used as 
the feedstock. On a molar or volumetric basis, it may 
be several times or more the volume of the gas or vaporous 
feedstock going in the reactor. 

The consideration of such an optimum process is 
worth while, because it allows the placing of the technical 
and economic limits in the evaluation of basic chemical 
costs for synthesis of petrochemicals. 

All of the desired results of this optimized hypothetical 
reaction have been approached in a laboratory operation 
under Professor Happel and Dr. Kramer in New York, 
utilizing feedstocks varying from methane to naphtha, 
a pressure range of over tenfold, and carefully controlled 
high temperatures at nearly isothermal conditions 
throughout the reaction zone. This work and corro- 
borative laboratory work on the process by others 
indicates that a substantial solution of the economic 
and technological problems is possible, if similar results 
are obtainable on a large scale. Small pilot plant opera- 
tion in the United States of America and elsewhere has been 
equally optimistic. The complete range of conditions 
which has been encompassed in the kinetic survey 
allows the prediction, understanding, and setting of the 
exact operating conditions for optimum plant use. 
The process, simple as it is, is the basis of two granted 
United States patents —3,156,733 and 3,156,734, 
numerous patent applications in the United States of 
America, and a score of other countiies. 

In this laboratory work, there is used neither an arc, 
a pluma jet, a partial oxidation, nor regenerative heating, 
so that die plant operation should be of the utmost 
simplicity and the plant, itself, of minimum cost. The 
thermal and chemical energy requirements have been 
supplied electrically; and the calculated plant costs have 
been based on similar supply, although it may be possible 
to add the required thermal energy from the burning 
of a fuel and this may reduce the cost substantially. 

Typical chemical reactions for typical hydrocarbons 
to give acetylene and hydrogen are as follows: 

2 CIl« - cyt, 4 3 H, 
C,H„-*2C,H,4 3H, 
CwHa-+3QH, + 6H1 
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The chemical conversion of the hydrocarbons has been 
almost complete under the optimum conditions in the 
laboratory unit, on which many hundreds of experiments 
have been made; and the conversion to acetylene has 
been as high as 90 per cent in a single pass in a reaction 
time of less than a thousandth of a second. It has been 
found that in some cases it is desirable to have an optimum 
disappearance of the hydrocarbon with a slightly lower 
yield, in order that none of the feedstock may be present 
in the product gas, which will then contain only acetylene 
and hydrogen. Under such conditions, it is possible to 
obtain ethylene contents below one-tenth of one per cent. 
Higher acetylenics are present in an amount which is 
also below one-tenth of one per cent. 

Analysis of the products has been based on chromato- 
graphic and spectrophotographic analytic methods. One 
typical product gas stream has analysed: 

Acetrine Ethylene Hydrogen 

21.1 mole %  0.0 mole "„  74.0 mole % 4.9 mole ' 

Hither 
tcetrhmki 

Less than 
0.1 mole*/ 

As noted, if the operation is conducted to obtain a 
somewhat lower percentage yield by practically destroying 
this residual methane, and if the acetylene is chemically 
removed from the gas stream to make the desired product, 
the gas-separation operation almost disappears. Alter- 
nately, a recycle will, of course, give an even higher yield 
of acetylene. 

From the hundreds of runs which have been made, 
it is now possible to fully demonstrate the optimum 
conditions of feed n>ies, time, temperature, and pressure 
for each feeds toe«. Complete kinetic correlation has 
been obtained on a master chart of the conversion and 
yields, with temperatures, pressures, space velocities, etc. 
Scale-up to plant size has been based on the desire to 
determine the essential features of heat transfer which are 
important problems in the j lant design, and also to 
utilize a modulus of design such as a single tube which, 
after heat transfer experiments have been made, may be 
used in large numbers for the entire heating unit of an 
evaporator. It is expected that the industrial plant will 
be simply a multiplication of numbers of modules of the 
pilot plant reactor, because of the sureness in scaling up 
homogeneous gas reactions. 

Most of the work has been done with methane because 
of the ready availability of natural gas almost anywhere 
in the United States of America, and in many other 
countries. Other hydrocarbons than methane, both 
saturated and unsaturated, have also been used quite 
satisfactorily as feedstocks, up to the lower naphthas. 
Both pure materials and mixtures have been used. It 
has been found that the optimum values of temperature, 
pressure, and space velocity for one hydrocarbon vary 
somewhat from the optimum values of its homologues. 
Thus, for a given mixture of hydrocarbons (i.e., a parti- 
cular analysis of naphtha or natural gas) the operating 
conditions must be chosen to give the optimum for the 
weighted average of the molecular weights of the several 
components of the mixture. 

Methane in the form of natural gas is a very suitable 
feedstock, but other gas streams, such as refinery gas 

streams, containing substantial amounts of olelins, coke- 
oven gas after separation of more readily condensable 
constituents, and others, may be used, often without 
separation of the components. Thus, for example, the 
presence of ethylene is not objectionable since it goes out 
almost quantitatively with acetylene; it has been found 
possible to produce mixtures of ethylene with the acety- 
lene product, as has been demonstrated by the kinetic 
studies and charts which have been developed and 
as has long been known. However, this mixture must 
then be separated by processes which add to the cost. 

The charts of kinetic data of the reaction of the lower 
saturated hydrocarbons to produce acetylene and hydro- 
gen, which have been obtained from careful laboratory 
studies, make it possible to understand the interrelation 
of the controlling variables. They also show why this 
process gives such high yields compared to the maximum 
yields which can be produced under the operating condì 
tions of the other processes, such as those using partial 
oxidation. These studies have been made over a range of 
temperatures and pressures and at widely differing space 
velocities or times of reaction. They have also included 
butane and decane as representative of higher hydro- 
carbons, which might be more readily available under 
some conditions. 

In work with higher hydrocarbons, the losses are 
slightly greater and the conversion may be S to 10 per cent 
less. 

With the over-all kinetics of the reaction of formation 
of acetylene from hydrocarbons now fairly well under- 
stood, it may be possible to define the optimum conditions 
which should be maintained and controlled in plant 
units. Thus, it has been possible to develop the probable 
minimum costs of acetylene coming from natural gas or 
petroleum fractions up to naphthas. This gives a base 
or point of reference for estimating what should soon 
be available commercially. 

Modifications of the basic furnace design used in the 
fundamental kinetic studies in the laboratory work 
have resulted in the design of a small reactor which may 
be operated continuously without trouble with carbon 
formation. This work has indicated some of the para- 
meters and problems for scale-up. One of the major 
United States producers of acetylene from hydro- 
carbons has supported pilot plant work in return 
for the rights to build the first large plant using this 
process. 

Pilot plant operations based on these kinetic studies 
in Europe, Japan, as well as in the United States of 
America, have given results confirming the predictions 
of the kinetic studies, although these optimum conditions 
demonstrated in the laboratory have never quite been 
reached so far; and the conversions have been in the 
mid-80 per cent in a single pass, much higher, however, 
than those that have been achieved previously without 
this guiding understanding of the theoretical or optimum 
kinetic performance. 

ECONOMICS 

The very small-scale laboratory operation work was 
done to outline the optimum performance and to define 
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the operating conditions which would give it. The larger purpose of this discussion is to indicate the relatively 
pilot plant unit has given sufficient corroboration to low price which acetylene may attain; and indications 
make it possible to estimate roughly the size, and thence are that, under certain operating conditions, the cost 
the cost, of the reactors and other parts of a production might even be slightly less than 3 cents, 
unit. 

It is estimated that the plant costs will be relatively PFTROCHEMICAI.S FROM A< FTYI FNF 
low because of the absence, or near absence, of an <>R FROM ETHYI FNF 
expensive separating plant for the product gas stream; The      inci    , end       ducts which are made from 
also because of the relatively small size and inexpensive acet ,cne  in the  United Sla(es  of  Amcrica  niay  ^ 
construction  of the reactors - particularly  if electric indicated   An approxima(ion of the total percentage of 
heating is used. acety'ene used in each is indicated, this being of more 

Only electric  power,  for the thermal requirements interest  than the absolute amounts or values of the 
and the chemical energy tied up in the acetylene molecule, product : 
and cooling water are required, besides the input stream Pe, ,,„, 
of natural gas, or other source of lower hydrocarbons. 
Naphtha fractions are more available and cheaper in ¡¡¡¡¡¿S?    Z•-                                     là 
many places. Vinyl aceUte monomer                                       7.5 

A major plant has been designed and cost-estimated Acrylonitrile                                                    14.0 
by engineers with much experience in such work. It Trichloroethylene                                               9.0 
will require both multiple and single units, for a range of Miscellaneous chemical products                           8.0 
production of acetylene of 25 to 75 million pounds per Non-chemical uses                                            i3.o 
year. The cost of the plant, battery limits, might be 
from 5 to 8 cents per pound production of acetylene per AH of these, possibly, except neoprene, may be based 
vear, depending on how much separation is required of on other  materials, notably ethylene and propylene, 
the final gases to obtain the acetylene. under   those  conditions  where   economics justify  it, 

Thus, a 50-million-pound per year plant might cost ^A^^^^ 
$2.5 million to $4.0 million, and a plant for 10 million •w materials, their availability, etc. 
pounds, which seems a reasonable smaller-scale unit, These materials are made from the 1,000 million pounds 
might cost less than SI million. Lower figures indicate annual acetylene production at an average charge to 
costs for a plant in which the acetylene is separated the process fr   the acetylene of probably about 9 cents 
from the product gas stream by subsequent chemical per pound. Considering the relative amounts of these 
reaction, while higher costs would include the plant materials which will be produced if it is possible to 
cost for separating specification grade acetylene for sale decrease the cost of acetylene substantial y  there will 
as such ** a radical change in the situation in the United States 

.'.   .           .  .     ..      • „        ,     . ,         j of America, where the volume of acetylene production 
It might be noted that the mixture of acetylene and >                whjle  he yo,ume of 5roduction 

hydrogen maybe used  wrthout separation  for oxy- ofbothethylene
P
andpr0py,encisincreasingveryconsider- 

acetylene torches, for this market. aWy ^J ¡n |he fi£, £ve years of thc ,960s ¡t is esti. 
Beginning with methane as natural gas, valued at mated that the acetylene production will not increase 

20 cents per thousand cubic feet, with electric power greatly, while the ethylene production will go from about 
at 0.6 cents per kilowatt, and with usual depreciation, 5 million pounds to about 7 million pounds under the 
amortization, maintenance, labour, and other charges, present range of prices. Decreasing the acetylene cost 
the cost of acetylene has been calculated as somewhat t0 5 ¿¿„(g per pound will greatly increase the total 
less than S cents per pound, if hydrogen is credited only usage, as it will increase the amounts of those chemicals 
at its heating value. However, since practically pure made'from acetylene, which chemicals can also come 
hydrogen is produced, it may usually be sold for other from the olefins. 
uses, e.g., ammonia production; and if it is valued at ,t jg Mfe t0 My that wi(h a decrease 0f acetylene only 
only 30 cents per thousand cubic feet, the cost of the tQ ^ 5 (xm      pomd ,ange ¡ c   a cost basis at whjch 
acetylene goes down to 3.0 cents per pound. In those jt mugt ^ chargwj int0 chemical processing at a cost 
cases where natural gas » more expensive, hydrogen is nd equivalent t0 tnat of ethylene, all of these 
also more valuable when it is required; and the acetylene materia,g presently made from acetylene may be made 
cost would be even less. In any caie, it would be desirable, mm cheapIv than if made from the olefins. Usually the 
although not essential, to construct a plant where the emcieilcv aBd simpHcity of the process for the production 
profitable use of hydrogen could be expected or planned. of a dteTtáaL\ wnich ,»„ be made from either acetylene 
As always, when two products are produced, one may Qr eviene will show that the yields and the plant cost 
be regarded as the principal product; and here either m m<>n favourab|e to production from acetylene, 
hydrogen or acetylene may take that role. 

From the successful operation on a small scale, this VINYL CHLORIDE 
process mav be regarded, however, as showing die . 
possibilities which may be achieved either in the commer- As regards the volume of production out not tfte total 
cialtzation of this proceas or through the development value of the product, the largest user of acetylene is, 
of other acetylene processes by other engineers. The of course, vinyl chloride. The classical process utilises 
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acetylene, plus dry hydrogen chloride. More recently, 
vinyl chloride has been produced from ethylene plus 
chlorine, to give ethylene chloride, which is then cracked 
to give vinyl chloride, plus hydrogen chloride. The pro- 
cessing cost of this two-step process is considerably 
greater than that from the one-step acetylene-based 
process. However, if both ethylene and acetylene are 
available, the hydrogen chloride formed from the cracking 
of ethylene dichloride may then be immediately added 
to the acetylene which is available. Major producers 
in the larger industrial countries are operating such inte- 
grated plants. 

A major competitive advantage being shown for 
ethylene-based vinyl chloride is the use of any one of the 
several commercial processes for what is known as 
" oxy-chlorination ". In this process, ethylene chloride 
is produced by oxy-chlorinating ethylene with hydrogen 
chloride, rather than chlorinating ethylene with chlorine. 
The ethylene-dichloride, when it is pyrolyzed, gives 
hydrogen chloride, which is used to oxy-chlorinate 
additional ethylene dichloride from the feed stream of 
ethylene. 

The processing steps and plant are, however, as yet 
not standardized, and much more expensive. With 
ethylene and acetylene at the same base prices per pound, 
the vinyl chloride will cost less by the direct addition 
of acetylene and hydrogen chloride, than by the oxy- 
chlorination of ethylene with hydrogen chloride and 
the pyrolysis of the ethylene dichloride. 

With 4.5 cents acetylene, and 1 cent hydrogen chloride, 
it should be possible to make vinyl chloride for less 
than 3.S cents per pound. Regardless of the source of 
the vinyl chloride, the cost of polymerizing it is about 
3 cents per pound, which gives polyvinyl chloride in the 
range of 6.5 cents per pound. With acetylene at even 
lower costs — as will be possible with the development 
of the optimum process — the cost of manufacturing 
polyvinyl chloride may be between 4 cents and 6 cents 
per pound. This would only be feasible for a very large 
and advanced enterprise; whereas, in developing coun- 
tries, it might be expected that the cost in the smaller 
plants would be somewhat more. However, the relative 
costs in the use of ethylene or acetylene will be the same; 
and the simpler production from acetylene may be 
especially attractive. 

NBOPRBNE OR CHLOROPRENE 

As noted above, this material, a relatively higher priced 
elastomer based on acetylene and hydrogen chloride, 
has only been made from acetylene. Until 19S9 when 
vinyl chloride overtook it, it was the largest user of 
acetylene in the United States of America. The relatively 
sensitive process has recently been mastered by two 
producers in Japan, one quite independently. Almost 
half again as much acetylene goes to make a pound of 
this product as to make a pound of vinyl chloride; hence, 
a reduction of acetylene price will reduce the cost per 
pound more; although the selling price, which is relatively 
high for this profitable polymer, would not be affected 
by nearly as great a ratio. It has been estimated that, 
even in the United State« of America, this production 

might, however, be stimulated by as much as 40 per cent 
with lower cost acetylene. The lower priced raw material 
might even encourage new sources of supply. 

VINYL ACETATE MONOMER 

This material of rapidly increasing interest is used to 
make four major types of resins of considerable impor- 
tance in the latex-paint, adhesive, textile, automotive 
safety glass and vinyl resin fields. These products are: 
polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl butyral, polyvinyl alcohol, 
and vinyl chloride-vinyl acetate copolymers. More 
recently, there has been added to this list the ethylene- 
vinyl acetate copolymer, which has potential importance 
as a synthetic rubber. The simple method of production 
of the starting monomer, vinyl acetate, depends on acety- 
lene, and, with lower cost acetylene, as may be anticipated 
in the future, this will certainly be the preferred raw 
material. Lowered acetylene cost will lower the cost and 
increase the utilization of all of the members of the 
versatile vinyl acetate family of polymers, because each 
will become more competitive with the other products 
in its specialized markets. 

ACRYLONITRILE 

Acrylonitrile is an interesting example of the 
opportunity of choice of raw materials and processing 
in making a given product. Here, the classic production 
from acetylene and hydrogen cyanide has been largely 
upset, not because of the high price of acetylene, but 
because of the new processing techniques based on the 
synthesis of acrylonitrile from ammonia and propylene 
gas. Processes have been developed by Standard Oil 
of Ohio and DuPont in the United States of America; 
Distillers Company in the United Kingdom; Asahi 
Chemical Company in Japan; and others. However, 
with acetylene at a lower cost, it may be expected that 
the trend may be reversed, particularly in view of the 
cost of licensing and engineering the plants based on 
propylene, and the improved processes which have 
been developed for making hydrogen cyanide. Further- 
more, as the demand has been growing in recent years, 
acetylene at less than 5 cents might even considerably 
increase the over-all market for the material, which 
now sells for about 15 cents per pound. 

OTHERS 

Trichloroethylene may be made from either ethylene 
or acetylene; oxy-chlorination will certainly take over 
the production of trichloroethylene unless acetylene at a 
lowered cost thrn that long maintained is available for 
large-scale petrochemical utilization. 

Some specialties may be made much more readily only 
from acetylene, and others moat conveniently from 
ethylene; and then is thus no competition between the 
two gaset. However, the development of many of the 
acetylene derivatives of higher molecular weight has been 
seriously hampered by acetylene at 10 centi per pound. 
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and cutting this to one-half or one third-will greatly 
increase the markets. 

Increasing fuel uses with low-cost acetylene is to be 
expected; and in some places, lighting and cooking fuel 
may well be supplied by acetylene in tanks, either pure 
or directly from a reactor, mixed with hydrogen, in 
those places where liquefied petroleum gates are not 
available. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The lowered costs of acetylene that may be expected 
from the development of improved processes for its 
production from natural gas or petroleum liquids will 
markedly increase its productive use. The optimum 
procès» —and this seems to be close to commercial 
realization — is one which would have almost a 100 per 
cent conversion of a hydrocarbon on a carbon basts in a 
single pass to acetylene. The gas stream should consist 
substantially only of acetylene and hydrogen. The cost 
of the acetylene so produced should be in the range of 
3 to S cents per pound — the lower figure if the hydrogen 
produced simultaneously is valued at its normal price 
as a chemical raw material; the higher figure if the 
hydrogen is valued only as a fuel. Substantial progress 
has been made in achieving this low-cost process, which 
should be available for commercial installations within 
the next two years. 

Particularly the simpler and less expensive plants which 
should produce acetylene in such an optimum process 
will have low capital charges and will speed petrochemical 
production because of the relatively simpler and more 
economic chemical processing usually associated with 
acetylene as compared with ethylene in making inter- 
mediates and monomers for further processing. 

This should be especially noteworthy in planning 
petrochemical production in developing countries, where 
the basic materials must be made available cheaply in 
relatively small plants, the production of intermediates 
and of final consumer products, and the markets for 
these products must all be developed simultaneously. 
Acetylene made from imported calcium carbide allows 
entrance into this sequence midway, and with lower 
cost processing for the ultimate products. With some 
markets established, the raw material — acetylene — 
may then be developed locally from hydrocarbons. 
Thus, a reasonable programme over some years may 
be considered, rather than the building of a whole series 
of planta to produce consumer products for which the 
markets must also be developed. 

On the other hand, olefins as by-products from cracking 
operations for gasoline will be major contenders as 
raw materials, particularly for very large-scale operations. 
However, plant and processing for chemical production 
therefrom, will be relatively more expensive and more 
complicated than from acetylene. 
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13. AROMATICS: BETTER TO IMPORT OR TO PRODUCE? 

J. W. Amdrama amd Jl. E. Comear, Umiveraml OU Producta Company, Vmitad Stata» of Amariea 

In the courte of building t petrochemical industry, 
a developing country mutt consider the point at which 
it will be economical to install facilities for the production 
of aromatic hydrocarbons. Aromatici are a basic inter- 
mediate in the production of a wide variety of chemicals; 
listed below are some of the important chemicals derived 
from certain of the most commonly available aromatics. 
Benzene. Styrene, phenol, dodecylbenzene, cyclohexane 

for caprolactam, hexachlorobenxene, etc.; 
Toluene. Trinitrotoluene, tolylene diisocy.tnate for poly- 

urethanes, phenol, benzoic acid, caprolactam; 
C, Aromatici. /Wxylene — terephtnalic acid for poly- 

esters, ortho-xykac — phthalk anhydride, ethylben- 
zene — styrene, mefo-xylene — isophthalic acid. 
Until approximately ten years ago in the United 

States of America, and less than five years ago in Europe, 
coke-ovens were by far the predominant source of 
chemical aromatics. However, with the advent of Plat- 
forming mn catalytic reforming in  1949, and  Udex» 

Trademark. 

extraction using glycols in 1932, significant quantities of 
high-purity aromatics could be derived at relatively low 
cost from petroleum. As the supply of aromatics from 
coke-oven sources ha» become inadequate to meet the 
rapidly growing demand for these materials, production 
from petroleum has been widely accepted. 

The production of aromatics from petroleum is highly 
capital-intensive — i.e., a large capital investment is 
required per unit of production and economica of scale 
are important — therefore, a developing country con- 
sidering the installation of aromatics production facilities 
must carefully calculate whether or not the foreign- 
exchange savings and continuity of supply are offset 
by higher production costs associated with a small-scale 
unit. To indicate the more important factors that must 
be taken into account, this paper will discuss the follow- 
ing: production costs as a function of size, complexity of 
the aromatics production facilities, feedstock and by- 
product values; yields of aromatic hydrocarbons from 
different naphthas available in developing areas; and 
the magnitude of freight costs for shipping aromatics 
from industrialized countries in relation to over-all 
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production« cotti. The effect of these factors apparently 
varies considerably from area to area, judging by the 
size of recent installations for aromatica production. 
Several are in the range of 10,000-50,000 tons per year 
of total aromatica, while some installations planned 
for the near future will produce several hundreds 
of thousands of tons of aromatics annually. 

Before examining economic factors, a brief description 
of flow schemes for aromatics production would be 
appropriate. Figure I shows three flow schemes: 
Scheme A will be considered in detail in this study; 
Scheme B will be briefly evaluated; and 
Scheme C is included simply as an illustration of a 

possible additional source of petroleum aromatics. 
In Scheme A, a C,-C, petroleum fraction is charged to 

a hydrotreating unit for destruction of sulfur-, nitrotr*--. 
and oxygen-containing compounds. The purified naphtha 
is then charged to a Platforming unit, in which the most 
important reactions for aromatics production are the 
dehydrogenation of naphthenes and the dehydrocycliza- 
tion of paraffins. The catalytic reformate is fed to an 
extraction unit for recovery of benzene, toluene, and 
C, aromatics. Excess toluene and C( aromatics are 
converted to benzene in a hydrodealkylation unit. 

Scheme B is similar to Scheme A, except that the 
hydrodealkylation unit is eliminated. Therefore, Scheme B 
operation feedstock will yield a much larger proportion 
of toluene aad C, aromatics than will Scheme A. This 
Scheme will be economically appealing when the benzene 
and other aromatics that can be produced without 
hydrodealkylation are in the proportions required to 
meet projected market demand. However, benzene is the 

aromatic most usually in greatest demand and to produce 
a maximum of this material using Scheme B a narrower 
naphtha cut is used as feed. 

Scheme C is a method of recovering pure aromatics 
from by-product gasolene resulting from olefin production 
operations, and requires only a hydrotreating and an 
extraction step. Hydrogen availability and cost play an 
important part in the economics of this Scheme, owing 
to the large quantity of hydrogen required to saturate 
diolefins and olefins in the by-product gasolene. 

The potential yields of benzene, toluene and C, 
aromatics from the C,-C, portions of several common 
naphthas are shown in table 1. These yields are indicative 
of the level of aromatics that can be obtained from the 
various charge stocks, but are by no means optimized 
to any specific economic situation. 

The five naphthas were chosen to represent a wide 
variety of cyclic contents in the feeds, which cyclic* 
determine aromatic yields to a large extent. The naphtha 
stocks ant arranged in ascending order of cyclic content, 
from Kuwait/Arabian to Oficina. Nigerian and some 
Indian naphthas are even richer in cyclic hydrocarbons 
than the stocks shown. The yield of hydrogen, which is 
important in determining the amount of alkylbenzenes 
that may be converted to benzene, is also shown. It will 
be noted that this yield depends not only upon the actual 
content of naphthenes present but also upon the propor- 
tion of naphthenes to aromatics in the feed. Over-all 
yields according to the processing sequence Scheme A 
of figure I are shown; all of the toluene and as much as 
possible of the C, aromatics are converted to benzene 
using the hydrogen produced by catalytic refor- 
ming. 
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14 KNZENE lY HYDiODCAL* YLATION USING IUI DITCH, PROCESS 
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lióos (2) (3). The reaction is firit order with respect to 
hydrocarbon concentration and 0.5 order with respect 
to hydrogen concentration, 

r     rate of «kalkyUtion     k (hydrocarbon) >" <H,) » • 

where hydrocarbon and hydrogen concentrations are in 
molar unit». Although it has been shown that the above 
reaction occurs thermally according to the same rate 
equation, it has also been shown that the activation energy 
for the Houdry DíTOL catalyst is 35 kcal/gram mole 
compared with a value of 50 ± kcal/gram mole for the 
thermal reaction. Thus, at the same temperature, the 
rate of reaction for the DETOL catalyst is more than an 
order of magnitude greater than the thermal reaction rate. 
Since the DITOL process can utilize lower temperatures to 
achieve higher conversions per pass, dealkylation sélec- 
tivités are higher than those for thermal reactions. As 
an example, benzene selectivities of %+ mole per cent 
for toluene dealkylation have been consistently obtained 
in commercial operation. 

From th-i standpoint of hydrogen consumption, it is 
desirable io process feedstock* that are 100 per cent 
aromatic. Since most charge stocks contain minor 
quantities rr sulfur compounds, paraffins, naphthenes 
and olefir., the DíTOL procesa must remove these by 
seconda, y reaction. Sulphur compounds such as thio- 
pbenes and mercaptans are completely convert«! to 
H.S and aliphatic». Paraffins, olefin» and naphthenes are 
hydrocracked to C§ and lighter hydrocarbons, which are 
easily separated from the promatic products. The two 
major sources of non-selectivity result from the hydro- 
génation and condensation of aromatic rings. To a very 
limited extent, aromatic nuclei are hydrogenated to 
eyclobtxane homologues. This reaction, however, is 
suppressed by the relative inactivity of the catalyst for 
riag hydrogénation and the very unfavourable thermo- 
dynamic driving force for this reaction. The quantity of 
cyclohexaae found in product benzene typically ranges 

from 0.01 to 0.05 mole per cent. A second non-selective 
reaction is the condensation of aromatic nuclei to produce 
byphenyl, methyl-byphenyi, bybenzyl, fluorene and 
anthracene. In general, the production of these compounds 
is minimized by the relatively lower temperature level 
employed in the catalytic process. Production selectivities 
are generally quoted on a once-through basis, in which 
cases there is a net condensed ring production. However, 
the ultimate selectivity can be increased above this value 
if condensed rings are re-circulated to extinction. 

Figure I shows a typical process flow diagram for a 
toluene to benzene dealkylation plant. Toluene fresh 
feed is exchanged with reactor effluent and finally brought 
to reaction temperature along with recycle and make-up 
hydrogen in a fired preneater. The combined feed then 
flows to two DITOL reactors in series. 

Since dealkylation reactions are highly exothermic, 
a slip stream of liquid aromatks feed is injected between 
the first and second reactors to adsorb the beat of deal- 
kylation in the first reactor. The effluent from the second 
reactor is cooled, condensed and separated. The Haan 
drum liquid is fed into a stabilizer, where the light 
hydrocarbons and dissolved hydrogen are taken overhead. 
The bottoms from the stabilizer are fed through a fixed 
bed clay treater. For many benzene uses, clay treating i» 
not required since the bromine index (bromine number 
multiplied by 1,000) of the stabilized product is quite 
low (beiow 200). The clay-treated aromatic liquid, or the 
stabilizer bottoms, is then charged to a benzene fractiona- 
tor, where high purity benzene is taken overhead. Un- 
converted aromatics are recycled to the process. Heavy 
residue rejected from the benzene fractionator is taken 
to fuel. 

Most of the overhead from the high-pressure flash 
drum is recycled to the process. A portion of this stream 
may be passed through a hydrogen purification unit to 
maintain an optimum hydrogen purity in the procesa. 
Fresh hydrogen is fed to the unit from any suitable) 



source such as catalytic reformers or steam methane 
generators. Typical operating conditions for the DETOL 
reactor section are as follows : 

Temperature 
Pressure . . 

filtlfl* 

l,000-l.200*F 
500-1,000 pjig 

540-MO-C 
35-70 kg/cm» ga 

The DETOL catalyst is extremely stable and rugged. 
Under the conditions of the process, coking does take 
place at a very low rate, requiring reactor inlet tempera- 
tures to be increased gradually over a period of about six 
months. The catalyst, however, is easily regenerated by 
conventional means and restored to its initial activity 
and selectivity. The ultimate catalyst life in the DETOL 
process is not known. As of this writing, the first DETOL 
unit to go on stream in 1961 is still using the original 
charge of catalyst. 

Benzene purity 

Benzene produced by catalytic hydrodealkylation is the 
purest commercially available. Typical inspections from 
commercial operation show 99.95 per cent benzene, 
freezing point well over 5.4*C., thiophene of less than one 
part per million (typically 0.2 ppm) and non-aromatic« 
of 0.01 to 0.05 mole per cent. These values arc superior 
to those for petroleum benzene produced by extraction. 

Because of the availability, at very high purity, of 
petroleum benzene and benzene from hydrodealkylation, 
rigid quality specifications have been established irres- 
pective of the need for high quality in some chemical 
reactions. These specifications cannot be met by normal 
coke oven by-product aromatica. To compete with 
petroleum aromatica the coke oven operators in the 

United States of America have had to upgrade their 
aromatic by-products. However, severe treatment with the 
conventional sulfuric acid methods, the most commonly 
used process, results in increased expense and high 
aromatic losses but still does not ensure a quality product 
unless aliphatics are absent or are removed by some other 
means. The solution to the problem of United States coke 
oven operators was found in the single step multifunc- 
tional catalytic Lnoi. process which desulfurizes, hydro- 
cracks non-aromatics, and dealkylates alkyl benzenes to 
benzene, producing a high-purity benzene comparable 
to th.it obtained from petroleum extraction or hydro- 
dealkylation. As the impact of petroleum benzene 
increases in other areas of the world; similar problems 
will develop. 

Although our objective is to discuss the DETOL 
process and to consider its accompanying economics, 
the LITOL process is mentioned because some deve- 
loping countries contemplating a steel industry may 
very well find it necessary or desirable to upgrade coke 
oven aromatics. 

DETOL process yields 

Process yields are summarized in tables 1, 2 and 3. 
These tables show respectively the effects of variations in 
make-up gas purity, make-up gas quantity, and aromatic 
feed composition to the reactors. In general, the molar 
yield of benzene is unaffected by changes in these factors. 
However, they are quite important in process economics 
to be presented later. 

Actually, it is possible to operate the process at higher 
or lower net yields of benzene from the feed aromatics 
(higher or lower selectivity). This is accomplished by 
changing the severity of operation through control of the 

TABLE   I.  HOUDKY Dttol raocut -     MATNUAL 
amer or »«AD- it OAS pumrrv 

Moki/lOO moki früh fed 

•ALANCES 

Cam i 2 s 4 

»Mum ew mmUr, tM. w tmt ss m »s MM 

Awk. Mmmi. MhMV ft* «MM» nuis MA,m FmU Ma*«-w tmtt 
fé m*é. m* mi. *w tua. M» ma. f» tné. 

Component» 

H,  132.1 26.0 136.0 29.1 129.1 23.0 36.2 
C,  57.Î 136.3 31.4 1)0.3 6.1 105.0 30.5 

c,  27.7 30.6 2.6 5.5 3.0 I.S 
c,  2X2 23.0 Ol 0.1 

i 
0.6 

C,  10.0 10.0 
BMMM. ...          0.7 M.I 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Totume. . .  .         M.* 0.1 
Eta. swam .          0.3 
o-Xyttotì 
m-Xyttnel .   .          0.1 
P-XyhoeJ 

OJ OJ 0J 0J 

TOTAL      1400 M.» 24M XU 1700 167J IM* VOS 71.7 

MS 



TABU 2. Houoav Dtiol mocas» — »MTWIAL ULANCM 

pfKT OF VASTO« TM MAK1-U» GAS QUANTtTY 

MoksllOO moles fresh frei 

Cam i í « r 

IMH» em. mr mm *futiOmmmir m 2K 210 »s 

tnm 
Imi 

«Ml. 
pn*. 

Mmkt-m 
— 

ftMtt 
mi. 

Mmknm 
em 

rmu 
nti 

Mmlf-me rmu 
smi. 

Hmt-m 
MI 

rmm 
rnrnt. 

Components   . . 

H, 
c,  
c,  
^ ' • • 

TohMM   .  .  . 
0.7 

91.9 
96.« 
0.1 

136.0 
31.4 

2.6 

29.1 
130.5 

3.S 
0.1 
0.1 

232.5 
33.9 
4.4 

126.9 
132.9 

7.3 
0.S 
0.3 

TR 

232.5 
53.9 
4.4 

126.9 
152.9 

7.5 
0.1 
0.4 

TR 

323.3 
74.8 

6.1 

217.3 
173.7 

9.1 
0.« 
0.5 
0.1 

Eut. twain«  . 0.3 
o-Xywm \ 
ra-XyltM   .  . 0.1 
p-XywM j 

0.8 0.1 0.1 0.1 
DiphMiyl.  . 

TOTAL 100.0 96.9 170.0 167.3 290.« 219.0 290.« 289.3 404.4 402.5 

operating temperature or residence time. However, 
increase« in severity are accompanied by non-linear 
decreases in selectivity and increases in plant investment 
or in catalyst inventory. , . 

A decrease in severity does result in improved selectivity. 
However, this improvement is gradual, with decreasing 
»verity «nee the normal selectivity of 97 molar per cent 
leaves little room for improvement. Furthermore, the 
increased total feed rate which results from lower conver- 
sion and higher aromatici recycle requires additional 
utilities consumption and plant investment. 

AU dati in tables 1 and 3 and casts 2 and S of Ubi« 2 
include purification of the hydrogen-rich recycle gas 
stream. With the exception of case 5, these all represent 
plant operation with minimum hydrogen-rich make-up 
gas. The minimum make-up gas contains approximately 
120 per cent of the stoichiometric hydrogen requirement 
in order to allow for hydrogen losses in the liquid product 
from the bi|h pressure gas-liquid separation, hydrogen 
losses with the reject light hydrocarbons from the recycle 
gas purification unit and hydrogen vented to control 
plant pressure. Caae 5 shows the effect of increased 

TABU 3. HOUDBY Duel races« — MATBMAL »ALANcas 
•rfscr of raso ujasroaiioN 

htekillOO motes fresh feed 

constant bmssn* production, minimum maka-up ama 

$ » 

Cms mm. 
nee. Imi ~zr Tmk 

mi. 
tree» 
Imi wr pes. 

0.7 
9J.9 
0.) 

0.1 

127.3 
»A 
14 

21.3 
121.5 

5.3 
OJ 
0.1 

0.1 

1*8 

•A 
93.5 
3.9 

11.2 
»1 

S.9 

173.1 
40.1 

3.3 

26.8 
174.0 

11.1 
0.8 

. .  .  .       *M TR 

Tosasse ....        0.1 

»Xytss») . 
e-XrfsseJ M 

Texas.     9*J MM 199.3 MM 2145 »43 
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make-up gas quantity. Case 4 shows recycle gas purifi- 
cation by hydrogen generation instead of cryogenic 
means. 

Cases 6 and 7 depict operations without recycle gas 
purification. Case 6 represents plant operation with 
minimum hydrogen-rich make-up gas without recycle gas 
purification, and case 7 shows the effect of increased make- 
up gas quantity. 

Process economics 

The effects of make-up gas purity, make-up gas quantity 
with and without recycle gas purification and feedstock 
composition on process economics are shown in table 4 
for plants producing 1,800 BPSD of benzene. 

Considering first the effect of make-up gas purity, the 
use of low purity (low hydrogen content) or high purity 
(high hydrogen content) make-up gas results in higher 
processing costs than the use of 80 per cent hydrogen 
content make-up gas such as is normally available from 
catalytic reforming of naphtha to high octane gasolene. 
This would be expected for the low purity gas because 
provision must be made to purify it. However, this 
difference is small. 

A larger processing cost differential exists if 95 per cent 
hydrogen is purchased and purification of the recycle 
gas by cryogenic means is also included. However, 
installation of a hydrogen generation plant to provide the 
required hydrogen and simultaneously purify the recycle 
gas results in a higher initial investment but a more 
attractive processing cost (case 4 of table IV). 

Increasing make-up gas quantity at constant 80 per cent 
hydrogen purity is shown by cases 2, S, 6 and 7 to result 
in reduced plant investment. However, processing costs 
increase with increasing make-up gas quantity and are, 
in fict, higher by almost one-half a cent a gallon for the 
case with 305 per cent of the stoichiometric hydrogen 
than for the case with 128 per cent of stoichiometric 
hydrogen. This results from the particular economic 
structuie assumed. Major differences in power cost and 
in make-up gas cost related to fuel value are apparent from 
consideration of table IV. These are only partially 
balanced by reduced capital charges. If make-up gas is 
available at fuel cost, the processing cost relationship 
is reversed even in spite of the compression costs involved. 

Make-up gas was assumed available at 300 psig. 
Other pressures would affect both plant investment and 
compression (power) costs. 

Another logical effect is shown by consideration of 
cases 8 and 9. Here the effect of processing aromatic» 

other than toluene is shown. Hydrogen consumption 
increases by the increase in alkyl groups (methyl and ethyl) 
which must be hydrogenated and make-up gas quantity 
increases accordingly. Fuel production also increases. 
The effects of these differences on benzene manufacturing 
costs arc small. 

The cost of aromatic feedstock is by far the most 
significant cost in the production of benzene by hydro- 
dealkylation. The effect of toluene price on finished 
benzene cost is shown below for an average processing 
cost of 3.3 cents per US gallon of benzene: 

Toluene price ¿/gal     5      "     25 
Toluene cost <7gal. beiuene     6.2   18.5   30.8 
Processing cost cVgal. beniene 3.3     3.3    3.3 

Benzene COM «/gal.   9.5   21.8   34.1 

In the United States of America toluene's primary use is 
as a blending stock in high octane motor or aviation 
gasolene and benzene is a highly valuable chemical 
building block; price differentials between benzene and 
toluene are ncnnally more than adequate to cover these 
costs. A similar situation may well develop elsewhere in 
the world. 

Catalytic hydrodealkylation by the DETOL process thus 
provides the petroleum processor with an economically 
attractive means for upgrading lower value aromatica 
to benzene and provides an inexpensive entry into the 
production of aromatic chemicals to serve as a basis for 
a chemical industry. It should be considered seriously by 
developing nations in planning their petrochemical 
growth. 

BENZENE BY HYDRODEALKYLATION 
USING THE DETOL PROCESS 
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15. PRODUCTION OF AROMATICS FROM PETROLEUM IN JAPAN 

Itahuro Watonabe, Japan Ga$olene Company, Ltd., Japan 

INTRODUCTION 

The tremendous petrochemical industry development 
in Japan dates back to December of 19S7 when Mitsubishi 
Oil Company Limited began the aromatics production 
of benzene, toluene and xylenes from a light naphtha 
fraction of Seria Crude Oil, using a UOP Platforming- 
Udex combination unit. In the immediate sequence, 
Mitsui Petrochemical Industries Ltd. and Sumitomo 
Chemical Company Limited started the operation of 
their ethylene units in the spring of 1958. Thus, the over- 
all petrochemical industry began. 

In the petrochemical industry, since the aromatics, as 
well as the olefins such as ethylene, propylene, butylène, 
are absolutely necessary materials, it is essential to the 
development of the petrochemical industry to produce a 
large quantity of low-cost aromatics. 

It is a normal practice to produce aromatics from the 
light naphtha fraction of aromatic or naphthenic base 
crude oil, using such a catalytic rcforming-Udex 
combination unit as Mitsubishi Oil is operating. However, 
since sufficient amounts of aromatic or naphthenic 
base crude oils are not readily available in Japan, the 
recovery of aromatics from the ethylene by-product light 
oil has been commercially applied. Mitsui Petrochemical 
Industries Ltd. installed the first commercial unit of this 
type in the world; it is a combination of UOP Two- 
Stage Unihning and Udex Units. 

In succession, Mitsubishi Petrochemical Company Ltd. 
and Nippon Petrochemicals Company Ltd. installed the 
same type of unit and the recovery of aromatics from the 
ethylene by-product light oil has increased rapidly in 
Japan. 

Japan Gasolene Company is an engineering company 
and acts as a licensing agent for the Universal Oil Products 
Company in Japan. All of the aromatics production units 
from petroleum in Japan were engineered and constructed 
by the Japan Gasolene Company based on the engineering 
design of the Universal Oil Products Company. 

AMOUNT OF AROMATICS PRODUCED IN JAPAN 

Before petroleum aromatics were marketed in Japan in 
1958, the production of aromatics was carried out 
exclusively by coke oven processors such as the iron and 
steel, town gas and chemical industries. 

Figures I and II show the increase in the amount of 
aromatics produced in Japan since 1958. Figure I shows 

« 1,000 MT 

1958 1999 1960 1961 1962 1943 

Figure I. Annual amount of aromatics production in Japan 

the increase in petroleum aromatic production, which 
was 22 per cent of the total amount of aromatics produced 
in 1958 in Japan and exceeded 50 per cent of the total in 
and after 1962. Figure II shows that benzene is the main 
product of the aromatics from coal but benzene, toluene 
and xylenes from petroleum are produced in almost equal 
amounts. This is due to the fact that the aromatics produced 
with a UOP Platforming-Udex combination unit contain, 

X1,000MT 

of btttunt, toluene ami xylem 
to. 
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in general, a significant amount or toluene and xylenes 
and not large amounts of benzene, whereas the aromatics 
from ethylene by-product light oils contain a considerable 
percentage of benzene and lesser amounts of toluene 
and xylenes. Therefore, considering the production of 
petroleum aromatics as a whole, almost equal quantities 
each of benzene, toluene and xylenes are produced. 

PRODUCTION OF AROMATICS BY UOP PLATI-ORMING-UDEX 

COMBINATION   PROCESS UNIT 

In Japan, Mitsubishi Oil Company Ltd. and Maruzen 
Oil Company Ltd. are currently producing aromatics from 
a light naphtha fraction by a UOP Platforming-Udex 
combination unit. Mitsubishi Oil started the initial 
operation of the unit using light naphtha of Seria Crude 
Oil as a feedstock, but has now changed the source of 
feedstock to a light naphtha from Bunju Crude Oil. 
Since the Platformer reactor feed obtained from Bunju 
Crude Oil contains about 73 liquid volume per cent of 
aromatics plus naphthenes. the aromatics content can 
amount to as much as 60 liquid volume per cent of the 
Platformate produced and, therefore, Bunju Crude Oil is 
very attractive for the production of aromatics. The 
capacity of Mitsubishi Oil's Udex Unit is 730 barrels per 
day. 

Maruzen Oil Company is producing aromatics from 
North Sumatra Crude Oil and the aromatics plus naph- 
thene content of the Platformer reactor feed is about 
50 liquid volume per cent and the Platformate produced 
contains about 43 liquid volume per cent of aromatics. 
Each of Maruzen Oil's two Udex units has a capacity of 
1,300 BSD. 

Koa Oil Company Ltd. is also operating a UOP Plat- 
forming unit lor aromatics production but Koa Oil's 
situation is somewhat different from that of Mitsubishi 
Oil Company and Maruzen Oil Company. When Mitsui 
Petrochemical Industries Ltd., which is located close to 
Koa Oil, planned to enter the petrochemical industry 
in 1957, they required a large amount of aromatics and 
decided to install a UOP Two-Stage Unifming-Udex 
combination unit to recover aromatics from an ethylene 
by-product light oil. However, since the amount of aro- 
matics required could not be recovered from the ethylene 
by-product light oil alone, Mitsui Petrochemical purch- 
ased Platformate from Koa Oil and charged to the Udex 
unit a mixture of the purchased Platformate from Koa 
Oil and the Unifinate from the Mitsui's Two-Stage 
Unifining unit. Since, for some reason, Koa Oil is not 

Extractar 

Salvan! rV Taluana 

Xylai* 
Haatar 

I   I Haevy aromatica 

Fajan III. Stm/H/Itä firn» éittnm tf fktfarm¡ni proctst 

Banaana Toluana 

ligure IV. Simplifiai flow diagram of Udex procès» 

able to obtain naphthenic crude oil and is producing 
a Platformate from paraffinic base Middle East crude 
oil, the Platformate contains considerably less aromatics 
than those produced by Mitsubishi Oil and Maruzen 
Oil. Recent developments in Platforming, however, have 
made possible high aromatic yields for the low naphthene 
Middle East fuels, making their consideration more 
attractive than was previously possible. 

The present status of the production of aromatics in 
Japan has been outlined. Actual operating data, however, 
of the commercial units are not available because of their 
confidential nature and also because the operating condi- 
tions and the situation of crude supply of each company 
are different from those which prevailed when the 
operation started. Therefore, as a typical example of the 
production of aromatics from Seria Crude Oil, using a 
UOP Platforming-Udex combination unit, the economics 
of the process, assuming installation of a 1,000 BSD Udex 
unit, will be discussed, in the hope that this discussion 
will be of some assistance to the developing countries 
which plan to enter the petrochemical industry. 

To assist in understanding the flow of the Platforming- 
Udex, a typical simplified flow diagram of the UOP 
Platforming-Udex combination unit is shown in figures III 
and IV. These process units are so well known that the 
explanation of the process is omitted. 

Table I shows a material balance, table 2 the erected 
cost, table 3 the estimated utility requirement, and 
figure V the production cost of aromatics by the Plat- 
forming-Udex combination unit for this modest capacity. 

RECOVERY OF AROMATICS FROM ETHYLENE 
BY-PRODUCT LIGHT OIL 

In Japan, ethylene has been produced by the pyrolysis 
of a straight run naphtha. The pyrolysis unit does not 
produce ethylene alone ; a light oil of the C,+ and heavier 
portion (400-F end point) it also produced as the pyrolysis 
by-product fraction. 

Actually, the C.+ light oil contains a considerable 
percentage of benzene, toluene and xylenes, but this light 
oil also contains considerable olefins, which makes it 
a very unstable material. This unstable material eouM 
cause fouling probiems ia the processing equipment. 

Universal Oil Products Company has developed the 
"Two-Stage  Unifining Process-U»kx Process"  as a 
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TABLE 1. ESTIMATBD PLATKMMINU AND UMX YIELDS 

Seria light naphtha fraction 

TABLE  2. 1:51 IMA rr I)   USA    EMI TFI)   (OSI   Ol-    PLArFORMINti- 
UDEX COMBINATION UNIT 

ir. 

8.4 
13.9 
8.7 

11.4 
24.7 
15.9 
0.7 
5.4 
8.9 

100.0 

Charge:   'API 53.0 
Bollini range    149-274 F TBP 
Mol. Wt. 99 

rlatformint charge MD 

C, paraffin»  100 
C, paraffini  188 
C, paraffins  102 
C, naphthene  135 
C, naphthene  290 
C, naphthene  188 
Benzene  8 
Toluene  64 
Xylene»  103 

1,110 

Platforming products iscrmmu 

H»  (1.300) 
C,  (      8) 
C,  (20) 
C,  (34) 

C, and lighter  (1,362) 

C4  38 
C.  33 

QandC,  71 

C, paraffins  89 
C, paraffin»  151 
C, paraffin»  67 
C, naphthene  40 
C- naphthene  30 
C, naphthene  9 
Benzene  83 
Toluene  277 
Xylene»  234 

UdMfeed IJOOO 

Udtx producto 

Benzene  82 
Toluene  364 
Xylene»  230 
  436 

1,000 

( 95.3) 
(   0.6) 
(    15) 
(   2.4) 

(100.0) 

3.2 
2.8 

6.0 

7.6 
12.8 
3.7 
3.4 
2.5 
0.8 
7.0 

23.6 
21.6 

85.0 

Platforming                                         1,180 BSD $ 

Material  600,000 
Labour  214,(100 
Design, engineering and contractor's expenses. . 149,000 

Toi AL 963,000 

Udtx: 1,000 BSD 

Material  775,000 
Labour  354,000 
Design, engineering and contractor's expenses    . 203,000 

Toi AL 1.332,000 

Estimated paid up royalty: 

Platforming  121,300 
Udex  250,000 

Estimated catalyst and chemicals investment: 

Platforming catalyst, R-5  20,200 
(est. CIF) 

Glycol  14.0JO 

The ethylene by-product light oil is first charged to a 
depentanizer, where a C, cut is taken overhead. The 
bottoms product from the depentanizer is charged to 
the rerun column where the C,+ fraction is taken as a 
bottoms product and the C»-C, "heart cut" fraction is 
taken overhead. 

The " heart cut " is first mixed with hydrogen, heated 
and charged to the reactor section, consisting of No. I 
reactor and No. 2 reactor, where a specially prepared 
cobalt-molybdenum catalyst is loaded. In the No.  I 

TABLE 3. ESTIMATED UTILITY MQUIKEMENTS or PLATroa»«No- 
UDEX COMBINATION UNIT 

solution to this probte». Since this cotnbiiiarioa process 
provides aa ideal Method for the recovery of aromatic* 
from this ratable, diftcuh material, all the Japaaeae 
manufacturers of aronatics frosa the ethylaae by-product 
light oil have used the Two-Stage Uaiiaiaf-Ude« com- 
bination procet«. 

A brief enacriptioa of the procete low of the Two- 
Stag. Uasflning Froeaw wiU be given. Tb* 
scWtaatk emgmaa of the Two-taga Ui 
Uluatrataé in agar« VI. 

I. Etaetttóty, kWh 

i and instruments 

2. ate**B.t»/hr 

•»•asj  
1»BB»J  

3. Coottag water, gal/min 

33'Frke.  

4. Fust. 10* ITU/hr   . . 

5. Ch»wiral», HVSP 

Cay. 

urn BSD 
fnMfflVMMa! 

i JKO ISO 
Ufe« 

300 
15 

124 
15 

409 
SN 

28,500 

600 

20 

IS 
IS« 

7 

1,600 
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TABU 3. ESTMATSD TWO-STAGS UNOTNINO ANO Unx YIELDS 

Ethyhme byproduct light ail 

lUlLSÍ-ílíuistitD 
Lu« i—* um »*so 

MainUnonc« 3% of proco!« inwtlmo«! f yo^ 
Io» orni ¡n.uronc« ?.5% et »roc«« ¡nvotlmonl por yoor 
Altowane« for oominiilrntivo ovorhood WO/CD 
Amortiiotion of toro! ¡nvottmont l»» por yoor 
Inttr«! on avorogo ¡nvo»trr»M  10% por 1*>r 

Eloclricity... I VAWn       Cooling wohlr.  -. I.5<'l,000 90I 

Slton,, 4» p.ìo 11.50/1,000 1.   FU.l...».VI0»iTU 
150p.lt II .JO/1.000 B>   

li 20 

Prie« of noyhrHo 

» Í/KL 

Figure V. Manufacturing cost of aromatici from naphtha 
by Pkuforming-Udex combinat km tmil 

reactor, the diolefìn. arc selectively hydrogenated, thereby 
preventing polymerization reaction which may cause 
equipment fouling. In the No. 2 reactor, nitrogen and 
sulfur components are converted to NH, and H,S 
respectively and mono-olefins are completely saturated. 
The No. 2 reactor effluent is cooled and charged to the 
product separator, from which hydrogen is recycled 
to the reactors. The liquid from the separator is charged 
to the stripping column, where the hydrogen sulfide, 
ammonia, and light hydrocarbons are fractionated from 
the desulfurized light oil. The bottoms product from the 
stripper column is then available as a feed to the Udex 
unit for the extraction of high purity aromatica. 

Table 4 shows the present .tatus of aromatici produc- 
tion from by-product light oil in Japan. The total capacity 
of the Udex units in operation and under construction is 
4,128 BSD and 8,230 BSD, respectively. In addition, 
four companies plan to install Udex or Sulfolane units 
and it is anticipated that the total capacity of the Udex 
and Sulfolane units for the production of aromatics 

Charge: By-product light oil from Naphtha Pyrolysi» unit which 
produces 30,000 metric ton. per year of ethylene 

Prefroctkmation charge                               MTl" '*»'          *""' 
C—                     12.300 20.0 
Benzene      12.230 19.6 
Toluene      H.M» !••• 
C.aromatics       7,140 11.4 
C, +       «.4» » •* 
Cg-C, non-aromatic.      10,490 16» 

62,440 (1,300)      100.0 

Pre/ractionatkm product* 
C,_                         12,300 (   370)       20.0 
C+                       ».4M (   I*»        •*•" 
Uniflnini fed     41,460 (  940)       63.2 

62,440 (1,300)      100,0 

Vnifining charge 

Renin overhead     41,4*0 (  940)       99.4 
Hydrogen (aa 100 per cent H,)      .        210 0.6 

41,740 100.0 

Umfining products 

Gas to fuel           30 — 
Uniflnate     41,710 (  9*0)      1000 

41,740 100.0 

Udex charge 

UnMnate     41,710 (  910) 

Udex products • 

Beasene      12.160 <  240)       ».I 
Toluene      11,020 (  M0)       24.4 
Caromatks       3.710 (   120)       13.7 
Raffln.«      12,»» (  340)    J».«^ 

41,710 (  9(0)      100.0 

4. CAMcmr or UDBX UNIT MOCSSBMO STHYUNI 
•Y-rwwucT uoHT on. IN JAPAN 

Reco vertat, vol. par e 
Beaaeae - «9.S + 
Totuaae- »3 
C. 

4. 

Ltd.. 

Petrochemical Ind., Ltd. 

Mrochenúcáia Co., Ltd. 

TOTAL 

KOMB Co. Ltd. .  .  . 

1,700 

1,60» 

122 

1,700 

I.I90« 

2,160 

4,121 3,7» 

2J0O« 

use 

Uaft of Uahmel Oil 

from the ethylene by-product light oil will exceed 13,000 
BSD in the immédiat« future. The Sulfolane proceas, 
developed by the Shell Development Company, is aa 
extraction process for the separation and purification of 
aromatics from hydrocarbon mtxtures «amptoying Stst- 
folaae as a sorveat stmélar ia principle to that of Udex. 
Uaiva»ssüCMIPro<hictsC<)mpanyistheexdusrvelicefMi^ 
agent of the Satfotaa« procès«. It k aatkit*aa that the 
Avaktyaasat and «ee of this atw proceee w« lead to a 
reduction ia aromatic« recovery costs ia the 

The «xoaoakka  of the Twc-Stage 
Bracati uaat is shown ia taUst S through 7. la 
the asaoaa« of the UgiM oil proelaced aa« tfc. 

; thereof varias, to a large exttat, ay Ha | 

»2 



Figure V!. Simplified flow diagram of two-stage Untfimng process 

of the feedstock to the pyrolysis unit and also by the 
severity of cracking. Thus, the operating data vary with 
each manufacture. Therefore, tables S through 7 present 
a typical case; in other words, these tables show econom- 
ics of a pyrolysis operation for maximum olefin» yield 
from 100-3WF naphtha fraction of Middle East crude 

TASU 6. ESTIMATED USA ERECTED COST or TWO-STAGE UNWININO- 

UDEX UNIT 

Prefractkmation section • 

Material and labour 280.000 

Two-state uni fining unit: 

MaMrial and labour  430.000 

Vdex unit: 

Material and labour  930,000 

TOTAL material and labour 1,6*0.»» 

Allowance for design, engineering and contractor's 
expenses 390,000 

TOTAL 2.010,000 
Estimated paid up royalty: 

Untftnint  19.000 
Udtx  230,000 

BjtimateJ catalyst and chemicals investment: 

Uniftning catalyst  11.000 
Glycol  IJ.0Q0 

Elfcylww 

*tM»oeo-iWF> EHiyltn« 
unit 

MJ.OUUMl 

»4,0» Ml C- Raffinai* 
3        , I2,MK> MT 

Light «il I1.J00MT 
J      "    12,200 MT 

Taw-Maft 
wnifining 

IMm »«ut           ' 
II.OOOMT 

"2 
C» • 3,700 MT 

rlfttPV VII.   avMÍHfTW flOW GtftÊM 

S.J00MT 

of Ik* recovery of orommics from elhyknt byproduct light all 

Figure VII shows relationship of the feed and products TABU 7. ESTUATI» UTILITY uquuM»m or TWO***» 

in this case and figure VIII shows production cost of UNWIMNO-UDK UMT 

aromatks from «thyVsm by-product light oil. 
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14. OPTIMUM COMBINATION OF PTTlOtXUM IPTWNC 
AND PETIOLCUM CHIMIST1Y P»OCXSr«S 

ArnémmMmn ». C. ImmmUmm, Kr.rn.my CMMII •/ **- A-rh^mm Met, 
t/n**» •/ SMI«I «•Hau- ll«^»Mira 

TMS report deals with the principsl scientific and tech- 
nological aspects of tht problem of the optimum combina- 
tiofl ef petroleum refining and petroleum chemistry 
procesen. The choice of variants depend* on their 
economic advisability for a given geographical repon. 

I   Otenn production by pyroryaw ef lower paraffin» 
and  straight-run   low-octane  ganóle ne   fraction« and 

fraction« for nro- 
lylene 

Ine term " petrochemiatry " it uaed to mann the 
production of synthetic materialt haead on petroleum 
raw material). Among thoee producta are: plaetW, 
fertiliien, toxic chemicals and herhkidei for agriculture, 
synthetic Abres and  rubber*, detergent*,  high-quality 

with 

etc. 
Although the production at these synthetic mnsarials 

la developed rather well for specinc procesen, in meet 
cases the problem of effective use of oil both for petro- 
chemical synthesis and for petroleum reAntag or manu- 
facture of motor fuete and lubricants is not solved aa a 
single complex One aspect it often developed at the 
expense of the other. Meanwhile, the modani lavai of 
science and technology permits the succeeeful aehnion 
of the problem of «Malng oil and gat ia both petro- 
chemical synthesis and fueMubricant production. 

The development of a given procees dependa oa the 
chemical nature of nvattaMc crude oil, oa the aaad for 
the synthetics produced and on the high economic 
efficiency of petroclseinscal industries. 

The principal hydrocarbons uaed for organic sywdseeit 
are lower oteftns, pantana aad aromatica. Them exist 
fuite a number at procesen for their 

In tat Union of Soviet Socialist 
industry baa uadergon 

it atore aad mor« bated oa the 
hydrocarbon« and natural gaa. 

The ever-growing dovetoptmot of the or¡ 
baaed aa petrolenm ia going oa ia 
adi anatri countries aa wail at ia the 
trite ef Africa, Aaia aad Latin Aaieriea. Thtja, 
to punaisas«1 data the nuota of 
in the United Staats of America it coatinueJry 
and it M expactad that by IMS its share will be 
sent and its east w* react: an per cent in the total 
wt ilnii   ' arattuctieu of tie U 

2. Catalytic informing ef _ 
matK production to isolate 
and ethylbenaene. 

3. Catalytic erackiag ef . 
predominant formation of gaseous products; 

4. Hégh-tsratteraturc reforming of naphtha fractions 
to produce o leans; 

5. Thermo-oaidatm pyrorytM and eaactroracking of 
methane to acetylene and lyntheeis gas 

4. Isolation of naphthenic hydrocarbons (cvclousxane, 
cyclopentane; and their derivativn) from gaaolens of 
naatWheak crudas; 

7. Isolation of paraffins by molecular aievn, com- 
plexing and selective solventi; 

I. Dehydration of individual parante» (butane buty- 
lènes, isopentane) to »Want aad dianas. 

The following new procesen ef petrochemical symheai« 
are developed on the base ef then hydrocarbon raw 
•YMt*avMH. 

1. Polymehaatian and aap iljineratntisa af esatte», 
awanytaraaaatka and damas, aad pahjtsndeasatiia ef 
birunewanal taatnsanii ef *e*rbo«yhe anda wat eSe- 

tkoholt ta obtain plasties, syu- 
tnanc rutmars asm 

2. Oxidation af . 
intBÌttaW      gttaS«g|-Vf^BaB1 f^MevVa*«    «nwUBmmtrjmnann, 

3. Otádative aniwiiatlviii af 

The 
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i whole they met the objective* determining the pros- 
put» within the next few years und are directly connected 
*rth the extended • anufacture of synthetic rubber. 
synthetic libres and plastics 

h undement» I works of prominent Russian and Soviet 
scientists. D I Mendeleev. N D Zelinsky, I I (iubkin, 
V V Markovnikov, M I Konovalov L. Ci (iurvich 
ind S. S Namyotkin an well as of ihe scientists of the 
4ücrhatjan VS.R . Vu <i Mamedaliev V S (iutvrya. 
\ M Kuliev, M A Dalin. and (> <> Ashumov .n the 
lurid of examination and study of crude oils, helped to 
show the economic importance of oil and its unlimited 
opportunities 

Compared with «olid useful minerals such as coal, 
shale and peat oil art richer in hydrocarbon*, easier to 
i rampart, and «usier to process Ol and especially gas 
production it comparatively economical, their compre- 
hensive ttae m the national economy is more effective 
.oíd i« accompanied by comparatively low capital invesi- 
nieM. 

It should be home in mimi that the economical develop- 
ment of a country depends not only on organic synthesis 
industriel bwt equally on petroleum refining products 
such at fuels and lubricants. Oil refining and petroleum 
chemistry are two major industrial »ranches based on 
petroWum renning which determine the economic 
development of a country and which must be combinad 
in a certain optimum. That is why oil muet be evaluated 
m terms of its application in the whole technological 
complex and its potential as a source for the manufacture 
of motor oils anil lubricant» as well an for petrochemical 
production. 

The sueeeeaful solution of this urgent pronte« depends 
on the availability of ernste oil and a developed scheme 
of compia« nil processing. 

The optimum combining: of technological procesan 
m petroleum wining and petrochemical industries may 
he aicsmpliahed in different ways. In this report stress 
is laid on three principal variants of combining petroleum 
rtfin ng and petrochemical processes. 

The Ant enmbination vartnnt in .Mens renning processes 
proper, aimed at obtaining fusU and lubricant» (fuel-oil 
branch), and petroleum processing of synthetic anses 
accompanying crade destruction to make the organic 
synthesis products (chemical branch). Modem petroleum 
renmng at bernai combine a series of pro caini. Their 
chotee is dipiwilsal on fise quality of the product and 
the ticbnsml and economic results of the production. 

The principal rsnnary operatioa is «I desalting, that 
is niuiing the sah content of the oil to a 
This prisenp the on-strenna period of 
*r*4 enanas» «nod atwlity of residual products obrained 
(fuel oil, bJlewaas, coke). Oesolene 
fuels eèsasned by atwscapnsric distiHntion are rid af 

attsh 

iwirlaillia, The Ian a atan i s«rnen of Meoesnee Is 

or la 

Notable is the process of n-paraffin isolation with 
molecular sieves as well as microbiological dewaxing of 
middle parafflnic fractions to obtain protein-vitamin 
concentrates, which may be used as valuable feed for 
cattle-breeding Work in the same direction is done 
abroad also by Avery, Lee and Alpert (United States 
of America). (.'hampagna. Bai acta no (fra net), Gilbert 
(United  Kingdom) 

I be rendue of atmospheric distillation, black oil, is 
distilled und*-1' vacuum to obtain the raw material for 
firthe catalytic processing or raw oil distillates. In 
a nun-ls-;, of regions, black oil is partly used for the 
i.iariufuc'ure of dark-coloured  fuels and lubricants. 

Dependí ig on the chemical composition of the crude 
processed and on the requirements for the range and 
qiiality '<f lubricants produced, oil distillates undergo 
compL-x treatment including solvent extraction treat- 
ment by adsorbents, hydration, hydrogen ti eat ment, 
dewaxing etc. Residual oils are produced from black 
oil vacuum distillation residues (oil tars) by deasphaltiza- 
tion followed by cleaning and dewaxing. Commercial 
oils are compounded, using distillate and residual oils 
with a compulsory admixture of additives to improve 
performance, the latter additives being usually petro- 
chemicals. 

Heavy residual stocks from oil refining serve also for 
making electrode or fuel coke  and road asphalt. 

In recent years, hydrocrack ing is more and more 
extensively used in the Soviet Union for black oils pro- 
cessing. The same process is used to obtain middle distil- 
lates (diesel fuel) and vacuum distillates, coking products, 
etc. Similar work is done in tne United States of America 
and other countries. Noteworthy in this respect are the 
works by B. Hansel, Politzer, Watkins. G. Scott, G. Rob- 
bars, H. Messori and others. S. K. Shuman and S. E. 
Smingstad. Robert Rosk, Robert Dutrio and others 
from the Institut du pétrole français, as well as studies 
by Watkins, Smith and Macloren on highly selective 
catalysts for hydiocracking. Secondary refining operations 
such as catalytic cracking, pyrolyiis and reforming are 
also widely used. Catalytic cracking combines the interests 
of renning and petrochemical industries, providing high- 
octane gasolene and a number of lower hydrocarbons 
useful for patrocheniical synthesis. Catalytic reforming, 
being a source of aromattáed gasolene or of individual 
aromatic hydrocarbons, at the same time produces 
cheap hydrogra necessary for hydrocracking and hydrogen 
tnatmeai. fne pyrolysis pronte hat been greatly changed. 

»•'rom MM the source of arosnatics it has turned into 
the source of unsaturated hydrocarbons  ethylene, pro- 

Destructive procedei cf oil renning form a reliable 
foundation fer developing organic synthesis industry, 

linked. The chemical branch 
of dtt »mbjnai pre silling scheme inchtdet pianti for 

panàri!,   and  otoins,   aromatic« 
wax. The detaila 
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been widely u»ed in recent years. Thus primary distiUa- 
tion is combined with electrodesalting. vacuum distilla- 
tion of black oil. rerunning of long gasolene fraction, 
catalytic cracking of vacuum distillate, destructive dis- 
tillation of oil tar, gas compression and adsoiption. and 
gasolene stabilization. 

Estimates showed that the cost of such a refinery 
is 46 per cen less than the cost of separate units, the 
floor area is reduced by 74 per cent, the staff by 65 per 
cent, steam consumption is halved, water consumption 
is reduced by '2 per cent, etc. 

Another major trend in the design and construction of 
modern refineries is to enlarge the size of the units 
According to estimates, such an enlargement considerably 
reduces the capital investment for building rennen«. 
For example, by enlarging the output of an atmospheric 
vacuum tube heater from 2 to 6 million tons per y*»'. 
the metal consumed per ton of crude processed was 
reduced by more than half and capital investment reduced 
by about 50 per cent. 

As distinct from the above, anothe' trend envisages 
the processing of natural and casing-head gases and gas 
condensates to obtain petroleum raw materials for their 
further use n petrochemical synthesis. The principal 
part of such fiants usually contains units for fractiona- 
tion of natural and casing-head gates and units for 
stabilization cf isolated gasolenes, crudes or oil conden- 
sates. In praci ice, a number of methods for gas topping 
have found common application absorption, low- 
temperature condensation and adsorption, combined 
processes are often used. Currently low-iemperaturt 
condensation is preferred, because it increase« the 
quantity of end products, which offsets somewhat 
greater expenses compared with other methods Judging 
by literature on the subject the low-temperature gas 
topping is also widely used in the United State* of Ame- 
rica and other countries (I. O. Tacket) though detailed 
quantitative information is not available. The plants 
processing natural and casing-head gases produce dry 
gai used ai an intermediate for chemical proteasing 
(thermo-oxidative pyrolysis, chloriaation, catalytic con- 
version) or as fuel; ethane, propane and butane fractions 
mainly undergo pyrolysis or dehydration ; stable gasolene 
is used either for aromatici or olefins production, or 
like diesel fuel it may And general use too. 

The chemical branch of such géant include« petro- 
chemical synthesis and is described in detail below. 

The third combination variant envisages the comete* 
we of cheap hydrocarbon resources low-octane straight- 
run gasolines, condensases from gasolene nlwn, 
natural and casing-head gases, and consists of three 
sanante branches, based on the use of aromatic«, ownas 
and parantes. 

The ftrst branch includes tow-octane gasolene frac- 
tionation and catalytic reforming of ensoten* fractions 
63 to 103*C and 103 to 140-C on ptatinum catalyst 
as well as extraction of aromatic« and xylene isomeri 
ssaaratkm. lUformtng of tits said assois» fractions »vas 
•loaajtir hydrocarbons — asasen«, lot« 
and aytesws. The aromatics obtained 

HiCMvartsdt* 

and styrene to phenol sad acetone by eumene method, 
and is also used for agriculture chemical« bexachloro- 
benzrne and DDT Phenol is used for phenol-formal- 
dehyde resins manufacture and for diphenylolpropane 
used in the synthesis of epoxide resins, a considerable 
part of it is also utilised in the manufacture of herbicides 
for  agriculture 

Toluene is used for caprolactam manufacture, the 
latter serves as a raw material for polyamide resins and 
synthetic  fibres 

Fthyltoluenc is produced by alkylation of toluene; 
it is then dehydrated and polymerized to obtain poly- 
vmyltoluene,  a  high-quality  plastic 

The availability of a considerable excess of toluene 
makes it possible to dem«*hylrae part of it to benaene. 

P-xylene is oxidi/ed to terephthaiic acid. It is then 
converted to dimethyl terephtnalate, from which, by 
its polycondensation with monoethykne glycol produced 
in the same complex, polyethylene terephthalate is 
obtained, the last-mentioned being converted to polyester 
fibre. 

The other two xylene isomers are alto changed to 
chemicals phthahc anhydride used for polyester resins 
manufacture (by condensation with diethylene glycol), 
phthalomtriles used for dye« and other chemical« as 
well as for polyvinylxylene type of polymers, promising 
thermostable plastics. In spite of the limited use of 
methsxylene some portion of it may be isomerised to 
p-xylene. Rthyrbenaene produced in reforming it utilized 
in styrene manufacture. 

According to P. Sherwood, aromatics are used for 
petrochemical synthèse« in the United States of America 
in the tame manner. Work on xylene isomeriiaion is 
betnfc done by Prof. Tsutsumi and there has been com- 
mercial manufacture of terephthaiic acid « Japan. 

The first branch of the work deal« with acetic acid 
manufactura from head gasolene fractions (i.b.p. eS*C) 
by air oxidation with parallel formic and propionic 
acids production. 

Organic acidi manufacture by light gasolene oxidation 
is used in the United Kingdom (H I. Stanley). 

The second branch cover« principal pyrolysis usati 
(its raw materials are gasolene fractions), etaaas and 
propane extracted from natural gas and gases from des- 
tructive processes, as wall as units for pyrolysis gas 
separation by condensation method and for purification 
of the principal end products of mil process — ethylene, 
propylene, butylènes and butadiene. Ethylene ii used 
for the ntenufaetur* of polyethylene, rthyWns aside 
(converted into ethylene glycols and other products) 
acataldebyde and ethyl alenati el. 

Another valuable plastic, polypropylens, is mais from 
propylene 

Mention should be mad* of the merita of Ziffer 
(Federal Republic of Germany) sad Natta (Italy) m the 
development of low-pressure Hyawriiatioa 
using ariano metallic catalysts lar 
fa 
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propylene oxide, wad for polyester resin and floatation 
¿fern manufacture, and acrylomtrile. used for mtnle 
rubber and synthetic fibres. 

Aery Ioni t rile manufacture from propylene and ammo- 
nia it developing rapidly Considerable work is being 
done in this direction in the USSR, in the United States 
of America and in the United Kingdom (HI Stenlev) 
In view of the simplicity and economy of its new synthesis, 
acrylonitrile appears to be a promising starting material 
lor the manufacture of quite a number of synthetics. 

Iwtan« butylène fractions from pyrolyus and refinery 
gases, after butadiene and itobutylene have been isolated 
from them, are dehydrated to butadiene and used in the 
manufacture of butadiene-styrene and polyhutadiene 
rubbers. 

In recent years in the USSR new kind« of rubbers of 
stereoregular structure have been manufactured, which 
are similar in properties to natural rubber and by some 
indices superior to it Among them are polybutadiene and 
polyisoprene rubbers Advances in the manufacture of 
these rubbers arc reported also by R Workmen an<l 
P Sherwood (United States of America) In view of the 
recent advances in curing methods, ethylene-propylene 
elastomers are of considerable interest. They may find 
wide application in the manufacture of tyres and rubber 
goods. 

The third branch is created on the basis of natural 
gas utilization. It contain» the principal natural gas 
topping unit isolating individual hydrocarbons ethane, 
propane, butane, isobutane and pantane fraction. As a 
result of topping dry methane gas is also produced 
Ethane and propane go to pyrolysis. butane to butadiene 
manufacture, iaobvtant undergoes dehydration and is 
then uaed in the manufacture of butyl rubber and poly- 
isobutylene. Pentane fraction is utilized in the isoprene 
manufacture, the latter being used in polyisoprene and 
butyl rubbers. By hot chlorination of this fraction, 
hexactorocyclopentadunt it obtained, a promising mono- 
mer for the manufacture of thermostable plastics and 
an active agricultural toxic chemical. 

By thermo oxidative pyrolysis of methane fraction 
of natural ana, acetylene and synthesn-gas are obtened. 

According to the reports by C. Oobba-Cavana and 
F Si moni ni (Hary), the Montecatiny company has 
developed a process of oxidative gasolene pyrolysH 
giving acetylene and ethylene However, in our opinion, 
this method, which employs much more costly raw 
materni, can hnrdty compete with acetylene production 
from raetnaae, M » cenOrmed by the prevalence of the 
latter moth ad in many countries. 

The foHowmg products baaed M acetylene are 
eaviiaged : vinyl chloride and vmyndene cMorid* for 
rVC earn vynjQaatK Auree, trtcwefeewytene, vinyl nentuva 
and paryvinyl aeetate. 

Syntheeis  gns it linai ay« a* for die production of 
i ie a vantante intirmaüati for the 

facture ef •iliiigjen.eai rertinaers 
other ammonium antes »ai urea, whscu M meo a 

i m anrnwRw« an a 

Moreover, synthesis-gas is a source of methanol, 
wheh is then an oxidized to formaldehyde; its poly- 
merization gives polyformaldehydc. a valuable and 
promising  polymer 

The second route for methane trauen is its miorina- 
tion to such chlorine derivatives as methyl chloride, 
methylene chloride, chloroform and carbon tetrachloride. 

Such a petrochemical complex is of high ecornmic 
efficiency because of its favourable raw-material base, 
the cheapness and high quality of the starting hydro- 
carbon material, and the high degree of combination of 
production. The described variant of combining petro- 
chemical enterprises may be changed depending on the 
availability of raw materials, end-product requirements, 
water and energy supply, reagents availability, etc. 

In the USSR, concrete schemes of petrochemical works 
are based on the recent achievements of science in this 
field Specifically in the Azerbaijan SSR, where crudes 
are ."'que in their quality, that is low-sulfur, and essen- 
tially low-paraffin and low-resin content, the oil refining 
with respect to the fuel-lubricant variant is carried out 
according :o a specific scheme depending on the natural 
properties of o.l Their refining gives high yields of 
lubricating oils without dewaxing and without obtaining 
dark oil products such as lubricating black oils, fuel 
oils and motor fuels. Gasolene fractions obtained from 
the Azerbaijan crudes do not require catalytic reforming; 
kerosene and diesel fuel fractions need no hydrogen 
treatment, and necessary freezing and cloud points are 
obtained without dewaxing. 

Because of the naphthenic nature of Baku crudes, it is 
possible to isolate from them, simply by leaching, a 
considerable quantity of naphthenic acids, widely used 
in a number of industries and in agriculture 

About 90 kinds of oil products are produced in the 
Azerbaijan SSR, including more than 40 kinds of lubri- 
cating oils, 53 kinds of oil products are exported to 
31 countries. Besides the wide range of fuels and lubri- 
cating oils and greases, the oil and gas industry of the 
Azerbaijan SSR. is an abundant source of hydrocarbon 
raw material for petrochemical synthesis. On the basis 
of the processing of this raw material, a large-scale 
petrochemical industry has been created and it being 
developed further Its products are ethyl alcohol, 
synthetic rubbers, styrène and poryatyrene, polypropylene, 
ethylene and propylene oxides with their derivatives, 
glycerol, epoxide resins, phenol, acetone, synthetic 
detergents, synthetic fibres, ammonia, carbamide, toxic 
chemical« for agriculture herbicide« and other producta, 
»how 60 kinds m all. A part of the chemical producta is 

In the Soviet Union and. in particular, in the Azer- 
baijan SSI oil production refining and petrochemical 
mdwtrie» have been created which are reasdrr de- 
veloping on a grand wale in the direction« outlined 
above. Before the revolution, Azerbaijan was an aauJe» 
veieped country, backward in both cultural and «conewnc 
npiLli After Ac April socialist revolution (It») the 
Ajarharjan SIB took the socianet way of developaaent 
•W    lw»     e»    unvav^vr*    ^•••W     Innnnvanw     tJ)ana^W»^Pavzjnnjjnnnna»w#     ajniw^anr^mm» 
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production with the object of full value utilization of 
oil ¡a the interest of national economy, by the optimum 
combination of refining and petrochemical procese«». 
Thut in 1964 the oil production ha» been more than 
tea time» greater than in 1920, and in 1970 it will increate 
by a factor of I5. There hat been a corresponding increate 
in the volume of the petroleum refining output : the gato- 
lenes output is hundreds of times as great, and lubricants 
lem times. 

The developed complex petroleum processing scheme 
made possible the establishment of a large-scale petro- 
chemical industry in the Azerbaijan SSR bated on econo- 
mic and cheap petroleum raw material: the average 
annual increase within i.ie last five years is about 
23 per cent. 

Every year the republic increase» its capital invest- 
ment for further development of oil production, oil 
refining and petrochemistry. 

To meet the demands of newly built refineries and 
petrochemical plants for equipment, the Azerbaijan SSR 
hat ito own oil machinery industry as well as an electro- 
lechnical and instrument industry. Their output in 1*64 
is 211 times greater than in 1920. 

The Azerbaijan SSR might have achieved a greater 
economic development if in 1941-1945 all its resources 
had not been turned to gaining victory in the Second 
World War. 

Characteristic for petroleum industries in the Azer- 
baijan SSR is th»t almost all the oil produced it processed 
within the Republic; this promotes the development 
of its economy and  a sharp rite in  the national 

For the welfare of peoples and the cultural and econo- 
mic development of all countries and, especially, for 
developing countries it is necessary to process the oil 
within the country where it was produced, by designing 
developed schemes for oil and gat processing, taking into 
account the >olume» of fuels, lubricants and other pro- 
ducts as well as hydrocarbon raw materials necessary 
to establish the complex of petrochemical promses for 
production of the wide range of petrochemicals. 

This principle opens the way for large-scale production 
or fertilizers and toxic chemicals necessary in agriculture 
with simultaneous development of industry. 

Profits made by the domestic oil processing industry 
might help these countries to solve housing problems 
sooner, and to increase the allocations for public health, 
social maintenance and education. 

Realization of all these measures is a necessity dictated 
by the vital interests of million! of people <n these 
countries. 

Even if the processing oi" all extracted oil offers some 
difficulty in sale (absence of markets within the country 
and in neighbouring countries) it is advisable, from the 
point of view of the increasing national income, not to 
tell crude oil, not to depreciate thit valuable product, 
but to set up national Itrmt for oil processing and organic 
synthesis in the foreign countries where there are markets 
for those produci«. 

The use of petroleum on thit principie, itt processing by 
national companies, it mere advantageous for the national 
ineotm than selling oil in the piace of ito preduäk». 
Than it a considerable pro* front telbnf eoiaawáal 
product» of oil refining and natrochtnncal industriel. 



17. HYDROCARBONS STEAM REFORMING, IN TUBES, FOR PRODUCTION 
OF SYNTHESIS GAS OR HYDROGEN 

A. Rorke, Office /Vallone/ Imduêlriel de VAmote, and J. Lemmire, G.E.C./. Company, France 

For some ten years, the use of gaseous hydrocarbons 
(particularly natural gas and refinery gas) or liquid 
hydrocarbons (light petrol or heavier products) as 
feedstocks for the production of hydrogen has been 
universally generalized and has practically replaced 
the use of coa I or coke. 

than in the thermic processes, but it is necessary to use 
relatively clean feedstocks, having a low sulphur content; 
in fact, it is possible in this case to use all the gaseous 
hydrocarbons and also the light  petrols. 

With thermic processes as well as with catalytic pro- 
cesses it is possible to operate under pressure, but it is 
then necessary to produce oxygen in an adjoiniiig plant. 

I. Mam erackJat MH> iifaianàng 

Several processes have been uacd. The main ones 
may be classified into two major categories: cracking 
with oxygen and reforming with steam. 

1.  OtACKtNO WITH  OXYGiN 

The reaction essentially consists of hydrocarbon con- 
version, by partial combustion with air, oxygen or 
supsroxygmated air. 

This combustion brings the necessary heat to the simul- 
taneous conversion of the remaining hydrocarbon, by 
the products to which it gives rise (carbon dioxide, 
steam). 

A small quantity of steam it generally added to inhibit 
the hydrocarbon dissociation reaction in its components: 
carbon and hydrogen. 

The global reaction is artothsi mk. 
In this category of process»!, on* must make a distinc- 

tion between the thermic processes and the catalytic 
processe«. 

The thermic pressiate inclue», gasktralty, the introduc- 
tion, hi a reactioa chamber, of a mixture of hydrocarbon, 
oxygen (er super oxygenated air, W the presence of nitro- 
gen in ike Anal gas is wanted) and »learn. 

The reaction takes piace at a nig* temperature; it is 
accompanied by the formation of a certain amount of 
carbon-Mack, which is eliminatasi in au appended 
apparatus. 

The imcisaty is relatively lew, but precisasi of this 
kind haw the advsaugt of being aMe to deal with all 
the hydrocarbons, iaclediag heavy oik sad «rué» oils. 

The eatatjmk presimi include tke introduction of 
the mixture hydrscarbaa exygm anal SUM« in a reaction 

2.  REFORMING   WITH   STFAM 

In these processes, it is no longer necessary to have 
oxygen. 

It is difficult to describe the reactions; nevertheless 
one can say that the conversion by steam always leads 
towards an ideal global reaction which would he the 
following : 

C„Hm     «H,0   - »CO r2   -)H. 

obtained through the medium of complex reactions. 
Besides, it is never possible to eliminate completely the 
methane and, in fact, the gaseous mixture always includes 
some carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen and 
methane. 

All these reactions follow the classical reaction, 

CO ¥Hfii"- CO, • H,. 

Whatever it may be, the reaction is always carried out 
on catalyst : being an »ndothcmuc reaction it is necessary 
to bring the required heat from the outside source. 

Owing to the different methods used to obtain these 
heating requirements, it is therefore possible to differen- 
tiate between the cyclic processes and the "tubes" 
processes. 

In tke cyclic processes, the operation consists of two 
mam phases a production phase during which the 
hydrocarbon and tat »team arc introduced in the cracking 
chamber ailed with catalyst and a heating phase during 
which hot waste gates go through the catalyst bringing 
in the required heat. 

The cyclic «r make it passible to use practically 
sil ahe hydrecarbea» [the matter being natural gas er 
ringing from natural gas to heavy fusi od er crude eil. 
la tke heating pants, during which eaesss air is 

epoaited on the catalyst 
passe am removed. 1 

The eycac eparstiea wauirst working at 
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In the "tubes" processes, the catalyst is introduced in 
tube» situated inside a chamber and the heating is per- 
formed by burners, which are placed around these tubes. 

Such processes require an extremeiy clean hydrocarbon ; 
they were, until recent years, exclusively reserved for 
gaseous hydrocarbons, but some of them are now using 
light petrols. 

In the "tubes" processes, it is possible to work either 
at pressures near atmospheric pressure or at higher 
pressures of about   30 atmospheres. 

The processes of this type have therefore the double 
advantage of not using oxygen (which plants are usually 
expensive) and of being able to work under pressure; 
they are described in more detail in what follows. 

I». Saeetact description of MM refennlag 

I. REFORMING CHAMBER 

Such a chamber is made of a steel plate body, lined 
inside with refractory and insulating materials. The 
tubes containing the catalyst are disposed vertically 
inside this enclosure. They are made of highly refractory 
steel, cast by centrifugation. Their length is of about 
10 metres and, according to the pressure used, the diameter 
varies between 100 and 200 millimetres. The number of 
tubes inclosed in the same chamber varies with the yield 
capacity but, in all cases, the gas made in each of these 
tubes is brought in a main pipe and sent to the following 
apparatus. 

The burners can according to conditions use as fuel 
natural gas, refinery gas, propane rtc. or light petrol 
alongside the wall of the chamber. The waste gases leaving 
the chamber go through a heat exchanger before being 
sent to the atmosphere through a stack. 

The catalyst must be of the first quality, not only as 
regards chemical activity to prevent, in particular, all 
risks of carbon-black formation, but also as regards 
mechanical strength. The strength must permit use for 
a long period without any notable loss of activity. 

3     DFSIIPHIIRIZATION   VESSEL 

Reforming in tubes can only be conducted with a 
perfectly desulphurized hydrocarbon; otherwise the 
reforming catalyst would very quickly become worthless. 
The desulphurization of the hydrocarbon used is then of 
great importance. It is made on a zinc-oxide contact- 
mass at about 4O0*C (in some cases it is possible, with 
appropriate catalysts, to lower this temperature). This 
contact-mass is deposited in a special vessel made of 
steel plate and insulated externally. It must permit vir- 
tually complete desulphurization as it is necessary to 
lower the total content of sulphur (organic sulphur and 
SHt) of the hydrocarbons to a value of less than I pom. 

When the hydrocarbon used is light petrol, the petrol 
vapour desulphurization takes place in the presence of 
hydrogen obtained by the recycling of a small part of 
the final gas. In addition to great chemical activity, 
the contact-mass must have both a sufficient sulphur 
absorption capacity (so as not to be saturated too quickly) 
and sufficient mechanical strength (for handling opera- 
tions). It is shown that with the contact-mass used in 
the ONIA-GI process a consumption of 4 kg of contact- 
mass per I kg of sulphur is necessary in order to process 
'he feedstock to be dealt with. 

Usually, it is only necessary to desulphurize the hydro- 
carbon used in gas production (about 70 per cent of the 
total hydrocarbon) with the exception of the hydrocarbon 
used for heating. Generally, the size of the desulphuriza- 
tion vessel is expected to permit operation for about one 
year without having to interfere with the contact-mass. 

4.   COMPLEMENTARY  APPARATUS« 

Of course, these apparatuses depend on the feedstock 
used and on the quality of the final gai to be obtained. 
They can include, on the gas-made circuit, plants for 
carbon oxide conversion, for methanation etc., and 
both on the gas-made circuit and on the heating waste- 
gases circuit, apparatuses for recovering the sensible heat, 
such as waste-heat boiler, «team superheater, water 
economizer, eventually petrol vaporizer and super- 
heater, air superheater, etc. 

2. roKT-coHÊvmm CHAMRBR 

When reforming takes place in the tunes, under 
relatively high presaure, the gas made contains, in 
accordance with the balance displacement laws, a certain 
amount of methane ; this methane content is, for pressures 
freni » to » atmospheres and temperatures of about 
7W to MX>"C, &r the order of 7 to I per cent For the 
imearnis synthesis, it it necessary to lower the Quantity 
of methane in the synthesis gat and also to introduce 

tats gas the aseassary nitrogen. This dovMt eftra- 
n  0^V9wt   fWaa^aaW   in   at   pOeÄ"I^^W"a'lWiww  «yfvavW 

wMfc catrlyst, into which n introduced, at the 
as she jefiá med gm cowriag from the tahas, the 

This IBIITTT- it made of s steel plats body hand 

two twit 

Tant BosaibiUties for the use of the tubes 
are given below. It is evident that these pre 
capable of aunwous other uses. 

o*t mam 
PRINCIPAL  MAORAM 

I.  PRODUCTION 
NATURAL   GAS 

Such a plant can at made to tenow the 
in ftgura 1.  It  includes essentially   em 
non vestal, oaa natural gas/ftaction 
nwopsansg vaaaat.  ana   pass-einwewjï     ^^^ 
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Figure I. Production of syiukem gms from muttral gas 

After a suitable temperature is achieved, the operation 
is •) follows 

Fmesaing stage. The reforming natural gas, previously 
heated, w detulphunatd and then, after being mixed 
with superheated steam, it is introduced in the reforming 
vessel tube« where the reaction takes place; the gas 
produced goes through the post<ornhwati«>n chamber 
where, with some air addition, the reaction ends, then 
through the waste-heat boiler, which permits the lowering 
of the gas temperature to a value ttttlaMe for the primary 
CO conversion, aa4 ftaally the second*ry CO con- 
version. The proeJuct gas is then available, in the case 
considered, at 22©"C and 20 eiset i ve atmospheres. 

Hettimg si«g* The air and the heating natural gas 
are sent to the reforming vessel burners; the waste gnats 
produced move rossaa the tubes; then, at the vessel 
outlet, they gs thriwsgh the " watts gases " waslt heat 
boner and) the air healtr. 

Optrmimm rtmita. If the natural gas havtag the 
following vohimetnc analysis is tvsilahtt at a prêts uri 
oi ¿j tnucurvv wMMajMstras w>r ms preceaunig sautas MM 

üt a pmttri of b ewecave atmesehtrts fer tut henttng 
«tags: 

CM, »3.2 
QU,        éM 
C.H, u 
N,        ».J 

( immmplkm per HX> Sm, »/ pure kyJrogf» 

Natural BUN (reforming     heating) iNiti,) 
Electric power (kWh) 
PuriMed and «teajaiHWad water (litres) 
Laceat Meam produced 

(23 iff atmospheres saturated) (kg) 

SHUT of ikr gm* mmär ai ihr ßimt imiki 

Effective preae%ir« (atmtwph I 
Temperature <°C) 
Water content <kg/Nm,i>f «Yy att) 

44.« 
107 

151 

» 
2» 

•.45 

2.  Paonne no* ot SYNTHESM OA* 
HtOM   LK.MT  PCTMOt 

rVwafiaw/ Smgrum 

The pian« essa he made to follow the diagram shown 
in Ufare II. N includes essentially : one reforming vestal, 
one eoet-combustion chamber, one waste heat boiler, 
one CO conversion chamber, one heat-exchangtr, oae 
•team superheater, oat petrol vaporiser, oae etsulphuri- 

•VM^B   e•aw«TÍ   ^^NK^VAWMHMM^PPV    War, "^nP^lw»w"# 

a sustente temperature, the operation 
it at fol Iowa 

rVwt-rsaÉaf «May. The petiol is vaporized and dttul- 
phartaed (ia the petteaet of < JMSII aaaauty of rtcyaled 

it saaramnaá la me aatah/tt threagh the refe 
The eremi gm get threat* tits poet- 
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Figura II. Prméoctkm of sfHihesU gm from Hakt potrai 

In the case considered, the gas leaving the plant is 
available at 20 atmosphères and II0*C. 

Operation resulti 

Aiiuming the use of a light petrol similar to those 
usually found in western Europe, the main operation 
muten are as follows: 

CM mode fotometrie eompositóm: 

CO, »] 
CO      J-° 
H,       *» 
CH..A        ®' 
N,       "7 

108.0 
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3. PRODUCTION or PURE HYDROGEN 
FROM LIGHT PETROL 

Principal diagram 

For this problem, it is necessary to exclude the use 
of a post-combustion chamber to lower the methane 
content of the gas leaving the reforming vessel because, 
unless pure oxygen is used, such mode of operation would 
introduce some nitrogen in the product gas. 

To obtain a low methane content, it is then important 
to carry out the reforming under low pressure. A plant 
can be made to follow the diagram shown in figure III, 
which includes essentially. 

Cracking and first conversion 
at atmospheric pressure 

On the gas processing stage: the tubes reforming vestal, 
a gas-heater, a CO conversion chamber, a gas tubular 
cooler; 

On the water-gases stage: a steam superheater, a petrol 
vaporiser; 

A òesulphumatioa unit. 

0.40      Product gai inameni under 23 atmospheres 

\ gas-compressor, a trst water washing-tower, a COcoa- 
3oav      vertlea chamber, a gas/gat heat »irnanger. a second 

water-washmg tower, a nwthanatK» chamber aad a 
inai cooler. 
After acMeviaf a suitable temperature, the opération 

is at foWowt: 
Crack** and first CO emmskm. After voporiatJieo 

nil i itili • Mr a snail anseuat of recycled gas, the 
potrei m 

The 
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Figur« HI. Prodmction 0/ f«r* hydrogen from light petrol 
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The gas leaving these tubes goes through the heat- 
exchanger and the CO conversion chamber, where its 
first conversion takes place. 

The tubular cooler cools the product gas from the 
first part of the plant. 

Product-fas treatment. After passing in a small holder, 
the gas leaving the first set of apparatuses is compressed 
at about 26 atmospheres and successively goes through: 
a first water-washing tower (removal of CO J, the gas/gas 
heat-exchanger set at the reforming vessel outlet, the 
second CO conversion chamber, a gas/gas heat exchanger 
allowing the recovery of heat for the methanatton, 
a second washing tower to eliminate CO* the exchanger 
mentioned above, a methanation chamber to remove the 
last traces of CO, and a Anal cooler fed with the water 
from the second washing tower. 

In the possibility considered, the hydrogen produced is 
available at about 23 effective atmospheres aad 25*C. 

the main operation results of a plant following the diagram 
shown in figure HI are as follows: 

Gai made volumetrie composition 

H,  
CH4  
  W.2 
  0.« 

100.0 

CO      -   to ppm 
CO,      -  IO ppm 

Commmplmtu per tOO Nm, of part hydrogen 

Lifhl prt.oKrtfofmin» -I  heating) (kg)  32 
Electricity (kWn)  33 
Dry tatures steam •• 5/6 «ff. atmoeph. (kg)  13S 
Dry saturated steam at 30 eff. almost*, (kg)  125 
WatMag «fid coding raw water (NmJ  12 

5MM tfiht hydrogen ml ike pkmt outki 

Pintura (atmesph.)  
Temperature CC).  

25 
25 

Operation rtmlu 

If a light petrol having UM following characteristics IV. 
were used: 

With the tubes reforming processes it is possible to 
spectfc gravity at 15°C 0.71 obtain, under pressure and without wing oxygen, nil the 
Piatinatiga: turtlag sweat     js«c synthesis gases rieh in hydrogen. (Tbty are ah» Hand for 

Mani pai« UTC tew*, gas prednctio«, hut this is not relevant to the 
Proa» »storm taste» 11,45» aal/kg Bf||>>( gggiy.) 

c/H    5J Tag fact of efnentkag under prestan otrnéts a 
'mnaxiaa iisensw   .                                 .   Spares«       saving of the shark power sited fer tar gas 1 
otenm cavase*. I par «sa*        before sysNhesk. The etiminatioa of tht oxygen 
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reduces the capital costs and facilitates the operation of 
work. The reforming plants are simple and easy to 
operate: for processing synthesis gas corresponding to 
the production of 300 tons per day of ammonia, it is 
necessary to have 3 men per shift. 

The operation results mentioned in the three cases 
outlined above give an idea of the cost price of the 
hydrogen produced. Of course, it is necessary to add the 
investment costs, which depend on the production 
capacity, the pressure, etc., and the price of catalysts, 
which is not very important. In the case of a hydrocarbon 

with a high sulphur content, the price of catalysts becomes 
important because the òesulphuririnaj-mass costo approxi- 
mately I French francs, and it has been mentioned earlier 
that 4 kg of mass are needed to remove 1 kg of sulphur 
from the hydrocarbon entering reaction. 

In conclusion, it must be recalled that the development 
of such processes has been made possible thanks both to 
the metallurgy processes which now put at our disposal 
very high quality tubes and to the development of very 
hign performance catalysts, for reforming as weU as for 
dessslphurizauon. 
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IS. SELECTED PROCESSES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF BASIC CHEMICALS 
AND INTERMEDIATES FROM PETROLEUM HYDROCARBONS 

H. MissAen, Badlack* Anilin- et Sodm-Fmbrik AG (BASF), Fmderml Republic of Gmrmmny 

The rapid growth of the chemical industry, parti- 
cularly in the field of plastics, has given great impetus to 
petrochemistry, the production of raw materials from 
petroleum. It is small wonder that chemical manufac- 
turers have devoted themselves to the development of 
techniques for the production and exploitation of these 
raw materials. Many new processes have come into 
being; o.der ones have been improved and adapted to 
suit the raw materials situation. Even countries which are 
just beginning to build up a chemical industry are making 
greater use of these modern techniques. 

Important raw mataríais are comparatively few in 
number. Apart from hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and a 
few inorganic substances, such as alkalis, chlorine, and 
sulphuric acid, they consist essentially of acetylene and 
olefins, e.g. ethylene, propylene, and butadiene. A demand 
also exists for aromatica such as benzene, toluene, xylene, 
and naphthalene. 

In order to keep pace with the trend towards reduced 
costs, larger production units have been designed. The 
simultaneous production of many substances in the one 
process and the great demand for a higher degree of 
purity entail extensive separating facilities and well- 
planned, yet expensive, process control techniques. Capi- 
tal expenditure is thus extremely high. As opposed to 
this, kiss personnel are required, but the operators must 
he higMy skilled. 

This paper describes a number of prooeeees that have 
been developed ia the Federal Repeblk of Germany 
It is presumed that the proeesees themselves are known, 
and so only the underlying principies win he dealt with. 
Economic aspects will is stressed, and perticelerty 
important consumption figures will he emoted. This will 
allow the prnessses to he compared with others that 
were developed for the same purpose, ft is fatty appre- 
ciated thai a deeper study would he required for an enact 
comparison and mat local conditions, including econo- 
mics, would ht s major factor in 
would he sensata! m a 

The choses of the proeesees to he 
was restrleted te atea» for which a 
or has ham applied for. 
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VI. 

Production of ethylene 

I. Authothermtc cracking of a ude oil in fluidizMl beds ( BASF) 

Recovery of mono-olefim from mixtum of gaset and purifi- 
cation of ole firn fractions by selective hydrogénation 

1. Recovery of mono-olefim with the aid of metallic salt 
solution« (Farbwerke Hoechst) 

2. Purification of olefin fraction* by «elective hydrogénation 
(Farbenfabriken Rayer) 

Processing of C , fractions and recovery of pure butadiene 

1. Extraction of butadiene from Ct fractions by means of 
N-metliylpyrrolidone (BASF) 

2. Separation of isobutylene from butène fractions (Farben- 
fabriken Bayer DIB   Process) 

Manufacture of intermediates 

1. Production of acetaldehyde from ethylene by the Wacker- 
Hoechst Process 

2. Direct oxidation of ethylene lo ethylene oxida (Chemische 
Werke Hula) 

V Oxidation of butane in the manufacture of aliphatic acids 
and solventa (Chemische Werke Hüls) 

4. Production of alcohola and ketones from olefins (Rhem- 
AO> 

I.  PRODUCTION OF HYDROGEN AND SYNTHESIS OF AMMONIA 

tgU.tr   lees 

Our reasons for beginning with the production of 
hydrogen for the synthesis of ammonia were not based 
entirely on the great significance attached to aauaoaia 
and nitrogenous fertilisers; allowance was also mads 
for the fact that die production of hydrogen represents 
one of the very first petrochemical proeesees. While 
hydrogen was still being manufactured in Europe from 
coke oven gas, i.e.. from coal, BASF developed a process 
for manufacturing CO f H, fro« methane or fra« 
saturai gas (1). Tins ruhe cracking procese consists of 
converting methane together with steam at temperatures 
of between It»* and 7Xr*C over an externally heated 
highly active nickel eatery« te yield a CO + H, mix- 
ture with a reaidusl CH« content of about 3 per etat. 
The matinasag CH« is sueeequeatJy converted hi a type 
of ehnft fumana by »oaahuetJoa wish air ever a ewadpjt 
with a low aichei content. The inai eenesnt of CM, k 

0.2 par eent, and the erucees eneun 
emtasad sanremesi an sailed tsgethsr in the ratto 
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mers, each with 66 tubes. The Chemical Construction 
Corporation developed the process a stage further, modi- 
fying the design of the reactor. Nowadays, more than 
70 per cent of the synthesis gas used for the production 
of ammonia in America is manufactured by this means. 
An innovation introduced by ICI consists of employing 
the process for cracking light naphtha under pressure. 

The principle of employing a type of shaft furnace as a 
secondary reformer gave rise to the BASF furnace for 
flame cracking, in which methane and oxygen are con- 
verted in the presence of steam by means of a partial com- 
bustion. In other word», a flame of pure oxygen, or air 
enriched with oxygen, is allowed to burn in a stream of 
methane and the gaseous products of partial combustion 
are passed over a catalyst with a low nickel content (2). 
Not only is this furnace capable of processing methane 
containing sulphur, but it also allows almost any gas in 
which hydrocarbons are present to be converted : refinery 
gases, producer gas, residual gases containing methane, 
etc., all of them being converted to CO 4 Ht mixtures 
with or without nitrogen. The temperature to which the 
gas feedstock is preheated must be adjusted to make 
allowance for the cracking limits of the hydrocarbons in 
question In view of the heavy soot deposits formed, gas 
feedstocks containing more than 40 per cent C have to 
be diluted by recycling. 

A tube furnace with 66 tubes has a hourly capacity of 
about 10,000 m» STP of CO f- H,. The amount of 
methane required to produce each 100 m* of CO f H, 
is 41.5 m* STP, in which case the methane alto serves to 
heat the tubes. If another heat carrier is employed, only 
30 3 m* STP of CH 4 are required. 

The hourly capacity of a flame cracking furnace is of 
the order of 9,000 m» STP of CO -t- H,; for each 100 m» 
of CO + H„ 27.1 m« of CH4 and 19.6 m* STP of oxygen, 
part of which may consist of air in the case of synthesis 
gas for ammonia, are required. 

Autothermk cracking of hydrocarbons is made possi- 
ble by a nameless catalytic process with oxygon, which 
entails partial oxidation without troublesome soot 
formation. It differs from the flame procese in that the 
mixture of hydrocarbons, •team, and oxygen reacts 
exothermically over a platinum catalyst flrst of all. The 
subsequent procedure is similar to the name process, the 
mixture reacting endothermally over a nickel catalyst 
to form CO + H, together with some CO, in an amount 
rorrcepoitding to the water gat equilibrium. Pianti of 
this description are on stream in the BASF processing 
natural gas and waste gaeet containing hydrocarbons 
They are alto capable of cracking naphtha. 

The amount of CH« consumad in producto« 100 m* at 
STP of CO 4- H, w 34.5 m* STP. In adémxm, 17 m* STP 
of eayges, either in the nun state or maed with air, 

The quantity of steam required from omnia» 
is 23.4 kg. 

cracking of hydrocarbons at atmosohoric 
n die mare economical procedure if the raw 
are ounenoiv. 

of CO + H, »er ens» 

in high pressure processes would not cover the savings 
in compression costs. In tube processes with external 
heating, the hydrocarbons employed for heating are lost 
for the purpose of synthesis gas manufacture. 

All that need be said on the Haber-Bosch process, 
which accounts for more than 80 per cent of the world 
production of ammonia, is that it represents the result 
of more than fifty years of development (3). BASF, who 
introduced the process, have erected many modern 
ammonia factories throughout the world since the 
Second World War. A number of other BASF processes 
are closely associated with the ammonia synthesis in that 
they give rise to gaseous by-products that can be made 
to yield synthesis gas for the pre     uon of ammonia. 

II. MANUFACTURE OF ACETYLENE 

I. Electric arc process 

One of the oldest petrochemical processes is the cracking 
of methane in the electric arc to yield acetylene (4). The 
initial trials were run by BASF in 1925, and acetylene 
was first produced by this means on a large scale in 1940 
by Hills, who have been responsible for developing the 
process to its present-day state. 

It is a two-stage process, the first comprising the pro- 
duction of pure acetylene together with crude ethylene 
and hydrogen. The pure ethylene is recovered in the 
second stage. 

The electric arc is the focal point of the process. The 
hydrocarbon feedstocks to be cracked consist of natural 
gat, refinery gas, liquid gas, and light naphtha. The calo- 
rific value of these can be efficiently exploited before the 
water quench by injecting into the hot gases a certain 
amount of liquid hydrocarbons that favour the production 
of ethylene. 

Moot of the soot formad in the electric arc is removed 
and the remainder is recovered wet by scrubbing the gas. 
After a further scrubbing with water to remove hydro- 
cyanic aad, the gas is compressed to 260 poi, at which 
pressure the acetylene is removed. Aeotyhme-free gases 
escape at the head of the tower, and • saturated solution 
of acetylene is drawn off from the bottom, whore it is 
led off to be concentrated in four Magot. Higher acety- 
lenes are removed in a three-stage itMeneive cocear, after 
which the acetylene hat a final concentration of 97 nor 
cent and is perfectly dry. The gates leaving the bond of 
the column at 240 pti are separated into the constituent 
hydrogen, hydrocarbons, and erude ethylene. The hydro- 
carbons thus recovered, together with t certain proportion 
of tht hydrogen, are recycled to the electric arc, being 
misad with (ht feedstock in order to ensure a 
C-vthst. Excess hydrogen can be used for 
nation. 

oust H frees rise to the bmkest 
weight of byereenrben. Tntet 

The nmorysii of a typical gee fed te a 
electric arc M given in labst I If s further 120 kg of Uojutd 
gat per 1,0t» kWh of energy nimmt! (onoanmmf of 
23kg CJi» « kg CA, JJkf ma-C, 1 
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TASU I. CoMUMmoN or A OMHUI ruDSTorit TO WHICH 120 »c OF LIQUID GAS« W*J AOOFD 

ron IACM 1,000 KW or INTJIOY CONSUMITI ANO IM «HULTANT CHAI KID mooucn 

cyr,   cji,   e,*,   r,jf,   cjr,   r,#f,   c.«,   cji,    CH,   C,H.   C\H,   I,M„   C>H,   (,H.   C,H.    »,     to      «, 

GMWMM fiMdMock (% vol)     1.2    1.0    0.1     0.7     17     2.3     1.0     04    334   IO       T.9    12 1    0 2    04 2.8     08     2 7 

Crtcked fas (*/. vol) 13 9    1.0    CS     0.5     7.1     09     04     0.3    170     12    0*     2 1      0 2    04     0 1    SO.I    0 7     o.l 

» 25 k( C,H. — M kg C,H„ — 33 k| »o-C.H,. 

When allowance is made for loues, the amounts of 
feedstock and cracked products indicated in table 2 
are obtained. 

The considerable advantages of the acetylene/ethylene 
electric arc process are that it allows great scope in the 
choice of feedstock hydrocarbons and that all unconverted 
hydrocarbons or cracked products can be recycled. Even 
higher actelylenes, which are recovered in amounts of 
10 per cent vol., expressed as a percentage of the C,H„ 
are returned to the electric arc. The electric arc is also 
capable of processing other hydrocarbon by-products. 
It is of interest to countries with cheap electricity, but 
large units are required to render it economically justi- 
fiable. 

2.   Partial oxidation of hydrocarbons 

The partial oxidation of hydrocarbons, a process 
developed by BASF for the production of acetylene, is 
pining in popularity (3). Suitable feedstocks are natural 
gas, refinery gases, light naphtha, and other gaseous and 
volatile hydrocarbons. The high cracking temperatures 
required are attained by oxidation of some of the hydro- 
carbons in a burner with a dairy capacity of 25 tons of 
C,H,. The hydrocarbons are intimately mixed with 
oxygen in the burner and made to react by igniting. It is 
impossible to prevent the formation of soot in the lane. 
In order to prevent the acetylene, formed in a reaction 
period of a few millisecond*, from decomposing again 
into soot and hydrogen or from reacting with steam to 
yield CO + H» the cracked gases are quenched by 
injecting a cooling agent. Two means of smenching are 
available. First, water may be employed. This gives nee 
to sooty water from which the soot can be separated by 

ef by baraing. Soot still 
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remaining in the gas can be removed by mean« of a 
finer. Plants erected in many countries operate on this 
principle. 

The other means of quenching has been recently deve- 
loped. It consists of injecting a thermally stable, prefer- 
ably aromatic, hydrocarbon oil into the flame. The heat 
that the oil removes from the gases is exploited in a waste- 
heat boiler. About 95 per cent of the carbon black is 
recovered by this means. The remainder is removed in a 
column in which the heavy vapours of the quenching oil 
condense at the same time. The oil will tolerate 25 to 
30 per cent of carbon black without difficulty. In order to 
ensure that this concentration is not exceeded, part of the 
soot-laden oil can be continuously drawn off and replaced 
by fresh. The oil containing carbon black it too valuable 
for heating purposes, and can be regenerated by evapora- 
tion at about 500*C. The acetylene carbon black 
consolidates to form a hard, abrasion-resistant petro- 
leum coke, an excess of which is drawn off. 

The cracked gat is compressed in order to allow 
recovery of the acetylene. It is then treated with N-methyl- 
pyrrolidone, which is a selective solvent for acetylene. 
If water is used for quenching, naphthalene and its 
homologuai are present in the cracked gas. and these 
must be removed in a preasureless scrubber before com- 
pression takes place. If oil <s used for quenching, the 
naphthalene is concentrated on an intermediate tray in 
the oil column, where it is drawn off. In this case, the 
scrubber is installed after the compressor. The scrubbing 
medium is the solvent from the main scrubber. It no 
tongar extracts naphthalene but the very readily tohtbte 
bemologw» of acetylene. Consequently, in the following 
section of the plant, ia which pure acetylene is contained, 
porymsriistioa and associated scale eaa no tongar eosvr. 
Thai last section consists of an absorber, a reethWr and a 
ehaaMjsier. The gas is brocea up into three fractions by 
a ssssctiv* solvent. The oomponents that are less sosuhse 
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That frastica contains ahm* 90 per cent of hydrogen and 
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The Ir« induttnal-ecale acetyl«« pi»"« of th»t at*- 
criptioa WM taken on stream in Tesai in 1*52. The proesM 
hat sow tacóme establish«« throughout the whole 
world. To date, there are eleven uniti with a total capacity 
of 300,000 toni per annum in operation or in construc- 
tion. They »re erected by the Liiraj-Gesellschaft fur 
Wtrmetechnik mbH, Frankfurt/Main, and by the 
Chemie»! Construction Corporation. New York, under 
licence from the ladieche Anilin- A Soda-Fabrik. 

Tablet 3 «ml 4 list raw material and energy censtmp- 
tioR together with the by-product* obtained if natural 
gai and light naphtha are used as feedstock». 

3. HTF proceas 

In another procesa, the high-temperature pyrolysis 
•room developed by Farbwerke Hoechst, the cracking 
temperature required for the formation of acetylene it 
again attained with the aid of a combustion reaction 
Ethylene is obtained a» well at acétylène in th» procete (•). 
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The next Map» it the cómpretelo* of the cracked gates 
to »bout 210 petg and the removal of carte» dioxide by 
scrubbing with a potassium methyl taunnate solution 
I hi* i* followed by reco«ery of htfher acetylene*, which 
polymerize very readily, and higher hydrocarbons. The 
scrubbing medium in this ca«e it the naphtha that is fed 
to the burner-reactor system» At there it insufficient 
naphtha to allow scrubbing at normal températures, 
it muet, like the cracked gaset, be cooled to 30°C by 
meant of a brine solution. The gat leaving the naphtha 
scrubber contains C, and C, hydrocarbons in addition 
to hydrogen and carbon monoxide It it streamed to the 
Acetone scrubber for the recovery of pure acetylene, « 
«rubber which operates at about 20°C and 170 pug. 
ih* acetylene-free cracked gat it then compressed from 
170 to 2*0 nata and separated into its components in a 
low-temperature dietillation unit. The pure ethylene thus 
obtained can be further processed. The methane recov- 
ered may aleo be chemically treated or may be used 
together with the hydrogen fraction for producing 
energy for the HTF process. The same applies to the 
carbon monoxide fraction. 
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At present, Farbwerk« Hoechst ;ire producing 70,000 
tons per annum of acetylene/ethylene with a very high 
degree of purity bv this method The total yield is high, 
being ÎV54 per cent by weight tor light naphtha feed- 
stocks Total heat requirements tor cracking are met by 
burning the cracked gas The only hy-products obtained 
consist of about 10 per cent of cracked liquids (aromatic 
distillate and quenching oil), which aie used as fuel fur 
producing steam. 

Capital costs for a plant producing 100,000 tons annual- 
ly of C, and the utilities for each 100 kg of C, produced 
(40 kg C,H, •• 60 kg CtH«) are listed in rabie 5. 

Ill    PtODUCTION  OF   ETHYI.6NÍ 

I.  Autothtrmu  cracking of (rude oil in fluidized heds 

The 1ASF ethylene procese yields ethylene and other 
olefins from crude oil (7) No pretreatment of the crude 
it neceteary. Heavy oil residues and sulfurous crudes may 
alto be used at feedstocks. 

Preheated crude or residue oil is injected into a fluidized 
bed consisting of grains of petroleum coke. The gas used 
for fhudizing the bed comprises a preheated mixture of 
steam and oxygen. At the temperatures involved, steam 
may be regarded as an inert gas, but oxygen reacts with 
the coke to form carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide 
The heat thus given off raises the temperature of the 
mixture of steam and oxygen and of the injected oil to 
about 730°C, and thus meets the thermal requirements 
for tifi cracking reaction. The carbon formed by this 
menni it deposited on the grains of coke in the fluidized 
bed. 

The gaset and vapours formed in the reaction pass 
through a cyclone, in which the particles of coke carried 
over from the fluidized bed are removed and returned to 
the reactor In a subsequent quencher, the products of 
renctica are cooled to about 300°C by oil produced 
during the cracking process. The heavy oil fraction 
oondeneed by thit manna it recycled to the fluidi»*! bed 
and carboniaed, supplying the petroleum coke for com- 

oxygeu. Fxceet coke it removed from the 

Meet of the heat of the mixture of gat and steam that 
anturi the lower part of a fractionating column at 300*C 
it imparted to a watte heat boiler for generating steam. 
A medium oil fraction condenses in the upper put of 
taw column, where it it drawn off at a usefnl by-product. 
The temperature at the head of the column it about 
HOC. 

The mixture of gat and steam it then patted through 
a direct ooewr m which tteam from the fluidized bed and 
hght otl lapuari are etmxbmeed. The cracked gat leavea 

> at ahmtet die MUM temperature at that of the 
t*w. Light «1 and wattr are removed in a 
The water ia paated through a tube cooler, 

I ftjmpml Back ta the hand of the direct cooler, white 
Éght otl » eoaveyed at a phlegmtting «gen« to the 

tap ef the frtrtiimtriag eettmn. The execet 
a ' 
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At already tutta, ahne« any erude eil nay be 
as feedstock. Consumption Agare» for feedstocks, aiuuli- 
artee, and utilities and ta« ywtd of by-products for «ach 
ton of ethylene produced an liven in taMa é for four 
different crude oil». It can be iati that ta* paraAmc 
Minas crude gives the be»! yield. The laratat amount* of 
feedstock are required fer the Kuwait crade, which alto 
fivaa hat to the tarant ywtd of by-products. 

Capital coat* for planto producás*. 00,000 ton» of 
ethylene lanually from thee* crude oil* are beted in 
tabla 7. It can he seen that the Kuwait etude incur» the 
areata at capital coat». The figure* lilted «met be increased 
by about 10-15 per eeat te allow for pretent-day con- 
ditieae ia the Federal Republic of Germany. In addition, 
the charge» for the lew-tcnaarature »sparatcr would 
have to he included. The coat of aa oxygen plant hai alto 

omitted. 

IV.     RJCOVMY   Of   MONO-OlaTINt   FnOH   McXiVMS   OP 
GAMS   AND   PUftanCATIOM   OP  OUPIM   rftACTIONa   BY 
annerivi »TYmoamATiON 

I.   Recovery of mm» estjbsf with tkt tai •/ tmmtkc 
an/? tettatemi 

In fanerai the recovery and concentration of olefin» 
prenant in mixture» of cracked fate» ara affected by 
diatülntioa and phyaical wrubbing procésete using 
hydrocarbons or other suitabit solvants. Chemical 
scrubbing technique» have bata developed for special 
purposes; an interesting example of this is the separation 

of olefin» from paraffins and other inert gates by mean« 
of metallic »alt solutions <8> The underlying principle 
ii that olefin» tend to form reversible chemical compounds 
with metallic salts. The scrubbing media employed 
are solutions of silver fluorurate or ethanolamine cuprous 
nitrate. They differ from one another in respect of their 
selectivity and capacity for olefins 

To elucidate the following tables it may be said that 
absorption was carried out ai elevated pressures and 
desorption at reduced pressure. The equipment consists 
of one absorption and several desorption towers Between 
them an intermediate flash-column is installed in which 
small amounts of gas. most of which is physically dis- 
solved, are flashed off and returned via the compressor 
to the scrubbing process. Acetylene, which forms acety- 
lides with both silver and cuprous salts, must be re- 
moved before the gates enter the scrubber : for example, 
by »elective hydrogénation. 

Operational data, including amounts of gas and 
analytical result», on an industrial-scale plant for sepa- 
rating olefin» with cuprout salt solutions are listed in 
table I. The plant i» on stream in Farbwerke Hoechst, 
Geadorf 

Further processing depends on the application for 
which the olefins are intended. As the C,H, and C,H, 
oieflnt are to be highly concentrated, they can be sepa- 
rated by low-temperature distillation. It has been proved 
that the above scrubbing process together with low- 
temperature distillation of the olefin concentrate ii just 
as economical a» distillation of the whole gaseous mixture. 

TABU I. Kscovsnv or taoNo-ouro« tv IMAMS or MSTAUJC SALT SOLUTIONS 

Optrmtmg éto for riu Gntdarf pumi 

Absorber  20« 
Inssrmediats flash off  20« 
LNaorbsr» I and II  S0*C 
Cracked sa» to the absorber (m'/hr)  3,300 
Cuprous salt solution (m'/hr)  120 

^nlinennnjsnaip ay gT^ggf atsvtV enivJ»W^»ÄMse easstai 

SS« JWIMSW 
«•»«r tammia (Whw 

•* »m Mr am at STti        nr MM m* mi or am m" STH      Mr am 
»tv Ml. mm           »f. mm m. mm              ml. 

H,. .  .  . 671 19.4 8           20 665 38.7 S           0.3 
CO. .  .  . 95 2.7 J             2 — — 94           5.4 
CK,. . . . 949 ZIA 19           4» 921 S3.5 9           0.5 
c*    • • 119 3.4 2            3 112 6.5 5           03 
QU» . - . 1,519 43.4 7           li 5 0.3 1,507         16.6 
CA 3 0.1 —           — 3 0.2 —            — 
CA 137 J.9 3            7 14 0.1 120           6.9 

3.5» IOSA 40         100.0 1.710 100.0 1,740        1000 

Ml 



T»«.i <#   ftMtivitv <» m»*+**-Mim w» m*m <w *rr*u.K »AIT 
«MUTOTN1 

Amu.) capacity 'V'»» •«"• »< ^ton*   ,    ^ 
(apMal COM. 1>M   2*».«»»  <»•••»»   l,nM,> 

lltilttMt <cradk«d I» mil comer«.«*) for «ach I»» kg C.H, pro- 

ducaa 

EtoetmHy * kWh 

Toc**« wal«r " m 

Hut witcr («K'l * * "•, 
Air 

ChMMGti* cor»uin«d few •«** 100 *• CfH« sroisma' 

Copear wM«. M •••» ¡J 

MonoathanoUmii». crue« ink 
N«OH (loo ft »m) ; y »« 
Sulfuric   acid (% P* <*«> " '" *• 

itfw   M/'   su***»» *»**»» 

CMttl cort, DM 2.W0.000 (batMry KmM> 

Ulilitws »cracked fu BOI comp il) for «ach 100 kg C,H4 pro- 

gZLty *I „ 2* 
Coolm« watt* t L 
Hi* pr—urt MMm. '•»• 
Codin« «to J.*» cal 

Chemical» cornunwd for «ach 100 k| C»H4 producid 

Stivar salt solution (loaa.) OSm'/year 
Silver Mit solution for recovery * m /*•**' 

process, hydrocarbon feedstocks »re refined m the liquid 
ptHt^. (spray phase) »t normal or «lightly elevated tem- 
peratures over naed beds of catalysts and with hydrogen 
wider pressure. The throughput »• n,f* 

Thus, methylacetylene and propadiene can be removed 
by  selective  hydrogénation troni  propylene fractions, 
the amount of propylene itself being unaffected   In a 
similar manner, C4 acetylenes can he removed from C4 

fraction«   A variation of the process oaa he need to 
remove residual butadiene fra« C4 streams  Owin| to 
the fact that hyefeofsastion take« place in the liquid 
phase,  the feedstocks concerned, which   are   usually 
liquid, can  ha   dtrectry  hydroejeeated  without  being 
vaporised, la view of the low hydrogénation temperature* 
and the peculiar propertiet of ta* special cattivata, ao 
porymeriseuo* take, place, with the mutt that ao rediettl- 
lation or after-treatment of the hydrogenaled products 
is required. The catalyst has a very long life Very high 
throughputs are feasible. For example, 10-30 kg of C, 
and C4 fractione can be hydrogeiiated per hour per litre 
of catalyst volume. Accordingly, the reactors are com- 
paratively small. For instance, a catalytt apace of only 
250 litres is required for the hydrogénation of 40,000 tons 
of C, fractione  per annum.   Furthermore, the space 
velocity can be varied within wide limit» without the 
results being alfacted. However the hydrogen must be 
free from catalyst poisons. 

Fyrolysis crack gaaoHaes are obtained in the proáve- 
tion of gaseous olefins from liquid hydrocarboni. These, 
too, may be retmed by hydrofjnwatio« at »ainperaturea 
of leu than 100-C. The product obtained is an ageing- 
resistant gasoline with the same octane number as the 
feedstock. 

The consumption figures for utilities and raw materials 
required for each 100 kg of ethylene produced and the 
capital costs for a plant with an annual capacity of 
15,000 tons of ethylene are listed in table 9. 

The cuprous salt process is suitable for the initial 
concentration of ethylene and propylene from dilute 
cracked gases. The silver salt process should be employed 
for recovering ethylene of 99.9 per cent purity from waste 
gases with a high ethylene concentration but containing 
no propylene. 

Scrubbing with metallic salt solutions is eminently 
suitable for small units, particularly if separation of 
paraffinic gases into individual fractions is to be dispensed 
with. It is also suitable for the recovery of olefins from 
refinery gases and residual gases obtained in olefin pro- 
cessing, which often contain olefins in low and varying 
concentrations. 

2. Purification of olefin fractions by selective hydrogénation 

The by-products obtained in the production of ethylene 
by the pyrolysis of hydrocarbons are olefin-rich fractions 
which, themselves, may be used as petrochemical raw 
materials. However, if they are to be put to this purpose, 
undesirable impurities must be removed. This can be 
successfully accomplished in practice by the selective 
low-temperature hydrogénation process developed by 
Farbenfabriken Bayer   AO, Leverkusen  (9).  In  ibis 

TABU 10. Saueenve HYD*OQ«NATION or A C, «ACTION 

Temperature at the catalyst lO-WC 
Premure in the reaction chamber     210 pan (max.) 
Space velocity, ke/1 hr     2° 

Analysis btfort and */*«r ktdropmtUm 

jhfa) OMltl 
Comnmtu _.„ t. „M jarM*riMf»to 

Ethane                  5.7 *» 
Propane                43.3 50.7 
Ethylene                 0.3 0.05 
Propyl«,.             937.3 JfW 
Aliene                  5.4 < 20 ppm 
Methylaertylene                 7.4 < 10 ppm 
Cyclopropane.  07 ftl 

1,000.0 1.0C1.05 

Feedstock: 100,000 tons of C, fractions from the pyrolysis plant 
per annum 

Utilities: 
H, (70 pet cent)  *» m« STP/hr. 
lUMamtion energy (0<C)  ÏÏSSfL?1*' 
Electricity  ** kwn/nr. 

Capital costs: DM «00,000 
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TAM.1 I I   Stt.iTTTVf HVMMMfNATION <W * < , ntMTtO* 

F'MdMock 

lOO.OtM) lom irf (, fraction« per annum 
(*M0 proMl>i( feutadirw. I.JO0 ppm vinykMWtykma. and 
«06 ppm of MhyiaeMylMM) 

iMfWMun M (ht eatarytt IO-20L 
Pranw« m ih* reaction chamber 110 pu« (max i 
Sfa« v*k»ty. ka/I hr JO 
Butadiene recovered *• par OWH wi 
RMMhttl vinylaeatylenc *) pam 
KaMdual rthylacetylene 190 ppm 

UtilttMt 

H, (70 per uní) IM> m» STP/hr 
lUMeerauon wwiay (OC) 240.UOU kcal/hr 
Electricity M kWh/br 

Capital COM   DM 5M.000 

Resulto of hydrogeaatiag C, aad C4 fractioai are given 
in tablet IO and 11. Figures are also quoted for capital 
cotti and consumption. 

V. P»ocimNO OP C, »ACTIONS AND RBCOVHIY 
Or  PURE •UTADffiNg 

I. Extraction of butadiene from C« fractions by means 
of N-methylpyrrolidome 

This BASF process allows butadiene with a very high 
degree of purity to be extracted in one operation from 
crude C4 fractions containing acetylene and alienes (IO). 

It is essentially a separating process employing N-me- 
thylpyrrolidone as the selective solvent. The crude C« 
mixture it evaporated and scrubbed with a side stream 
of N-methylpyrrolidone, which dissolves the acetylenes 
contained in the C4 mixture. The acetylenes are stripped 
with steam in the lower part of the scrubber. The C4 
stream thus partially purified is then scrubbed with 
the bulk of the N-methylpyrrolidone in the main tower. 
The solvent removes all the butadiene and part of the 
butènes from the ascending gases. The butylène fraction 
is collected at the head of the scrubber, and it liquefied 
by cooling with water. The solvent charged with buta- 
diene and butènes is passed through a rectifying section, 
in which an ascending current of pure gaseous butadiene 
strips the less soluble butènes from the descending spray 
of solvent. The strip-gases, consisting of butadiene and 
butènes, are recycled to the main-scrubber. Pure buta- 
diene is collected in the lower part of this counter- 
current stripper. It is washed with N-methylpyrrolidone 
and water, and finally liquefied. The solvent is returned 
to a boiler, where it is freed from dissolved gases and 
excess steam. 

The extremely high selectivity of the solvent allows 
butadiene of 99.5-99.8 per cent purity to be recovered, 
the yield being of the order of 98 per cent. If an even 
higher degree of purity is desired, the butadiene drawn 
off from die counter-current itripper should be led over 
another scrubber column. Here the residual acetylenes 
and alienes are removed from the butadiene by means 
of a side stream of degatifled solvent. The impurities, 

strongly diluted with «cam, are led ofl throuah a side 
outlet A feature of Ih* separating process is that the 
costs are very low, especially heating and electricity 
charges  The consumption of solvent is negligible 

Capital costs for a plant producing 24.000 tons of 
butadiene annually and the corresponding consumption 
figures are listed in table 12 

2. Separation uf itobulvlene  /rom bu/ene traitions 

After the removal of butadiene from gaseous olefins 
obtained by the pyrolysis of liquid hydrocarbon», there 
remami a C4 mixture thai contions approximately equal 
parti of isobutene and normal hutene Butadiene can be 
formed by dehydrogenation of normal rmu-ne, but first 
of all the isobutene must be removed 'torn the fraction 
A market should then he available for the isobutene. 
but this it not usually the case Thus, it is advisable to 
convert the isobutene to such products, a market for 
which can always be found Bayer's DIB process 
provides an interesting means of doing so. in the presence 
of certain solid catalysts, the isobutene can be almost 
completely converted to a mixture of diisobutylene and 
triisobutylene This mixture can be readily separated 
from the normal butènes by distillation, with the result 
that normal butènes more or les« free from isobutenes 
are available for chemical processing. The liquid products 
recovered (isooctene and isododecene) are extremely 
pure and are capable of increasing the octane number 
of automobile gasolines. If desired, the isooctenes can 
be converted into alcohols for plasticizers by the oxo 
process. 

Figures for the yields, utilities and capital costs entailed 
in processing 100,000 tons annually of a butadiene-free 
C4 fraction containing 45 per cent isobutylene are listed 
in table 13. 

VI. MANUFACTURA OF INTERMEDIATES 

1.  Production of acttaldehyde front   ethylene by the 
Wacker-Hoechst process 

As a result of the considerable increase in the pro- 
duction of ethylene, interest has been focused on the 
manufacture of acetaldehyde from ethylene. Technolo- 

TABU 12. NMP FROCK» FOB EXTRACTING BUTADIBNI 
PROM C, FRACTIONS 

Annual capacity ....   24,000 tons of butadiene 
Feedstock C, mixture derived from the pyrolysis 

of light   naphtha   and containing 
36-40 per cent of butadiene 

Purity of the butadiene .   ORS quality (even higher purity may 
be obtained, e.g., poly-cis quality) 

Capital cost» DM 6,000,000 
Utilities per 100 kg of 

butadiene produced. .   MO kg of steam 
22 kWh 
0.1 kg of NMP (max.) 
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l>vmniHtN) 

htedaock 

100,001) k.m »f < , fr«clH>n» annually f-wt from butadiene *nd 
contamini 4' per teni isohutylene 

YwU 

110 perts yield M> per cent iliisobutvlene and 40 per cení truaobu- 
lytent, including >mall amounts oí higher buten«« 

UliHlift 

Electmiiy 
Cooling water 

Ceytfe/ aal' 

DM 12,000,000 

60 tom/hr 
200 kWn/hr 
MO m*/hr 

•I and economical considerations indicated that 
direct oxidation would be preferable tc the process 
via the alcohol. The feaaibility of the direct method was 
demonitrated in the laboratories of the Konsortium für 
elektro-chemische Industrie in Munich. Wacker Chemie, 
Konsortium, and Hoechst were responsible f translating 
the results of these experiments into an ...oustrial scale. 
Two variations have been worked out: the one a single- 
phase direct oxidation using oxygen, and the other a 
two-stage direct oxidation employing air. 

The following description of the process has been 
taken from a publication issued by Aldehyde GmbH, 
Munich, who license the process. 

The reactions involved in the direct oxidation of 
ethylene to acetaldehyde are described by the equations 
in table 14. 

The catalyst, an aqueous solution of copper chloride 
with small amounts of PdCl„ serves as an oxygen carrier, 
and effects selective conversion of the olefin to the carbonyl 
compound. The reaction indicated by equation 1 
takes place in a number of steps. A good idea of the 
reactions taking place in practice is obtained from 
equations 2 and 3. Ethylene and the aqueous solution 
of cupric chloride react in the presence of PdCl, to form 
acetaldehyde (equation 2). The cuprous chloride and 
hydrochloric acid that are also produced can be oxidized 
to yield cupric chloride and water once again (equation 3). 
This completes the cycle, and thus allows the process 
to be carried out continuously. The reaction and regene- 

TABU 14. ACETALDEHYDE PROCESS (WACKER-HOECHST) 

(1)  C.H, + 1/2 O, Sü^m CH.CHO- A H - S2 kcal 

(!)  CA + 2CUC1. + H,0-^ÍCH¿HO + 2HC1 + 2CUCI 
(reaction) 

(3)   ÎCUC1 + 2HCI+ 1/20,-2010, + H¿)(i ition) 

ration mechanisms described by equations 2 and Ì may 
take place simultaneously, or separately 

(a) Direct axidatwn, nngle-mge with oxygen 

Ethylene, oxygen, and recycle gas are led into a reactor 
filled with catalyst solution The reaction takes place at 
slightly elevated pressure and al the corresponding 
boiling temperature of water I he heat of reaction is 
drawn off by the evaporation of water, and the concen- 
tration of the catalyst solution is kept constant by com- 
mensurate water additions The acetaldehyde is removed 
from the mixture of gases and vapours leaving the reactor 
by scrubbing with water Apart from unconcerted 
ethylene, the aldehyde-free gas contains some oxygen, 
and its composition is checked by instruments. It then 
returns through a compressor to the reactor 

In order to maintain the proportion of inert gases 
recycled at a constant level, a side stream is bled off to 
another reactor for further conversion. The constituent 
ethylene is almost completely converted after the addition 
of oxygen. 

(b) Direct oxidation, two-stage with air 

Ethylene is almost completely converted by passing 
it once through a flow reactor at moderate pressures and 
average temperatures. The heat of reaction is imparted 
to the catalyst solution in the reactor, and serves to 
distil off the acetaldehyde in the subsequent flash 
chamber. The acetaldehyde is then concentrated by 
dephlegmatization. The catalyst solution freed from 
aldehyde is pumped into another reactor, where it is 
oxidized with air, after which it is streamed back into the 
reactor, where the ethylene reaction takes place. 

The fact that conversion takes place in two separate 
reactors and that a gas cycle has been renounced allows 
ethylene-rich gas mixtures to be used instead of pure 
ethylene. Oxygen is consumed to such an extent that 
the spent air may be used as protective gas. The two- 
stage process can also be run on oxygen if it were available 
at a low price. 

(c) Recovery of the crude acetaldehyde 

The crude acetaldehyde obtained in either of the 
above processes is separated from water and high- 
boiling fractions in a distillation column, and subse- 
quently degassed. The purified product is of comparable 
quality to acetaldehyde derived from other processes. 

In c rder to provide a comparison of the economics of 
the two processes, estimated capital costs and consump- 
tion figure» for plants of 15,000, 30,000, and 60,000 tons 
annual capacity are given in tables 15-17. The basic 
assumptions are that ethylene of at least 99 per cent 
purity is available at 90-170 psig in the vicinity of the 
plant and that facilities already exist for oxygen for the 
single-stage process. In other words, no new facilities 
need be provided for ethylene and oxygen. 

The figures from which the capital costs (table IS) 
have been drawn up pertain to units that ate currently 
on stream. They are based on labour and material costs 
ia the Federal Republic of Germany. 
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T«M1  I*   PenMirilON OT ATYrALEMHYllI mm* fTHYIPN* 
{W«Kn-HnarH*T   pmntmt) 

Estimated capital cium  im hating rngmreriiu¡ 

15.000 

MI.MO 

Proémcttm mtk 

Mmto-Hmt »to* umi 

«M 

5,300,000 
MOP ino 

11.700,000 

0M 

», 700,001) 
9,«00,000 

14,800,000 

The capital cotta cover production plant with all 
neceseary equipment, all buildings and housing belonging 
to the production unit, all measuring and control faci- 
lities, switchgear, intermediate storage tanks, erection 
of the complete plant, initial charging of the reactor 
with catalyst solution, and total engineering costs. 

Items that are not included ia the capital costs are 
additional facilities such as large storage tanks, steam- 
generating facilities, transformers, water treatment plant, 
land, and access roads. Consumption of materials and 
utilities art given in tables 16 aad 17. 

A decision as to which method should be preferred, i.e , 
direct oxidation single-stage with oxygen or direct 
oxidation two-stage with air, depends on local con- 
ditions such as the price of oxygen, the degree of purity 
of the ethylene, energy costs, etc. 

These data have been derived from current production 
figures. 

2. Direct oxidation of ethylene to ethylene oxide 

The direct oxidation process which has largely super- 
seded the classical chlorohydrin process, is very econo- 

mical in view of the low current prices for ethylene 
Although the plant costs are greater than those for the 
chloronydrin process, the new direct oxidation procès* 
is more favourable in that it dispenses with a chlorine 
factory and the additional power installations involved. 

r*»Li 16   PRODUCTION or « CIAIIWHYI» FROM HHvinNf 
(*«'«• Hnerwn   raiHH) 

MiMtnmls, utilities, prrwnml. un.1 mmémtmmcr cium 

Ammutii tmr Mr*   MO fcf 
of tceimm+yét matan* 

wir* »xirnem 

Muleruils 

Ethylene(»0or 170 psig, 99.7 ".) 67 kg 
Oxyjen (90 psig, 99/,) 29 m« 8TP 
Hydrochloric acid < catalyst DM 0.6 

Utilities 

Cooling water  W m* 
Artesian water (for further cool- 

ing) 
Soft water for boilers  O.J m* 
Steam <1K psig) 0.13 ton 
Steam (50 ,isig) 0.03 ton 
Electricity  21 kWh 

Personnel 

1 chemist, I foreman 
Workers (expressed in terms of 

amount of labour required to 
produce 100 kg) 

For 15,000 tons annually 0.192 
For 30,000 tons annually 0.096 
For 60.000 tons annually 0.048 

r— mu 

67 kg 

DM 12 

20 m» 

15 m" 
0.02 m* 

0.03 ton 
0 09 ton 
37 kWh 

0.192 
0.096 
0.041 

TABU 17. PRODUCTION OP ACETALDEHYDE MOM ETHYLENE 
(WACKia-HOECHST   FROCES») 

(Hont operating for 8,000 hours per year) 

CmmmtUt, lau tn , 

¡3.000 ¡OMO 

Direct oxiehtitm, tingi* tmr* with oxygen 

Ethylene (90 paia, 99.7 per cent). . . 1,003 m* STP 
Oxygen (90 pais, 99 per cent) .... 544 m* STP 
Cooling water  575 m* 
Soft water for boilers  6 m* 
Steam (180 paig)  2.5 tons 
Steam (50 ptig)  0.6 ton 
Electricity  400 kWh 

Dtrttt oxidation, two-stag* with air 

Ethylene (1» psig, 99.7 per cent). . . 1,005 m* STP 
Cooling water  37511»* 
Artesian water for further cooling . . 28 m* 
Ststm (IK pajf)  0.6 ton 

i (50 pes«)  1.7 tons 
  700 kW* 

tOfiOO 

2/>l0 m* STP 4,020 m* STP 
l,0Mm»STP 2,176 m» STP 
1,150 m* 2,300 m* 

12 m* 23 m* 
4.9 tons 9.«tons 
1.1 tons 2.3 tons 

100 kWh 1,600 kWh 

2,010 m* STP 44)20 m* STP 
750 m* 1,500 m* 

55 m* 110 m* 
1.1 tons 1.3 tow 
3.4 tea •.•tew 

l^Nkwh MM kWh 
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Another advantage of direct oxidation ii that no un- 
desirable by-products are obtained. 

The orocess consist» of passing ethylene and atmos- 
pheric oxygen in a suitable ratio under pressure over a 
silver catalyst located in the tubes of special contact 
furnaces. The silver catalyst consists of a suitable carrier 
on which amorphous silver has been deposited. The 
ethylene is converted in the contact furnaces at tempera- 
tures of between 200-C and 350°C. A cooling system 
is provided for the large amounts of heat given off. At 
this, the Hüls process avoids the use of a liquid medium 
around the tubes of the furnace, as it is employed in 
many analogous processes. Water is used instead. The 
steam thus generated is fed to the turbine driving the 
recycle gas compressor. The mixture of gases leaving 
the furnace contains ethylene oxide, carbon dioxide, 
and water, as well as some unconverted ethylene and 
oxygen. The ethylene oxide is removed from the gas by 
scrubbing with water under pressure. Air and ethylene 
are introduced into the the remainder of the gas mixture 
until the required concentration is again attained. The 
recycle gas compressor then returns the mixture to the 
furnace. In order to maintain the quantity of recycle 
gas constant, the nitrogen in the air employed is continu- 
ously removed as the oxygen is consumed. However, 
some ethylene is entrapped in the stream of waste nitro- 
gen, and more air must therefore be added to ensure its 
exploitation.  The  resultant  gas  mixture  is streamed 
through a furnace with a high capacity and then through 
a  scrubber.   In this manner  ethylene oxide is also 
produced from the waste gases. More energy for driving 
the recycle gas compressor can be made available by 
allowing the stream of high-pressure waste gas to blow 
down to atmospheric pressure through a turbine. 

Gas is removed from the water containing ethylene 
oxide that has been recovered in the main and side 
scrubbers, and is compressed for recycling. The aqueous 
solution of ethylene oxide is pumped into a distillation 
column. The ethylene oxide is distilled ofT by indirect 
steam heating, and then purified in the concentrating 
column. The water at the bottom of the distillation 
column no longer contains ethylene oxide, and is drawn 
off and recycled. Small amounts of carbon dioxide are 
still dissolved in the ethylene oxide obtained, and must 
be removed in a stripper. The ethylene oxide produced 
can then be run into tanks (spherical containers). 

An automatic remote control system is operated from 
a central control board. Consumption figures for each 
100 kg of ethylene oxide produced and capital costa for 
a plant of 60,000 tons annually are listed in table 18. 

3. Oxidation of butane in the production of aliphatic adds 
and solvents (11) 

The process consists of the oxidation of n-butane by 
compressed air, which may be enriched with oxygen. 
Oxidation takes place in reactors at pressures of 850- 
1,140 psi and temperatu os of lóO-MO^C. These tempe- 
raturas and pressures exceed the critical values for 
n-butane, with the result that a solvent has to be employed 
for the butane. For this purpose raw materials formed 
in the oxidation reaction, usually acetic acid, are take*. 

TABLE I«. DmecT OXIDATION OF ETHYLENE TO ETHYLENE OXIDE 

(HÜLS PROCESS) 

Input 

Ethylene "* *« 
Compressed sir '•'0 m 

By-products 

Aqueous solution of ethylene glycol 
About 10 kg of each 100 kg of ethylene oxide producid are 

hydrolyzed to ethylene glycols 
Capital costs for a unit of 60,000 tont annual capacity »re of the 

order of DM 58,000,000, including control panel and social 
facilities 

The heat given off during the exothermic oxidation 
process is largely consumed in evaporating the liquid in 
the reactor and in heating up the cold recycled feed. The 
products of reaction leaving the reactor together with 
unconverted butane are liquefied in a multi-stage conden- 
sation system. The low temperatures required for this 
are attained by blowing down the waste gases in a turbine, 
and the energy thus produced is used for compressing 
the air. All the condensates are passed over a separator, 
being split up into the raw product and a butane phase, 
which is recycled to the oxidation reactor. The yield of 
acetic acid, formic acid, and ester and ketone by-products 
can be varied within wide limits by adjusting the process 
variables, i.e., the ratio of the reaction components, 
the amount of water in the reaction mixture, and the 
temperature and pressure. 

The crude product obtained is recovered by multi-stage 
distillation. Acetaldehyde, methyl mormate, and butane 
are drawn off in the first stage, and returned to the 
oxidation reaction. The next stage consists of distilling 
off the solvent (mixture of esters and ketones) from the 
aqueous solution of crude acid. Subsequently, the solvents 
are separated by azeotropic distillation into two different 
blends. One of these consists of acetone and methyl 
acetate, and the other of methyl ethyl ketone and ethyl 
acetate. The crude acid is also dehydrated by azeotropic 
distillation. The same means, azeotropic distillation, is 
then employed for removing the formic acid, which is 
subsequently concentrated and purified in two other 
columns. Acetic acid is then distilled off, leaving behind 
propionic acid and other residues, from which the small 
amounts of propionic acid are recovered in a batch 
process. 

Consumption figures for each 100 kg of acetic acid pro- 
duced and capital costs for a plant with a capacity of 
40,000 tons annually are listed in table 19. 

4. Manufacture oj alcohoU and ketones from olefins 

The Rheinpreussen process for producing alcohols and 
ketones from osetas or fractions containing olefins has 
given good resulti It coatis* of eeterifying the olefins 
with sulphuric acid and of hyd'olyiiag ths lemkaat esters 
«ith water. Ths seoonderv alcohols produced can he 
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dehydrogenated to the corresponding ketones with the 
aid of a highly reactive catalyst with a long life. Suitable 
feedstocks are desulfurized refinery gas fractions, e.g., 
propane/propylene containing 30-90 per cent propylene 
and butane-butylene containing 30-90 per cent iso- and 
n-butylene. The main products obtained are iso-propyl 
alcohol and secondary butyl alcohol. By-products consist 
of diisobutylene, triisobutylene, diisopropyl ether, di- 
sec-butyl ether and liquid gas with a low olefin content. 

The process consists of esterifying liquid feedstocks 
under pressure at 40-60°C with 70-80 per cent sulfuric acid 
in a series of autoclaves. The olefins and the sulfuric acid 
are streamed in opposite directions through the auto- 
claves. Any isobutylene present is previously removed 
in the form of di- und triisobutylene by scrubbing with 
sulfuric acid. The remaining saturated hydrocarbons, 
propane and butane, are separated from the sulfuric 
acid containing esters, and leave the unit in the form of 
liquid gas. Ester from the first separator is mixed with 
water, and hydrolyzed with steam. The acid and alcohols 
obtained are separated in a distillation column. The 
dilute sulfuric acid is concentrated and re-used. The 
alcohol vapours leaving the distillation column are neut- 
ralized, dehydrated, and fractionated. 

The liquid alcohols are heated in an evaporato«- to a 
temperature above their boiling point, and the vapours 
are passed through a heat exchanger into a tube-bundle 
reactor made of special steel. Here they arc dehydrogen- 
ated to ketones at about 250°C with the aid of a special 
catalyst. The products of reaction are cooled to room 
temperatures by means of a heat exchanger and a water 
cooler, the greater part of the ketones formed being thus 
separated. The hydrogen still contains ketones and some 
unconverted alcohols in amounts corresponding to the 
partial vapour pressures. These remaining components 
are removed in a condenser at temperatures of down 
to -30-C. The hydrogen obtained is extremely pure. 
The crude products are processed to pure ketones by 
continuous distillation. Synthesis and recovery are fully 
automatic. 

TABLE 20 

A. HYDRATION OF CHU-INS TO ALCOHOLS 

Consumption figures excluding   concentration <>/ the  sulfuric  acta 

i» pro4u*?d  iti 

Iwpropyl ,,,-*«>/ 
ali itimi «/,,.*,./ 

0 78 
1 0 

S IO 
1-2 

45 *) 
tin 400 

Propylene 
n-butylene . 
Steam (360 psig). . 
Steam (130 psi|). . 
Cooling water, m*. 
Electricity .  .  .  . 

B.   DEHYDROGENATION   OF   SECONtlARY   BUTANOL 

TO    METHYL    ETHYL    KETONE 

For each ton 3f methyl ethyl ketone produced are required : 
Secondary butanol  1.05-1 045 tons 
Steam (130 psig)  0.4 ton 
Steam (40 psig) II tons 
Electricity  80 kWh 
Cooling water    25-30 m' 

Some consumption figures for the hydration of pro- 
pylene and butylène are given in section A of table 20. 
The consumption figures for the dehydrogenation of 
secondary butanol are given in section B of the table. 

The processes discussed have been developed in a 
country that was comparatively late in replacing coal on 
a large scale by petroleum for 'he production of basic 
materials for chemicals. It is realized that not all of these 
processes will be of interest to countries that are building 
up their petrochemical industry. The choice of a suitable 
process will always involve careful study of the raw 
material position and of the market prospects for the 
finished products, particularly as only large petrochemical 
processing units have proved to be economical. 

TABU 19. MANUFACTURE or ACETIC ACID BY OXIDATION OF N-BUTANB 

The data set forth below refer to normal operating conditions leading 
to the production of 2,000 toni of acetic acid per month and 
400 tons of mixed solvents. 

Valuet for each 100 kg of acetic acid produced: 

Fetdttock 

83.53 kg n-butane 

By-products 

10 kg of solvant blend consisting of acetone and methyl 
acetato; 10 kg of solvent band conaurting of methyl ethyl 
ketone and ethyl acetate 

9 kg of formic acid and propionic acid 
Capital cotto for a plant with a capacity of 40,000 toas per annum 

an of the order of DM 40,000,000 (esumate«), includiitg control 
panel and wwhi1 fMkWea 

SELECTED PROCESSES FOR THE PRODUCTION 
OF BASIC CHEMICALS AND INTERMEDIATES 
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Erdöl und Kakle, 12:339-364, 1959; and Proceedings of 3th 
World Petroleum Congress, New York 1959, section IV, 
pp. 93-108. 

(3) Tino, B., "30 Jahre Ammoniak", Chemie-lngaileyr-Teehnlk, 
35:817-180, 1963. 

(4) Oladisch, H„ "How Hüls makes acetylene by O.C. Arc,'' 
Hydrocarbon Processing ami Petroleum Refiner, 11:159-164, 
June 1962. 

(5) Barthotoms, E., Proceedingi of 4th World Petrcieum Congreaa, 
Roma 1955, taction IV, pp. 65-75; and Batholome, E. aad 
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B. N 

INTRODUCTORY SUMMARY 

la tail chapter, various aspects of the world production 
and consumption of nitrogenous fertilizer« arc presented 
The prospects for the economical establishment of ferti- 
lizer manufacturing concerns in developing countries are 
also indicated. 

At present, the production and consumption of 
nitrogenous fertilizers are heavily concentrated in indus- 
trialized countries. Europe and North America are 
not only the largest consumers but also the net exporters. 
Latin America is a budding net exporter, but Africa, Asia 
and Oceania arc oat importers. It is expected that with 
greater appreciation by the local farmers of the yield- 
boosting effect of nitrogenous fertilizers on crops, the 
highest rate of growth of fertilizer consumption will 
take place in developing countries. It would be neces- 
sary, not only to demonstrate to the farmers that ferti- 
lizer! can increase the physical yield of crof,s, but also 
to make the commercial profitability cf their use appa- 
rent. 

Of the three main types of chemical fertilizers, namely, 
nitrogenous, phosphate and potassium, nitrogenous 
fertilizers are showing the greatest rate of growth in their 
agricultural use mainly because crops are apparently more 
responsive to their application. Nitrogenous fertilizers 
are produced from ammonia, hence there is a gi^at 
deal of interest currently centred on the prospects for 
the production of synthetic ammonia from local natural 
gas or petroleum feed-stock. 

Nitrogenous fertilizers are of several types, namely, 
ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate and urea. A 
reaction of ammonia with sulfuric acid, or with nitric 
acid or with carbon dioxide, yields respectively, ammo- 
nium sulfate, ammonium nitrate and urea. The production 
of ammonia is effected by a reaction of three units of 
nitrogen with one unit of hydrogen. The distinction be- 
tween the various nitrogenous fertilizers is made on the 
basis of their relative contents of nitrogen as follows : 
35 per cent of ammonium nitrate (and limed ammonium 

nitrate). 25 per cent of ammonium sulfate and nitro- 
sulfate and 8 per cent of urea Anhydrous ammonia 
contains 83 per cent nitrogen and has the aclva.it*> ge of 
being capable of d:rect application to the soil, fiat is. 
without the necessity of transforming it into the conven- 
tional fertilizer forms 

The above account puts synthetic ammonia in the 
centre of the production stage as the main intermediate 
raw material for the manufacture of fertilizers. A con- 
templation of the fertilizer industry is. therefore, often 
taken up with consideration about the feasibility of 
setting up ammonia plants. 

The crucial question that »'ir*.» is whether an ammonia 
plant should be baaed on the availability of natural gas 
or petroleum feed-stock. Petroleum-based ammonia 
has proved more economical than the coal-based ammo- 
nia, but it is not yet finally established which of the other 
two ways of producing ammonia would be more econo- 
mical, namely, by naphtha or by natural gas. It is cur- 
rently estimated, however, that the cost of manufacturing 
ammonia by naphtha is more expensive than by natural 
gas, but this estimate is done for different locations and 
different raw material endowments. With a continuing 
decline in the price of naphtha occasioned by the increas- 
ing refinery operations in most countries, naphtha may 
become the less expensive intermediate for the production 
of ammonia. In addition to the idea of setting up ammonia 
plants in developing countries, it is suggested that increas- 
ing improvements being made in the transportability 
of ammonia from distant places might make setting 
up plants to manufacture ammonia derivatives more 
preferable than setting up ammonia plants. 

In general, the total cost of manufacturing ammonia 
as a base for the fertilizer industry should be considered 
in the context of the effects of such factors as size of plant, 
the raw materials to be used (naphtha or natural gas), 
electric power costs, actual location of piant, and the 
cost and skill requirements of the labour force. 

m 
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1. THE rrmOCHEMJCAL INDVSTmnS 
•f 

Prmpmrmd fmr thm Umifd NmUmmm Cmntre fmr fnaWreW 
by »ft» Im—iêm4 frmnomiU mm p4$r«U 

A. AMMONIA PHD-STOOIS 

Since tlM Second World War feed-stockt for ammo«« 
production have completely changed. More tlw Second 
WorW War, 90 par cent of world ammonia waa baaed 
on coal with mort of the other 10 par east baaad on •Wctro- 
lytic hydrogen. Since the lowett coat hydrogen will ha 
uaad ia any given plant and area, there hai heea a gradual 
change to natural fas and petroleum at a hydrogen source, 
so that today about one-third of total world ammonia 
production it bated on coal tourna and by It75 thia 
figure thould decline to less than 10 per cent. 

Coal it used in those countriet that have large coal 
industriel, tuch at the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Frasca, Belgium, the Netherlands and cittern Europe; 
however, the trend in these countriet it to patroleum 
and natural gat: England, for instance, which hat a large 
coal industry, hat almoat completely twitched over from 
coal-bated ammonia to ammonia pianti baaed on the 
steam-reforming of naphtha. 

B. AMMONIA MANUFACTURE 

1. Recent improvements 

Many improvements in the manufacture of ammonir 
have helped to reduce the high investment costs and 
accordingly the cost of production, and the stability of 
the price of ammonia, in spite of rites in raw material 
and labour costs, can to a large extent be attributed to 
the advancement of technology during the past ten years. 

(a) Improvements in technology. There have been 
relatively few advances in the ammonia-plant synthesis 
section, but the synthesis gat-preparation section has 
had several important changes, such as: 

(i) Higher reforming pressures and improved catalysts; 
(ii) Improved CO shift conversion catalysts; 

(iii) Improved amine   and hot  potassium  carbonate 
processes for removing CO,; 

(iv) Use of liquid hydrocarbons as raw material. 
(b) Transport, storage. New developments in the 

storage and transport of ammonia have accompanied 
the growth in production: 
(i) Refrigerated vessels up to 15,000 tons can now be 

built; 

(ii) Storage at atmospheric pressure has 
economici of this operation. 

At a result, ammonia it on the point of becoming a 
commodity capan*» et betaf transported economically 
from the cheapest teure« of production to a market. 

(c) Large capacity plants. Rased on low-cost feed- 
stock, a prereauisit« to these giant projects, the economie« 
resulting from tiae and new process technology are 
setting a new competitive stt ndard of ammonia coats. 
The outstanding development are the projects of the 
OHn Corporation and U.S. Stee Corporation, as both 
companies are planning to mull large capacity pleats 
at a tingle location (1,400 short tona/day two-traia 
ammonia plant). These projects ttrengthea the trend set 
by the American Oil Company at Texas City, where a 
210,000 «bort tons/year NH, plant came on stream last 
December, and by the Trinidad project of W. R. Grace 
and Co., which is now on stream. 

The entry of oil companies into the fertilizer industry, 
with the primary objective of enhancing the end value 
of the crude oil barrel by integrating ammonia manu- 
facture with their oil refinery operation, will no doubt 
result in ammonia projects on a similar scale as the oil 
industry's petrochemical plante. 

(d) Competition. Against the economics resulting from 
the concentration of large ammonia capacity in a single 
plant with or without processing facilities into nitro- 
genous fertilizers and other products, the product dis- 
tribution costs of large plants an likely to be propor- 
tionally higher than those of smaller capacity plants. 

Efficient plants with captive markets, within an eco- 
nomic radius, are therefore likely to withstand the compe- 
tition from the new giants, although inevitably the smaller 
uneconomic plants will become the victims. Growth of 
regional demand will increasingly govern and transpon 
will circumscribe the impact of new competition. 

An inevitable result, favoured by the lower investment 
cost« attaching to the new plants and processes and the 
significant reduction in production costs, is expected to 
be the reduction of the coat of nitrogen to the farmer, 
esp^ially in developing countries where at present it is 
generally disproportionately high. 

2. Ammonia processes 

(a) Synthesis gas. There are two major prouesses for 
nuking synthesis gas from hydrocarbon feed-stookt: 
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»team-reforming of hydrocarbon«, and partial oxidation 
of hydrocarbons 

The principal disadvantage of the partial oxidation 
process hat been th« necessity of un air separation plant 
to produce the oxygen needed for the process. In cares 
where naturai gag M the feed-stock, the additional COM 
of the air «epa rat ion plant, together with its maintenance 
and safety probten**, has been a limiting factor for the 
partial oxidation proves« In these caws, the investment 
cost fot a partial oxidation plant is approximately higher 
than the fan reforming route hy the coil of the air sepa- 
ration facility 

During the past two years the steam naphtha reforming 
process developed hy the Imperial Chemical Industries 
(ICI) has changed the complexion of new ammonia 
plants outside the USA The naphtha feed-stock is a 
surplus refinery product available at a low price No 
oxygen plant is required and since this new process has 
lower investment and operating cost than the partial 
oxidation alternate, it could displace the latter as a 
basic route for ammonia production in many countries 
where naphtha is in excess supply 

(b) Gas purification processes. The developments of 
new catalysts in CO conversion and the replacement in 
several new plants of the traditional two-stage CO 
conversion step with two CO, removal units by a single 
CO unit using two catalyst beds with interquench and 
one CO, removal unit, resulted in considerable savings 
in investment utilities. 

On another side, because of the higher activity CO 
catalyst, the CO content of the gas entering the final 
clean-up stage fell from 3 per cent to 0.6 per cent. Since 
the MEA system yields lower exit CO,, this innovation 
has made the MEA system preferable to the hot carbonate 
system for CO, removal. 

(c) Carbon dioxide rimonti. Final clean-up of synthesis 
gas to remove CO and CO, to less than 10 ppm is 
now accomplished by methanation instead of the con- 
ventional copper-liquor process, because of its lower 
investment, negligible operating cost and simplicity of 
operation. 

(d) Ammonia synthesis. Although no new process 
hag been introduced for ammonia synthesis in the last 
ten years, the trend has been towards adoption of the 
moderate pressure processes operating at 300 to 350 atm. 
The only improv ments are: 
(i) The introduction of a new catalyst; 

(ii) The changes in the mechanical design of the con- 
verter, which result in better steam economy; 

(iii) The «se ">f a steam-recovery system to utilize the 
heat of    î product gas; 

(iv) The improvements in compressor design; 
(v) The size of the ammonia converters, which has 

increased from 120 tons/day prevailing in 1930 
to 700 tons/day capacity. 

3. Economics of ammonia production 

The investment, material balances, utilities, catalyst 
and chemieals requirements aie presented in table I 

I «Ml  I   *HH MT n»y MaMi>NU rim*. ,h,N *\ 
r«.K rss i < «i SI» 

it »M »ii.«MI»«, 

lnvrittmm ttiiass roots plani) mil- 
lion» of dollars 
Protcs* unii« iintl'Khng paid-iip 

royall Mr* and imitai catalyst 
»mt -„-nemicai« chars«* I 

Off-sites urn Hiding utility genera- 
IHM) and refrigerated stoiage 
for anhydrous ammonia I 

Surl-up «»penses 

ñaw muti-rial unii ulilmr\  reauue- 
mrm\ 

7 I 

"MI 
I (I 

ni 

h'I 

i o 

li l Ih I 
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Naphtha " (ions,ht) 
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LuNiur (menshift)                                              2' 21 
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10. H» 
MIMI 
7,.«» 

loi si     2I,7<K> 
a Naphtha is only used for process requirements fuel required lor 

heating and electric power generation can be supplied hy luel oil or 
excess naphtha. 

for a 400 tons/day ammonia plant erected in Europe or 
in the USA, using steam-reforming process and based, 
respectively, on natural gas and naphtha. 

Tables 2 and 3 give the manufacturing cost and the 
derived selling price of ammonia produced, respectively, 
from natural gas and naphtha feed-stocks. 

1. Effects of feed selection. Capital costs of naphtha- 
based plants are 10 to 15 per cent higher than natural 
gas-based plants. Operating costs of a naphti«i-based 
versus a natural gas-based plant depenu upon the price 
of naphtha and natural gas. Figure I which illustrates 
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TABU 2. 400 MT/OAY AMMONIA PRODUCTION iv NATURAL CAI iTiAM-MKiiMma (330 SD) 

Manufacturing cost ani ammonia telling prie* 

(/Mr cm 
{%USI 

Variable costs 

Raw materials and utilities 
Natural gat  
Treated water  
Chemicals and catalyst. 

Labour 

10« m» 
m» 

13 
0.2 

3,000 

190,000 
314,000 

100 Salaries and wages     Men/year 
Supervision at 25 per cent of 

salaries and wages   .... 

TOTAL VARIABU COSTS 

Fixed costs 

Depreciation  At 12.3 per cent of total investment 
Interest  At 3.3 per cent of total investment 
Maintenance  At 4   per cent of total in vestment 
General plant overhead  At 2   per cent of total investment 
Taxes and insurance  At 1   per cent of total investment 

Selling price 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent • of total investment 
Depreciation provides  
Net income after taxes  
Net income before taxes at 50 per cent. . . . 
Manufacturing coat  

Ammonia sales  
Ammonia selling price (132,000 tons/year) (SUS/ton). 

Rentra required for a 8ve-year payout. 

tHM»m> 

2.470 
77 
32.5 

300 

123 

3,224.3 

TOTAL moo COSTS      3,490.0 

MANUTACTURJNO COST      6,714.3 

3,020 
1,1» 
1,130 
2,260 
6,714.5 

1,974.5 
61 

UM effect or feed value on the ammonia selling- price, 
shows that, based on current naphtha prices (Sit/ton), 
naphtha looks attractive, whereas natural gas is priced 
above $15-16/10« m». 

2. Effect oj plant size. Ammonia plants with a capacity 
of about 200,000 to 400,000 tons/year are now planned 
in industrialized countries. The economics that such 
large plants have to offer are presented in figure II below. 

• Milli« 
prtM, yfe"      , 

70 - 

4i - 

« - 
K - 

m - 
_L_ _1_ 

iV^ffaWnw NpMHyr ÏOrtey ytSJT 

ìl.Sf*taf*èm*siM 

The cost structure is based on a natural gas steam- 
reforming plant. 

In the USA, these large projects (1,000-1,200 MT/day) 
based on natural gas supplied at $7/10* m», will permit 
ammonia being produced at a cost price of S35/ton and 
at a selling price of $46/ton, and to be competitive with 
ammonia from the Caribbean based on natural gas 
supplied at $2/10* m» (see table 4). 

3. Eject oj plant location and economic advantages 
given /or encouraging industry. The large availability 
of natural gas, in several developing countries and regions 
such as Algeria, Libya, the Middle East and the Caribbean 
area, coupled with the lack of large industrial outlets, 
has resulted in gas costs of under S7/10* m*. This gat 
cost can be as low as 12/10» m» in Trinidad, where this 
factor added with the other advantages including: 
good harbour facilities for shipment of products into 
world market, available labour, tax concessions and other 
officiai encouragement» for industry, influenced W. R. 
Once to expand the ammonia plant from 33,000 tons/year 
to 23S¿00 toaa/year. Key to the project is also Grao»*» 
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concept of marketing bulk ammonia on a world-wide 
basis: anhydrous liquid ammonia made by Federation 
Chemical Ltd. (another Grace affiliate at a 200,000 tons/ 
year plantât Point Lisas, Trinidad) is shipped 2,000miles 
by a 9,000-ton refrigerated tanker. Ammonia cost to 
Carolina Nitrogen is S10 to $20 cheaper than on-site 
production would be, because of marked differences in 
the cost of natural gas. 

Manufacturing cost and derived selling price estimated 
lor the Trinidad ammoni* plant are given in table 4 
Whet* a comparison is made with a similar plant erected 
in the Middle East and based on low cost natural gas. 

This comparison takes into account : 
(a) For the Trinidad ammonia plant, the economic 

advantages mentioned above and particularly, no taxes 
on benefits are included; 

(b) For the Middle East ammonia plant, two cases are 
studied: 

1st case. The economics are calculated on a similar 
basis as for the Trinidad plant; 

2nd case .The economics are calculated on basic data 
generally used for developing countries. 

II. Nitrogen fertilizers 

The world's consumption of nitrogen is expected to 
be doubled by 1970, but increased consumption will vary 
widely in the different countries. In the nutritionally 
deficient countries, consumption is expected to be about 
130 per cent more than it was in I960. In the nutritionally 
sufficient countries, .he growth rate will rot be as high 
but these nations will account for most of the actual 
increase: in Europe, nitrogen consumption will increase 
by about 90 per cent (from 4,634,000 to 8.589,000 tons) 
ioT8-.t/ìLd?;adCo North Am«ica's consumption in 
1970 will be about 88 per cent higher than it was in 1960 

TAM* 3.  400  MT/DAY  AMMONIA  «ODUCTIUN  IV  NAPHTHA  STEAM-REFORMING (330 SD) 

Manufacturing cost and ammonia selling price 

VMt 

Variable costs 
Raw malcriáis and utilities 

Naphtha  
Fuel oil 
Treated water 

torn 
torn 

Catalyst and chemicals contump- 
tioa  

Labour 
Statari« and war*       Men/year 
Supervision at 23 per cent of 

tatari« and 

Fixed costs 

(/«i coti 
(t VSß 

Annual 
tummllr 

Ammtì cosi 
(19> tlMtr) 

18 
15 
0.2 

70,000 
77,500 

505,000 

1.260 
1.160 

101 

5,000 100 

TOTAL VAKIASU com 

Pyd*Uo,>  At 12.5 percent of total investment 
r^Tr •       At 3.5 per «tit of total investment 
JT^frr* •••••:  At 4   per otot of total investment 
0«^|rtam overhead  At 2   per cent of total invest»«* 
I«MS and. insurance  At  1   par ont of total investment 

151 

500 

125 

3,304 

TOTAL room com 

MAhUFACTUUKO COST 

3,700 

*tatct*h flow at »p« ce« of total investment. • • . 

7,004 

3.220 
2410 
1,210 
2,420 
7,004 

Damna*» provid«  
Net tacots» attorta»*».  
Nttiacoo» Wore ta», at »perce*  
MasoJacturintooet  

Ammontata!«  
9,424 

71.S Amr»^ttlh^prlo. (132^» toother) CJUSAon) . 

JO 

J 



TABU 4. 200,000 MT/YIA* AMMONU PRODUCTION »V NATURAL OAS SHAM-REPOMUNO 

Nmu tm'leu II 

MM* Emm 

Investment * (i million)      23.î : 

Variable chai jes« 1,300 10"' S 

Fixed charges * 3,400 10 ' S 

Manufacturing cost 6,900 10 "'S 
Manufacturing price $34.5/ton 

Selling price 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent ' of total 
investment 4,700 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent • of equity 
Depreciation provides 2,940 
Net income after taxes .  
Net income before taxes at 30 per cent     1,760 h 

Manufacturing cost 6,900 

Ammonia sales 8,660 

Ammonia selling price  $43.3/ton 

28.0 ° 
1,300 10' $ 
7,130 10' S 

8,630 10' S 
S43.2/ton 

C«K /» Cam 2> 

1,830 1.850 
1,130 1,130 

700 
700» 1,400 > 

8,650 8,630 

9,330 10,050 

$46.7/ton $50/ton 

' Including process units, off-sites and start-up expenses. 
* Quoted as a non-flna.iced plant, taking only into account additional investment owing to distance 

from suppliers of materials and equipment and shortage of skilled labour. 
' Quoted as a financed plant. 
* Based on natural gas priced at 12/10* m*. 
* Based on depreciation at 12.3 per cent, interest at 3.3 per cent, maintenance a' 4 per cent, general 

plant overhead at 2 per cent, taxes and insurance at I per cent. 
' Return required for a five-year payout on total investment. 
• Return required for a five-year payout on equity capital only. 
* No taxes on benefits are included. 
1 Including taxes on benefits. 

A. BREAK-DOWN OF WORLD NITROGEN FERTILIZER 
PRODUCTION    AND    GEOGRAPHIC    DISTRIBUTION 

An approximate break-down of nitrogen fertilizer 
production by products in terms of nitrogen shows that 
the largest category is ammonium nitrate and limed 
ammonium nitrate. These together account for more 
than one-third of total world production. Ammonium 
sulfate and ammonium sulfate nitrate together account 
for just under 30 per cent of world production. Urea, 
the fastest growing derivative, still represents a relatively 
minor portion of world production of about 8 per cent 
of total world nitrogen. 

The distribution of nitrogen production is very much 
concentrated in the more industrialized countries. Some 
38 per cent of it is in western Europe with another 
14 per cent estimated to be in eastern Europe. North 
and Central America have about 33 per cent and Asia 
(principally Japan) about 13 per cent. These areas account 
for about 96 per cent of world production. However, this 
concentration is shifting away from these areas towards 
the largely agrarian developing countries with low levels 
of industrialization. 

B. TRENDS IN MATERIALS 

Ammonium sulfate is expected to be used at about the 
same level as in the 1930s. The major increase in con- 

sumption will be in other forms. Ammonium nitrate 
will continue to make a healthy growth, but the big 
growth will be in urea, ammonium phosphate and 
anhydrous ammonia, and also in nitrogen solutions for 
direct application. 

C. CHOICE OF NITROGEN FERTILIZERS 

The choice of nitrogen derivatives to be produced will 
be determined by a number of factors. The rapid rise in 
production and use of urea will continue, as substantial 
economics in production, transportation and handling 
can be achieved with this highly concentrated material. 
On the other hand, the difficulty in using concentrated 
materials in areas with little experience in fertilizers may 
continue the preference for the more conventional forms, 
such as ammonium  sulfate  and  ammonium nitrate. 

D. I.OCAT10N OF NEW NITROGEN FERTILIZERS PLANT 

Two factors emerge as being of critical importance in 
determining the course of fertilizer production: 

1. The need for minimizing the cost of fertilizer to the 
fanner. 

2. The desire of self-sufficiency on the part of many 
developing countries which BOW import these 
fertilizer requirements, hot which are plxnning for 
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local plants to be erected in order to shorten foreign 
exchange. 

Several production trends are moving in this direction : 
1. Plants are becoming larger. 
2. More concentrated m aerials are being produced. 
3. More use is being made of primary sources such 

as anhydrous ammonia. 

With regard to the plant location, several concepts 
ot fertilizer supply can be envisaged: 

1. Fertilizer production close to raw material sources 
and import of finished products to consuming 
countries. 

2. Pioduction at the sources of raw materials confined 
to primary products, such as anhydrous ammonia 
with finished products manufactured by the consum- 
ing countries. 

3. All production concentrated in the consuming 
countries using imported raw material. 

Imported finished fertilizers have been for many of 
the developing nations the principal source of nutrient 
materials. Increasingly, however, local plants have been 
erected to supplant these imports. But recently, increasing 
interest has been shown in the shipment of intermediate 
compounds such as ammonia. Such a concept may be an 
effective compromise that would at least partially satisfy 
the developing countries' desires for their own production 
of fertili»« and the thortage of foreign currency, and 
at the same time significant economics would be achieved 
by transforming the more concentrated intermediate 
materials produced in larger plants. 

However, there is not a general and ideal solution to 
this problem. Such matters as : foreign exchange problems ; 
availability or non-availability of raw materials as natural 
gas and naphtha at low prices, and of auxiliary raw 
materials as sulfur or phosphate rocks; geographic 
location; possibilities of barter agreement contracts, 
will all play a part in determining which would be the 
best under the particular circumstances involved. 

Such a comparison between the different possibilities 
concerning the extent of the manufacture of fertilizers 
and the location of the plant, could be made, taking 
into account: the economic data presented in section E 
below, the freight rates which can be based on known 
charterings or, when no recent information is available 
on bookings for other commodities moving on similar 
routes. 

transported and acid is manufactured ii. the consumption 
areas. 

There arc two industrias manufacturing processes 
which are the chamber process and the contact process 
For many years the chamber process was the only method 
used. But now the contact pro-*»,, which is more fleiibw 
and produces a more concentrated acid, has become 
more popular. 

Economics of sulfuric acid manufacture 

The elements of the operating cost for a 70,000 tons/ 
year plant based on sulfur feed-slock are given below: 

Investment 
Process units (Ï million)  (3 

Raw material consumption 
Sulfur (tons/year)  ^l J00 

Utilities requirements 
Electricity 00» kWh/year)  -^ 
Cooling water ( 10« m*/year)  j JQO 
Process water (10* m»/year)  ' 3J 
Steam produced (IO* tons/year)  45 

Labour 
Men/shift  7 
Men/day '...'' 2 

2. Nitric acid 

Prior to the end of the Second World War, nitric acid 
was mainly used for the manufacture of explosives: 
nitroglycerine, trinitrotoluene, cellulose nitrate and 
ammonium nitrate. The production was onsiderably 
increased during war time. 

At the end of the war, the market of nitric acid was 
considerably changed by the growth of the fertilizer 
.ndustry and the use of ammonium nitrate as fertilizer. 
Now the greater part of all nitric acid produced is used 
for the production of agricultural fertilizers; this acid is 
required in a dilute form (50-60 percent). A stronger acid 
(95 per cent) is needed to produce organic nitrates and 
nitro compounds, used in the explosives and dyestuffs 
industries. 

(a) Manufacturing processes 

Commercial manufacturing processes of nitric acid 
are based on the following steps : direct air oxidation of 
ammonia and NO, absorption by water 

E. DESCRIPTION AND BCONOMICS 

OF NITIOOBN FERTILIZERS MANUFACTURE 
4 NH, + 5 O, - 4 NO + 6 H,0 (|) 
2 NO  + O,     —2 NO, (2) 
3 NO, + H.O -* 2 NO.H + NO (3) 

Description and economic data are given hereunder for 
the following productions:  sulfuric acid, nitric acid,    Processes differ in the operating pressures of oxidation 
ammonium nitrate, ammonium sulfate, and urea. *°d absorption: 

I. Sulfuric acid 

The production of sulfuric acid based on petrochemical 
sulfur is not generally carried out close to the gas fields. 
For reasons of economy, sulfur produced on the field is 

Pumi 1 tl 

C and I Chemico  Hag, 
Grand« Pirokte  Medium 
Montecatini  Medium 

... Low 

Hi* 
High 
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(b) Economies of nitric acid manufacture 

The elements of the operating cost for a 60,000 tons/ 
year plant are given below : 

Investments 
Process units (S million)  1.2) 

Raw material consumption 
Ammonia (tons/year)  16.200 

Utilities requirements 
Electricity (IO» kWh/year)  600 
Cooling water (10* m'/year)  "»,000 
Steam produced (10* tons/year)  7. J 

Chemicals anj catalyst consumption 

Platinur.! .kg/year)  12 

Labour 
Men/shift  6 
Men/day  1 

3. Ammonium nitrate 

Until the end of the Second World War, the principal 
customer of ammonium nitrate was the explosives 
industry. !t was not much used as fertilizer because of 
its hygroscopic tendency; indeed, instead of remaining 
in a granular form, it set in large blocks. By making the 
crystal size uniform and coating the crystals with clay 
or kieselguhr. this problem was solved. 

Now, ammonium nitrate granules are currently used 
as fertilizers. Typical solutions of ammonium nitrates 
contain 34.5, 33.5, 27.5 and 20.5 per cent of nitrogen, the 
most concentrated fertilizers remaining superior tcday. 
Ammonium nitrate is either consumed as such, or mix«-d 
with ammonia or ammonium sulfate. 

(a) Manufacturing processes 

Ammonium nitrate processes are based on nitric acid 
neutralization by ammonia. The most important are 
giv«n below: 

(i) frilling process 

Nitric acid reacts with ammonia vapour in an agitated 
vessel made of stainless steel. The solution concentrated 
to 85 per cent by the heat of reaction. Then, by evapora- 
tion under vacuum the concentration it increased to 
about 95 pr cent. The solution is pumped to the top of 
a tower and is dropped through a spray head. Air is 
blown countercurrently and nitrate solidifies in little 
pellets: the "prills". The prills are filtered, dried, and 
then mixed with clay or carbonate. 

(ii)  Vacuum crystallization process 

A solution containing about 60 per cent of nitrate it 
obtained in a reactor. This solution is concentrated by 
evaporation and tent to a vacuum crystallizer. giving 
accurately fixed size of crystals. These cryttalt are sepa- 
rated by centrifugation, dried and mixed with clay, 
kieselguhr or carbonate. 

(iii) Stengel process 

In a packed reactor, ammonia vapour it mixed with a 
60 pet cent nitric acid solution. Water it eliminated by 

the heat of reaction in a separator. Ammonium nitrate 
is obtained in a molten state. It is solidified by cooling 
and then ground: the granules are conditioned with 
clay. 

(b) Economics of ammonium nitrate manufacture 

The elements of the operating cost for a 75,000 tons/ 
year ammonium nitrate production are given below: 

Investments 

Process units ($ million)  1.4 

Ra-v materials consumption 

Ammonia (tons/year)       16,§00 
Nitric acid (tons/year)       63,000 

Utilities requirements 

Electricity (10* kWh/year)        1,400 
Stean (I0* tuns/year)  165 
Cooling water (10* m*/year)  370 

Labour 

Men/shift  4 
Man/day  1 

4. Ammonium sulfate 

Ten years ago all the ammonium sulfate was produced 
in by-product coking plant, by the reaction of ammonia 
in the coal gas with sulfuric acid. At present, owing to the 
increase of ammonia units, ammonium tulfate is made 
by direct neutralization of sulfuric acid by synthetic- 
ammonia. 

Ammonium sulfate is often used as fertilizer, mixed 
with ammonium nitrate. 

(a) Manufacturing processes 

Manufacturing processes of ammonium sulfate differ 
only in minor details. 

Ammonia and sulfuric acid react directly; ammonium 
sulfate is crystallized, separated by centrifugation and 
then dried. 

(b) Economics of ammonium sulfate manufacture 

The elements of the operating cost for a 100,000 tons/ 
year ammonium sulfate plant are given below: 

Investments 
Procès« units (S million)       0.45 

Raw materials comumption 
Ammonia (tons/year) 26,300 
Sulfuric add M per cent (tone/year) 75,9-10 

UtflMta requirements 

Etectridty (IO* kWh/year)  1,700 
Fuel »u <10« mVysar)  IM 
Stana (IO* tons/ve»j)  Il 
Cortina water (10* m*/y«ar)  I JO 

Labeur 

Maa/fMR  1 
Mam/Uey  1 
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5. Urea 

Urea has the highest nitrogen content (46 per cent) 
among the solid fertilizers. Its main characteristics are 
a high solubility, easy handling and storage and non- 
explosive properties. 

Improvements in processes, lower costs of materials 
and erection of larger capacity units have cut down 
the urea process, from JI42/ton in 1952 to $8l.25/ton 
m   1962. 

The greater part of urea is used as fertilizer; it is also 
employed as animal feed. 

(a) Manufacturing processes 

The manufacture of urea is carried out in two steps: 
First step — ammonia and CO, react under pressure 
giving ammonium carbamate 

2 NH, 4 CO, -, NH.COONH, 

Second step — carbamate is decomposed into urea and 
water 

NH.COONH, -+ NH, O.NH, + H,0 

This de hydratation is not a total reaction; a part of 
carbamate remains unconverted; it is separated from the 
mixture hy decomposing it to gaseous CO, and ammonia 

m**!?* SCVeral ways of u,in*th* miW«r» ammonia- 
co, obtained by the decomposition ot toe carbamate: 

either send all ammonia in an adjacent fertilizer unit 
or recycle all or a part of the mixture. Urea solution is 
hen concentrated under vacuum, and sent to a granulation 

tower. 

All the commercia! processes differ only in opeiatine 
condmons the ratio am^onia-CO. in the feed, and the 
manner of handling the NH..-CO, nurture. 

The principal urea processes are the following : Chemico, 
Du Pont, Inventa, Montecatini. Péchiney, Stamicarbon, 
Joyo Rayon. 

(b) Economics of urea manufacture 

The elements of the operating cost for a 120,000 tons/ 
year plant are given below: 

Investments 
Process units ($ million)  4 7 

R«w materials consumption 
Ammonia (tons/year)  71 000 
CO, (tons/year)  9g'j00 

Utilities requirements 
Electricity (10s kWh/year)  20.000 

Steam (IO* tons/year)  tffì 

Cooling water (10» m'/year)  j j^ 
Labour 

Men/shift  .. 
Men/day  " 
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2. AMMONIA MANUFACTURE FROM PETROLEUM FEED-STOCKS 

Alexandre de Picciotto and George C. Sweeney, Jr., Arthur D. Little, inc., 
United State» oj America 

It has long been recognized that the addition of various 
chemical fertilizers, containing appropriate forms of 
nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, can substantially 
increase the yield and quality of almost all agricultural 
crops. The volume use of chemical ìertilizers containing 
these three primary plant nutrients was well established 
in many countries by the turn of the century, and has 
continued to grow to the present time. In the last two or 
three years, the importance of fertilizers to agricultural 
economies throughout the world has been a subject of 
particular attention both in industrial and governmental 
circles. Government planners are becoming particularly 
aware of the important potential which fertilizers repre- 
sent to achieve the ever-growing agricultural outputs that 
will be necessary for expanding populations. Industry, 
on the other hand, has shown increasing interest in 
participating in this increasingly important segment of 
the chemical industry, as fertilizers represent a large 
volume product with excellent growth prospects. 

The manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers has been of 
particular interest, as the demand for these products has 
grown faster than for phosphate or potassium fertilizers. 
The higher growth rates for nitrogen fertilizers are due in 
part to the fact that the volume production o»' these 
materials has developed more recently than for phosphate 
and potash fertilizers, and in part to the fact that the 
crop responses to nitrogen fertilizers are more directly 
apparent. 

Nitrogen fertilizers today are aimost without exception 
produced from ammonia, principally synthetic, but 
including significant by-product ammonia. The principal 
nitrogen fertilizer materials include ammonia sulfate, 
ammonium nitrate, urea, and such multi-nutrient mate- 
rials as ammonium phosphate and nitrophosphates. Since 
it is the nitrogen content of these materials which is of 
prime importance, they are commonly compared on a 
basis of their equivalent nitrogen content; ammonium sul- 
fate contains 21 percent nitrogen, pure ammonium nitrate 
33.5 per cent nitrogen, and urea, 45 per cent nitrogen. 
Anhydrous ammonia itself contains 82 per cent nitrogen, 
ana is an increasingly popular fertilizer material for 
application directly to the soil, primarily in the mon 
developed countries where the necessary heavy investment 
ir. application equipment is possible. 

It is important to examine the economic incentive for 
the use of fertilizers, for the fact that the application of 
fertilizers increases the crop yields is only part of the story. 
The use of fertilizer is an economic advantage to the 

farmer only if the total cost of applied fertilizers is 
significantly less than the value of the increased crop 
outputs. While absolute increases in crop yields may be 
important from a governmental planning standpoint, 
the use of fertilizers is hardly attractive for farmers 
if $40 spent on fertilizers returns only $40 in value of 
increased crops. Therefore, it is of particularly critical 
importance in considering the use of fertilizers to keep 
in mind at all times the ratio between crop prices and 
fertilizer prices. It gots without saying in this context 
that the advantages of fertilizer use are adversely propor- 
tional to their cost to the farmer, and every effort must 
be made to keep the price which the farmer must pay to 
an absolute minimum. 

The total consumption of nitrogen fertilizers in the 
world is estimated at over 12 million tons of nitrogen 
equivalent in 1962-1963. This is equivalent to IS million 
tons of ammonia. Adding to this the requirements for 
industrial uses, the total demand for ammonia was 
approximately 18 million tons in 1962-1963. 

The first use of chemical nitrogen fertilizers dates back 
to the early exploitation of the natural sodium nitrate 
deposits in Chile during the middle of the nineteenth 
century. For many years, these were the prime sources 
of nitrogen fertilizers throughout the world, and produc- 
tion reached a maximum annual output of approximately 
one and one-half million tons. 

Prior to the First World War, Fritz Haber developed 
a process for producing ammonia catalytically from a 
mixture of nitrog-a and hydrogen. The first commercial 
plant using this process was built in Germany in 1910, 
and soon thereafter a number of plants were built using 
this process. Although sodium nitrate production from 
Chile has continued, the growth of materials based on 
synthetic ammonia has been so great that today Chilean 
nitrate represents less than 1 per cent of the total world 
fertilizer nitrogen supply. 

The growth in consumption of fertilizer nitrogen 
throughout the world is shown in figure I. 

As might be expected, this consumption has been 
concentrated in the areas of the world with the most 
highly developed agriculture, namely in Japan, Europe, 
and North America. These three developed areas to- 
gether represent over 80 per cent of the total world 
consumption. The individual countries with the greatest 
consumption of nitrogen fertilizers art presented in 
table 1. 
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TABLE I. WORLD CONSUMPTION OF NITROGEN FERTILIZERS, 1961 
( Thousands of metric ions nitrogen) 

Europe 

USSR  769 

Federal Rep. of Germany  618 
France  «00 
United Kingdom  4M 
'«»'y  351 
Poland  274 
Sptói  270 
Eastern Germany  245 
Czechoslovakia  145 
Denmark  124 
Sweden  106 
Hungary  1U2 
Other European  862 

TOTAL 4,926 
Africa 

United Arab Republic  190 
Other Africa  154 

TOTAL 344 
Asia and Oceania 

J»P«n  660 
China (mainland)  440 
India  219 
South Korea  200 
China (Taiwan)  I07 
Other Asia and Oceania  393 

TOTAL 2,019 
North and South America 

United States  2,750 
Mexico  'l2g 
Other North and South America  337 

TOTAL 3,215 

WORLD TOTAL 10,504 

The countries that are moat developed agricultural!} 
are at the «me time the most industrialized countries, 
and we are not surpris jd to find that the production of 
nitrogen fertilizers is concentrated largely in the same 
countries. Moreover, the amount of production in these 
industrialized areas is more than sufficient for their own 
requirements, and the trade patterns show that these 
countries do in fact provide a substantial portion of 
nitrogen fertilizers for the developing countries, as shown 
in table 2. This situation is changing rapidly, and will 
be a principal point of discussion in the present paper. 
Increasing dissemination of improved technology in the 
manufacture of ammonia and its derivative products, 
together with active industrialization programmes in 
most of the developing countries, are stimulating the 
domestic manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers in the 
developing countries where consumption levels, while 
relatively low, are expected to grow rapidly in the future. 

The manufacture of the various nitrogen fertilizer 
materiali from  synthetic ammonia,  while requiring 

Figure 1.  World consumption of nitrogen fertilizers (millons of 
metric tons of nitrogen) 

substantial capital investments, is not complex. Ammonia 
is reacted with sulfuric acid, or alternatively with gypsum, 
to produce ammonium sulfate. Ammonia is combined 
with nitric acid, itself produced from ammonia, to produce 
ammonium nitrate, and this product can be diluted with 
varying quantities of limestone to produce limed ammo- 
nium nitrate materials to reduce explosive hazards. 
Ammonia is reacted with carbon dioxide to produce 
urea. Chemical compounds containing both nitrogen 
and phosphorus can be produced in the form of ammo- 
nium phosphates by reacting ammonia with phosphoric 
acid, and in the nitrophosphates by reacting phosphate 
rock with nitric acid. 

TABLE 2. PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF NITROGEN MATERIAL, 1961 
(Thousands of metric tons of nitrogen) 

s^FVOTKvSM« Cmmmnkm 1ST 

Africa  
Alia.  

6,876 
127 

1,763 
20 

4.438 
207 

5.766 
389 

2.089 
33 

4,136 
187 

+ 1.110 
- 262 
- 326 
- 15 
+    302 
+     20 

Oceania      
North and Central America  . 

13,431 12,602 
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By far, the largest capital investment requirements are 
tied up in the ammonia plants. The manufacture of these 
various derivatives is usually the minor part of an over- 
all nitrogen fertilizer complex. Therefore, it is appropriate 
to focus attention on the various factors involved in the 
manufacture of anhydrous ammonia as the prime build- 
ing block on which a nitrogen fertilizer industry must 
be based. 

As mentioned previously, synthetic ammonia is prod- 
uced by catalyticully reacting a highly purified mixture of 
three volumes of nitrogen with one volume of hydrogen. 
Elevated temperatures and pressures are necessary for 
this reaction to take place. Even the most effective 
catalysts do not achieve significant rates of reaction 
below about 300°C, and most operations are generally 
carried out between 400 and 600°C. Increasing pressures 
are also highly effective in promoting the reaction. 
There is a considerable variation among the several 
processes used for the production of ammonia, in the 
pressures at which they operate, ranging from 100 atmos- 
pheres to as high as 1,000 atmospheres. 

There ¡s also a wide variation in the raw materials and 
processes used to obtain the purified mixture of three 
volumes of nitrogen and one volume of hydrogen, and 
the choice of these raw materials and processes is one 
of the primary variables affecting the ultimate cost of 
ammonia. 

The nitrogen for this mixture is almost invariably 
obtained, by one means or another, from atmospheric 
nitrogen, which comprises about 79 per cent of the air 
we breathe. The hydrogen can be obtained from water, 
from the hydrogen chemically combined in various 
petroleum feed-stocks, or from coke-oven gases. 

Perhaps the simplest process from a chemical stand- 
point, although quite costly compared to others used, is 
the preparation of ammonia by the electrolysis of water 
and the liquefaction of atmospheric air. Water when 
electrolysed dissociates into pure streams of hydrogen 
and of oxygen. Liquefaction of air produces separate 
streams of nitrogen and oxygen. The nitrogen obtained 
by the liquefaction of air. and hydrogen from the elec- 
trolysis of water can then combine with relatively little 
additional purification to form a suitable ammonia 
synthesis gas. Such plants are in operation in Iceland and 
in the United Arab Republic but, as mentioned previously, 
capital and operating cosis are quite high for this process. 
Furthermore, it is highly desirable to find uses for the 
two oxygen streams to provide some by-product credit 
to offset the high cost of operation. 

Synthesis gas can also be produced from coal, by two 
somewhat different methods. The older method involves 
the reaction of ccal or coke with air and steam, to produce 
a mixture of carbon monoxide t'nd dioxide, hydrogen, 
nitrogen, and various hydrocarbons. By various means the 
products other than nitrogen and hydrogen are removed, 
and a synthesis gas is ready for conversion to ammonia. 

Alternatively, coal can be reacted with a pure oxygen 
stream and steam to produce a mixture of hydrogen and 
other gases. After purification, this hydrogen stream is 
reacted with a stream of pure nitrogen from an air 
liquefaction plant to produce the desired synthesis gas. 

We turn now to the most important and commonly 
used processes by which the synthesis gas is produced 
from a variety of petroleum feed-stocks. These are the 
steam-reforming process and the partial oxidation 
process. In the reforming process hydrocarbons are 
allowed to react with steam over a catalyst at elevated 
temperatures to form hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and 
small amounts of carbon dioxide and water. It is gener- 
ally necessary that the hydrocarbons feed-stocks be free 
of sulfur. The gases leave the primary reformer with 
up to 8 per cent methane and then go to a secondary 
reformer where sufficient air is admitted to supply the 
necessary nitrogen for the final synthesis gas. In this 
secondary reformer, the methane content is reduced and 
additional carbon monoxide and hydrogen reformed. 
In a shift converter, the carbon monoxide reacis with 
steam to form additional quantities of hydrogen and car- 
bon dioxide, which is removed from the gases by scrub- 
bing, generally with monoethanolamine. The small amount 
of unconverted carbon monoxide can be converted to 
inert methane by  methanation. 

In the partial oxidation process the hydrocarbon is 
introduced with preheated 95 per cent oxygen from an 
air separation plant into a combustion reactor, where 
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, water vapour and a small 
amount of carbon dioxide are formed. There may be as 
much as "'-3 per cent solid carbon in these gases where 
heavy o. are the feed-stock. After its removal, the 
gases pass to the shift converter where the carbon mon- 
oxide reacts with steam forming hydrogen and rirbon 
dioxide. 

The use of an oxygen stream requires that an air 
liquefaction process be operated and the nitrogen stream 
from this liquefaction plant is reacted with the pure 
hydrogen obtained by the partial oxidation. This process 
is the most flexible of any of the synthesis processes and 
can be operated on natural gas, refinery off-gas, light 
hydrocarbons, heavy hydrocarbons, crude oil, or powdered 
coal. The steam reforming process is particularly adaptable 
to natural gas, liquefied petroleum gas, and light naphtha 
feed-stocks. 

There is another process involving iow-temperature 
separation, which is used on gas stream containing 
significant quantities of hydrogen, such as coke-oven gases 
and reformer off-gases. In this process, the hydrogen- 
containing gas is scrubbed with liquid nitrogen from an 
air separation plant. All gases except hydrogen are 
condensed and sufficient nitrogen is vaporized during the 
scrubbing process to provide the required 3:1 ratio of 
nitrogen and hydrogen for a synthesis gas. 

In the early days of the Haber process, the feed-stock 
used for almost all ammonia production was coal or 
coke; this situation continued up into the Second World 
War. It was not until the late 1940s that the first petro- 
leum-based ammonia plants were built, when plants 
were constructed in the United States based on natural 
gas using the steam-reforming process. As new capacity 
was needed, additional plants were constructed, invaria- 
bly using hydrocarbons as their feed-stocks, in almost all 
cases natural gas. In the 1930s, the partial oxidation 
process was developed to the point of commercial utility 
and several planta were built in the United States, ia 
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Peru, in Europe, using fuel oil or crude oil, as the basic 
material feed-stock. 

The development f catalytic reforming in petroleum 
refining industry produced significant by-product hydrogen 
streams which themselves became feed-stocks for a 
number of ammonia plants. However, further develop- 
ments in petroleum refining, particularly the hydrogen- 
treating process, produced requirements for this by- 
product hydrogen within the refineries themselves, and 
few further plants were built based on refinery hydrogen. 

Regardless of the petroleum feed-stock uses, it soon 
became apparent that substantial economies in the manu- 
facture of ammonia were possible using hydrocarbon 
feed-stocks rather than coal based processes and a signi- 
ficant shift in this direction has been taking place through- 
out the world. Japan, in particular, finding itself at a 
competitive disadvantage in important export markets, 
has effected a rapid shift from coal 10 petroleum based 
ammonia processes. 

Table 3 shows the approximate break-down of the 
feed-stock material used in recent years for the production 
of ammonia in various sections of the world. The predo 
minance of petroleum hydrocarbon feed-stocks ¡s clearly 
apparent here. 

Plants are still being built using coal or lignite sources, 
or based on the electrolysis of water. Furthermore, recent 
interest has developed in the United States in the low 
temperature separation of hydrogen from coke-oven gas 
stream on the part of the large stetl companies, and 
this raw material source will continue to be exploited. 
However, the shift towards petroleum feed-stock sources 
is anticipated to continue. 

The particular hydiocarbon feed-stock that will be 
chosen as a basis for an ammonia plant will be determined 
largely by the relative price of each of the various feed- 
stocks available in the area in which production is 
planned and to a lesser extent by the process limitations 
imposed by the feed-stock selected. As pointed out in a 
previous section, the petroleum feed-stocks that can be 
used for the manufacture of ammonia range from various 
gaseous hydrocarbons to heavy fue» oil and crude oil. 

The refining of crude oil produces a variety of separation 
fractions including asphalt, tar, and residual fuei oil ut 

TABU 3. DHTRWUTION OF RAW MATERIALS 
FOR SYNTHETIC AMMONIA MANUFACTURE, 1961 

(Peremtagt of total ammonia produci'toh) 

rnnttum 
C—i Stormitile Ort« 

Western Europe .... 
United States  

Other countries •   .  .  . 

TOTAL DtnwMmoN » 

41 
M 
36 
63 

57 

SI 
1 

33 
27 

36 

6 
4 

10 
10 

6 

2 

1 

1 

• Exctodtat CMMries with cmtnuiy planned economi«, for which 
infowmlen b imemplm. 

the heavy end through to gas, oil kerosene, naphtha 
(or gasoline), and various gaseous hydrocarbons, such 
as propane, butane, and methane The relative amount 
of each of these fractions depends on the particular crude 
oil and refinery process equipment. The ultimate propor- 
tion of the various fractions produced would under 
ideal circumstances closely match the natural demand for 
these products. However, the demand both on a world 
basis and in many individual, consuming countries is 
substantially out of balance with the relative proportion 
of the various petroleum fractions which can be obtained 
by normal refinery process*.-*. 

At the present time, the 'ight hydrocarbons which 
consist of natural gas, the IP gases (propane and butane), 
and naphtha are in world-wide over-supply. Large 
volumes of natural gas (and its contained LPG) are 
being flared or reinjected into oil fields, and there are 
substantial reserves of natural gas which remain undevel- 
oped due to insufficient markets. Similarly, the naphtha 
and in some countries the LPG produced in refining 
operations are currently in over-supply ;,nd there is 
considerable pressure to find outlets for their use. 

A basic reason for the naphtha surplus has been more 
rapid expansion in the demand for the fuel oil and middle 
distillates compared to gasoline. The rapid growth of the 
former has been accelerated by their being substituted 
for coal in many uses. The lighter ends, on the other 
hand, principally gasoline, are dependent OP the growth 
of transportation. Rather thin displacing other fuels, 
gasoline has itself been displaced by middle distillates in 
motor fuels and kerosine based jet fuels in aviation fuels. 
A further aggravating factor :n the development of the 
chronic naphtha surplus situation has been the increasing 
availability of the lighter high naphtha bearing crudes. 

The result of this surplus of the lighter hydrocarbons, 
both gaseous and in the naphtha range, has brought 
about a decline in values approaching fuel value in many 
markets. This surplus is expected to persist for some 
time. For this reason, naphtha is increasingly being 
considered as a primary feed-stock for ammonia manu- 
facture, and we expect that many of the additional plants 
to be built will use naphtha. 

Within local market areas the prices attached to various 
petroleum fractions are not entirely a matter of natural 
supply demand but often are substantially altered by 
government policies. Government restrictions on naphtha 
imports either through quotas, duties, or the imposition 
of taxes for specific purposes or the establishment of 
fixed price levels, can create an artificial price situation. 
Under these circumstances local prices may not bear logi- 
cal relation to world prices. 

Tlte prices or values of local natural gns are even more 
subject to government policy than for naphtha. Where 
gas reserves are exploited, particularly when they are 
limited, premium fuel uses are emphasized and the gas 
is priced accordingly. When available, natural gas is 
generally the preferred raw material for ammonia, due 
to lower investment and operating costs. However, in 
the absence of local natural gas, naphtha will generally 
be the preferred economic feed-stock particularly in 
view of the depressed pricing situation previously referred 
to. 
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TASLI 4. COST Or AMMONIA MANUfACTDM 

Frattu: High premure reforming 
Jtcw material: Nilurai pin 

Capacity: 400 T/SD, 140,000 T/yr. 
Fixed Investment: W* 

Process plant S.MO.OOO 
Auxilian«« 

JOO.OOO 

»/M* W«, 

Variable casts 

Natural gas      31.0 MM ITU 
Power  700 kWh 
Cuotmg water  «1 M gal 
Boilar water tata  0 3 M gal 
Catalysts, chemicals, supplies.  . . 

Vmarni ^ammiââimaaf «nia afe uffHII   FwYJejnVW CHI« 

Operating labour 1 man/shift 
Suparviaion 4 to 

li 
Maintenance     3-1/2 par cam of mvestmsM/yr 
Labour overhead 30 aar cane of operating labour i 

supervision 

Fixed catti excktaatg capital charge t 

Haut ovarhaad     70 per cent of operating labour 

0.40 12.40 
0.00» e.30 
0.015 0.94 
0.W e.27 

1 10 

21. «4 

2.10/hr 0t7 
1,000/yr 0.23 

13,080, yr O.O» 
IM 

AM 

Depreciation  
Local tax-as and inaurane* 

é-2/3 per cant of investment par j 
1-1/2 per cent of investment par 3 

TOTAL COOT or MANUMCTUM 

3.J7 

O.M 
3-40 
0.71 

S.a» 

tti.47 

la summary, we have seco the meid displacement of 
oo«l with petroleum-hnsed feed-stocks as tat preferred 
fand stock for ammoni«. This initially was ia tht form of 
ptaats bawd on natural gat; more receatly, processes 
aamf tat various liquid feed-stock malcríala have baa« 
iatroduced. The future will continue to And petroleum 
feed-stocks displacing coal ; we expect that many ammonia 
pianti ia the future will be baaed on naphtha, which will 
be ia chroaic surplus and will be priced close to fuel value 
in most areas. 

While naphtha will probably Ht a major source of new 
anasaonia plants in many areas, the availability of low- 
coat natural gas in petroleum-producing areas, such as 
Kuwait and Libya, many lead to the construction of 
large ammonia planta at these points. Natami gaa is 
diflscalt aad coitly to transport, and therefore tenda to 
be a local energy source. The recant eevesopmsnt of 

•aas of bulk shipment of refrigerated aahydroaa 
now makes it possible to consider prodaotioa 

ia large low-coat ptaats at these sources of dsaap aataral 
ana. with subaaouent aaaansnata to aejpeevg     Te>weai    e»w#wie^B^njejewew»    mmammmmm^^amwmjajmjmg    w^r 

This will he discussed in seme datasi at a later aetat m 
this pasar. 

Tarasag now to the cost of manafaiUuilag aaaakaaia, 
we présent in tabic 4 a typical coat break-down far the 
manufacture of ammonia, from which the effet of the 
several important variables can be calculated. The cent 
break-down we have showa n for a asaat making 480 
short tons of airmoms per day or 140,006 toas per year. 
These invest meat costo am shown for a mention an the 
United State* Outf Coast, aad the ptaat is 
high-pressure reforming of natami gaa. 

The nait conawsnptioa of aataral aaa, BOW, 
shown here am typical, bat these may vary 
dependmi ppoa the specific plant dratga. This | 
estimate is basad on the as» of ssaotric-m 
the compressor». 0y lubetituting gaa amjmm rat 
electric autora, the gas wans remisas weald be 
by abesst 10 miibo* ITUs par toa, assd Cat Mai awwar 

to niiigiminl) 100 kwi par 

it» ha awJaaavi ta 

m 



take care of the added expense involved in maintaining 
the fat-engine drives   It is alio possible to reduce the 
substantial   water  requirement»   shown   by   using   ¡»ir 
cooled  heat  exchangers,  hut  this   would   inerisse  the 
investment required for the plant. 

The auxiliary facilities required would have considera We 
influence on the total investment and on the cost of manu- 
facture. The estimate shown here is based on a grass 
roots plant. Of 'ht $7 1 million total investment shown, 
only 15 8 million is actually for the ammonia processing 
facilities with the dnference being required for auxiliary 
facilities such as site i mprovements. power substation*. 
buildings, coolint towers etc Storage coals are often 
substantial. In this particular estimate, storage has been 
provided for 15,000 tons of anhydrous ammonia at a 
cost of $890.000. 

On this basis and with the assumption used the manu- 
facturing cost of ammonia in this particular plant comes 
to I2*.47 per short ton of ammonia. This manufactur.ng 
cost figure is of course only for the precise conditions 
outlined in this table \f any of several parameters are 
changed, the cost of manufacture will change and it 
will be of particular intjrest t:> esa mint exactly how 
changes in these factors will affect the change of manu- 
facturing cost. 

The primary factors, whose change can materially 
affect the cost of manufacture and which >ve will examine 
here, will include the following 

<«)  Ine   si«  of plant. 
(A) The raw material uned, 
(r) Electric  power costs; 
(<f) The area in which the plant is constructed. 
If) The cost and siie of the labour force. 

Ut u* consider first the sue o. the plant In most 
cheiMccI processes, the cost of plant Investment tnneaae* 
more sk»wly than the capacity of the plant. If stent A has 
twiee Ike capacity of pia* I. the cost uf Htveatment of 
plant A will be substantially less than twice the seat of 
plant B. In other words, .he investment cost per to« of 
outs** is tees for plant A than for stent B. Taws, those 
charaes which are proportteMl to piem investment, 
such as itesrecuMMa, meuiMes, an 1 tenes, wiH he lower 
per tee) ef esstpwt n the ease ef stent A tea» M piem B. 
rurthtrmait. • lewer prent nw-aM wdl be aseeasery 
per te« ef etstgajt free* stent A »baa frem stent B. to 
give a ' 

It is possible i» pxrmss the relationship ,* im^tmKm 

costs to plant captinne-, wiih IIH rising <i/r ht putting 
the imr as** in mvesinseni ,-ost m leims „t ihr «e«t-Mv 
increases, raised io a powei les* rhnn I 4n analysis -.• ihr 
detai'tfd engineering osi. to, var,.,Us „* h,^ pr«.«^ 
relorming plant, has«) on nam, .1 gas one rxdi.l(« ** 
which was cited in the previous »HMT ,hows into the 
investment costs gl> Up by the cap», ny r„,„, ,»,„«<, „, (m> 

"'I powei I bus if the plain si/r ,< doubled rbr invest- 
mem cost in this ptnticulHi case increases hy , fmu„ ,rf 
(.'l    'I  or  I M> 

I -mg this relationship we ldn canniate ihr effect 
ot varying si/e for this parlu ular lypr ot plan- ,nd ha-e 
presented Hgures t.„ p|H„f size-, ra lfing Iron, m ton* 
per day to I (MM) i,,ns p^ ^y ,r, ,HMf, s , h)s M^ 
shows that a 2tW ion a-d«v plant would have *., m va- 
ntent vha.g, ot 164 2« per annual .on ot capacity 
whereas a I .(KM) ton-per da plant would isev* a much 
lover investment charge ,rf M6 per annual ton -d 
ammonia 

As can bt seen irom the previous cost break down 
presented several important factors art related to the 
si/e ot the investment In this break down maintenance 
charges plant depreciation lot al tases and insurant» 
*n roughly proportional to ibe total investment per ton 
of produit Therefore, all ot these charges will h* in me 
case of the i.ftf» ton-per day plant roughly two Nurd* 
<* the cost f.* a 20« ton-pe- day plant furthermore 
there will be substantial economie« m the labour and 
supervision costs in the larger plants as this work foroe 
is a relatively constant factor and does not 1 m reas« 
propeetionarry to the output of the phut 

The net sheet of variation» in p4am .i«r on the dire«! 
manufacturing cost ot a*tmon¡a. m sleeting for me 
moment profit margin is shown >n ligure II »tare *« 
»se the menefaeturing co« vare» from 1U21 g«, M 

in the case of a Wft-ton-a-day plant to $Jn ftt g«, nm „ 
r>e ease of the I.BBfM >n-eer-day plum 

As noted above there would ats<> he a suWanttalty 
reduced profit mersM nseeasary m the «w of me larger 
item t» return an eawvatent return on investment Fer 
t semais, te !sjs»m » ser #n¡ sefcwe teses m me usas 
ol rte MB tee-eet-dey stem. weeW reqMtre M per «est 
sf the »Mit mvMtmiM diarg, m „„^ %m m 

t'Ita per loa ef smaniate \m the ease ef me I 
per-dey stent, a mergm ef «eiy M.W wowW 

*4W |9w? HVnft 

Tsau S. CSme. • m kmmmu H« VMNM« *JS n.*sna 

nm lejte ÎMM» 
- .m 

M M TT • 1 111 
at iJ 1* 2.4 M 
«j lì 

ma» «te 
III Met 

1» 



hìfun H   Wmmtarmrmt nul '"' ammiimm tm IWTHNM «W pewt* 

Inwmusm      tu * i »wM uoneaMmt 
NMuntf ej*      «I « mtH«M BTt 

I de e(fsvt <rf thr ri«« mutar lai IMI cuM relaten prtncipuMy 
te the co*t t«t the w» nsateriut. ahhnwgh seme varillan 
MI »RV«MNWM W**t« «Ad HHeStment-ttSairiatli eoM» wiM 
mSUil   eepeMSing on taje meterte* ünosen.  l SM venations 
eut Ht varying m* material «M*MH «MI fee illustrated fey 
#*«<M<MMJ the range ef er Mie* uf Mtttarul gas tbrnuphout 
the world I Ken« may run from 1 í per HMMMMI ÍTDS 

M petiote um preduemg countries, te  *• < per  IWHKIH 

• it's nv íes* tavimfwi üffM *m me nuera (W a leqeifeffleilt 
«f M mtttton •TIN  per ton oí animami., raw mau rial 
»M*« Would run from II H f«f W« of IWHWWII. tor 
1 » pili   Kl fil *•  per (MI «f ammanta    fer n* e get. 
I WW»*    •W*   wtftWW    HO   «    €H^^PrPW6i   9*     •» • ' "5    HOTWOWTI 

in cost M 

fer 

•ft    aftWanManadl    añas   auaataaadl    êéaLtjat    .¿u^ián.    ta    IMI^MI 

^ÉntlB  mai 

wn* Hl* ^•HMU     naa     anfra^âaaleB^B^Bna'     ibA^^fl     Èneë     uAaaaamdÉ 
flfmngnjwy    W    RNnMWn     WfUMI    B"J    •VaW^eawaT 

•W   ^rwl   |PH*H•>    ^ff   pH*H^aHa»»0100«, 

MáñifcaaaanlÉBaí       eltanaaitn'l    ntañB>    t^r^_rggjMarA^    aaan*#*#M    En». 
••piiniB!    winvn   een^»   rwiBiiTWj   •manary   mn» 

nwJPinl   W  M WtT  H   Hae*^SP*J"eW   nMB eHF  WHOeV 

»a. ..»a*     fc^a>    tMMLlilf    tesaJMueMaaf^nmaa1    LAMí     l4»an    âWaMBaV    jaá?   ' »•1»    On*    •nawWry    rrlTfll^nnVI    FTwWI    EM    •*i»*mjmi    ••» 

togB—,-,—__    -_*? aaaaâaMknaaei 
pBmrw^Bjna)  ne»   nearmmeweexei 

FkA  ^fgug^ua^aj   alBWeJBâaâWakatJ^ÂJPlnâaBi lUtflÉ    Ulà#lÉtflÉII    sa>ft4UnaaAaBinaaaeÊ  MasasÉS 

Hn?w   ffitMVrnntt NI FOMNOO  H)  OOP MIMHHIMBBI vMrHPMBVM NI 

TIMNC differences m cost due to the variations in 
investMent nave in general a teuer effect than variations 
that migfet fee found m the COM at raw materials. For 
eaampfc, a» shown in tu Ne é. a plant based on naphtha 
wouW have a manufacturini cost of some S3 per ton 
higher than one based on natural gas, ansuming both 
raw materials had equivalent prices on a ITU basis. 
One dollar and sixty cents of this difference would be 
accounted for by the greater ITU requirement for a 
naphtha bated plant competed with * natural gas plant. 

fclectfK power costs are quite significant for the 
manufacture of ammonia, in the case of the cost break- 
down presented for the natural gas piunt, these amounted 
to K» Î0 per ton of ammonia on the basis of 9 null 
power Obviously, higher power rates would substantially 
meres»- the cost, each additional mill in the cost of power 
amounting to 70 t per ton of ammonia. If natural gas 
prices are sufficiently low, it may be preferable to consider 
gas-engine drive for compression units. Although the 
investment cost would be somewhat higher, in this case 
the savings possible through low natural-gai costs would 
more than offset this. 

tn considering Use development of the pttrochtniicaJ 
industry in the developing countries, it is important to 
esamtne the differences in cost which would arise front 
the fact that the plant is being constructed and operated 
m an industrial atmosphere quite different from that 
found in the more developed countries. These differences 
arise for many reason*, including tike general lack of 
«killed labour both for construction and operating 
purposes, the lack of adequate supervisory talent, the 
existence of government regulations imposing heavy 
burdens of licemung and controls, problemi associated 
with the limited availability of foreign exchange, and 
extended delays m plant construction. 

ft has been our experience in examining a number of 

fera plant m such an area M at tenet 30 per oent 
thon a umwar psaeit feuüt in an indnetriahatd country; 

It per seat. Thai M brsught about by several 
Ml  mat llNI  pn@6. IM NaCm   #f  rOfCtfal 

te a mwHfctr of ÜAtiilliti m cofMnicúOai 
•VB  10  IB»  pMMR COM.   w% 

•M    ñnWáMÉañnf*/    til    aMaWlnVmat   I^MnnaBVafMaBMll   naatfÉai   UÈ   Éanaft* ^w    ••xpusxwwxeamt y     nr    vvnv^^evaammr    wir rnprniniajin    BmaWwBj    mng    aamjay 

from Mfo oool IOGM 

I. 

•amaV    afaamaaaWláBnt      tal    Haaál    aWaaMaVJaW    í^lÉteal      felaal 

i aeread. It may ht neseesery te 
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TABLB 6. CotT W AMMONIA MANUFACTURE 

r>mtu: High pressure reforming 
Aw mmltriml: Naphtha 
Capacity: 400 T/SD, 140,000 T/yr 
Fixed imettment: ms 

Froceae plant 6600orjo 
Aux,,wr'«         1,JOO,000 

8,100,000 

0—MIHeë 

i eons 

***** 35.0 MM BTU (1,706 lbs) 
"""*  7.3 kWh 
C«*«» waler  70 M gel 
•miar fatal water  0.4 M aal 
Catalyst, i-hemieeli, supplies . 

Seim-mrtmUr e—u 

Oparatmilakoyr 3 man/shift 
 4 foremen 

t MireriMandant 
 Î-I/2 P» earn of invaetment/yr 
 *»»* earn of operating labour and 

supervision 

Want ovarhaad 70 par cam of operating labour and 
supervision 

»MWMation . ^li par cent of investment parvear 
Loaaii«iaaa«dinau«ii« M/2per cent of investment par year 

t «III t.ihort im 
»f SH, 

0.40 
0.009 
0.013 
0.90 

14.00 
6.43 
1.05 
0.36 
1.30 

2.80/hr 
»,000/yr 
13,000/yr 

TOTAL COSI OF MANUFATTI)«* 

23.34 

0.87 
0.23 
0.09 
2.02 

0.36 

3.37 

0.83 
3.86 

87 

5.3* 

32.47 

^"fjr1"*? J** ion*" i*"0* of »»** increaat 
», Mtt m the form of added interest on the working 

trufiaed 
cota, be*. ,„,„ „, ^„g 1BWreM <„, tjj, wor|tilll 

- TÍ!•??? *£ dl" to Mcw^y * »"PportiDi the 
rtnff Mewiiaaed with cowstructton for this longer period 

A third factor adding to cost in km induatrwli/ed 
«» i. the MAgt.«^!, y^, tnm9ormkM &M% 

'^¡¡^¿T** •**»«•* *»*• «mot be fabricated 

T^ ¿"*»*«tce of lahoiircoaUoii the toulcoet of imtnii- 
ÏUr^L6"1 * "Ü?-**1- '" ^vrtop«, coltri«, 
<*•"•••» •*• ••*•»% very much lower than .. tha more 
'***¡^J•«** *»d this o. the surface would 

ractMrtag coat of smmoasa. However, the fwaaher of 
*ari^Jl?»,"l"< »• • •*>* » fNaerairy mei tegher 
•HM WWCJW he faga* la a eajeagmrtMa s*« M aakeW 

**htl 
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labour costs which in many of these developing areas 
will actually be greater in total than in a more indus- 
trialized area. 

Unfortunately, the several variable» which can affect 
costs often work together to result in substantially 
increased ammonia manufacturing costs in developing 
countries. Markets are generally limited and the plants 
that can he justified by these domertic markets are often 
coBMderaWy smaller than larger plants now being built 
in industrialized countries. Extremely low cost raw 
"••¿•rials arc generally unavailable in the developing coun- 
triea, while plants which can be located in such petrc- 
mm producing area« as Kuwait or Libya would have 
extremely favourable costo in this connexion. Finally, 
the added COM «f coaatnsolioti and operation inherent 
m easy of the developing co—«lia» will add materially 
to the manufacturing coet. 

As an example of the possible variation in cost under 
^í^9 ^ña$ úbm*m' *» •»*• P«P»r«d estimates of 
IM sMâwCacturiag coat of M satitaury large aataMeùa 
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plant based on low-cost natural gas in a petroleum 
producing country (case A) with a smaller plant based on 
naphtha built in a relatively unindustrialized developing 
country (case B). These comparisons arc shown in table 7. 

In estimating the cost of these plants, we have made 
several assumptions, in addition to the basic variations 
in the cost of raw materials. The total investment in the 
case B plant was calculated as 20 per cent higher than a 
plant of equivalent size in an industrialized country, and 
as 5 per cent higher in case A. In both cases, operating 
labour and supervision pay rates were adjusted down- 
ward to reflect lower wage scales, but a larger operating 
staff was assumed. Labour and plant overheads were 
also increased in line with the substantially higher charges 
usually found in this category. The labour force was 
assumed the same in both cases, in spite of the wide 
difference in plant capacity. 

In addition to calculating the total cost of manufacture 
we also show the margins for each of the two plants that 
would return 30 per cent on investment before taxes. 
This margin would include taxes, profit, and general 
corporate overhead. 

Thus we see a potential f.o.b. price, on the basis of a 
30 per cent return on investment, of $28.80 per short 
ton of ammonia in a large petroleum-producing country 
versus a S52.57 price in a plant in a developing country. 
This illustrates quite well the potential advantage which 
very large plants constructed in areas where low-cost 
natural gas is available may have over plants in develop- 
ing countries. 

Recently developed techniques now permit the bulk 
shipment of anhydrous ammonia in large refrigerated 
tankers. The cost of transport by this method is higher 
per ton of nitrogen equivalent than the shipment of 
solid products. However, the differences are not so great 
as to rule out the possibility that it might be highly 
advantageous from the cost point of view to produce 
low-cost ammonia in a relatively favourable manu- 
facturing situation and ship this ammonia by tanker to 
the country of consumption, where derivative products 
could be manufactured. It hat been estimated that the 
cost of transporting ammonia on a 7,000 mile ocean 
voyage would amount to about $12.90 per ton of ammo- 
nia. This cost of transport is substantially less than the 

TABLE 7. COMPARATIVI AMMONIA COSTS 

A B 

Process: 
Si»: 
Raw material : 
Ftaed investment: 

Variable coils 

Natural gas at 5*7MM JaTU .  .  . . 
Naphtha «fO.Wlb  

High-prmsure reforming 
1,000 torn per day 
Natural gas 
114.7 million ($42.00 per 

annual ton) 

•        » 

1.S5 

a.*i 

10.16 

0.41 
1.47 
0.33 

High-pressure reforming 
200 tons per day 
Naphtha 
S3.4 million (S77.10 per an- 

nual ton) 

f         • 

13. M 
9.34 

Srmi-vmiabtt coils 

Operating labour, supervision. . . . 

24.6» 

2.06 
2.70 
1.65 

FUtdcotls 

Depredation m 6-2/3 per «MM of ¡a- 
2.79 

0.63 
0.41 

•41 

S.1J 
Local taws and liwwaw m* 1-1/2 par 

1.13 
IM 

3J3 

ft* 

%M 
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$23.77 difference in price shown in table 7. Thu« on a 
straight cost basis there would appear ample justification 
for such import. 

Nevertheless, foreign exchange requirements would be 
higher in the cases of imported ammonia, since, unless 
special barter arrangements were possible, the entire 
pnce of the imported ammonia would be payable in 
foreign exchange. In the case of domestic production 
only a portion of the costs would require foreign exchange' 
including those associated with construction costs such 
as imported equipment and construction supervision, 
and such components of operating costs as raw materials 
and spare parts. Therefore, generalizations on the relative 
cost of manufacture must be tempered by the particular 
foreign exchange requirements applicable in a given 
developing country situation. Furthermore, the very 
natural desires on the part of the developing countries to 
erect their own manufacturing plants where possible 
would lean towards the choice of a domestic plant even 
though absolute cost considerations show this to be at a 
substantial disadvantage. 

While it is therefore possible on the basis of foreign 
exchange limitations and national industrialization pro- 
grammes to justify plants which might be at a disadvan- 
tage with more efficient plants elsewhere, the magnitude of 
the disadvantage, as shown in the illustrations cited, is 
sufficiently large that import of this important fertilizer 
raw material should certainly be given at least preliminary 
considération, since the effect of such a low cost could be 

substantial in reducing the price of fertilizer within a 
»ven uevelopmg country. Furthermore, the additional 
costs often associated with plants constructed and ope- 
ITÍ ll ^^P'nscountries would suggest that every 
enort should be made to minimize unnecessary costs, by 
way of government policy in facilitating the rapid con- 
struction of the plants, and the elimination ot burden- 
some rules and regulations which tend to increase the 
cost and delay completion. 

Summarizing the various changes in the petrochemical 
manufacture of ammonia with particular relevance to 
tne implications for developing countries, we see a rapid 
shin towards the use of petroleum feed-stocks as a source 
of ammonia with particular emphasis on naphtha as a 
preferred low-cost material. The increasing availability 
of naphtha generally should permit many developing 
countries to erect sufficient plants based on this raw 
material. 

At the same time, we may expect to see the construction 
of a substantial number of very large-sized plants in the 
more industrialized countries and in petroleum producing 
countries, with associated low manufacturing costs. 
These will increasingly put the smaller plants that may 
be constructed in developing countries at a price disad- 
vantage and may suggest the desirability of importing 
ammonia to manufacture further derivatives. The con- 
struction of increasing numbers of tankers for transport 
for anhydrous ammonia in bulk will make auch ocean 
transport of ammonia increasingly feasible. 

m 



3. ECONOMICS OF AMMONIA PRODUCTION IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Samuel Strelmoff, General Salee Manager, Chemical Conttruction Corporation, 
United State» of America 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At a recent symposium held in Augusta, Georgia, 
United States, 6-17 April 1964, on the subject, " The New 
World of Agriculture", several papers were presented 
which indicate an urgency in meeting the food require- 
ments of our planet. At the present time there are over 
3 billion people living on this planet, and over 2 billion 
of us are living on a diet which is barely sufficient to 
maintain us in moderate health. By the year 2000 it is 
expected that there will be over 6 billion of us who will 
have to be provided with adequate food. Some scientists 
strongly advise satisfying the hunger of the people by 
the following methods: (a) making use of as yet unutilized 
animal and vegetable proteins, (b) cultivating by revolu- 
tionary means edible living organisms in non-soil media; 
(c) synthesizing food material from inorganic raw mate- 
rials. However, Mr. Jan Bauderwijn, Chairman of the 
Fertilizer Industry Advisory Panel of the United Nations, 
author of Freedom /rom Hunger Campaign advises us to 
concentrate our present efforts on increasing world food 
production by more intensive application of chemical 
fertilizers. 

A conservative estimate shows that one ton of plant 
nutrients (N-P-K) can produce an average of ten tons 
of basic food. One ton of basic food provides approxi- 
mately 5,000 calories per day for one year. Based on the 
average world intake of 2,400 calories a day per person, 
one ton of basic food provides enough calories for two 
people to live on for one year. Consequently, one ton of 
plant nutrients (N-P-K) provides the food for at least 
twenty people. 

Mr. Bauderwijn estimates that by the year 2000 the 
world will consume 100 million tons of plant nutrients. 
At the present time (1961/62), the world production of 
N, P,0, and K,0 totals 31.3 million tons. But very few 
countries have achieved a high level of fertilizer application. 
The average fertilizer consumption in the Netherlands, 
according to the FAO 1962 Review, is 215 kg N., 108 kg 
P,0, and 133 kg K,0, or a total of 556 kg per hectare. 
In Japan the equivalent figure is 312 kg per hectare, and 
in Belgium, it is 360 kg per hectare. 

Take, for example, the nitrogen production and con- 
sumption, and the per capita and per-acre nitrogen 
consumption of twenty-five selected countries, as listed 
in table 1. The more industrialized countries are also the 
countries consuming more nitrogen fertilizers per capita. 
The western European countries, the United States, 

China (Taiwan), Japan and the United Kingdom are in 
the upper consumption range —i.e., over 8 kg N per 
capita. Developing count ics like ihe Republic of Korea, 
Peru, and the United Ar ib Republic are in the medium 
consumption level of 3 to 8 kg N per capita. India, the 
Philippines and the developing countries of Latin America 
are in the lower level of consumption of 0.5 to 3 kg N/w 
capita. The consumption of nitrogenous fertilizers in the 
world as a whole was 3.2 kg N per capita in 1961, with 
P,0, and K,0 consumption also, oûd!y enough, at about 
3.2 kg per capita. In order to raise these figures to a 
conservatively desirable level of about 6 kg N per capita, 
even at the present world population level, an estimi ted 
investment in plant facilities of about SI2 billion would 
be needed (1). 

The need for nitrogenous fertilizers is well understood 
in India, Indonesia, Iran, Pakistan, and some other 
countries. Great efforts have been made in recent years 
to create large production facilities. However, it will 
take much more investment capital and time than has 
so far been planned to bring these heavily populated 
countries to the required level of self-sufficiency in 
nitrogen fertilizers. 

The manufacture of nitrogen fertilizers is a capital- 
intensive industry in that the percentage of fixed charges 
(which includes 10 per cent of plant investment costs for 
depreciation and 10 per cent, to cover insurance, taxes 
and interest on capital) in the total manufacturing costs 
of, for example, ammonia or urea is in the order of 
35 per cent to 45 per cent. Thus any improvement in the 
basic process which tends to reduce investment ha< a 
big impact on the cost of production. Because of signi- 
ficant improvements in fertilizer processes, the cost of 
production of basic fertilizers like ammonia and urea 
have shown a downward trend. 

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS INDUSTRIAL METHODS 
FOR AMMONIA PRODUCTION 

Ammonia is produced commercially by reacting hydro- 
gen and nitrogen over a catalyst under pressure (300- 
500 atmospheres) at elevated temperatures (45O*-S80*Q 
according to the following equation: 

N.+ 3HÎ2 2NH, (I) 

While the nitrogen required for the synthesis gas is 
o'joined from air, the hydrogen is derived from chemical 
reactions involving carbonaceous fuels, such as wood, 
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TAKLE 1. NITMXKN FERTIGER PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION ,N VAWOW COUNTRY íN THF WORLD 

In thousands of Metric Tom of l Gained Ni,rogt„ (i„ ordtr of per capita c^ump.ion) 

Preemakm 
19*1162 

Denmark  NJ| 

Netherlands  435.4 
United States  2,936.0 
Norway  285^4 
France  774.3 

Federal  Republic of Ger- 
"»ny  1.113.8 

Belgium  252.3 
Czechoslovakia  144 | 
China (Taiwan)  (55.0 
SP»">       m.s 
*>\êSIA  281.8 
United Kingdom  445.6 
'»P»"  1,088.6 
tartufai  54.9 
Rep. of Korea  34.1 

«•'y  68<J.7 
Peru  3] 2 
United Arab Rep  106.5 
Canada"  286.0 
USSR  940.0 

*»»l  12.0 
Philippines  7 4 

Pakistan  24 2 
In*»*  109.9 
China (mainland)  Ni. 

Cmummplw» 
ISÍII62 

133.6 
242.9 

2,903,0 
49.8 

624.7 

621.4 
103.2 

•146.2 
121.3 
327.2 

•274.0 
496.4 
69Í.2 
68.4 

214.0 

346.7 
42.3 

191.9 
•90.6 
859.0 

55.1 
54.7 
62.1 

•283.1 
200.0 

Population 
miliums 

July I960 

4.58 
11.5 

180.7 
3.59 

45.5 

55.6 
9.15 

13.7 
10.6 
30.1 

29.7 
52.5 
93 2 

8.92 
24.7 

49.4 
10.9 
25.9 
17.9 

214.4 

65.7 
27.5 
92.7 

432.6 
646.5 

Consumption 
*». nitrogen 
per «pin 

1960161 

27.0 
19.5 
15.1 
13.3 
12.4 

II.I 
10.9 
10.7 
9.7 
0.2 

9.1 
8.8 
8.1 
7.2 
6.9 

6.7 
6.4 
6.2 
3.6 
3.6 

1.0 
0.9 
0.8 
0.5 
0.3 

Consumption 
*». il roten 
ptr hectare 
arable lana", 

1960161 

44.5 
215.2 

14.8 
59 
26.4 

72.3 
105.9 
26.9 

120.0 
13.4 

16.9 
63.3 

124.0 
15 

104.7 

21.0 
28.1 
71.2 

2.2 
3.4 

3.5 
6.3 
2.5 
1.8 
1.9 

SOURCM: FAO, FtrtiUttrs (19«), 
N.a. - not available, 
'1960-61 Bgmw. 

lignite, coal, natura' gas, naphtha, fuel oil and crude oil. 
Some hydrogen is obtained from electrolysis of aqueous 
solutions such as brin« or caustic potash. Basically, th? 
process steps in the production of ammonia are: (a) gas 
preparation; (*) gas purification; and (c) ammonia 
synthesis. At present there are five routes for gas prepa- 
ration which have commercial importance. They are: 
(a) steam reforming; (*) partial oxidation; (c) water gas 
production; (d) electrolysis; and (e) extracting hydrogen 
from petroleum refinery fades or coke-oven gases (see 
figure I). Of these, the steam reforming and partial 
oxidation have the greatest future potential for providing 
synthesis gas for ammonia manufacture. 

A. Gas preparation processes 

Since the Second World War the trend has been awav 
from the use of solid fuels which involves high costs of 
maintenance and material handling. It is interesting to 
note that an ammonia plant built in India in 1945 using 
wood from the forest was recently scrapped and replaced 
by a plant utilising the partial-oxidation of naphtha for 
gas preparation. Naphtha was chosen as the raw material 
because of lack of natural gas. 

During the last ten years, the world-wide trend has been 
to use natural gas, where it is available in sufficient quan- 
tities. Natural gas is converted to a hydrogen-rich gas 
by a catalytic process, the socalled "Gas Reforming 
Process ", according to the chemical reaction : 

CH, + H,0 ï± CO + 3Ht (H) 
This operation is followed by a " shift reaction " in which 
the carbon monoxide is converted to more hydrogen 
according to the taction: 

CO + H,0 a CO* + H, (HI) 

About 81 per cent of the United States production of 
ammonia used the natural gas-reforming route. Other 
routes of gas preparation used in the United Sutes are 
through the use of coke-oven gas, petroleum refinery gas, 
acetylene off-gas and by-product hydrogen from elec- 
trolysis of brine. 

B. Gas reforming processes 

The standard gas-reforming process is based on the 
reaction between methane and steam at 750*C and 
1-2 atm. pressure. In 19SS the pressure used in the refor- 
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Row motorloli 
Nitrofonout fertjiliort 
(maximum nltroain contont, %) 

Ammonia - 02% N 

Urta - 4o% N 

Ammonium nitrato - 33% N 

Ammonium «oliato - 21% N 

Ammonium chiorida - 26% N 

Ammonium tulfur 
nitrato - 24% N 

Calcium ammonium 
nitrato-21% N 

Mono-ommonlum 
photpneto - (11-M-0) -11 » N 

Diammonlum photphato 

(lo-«e-0)-le%N 
Nltrophoophoto 

(2O-2O-0) - 20% H 

Figure I. Ammonia production — raw maleriah and nitrogenous 
materials 

ming operation was increased to about 8 atm. at an 
ammonia plant designed by Chemico for Escambia 
Chemical Company in Florida. Late in 1960 a Chemico- 
designed reforming installation, operating at 18 atm. 
went into operation at Toulouse, France (2). Recently 
Chemico and Foster Wheeler (3) have installed reformers 
operating at 21 atm. The new plants under construction 
in the USA and United Kingdom use gas or naphtha 
reforming at 28-32 atm. 

The high pressure reforming process provides signi- 
ficant savings in the production cost of ammonia (4). 
This is illustrated in table 2, based on a specific example. 

The advantages of the use of higher pressure are: 
(a) The product gas from the reformer is at a higher 

pressure, reducing the compressor horsepower neces- 
sary to raise the gas to synthesis pressure; 

(b) Natural gas, which is generally available at high 
pressure, can be directly utilized without letting down 
pressure; 

(c) Better heat recovery from steam-condensate of the 
process gas is possible at the higher level; 

(d) Equipment and piping of smaller size can be 
used; 

(e) The CO converter is more efficient at the higher 
pressure; 

(J) The CO, removal system is more efficient and 
compact. 

The disadvantage of higher pressure is unfavourable 
methane-steam reaction equilibrium. However, this has 
been overcome by the use of higher temperatures in fur- 
naces. New techniques have been developed to cope with 
engineering design problems at these high pressures and 
temperatures. 

C. Liquid fuel processes 

A significant advance has been the development of the 
partial-oxidation process. In this process, hydrocarbons 
are oxidized under pressure in a flame reaction, with 
either pure oxygen or oxygen-enriched air, to produce a 
gas containing hydiogen and carbon oxides. This conver- 
sion, shown in equations IV ¿nd V, is a non-catalytic 
reaction conducted at pressures up to 32 atm. (5). 

TAIU 2. COM» «MON OF imuim CONSUMPTION rom NATURAL OAS-asroutiNO 
AT nan 

Basis: 200 ton per day ammonia plant 
(Assuming no air-preheater is UMd. Three atterriate pretture lévele) 

TM mm. 
i mm.) 

IO mm. 
(¡SO mm.) 

11t 

%thmw 

Power (total kWh to compre« lyn- 
thceis-fu to SS3 pdg. only) (cost: 
7 muí» per kWh)      3.M*       26.92       3,3«9       2S.12 

Boiler feeciwater (gpm. at 220*F) 
(cost: »001 pergal.)         lOi *0t 106 6.37 

Steam (net export) credit (coti: 
»60 per 1,000 lb)       1,100 0.66      (1,300)    -0.7»      (¿000) 

CooUng water, gam (cost: 10.02 per 
IrOOOgmk).      4,606        3.33       4J14 SM 

Fuel (net. gM et 30* per 1,000 ft») ta 
œota/hr        230      26J3      244.1 27.13 

Total production cost per boor lor 
tynthees) gas at M3 pskj. . . . 6342 63.61 

3,294 23.06 

112 6.71 

(2¿00) - 1.20 

4.160 4.99 

33.36 

231 29.43 

61*1 

•TINN agent 
ptsfrtMkhlMT. 

an rar HBMtniiwi only tad ate bated on a 
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or, 
4CH4 + 208 -. 4CO f 8H, 

C,Hy + x/20,   . xCO 4 y/2H, (V) 

There are a variety of partial-oxidation processes 
available.Texaco, Shell, Koppcrs-Totzel, O.N.I.A. and 
others (6). The important advantage of the partial-oxida- 
tion process is its feedstock flexibility. It can handle 
gases, liquid fuels up to Bunker C, or even solid fuels 
and frees the ammonia plant from limitation to the avail- 
ability of raw materials. Many countries without ade- 
quate natural gas resources have adopted the partial- 
oxidation process for their ammonia manufacture using 
liquid fuels, often imported. 

Both the Texaco and Shell processes operate at pres- 
sures of about 32 atm. More recently, the Texaco process 
has been adapted to operate at a pressure of as high as 
82 atm. The subsequent steps oi CO conversion and 
CO, removal can be also operated under these high 
pressures with better efficiencies in more compact and 
less costly equipment. Compression costs for the CO. 
and CO removal are reduced. 

The principal disadvantage of the partial-oxidation 
process has been the necessity of a low-temperature sepa- 
ration plant to produce the pure oxygen needed for the 
process. 

D. Naphtha reforming processes 

There are several naphtha reforming processes which 
have been developed recently. The Imperial Chemical 
Industries Ltd. has a naphtha reforming process which 
uses steam and naphtha ia the primary reformer followed 
by air addition to the secondary reformer (1), while the 
Chernico naphtha reforming process is a one-step pro- 
cess in which air, steam and naphtha are simultaneously 
reacted in a single catalytic-reformer unit. Both these 
processes operate at pressures of 22-28 atm. which reduces 
the power requirements for the ammonia plant. Higher 
pressures are restricted only by the strength of high- 
temperature alloys. Since the steam reforming process 
using naphtha has lower investment and operating coste 
than the partial oxidation alternate, the naphtha reform- 
ing processes could displace the latter as a means for 
ammonia production in many countries where naphtha 
is m excess supply compared with natural gas. The cost 
for the naphtha reforming plant is reported to be about 
15 per cent higher than a natural gas steam reforming 
plant of the same capacity (7). 

E. Future trends 

Some of the process routes for gas preparation, with 
further technological improvements, may become econo- 
mical in the future, They are : (a) the use of internal 
combustion engines to produce ammonia synthesis ps 
along with directly usable power (8), and (*) the use of 
atomic energy to supply endothermic heat for reforming 
reactions. 

F. Gas purification processes 

The gas produced by the methods outlined above 
usually contains a high proportion of CO which is con- 

verted into H, and COa by the water-gas shift reaction. 
Atter that the CO, is removed and finally the gas is 
cleaned to give a total carbon-oxides content of less 
than 10 ppm. Recent developments in CO cu-wersion 
relate mainly to catalysts of improved activity while 
operating at a lower temperature. Such catalysts have 
been developed by Svenska in Europe, Girdler Catalysts 
and Catalysts and Chemicals, Inc. in the U.S.A (9) 
Since the CO conversion equilibrium yields lower CO 
i. .ower temperatures, CO removal is more efficient with 
these newer catalysts which operate at lower temperatures 
Changes in CO converter design (10), as well as the use 
of heater saturator towers ( 11 ) in tandem with the conver- 
ter, are incorporated in ammonia plants built recently. 

With the development of the new catalysts, the tradi- 
tional two-stage CO conversion step with two CO 
removal units has been replaced by a single converte? 
but using two catalyst beds with interquench, followed by 
one CO, removal unit. This results in considerable savings 
m investment and utilities such as steam, electricity and 
cooling water. With the advent of higher activity CO- 
oxidation catalyst, the CO content of the gas entering 
the final clean-up stagt fell from 3 per cent to about 
0.6 per cent. 

G. CO, remova! 

There have been several process advances in CO. 
removal in the past decade. The cold water scrubbing 
process, which requires high water circulation rates, gave 
way to the more efficient and compact monoethanola- 
mine (MEA) absorption system. High steam consump- 
tion and corrosion problems were some of the earlier 
disadvantages of the MEA system. The introduction of 
the hot carbonate system by Chernico for the first time 
in 1955 at the Escambia plant proved the superiortity of 
this process. It was particularly effective on the natural 
gas reforming process, and since steam and cooling water 
requirements were lower, a reduction in the size of the 
heat-exchanger equipment was effected. Next came im- 
provements in the hot carbonate system which includes 
the Giammarco modification using an arsenic additive 
and the Catacarb process using an undisclosed non-toxic 
additive. Both these processes claim to produce lower 
CO, content in the treated gas. They also claim lower 
liquid circulation rates end smaller energy requirements 
than the original hot carbonate process. As noted earlier, 
the changes in CO conveHon technology have brought 
the MEA system back in:o favour. With the adoption 
of high pressure gas reform processes and the single- 
stage CO-converter, heat economy is better with a single 
MEA system than with the potassium carbonate system. 
Some new solvent processes are also being developed by 
Fluor, Shell and Hydrocarbon (12), but none of these 
seem to have been operated on an industrial scale yet. 
An excellent review comparing the economics of several 
alternate CO, removal processes has been made by 
J. Jennett (13). ' 

H. Final clean-up of CO and COt 

Final clean-up of synthesis ¿as to remove CO and CO, 
to less than 10 ppm was originally accomplished with the 
classic copper-liquor process. This procesa had the draw« 
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back of higher maintenance costs because of corrosion 
problems involved in the use of ammonical copper solu- 
tion at high pressure. In addition, the users of this process 
have been involved in the serious problem of stream pol- 
lution in the neighbourhood of the plant. Therefore, the 
alternate process of methanation becomes economically 
attractive. In the methanation process, both CO and 
CO, are reduced to less than 10 ppm by conversion to 
methane over a nickel catalyst according to equations VII 
and VIII. 

CO J  3H3^:CH4 + H,0 (VII) 

CO, 4 4H, i=i CH4 + 2H.0 (VIII; 

The methanation process, originally used only ultra 
high pressure synthesis processes (drude, Casale) (14), 
has now been adoptee* by medium-pressure synthesis 
processes and has almost completely replaced the copper- 
liquor process in ammonia manufacture. The loss of 
valuable hydrogen as methane and the bightr purge losses 
of ammonia with higher inert s in the gas, are the principal 
disadvantages of the methanation route. They aie more 
than offset, however, by other advantages of the methan- 
nation step such as low investment cost, low operating 
cost and simplicity of operation. 

In plants employing oxygen as a process raw material, 
liquid nitrogen from the air-separation plant is used for 
the final clean-up of synthesis gas of its CO and CH4 
content. This i.: also the case for ammonia plants using 
the off-gas from a partial oxidation acetylene plant as 
the feedstock for production of synthesis gas. This 
method of CO removal is known as " nitrogen wash ". 

I. Ammonia synthesis 

Although no new process has been introduced for 
ammonia synthesis in the past decade, the trend has been 
towards adoption of the moderate pressure proteoses 
operating at 300 to 330 pirn. Such processes as 
Kellogg, Chemico, and Fauser are preferred over the 
higher-pressure processes of Claude and Casale operating 
in the range of 600 to 1,000 atm. 

J. Catalysis 

The only improvement in the catalyst was the intro- 
duction of the triple-promoted iron oxide catalyst by 
Cyanamid and Topsoe. This improvement while helpful 
has had a minor marginal effect only, since conventional 
catalyst is already a highly efficient material. 

K. Converter design 

Some intrinsic changes in the mechanical design of the 
converter have been introduced which result in better 
temperature cor rol or better steam economy. Chemico's 
converter has been modified to include a triple-tube in the 
catalyst-basket design. The middle tube acti as an insu- 
lator to even out the temperature profile in the catalyst 
bed (15). Another step forward was the use of a steam- 
recovery system either inside or outside the ammonia 
converter to utilize the sensible heat of the product gas. 
Both Montecatini and Chemico have installations in 
operation which produce by-product steam from the 

converter. The steam produced (up 0.95 tons of steam 
at 250 psig per ton of ammonia) results in a significant 
reduction of ammonia production cost, particularly 
in areas of high steam cost (16). 

L. Compresor design 

Improvements in compressor -esign also have kept 
pace with ammonia technology. The compressors with 
integrated services including air compression, recycle 
gas pumping and make-up gas compression, help reduce 
the cost of compressors and associated piping in the 
ammonia plant. The recently developed large capacity 
centrifugal compressors for the compression of synthesis 
g; s has led to considerable changes in the technological 
schemes for large production units of 500-600 T/D, 
resulting in const ' ble change in the economics of 
ammonia producilo,. 

M. Converter capacity 

The size of the ammonia converters has increased 
from the 120 tons per day prevailing in 1950 to 600 tons 
per day capacity since 1962. Both Kellogg and Chemico 
have recently designed converters with capacities of 
600 tons per day. Thus the capacity of thf converters 
has increased 500 per cent in the past twelve years, and a 
converter with a capacity of 1,000 tons per day is on the 
drawing boards now. The great impact of the higher 
converter capacity is felt in the lower operating costs, 
including utilities, maintenance, etc. Both the mechanical 
engineer and the metallurgist have aided the chemical 
engineer in this accomplishment. A similar trend is also 
noted in larger single-units for gas reforming, gas puri- 
fication, etc. 

III. THE COST? OF AMMONIA PRODUCTION 

The advantages of larger capacity single-train plants in 
preference to multi-fain plants is illustrated in figure II 
which shows comparative costs of battery limits ammonia 
plants at various capacities. Lack of flexibility in operation 
and maintenance in c single-train plant is overcome by 
using spares for critical rotating equipment like compres- 
sors, pumps, etc., or by using two units of each rotary 
item with 60 per cent rated capacity. 

As indicated in figure II, the cost of an ammonia plant 
is not a rigid figure. Its tctual value depends on many 
factors such as the designed rating, the number of trains 
to make up the rated capacity, the type of raw material 
available, the process selected, the distance over which 
the plant equipment has to be transported, and the cost 
of erection labour. 

In building ammonia plants in developing countries, 
it is usually necessary to allot a larger portion of the 
investment to yard facilities and utility accessories 
than that commonly allowed in highly industrialized 
countries. 

It is of course not advisable to make estimates without 
knowing the details of local conditions. All that can be 
said as a guide is that a plant producing 200 metric 
tons of ammonia per day may cost in the order of 
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Hjure II. Erected costs of ammonia plwus-eomparhon of single vs. mulli-trains 
(using partial oxidation process with naphtha) 

Bui.: Erected cosi of 80 m.T/D ammonia plant using naphtha partial oxydation i. 1.0. 

$50.00 to $75.00 per annual ton capacity, depending on 
the factors just mentioned, on battery-limit basis. 

Likewise, the manufacturing cost is dependent upon 
many factors largely local in nature. Of course, the major 
item in the manufacturing cost is the cost of raw materials 
This item could account for 25 to 50 per cent of the total 
cost depending upon the kind of raw material and its 
price. 

When operating very large single-train unite on natural 
gas the cost of production can be very low indeed A 
figure of $24.00 to $25.50 per metric ton of ammonia 
has been given, based on the cost of natural gas at $0 20 
per million BTU. 

When the ammonia plant is of a moderate capacity 
the manufacturing cost will not be that low. When raw 
materials other than natural gas are used, the cost will be 
SrîL • in the *** of natural «*»• Reo«»t estimates 

•ÍA^
W
 ^«ufacturmgcost of ammonia as $39.00 

to $40.30 per metric ton based on naphtha-steam reform- 
ing at a plant capacity of 120,000 metric tons per year 
(see also table 3). ' 

IV. ECONOMICS OF AMMONIA MANUFACTURE 
m mi UNITOD STATES OF AMOUCA 

The current capacity of the anhydrous ammonia plante 
in the United States (figure Hi) as of 1 January 1964 is 
7.6 million toas distributed among eighty-seven individual 
Planto operated by fifty companies. By the end of 1964 

the total capacity will reach the level of 8.7 million tons 
per year. Enough new ammonia plants have been planned 
to push the total to over 10 million tons by 1967. Of this 
total capacity, 81.2 per cent is based on natural gas as 
the raw material, 10.9 per cent on petroleum refinery 
gas, 5.2 on by-product hydrogen from chlorine cells, 
1.5 per cent on coke-oven gas and 1.2 per cent on fuel 
oil, as of I January, 1964. 

Although the new plants are very large single-train 
units, the majority of the ammonia plants in the United 
States are of medium size. The capacity of individual 
units of the plants built during the Second World War 
did not exceed 75 T/D. The Korean War brought into 
being units of 150-200 T/D capacities. Only rather 
recently have the individual capacity of the converters 
been increased to 300-400 T/D, and now these converters 
are operating at 600-700 T/D and the latest developments 
is to use converters of over 1,000 T/D. 

In spite of these very attractive economics for the pro- 
duction of ammonia in large single-train units, the small- 
sue ammonia plants (60-100 T/D) are still being built in 
the United States. The main justification for such small 
units lies in the fact that small units serve to meet local 
needs which otherwise can only be met by paying expen- 
sive transportation costs. 

Due to the steady advancement in the technology of 
ammonia manufacture in the United Sutes, the price of 
ammonia on the open market has been very steady while 
prices of other commodities had risen appreciably (see 
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TAKE 3. AMMONIA PRODUCTION COST m SHOUT TON or NH, w. PLANT SIZINO 

Tons/day 

UT 

1. Natural gas/ton 
31,000 SCF at 20c7cuft       6.20 
33,500 SCF at 20 cVcu ft  

2. Operating labour cost 4 men/shift +  I 
supervisor ($3/hr)       6.00 

3. Plant overhead, management, fringe«, etc. 
100 per cent then 2       6.00 

4. Electric power 
62Î kWh at 8 tVkWh       5.25 
55 kWh at 8 «VkWh      

5. Cooling water 48,000 gals AT = 32 Fat 
2 ^/M gals       1.00 

6. Make-up and boiler feedwater at H/M gal       .05 

7. Maintenance costs at 21/2 to 3 per cent of 
capital investment      2.60 

8. Taxes (real estate at 2 per cent battery 
limits capital investment)       l.M 

9. Interest at 5 per cent on capital cost (1st yr. 
basis)       4.30 

10. Amortiation at 10 per cent a yr       9.00 

TOTAL    42.20 

100T KOT KOT MOT WOT 

6.20      6.20       6.20       6.20 
6.70 

3.60 1.80 1.20 0.90 0.60 

3.60 1.80 1.20 0.90 0.60 

5.00 4.80 4.80 4.10 
.44 

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.3S 

.05 .05 .05 .05 .05 

2.10 1.75 1.45 1.25 0.90 

1.60 1.40 1.15 1.00 0.70 

4.20 3.50 2.90 2.00 2.10 

1.00 7.00 5.75 5.00 4.20 

35.35     29.60     25.70     23.60     17.67 

Noi* : These prie« are based on natural gas cost of 101 per I million BTU. For production costs Sol* : Thess pnces are based on natural gas cost or IO t per 
based on natural gas other than 201 per million BTU (see Agare IV). 

art IM»«/ 

table 4). This steadiness of price it currently pointing 
to a downward trend at more ultra-large-size ammonia 
planta are now under construction and still larger ones are 
being planned. 

V. ECONOMICS OF AMMONIA PRODUCTION 
IN OTHER INDUSTRIAL COUNTRIES, 

JAPAN AND WESTERN EUROPE 

Before discutting the economics of ammonia manufac- 
ture in developing countries it it valuable to take a glance 
at the economic« of ammonia production in the highly 
industrialiMd countries other than the United States, 
Take Japan, for example. Japanese agriculture depends 
heavily on chemical fertilizers. Its demand for nitrogen is 
not much below that of the most intensive consumer, the 
Netherlands. In spite of the fact that the Japanese Islands 
have not been endowed by nature with large depositi 
of natural gat and petroleum, the Japanese productive 
capacity for fertilizer nitrogen which is mostly ammonia 
and its derivatives is exceeded only by the United States, 
the Federal Republic of Germany had the USSR (flg. IH). 
In 1963/64, Japan's production of nitrogen was about 
1,400,000 metric tons compared with the following : USA 
S,0üü,000 metric tons. Federal Republic of Germany 
1,600,000 metric tons and USSR 1,300,000 metric tons. 
Rawest news from Japan skews that in *PJ*^*J>ffi 

of ajnmoaia capacity over the domestic needs, 
there aw new programmes underway for farther «panden 
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Figure IV. Manufacture cost of ammonia made from natural gas 
at   arious single-train capacities 

of manufacturing facilities. Up until now, the Japanese 
ammonia industry has been based primarily on the use of 
individual units of 50-200 T/D. But the new programme 
calls for single units of 500 T/D and larger. Only in the 
last decade have the Japanese ammonia plants been gra- 
dually switching from solid fuels such as coal, coke 
and lignite to natural gas and liquid fuels. The relatively 
small reserves of natural gas have forced the Japanese to 
use liquid fuels imported from abroad. Partial oxidation 
processes, described above, have permitted the Japanese 
to use crude petroleum as the raw material for making 
ammonia. Besides crude oil, Japan can use the certain 
products and by-products of the oil refining industry 
such as naphtha and by-product hydrogen. In this parti- 
cular case of naphtha, the recently developed steam- 
reforming process will be very useful. 

Until the Second World War, the manufacture of 
ammonia in European countries in both the West and 
the East was primarily based, with but a few exceptions, 
on the use of solid carbonaceous fuels. At that time 
there were already, however, a few plants in which the 
by-product methane was converted to hydrogen via the 
steam reforming or other cracking processes. In Norway 
and Italy certain amounts of ammonia were obtained 
from electrolytic hydrogen. The discovery of huge 
deposits of natural gas in Southern France, in the Po 
Valley in Italy and more recently in the Netherlands has 
now induced the synthetic ammonia industry to switch 
over from solid fuels to natural gas as the banc raw 
material for the generation of hydrogen. This real revo- 
lution in the fundamental economics of this important 
industry is obviously controlled by the more advanta- 
geous economics of producing ammonia from natural 
gas. The same pattern takes place in Japan where, how- 
ever, the lack of large deposits of natural gas is compen- 
sated to a wry large extent by the uw of imported crude 
oil and the by-products of the oil rnflnina industry la 
France nearly 30-60 per cent of the ammonia in 1963-64 
are being produced from non-solid fuels. By 196t over 
90 per cent win be mad« from ama or liquid furia. The    p 
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same is true for Italy. Under such circumstances, it is 
relatively obsolete to present the economics of the pro- 
duction of ammonia from solid fuels. 

However, it is to be noted that in the Federal Repu- 
blic of Germany the ammonia industry is still tied very 
strongly to coal and lignite. In the Netherlands up until 
the present time ammonia is largely produced from coke 
or coke-oven gas This is also true for Belgium. In all of 
these countnes the arrival of natural gas has not neces- 
sarily been fol owed by th* reduction of the consumption 
of solid fuels. In order to allow the solid fuels to maintain 
heir present position, the price of natural gas supplied 

to the ammonia industry is artificially equated to the 
price of the solid fuels. For instance, in the Netherlands 
it is maintained at a level of about 501 per 1 million BTU 
while in Texasand Louisiana the gas is priced at 20 i and 
less per 1 million BTU. This pricing in the Netherlands 
is definitely dictated by a desire to maintain the coal 
industry at a competitive level. 

¡n IK "¿'i? ¥*? St?dy for K 1,00° T/D ••°n¡a plant 
in the Netherlands, the operating cost of ammonia seems 
to be obtainable at a level of S32.00-S35 per ton on the 
basis of 50* per 1 million BTU for natural gas. This 
compares quite advantageously with older plants in 
which the cost of ammonia produced from coke or coke- 
oven gas was, and still is, over $50.00 per ton. 

VI. ECONOMICS IN TUB DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

A. Agricultural requirements 

,T
DT

¿ * W"Parkcr'the retired Assis<an« Director-General 
(Technical) of the Food and Agricultural Organization 
indicated in 1962 that more than one-half (52 per cent) 

TAILS 4. AMMONIA MUCH IN THI UNITED STATU 
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of the world's population is undcr-nourithed. If the 
present rate of growth of the population remains unchang- 
ed, the food requirements will be inrreised by 75 per 
cent in 1980 and 168 per cent by the year 2,000. For the 
Far East the requirements will have to be increased by 
119 per cent and 306 per cent, respectively. To achieve 
such fond supply targets the production of chemical 
fertilizers will have to be increased proportionately. 
According to FAO data, the farm output index in the 
USA has increased (1947/49 = 100) from 72 in 1935 to 
124 in 1958, corresponding to the increase of fertilizer 
consumption index from 29 to 166 for the same period. 
World consumption of fertilizers was about 2 million tons 
(N +- P.O. * K.O) in 1905. 9.2 million tons in 1939, 
27.1 million tons in 1959/60, and 29.3 million tons in 
1961/62. 

In the developing countries which together account for 
more than two-thirds of the world's population, they 
consume less than 15 per cent of the total chemical and 
commercial fertilizers whereat the more industrialized 
but lest populous countries use mort than 85 per cent. 
in India the future fertiliser needs were estimated at 
7.28-7.6 million tons of N, P.O, and K,0 in 1910. It 
has been estimated that the fertilizer needs for the other 
developing countries together amount to about 40 mil- 
lion tons of plant nutrients per year. This compares with 
present use of less than 5 million tons in all the develop- 
ing countries while the world's total consumption it 
about 30 million toas. The 40 million tons of plant 
nutrients per year would require staggering financial 
efforts to raise probably over S billion dollars. 

Of course all thai need not be achieved at once, but a 
start in the direction of self-sufficiency it desirable. Since 
ammonia manufacture it a highly technical operation, 
it cannot be started on too small a scale. The minimum 
economical size of an ammonia plant varies with local 
conditions, as already discussed in taction HI above. 
Among the developing countries, conditions regarding 
raw material supplies, power facilities and transportation 
facilities are more or lest ail different. But in an average 
cast the question of a minimum economical size of an 
ammonia plant hat been studied. At the conferee« on the 
Development of the Fertilizer Induetry in Asia and the 
Far East tpoaaored by tie Uniteti Nation« Icoaotak 
Commission for Asia and the Far East and the Bureau 
of Technical .Katwtance Operations held at Bombay, 
India, on 12 November to 2 Dseetaèer IttJ, a view wee 
expressed that a single-traía amásense plant of 125-190 
metric toas per day capacity was i 
mical for the developing scaatries. After the Arati 
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economical types of raw materials such as coal coke, 
lignite and even wood, as <n Travencore. The Nangal 
plant uses hydroelectncal power to generate hydrogen by 
electrolysis and low-temperaiu'e distillation of air to 
obtain nitrogen New plants under construction in India 
will use natural gas in Assam and petroleum refinery hy 
products in Trombay. The future raw materials for 
nitrogen fertilizer in India will probably rely more 
and more on petroleum and its hy-produc. Most of 
this petroleum will have to be imported. The example of 
India, with its huge agricultural requirements and insuf 
ftoently developed natural resources, is not necessarily 
typical of all developing countries. But the study of India 
will lead to certain conclusions which should be of 
interest to most of the countries in short supply of 
fertilizers. 

Where raw materials for making ammonia and nitrogen 
fertilizers are plenty, such as countries in the Persian 
Gulf region where petroleum and natural gas are avail- 
able in almost unlimited quantities, it might be econo- 
mical to build plants to make more fertilizers than are 
needed locally, and to export the surplus to countries where 
•elf-suffkiency has not yet been achieved. But this involves 
trading on the international market which will be dis- 
cussed in more detail. For the moment we mav note the 
example of Trinidad aad Tobago, where local demand 
for ammonia it at yet aoa-exiatcnt but where a private 
company last year balk a large ammonia plant with an 
output of 600 tont per day. Most of the product from 
thn plant it exported to aad consumad m the UnáteJ 
Statai. The reason for the success of such a venture it the 
availability of a very rich supply at very low coat of a 
basic material, natural gas, ia Trinidad and Tobago 
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over great distances al comparatively low cost, and are 
being utilized to an increasing extent as raw materials 
for ammonia synthesis in area* which do not have a local 
«apply of natural or refinery gas. 

The liquefied petroleu.n gases, propane and butane 
<LH,) may also be shipped, although the »hipping costs 
¿re greater than for the heavier hydrocarbons, since either 
pressure or refrigerated tankage is required Consequently 
(hese products have found limited use in ammonia 
production 

Petroleum naphtha, which is the name commonly 
given to mixtures of hydrocarbons from pentane to 
¿•can* is frequently available in substantial quantities 
A* a relatively low-cost product of oil refining. Conse- 
quently, it has become an important raw material for 
'he production of hydrogen for ammonia synthesis. 

Two netfco* are presentiy available for the production 
of hydrogen from pstroleum naphtha One of the« is 
«o«-eatalytic partial owdetion. Several commercial 
processes are available at present for carrying out this 
>pe>atioa, which may use any gaseous or liquid hydro- 

carbon as feedstock, and so may be used with naphtha. 
The second method for producing hydrogen from 

naphtha M by catalytic atea« reforming, similar to the 
process so widely used with natural gas. The me of 
naphtha in the stoam-refursmng process has been made 
possible by the development @f special catalysts for this 
purpose leverai eoamente* nave developed such cata- 
lysts and are presently bwJdtag plants fer proéacing 
hydrogen from petreseam naphtha by the ttaeia-reformtng 
procees 

The principal method areaently available for the etih- 
«atìeaof fuel oil or crude oil for rise production of 
hvefcomm for ammonia synthesis M non-caulytk partial 
!•£"»: ** .— *»•**•»* ••«, «ny «antat» or 
'•«l«*» hywraaarbM may be need fer htámoek in partial 
j ig •  AIM *J ___.,  * 
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petroleum refining technology, this is not the case In 
fact a judicious analysis of the entire project, including 
modern petroleum refin.ng techniques, as well as petro- 
chemical operaron*, will almost always result in the 
development of a potentially profitable manufacturing 
complex. • 

Today it is possible to adjust the product distribution 
of a petroleum refinery to almost any reasonable re- 
quirement. Most oí the very powerful tools available for 
this adjustment are based on the rJativly new processes 
utilizing hydrogen ,2), (3). This utilization of hydrogen 
in the petroleum refinery is of the utmwt importance 
if an ammonia plant is part of the iver-all manufacturing 
facility As has already been shown, the first unit in 
ammonia manufacturing facilities produces hydrogen 
wh,ch can be used not only for ammonia synthesis but 
also can be purified to supply the requirements of the 
hydrogen-consuming processes in the petroleum refinery. 

tt/
Tíe.Mvm** ,n such *n arrangement are obvious. 

With this portion of the plant being largei. a reduction 
in the cost uf hydrogen as well as ammonia will be 
effected, thereby making the entire project more atfactive 
financially, while at the same time adjusting the petro- 
leum refinery product distribution. 

From the foregoing it can be aeen that close co-ordi- 
nation between petroleum refining planning and nitrogen 
fertilizer facility planning it essential in order that the 
project may approach the optimum utilization of raw 
material as closely as possible. Conversely, any attempt 
at analyzing one project without the other could very 
possibly result in abandonment of what actually could 
be a potentially attractive project. 

The inai products from a nitrogen fertilizer manufac- 
turing facility will, m general, bs compounds of ammonia 
rather than anhydrous ammonia itself. At the present 
time, the application of anhydrous ammonia directly 
to the soil is steadily increasing in the United States 
However, it will probably be tome time before the teca- 
**f*j **ttdties inherent in this operation can be suffi- 
ciently simplified to allow signiAcant use on the basis 
of low investment required for the neceswsry application 

la view of the many possible nitrogen compounds, 
it weald he extremely «met* te generabas on invest- 
•anis far the entire complex However, because of the 
as* of ammonia m any of these rrmpnnadi, an evalua- 
tion of the ammonia manafacturing facility alone will 
•©rmaWy be wntkient for preliminary analysis of the 
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gas holder for mixing it is possible to arrive at the required 
synthesis gas mixture required for ammonia synthesis. 

In 1948, roughly 50 per cent of the nitrogen production 
K !£«Wurld derivcd iU Mrogen from water-gas but 
oy 1955 this was reduced to approximately 13 per cent (4) 
Tim reduction was due mainly to the phenomenal growth 
of steam-hydrocarbon reforming. 

Depending upon the availability of raw materials, this 
system still has a place in modern ammonia manufactur- 
ing, even though the investment required is much higher 
and in general the manufacturing costi are much higher, 
ro illustrate the magnitude of increased investment and 
manufacturing costs of the solid carbonaceous material 
gasification, the cost of such a plant would be almost 
twice the cost of an equal size steam-hydrocarbon 
reforming plant and the total manufacturing cost would 
be something over one and one-half times that of a 
similar steam-hydrocarbon reforming plant (5). 

• Tîîfuneit group of raw "»««rial» would include heavy 
liquid hydrocarbons such as whole virgin crude oil on up 
to very heavy vacuum reduced crude. In this caae, the 
heavy hydrocarbon materials are oxidized in the presence 
of a limited supply of high purity oxygen. This results 
m the production of hydrogen along with carbon mon- 
oxide. The carbon monoxide is reacted over a catalyst 
with steam to form more hydrogen and carbon dioxide. 
Carbon dioxide is removed by MEA scrubbing and the 
small amount of residual carbon oxide» aie removed by 
wMhing withi liquid nitrogen, thus producing a synthesis 
gas suitable for ammonia reaction (6). 

In the instances where lighter hydrocarbons are unavail- 
able, this system can be applied quite successfully 
However, due to the severe operating conditions in the 
partial oxidation reactors and the necessity of installing 
an air liquefaction plant for the »upply of nitrogen 

UL?0!?* " nìto mon e*pen»ive than steam-hydro^ 
carbon reforming and also somewhat more difficult to 
operate. 

An ammonia manufacturing facility baaed on partial 
oxidation would initially cost approximately 25 per cent 
more than an equivalent steamhydrocarbon reforming 
proem and, at the same time, the ammonia produced 
from such a unit would cost somewhat over 11 per cent 
more. Figure I is a simplified Flow Sheet of the synthesis 
gas preparation section of a partial oxidation type 
amnonia manufacturing facility. 

The third group consists of hydrocarbons ranging 
rrom naphtha through natural gas or methane. If raw 
material of this type is available then this is unquestion- 
ably the most economical method for manufacturing 
ammonia. As »hown in figure II, feed gas is desulphurized 
mixed with steam, preheated, and then admitted to the 
primary reformer. Primary reformed gas, containing an 
appreciable amount of methane, is further reacted with 
air over additional catalyst in the secondary reformer 
producing gas containing carbon o\ides and steam, and 
hydrogen and nitrogen in the desired ratio for ammonia 
synthesis. 

Condensate is added to the secondary reformer effluent 
and the mixture flows to a heat exchanger which preheats 
the reed-*team mixture to the reformer. Leaving the 
preheater, the gas enters the first bed of the CO converter 
and is then quenched with steam and condensate before 
entering the second bed of the CO converter. The heat 
content of the converted gas is utilized to preheat metha- 
nator feed and then to supply regeneration requirements 
for the Girbotol CO, removal system. Condensate 
formed in the reboilcr is removed and the process gas 
flows to a shell and tube cooler before entering the CO, 
abaorber. Here, essentially all of the CO, is removed by 
counter-current scrubbing with lean amine solution from 
the regeneration section. 

SVJ• the lbMrber » Preheated by heat exchange 
with the CO converter effluent to the required temperature 
tor the mcthanation reaction. The residual CO and CO. 
are reacted with hydrogen to form methane and water 
ine methanator effluent is cooled in a shell and tube 
exchanger before entering the synthesis gas compressors. 

Rich amine solution from the absorber flows to the 
regeneration tower after heat exchange with the lean 
solution teaviBi the¡base of the tower. In the regenerator, 
ta« CO, ta stripped from the solution with steam generated 
in the reboiler. The CO, overhead is cooled and delivered 
at «bout 2 pu, Le«,, „lution leaving the heat exchanger 
ILfÄ^ £ awSheH "* tube exchanger and pumped to 
tne CO, abaorber to complete the cycle. 

The primary reformer furnace is fired with natural 
gas or any suitable distillate fuel. The purge and flash 
gate» rrom the ammonia synthesis section are also 
burned in thia furnace, A warte heat boiler and econo- 
«»aawrecover heat from the primary reformer stack gas 
Mdjimrate the »team required for the operation of the 
ptaat (7). 

H)di'Wt»i     M.P. COiWft 
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V. AMMONIA SYNTHESIS »OCBSSBS 

Ammonia is manufactured by reacting nitrogen and 
hydro§«i together at high temperature and pressure in the 
presence of an iron catalyst. Ammonia synthesis gas. 
containing a mùtui« of one volume of nitrogen and three 
volumes of hydrogen, is passed over an iron catalyst at 
temperature« of 400 to 550-C and at pressures from 100 
to 1,000 atmospheres. A portion of the synthesis gas 
usually between 10 and 20 per cent, is converted to 
ammonia. The gas leaving the catalyst is cooled to 
condense the ammonia and permit its recovery as liquid 
ammonta, while the remaining synthesis gas is recirculated 
over the catalyst, along with fresh make-up synthesis 
gas. The over-all yield of ammonia from the synthesis 
|M is in exec« of 90 per cent and will vary »lightly 
dvtndtaf upon the purity of the synthesis gas used 
(tee figure HI). 

There axe mor« than three hundred synthetic ammonia 
manufacturiag plants operating or under construction 
in the world today, ranging in capacity from about 
thirty tonn per day to six hundred tont per day. About 
two-thirds of these plana operate at 230to 330 atmo- 
lPryiw""" «d * mctio* temperatures of 450- to 
MO-Q the« being similar to the conditioiu used in the 
0neüLII,£r.ü?ceH' 6nt «P«*»* conmefdnHy in Germany is 1913. 

A smaller number at plants nee „ 
of 900 to 1,000 srnwispherst, sad a 
>t preensree ranging down to 1001 

Higher  operating pressures give m#ner  operating pressures give higher annasala •" 
»°»*wij« pw ss« through the cnta^ and penntt *• 
«pnfritliia of ths «nawsJe nrodnct by uniillng las pi i 
*T?Í" wî5r•*•**«. «o» I»*»it required for ton 

i offhe feed-gas mixture, sad 
equipment to required for (naher 

As the operating pressure is decreased to 200 atmo- 
spheres or less, larger refrigeration capacity is required 
to separate the product ammonia from the circulating 
gas stream, and the yield of ammonia per pass decreases 
as well. 

The optimum choice of operating temperature and 
pressure for the ammonia synthesis process will depend 
on a number of factors, including plant size, purity of 
synthesis, gas available, and temperature of the cooling 
water supply (8). 

There are two trends quite noticeable in ammonia 
synthesis plant design at the present time. One of these 
ii the design of large ammonia plants ranging in size 
from 600 to 1,200 tors per day capacity. These depend 
on the availability of an adequate supply of low-cost 
process material, usually natural gas, plus a large ammo- 
nia market close by, or the availability of low-cost water 
transportation. For example, liquid ammonia is now 
being shipped from South America to the United States 
and Europe in tank ships that can carry 9,000 tons of 
ammonia. 

The design trend in these large planta is toward the 
use of centrifugai compressors for synthesis gas compres- 
sion, and toward the use of operating pressures in the 
range of 150 to 200 atmospheres. The centrifugai com- 
pressors may be driven by gas turbines or by steam tur- 
biate, and their ase resalto is s marked decrease in main- 
tenance over the reciprocating compressors previously 
need, sad a great decrease is the number of operating 
sate required, which sfanpttlWs the piping and reduces 
**        Ear of operatisg personnel required. 

The Mcond trend in ammonia plant desigli at present 
to towards the desia sad eonatraction of relatively smell 
ammonia plants that are prefabricated or "package" 
niants. These consist of s number of factory sis—bad 
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unit» — compressors, catalyst vessels, gas purification 
unit«, control centre, etc., that can be »hipped to a 
plant site, connected together and placed in operation 
m a few week»* time, a» contruted with the erection 
period of several months or a year required for a field 
erected ammonia plant. Typical example» of this type 
of plant are the sixty and one-hundred-ton-per-day 
AMMOPAC plants bong built by Girdler Corporation. 
Figure IV shows a typical sixty-ton-per-day AMMOPAC 
installed in the State of Texas in the United Sutes. 

VI. LAKOE versus SMALL AMMONIA PLANTS 

The decision as to whether to build one very large 
ammonia plant as opposed to several smaller plants 
represents a very complex problem because of the ex- 
tremely detailed marketing and transportation analysis 
that must be made for each individual venture. Figure V 
shows approximate battery limits ammonia plant invest- 
ments based on prevailing United States Gulf Coast 
construction costs. Figure VI shows the cost of producing 
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ammonia from various size plants based on today's cost 
of natural gas, electric power and general utilities in the 
same location. As stated before, an approximation can 
be made from these numbers for investment and manu- 
facturing cost for the partial oxidation system, again 
on United Sutes Gulf Coast basis. It should be noted 
that the investment figures given are for battery limits 
plants only and the addition of offsites could almost 
double those numbers for a complete grass roots facility. 

At first glance, it would appear that the most econo- 
mical approach to the manufacture of ammonia would 
be to build the one very large plant that would be required 
to supply the entire needs of a developing nation. The 
error in this conclusion is in the fact that cost of transpor- 
tation has been neglected. Returning to the hypothetical 
case presented in the first part of this paper, if one 
400 ton per day plant were built it would then be required 
to supply nitrogen fertilizers to all areas ofthat country - 
whereas, if four  100 ton-per-day AMMOPACs were 
strategically located throughout this country the average 
distance that the ammonia would have to be transported 
would be reduced considerably. In fact, in a country of 
even moderate geographical size this could easily amount 
to an average savings of 300 miles per ton of product 
shipped. Using the average railroad freight rates prevailing 
m the United Sutes of America today, this would be the 
same as adding about $11.00 per ton to the coat of the 
ammonia  delivered  from one 400-ton-per-day   plant 
over that from four 100-ton-per-day plants. Thia, applied 
to a 400-ton-per-day ammonia production, could amount 
to about $1,500,000 per year savings by strategic location 
of the smaller plants. 

Another very important, but possibly more obscure 
advantage is the reduction in time required to fet imo 
production afforded by the AMMOPAC. Ot>viou*ly, 
a 400-ton-per-day ammonia plant would have to be fieíd 
erected as its phytJcal dimensioni would be modi too 
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large to permit skid mounting. The field erection on 
such a plant outside the United States would require 
about twenty-two months up to the point where the plant 
would be producing ammonia. Whereas, the 100-ton- 
per-day AMMOPAC, being almost entirely fabricated 
ma shop under controlled conditions of both weather 
and quality of workmanship, would require only thirteen 
months Eight months of this would be procurement 
and fabrication in the shop, two months for shipping and 
no more than three months for final field erection An 
example of this technique was recently covered by most 
ot the technical magazines in the United States of Amer- 
ica when the Girdler Corporation in Louisville, Ken- 
AwLZ£d an entire Prefabricated 60-ton-per-day 
AMMOPAC on one LST in Louisville, Kentucky, from 
whence it was shipped directly to France. 

A third, and very important, advantage of entering 
the nitrogen fertilizer manufacturing business via the 
small unit is the fact that it allows a developing nation 
to enter this field with a much smaller initial investment 
by doing so in a step-wise fashion. One approach to 
this procedure would be to start out with one 100-ton- 
per-day plant and, as the market developed and the econ- 
omy improved, the additional capacity would be added 
one plant at a time until all four had been installed 
As can be seen from figure VI, the cost difference between 
producing ammonia in a 400-ton plant as opposed to a 
100-ton plant is roughly $6.00 a ton, but it has previously 
been shown that a savings of $11.00 a ton might be 
realized by the strategic location of smaller plants. In 
addition to this economy, the installation of the smaller 
plants would result in nine months additional production 
due to the shorter schedule. If the ammonia was sold at 
say, $92.00 a ton at the plant and the cost of manufactur- 
ing was $26.00 a ton, the additional revenue in this 
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nine-month period generated by only one 100-ton-per- 
day AMMOPAC would more than represent the total 
difference in investment between one 400-ton-per-day 
plant and all four of the ultimate 100-ton-per-day 
AMMOPACs. This additional production because 
of the nine months' difference in schedule — could easily 
result in the addition of one complete growing season 
to the over-all economy of the developing nation and 
could substantially shorten the time required to generate 
sufficient capital to afford installation of the additional 
plants. 

As noted before, it is impossible to generalize on an 
international basis so as to present economics adequate 
for detailed analysis of any given set of conditions 
existing in each of the various developing nations. 
However, during the course of the conference adequate 
time should be available for discussion of specific cases. 

VII. UTILIZATION AND DISTRIBUTION 

The ammonia produced in a synthetic ammonia 
manufacturing plant is obtained as a high purity liquid, 
containing about 99.8 per cent ammonia and 0.2 per cent 
water. This product will cither be used as it is, or con- 
verted to chemical derivatives such as nitric acid, ammo- 
nium nitrate, calcium ammonium nitrate, ammonium 
sulphate and urea. 

The use of fertilizers is very seasonal, with the greatest 
usage taking place in a period of one or two months 
each year, generally in the early spring. Since ammonia 
must be produced at an even rate throughout the year 
to make effective use of the manufacturing plant, it is 
necessary to provide large-scale storage facilities for 
ammonia and its derivatives. 

Liquid ammonia is somewhat lighter than water (its 
specific gravity is 0.62 at 60°F), and has a boiling point 
of -28°F at atmospheric pressure. Consequently, it 
must be stored under pressure if kept at ambient temper- 
ature. The vapour pressure of liquid ammonia is approxi- 
mately 200 pounds per square inch gauge pressure at 
100"F. Ammonia is sometimes stored in uninsulated 
steel tanks with capacities up to about 100 tons each. 
This type of storage is used only to a limited extent, 
because of the large quantity of steel required for the 
pressure tanks. Ammonia is sometimes shipped in unin- 
sulated steel tank cars, which contain about 26 tons 
each. 

Some use is being made of insulated steel spherical 
storage tanks whkh contain about 2,000 or 3,000 tons 
of liquid ammonia, stored at a temperature of about 30°F 
and 45 pounds per square inch gauge pressure. The 
liquid alimonia is kept at this temperature by auto- 
refrigerahon, that is by allowing the liquid to boil, and 
then compressing and reliqucfying the resulting vapour. 

The principal method now being used for storing large 
quantities of liquid ammonia is to store the ammonia at 
atmospheric pressure in insulated steel tanks which 
contain the ammonia at -28*F. The ammonia is main- 
tained at this temperature by auto-refrigeration, with 
the ammonia vapour being continously recompretsed, 
liquefied and returned to the storage tank. Single tanks 

have been built with a capacity as high as 30.000 fons. 
Such a tank might be 160ft in diameter and over 80ft 
high. While many of these large storage tanks are located 
adjacent to ammonia manufacturing plants, others ;;rc 
located at terminal points where liquid is supplied from 
barges or ships, and then is unloaded from the storage 
tanks either for sale or for use in adjacent plants making 
ammonia derivatives such as ammonium nitrate. Re- 
frigerated ships arc now hauling loads of as much as 
9.000 tons of liquid ammonia from South America io 
both Europe and North America. 

While ever-increasing amounts of ammonia arc being 
used as fertilizer by the direct injection of liquid ammonia 
into the soil, the bulk of the ammonia is converted to 
other products before it is used as fertilizer. Nitric acid 
is a major component of nitrogen containing fertilizers. 
It is produced by the catalytic oxidation of ammonia 
with air, followed by absorption of nitrogen oxides in 
water to produce nitric acid. Nitric acid is a very reactive 
and corrosive material, and is ordinarily converted to 
other products at the time and place of manufacture, 
with only sufficient storage being used to provide operat- 
ing flexibility. 

Ammonium nitrate is produced by reacting nitric acid 
directly with ammonia. It is dried and sprayed to produce 
pellets or prills, which consist of pure anhydrous ammo- 
nium nitrate, and which are then coated with 2-3 per cent 
of an inorganic coating agent such as diatomaceous 
earth, and are bagged to give fertilizer grade ammonium 
nitrate, which contains 33.5 per cent nitrogen. This pro- 
duct is one of the main fertilizers made from ammonia. 

Ammonium nitrate may be stored as the 83 per cent 
liquid product from the reaction of nitric acid and ammo- 
nia, and then converted to »olid prills during the fertilizer 
sales season. In this case, it is stored in large tanks which 
may contain 10,000 tons or more of ammonium nitrate 
solution. In other cases, the ammonium nitrate is conver- 
ted to solid prills, bagged, and the bags are stored in 
warehouses until the fertilizer season arrives. Warehouses 
may store 10,000 to 20,000 tons or more. 

Calcium ammonium nitrate, containing 20.5 per cent 
nitrogen, or thereabouts, is produced by mixing limestone 
or dolomite with ammonium titrate solution and prilling 
or granulating the product. It >$ a less concentrated source 
of nitrogen than ammonium nitrate, but is favoured in 
areas where thy- soils need th* addition of lime as well 
as nitrogen. 

Another major fertilizer product is urea, which is 
made by reacting ammonia with carbon dioxide. It is 
rapidly increasing in production because of its high 
nitrogen content (46 per cent) and its wide field of appli- 
cation (9). 

The carbon dioxide required for urea is ordinarily 
supplied from carbon dioxide recovered as a by-product 
during the production of ammonia synthesis gas, so that 
urea manufacturing is usually carried on adjacent to 
ammonia production. Urea is produced as crystals, 
prills and as aqueous solutions. The prills may be stored 
in bulk in warehouses, or in bags. Storage facilities for 
20,000 tons or more of urea are in use to provide inven- 
tories for use during the peak fertilizing season. 
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Mixtures of pmmonia, ammonium nitrate, urea and 
water in various combinations, are in common use as 
nitrogen solutions, containing specified percentages of 
fertilizer nitrogen ranging as high as 49 per cent N. 
These are in common use for direct application as ferti- 
lizers, and also are used for blending into mixed fertilizers 
to provide the required nitrogen content. These solutions 
may be kept in large storage tanks, and can be shipped 
in tank cars and tank trucks, so they represent a sub- 
stantial outlet for ammonia in a form that can be readily 
stored shipped and used. 

Ammonium sulphate produced by reacting ammonia 
with sulphuric acid, and then crystallizing and drying 
the product to produce a fertilizer containing 20.5 per 
cent N, has been a standard fertilizer for many years but 
is now being displaced by ammonium nitrate and urea. 
Ammonium sulphate production requires a supply of 
sulphur or sulphuric acid in addition to ammonia, and 
produces a fertilizer of relatively low nitrogen content, 
as contrasted with ammonium nitrute and urea, which 
have higher nitrogen contenu and which are produced 
entirely from ammonia and ammonia by-products. 

Sodium and potassium nitrates have been used for 
many years at nitrogen containing fertilizer materials 
the principal source being the natural deposits of sodium 
nitrate in South America. Like ammonium sulphate, 
the relative importance of these products is declining, 
as compared with ammonium nitrate and urea. 

Complex fertilizer», prepared by digesting phosphate 
rock with nitric, phosphoric or sulphuric acids, followed 

by ammonit'hon and blending with potash salts are 
becoming an increasingly important outlet for ammonia 
and nitric acid, since both of these products are used in 
he manufacture of the complex fertilizers. These ferti- 

lizers are produced in a wide range of formulations with 
varying nitrogen contents, and may be stored in bulk 
in warehouses, so they provide a means of storing ammo- 
nia for peak fertilizer seasons. 
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5. PROCESSES FOR PRODUCTION OF CONCENTRATED FERTILIZERS 

liane Banthien, Hoechu-Uhde International Gmbh, Federai Republic of Germany 

The NP and NPK fertilizers contain side by side 
nitrogen, phosphoric acid and potash, the most important 
nutrients for good plant growth. In the field of agriculture 
the use of NPK fertilizers brings about considerable 
labour savings as compared to the application of single 
fertilizers. The desire to likewise cut the cost for trans- 
portation and storage led to the development of the 
concentrated complete fertilizers, typical examples of 
which are the products NPK 15/15/15 and NP 20/20/0. 
100 kg of NPK 15/15/15 are equivalent to the following 
quantities of single fertilizers: 

71.5 kg sulfate of ammonia 
75.0 kg superphosphate . . 
25.0 kg potassium chloride 

15kiN 
15 kg P.O. 
!5kgK,0 

ï 71.5 kg = tote! quantity 

Today, concentrated complete fertilizers form an 
essential part of the fertilizer production in Europe and 
in the United States of America. It is quite obvious that 
the production of fertilizers should also be initiated as 
soon as possible in developing countries. 

The following are the most important questions 
connected with the production of concentrated complete 
fertilizers: 

(1) What formula should be chosen? 
(2) What process should be chosen? 

With reference to question: (a), a formula in which 
the proportional weight relation of N, P,0, and KtO 
is 1: 1: 1 to approx. 1: 1: 0.5 will be in order for common 
agricultural cultures. Since nitrogen represents the most 
importent plant food and as it should repeatedly be 
applied to the soil in always sufficient quantities, a single 
nitrogen fertilizer should be kept available for dunging 
the soil during vegetation besides the NPK fertilizer. 
Including these additional amounts of single nitrogen 
fertilizers, the proportional weight relation of nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid and potash will now be: 2: 1: 1. 

This again means that 50 per cent of the total amount 
of nitrogen required should be produced and applied in 
the form of an NPK fertilizer and the remaining 50 per 
cent in the form of a single fertilizer. The above formulas 
and proportional relations of the nutritive substances are 
physiologically and statistically established values. Yet, 
for the chemical composition of the NPK fertilizers and 
for the choice of relevant manufacturing processes other 
considerations will have to be taken. 

With reference to question (A), in principle, for the 
nitrogen component the choice is to be made between 

sulfate of ammonia and ammonium nitrate. Sulfate of 
ammonia is less hydroscopic and its action somewhat 
slower than that of ammonium nitrate, yet, its use causes 
soils to consume larger amounts of calcium. 

If sulfate of ammonia is applied permanently, the 
soils will become sour. A yearly amount of approxi- 
mately, 100 to 200 kg CaO/ha (200 to 400 kg of calcium 
carbonate) will have to be added to the soil in order to 
make up for the CaO losses caused through the use of 
sulfate of ammonia. Sulfate of ammonia contains 75 per 
cent of sulfuric acid, which in turn means that in countries 
that do not dispose of sulfur deposits of their own, 
high expenditures for sulfur imports will become neces- 
sary. 

Finally, mention must be made of the fact that the use 
of sulfate of ammonia having a nitrogen content of 
only 21 per cent is lew rational than the application of 
e.g., ammonium nitrate containing 33 per cent N or 
urea containing 46 per cent N. Ammonium nitrate 
which in Europe is given preference to other nitrogen 
salts is produced exclusively from ammonia, which means 
that from ammonia also the nitric acid required for the 
production of ammonium nitrate is produced. 

The increased hygroscopicity is disadvantageous for 
ammonium nitrate as compared to the less hygroscopic 
sulfate of ammonia. Yet, the hygroscopically more favour- 
able behaviour of the sulfate of ammonia by no means 
implies that in tropical climates first class and possibly 
moistureproof packing of this salt —that is soluble in 
water —could be abandoned. In this connexion it is 
pointed out that fertilizers containing ammonium nitrate 
should best be packed in plastic bags. Hence, such bags 
made of polyethylene or PVC should be used in any 
developing country as packing material for nitrogen 
fertilizers. 

The above comments on sulfate of ammonia and ammo- 
nium nitrate apply in the same form to the complete 
fertilizers which contain these substances. The complete 
fertilizers can be produced by either using nitric acid or 
sulfuric acid. When using sulfuric acid the leu hygro- 
scopic complete fertilizer of sulfate of ammonia and 
ammonium phosphate will be obtained, while when 
using nitric acid as in the Hoechst Process for the produc- 
tion of complete fertilizers, complete fertilizers contain- 
ing ammonium nitrate with dicalcium phosphate and 
ammonium phosphate as components of the phosphoric 
acid will be obtained. The special features and charac- 
teristics of the above two processes are dealt with in the 
following sections. Here, the economic advantages of the 
Hoechst Process for the production of complete fertilizers 
on the basis of nitric acid deserve special attention. 



A. PROCESS USINO SULFURIC ACID 

Phosphoric acid is produced from rockphosphate 
and sulfuric acid. By neutralization of phosphoric acid 
or a mixture of phosphoric acid and sulfuric acid by 
means of ammonia, ammonium phosphates or mixtures 
of ammonium phosphate with sulfate of ammonia 
will be obtained. 

Using customary granulating equipment the primarily 
produced salt suspensions are processed to granulated 
NP products. In this way formulas, such as NP 18/46 
NP 19/19, NP 20/20 can be obtained. 

The phosphoric acid contained in the neutral products 
is completely soluble in water. By adding potash salts in 
the granulating process various NPK products can be 
obtained. 

In setting up the complete production plant, the follow- 
ing installations  are  required: 

(a) Plant for the production of sulfuric acid. 
(ft) Plant for  the   production of phosphoric acid; 
(c) Neutralization and granulating plant. 

In the plant for the production of phosphoric acid 
approx. 400 to 450 tons of gypsum per 100 tons PtO, 
will be obtained as by-product. The entire amount of 
calcium in the rockphosphate is contained in this waste 
product, whose utilization (e.g., as gypsum for construc- 
tion purposes) is difficult and whose removal may require 
high costs. The entire process is frequently used for the 
NP and NPK products although the consumption of 
sulfuric acid per 100 tons P.O, and 100 tons N amounts 
to approx. 600 tons H «SO« in the NP product. 

B. Hoechst-l'hde   PROCBSS FOR THE PRODUCTION  OF 
COMPLBTB FERTILIZERS  USING NITRIC ACID (SEE FIGURE) 

In this process, rockphosphate is processed to concen- 
trated NPK products and ammonium nitrate/limestone 
(ANL) by means of nitric acid and ammonia. Waste 
products are not obtained hereby. From rockphosphate 
and nitric acid a solution of phosphoric seid and calcium 
nitrate is first produced, from which by means of cooling 
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Figure I. Flowsheet - Hoechst process for the production of 
complete fertilizer 

and crystallization 50 to 70 per cent of calcium nitrate 
is removed and separated in crystalline form. 

The mother acid strongly enriched by phosphoric 
acid is neutralized with ammonia and further processed 
to NP and NPK products in customarily used granulating 
equipment. Hereby such products as NP 17/24, NP 20/20 
and the well-known NPK products as e.g., NPK 15/15/15 
are obtained. 

The calcium nitrate obtained in the process can be 
evaporated directly to the calcium nitrate fertilizer. Yet, 
of great advantage is the processing of the salt to ANL 
which is achieved by using ammooia and carbon dioxide 
(from the ammonia production). 

While in process A above per 100 parts P,0, — as e.g., 
in NP 20/20 — only 100 parts of nitrogen are produced! 
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with the Hoechst Process for the production of concen- 
trated complete fertilizers up to 190 parts by weight of 
nitrogen are obtained per 100 parts of P/).; 100 parts 
N in the product NP 20/20 and 90 parts N in the form 
of the single fertilizer ANL. 

In carrying out the process, the following installations 
are required: 

(a) Plant for the production of nitric acid; 
(*) Plant for the production of complete fertilizers 

with granulating plant; 

(c) ANL production plant with granulating plant. 

The investment costs as calculated on the P,0, capacity 
are somewhat higher for the Hoechst Process than for 
process A. Yet, in return, the amounts of nutritive 
substances and fertilizers produced are essentially higher 
It is of great importance that when using the Hoechst 
Process no sulfuric acid will be required and that no 
waste product) will be obtained. 

The dkaicium phosphate which besides phosphate of 
ammonia is contained in the NP products causes the 
fertilizers produced not to be completely soluble in water 
The efficiency and nutritive effect of the PA for plants 
i» not impaired thereby. Numerous tests and the favour- 

able results achieved in the practical application give 
proof of the high quality of the products. In Europe 
again and again new plants are being set up although 
the present capacity has already reach«! 4 million tons 
per year, i.e., approximately 300,000 tons ffi. per year 
A comparative study of the figures for processes A and 
B shows the advantages of process B. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Hoechst Process for the production of complete 
fertilizers as described under section B is economically 
superior to process A working with sulfuric acid. The 
productsobtaiaed in process A deprive agricultural soils 
of considerable amounts of calcium. The products obtain- 
ed in process B have the same effect on the growth of 
cultivated plana as the products obtained in process A. 

In setting up a fertilizer industry in developing countries 
Processes A and B are appropriate. la either process 

NP and NPK fertilizer« are obtained. 
iy minf process 1, the entire demand of agriculture 

for concentrated complets fsrtiliasn aad single nitrogen 
fertilisers cu be coven«. ^ -«"»gen 



é. PLANT SIZE, LOCATION AND TIME-PHASING 
The rtrogewNi fertilizer bdwtry 

^"AM;2.rrfr School of Buoine.., Stonford VolvoroUy, Unito* S*.«., of Amorfo, 

•/ Insite ond T. V. S. Rmmm Mohmm Rio, Indion St-tlotiemt ImtUmto, Indio 

I.  SUMMAJtY 

Thii il the sixth in a series of studies dealing with plant 
size, location and time-phasing. Two reports have 
concentrated on mathematical model building. This 
marks the fourth application of the model to specific 
Indian industries: caustic soda, cement, aluminium, and 
nitrogenous fertilizers. 

The report outlines the basic data adopted for the 
nitrogenous fertilizer industry — the choice of product«, 
processes, capital and operating costs, transport costs, 
and state-wide estimates of demand. The following are 
the principal conclusions: 

(a) It would be economical to standardize ammonia 
plants at a single size for single-stream units: 200 thous- 
and tons per year. With the plant size restricted to this 
one level, the gains from standardization appear to out- 
weigh the coats. 

(*) There are economic advantages in concentrating 
fertilizer production ia 200-tbousand-ton units located at 
regional petroleum refining centres, and transporting 
products to the markets in individual states. If, however, 
there are compelling political muons to take up the 
production of fertilizer oa a state-by-statc basis, then 
there an significant benefits derived from time-phasing 
the projects so that two adjacent antes do not construct 
plants simultaneously. 

(f ) Unlike tac previous results (or caustic soda, cement 
aad sJiuuaium, where the present lioeasiag policies 
result in plant aim that appear uaduiy aawU, the oficial 
programme for aew piaats ia taw fertiliser iadustry 
geaaraUy corresponds to the «ata indicated by our 
aaaryak. 

(*f) There ia a heavy reliance «ami the Norta-Weet 
re*iary (memiJ locatsoa - Rajaathaa) for aaahtha. 
Thm '"JSP" *"* «~*"*H «tutiay sf the aisw- 
feaous rertitiaar iadustry Is to meat to output targa«. 

(#) The "reprseenutive points" adopted for each »Ule 
Have not been caceen with infilimi can to insure 
minimization of »w*-sute transport coau of 
(i i IZMMII. hi orejar ta select the < 
ia order to ptaa the supaty of 

« wmM ha eeseastaai to 

II. DEMAND FORECASTS 

In the Perspective Planning Division (1964), it has been 
estimated that a nitrogen fertilizer equivalent of 1.75 
million tons will be demanded in 1970-71. This will be 
the target adopted here, even 'hough other sources have 
estimated it at higher levels. 

Our best estimate of actual consumption in 1965-66 
works out to the equivalent of 0.75 million tons of 
nitrogen. Of this, 0.50 million tons are expected to come 
from domestic output, and the rest will be imported. 
(This is the same ratio between domestic output and 
imports that prevailed during 1962-63. See Fertilizer 
Association of India (1963).) By 1970-71, we assume that 
the utilization rate of capacity will be improved suffi- 
ciently so that this source of additional capacity will be 
just sufficient to handle the domestic consumption 
being satisfied by imports during 1965-66. Thus the total 
output from aew plants to be constructed during the 
Fourth Five-Year Plan is 1.00 million tons of nitrogen. 

Based on the fertilizer dose recommendations tor 
various crops in different states and earmarking certain 
areas to be fertilized, state-by-state forecasts are made in 
table I. The area to be fertilized under each crop is deter- 
mined on the basis of present levels aad trends of fertihaer 
consumption over the past years as well as the magnitude 
of the over-all fertilizer target. Due account has hem 
taken of the priority of irrigated and rain-fed areas to he 
covwud by the fertihzer programme. The fertilizer 
reejuiremeats for plantation crops have ham allocatasi te 
atatat, for example, all tea has bsen put ander Assam. 
Cofias has basa apportioned between ¡Ceraia aad Madras 
ht the ratio 1: 2, and rubber is assigned entirety to 
Kerala. 

III. Cantei or SOUD sum 
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«•» > /()• imu rr i If» mmmvmt ino IMI ima« 100 ana 
'JO «•>*•»» 

1   lastial mvaatment onoa for 
•M IHM     . Am 92.9J 1091: 

2. MptaoMMN of initial in 
aaatmeiit «vary 24 yean • 5.40 9.» 10.91 

'   Mamtananca aad ovarhaaoa 
* *. of ttam ( 1 ) par yaar in 
perpatuity «40 557« 65 SO 

4  Total praaant value ( IO« Ri ) 9110 137.9a H553 

EcoMnawof-acaJa paranMar 7» 63 .7 J 

Sonne«  Por ttaam rafornwaa 
IIHJ). For othar prnaaaaai       li 

       J  Voogd and J  Tiarrooy 
Jadían projact rapar«. 

• "VII* a stani lit« of t «anty-foar yam a»d a 10 par cant par yaw 
dajronnt rat«, ina raadaoamaat factor raraa oat to ha 10 par cant of the 
¡amai invaatmant (iaa as (2 I) of «.apart I Nurrtm 2 in ih» «trias.) 
Frani tha vtawaomt of a priva» tavaalar. ihn twaaty-fonr yaan aarviea 
H* for • rartthaar ptaat ««aid ahno« wraty ba ragardad as aaeaaaiva 

privata invaatar »mtU ban hii calculation apon a anortar 
»amea lift, a a, tan yaan With a tan-yaar aarvica Ufa and a 10 par cant 
•MBanlirata, tha raplaaainant radar weald than aa raiaad from 10 par 
"atto 5* par earn of tna initial nvaatmaat rhia woaM hava tha dNwct 
aBaetof ramni tha cakulawd eou of producing fartihaar It would 
howavar. hava tha inauraci aftact of makiai it mora daatraMa to •corto- 
ana» apon ina initial oatlaya for plant lavaatmant rathar than apon tha 
«arrant outtayi for tranaportation Thai a, a lowar tarviaa afa weald 
mata M »va» more attractiv« io build larpr nrrMaar planta than i> 
indarataal Bato« in labia I 

investment coats would continue to decline. In order to 
err on the conservative side, we have assumed that the 
incremenul investment costs for these large plaats will 
remain constant at the same level as estimated for a 
240,000-toa pian«. 

VII. Fuanaa coaspAJueot« or mvwaSBNT ooro POI OTML 
NAPHTHA I 

la termi of operatine costs, we have already noted that 
Maestà has aa advaatage of Rt. 34 per ton of aiaamoaia 
«• agaiaat coal (». 1*0 *rmt 214). la tats section we 

the smavuMa investmsat ooeU associated wall 
two raw aaanwmls, Ukiag due arcouart of the 

ta a^osvomisi of-scale. The costa of future 
•aesaJletions are calculated ustag a cootiauoualy eomv 
povaaded «scows* rate of 10 per wat per year. Capacity 
coat, are baaed «pea those showu ia UNe S for a ttajle 
standard iastaitatioa; i.e., they already include aa aiiow- 
•aee for tat iaatial i 
rwanaty-rew years, aad 

6 per cent per year on the initial investment. For plant 
si»c» other than the standard ones shown in table S, 
an economies-of-scale factor of 0.79 is applied for 
naphtha-based plants and one of 0.63 for coal. 

The capacity costs shown hereafter refer to the series 
of future installations n quired in order to satisfy the 
constantly growing demand over an infinite horizon. 
With a discount rate of 10 per cent and scaling factors 
of 0.79 and 0.63, the optimal cycle times are 4.5 and 
8.5 years respectively between successive ammonia instal- 
lations in a single region. (Sec figure I in Report 
Number I.) Table 6 expresses the investment costs in 
two ways: (a) the present value of the rupees expended 
over an infinite horizon, using the optimal cycle 'ime 
between installations (tee eq. 1.2 in Report Number 1), 
and (b) the equivalent cost of this capacity pet ton of 
future demand and output (see eq. 3.2 in Report Num- 
ber  3). 

Table 6 makes comparisons of investment costs 
assjming that after 19*55-60 each of the fifteen states 

will be self-sufficient with respect to increases in ammonia 
demand.1« Even with this decentralized pattern of 
production, it is clear that naphtha-based planu would 
be less expensive than coal. The investment cost saving 
ranges from Rs. 64/ton of ammonia in Uttar Pradesh 
East up to Rs. 110 in Madhya Pradesh. These amounts, 
when combined with the oper.ting-cost saving of Rs. 
54/ton, would far outweigh the cost of transporting naph- 
tha into the coal-producing states that have no refineries. 
Hereafter, our analysis assumes that all new nitrogenous 
fertilizer pianto will be bated upon naphtha. 

VIII. TllANtFOaT COOTS 

In order to proceed with the evaluation of alternatives, 
we now introduce estimates of transport coats. The rates 
shown in table 7 are applicable to rail shipments by 
wagon loads. To these are added a 5 per cent surcharge 
to arrive at the actual rates charged during 1964. The 
rail distances between representative points were shown 
previously.11 

la the caustic soda report (Number 2 within this series) 
appendix I referred to the controversy over the telescop- 
ing patterà of the tariff structure (the increment ia rate 
par unit increment in distaace). It appears inappropriate 
to review this controversy again here. 

Just as excessive telescoping lead? io a bias ia favour of 
a small number of large planto located at long distances 
from their markets, so also dota a rate structure that 
artificially permits the shipment of inished fertilizers 
(area aad aaunowum sulphate) at antea lower rates per 
toa of balk than for the raw materials, naphtha aad 

(tee table 7). For want at a better altenrntive, 
that the 1964 rate structure ia a ratioaal 

!*?' M^ra» aadet m the aaet saw Dde.ta t*a wáar 

«fatali, 



TABU 6. INVWTMBNT 
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222.1 
146.5 

233.1 
122.1 

»7.9 
212.4 
127.7 

222.1 
306.5 
222.1 
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4M.3 
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ans based apea ÜM toaf-run marginal railway cotto. 
ArSTS-0" to •»*d»t|y **«>ue. It is quite likely 
that the rail ratea dieefimtnete unduly against the tram- 
port of "daagaroae petroleum producís ". The dJacri- 
«aetofy aspect of the raw structure will turely come 
under doser senrtiajr at a future time whan India bstut 
to ptaa pipttinee for the transport of refined petroleum 
"•"*"*• - —*• M for crude oil. 

the combined «fleet of transport 
of-tceie in manufacturing, there ». 

which will be aoted briefly tad thra 
 " y of partial integration ftetwwa 
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rate plant for the manufacture of carbon dioxide — which 
is available at a free by-product in ammonia production. 

(*) It costa more to transport naphtha in the inter- 
mediate form of ammonia than in the form of naphtha 
as suck. Thai will be illustrated at a typical interstate 
dittaarc: 500 kttosaetret from a fertilizer plant to its 
source of naphtha at the nearest refinery. According to 
table 7, at that distance the transport cost of these alter- 
nativas would be at follows: 

on the two sta] 
case, than are 

iatat form of i 
Ms. 71.40 

tea 

Ks. 65.69 

«*. 16.50 
per (os 

IX. OOBT oowAaMOMs, smcx a-ntAii 
AMD TWO-SWA«  CYCUS 

u 



TABU 7. RAILWAY FREKJHT RATSS, WAOON LOAD» 

Ks.  p?r  metru ton nf bulk 

kiii*mftrr.\ I'M * 

V""*'*" immnnta Amintmtom tfor agrlt-mi- 

use omtyt 

i- 70 . 14.10 15.30 6.00 7.20 
71- 150 23.70 25.70 9.10 11.00 

151- 200 29.30 31.80 10.70 12.90 
201- 250 34.80 37.80 12.20 14.80 
251- 300 40.10 43.60 13.60 16.50 
301- 350 45.30 49.40 15.00 18.30 
331- 400     . 50.60 55.10 16.40 20.00 
401- 430 55.90 60.90 17.90 21.80 
451- 500 .   . 61.00 66.40 19.20 23.40 
501- 550     . 65.60 71.40 20.30 24.80 
551- 600 70.30 76.60 21.50 26.30 
601- 650 75.10 8190 22.70 27.80 
651- 700 79.90 87.00 23.90 29.20 
701- 750 84.70 92 30 25.10 30.70 
751- 100 89.40 97.50 26.40 32.20 
801- 830 93.40 101.80 27.40 33.40 
851- «00 97.30 106.00 28.40 34.70 
901- 950 . 101.10 110.20 29.30 35.90 
951- 1.000     . 105.00 114.40 30.30 37.10 

1,001- ,100 112.50 122.70 3130 39.60 
1,101- 1.200 120.20 131.10 34.30 42.00 
1,201-1,300 127.80 139.40 36.30 44.40 
1.301- ,400 .   . 134.90 147.00 38.00 46.30 
1,401- ,300. 141.90 154.70 39.70 48.60 
1,501- .600 . 148.80 162.30 41.40 50.70 
1,601- ,700 135.90 170.00 43.10 32.80 
1,701- .800 . ! 62.80 177.50 44.80 54.90 
1,801- ,900 I6Ï.90 185.20 46.50 57.00 
1.901-2,000 175.70 191.60 48.00 58 80 
2,001-2.100 180.00 196.20 49.10 60.20 
2.101-2,200 . 185.30 202.00 50.60 62.00 
2,201-2,300 190.50 207.80 52.00 63.80 
2,301 «ml above 193.20 210.60 52.70 64.60 

SOURCE: Indian Railway Confanti« Auociation, Goodi Tariff 
No. 3IA, part II, Goodt Rate Tabk» in forca from 1.7.1962. 

• TMa rata ¡i admmiblt only whan tha ima it oartifWd "for aarícuU 
lural naa" by tha MiniMry of Food. 

«even regions — each with • regional centre containing 
an oil refinery. In all caaes, the cycle time is held con- 
stant at 6.0 years* worth of growth in demand, an interval 
which is optimal for single-phase cycles with a discount 
rate of 10 per cent and an economies-of-scale parameter 
of .73 for the ammonia, urea and ammonium sulphate 
complex. The three alternate caaes arc distinguished as 
follows : 

Cms* A. Single-phase cycles: each Mate perpetually 
supplies itself; plant sue ** 6.0 years' worth of demand 
growth in individual state. 

Cmte M. Single-phase cycles: each regional centre 
perpetually supplies all sutes in its region: plant sise 
= 6.0 years' worth of demand growth in region. 

Cat* C. Two-phase cycles: regional centre alternates 
in capacity construction with other states w the region; 
plant sine - 6.0 years' worth of demand growth in an 
individual state. 

In table 8, the discounted cosis are broken down into 
three components: manufacturing costs subject to eco- 
nomies-of-scale, transport costs for the naphtha feed- 
stock, and transport costs for the finished fertilizer. 
Details on computing the manufacturing and product 
transport costs have already been indicated. (Equations 
(1.4), (1.5), and (2.3), Reports Number I and 2 of this 
series.) Annex A below contains similar details on the 
naphtha raw material transport costs. 

Among the three patterns of time-phasing and location 
shown in table 8, note that case A always minimizes the 
cost of transporting the fertilizer product to the consum- 
ing market; that case B minimizes both the costs of 
manufacturing and also the costs of transporting naphtha ; 
and that case C is an intermediate one in each cost 
component. Of the three cases, the total discounted costs 
are minimum for case B (Rs. 6,131 millions), and slightly 
more for case C (Rs. 6,205 millions). The total discounted 
costs for case A (Rs. 6,851 millions) work out to be 
approximately 10 per cent higher than for either case B 
or C. 

The policy of locating large plants at regional centres 
(case B) is desirable not only on the basis of the cost 
calculations presented in table 8, but also because this 
policy facilitates the standardization of plani sizes in all 
regions at 200 thousand tons per year of ammonia 
(see below). If, however, there are compelling political 
reasons to take up the production of fertilizer on a 
state-by-state basis, then there are significant benefits 
from time-phasing as shown in case C. In case C, both the 
sizes and locations of plants are identical with those of 
case A. These two differ with respect to time-phasing. 
Case A possesses an advantage in only one of the three 
cost components: costs of transporting the final product 
to the second area to meet its growth in demand during the 
first phase of each cycle. This minor advantage in fertilizer 
transport costs is more than offset through: (a) the 
usual reduction in manufacturing costs from postponing 
the date of the capacity investment in the second area 
and (b) the saving on transport of naphtha feedstock 
during the first phase whenever the first area contains an 
oil refinery and the second does not. 

One additional calculation was made concerning 
plants designed to serve individual state market areas. 
This case was similar to case C : two-phase cycles, regional 
centre alternating with other states in its region. Instead 
of the uniform cycle time of 6.0 years employed in Cate C, 
each region's cycle time was set so as to be consistent 
with the construction of 200-thousand-ton ammonia 
plants within one of the states included in that region. 
(Within the other states of the region, non-standard size 
plants were to be built at the appropriate phase of each 
cycle.) This pattern of size, location, and time-phasing 
made it possible to reduce total costs to Rs. 6,061 millions. 
With this policy, however, standardization of plant sizes 
throughout India becomes difficult to achieve. 

X. COSTS or PLANT UZI STANDARDIZATION 

Up to tus point, we have Mt>cted the costs and bene«ts 
of standardizing the «am of new ftrtilúer planta. By 
standardization, we mean identical 
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f -4// figures in Rs. millions of costs discounted at 10 per cent per year) 

Hettonat centre 

Other pales * rttlm 

South-east    Southwest     East-west 

Mauras, Kerala, tentai. 

Andhra 
frode* M"sor< 

Case A 

Single-phase: 
each state perpetu- 
ally supplies itself 

Cut B 

Single-phase: 
regional centre per- 
petually supplies all 
states in its region 

Manufacturing costs b. . 
Naphtha transport ' . . 
Fertilizer transport. .  . 

TOTAL, case A 

Manufacturing costs ". . 
Naphtha transport ° . . 
Fertilizer transport. .  . 

TOTAL, case B 

753 722 
0 87 
0 0 

753 809 

631 
0 

141 

"772 

Cate C 

Two-phase: 
regional  centre 
alternates with other 
stales in it* region 

Manufacturing costs k. . 664 
Naphtha transport ' . . 0 
Fertilizer transport. . . 7 

TOTAL, case C 671 

606 
0 

128 ___ 

644 
84 
4 

732 

Assam 
Orlsia 

894 
45 
0 

939 

682 
0 

109 

791 

766 
41 
9 

~8Ì6 

East 

Biliar. 

Pradesh. 
East and 

West 

1,505 
226 

0 

IJ3Ï 

1,158 
0 

320 

1,478 

1,343 
219 

9 
Û71 

\<'rih-wi*u 

Raiasthan, 

Jammu and 
Kashmir 

936 
180 

0 

ÏÏÏÏ6 

786 
0 

177 

963 

826 
169 

7 

ÜÖÖ2 

West- 
central 

Madhya 
Pradesh 

691 
68 
0 

I59 

579 
0 

70 

~649 

601 
61 
7 

Maha- 
rashtra 

744 
0 
0 

I44 

744 
0 
0 

I44 

744 
0 
0 

~744 

Total 
all 

India 

6,245 
606 

0 

M5Ì 

5,186 
0 

945 

67Ì3Ì 

5,588 
574 
43 

65» 

• End products are urea and ammonium sulpha» in product tonnage 
proportions of 1:1.5. 

"JlÏÎ!îd" on.ly ,,ho,e nunufacturing costs subject to economies-of- 
!ÏÏTiJvï-"î'.,n£, .,??? co,t* Prop0«'»"«' «o output and summar- ized in table 41: Rs. 122.66 per ton of urea and Ri. I27.J7 per ton or 
ammonium sulphate. 

Naphtha transport costs calculated on assumption that Mysore 
would receive naphtha from Madras; Orissa from West Bengal Miudhya 
Pradesh from Gujarat; Punjab from Rajasthan; Uttar Pradesh Eart 
from Bihar; and Uttar Pradesh. Wist from Raja» han      rr,ae,n- tast 

— specifically excluding multiple-stream systems of 
équivalant capacity. The benefits to be derived from 
standardization may be listed as follows: 

(a) Savings in capital costs by ordering several identical 
units at the name time or by ordering duplicate units 
even if ordered at different times; 

(*) Saving* in spare parts inventory; 
(c) Facilitates transfer of operating experience from 

one fertilizer plant to another; 

(*f) Facilitate» the domestic manufacture of equipment. 
With these benefits in view, we studied the effect upon 

costs if plants were restricted to a single standard size: 
200 thousand tons per year of ammonia in single-stream 
plants.»» To simplify the problems of plant location, time- 
phasing and product-mix, the benchmark conditions are 
taken to be those of case B, table 8: single-phase six- 
year cycles, naphtha converted into a mix of una and 
ammonium sulphate, and each regional centre perpetually 
supplying all states in ita region. 

According to table 9, standardization would entail 
negligible departures from the cost minimum calculated 

this " y* *° °" *"**** *•"*»•*>' 'actor of 330 days per year, 
corrsapodds to MO toas of insinuais ser stream stay. 

for the non-standard plants appropriate for each region. 
The only significant discrepancy occurs within the 
north-cast region, a cost increase of 1.5 per cent. If 
table 9 is at all representative, it is clear that the benefits 

TABU 9. COST COWAROONS MTWUN STANDA«D ANO NON-STTANDAIUJ 
PLAOT SUSS, •NOLB-FHASB CYCUS; IACH MOION  PMUTTUAU.Y 
SUPFLÜB nULF 

Prêtent tatué at manufacturait ctMt 
Ils. mmm discounted at lo ter cem mar year 1 « 

Cam mated am 

MS* ». case 1 

Cans matad a» 
stamdmrdlttd 

MO-thtmtamd tan 
turns far each return 

South sait  

North-east  
North-»».*  
Westosasral .... 

...                  (31 

...              «06 

...         m 

...                J7» 

...         744 

631 
609 
6sT2 

1.175 
717 
579 
744 

TOTAL. .          3.1W S¿B7 

TM*faa_popwtar si»farplatscurrently ninfa, roamuuk» i. A.     J¡¿ 
UasM States of America. 51 

407 

i 



outweigh the costs of standardization, and that the 
200-thousand-ton plant size is a reasonable standard for 
India. This size coincides with current official thinking 
for units to be initiated during the Fourth Plan. These 
units are considerably larger than those licensed and yet 
to go into production as of 1963 (see table 2 above). 

consist of urea and ammonium sulphate. With the 
proportional costs at Rs. 407, the total ex-factory costs 
become Rs. 714 per ton of nitrogen     307 '- 407. 

Anaex A 

XI. COSTS PER TON OF NITROGEN 

For comparison with cost figures cited in other 
sources,13 it may be of interest to summarize the results 
of the model into a single figure: Rs. 714, the equivalent 
cost per ton of nitrogen demanded and produced. In 
arriving at this total, we will first convert the results of 
case B, table 8 into the corresponding unit cost. This 
figure includes all manufacturing costs subject to econo- 
mies-of-scale plus the cost of transporting naphtha and 
fettilizers. It excludes the proportional manufacturing 
costs shown in table 4 above, and also excludes the costs 
of distributing fertilizer to the farmer from a plant located 
at the representative point of each state: 

Ex-factory cost 
par ton of ni- 
trofen demand 
and produc- 
tion; excludes 
proportional 
manufacturing 

Diacounted cost* 
caen B, table 8 

Diacounted tons 
of nitrogen de- 
manded and 
produced; * 

Rs. 307 per ton 
nitrogen 

Rs. 6,131 millions 

0.2   million   tona/(.IO)> 

* Equation 3.2 in Report Number 3 in this scries (see page 1). 

In table 10, the proportional operating costs per ton of 
bulk product are converted into the coats per ton of 
nitrogen,  assuming  that a  representative mix  would 

" E.g., in Perspective Planning Division (1964), table B3 indicates 
the ex-factory price of nitrogenous fertili»« aa Rs. 1,200 per 
metric ton of nitrogen. Note that this price is act so aa to cover 
costs of production under unfavourable circumstances: random 
interruptions due to shortages of raw materials and power, obsolete 
processe* baaed upon raw materials other than naphtha, and small 
plant*. 

RAW MATERIAL TRANSPORT COSTS 
IN TWO-PHASE CYCLES • 

Consider two areas 1 and 2, where the tint arc« has a naphtha 
surplus and the second a deficit in (his raw material. Suppose that 
a fertilizer plant i» constructed in area 1 at the beginning of the 
first phase of each cycle, and one is built in area 2 at the beginning 
of the second phase. There is a penalty for transport of the finished 
product from area 1 to 2 during the first phase. " 

We now have to evolve an expression for the tranaport of raw 
material to area 2. It will be convenient to use the following symbols : 

Dj « Annual incrément in demand in area; (j » 1,2) 
t    - Time interval between successive pianti in a given area 
t«  = tDJCDi + D») 
T   - Any arbitrary point in time 
r    = Annual discount rate, compounded continuously 
c = Cost of raw material transport per unit of output of end 

product 

• This problem also arose in connection with Report Number 3, 
'The Cement Industry". No deuils were given then on the manner of 
calculating- transport costs for the raw material, coal. 

* This penalty función F(r.t*) is tabulated in table 2, Report 
Number I of this serie*. 

If it were not for the temporary saving on transport of naphtha 
into area 2 during the first phase of each cycle, we could write 
the discounted costs of raw material transport over the infinite 
horizon as follows: 

Discounted costs, excluding 
temporary saving 

T-0 ' 

During the first phase of each cycle until time t\ there is a tem- 
porary saving in naphtha tranaport. Summing these saving* over all 
future cycles of length /: 

Discounted value of 
transport saving 

f   TDjT^dt 
t-o  

1-e-rt 
cD,[F(r,t*)] 

I _ e-« 

Combining terms, we have the desired result: 
[1      Fir t*) | -¡ - ^—'—- I 

TASU 10. OURATTNO COSTS PROPORTIONAL TO OUTPUT; 
PRODUCT-SOX OF UREA AND AMMONIUM SULPHATT 

Frmlui 
vgssW *V*v   Maw 

liHH M. Qawskis {gasi *wpvn*mel io mtm 

tt »mewir ¿ZJZ» 
Par Urn 

Am MS* «a 

Per Mm 
tmmm 

Urea  . 

•urn sulphate 

TOTAL 

1.0 

1.5 

2.3 
tons 

0,4*3 

0.21 

0.46 

0.31 
Rs. 123 

127 

Re. 123 

190 

0.77 Ra.313 Re. 407 

«X» 
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7. RECENT TRENDS IN THE AMMONIA INDUSTRY IN JAPAN 

Shinhiro Kodama, Sumitomo Chemical Company, Ltd., Jmpmn 

1. THE HISTORY OF THE NITROGEN INDUSTRY »N JAPAN 

Japan, Europe and North America are the three areas 
in the world where the nitrogen industry has been highly 
developed. We will discuss the history of the development 
and the status quo of the nitrogen industry in Japan. We 
will touch on some of the problems the Japanese nitrogen 
industry is now facing and will also try to give some 
suggestions to the representatives of countries which 
are now planning or have started to develop a nitrogen 
industry. 

Japan is known for her high density of population 
and scarce natural resources. Consequently, Japanese 
agriculture was destined to become an intensive cultiva- 
tion. This situation gave impetus to farmers to use fer- 
tilizer, and encouraged industrialists to produce it in 
large quantity at low price; thus, the nitrogen industry 
was developed at a rapid speed. Table 1 shows the 
present position of Japanese nitrogen industry in the 
world. The ammonia synthesis process which was indus- 
trialized by BASF in 1913 was imported in to Japan 
shortly after the First World War and in 1923 the Casale 
process of Italy was introduced and employed at Nobeoka 
Plant of Nippon Chisso or the Japan Nitrogen Fertilizer 
Co. 

After that, until shortly before the Second World War 
the Japanese nitrogen industry developed smoothly, 
as indicated in table 2. A considerable number of plants 
had been constructed, and by 1940 there were as many 
as twenty (seventeen companies), while production 
capacity reached 1,900,000 tons in ammonium sulphate 
equivalent. 

One of the factors which contributed to this rapid 
development was the government's protection of the 
nitrogen industry by means of financial support as well 
as by a preferential tax system. 
The Second World War had, however, adversely affected 

the industry and bombing dealt it deadly blow. In 1945 
the production capacity of ammonium sulphate had 
fallen to 180,000 tons. 

When the war was over, people faced a disastrous food 
shortage and it became of paramount importance for the 
Government to increase the output of rice and grains. 

Pure necessity drove the government as well as indus- 
trialists to the quickest possible rehabilitation of the 
nitrogen industry. The Government took emergency 
measures to reconstruct the industry, such as preferential 
loan or the preferential allocation of materials. 

As the result of this policy coupled with the i.renuous 
effort of industrialists, the Japanese nitrogen industry 
recovered rapidly, as shown in table 3 and figure I, 
and by 1930 the production capacity had reached 
1,860,000 tons in terms of ammonium sulphate, which 
means a 100 per cent revival of the capacity of pre-war 
days. 

During this period, however, the industry laid primary 
emphasis on the increase of production, without due 
consideration of cost reduction, consequently the plants 
reconstructed were almost exact reproductions of the 
pre-war plants and no tangible technical innovation was 
seen. For example, as shown in table 3, from 1945 to 
1955 the raw materials for hydrogen had hardly been 
changed. From around 1950, however, the circumstances 
changed gradually, and the industry was forced to change 
the direction of its effort toward cost reduction. Such 
changes have been brought about primarily for the follow- 
ing reasons : 

(a) The rapid expansion of production resulted in an 
over-supply and the surplus products had to find their 
outlet in overseas markets where they had to compete 
with European products. 

(*) This has demanded the reduction of production cost. 
One of the principal efforts of the Government was to 
stabilize the price of rice, which has been the main 
expense of the people, and for that it was necessary to 
supply fertilizers at lower price. 

Under these circumstances, the modernisation ot 
the nitrogen industry had been positively promoted with 
some financial assistance of the Government. In the 
first period (1953-1958) $214,000,000 was disbursed for 
plant modernization and in the second period (1959- 
1962) $189,000,000 (total $403,000,000) was invested. 

Out of these sums, 40-50 per cent was invested for 
ammonia plants, while the rest was directed to the 
production of urea and compound fertilizers, etc. 

On the other hand, during the progress of such moder- 
nization, there occurred some notable changes, such as: 

(«) Petroleum became cheaper than coal, as hydrogen 
source; 

(b) New technology such as the Texaco high pressure 
gasification process was developed. 

The situation in this period is illustrated in tables 3 
and 4. In 1953, 26.4 per cent of the hydrogen for the 
nitrogen industry was supplied by electrolysis of water, 
while 68.5 per cent was produced from coke or coal. 
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However, in 1963 the percentage of ammonia produced 
by water electrolysis and coal gasification decreased to 
5.2 per cent and 6.8 per cent respectively. Instead of 
these, hydrocarbon oils, natura! gas and residual gas 
from petroleum refining have come to be utilized and 
ammonia from these raw materials reached to 42.4 per 
cent, 20.8 per cent and 8.4 per cent of total production 
respectively. The output of ammonia which is produced 
from coke oven gas has increased from 5.1 per cent to 
15.4 percent during 1953-63. 

As is evident from the above, during the ten years after 
1953, the Japanese nitrogen industry switched over its 
raw materials from coke and coal to petroleum, natural 
gas, coal gas and the rsidual gas from refinery or petro- 
chemical plants. 

The details of this transformation are given in table 4 
with a break-down by year and the names of companies. 

Table 4 also indicates what processes have been em- 
ployed in such a conversion to petrochemical materials. 
The process most popularly used was the Texaco's crude 
oil gasification, which is utilised under 30 kg/cm1 of 
pressure. 

For converting natural gas into raw gat for ammonia 
synthesis, they employed Grande Paroisse 's process 
which uses normal or 7 kg/cm» of pressure or the CCC 
process of 7 kg/cm« or II kg/cm1 as well as the Fauser 
process of 15 kg/cm« of pressure. 

Others employed the normal pressure crude oil gasi- 
fication process of the Fauser or of the Sumitomo 
Chemical Company or Shell's crude oil thermal gasifica- 
tion under 30 kg/cm*. 

II. RECENT PROGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL AMMONIA SYNTHESIS, 
AND   FUTURE  PROSUMS OF  THE   JAPANESE   NITROOBN 
INDUSTRY 

A. General outline 

The Japanese nitrogen industry completed its moder- 
nization programme by 1962 and the hydrogen source 
was changed from coal to petroleum. Although only 
two years have passed since the completion of the 
programme, it has already been superseded by the most 
advanced technology. During these two years, quite a 
number of new ammonia synthesis methods have ap- 
peared. Hereunder is given a brief explanation of some 
of the most interesting new processes. 

As is well known, the process of ammonia synthesis 
consists of the following five steps: 

<«) OaaHcaaon of raw muriti 
Conversion of raw materni, such w coal, aaaseua or liquid hydro- 

carbon« into CO + H, 
(*) CO-aMft eoovettioa 
CoaverskM of CO teto Rydropn by u» leactiea : 

00+ H/>-CO* + H, 
(r) Removal of CO, 
(<0 lUnaoval of CO 
•y tin» tern napa, the ariate» of aj*«g» ana atteananfci 

from coal or »mulama, «rita ( sari* Uà» inasta» 

(t) Ammonia synthews 

Th« mixture is Anally converted into NH,. 

B. Some of the new processes 

(a) Gasification 

(i) Steam reforming 
These days it is more profitable to use natural gas 

or petroleum as raw materials for NH, synthesis except 
m a few rare cases. There is a steam reforming process 
whereby these raw materials are reformed by the reaction 
with steam on a catalyst bed. 

In this case, the reaction is an endothermic one as 
follows : 

C„H» -f mH,0     mCO +• (m + \) H, 

The required energy is supplied by the combustion 
of fuel outside the reaction tube. 

(ii) Partial oxidation 
Partial oxidation process is the one where such energy 

is directly supplied to the reaction system, by carrying 
out the exothermic reaction simultaneously. 

m 
CmH0  + -r- O, mCO f ? H, 

Nv ML    naphtha 

In this case, air can be used as oxygen source to the 
extent that the final composition of the gas becomes 
N, f- 3H,. However, if it is with air only, the nitrogen 
content in the last composition becomes too high, and 
it is by all means necessary to use oxygen. 

It is a recent tendency that in both of these cases, 
the process is used under pressure. This is because it 
can save the power required to compress the gas, as 
a considerable increase of gas volume takes place at the 
stage of gasification. 

The Texaco process which is widely used in Japan, is 
a partial oxidation process without the use of a catalyst. 
Crude oil can be used as raw material in this process. 

On the other hand, the Grande Paroisse Process is 
the partial oxidation process which uses a catalyst. 
By the use of a catalyst, it is possible to improve material 
consumption and utilities but it cannot treat crude oil, 
but only gaseous hydrocarbons or at best light naphtha. 
At present, the world supply of light naphtha is some- 
what in excess; consequently, the ammonia synthesis 
starting from light naphtha is becoming popular. 

Topeaw-SBA autothermal process appeared recently 
as one of the catalytic partial oxidation processes. It is 
operated under 3OÍM00 psig pressure to treat the light 
hydrocarbon feedstocks from methane to light naphtha. 
One of the advantages of this process is claimed to be the 
use of only one reactor. 

Steam reforming processes have long been widely used 
for the manufacture of synthesis gas from natural gas. 
The one which is highlighted now is ICI's steom-naphtha 
reforming process. It it reported that ICI it already 
producing more than 2,000 t/d of NH, by this process. 
The advantage of tan process is that it cu we iaexpeasive 
naphtha as raw material and does not require expansiv« 
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But the question, of which is more profitable, partial 
oxidation or steam reforming, is dependent upon local 
conditions such as »he cost of fue! or oxygen. 

On the other hand, Topsae, C'.C.C. GP„ GEGI., 
Zimmer, etc.. are developing similar steam-reforming 
processes. 

(b) CO-shijt conversion 

A substantial quantity of carbon monoxide is always 
present in the gas obtained by gasification, although it 
varies according to each gasification process. For the 
conversion of carbon monoxide into hydrogen and carbon 
dioxide by the reaction with steam, Fe-Cr catalyst was 
used from former days. However, in this process, the 
reaction temperature was generally 350-500-C so that 
the residual content of carbon monoxide in the gas 
was 2-4 per cent. The most remarkable development in 
shift conversion is the use of ZnO-CrjOrCu catalyst 
developed by Girdler and CCI, where the reaction tempe- 
rature has been lowered to 150-XWC and as a result 
it has become possible to reduce the residual content of 
carbon monoxide down to 0.1-0.5 per cent. 

(c) Removal oj COt 

Carbon dioxide formed in gasification and CO-shift 
conversion must also be removed. In the conventional 
process it is removed by washing the gas under the pres- 
sure of 15-25 kg/cm». Later, alkaline solutions such as 
Alkanolaminc had come to be used. But recently the 
united States Bureau of Mines has invented the so-called 
hot-carbonate process, in which carbon dioxide is absor- 
bed by 20-40 per cent of potassium carbonate solution at 
the temperature of 100-1I0"C and at the same temperature 
the absorbent is regenerated. The energy consumption 
has been reduced considerably in this process. 

A process which has come to the fore recently is the 
Giammarco Vetrocoke Process. In this process carbon 
dioxide is absorbed at 60-65*C and the residual content 
of CO, is reduced to 0.15 per cent, by addition of AsgO, 
to the K.CO, solution, which accelerates both the absorp- 
tion and desorption of carbon dioxide. 

(d) Memorai of CO 

Carbon monoxide should be removed to the order of 
several ppm, because it is a strong poison for the ammonia 

synthesis catalyst. In the past, to remove CO, the 
gas was washed with cuprous ammonia solution under 
100-300 atm. However, this process requires considerable 
investment for the plant as it uses the expensive absorber 
and regenerating columns. But the operation cost of 
the plant is not low. 

The process of washing the gas with liquid nitrogen 
lias also been used but the cost of construction and 
operation is none the less expensive. 

The method of removing carbon monoxide by convert- 
ing it into methane through the following reaction has 
also been practised, but it had to be carried out at the 
pressure of 100 kg/cm*. 

CO     3H,   . CH4 f H& 
CO, +• 4H, * CH, + 2H.O 

As already stated, ia the conventional process of CO- 
shift conversion. 2-4 per cent carbon monoxide remained, 
usually in the converted gas. Consequently, it was 
necessary to repeat CO-shift conversion and CO, removal 
a few times in order to decrease CO content to the level 
low enough to subject it to the methanation process. 
Therefore, it was not a favourable method for NH, 
synthesis. 

Recently, however, as mentioned before, due to the 
development of the catalyst for low temperature CO- 
shift conversion, the quantity of residual carbon monoxide 
can easily be reduced to 0.3 per cent. Thus it has become 
possible to remove CO by methanation at the pressare 
of 10-40 kg/cm» and to purify the gas to the extent that 
the total content of CO. CO, and O, becomes 10 ppm. 

As a result of the development of this process, the 
cost of CO removal is expected to be lowered considerably. 

(e)  Ammoni* synthttis 

N,   +   3H, - 2NH, 

It is well known that for the industrial ammonia 
synthesis the above reaction must be carried ont ander 
elevated pressure due to the equilibrium relationship. 

In the Haber Bosch process, the nrst process for ammo- 
nium synthesis, tins was carried on« at 200 kg/cm*. 
The Claude process and the Mont Casus process which 
ware developed later used the prassnm 1.000 kg/cm* 
and   100 kg/cm»,  respectively.   Recently,  however, it 
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seems thai the synthesis pressure is settling down lo ca 
H« kg/cm*. 

For a synthesis catalyst, re containing small amounts 
«>T K.O and AIA i* customarily used In this catalyst 
bed. there exist» an optimum temperature distribution 
Therefore the most efficient pr«>duction of ammonia 
>n an industrial scale can be realized by designing the 

reactor so a« to maintain such temperature distribution 
but it is difficult to maintain it at ideal condition because 
the reaction of ammonia synthesis is an exothermic 
one. 

In the past, it was customary that the cooling tubes 
run inside the catalyst bed and the inlet gas cool down 
the catalyst while passing through the tubes. Later 
rauser invested a new method to cool the catalyst bad 
step-wise by hot water and. at the same time, to reco- *r 
the reaction heat in the form of steam. According to the 
&«jlogg method, the fresh gas is introduced into catalyst 
beds ttep-nisc to control the temperature in the catalyst 
bed. Theoretically speaking. Fauser's steam recovery 

is moat advantageous 

ISO kg/cm« is said to be on the *ay lo be developed to 
minimi» power consumption by use of rotary compres- 

C   future prrikms <t Jupíete mtroger, ,mkutr\ 

Although the modernization programme of the Japanese 
nitrogen industry was completed m l%2. further .mprove- 
ment of processe, has already become an .mm.nent need 
There are a number of processes which may find their 

A!• Z TT ""''"P" * ,mP•*"*nt but among 
them the follow.ng processes „re attracting particular 
attention 

(a) The newly developed steam reformint process and 
partial oxidahon process, particularly the process •<> 
use light naphtha as raw material. 

(*) The process which combines C Xshift conversion 
using low temperature catalyst and the methanation 
process for CO removal; 
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8. REALIZATION OF FERTILIZER PRODUCTION IN A DEVELOPING COUNTRY 

^ÌTpJ^l'ù^ '"*'/?'% °î*r? *,' l*!'mM"lM P^olihro. FUcale. Boliviano. (YPFBÏ, 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In a country undergoing industrial development, there 
is a necessity to evaluate the ways in which the value of 
the gross national product of the country can be increased. 
Several schemes are usually considered to allow the 
optimum use of the available resources and achieve the 
greatest economic improvement within the resources 
available in this country. 

The importance of developing food production 
in any given country is growing at the present time 
because of the steady increase in population in all 
countries and in particular in developing countries where 
there are special circumstances that favour population 
increase. 

Therefore, there is a great need in most developing 
countries to provide fertilizers so that yields of crops 
in the available area can be improved. The Yacimientos 
Petrolíferos Fiscales Bolivianos (YPFB) Company to- 
gether with the M. W. Kellogg Company have made a 
study of these conditions for Bolivia. The study was 
guided by the fact that YPFB has four oil refineries in 
production aad, therefore, the company's first interest 
was naturally to use the hydrocarbons available in 
Bolivia to improve the economic position of the country 
and enlarge its scope of production. A study was made to 
determine the production that could be based on the 
available hydrocarbons and a decision was made to 
inveetifBtt production of fertilisers. At this stage, the 
M. W. Kelloff Company joined forces with YPFB and 
a study was mad« of all the pertinent factors that could 
<"*••*<» the decision of starting the production of 
fertiliam and decide oa the si» of the units meet svttabw 
for inetallatioa. 

Detasb of tlhfe investigation ait aeecrihee ta a paper 
by the same anthers, prepared for Präsentation at the 
^LACaraeaa meeting 1-12 December 1M4. la Ac prêtent 
nrnimslaases k it soave aies* te retar to that paper ta 
order te describe briety the factor« mat have to be 
examined before a comparative study i« nade between 
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tion and in the period 1951-61 there was a decrease in 
per capita food production in this area. It seems, therefore, 
that there is a great necessity to establish production of 
fertilizers in this part of the world. In spite of this, only 
limited amounts of the resources available to the individual 
countries are being used for this purpose. 

Although we naturally paid special attention to Bolivia, 
the way in which we approach the solution of the problem 
would apply to any country that is being developed indus- 
trially, wherever it is located, although there will be a 
great variation in climate and the influence of the geo- 
graphical location in each country. For example, if it is 
necessary to import any raw materials, and if it is not 
possible to locate the production near the point where 
the imported raw materials s re available at the seaport, 
then the cost of fertilizers based on such raw materials 
will be increased, and it may not be as economical to 
use such fertilizer components in preference to native 
raw materials. 

The importation of raw materials hkf to be weighed 
against the over-all trade balance of the country. Study 
has to be is made to see how the production of fertilizers, 
once it has been attained, would change the economic 
picture. In our case, we realized that the advantages of 
decreasing the importation of food-stuffs into Bolivia 
would far outweigh the necessity to pay for the importa- 
tion of phosphate rock. The possibilities of exporting 
some of the ammonium nitrate produced and some of the 
agricultural products that would be obtained with the 
uae of fertilizers would easily pay for the co« of the 
imported rock. A study of the most important agricultural 
crops was made aad the fertiliaers moat suitable for 
application to the soils in Bolivia were determined. 

Wt were able to see that the product* that require 
fertilisers most urgently are corn, wheat, sugar cane, and 
pastures which would need nitrogen, and potatoes, cotton, 
aad rice which would need nitrogen aad phosphorus. 

The results available from the Bolivian agricultural 
experimental studies confirmed that there will be no 
necessity to import potassium, at least for a considerable 
number of years. We have thus been able to establish 
tbat the required fertilizer product will be NP fertiMiert. 

of the fati that the phosphate rock has to be 
from the seaports over the mountains, it is 
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The raw materials available in Bolivia are natural gas, 
oil, and sulfur. Economic analysis indicated that naturai 
gas should be considered for nitrogen production, rather 
than oil. 

II. SUMMARY 

This paper deals with the problem of establishing 
fertilizer production in a country where there is a necessity 
to improve production and at the same time conserve 
as much foreign exchange as is possible. 

The case that has been studied thoroughly is the case 
of Bolivia and special attention has been paid to other 
countries of South America. The basic principles however 
should apply to any developing country regardless of 
geographic location. 

Analyses of the economy of the country is made and the 
importance of agricultural production is evaluated. The 
over-all balance of trade is analysed. The climate and the 
soil in the principal agricultural areas are studied and 
experience with cultivation of the main crops is evaluated. 
Available experimental results are analysed and the 
probable need for fertilizers is established. 

The most suitable types of fertilizers for the given area 
are determined. The possibility of exporting fertilizers or 
some intermediate products that can be produced in the 
fertilizer plant is evaluated. 

A study is made of suitable locations of the fertilizer 
plants in the country taking into account the available 
means of transportation, the most economical delivery 
of raw materials to the proposed plant and the convenience 
of supplying with fertilizers the markets that will be 
established for them. 

An analysis is made of the capacity of individual 
production units and several combinations of these 
units are considered so that economic analyses of the 
individual cases could be made. Several levels of produc- 
tion, several final products and several locations are 
compared and the economics connected with the reali- 
zation of the several alternates is evaluated. The necessary 
investment, operating costs, and operating capitel are 
discussed and an evaluation is made of the economy of 
the establishment of the fertilizer plant under considera- 
tion. 

The investment costs for the various complexes is 
established and the costs of intermediate products and 
complex fertilizers under the individual circumstances is 
calculated. The cost of products delivered to the market 
ii compared to prices established at the factory. The 
changes in the price structure of finished products due to 
the changing costs of raw materials are evaluated. 
Influence of the developing market upon the production 
economy is discussed. 

III. CONCLUSION 

When an analysis is made of the available resources of 
«developiaf country, it is always important to pay full 
attention to all the individual faeton in the particular 
country. Although the principie« of the approach to 
the probleni do not change, the circumstances under 

which the new plant will operate are always unique in a 
developing country. 

The utmost effort should be made to utilize domestic 
resources. Attention must be paid to the price structure, 
that may differ from one country to another. The pro- 
duced fertilizer must be suitable for the conditions of the 
agriculture in the area that will be serviced by the new 
plant. It must be distributed in such a manner that it 
will give maximum help to the farmer, and allow the 
manner of application which he is likely to prefer. The 
plant should be so designed that it would be the easiest to 
operate under the circumstances current in the selected 
area; it should be so located that the necessary services 
can be established economically, that the movements of 
products and raw materials will be convenient, and that 
the amount of product will truly correspond to the needs 
of the country, after proper allowance is made for the 
probable increase in the consumption. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

Before making a more thorough review of the prin- 
ciples of desigi inga grass-root fertilizer pUnt in a develop- 
ing country, it will be an advantage to quickly review some 
factors that apply to Bolivia, but may not be applicable to 
other countries, with regard to the building of fertilizer 
complexes. 

Bolivia is a land-locked country, situated at a high 
elevation, and accessible only by crossing steep and 
high mountain chains. The connections to sea ports are 
by railroads, built half a century ago to serve the Bolivian 
mining industry. The original development was geared to 
mineral riches, and the national income depended on it. 
Since, at present, the main metal produced by Bolivia, 
tin, is enjoying a reasonably good market, the time seems 
to be opportune to develop other  mineral resources. 

Bolivia has some good agricultural soil located in the 
parts that are sparsely inhabited, and has a substantial 
concentration of inhabitants in areas where the soil is 
severely depleted and the climate rather unsuitable for 
agriculture. 

It has, however, large resources of hydrocarbons, 
sufficient to maintain any industrial development that 
can be foreseen in a country with such limited and difficult 
access to the sea. There are possibilities of exporting 
certain products to the mountainous parts of the neigh- 
bouring countries. The soil is rich in potassium, and 
only NP-fertilizers need be considered. 

Although it is possible that phosphorus deposits will 
be found in the country, this paper assumes that, during 
the first marketing period covered by this piper, domestic 
rock will not be available. Once we established the limits 
within which we should consider producing, we proceeded 
to determine what products would be most suitable for 
the conditions under which the plant in Bolivia will 
operate. 

It seemed obvious that the final products should be 
available in bags so that the demand by small consumen 
could be satisfied. It does not appear probable that a 
market for bulk fertilisers will exist. The distribution of 
the products will no doubt be guided by the YPPB 
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Company, at least in the original stages, before an inde- 
pendent network of distribution will be established. We 
have therefore decided to market bagged granulated 
products, for best warehousing and handling in small- 
volume sales, and also for best distribution on fields by 
any type of distribution machine, or by hand. 

The second consideration, that is specific for Bolivian 
conditions and cannot be generalized, was to minimize 
the consumption of P,0,. As it is desirable to limit 
imports into the country and, as at present there are no 
known sources of phosphate rock in the country, it 
seems desirable to be rather wasteful with nitrogen, 
while making sure that all the P,0, will be used. There 
is another reason for this approach: because of the great 
distance from the sea ports, the mountainous country, 
and the limited activity of the railways, a ton of P,0, in 
the product will cost, according to calculations that will 
be discussed later, around $175, while a ton of N will 
cost only about $110, reversing the usual price structure. 

It is, then, obvious that a maximum of the P80, 
in the rock that will be treated must be made available 
to plant life, and that only the absolute minimum of 
phosphorus can remain insoluble once the fertilizer 
has been applied. We have, therefore, rejected the 
possibility of decomposing rock with nitric acid : the pH in 
many Bolivian soils is quite high, and the danger of 
reversion to an unavailable fcrm of calcium phosphate 
is quite substantial. 

The thinking along the lines described led us to the 
decision that our product should contain PfO, either as 
superphosphate or as ammonium phosphate. As far as 
the nitrogen is concerned, we have examined both urea 
and ammonium nitrate. We assume, of course, that there 
will be a limited market for liquid ammonia application 
directly to the soil, and that the bulk will be consumed in 
solid form as a combined fertilizer. In our case, there is i 
strong inducement to produce ammonium nitrate, because 
in Bolivia there is a ready market for ammonium nitrate 
explosive«. This market will be of great assistance in the 
initial operational stages, and will allow an easier period 
of initial fertilizer marketing. There is, however, a techni- 
cal reason for our decision which is quite as important. 
In the manufacture of our granular fertilizers, 95 per cent 
ammonium nitrate solution can be used easily in granu- 
lation with superphosphate, or it can be made directly 
from nitric acid in the preneutralizer at the same time 
that ammonium phosphate is formed. It will not be 
necessary to prill the nitrate, and its use will simplify 
the granulation process. At the same time, the cost of the 
initial plant will be lower; this again in our case is impor- 
tant, as we are trying to minimize the initial capital 
investment. 

As the transportation costs are quite high in Bolivia, 
it is necessary to consider as concentrated a fertilizer as 
possible, so that the cost of the product delivered to the 
farmer will not be unreasonably high when compared to 
the cost at the plant. 

We have, therefore, studied two granulated products 
as basic fertilizer materials: a 30-15-0 and a 19-9-0 pro- 
duct. The first one would be produced by granulating the 
product of the reaction of nitric and phosphoric acids 
and ammonia, reacting with ammonia to completion in 

the granulator and recirculating part of the reaction 
product. This product can be produced in quite a few 
relative proportions between the N and P20, by changing 
the recirculation and fresh feed proportions. A product 
with 42 per cent P,Os and only 21 per cent of N can be 
produced. This product would of course be used there, 
where there is a need for a predominantly phosphate' 
fertilizer. 

To manufacture 19-9-0, highly-acid superphosphate 
will be produced. The superphosphate is introduced into 
the granulator directly from the superphosphate den, 
without any intermediate storage for curing. In the 
granulator, the excess acid in the superphosphate is 
neutralized with ammonia and this reaction product is 
simultaneously granulated with a hot. concentrated 
solution of ammonium nitrate. This scheme, although 
producing a less concentrated final product, has the 
advantage of a cheaper P,Os source plani, and of easier 
operation, eliminating the problem of disposing of the 
calcium sulfate filter cake from phosphoric acid manu- 
facture. When the production cost of ammonium nitrate is 
determined, it is also seen that in this case it is possible 
to produce it more cheaply. Should the demand for the 
ammonium nitrate for explosives increase more quickly 
than for fertilizers, it would be very easy to produce it 
rather than a fertilizer, as the concentrating equipment 
will be available. A thorough examination of all the 
aspects of the problem has to be made, as the advantages 
of one system are in close balance with the advantages of 
the other one. 

Next step in the study was to determine the sizes of the 
individual plants forming the whole fertilizer complex. 
The basic unit, and of course the most expensive one is 
the ammonia plant. For 20,000 TPY of N the plant 
would produce 77 TPD of ammonia, for 30,000 TPY it 
would produce 114 TPD. At the minimum expected 
consumption of 15,000 TPY, the daily requirements of 
ammonia would be 57 TPD. We have therefore considered 
the possibility of suggesting an ammonia plant of 57 TPD 
that could be duplicated at a later date, a 75-ton plant 
and a 100-ton plant, the last two "pushed" to the required 
capacities by making the necessary compressor and heat 
exchanger adjustments. A thorough examination of the 
cost of the respective plants led us to believe that in our 
case it will be the most economical solution to design 
a plant specifically for the given task, so that we will have 
a unii that can be easily operated by personnel who by 
necessity will have only a limited training background. 
We have therefore made preliminary designs for the 77 and 
the 114-TPD plant, and included the prices for these 
units in our study. Ultimate decision will be made by the 
management of YPFB, when they will weigh the capital 
cost against the returned profits, and decide whether to 
build the smaller or the larger complex. 

The size of the nitric acid unit will vary according to the 
final product selected. In the more concentrated final 
product, some of the ammonia is fixed as ammonium 
phosphate, and thus the need of nitric acid is lower than 
for the 19-9 product, where all of it is in the form of 
ammonium nitrate with the exception of the small amount 
of ammonium sulfate produced by neutralizing the excess 
sulfuric acid in the superphosphate. Thus the sizes of the 
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nitric acid plants proposed are 117 and 167 TPD for 
the first fertilizer, and 132 and 200 TPD for the second 
fertilizer scheme. 

The same reasoning applies to the sizes of the sulfuric 
acid plant The respective sizes would be 70 and 117 TPD 
of sulfuric acid, and 52 and 82 TPD. The plant would, of 
course, use the domestic sulfur, which is abundant and of 
excellent quality.  The cost  of the  sulfuric acid plant 
will thus be rather low. Here, again, we are faced with a 
special Bolivian aspect. There may be countries where 
sulfur will be available as pyrites, thereby making the 
plant substantially more expensive, or the sulfur will have 
to be imported, and some restrictions may be desired in 
producing sulfuric acid. However, in the case of Bolivia, 
the acid can be produced at a cost of about $18 per tori 
of H,S04 and therefore there is an inducement to make it. 

The phosphoric acid plant, which would be part of 
the complex of the more concentrated fertilizer produc- 
tion, would have a capacity of 26 or 44 TPD of P,0,. 
The highest quality rock should be used, as the premium 
for high quality is much less than the cost of shipping the 
rock to Bolivia. The acid would be produced as 31 per 
cent PfO, acid, and used directly in the granulator after 
being neutralized by ammonia in the premix tank. This is 
the cheapest method of operation in a small plant, and a 
quite easily controlled one. The granulation section will, 
of course, operate with a substantial recirculating ratio! 

The use of phosphoric acid and ammonium nitrate in 
the granulator has the outstanding advantage that a 
great number of fertilizers whose analyses vary widely 
can be produced. The main disadvantages of this approach 
are that it is more expensive, and that it is necessary to 
use certain corrosion-resisting materials that are easily 
damaged. 

The superphosphate plant which is used for the produc- 
tion of the 19-9 fertilizer is very rugged and very easy to 
operate. The daily capacities for this plant will be 130 and 
220 TPD. The superphosphate will be produced in granu- 
lated form. Some of it will be sold directly, and the rest 
will be used directly from the den in the granulator to 
obtain a granulated complete fertilizer product by adding 
ammonium nitrate and neutralizing with ammonia. It 
it, of course, possible to use prilled ammonium nitrate, 
rather than a solution, but over-all production economy 
favours providing the nitrate as a concentrated solution. 

The ammonium nitrate plant would consist of a large- 
si» solution unit, producing the solution suitable for 
introduction into the granulator, and into a small prilling 
tower for the production of prilled fertilizer and explosive 
grade ammonium nitrate. Thit feature again is specilc 
for Bolivia and countries with developed mining industries 
The over-all picture has to be fully evaluated IR the case 
of every possible location of a fertilizer complex. W< 
taaJI, of course, produce the explosive grade ammonium 
artrate at we would have  substantial inducement m 
marketing it. 

The granulation pja„t W2e will be a fuectioa of tat 
amount of the planned product aad Ha ooeceatratioa 
ia our case, the capacities will be 160 aad 240 TPD aad 
MOMd 390 TPD. Tat plaat will graaulais tat desired 
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and producing a fertilizer ready for bagging. In all cases 
the heat of neutralization will be used to evaporate the 
excess water introduced with the feed materials. As a 
granulation plant is rather inexpensive, the size of this 
unit is not of major importance. 

Since we have to consider building the plant in locations 
where only limited facilities are available for any indus- 
trial production, the cost of the off-sites will be of major 
importance in all the cases. The location of the plant is 
important not only from the point of view of the supply 
of the raw materials to the plant, and the ease and cost 
of marketing the finished product, but also from the point 
of view of the initial cost of the auxiliary production 
facilities, that is, storage, steam, power, and cooling water 
supply. In the case of our project, with the over-all price 
somewhere between 10 and 15 million dollars, the loca- 
tion of the plant may change the price of the erected 
facilities by as much as $1,000,000. Great care must be 
given to the evaluation cf all the important factors such 
as accessibility of the plant site, soil bearing, water 
availability, etc. In our case we have selected four sites 
for final evaluation. Two of them are adjacent to two of 
the refineries at Santa Cruz and Cochabamba. The other 
two sites, at Pojo and Camarapa, where at present there 
is no industry, but where natural gas will be available at a 
low cost through a pipe line, are near the main road from 
Cochabamba to Santa Cruz, and therefore would be 
accessible by means of trucking. 

The great advantage of the Cochabamba site it that 
phosphate rock could be shipped there directly by rail, 
without transferring it to trucks. It is alto situated in the 
centre of the country, at the hub of all the communica- 
tions, and all the ultimate markets could be served from 
there without transshipping the products from rail to 
road, or vice versa. It is situated conveniently to the 
Altiplano region, which mutt be sooner or later suppuri 
by fertilizers to improve the very poor crop yields in 
that section of the country. There is, however, no natural 
gas available there, and the crude oil coat it substantially 
higher in Bolivia than the cost of natural gat. It would, 
therefore, be best to produce ammonia at Santa Cruz, 
Pojo, or Camarapa. and ship it to Cochabamba for the 
production of nitrate and finished fertilizers. Phosphate 
rock and sulfur can be easily delivered to the Cochabamba 
site. Shipping of ammonia is the cheapest way of moving 
the nitrogen, as the N content in ammonia is by far the 
highest  of all nitrogen-bearing fertilizer materials. A 
suitable number of tank trucks can be easily purchased, 
aad the shipping of one ton of ammonia from Santa Crei 
to Cochabamba will coat about 110, including main- 
tenance aad amortization of the trailers. For the total 
fertilizer production that is considered, the amava* of 
phosphate rock requiriag shipping is somewhat higher 
than the amount of ammoaia that would he shipped, aad 
there is thus a great inducement to ship ammoaia rather 
thaa the heavier rock. Here, agaia, full atteatkM hat beta 
given to the local conditions. 

We believe that every project ia a deveeopiag eoaatry 
should he studied thoroughly by aa tagiaai 
tor, aad a psaatt that Uta haat iato la« total | 
he supplied. The coadttioat ia suea a 
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duce standardization there, where only  one   plant is 
heing built. In a developed country it may pay to build a 
plant nett tuited for i production of a round number of 
tons, say SO or tOO tons per day. This should be avoided in 
the case of a developing country, » it may not be possible, 
for many years to come, to sell excels capacity of a given 
chemical, even at a lower price, than the one considered 
for the chemical where it is treated as a fertilizer inter- 
mediate. The wasted utilities, or the extra effort required to 
run at an unwanted capacity, will in the end outweigh 
the advantages gained by engineering standardization. 

When deciding the type of drives for the ammonia plant 
compressors, we evaluated steam, gas engine, and electric 
motor drives. We found that the most economical drive 
is the gas engine. Here, again, the cost of f .el, cooling 
water, and the original cost of the installation must be 
considered. Some steam will, of course, be produced in 
the ammonia plant, and tome small drivers will be electric 
motor driven, but the large drivers will be gas engines. 
In the nitric acid and sulfuric acid plana, the main com- 
pressor will be driven by watte heat boiler MID and small 
drivers will be electric. Excess steam from the acid plants 
should provide the necessary small amounts of ste*m 
for the nitrate and phosphoric acid plana. It will, however, 
be necessary to have a stand-by package boiler should the 
acid plana be at a different location than the ammonia 
plant. Steam production in the acid planta is regulated 
entirely by the rate of production, and adjustments 
possible in an ammonia plant steam production in the 
primary reformer cannot be made. 

The finished product storage facilities have to be located 
at various pointa throughout the country. sVrtus« of the 
limited facilities for transportation it will not be advisable 
to store great quantities of the fertilisers at the plant, and 
try to ship them all out during the fall and spring fertiliz- 
i«; - -on. It will be more convenient to establish five 
storage buildings, in addition to the one located at the 
producing plant, in the regional centres of the country, 
from which the farmers could be easily supplied at short 
distances. In our case we selected La Faz, Oruro, Sucre, 
Cochabamba, Tanja, and Santa Cruz. Should the entire 
production be located at Pojo or Camarapa, an additional 
storage facility would be needed at these locations. 
Here, again, we are guided by the present-day availability 
of trucks and road facilities, and this situation nuiy be 
different in another developing country. 

Particular attention must be paid to the water that it 
available. For an ammonia plant the procès* water is 
actually the boiler feed water, and this must be suitable 
for boilers of at least 450 pstg operating pressure, and 
preferably 330 pssg, to that the optimum reforests« pres- 
sure ia the »simonia plant can be reached. In the nitric 
acid plant, the boiler can operate st 230 pug. and the 
process water should just be as fret of chloridee as 
possible. The water must be of such quality the* no 
deposita would form ia the coils of the absorption tower. 
For the stjsterk acid phut, water Mmahst for a 250 neig 
boüer wsM he mal»  Tht proceit water should he free 
of Cannai la to avoid wwisstsüuaefieaWere the 
bass. Ia see» ef our lesene», then wU be a 
to ass eusse m 

location is compared to that at another location it is 
important to include the water-cost evaluation. 

When we were establishing the cost of individual 
intermediate products of the fertilizer plant, we tried to 
obtain the cost of the product as close to reality as 
possible so that we could obtain a guide for the evaluation 
of the final scheme. At the same time, this guide aided in 
determining wh.it other industrial production might be 
attractive in Bolivia that could use the chemical inter- 
mediate compounds, produced at an attractive price, in 
the fertilizer complex. It will always be an interesting 
approach to explore all the possible uses of new inter- 
mediate products that will be available in a country for 
the first time, to see if attractive schemes of use for them 
may be found. In this way, the original investment for 
fertilizer products can be reduced. 

In our case, we have examined the cost of the product 
as a function of changing price of the natural gas. We 
selected limits of 12# and 30»1 per 1,000 standard cubic feet 
for our investigation, and plotted the prices of the inter- 
mediate products as functions of the changing price 
of the natural gas. In all cases this relationship is linear. 
The effect of a rising price of the gas is cumulative, 
however. For example, the price of ammonia varies from 
144 to 162 per ton, while for ammonium nitrate the 
variations are from S3» to 573. That is, a ratio of J.4 
grows to 1.9. The more steps that are involved in the 
preparation of the final product, the greater will be the 
ratio increase. This approach is very important, as in 
Bolivia at present there is no consumption of natural gas, 
and it is necessary to create a suitable price structure for 
this raw material. 

The prices are established for the other raw materials, 
phosphate rock and sulfur. While it may be possible to 
obtain the rock at around SI per ton at the sea port, 
the cost of shipping it by rail to tJe centre of Bolivia 
will amount to about S2S per ton. It is obvious that 
the only important fluctuations of price will be those 
caused by possible changes in the shipping rates from the 
sea port to the point of use in Bolivia. No other changes 
could be really significant. At far as sulfur is concerned, 
its price depends on the export price that can be charged 
in Chile, since small amounts are actually exported at 
present. Here, again, the limiting factor will be the high 
cost of shipping, and the price will be quite close to the 
world price, since the market ia the mountains of Chile 
and of tht Argentine can consume some of the available 
sulfur. It seems mobabse that the present-day price of 
around S2I per ton will not change to any considerarne 
extent. 

Il changes m the price of tht finished producta dut 
to the changes in the prices of ths two raw materials 
wen studied, but no nani conclusion it available. It 
teems certain that the expected chañan ia I 
structura will he ef very secondary imeorttace 

The sett ef various kinds of bags was 
and their value ia the need bag stürbet ia Bolivia waa 
evaluated, te that we could eaVr tht product to the I 
ia an attractive and itcnaanisal package. The bag < 

evaluated with the 
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COttt  uithía tlH OMBtfy WM itrVSetigBtld. 
It M MM always easy to lai a retiabia «ource of auch tea, 
M us to the prêtent, no doubt, ihipmtnti of foods from 
oat pance to another were infutaotd by faeton that art 
•et similar to our atada. la many catta, it will be atom 
ary for tat producer to «hip malthali by bla own track» 
to avoid dtlays aad obtain a rettabit tcoaoeakal bank 
for a future developmtat of tat eoaaoMrcial tbippiag 
of fertiliser». 

Tat price« for tat product* at tht factory give at oaly 
a partial picture of tat who« probità». Wc amtt alto 
know tat price« of tat product at tat piace warn it 

tat fanatr. A picture of tuca pries« for variée« 
in Bolivia wat aatnMaaid. At a bates for I 

boat, At ivt locaMtiss i 
tad. It can bt atramtd taat tat farmers would be abb to 

»i at tuck a locati««, or that UH atrvicet of distri- 
g tat produca bought at tuck a «atra wouM bt 

provided by MM local authority ia tht original 
to facilitata stärkst ptastrstiua by tht 
It it «wilt tMkukto tpprn«mtili the coat of tat iaal 
«top of awtributioa, M K wil be iaiuiaosd by i 

Proa tht 
to bt able te próvida 

of 

A 

wa hope Ida euoagh 
tht YPFB 

It atay vary woH bt 
priât ia all «if tht aia 

taha cart of the varying 

it will waat to «tart a 
or aal at priât« that inclusi 

vary fraot oat locality 
total at tht 

by« 

i saarytit wat «Bade far the coat of «hepa- 
tite ti 

to a given location. The i 
a location wart included in tht 

Thk «aarytii will faciHtatt tht inai denum of tht YPFI 
ananas in« nt to decid« neon the manner in which the 
product tranaportation «bouM bt handled. 

It mutt be expected that once the production of the 
fertilisera it eatabtiehfd, it will not «tart at toe high a level, 
but mutt follow tht demand and the cuetetM of the local 
farmer«. Although the need for fertiliser consumption it 
very great, it wiU be numttry to overcome the ismsal 
obstacle« ia the awrketMg of tht product«. How the 
fanner« will be educated ia a problem that i» at p*e<sat 
being iavtstigtHd by tat avMvtaa Onvarutatnt aad by 
tht YPFB Company Seitab«« i« 
aaalyaad at present, aad tht fkanl esniaiea will as 
be a ratest of the co operation of the YPFB 
aad the local pertinent «aUtoritist. 
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t. NATURAL GAS MCSEIVES IN MEXICO AS A FACTOt OF THE SOCIAL 
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF THE COUNT1Y 1Y MEANS 

OF NITBOGENOUS COMPOUNDS 

Fmtréimmm Miniem**, Moatao 

I. IwraoDucnoN 

rVtréeaoa Mcucaaee (Ftawa), hy heiag aa integrated 
petrohnaa iMtkimon, ud mr ilw i petrochemical 
laatitanjoa, aiayt a vary importa« put • tin eco- 
MMc devetopmtnt of Mai imo TW éevatoaanent 
aettnem of PetréhKM Mcxicaaoe ha«« bara orientad te 
••aalt alt th sveli aad anoten of tha pepainaea. TW 
great achtevemeau m iaduetnal development ta Maxtco 
have canead aa nahalaaoed titantion hatwaea the two 
«oat »asportane «acton of the country, the iadwetrial oa* 
•a fall pronpenty. aad ta« large« tactor, which it the 
agricaltarai pnpalntina, ia a diprwad artuaUon. la 
order to comet tan iahemaee, Petroiaot Mexkaaoe hot 
developed tWa programme, hy «MM of which it w 
expected that tha tançait are! aad  reral tactor« wM 

With regard to the raal aad carrant attention of the 
tgricwrinral aaa* rami tactor, the 

(«) Low agricultural productivity; 
(*) Low 
(c) Lew 

(d) A large proportion of the population it ia Ma 
teotor, aanveaMaatety il.3 aar eaat 

Thaïe prohteiat have reanltnd ia a 
•ad eaa he eMmmartaed aa fellewe: 

(a) The agricultural tactor haa a vary km : 
vary liante* ruade at ite diepueal; 

(*) The lack of income aad faada meuat ia a lack of 

toehnology tad promoting a wider ate of fertttam 
Theae propotalt cu t» •mplemcatod ia a thort period 
of time tad, ia coaanteratioa of tat low incóale of the 
aancurtural ttctor Petreleoi Mexicano« propoaet to 
make ammonia and Mtrogenoua fertilizers tuottaihie 
to the agricultural aad ntral tactor, at pnce* caaaidarahry 
lower thaa at preaaat. Reduction ia the price of ammonia 
hy 30 per cent it being tuggcimd It is obviout that the 
ooflthiaatioa of teveral faeton ratitha ia rani agri- 
cultural productivity fatede, toi», rata, fertíaam, 
laeecticidei, etc.), however, it can he atated ia general 
lerna that the factor tuaceptihfe to more rapid control 
it fertiliatrt. By aamg a greater amount of lertMtaan, 
faraaag prodaetivity will increati ia a thort tía» 

Several awaat ara hetag propoatd hy watch PttroJaoa 
Mexicano« could radvoe tat pnce of munirait aad 
nitrogenous compouadt. However, the oae which it 
hoaad to prodaee tan greater impact it the ooaottactioa 
»y rVnaw of tmatoata aad area pianta with the amnteat 
capacity that eaa he hailt at the prêtent aad hy the 
ntiHaatioa of dai ataet tditalini ttthiiulugi ia the 
manufacture of fertiaaen. Tate prepotai cant for the 
conttmptioa of teveral large teenage ammonta aad ana 
ptaatt, the ojpaettiet luggiilie hang |,000 teat per day 
of aaaaaaia aad S» teat par day of ana. Lana ptaet 

of wiajiam to a» tarata» ia 

Of al tat food tleiaeau ia the toil of Menico, tat 
'•»••fait a nitrogen ance rt it hang exhausted 
the toil aad tito bacauee of the lack of orgeats 

(c) Thai tha agricultural   
prodfrntUllj, oa tha ooatmry, ha 

i tat food inumali of tat tea) ia Meaiea 
are haaaj 

(*) A» a raaalt of taie 
ina 

iti 

Ajraat aaal k haag daae hy 

ai 

> • pNfaaaaj ta aaaanaaa) ta 
lefaaauananeaefaeeiaaja 

J 
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(iv) It is pointed out also that the purchasing power 
of the other sectors is of the order of $5,000.00 pesos per 
inhabitant per year, and that this amount has not increased 
noticeably in the past; on the contrary, one can observe 
a decrease in this purchasing power. This is explained by 
the fact that the sectors related to commerce and industry 
have lost their power of growth and are beginning to 
show a decline in their income. This is caused by the 
limited demand for all sorts of goods by the agricultural 
sector from those sectors connected with commerce and 
industry. Therefore Mexico faces a situation in which the 
depressed condition of its agricultural sector is beginning 
to exert a downward trend on the incomes of the sectors 
connected with industry and commerce. It is evident that 
in the over-all economic planning of Mexico further 
progress will become increasingly difficult if the problem 
of the low agricultural productivity is not resolved 
soon (see sections I (Introduction), and II (General 
information)). 

(c) Tables 2 and 5 

In order to make comments on table 2, it is necessary 
to relate it to table S, in which are shown the indices of 

Hew» II. /vfrtfJraf Mtxkmot. Atricmlmi »clor gross proèmi 
(million pisos) 

economy,  the   following comments are  presented  in 
relation with the forecast of the statistics given before. 

(•) Commmu: 

Than exista a great difference between the purchasing 
power of the agricultural sector and the purchasing 
power of the other sectors, this difference being of the 
order of $4,000.00 pesos per year and per inhabitant, in 
favour of the sectors relatad to industry and commerce. 
It is evideat that this difference should be reduced con- 
siderably for the following reasons: 

(i) To iaereaat the paranaiing power of the agricultura! 
testor bsoosaee imperativ«, otherwise a political problem 
may result, co—¿dering that the larger percentage of the 
population haw this very low purchasing power. 

(M) Tht dairy avenge iaeomt of the agricultural sector 
is ipprniimatslj SOW pesos per inhabitant la IMO, aa 

is not enough to meet their _ 
. The daiy average income of the < 

is areund 113.00 ptr capto a IMO, aaamotaat which is 
at hast saamaaat te mset their 

(al) The various prograaunes which aie besag imple 
aamsiioiaeaeaae aarknkaral productivity will aot yield 

the eady aveeaae iaaaaw air <*ajM of the aarsealawai 
statar w* lamini »am ».» peate per day a IMO te 
ll.r paso« sa 1*70. 
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grow national products by sectors of activity with 
different bases: 

two 

(i) 1930 
(ii) 1960 

100 
100 

In order to make comments and comparisons of tables 2 
and 5, we will have as a base the growth of population 
in Mexico, which is 3.2 per cent per year. Therefore, 
the minimum possible in order neither to lose nor to gain 
money (operate at the point of equilibrium), consider- 
ing base 1950 = 100 and 1960 = 100, will be in 1931 and 
in 1961 of the order of 103.2 the index of each activity, indi- 
cating thus the (+) gain money, and the (-) lose money. 

103.5 (+) 
!«.•(-) 
103.9 ( + ) 
•».»(-> 

101.1 ( + ) 
M.l(-) 

111.4 ( + ) 
103.« (+) 
101.0 (-) 
109.5 (+) 
100.7 (-) 
103.2 
107.3 < + ) 
104.7 (+) 

mi 

Total aras national product . . . 107.7 (+) 
Agriculture  105.0 (+) 
Livestock braedin«.  107.1 (+) 
Forest production  1C1.5 (-) 
Ptohin« Industry         •*•(-) 
Minta«        *.4(-) 
**rol»w»  110.0 (+) 
Manufacturing  110.4 (+) 
Contraction  1W.5 (+) 
E*«rieity  111.H+) 
Transport  !».«(+) 
Commerce  109.7 (+) 
Government  104.5 (+) 
Otter activities  103.« (+) 

* M* mm gui m m 

im 

(I) AI ISN 
(I) Al IMI 
<» At 

YMT» 

Fiatue V. Petrol«» MMìOMM. Ptmiumgu oftkt «WrWtwW MTMT 

This briags out UM fact that in 1931 tane sectors of 
activity lost money (forestry, fishing industry and saining) 
and ia 19él tve sectors of activity loe« money (agriculture, 
forestry, mining, construction and transport) and during 
1961 commerce was just in equilibrium. We must consider 
also that the total gross national product ia 1951 was 
107.7 ths total index, and in 1961 tlte total gross national 
product was 103.5, nearly at an ecoeomk equilibrium 
point ia the cowntry and ia prooeas of desine. That 
is why it is important to stress ones snort that it is funda- 
mental, in order to recover Ins proesss of srwnnmis 
growth of the country, to ineorpornts ths farming and 
rural sector ©f the country to the econonacaHy native 
populatkm, crenting ia dut mansser internal •arfcili 
and «MaiMmng by means of incrsaaedl agricultural i 
tivity the great Mineisnui ia awdasMiag power 
tht agricultural sector and the other steten of 
aoaiy and also decreasing ths reines!" sonW, 
and economic problems. 
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Total paa Mttonal product 

Contributi«! of the aeri ufeuraJ 
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IO« 
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12.1 
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il 7 IS.« 

Thtt taMc bringt oui the fact that til* contrtbwtioa 
et the agricultural Meter to the grote national product M 

¿•creating. Conatdenni aim that the population of tht 
agricultural tactor it increutiii considerably, it it evident 
that an economic cntu of major proportion» it develop- 
ing Thtt enti», if it materialttet, will depreaa the toctal, 
economic «ad political tctivitie» oí the cuwntry, which 
1MM achieved a great ttahtlity through prolonged effort« 
of all the sectort of tht tcoaomy   Tht« en peded ertati 

cottM well he avotdtd if ina« nei ve and foreefW «font 
are carried out in ardtr to increate agrtcwJtural predite- 
ti vity 

(e) Tahks 4 mdH 
From thete tablet w« oblata the Mtme eoaclutéoat at 
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ilifM overlap in all tht data, at follow* 
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agncuJtural tactor íMo the popuiatioa economically 
active and sstablisaini a sound baata for the further 
integrated growth of the whole economy of M«»ico 

5   ( omtusum* 

AH that KM» »Men shown previously in the commenti 
and m the («Met point» to an immediate and evident 
cenchmioa 

h is necessary for Petróleo* Menéanos, th« btgjrst 
industrial corporation in the country, to take a forceful 
«and on this major problem of Mexico 

The more immediate and forceful contribution of 
•etréteo* Mexicanos to the solution of this problem is 
t« make available to the agricultural wctor ammonta 
and autrogenous fcrtiliwrs at considerably lower priée« 
than at pre*m This can be achieved by the construction 
of terge tonnage ammonia and area plant*, namely 
1,0» tone par day of ammonta and «8 torn par day of 
ama. A - plant capacity mere nee», operating costa decrease 
thaa tVmei can make this large contribution to the welfare 
of »• aarieulrural sector without tmamirmg its fluencia! 
poeto««, «mea the prop«Hied reduction« m price of 
fertihaers will come from the reduction* in operating 
cotta ebtamsd m very targa capacity plant« 

1. 4a*cu/nararf »red* ri Wry 

I   fW rase* a/ a fm» crepe 

(a) < aeaaa TI» ywM af eeatoa hae 
2» kiaoe/hsetere m IM0 ka éS2 laW/aeeteee m ite7}, 
mía mdaeatai mat »M part of the agricultural earner M 

tat on» m waten technology i« more widely mad and la 

it n eamma^d abat m optsmum annüninm the ywM «f 
m Meme» should be «f the order af IS§.Mt hi*»«, 

(»I Tadjee   la the paned  of IMS-It», aw vtnW af 
wat W hiln,1iimn, M she parted af im-IMa 

was «13 htlit/aaelnee   m the paned ItdlM 
«m 4lt hilei/lnunau-e   m  l«*5-IW» the ytaW 

hdaa/baanare w abe paned it*§-l»§*, IM hd*/ 
Tern 

in yields. Theie increases have been of the order of 0.7 per 
cam per year, deapite the fact of the great demand for this 
product At present the yield of sugar can« in Mexico 
ia about 55,700 kiloa/hevUre, it is estimated that the 
minimum yield, uaing modern agricultural technology 
»hould he Afl.OOn kiloa/hectare Fhis implies a wider use 
of fcrtiliaerv eapecially nitrogen 

(d) aV<*mt This agricultural food product is one of the 
bases of the diet of the Mexican population Although 
thi» plant is able to rix nitrogen from th* air it is very 
important to apply fertilizers to thr toil The yields in 
Mtxicu at present are of the order of MM) kilos/hectare 
Estimated yields in optimum condition» should be 
about   WO   kilos hectare 

(e) í orm This is the most important r<Nid product for 
the country considering that the consumption ßtr rapila 
per year in Mexico is 170 kilos, and this could be 
increased up to 1*0 kilos Due to this fact corn is the 
ban» of the Mexican agriculture, as H generates hy itself 
approximately II 10 per cent of the total value of the 
agricultural production Efforts are being made by several 
ga»vernmem institutions like the National Seed Commis- 
»ton for seed improvement However, the yield at present 
m Mexico is of about 108 kilos/bet tare and ia some 
enee» it reaches H» kilos/hectare h is estimate« mat 
t*a maximum yields of sera in Mexico. v«h ferttamr 
application, should be of the order of 2.08« kilo«/hectare 

__ffj,*mw* n- •*•*** '« At one that bas shown me 
greets« yteM moreese in the last few year«, due to the 
tn*eneive application of fertiliser« The yield of wheal m 
l*J§ was *tW kHoe/hectart and this yield grew to 
l,tMkinw/hec«ere, in lt*J However it is eet«mated mat 
das animism yteM in Mexico should be of thr order of 
2.im-ljm kttos/hectere with the optimum application 
of mrtlhntrs 

Aa eaa be observed logwal asnerabaatior» can ht made 
•• earn agrtcubural erop m MWBMA and   the obvious 

« the wider am af mrtitsaers   mamry 
te green the htgaamt prmrvty k> subleve 

rai peuduativay H 
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formimi mjm tan for ì9m, ma m 
nsal daajajrf ia fear*» of UM 
oil 

(iv) Dmmmitf 
(t) Cansases»** a 

CoBjttari* Mat UM 

ta* sasaa M it «ai la 190, afe foOowtaf 

SlHIlM , 
Alfalfa. 
Cottoa . 
Riot . . 
Oats . . 

Cacao . 

3.1 u»jm 173,539 
123.5 4MIB5 5,639,991 

4.0 \fijm IIM72 
15 254%034 2WJ42 
2.5 •4,4*2 114,170 
12 •MM MMW 
0L5 i»4M 2M3J 

»25 324,9*2 J7«,7«l 
SO IN.NS 224.34« 

»*•                                          3.2 124,051 14*,n, 
34.1 l^4»>«2 l,éWJ«2 
1» 74,144 M,7t4 
7.6 299,3»» 347^77 

•»•»           23.1 909^71 1.054,930 
T*»»*»            10.4 409,647 474.947 

201.0 1,193,744 9,491,944 
10.1 425,444 493,214 
9.0 J34¿37 411,012 
2, 104,361 123,303 

Whaat           41.0 I.I90J64 2,192/164 

(c) Cgadto*jw.CDa^MifatthMdat>wltttiM»6ii^ui^pfoduc- 
tivtty in 1962 and eavjblariiig the africultunl upuMioa proaram- 

woicn wtt take pian aitar 19», tht foUowtaf rituatioo wül b« 
• the baban of the aanaad and supply of africukunl 
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D. htcrtam te tk**vtntepmchmitiiçpowir<tftkeagrictitvralteciorbytkttiKTmm 
te tgrtaAmU rroductirity. From the tables above, ia which the increases la 
agricultural productivity aie shown, the gross national product can be estimated 
for the agricultural sector and Ha influence on the total gross national product, at 
pikes of 1960, obtaining the following resulti: 
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4. Mcmmmmte  ¡meters mftefé mmtf fmncmwH  m mw Mttns way aiehemew aotieeeewateeu^ef sfcei 
pfmlmtim «/ nW fur«/ mnéjmrmam mefr a mcmrpffé m living standards et ths rural MM) sfricultuTsI 
s*» *W K*MMK»T> avfiw fofuimtimm {c) fvgûm „^ wil, >, (J|k#. fowi|-i y,, ¡ 

(«) It M expected that if dus programme is imsrfenwnted J^L^ZAtiíh^.^UMb fL"r3^ÎÎJUï! 
for It75 tlM value of agricultural production at current Ç"    ,         J"       •v*"«"* •** "•"" iswesMnans 
prices will be of the order of l3t,30O milk* patoi, thus wltt0ttt fotm* —***• 
giving average purchasing power of $1,200.00 peto* per (i) As the purchasing power of the agricultaral tactor 
year and per empita. is iacreaned, this sector wilt have enough funds and 

(*) With the Creeses forecast, it must be cenmdered £?E!L¡! .ri'lS^SÎ mf&TZJÎZ 
that the local markets will increate with the creation of «e*"«*»! «• »• 1»•«»' •»•"«y «• »• i*>**ij- 
new demand. This will bring about greater investments (r) As this programa» is iunphunmwd, the fixed i 
in industrial installations and services that will obviously and money in circulation hi the country will increase, thus 
absorb a greater proportion of the population and thus creating a further demand for all types of goods and 
diminish the population in the agricultural sector, and    —J— 
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1. PLASTIC MATERIALS 

Prepmredfmr the Vmited ISmtien* Cintre fmr ImdumtrUl Development by Vlnmtltut frmmçmiê dm pétrole 

The intermediate products are manufactured from the 
basic products and arr at the start of the production of 
end-products. 

In the following pages we shall be concerned with 
their production according to the breakdown of demand 
categories in the following major end-product lints 
consuming petrochemical intermediates: plastics, synthe- 
tic fibres, synthetic rubber, detergents and fertilizers. 

PLASTIC» 

According to chemical category the best performers, in 
terms of capacity of production and growth rate, are 
distributed as follows : 
Polyolefins:   polyethylene; 
Vinyls: polyvinyl chloride; 
Polystyrenes. 

POLYOUFINS:  POtYETHYLENE PRODUCTION 

A.  Introduction 

Nobody really knows the future of polypropylene and 
some plastic sales representatives feel polypropylene 
will be a big selling plastic, taking a good part of low- 
pressure process polyethylene's market. Others say that 
it is not exciting, pointing to tome of its weaker properties. 
What is sure is that the polypropylene is taking longer to 
develop than originally expected. 

On the other hand, polyethylene remains the top plastic 
in the United States. In Europe, it will be as successful 
M it has been in the United States and, in spite of PVC 
competition, it is felt that polyethylene will easily pass 
polyvinyl chloride in the next five or six years to become 
the first of plastics. 

B. Polyethylene production and consumption 

According to its manufacturing processes polyethylene 
is usually divided into high-pressure (or low-density) 
polyethylene and low-pressure (or high-density) polyethy- 
lene. The ñi-st was dianovi, ed in the United Kingdom 
during 1933, and in 1939 full-scale commercial production 
— using the high-pressure process —began; the but, 
needing low-pressure polymerisation, was prepared i.". the 

United States and in the Federal Republic of Germany 
during 1930; the polymer produced in this way has higher 
density and is more rigid than the former. 

The United States is by far the largest producer, 
followed by the United Kingdom, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, Japan and France. 

PRODUCTION   IN m 
(in torn) 

167,000 

Low-pressure 

19,000 

TMml 

1,020,000 
116,000 

if- 
163,000 
63,000 

United Stat« . . 
UnM Kingdom. 
F*o»»l Republic of G«r 

many   .... 
Franc«  

The average annual growth rate of production from 
1939 through 1963 was 27 per cent in the United States, 
31 per cent in the Federal Republic of Germany and 
38 per cent in France. Polyethylene is still a quick grow- 
ing plastic in European countries where — except in the 
United Kingdom — it is well behind polyvinyl chloride; 
therefore capacities are increased in every country. 
World output forecast for 1963 accounts for 2,000,000 
tons of polyethylene low-density and 830,000 tons of 
high-density, in 1970 output polyethylene low-density 
would reach 3,300,000 tons. 

United States polyethylene production has reached this 
high amount thanks to giant refinery capacities and an 
extensive network of transport pipelines providing 
ethylene at low cost price. 

Both production and consumption of polyethylene are 
rising; growth is likely to continue in all outlets, mainly 
in packaging, bottles, sacks, despite PVC competition. 

In 1962 consumption was approximately as follows: 

United Stat«  4.2 
United Kingdom  2.1 
France  1.9 
Federal Republic of Germany  1.8 

We have to note the low per capita consumption in 
the Federal Republic of Germany; it results from the 
great part of production to be exported —about 35 per 
cent in 1962. 

The main outlets and the application* of HP and LP 
polyethylene are described later in this paper where the 
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plastics, and particularly polyethylene, arc taken as an 
example of petrochemicals utilization, in order to conveit 
these products into industrial and consumer goods. 

C. Manufacturing processes 

High-pressure process 

(a) Mass polymerizatkn process (I.C.I.) 

Ethylene containing 0.06 per cent of oxygen and free 
from acetylene (used as a free radical yielding catalyst) is 
compressed at about 1,500 atmospheres and heated io 
about I90°C. This mixture is fed toa stainless steel reactor 
which operates isothermically. A conversion of 25 per 
cent is typical anc" reaction time is only a few seconds. 
I he effluent from the reactor goes to a separator in which 
unconverted ethylene is removed, cooled and recycled to 
the charge gas compressor. 

Liquid polyethylene from the separator is water-white 
and very viscous; it is extruded in a form which can be 
quickly chilled and solidified such as a continuous ribbon. 
The molecular weight of polyethylene varies widely with 
operating pressure; at 1,500 atm. the molecular weight 
ranges from 6,000 to 12,000, at 3,000 atm. from 12,000 to 
24,000. The incoming ethylene stream must be fre* from 
impurities (normally 99.5 per cent ethylene is required); 
the absence of acetylene is particularly important. The 
oxygen content of the incoming ethylene is rtduccd to 
O.001 per cent in order to add the accurate amount of 
oxygen required as a polymerization catalyst. 

(b) Water-solvent polymerization process (Du  Pont) 

The major difference with the I.C.I, process results 
in the use of a diluent, whether a solvent or not (hydro- 
carbon and/or water) for better controlling the very exo- 
thermic reaction. Ethylene is first liquefied by compression 
and cooling. Benzene is then added as a solvent of the 
resulting polymer and allows improved control of the 
reaction. The pressure on this liquid mixture is then 
raised to between 800 and 1,500 atm. and the mixture 
is preheated before introduction into the stainless steel 
reactor. Simultaneously water containing oxygen as 
initiator is injected into the reactor during the course 
of reaction to maintain a constant catalyst concentration 
throughout the reaction. 

Unreacted ethylene held in the reactor effluent is 
removed and recycled. The polymer has a molecular 
weight of 18,000 to 30,000. 

Low-pressure process 

With the invention of metal-derived catalysts the 
polymerization of polyethylene was allowed to be carried 
out under low pressure. Three processes are  used: 

(a) Process using Ziegler catalysts 

The ethylene charge gat is freed from water, oxygen, 
sulfur and carbon dioxide (poison» of catalyst) prior to 
being introduced into the reactor. 

la a vessel, aluminium triethyl (AlEu) and titanium 
tetrachloride (TiClJ are held in suspension in diesel oil, 

heptane or chlorobenzene The actual polymerization 
may be carried out in the same or in a different vcswl 
from that employed for catalyst preparation Fthylem- is 
then introduced into the reactor under a slight premure 
Cooling is supplied to remove the heat of the exothermn 
reaction I he usual operating conditions are a temperature 
of 50 to 75 C and near atmospheric pressure. The polymer 
forms like a powder or granules which are insoluble at 
the operating conditions After completion of the reac 
tion, unreacted monomer is vented and recycled, the 
reaction mass is quenched with water or alcohol to remove 
any active metallic residue, then filtered or cenfrifufed 
and the solid polymer dried. 

It has to be noted that other monomers, propylene 
for example, may be charged and polymerized in this 
reactor. 

(b) Phdhps prouss 

As for the preceding process, water vapour, oxygen, 
carbon monoxide and most compound» of sulfur, 
nitrogen and halogens are poisons for the Phillips catalyst 
and must be carefully removed. (Their concentration 
should be below 100 ppm. ) Character.stics of the polymeri- 
sation reaction are as follows 

Catalyst: chromium oxide associated with at least one 
oxide of silica, alumina or zircoma. The support- 
ing material is a silico-alumina composite. 

Operating temperatures: 65-200"C\ 

Operating pressure: 20-50 atm. 

Reaction diluents are paraffins (C, to C„) or cycloparaf- 
fins (cyclohexane). 

The great deviation in opruting temperature results 
from several methods applied in the use of catalyst 

In fixed-bed operation reaction temperatures vary from 
130 to 180°C; we get low molecular weight (5,000- 
20,000) polyethylene. 

TAILS 1. 20,000 TONS/YEAR POLYETHYLENE PRODUCTION ev 
HIGH-PRESSOIO ANO LOW-FREMUIU POLYMERIZATION   PROCESSES 

Investment * (f million). ..... 12 14 

Raw mal*rki: ethylene at 99.93 
tons/year  21.400 24,000 

Utittits requirements 

Etoctridty(10,kWh/ye*r)  36,000 JJ.00O 
Steam (tons/year)  M.000 400,000 
CboUni water (10« m»/year) .... 4,000 2,500 
Fuel (10* Real/year)  — liflBO 

Calalyet and chemiceJi  S400.000 1395.0» 

Labour 

Men/shift  s 5 
Men/day  4 4 

4SI 
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stroyed by MMrftKntkNi. The coat of the cMoriM WJM» 
tita hydrochloric acid phts the coat of neutralization ¡i i 
heavy charge agaiaat the vinyl chloride product. 

Hydrotm chlorUk consumer 

First solution. Fo* vinyl chloride production th« mon 
usual way of «voiding the hydrochloric acid problem 
hau bat« to make ma of the addition reaction of HCl 
and acetylene to give vinyl chloride. Thit addition reaction 
can be wed to balance the hydrochloric acid made from 
an ethytene-based plant, in which enee there ii uo pro- 
duction or consumption of acid. However, the disad- 
vantage of using acetylene instead of ethylene is its 
higher cost and this is to be balanced against toe loss 
in the value of the chlorine caused by its degradation to 

HCl in the ethylene route. Furthermore, aa against 
this, two reactor systems are required, «ach with half 
the capacity of the total plant: this increases the manu- 
facturing coat by raising the fixed charges per ton of 
vinyl chloride produced. 

Second solution. To avoid the extra coat of feed separa- 
tion, vinyl chloride can be produced from * mixed feed 
ot acetylene and ethylene directly from a naphtha pyro- 
rysis plant. In this procès«, the vinyl chloride reactor is 
running in series instead of in parallel. However, this 
route still suffers from the need to use triple-bond 
acetylene for a product — vinyl chloride — which only 
contains a double bond. 

Third solution. The HCl co-product is oxidized back to 
chlorine using a modified Deacon procesa, and recycled 
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TABU í. 20,000 TOW/YIAB vmvi aun» nooucnoN 
M—¥**»*$ eott mi jfJMv ;•*» 

Case 3: Acetyls!» and ethylse* partili ! 

urn (M> < 

lUw materials 
Acetylene. . 
Ethylene. . 
Chlorine . 

UtiUtiw 

Electricity . 

fi*S* 1 

Cooling water  
Process water  
FMI  

Catar/stand chemicals  

Labour 

Salariai and wages  
Supervision at 25 ptr OMH of 

salaries and wages   .... 

TOTAL VAAIABU CHABOIS 

fl**ef C*«T*J (set labia 4 for distribution) 

Tom 

Tons 

IO*1 kWh 
Tont 

IO* m* 
m» 

10* kcal 

Men/yaer 

2*3 
HO 
70 

IO 
1.6 
• 
0.2 
l.S 

3,000 

4,300 
5,000 

11700 

5,100 
24.no 
2,»10 

13,000 
MX» 

21 

MANUMCTUUNO corr 

Net cash flow at 20 per cent of total investment 
D*wcktlon provides  
Net tocóme after taxes  
Net meóme before taxes at 50 per cent. ! 
MaoNmcturing cost  

Vinyl chloride safes  
Vinyl chioride sellingprice(l/ton). . 

(orcVlb) 

1470 
550 
M0 

51 
40 
17 
7 

12 
I« 

140 

35 

3,033 

720 

3,735 

«30 
MS 
235 
470 

3,755 

4.223 
211 

9.4 

Casti. 

Bthykme route, with cc-product HCl *7ww 
HCl Is not valoriasd  m 

HClisvahwi^forotlwrr*o<hictionstl32/ton It* 
Ces» J. 

AoitytaMaiidethylsfiepariiW routes  an 
Gas»«': 

Ethyls« roMs, BO co-product HCl  jog 

^Tnf w^FT***' *"^t *•" "° - • • • * 
* *>Hauremia.fvw^toftojywdwssd«il70/teaaad' 

TW« comparison between the different routes and 
ptoommAom that it is not possible to make a ddtaitc 
choice. The lelectk» of the rom* and the choice of the 

feed-stock to be used in each particular project involving 
vinyl chloride manufacture, will be made specifically 
taking into account the availability and the prices of the 
raw materiali and the utilization and the prices of the 
by-producti in the area concerned by auch a project. 

(b) Vinyl chhrUU pofymtrttatim 

PofymtrizMUm in tmulslon 

Thii operation ii processed continuously in an auto- 
clave provided with a paddle-agitator and from which 
air ii driven out by a stream of inert gai or vinyl chloride 
before the beginning of polymerization. 

Water, catalysts, emulsifying agenti and vinyl chloride 
are mixed in die polymerization reactor. 
Water has to take off heat evolved by the very eaotherak 

reaction and to keep the viscosity of the sotetion low 
enough to allow an easy stirring. 

Cattaste soluble in water are: potassium perniate. 
hydrogen peroxide or a redox system.     *""—' 



Emulsifying agents include anionic surfactants like 
various sulfonated hydrocarbons or, more recently, 
non-ionic surfactants. They promote an intimate 
contact of vinyl chloride with  catalyst. 

Protective colloids such as polyvinyl alcohols or cellulosic 
derivatives are used for latex stabilization. 

Unreacted monomer vinyl chloride is removed from the 
reaction products and recycled. The latex obtained is 
spray-dried. 

Sutperuion polymerization 

Tbii is a widely used batch process. Water, catalysts, 
protective colloids and vinyl chloride are charged into 
a reactor under pressure with an agitator device. The 
reactor is free of oxygen of air which is an inhibitor of 
polymerization, by a stream of inert gas or vinyl chloride. 
Catalysts are organic peroxides not soluble in water 

(benzoic peroxides). 
Protective colloids are polyvinyl alcohol or cellulosic 

derivative!. 

After a 90 per cent conversion of monomer the reaction 
is considered as over; unreacted vinyl chloride is 
separated and recycled. Meanwhile, polymer in suspen- 
sion may be washed with water; then it is centrifuged 
and completely dried in rotary dryers; polyvinyl 
chloride is obtained as a powder. 
The main differences between these two processes 

result on the one hand in a higher operating cost for 
emulsion PVC, because of spray-dryers, and on the 
other hand in the qualities of emulsion and suspen- 
sion PVC. 

Emulsion polyvinyl chloride is used for preparing 
latex or dispersed in plasticizers for making plastisols. 

Economics of polyvinyl chloride manufacture 

Elements of operating cost for a 20,000 tons/year PVC 
plant, based, respectively, on polymerization in suspen- 
sion and polymerization in emulsion, are given in table 8. 
Manufacturing cost and derived selling price for such a 
plant are presented in table 9. 
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POLYSTYMNE 

A. Polystyrene production and consumption 

Polystyrene has not had as bright a.i entrance in the 
thermoplas'ics marlcec as both PVC and polyethylene, 
its tvo major competitors. Polystyrene was discovered 
in 1845, but commercial interests for it began to be 
shown only in 1930, when better knowledge of the 
mechanism of styrene polymerization allowed the reac 
tion to be successfully carried on. However, the first 
polystyrene articles were stricken with bad shortcomings; 
they quickly lost mechanical properties and good appear- 
ance, and as a result presented no usefulness. Once more, 
polystyrene was forgotten until the end of World 
War IF, during which large plants manufacturing styrene 
monomer were constructed in order to meet the require- 
men.s involved by the synthetic rubber programme in 
the Inited States. The failures occurred in the first 
attempts to commercialize polystyrene resulted from a 
lack of purity in the styrene monomer but from 1946 
large quantities of high purity styrene monomer were 
available at a moderate price and they made polystyrene 

TABU «. 20,000 TOM/VIM PVC MObUmON 

Elements of attratti* cost 

Investment ($ million)  7 S 
Raw materni consumption: vinyl 

chloride (tons/year)  21,600 

Utilities requirements 

Electricity (10* kWh/year)  .   .  . 1,200 
Steam (tons/year)  46,000 
Cooling water (10* m'/year)   . . I.SOO 
Process water (m'/year)  .... »0,000 

Catalyst and chemicals 

expenses (S/year)         140,000 

Labour (men/shift)  4 

m 1 

2.9 

21,6^0 

9,000 
»0,(100 

2,000 
200,000 

300,000 

4 

production start again. Other modifications improved 
polystyrene properties, leading to high-impact and 
heat-resistant types which gave satisfaction to the custo- 

TABU 9. 20,000 TONS/YEAR PVC PRODUCTION 

Manufacturing cost and selling price 

Polymertuulom ta siupmjto* 
CM/ cm 

I 
mi wtmllly (I» %ly, (IV tlrm) 

Variabit charges 

Raw materials : vinyl chloride monomer.        Tons 20) 
Utilities 

Electricity  10* kWh 
Steam  Tona 
Cooling water  10* m* 
Process water      m* 

Catalyst and chemicals  

Labour 

Salaries and wages      Men/year 5,000 
Supervision at 25 per cent of salaries 

and wages  

TOTAL VARIABU CHAMM 

Awe* dtarf*i (see table 4 for distribution)  

MAMVACTUUNO con 

rM casi) flc^ at 20 per cent of total in vestment  
Déprédation provides  
Net tacóme altar tana  
r4st inoonte before taxes at 50 per cent  

PVC sales  
PVC saOag price (S/tM)  

(«•7»)  

21,600 4,450 21.600 4,450 

10 MOO 
1.6 46,000 
6 1,*00 
0.2 »0,000 

16 

82 
73 
11 
1« 

9,000 
MMX» 

2,000 

90 
121 

12 
40 

140 300 

M 16 M 

a» 20 

*jm 5,1» 

s» «TO 

3,400 5,710 

4« 
m 
IT» 
MO 

SM 
340 
220 
440 

5,790 

J.74B 
m 

11 

UK 
311 



fer-Mur m imj t oaammçtkm 
In I9ñ: 

<Af per tipil«) 

670,«») \2 
142,000 

77.O0O n.n 
67,000 
53,000 1.07 

mers and warranted  its development.  Production and 
consumption were as follows: 

United Slates * 
Hederal Republic of Oermany ' 
United Kingdom ' 
Italy 
Fnnee  

• Styrine rejini containing SO per ceni or mor» styrène (excluding 
.icrylonitrile, butadiene I'yrenc and ityrene acrykinitrilc). 

" Polystyrene and polyvinyl aceuie. 
' üeneral purpose, high-impact and expendable polystyrene 

B. Polystyrene processing and applications 

(a) Polystyrene compounding and processing 

The term polystyrene refers to a large range of resins 
having different compositions and distinctive properties 
as for end-products; as a result, polystyrene is known 
amongst several types : 
Unmodified polystyrene or standard polystyrene is a 

pure polystyrene and is the cheapest. This type rep- 
resents about 50 per cent of the whole production of 
polystyrene. 

Impact polystyrene is a combination of polystyrene 
with rubber. Two ways are followed to obtain this 
combination: 
By mechanical mixing (in a Banbury mixer, for 

example), a homogeneous blend of polystyrene and 
rubber is prepared. At the same time other ingre- 
dients — mainly colorants — may be added; the 
final Mend is dropped from the mixer into an 
extruder in order to get pellets of polystyrene. 

By dissolving rubber, usually a styrene-butadiene 
type, in a mixture of solvent and styrene; then this 
mixture is polymerized. A large part of the styrene 
polymerizes with itself, the other part adds or 
grafts on to the rubber chain, hence the name graft 
copolymers, sometimes given to these polymers. 

Most impact polystyrenes today are graft copolymers. 
Heat-resistant polystyrene is a copolymer of styrene with 

methylstyrene. 
Styrene may be polymerized with other monomers as 

acrylonitrile-butadiene or acrylonitrik (copolymer sty- 
rene-acrylonitrile ig sometimes known under the name 
of chemical-resistant polystyrene). 

Finally, polystyrene ia more and more used in the form 
of foam materials prepared by two different manners: 
The first is to inject a volatile liquid into molten 

polystyrervi and to keep this mixture under pressure 
until it it extruded into foam boards. The combina- 
tion of polystyrène with volatile liquid is prepared 
just before use. 

The second consista in forcing, under pressure, a 
givra amount of volatile hydrocarbon into peilet» 
of pure polystyrène. Pellets proeeatsd in this way 

are called expandable twads. because the application 
of heat will cause the polystyrene beads to expand 

All these types of polvstyrene resins are easily com- 
pounded with colorants, in practice plastici/ers are 
never used with it and .ire extruded into p lleis. At least 
65 per cent of polystyrene consumption in the United 
States and United Kingdom is converted into end- 
products by injection moulding, and this percentage 
must be the same in other countries. The remainder 
of polystyrene is converted by means of extrusion and 
thermoforming. Table 10 shows techniques for converting 
polystyrene and its end-uses. 

(b) Polystyrene applications 

Usual polystyrene types have been pointed out pre- 
viously, they have all neaily the same fundamental 
properties, derived from specific properties of pure poly- 
styrene, one of them being deeply modified in the way 
expressed by the qualification heat-resistant, chemical- 
resistant or high-impact, associated to polystyrene in 
order to meet the requirements involved by utilization of 
polystyrene consumer goods: 

Polystyrene properties responsible for its uses are 
summarized a« follows: 
Light weight; with a 1.03 specific gravity pure poly- 

styrene is placed between PVC (1.4) and polyethylene. 
Good electrical properties which remain fairly constant 

despite varying temperature and frequencies. Dielec- 
trical strength is lowered in h gh-impact polystyrene or 
styrene-acrylonitnle copolymers because of the pre- 
sence of additives. 

Good resistance versus alkalies and weak acids, but 
polystyrene is attacked by oxidizing acids, and softened 
or dissolved in aromatic and chlorinated hydrocarbons, 
in ketones and oils. Styrene-acrylonitrile copolymers 
are indifferent to gasoline and edible oils and have 
better resistance against other solvents. 

Polystyrene is free of odour and taste, and is non-toxic. 
The colourless polystyrene is one among plastics having 

the best optical properties (used in light diffuse«). 
From conversion considerations, polystyrene is easy to 

mould, particularly due to its excellent dimensional 
stability and it is very easily colomtd. 

Polystyrene does not resist uHra-violet rays and as a 
consequence develops a yellowish straw-cast which im- 
pairs mechanical properties by making it brittle. This 
failure prevents external uses for polystyrene products. 

Applications in packaging. In 1963, packaging repre- 
sented about 13 per cent and 24 per cent of the poly- 
styrene consumption, respectively, in the United States 
and United Kingdom. Polystyrene is mainly used in 
food packaging, in various forms such as disposable cups 
(used in picnic or iti slot machines for hot and cold 
drinks), containers for ice cream, ready-to-eat dishes 
and jams, films at lids for previous container«. 

Cigarette packing is a new application of polystyrène 
in this field. These packages are made with normal or 
more often with high-impact polystyrene by moulding 
or thermoforming sheets ia numerous shape«.  Filmt 
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Injection mou Wing nun  of refrigerators, freeren, 
and dryers, »ir conditioners 

Putt of radio and television seta 
Light thieidt 
Wail tilet 
HouMware, toy», ahoe heela 

washers 

PoiystyreBS) 

Moulding of expandable Low-temperature  insulating  amplications 
polystyrène (refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners) 

Boxes fcr industrial and consumer parirag 
ing, containers 

Sandwich panels for construction uses 
Foam boards for insulating panels or insu- 

lations in builditig, uses in the field of 
buoyancy 

Extrusion Oriented films 
Sheets for thermoforming 
Foam boards 

Thsrmoforming Disposable packages 
Containers 
Inner lining of refrigerator doors 

Extrusion of expandable Films, sheets for lining or thermoforming 
polystyrene 

Spred-coating Paper and textile coating 

Ut« Floor polishes 
Paints and coating« 

art biaxially oriented by extrusion, which means that 
plastic is stretched in two directions in order to improve 
mechanical properties of the film. Forecasts promise a 
great outlet for polystyrene as packaging material, the 
major advantage against other competitors in this market 
being low cost and attractive shapes and colours of these 
thin-wall containers. 

Refrigerators, freezer*, air conditioners, washers and 
dryers. Many different parts of a refrigerator or a freezer 
are fabricated from both normal and high-impact types 
of polystyrene, due to ita good behaviour at low tem- 
peratures. In refrigerators, the largest part <% the inner 
lining of the door, fabricated in high-impact polystyrene; 
other leti important appliances are crisper trays, egg 
shelves, freezer doors, contre1 knobs. Polystyrene is 
used to fabricate house fans and air vents and various 
paru of air conditioners. In washing machine«, control 
panels are chiefly made of heat-resistant types of poly- 

Misctltaneotu. Innumerable and various shaped articles 
are made with polystyrene. The most important of them 
are listed hereafter; each article considered separately 
does not take a great share in the whole consumption 
of polystyrene, but the total amounts, for 1963 in the 
Untied Kingdom, to about 40 per cent of it and probably 
this figure is the same in other countries converting poly- 

The iajsction-inou§dMf process is well fitted for eco- 
aomically manufacturing these items which are mostly 
of sanali riat and of complicated shapes; this is due to 

the high production rates and greater and greater auto- 
maticity which lowers labour charges. 

Applications in electricity 
Television and radio cabinets, completely or partly 
Battery caves 
Tape recorder reels 

Applications in building 
Lighting shields 
Signs 
Tiles for covering walls in kitchens or bathrooms 

Houseware 
Toys 

Foam polystyrene. Main applications of foam poly- 
styrene are based on its outstanding insulation charac- 
teristics and mechanical properties. As said previously, 
foam polystyrene is available in txpandable beads turned 
into end-products by injection moulding or into films, 
and foam boards of desired sizes by extrusion. 

By injection moulding, foam polystyrene is used for 
making component paru for refrigerators, toys, novelties, 
disposable cups and boxes required for packaging in- 
dustria' and consumer goods claiming protection against 
shock during shipment; for example, typewriters, elec- 
tronic parts, precision equipment, glass ware. 

One of the most interesting applications of foam pory- 
styrene lies in panels formed by two sheets of plastics, 
plywood or sJaminiua batwmn whkh the expandable 



polystyrene is foamed. These panels are used m the 
construction industr, for interior or exterior walls and 
as thermal insulating boards for tanks,! tank waggons. 
Films made of expandable polystyrene serve as liners 
and are laminated to high-impact polystyrene sheet or 
paper-board, after which they are thermoformed into 
package boxes. 

C. Styrene manufacturing processes 

The production of styrene is carried out in two steps 
The first deals with linking of ethylene and benzene to 

form ethylbenzene; 
The second involves dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene 

into styrene. 

Ethylbenzene manufacture 

(a) Aluminium chloride process 

The basic reaction: 
C.H, + CH, = CH, -• C.H.CH.CH, 

occurs in liquid phase at a temperature of abou: 95°C 
under slightly elevated pressure. A small quantity of 
ethyl chloride may be added as a promoter for the 
reaction. Ethylene and benzene feed-stock must be 
carefully dried and bt of high purity: at least 99 per cent 
for benzene and about 95 per cent for ethylene ric-oiis 
ethylene is fed at the bottom of the reactor and flows 
upwards, thus providing a turbulence that promotes 
an intimate contact with benzene flowing downwards 
from the top of the reactor. Anhydrous aluminium chlo- 
ride in solid form is also introduced at the top of the 
reactor. 

The reactor effluent comprises ethylbenzene, di, tri, 
and higher components of ethylbenzene, unreacted 
benzene and a sludge layer containing almost all the 
catalyst. This catalyst is removed and a part is recycled 
in order to reduce aluminium chloride consumption. 
From the remaining mixture, ethylbenzene is separated 
in a series of distillation columns, while polyethyl- 
benzene and unreacted benzene are recycled. The pre- 
sence of aluminium chloride and ethyl chloride generates 
hydrogen chloride, and as a result, the reaction must 
be carried out io special construction materials (enamelled 
reactors, for example) resistant against corrosive at- 
mosphere. 

(b) Alkar process 

This is a fixed-bed alkylation process designed to 
produce ethylbenzene, even with a low-concentration 
ethylene from by-product gas. The reaction principle 
is the same as mentioned in section (a) above. 

Ethylbemen' dehydrogenation 

According to the following reaction ethylbenzene is 
converted into styrene: 

<^H,CH,CH,+ C,H,CH « CH, + Ht 

Optimum conditions of this strongly endothermk 
reaction involve low pressore and high temperature, 
about 600-6SO-C; it is carried out with a metal oxide 

catalyst. The reduction in pressure is achieved by the 
use of superheated steam which at the same time removes 
any carbon deposited on the catalyst. 

The effluent gases from the reai tor are condensed 
into a liquid containing benzene, toluene, styrene, ethyl- 
benzene and tar. Removing of benzene and tolu-ne is 
easily processed in a fractionating column, but sera-'Ui^n 
of styrene and ethylbenzene proved to be difficult because 
of the small difference in boiling points and the trend of 
the styrene to polymerize. A solution has been found by 
adding sulfu. as an inhibitor to the mixture styrene- 
cthylbenzene and carrying out the distillation under 
vacuum in a two column system. Ethylbenzene is re- 
cycled; styrene produced has a purity of 99.5 per cent 
or better as required for polymerization. 

Economics of styrene manufacture 

The elements of operating cost for a 10,000 tons/year 
plant are given below: 

Investment 
Process unit« ($ million)  2.2 

Raw materials consumption (tons/year) 
Ethylene (at 95 per cent wt min.)        3,3*0 
Benzene (nitration grade)        9,240 

Utilities 
Electricity (10» kWh)  1,300 
Steam (ton»)  100,000 
Cooling water (10* m»)  3,000 
Process water (m*)  33,000 
Fuel (10* kcal)  27,000 

Catalyst and chemicals ($)      30,000 
Labour (men-shift)  6 

Manufacturing cost and derived selling price for such 
a unit are presented in table 11. 

D. Polymerization 

Mass polymerization. Pure styrene is fed into a kettle 
provided with a paddle-type agitator; peroxide catalyst 
may be added or not. Under atmospheric pressure and 
by heating, prepolymerization occurs until a high- 
viscosity solution of polymer and monomer styrene is 
obtained. From this point, either unreacted monomer is 
separated from the polymer by vaporization, or — the 
most usual way — polymerization of the solution is pro- 
cessed nearly to completion at temperatures considerably 
higher than that used for polymerization. The product 
is milled and extruded into pellets. 

Efforts have been made to convert this batch process 
into a continuous one; the general principle has been 
left unchanged, that is to say, polymerization starts with 
the preparation of a viscous solution in several kettles 
by heating at about 80*C. The solution containing about 
40 per cent of polymer flows continuously into a tower 
which has temperatures ranging from 100*C at the top 
to 180*C at the bottom, where the polymerization is over. 
The polymer is removed and sent to an extruder for 
p.lktizing. 
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Equipment for this continuous process is important 
and there are mechanical problems in moving highly 
viscous finished polymer, but the molecular weight of 
this polystyrene is more uniform than that of the batch- 
process polystyrene. This oatch process is very versatile 
and gives any typ" of polystyrene. 

Suspension polymerisation. Styrene is fed into a packed 
autoclave and dispeistd in water by stirring with the aid 
of organic or inor»?iiic dispersants, such as polyvinyl 
alcohol or calcium phosphate. The polymer is obtained 
in the form of small pearls which are washed to remove 
dispersants, dried and then converted into pellets by 
extrusion. The water used in this process allows a better 
control of the reaction temperature and of the viscosity 
of the solution. Polymer prepared in this way fits well for 
injection moulding, but is not very convenient for crystal 

type becauae of dispersants which may contaminate 
polystyrene. The suspension process with the batch-mix 
process are practically the most important. 

Emulsion polymerization. Styrene, water, emulsifying 
agents (soap) and a water-soluble catalyst are poured 
into an autoclave. Reaction polymerization occurs be- 
tween a temperature of 70-C and 100°C and, as before, 
it is well controlled due to the presence of water. Large 
quantities of soap used are difficult to remove from the 
polymer which is employed mainly to produce latex 
for coating or for making modified polystyrene by com- 
pounding with rubber. 

Polymerization with solvent. This is a continuous pro- 
cess; the solvent is toluene or xylene and its major 
purpose is to remove the heat of the polymerization 
reaction. 

TABLE 11. 10,000 TONS/YEA« STYRENB »«ODUCTION 

Mmurfacturing cost and stlHng price 

Vim 
<l*%lymr> 

10 3.340 
70 9,240 

10 1,300 
1.« 100,000 
6 3,090 
0.2 33,000 
1.3 27,000 

VmUbk charge» 

Raw materials 
Ethjrtana  Tons 
•»"«a«  Tons 

UtiWm 
HscMdty  10« kWh 
Stasai  Te« 
CooUng water  10» m* 
ProBuawatar  m* 
Fusi  10, kcal 

Labour 
Salarisi tad ways       Mae-fMft 3,000 
SupsrviHoa at 23 per cant of 

salarias and wapa  
Catalyst sad ctMufeak  

TOTAL VAUASU CHAMOIS 

njom ekereet 

Dapradattoa at 12.3 par cant of total I 
Iatarsat at J.3 par cant of total i 
Malntaaaiia at 4 par cant of total I 
Osasnl pah* owrhaad at 2 par cant of Mai iavantasaat 
Taass aad saswsaw at 1 par cast of total 1 

370 
«43 

13 
1*9 
30 

7 
40 

120 

30 
30 

1,443 

Natl 

Nat 
Nat sr 

TOTAL nop CHAaoas 303 

MANU*ACTUS»« con 1,*7B 

at 20 par ceat of total savastswM  440 
>*•****  xn 

•Aar tans  l«j 
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«*  If» 
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TABLE   IX   7,300  TOM/VIA«   KH.YCTMNI   GENERAL  FURKK «ODUCnON 

Manufacturing cosi and selling price 

Variable chargts 

Raw material styrene 

Utilities 

Electricity .... 
Staun  
Cooling wat er   .  . 

IMI 

Ton* 

10» kWh 
Tom 

10» m« 
m» 

10» kcal FlMl  
CatalyM SJUJ chemical»   .  .  . 

Labour 

Salari« and wage»      Men/year 
Supervision at 23 par cent of 

•alarle» and wages  

TOTAL VAMABLI CHAKOH 

FUté chart*-' (Me table 11 for attribution)    .  . 

Unit cost 
3 

230 

10 
1.6 
6 
0.2 
1.3 

3,000 

Aiuuuti wanttty 

7,800 

2,62) 
2,230 

430 
30,000 

940 

110' tlvear) 

1,800 

MANUrACTWINO COST 

26.5 
3.5 
3 
6 
1.3 
7.5 

40 

10 

l,*M.O 

336.0 

2,234 

Nat cats flow at 20 per cent of total investment. 
Depredation provide»  
Net income after tax« at SO per cent  
Manufacturing cost  

Styrene sals»  
Styrene ieutag price (l/ton). . 

(ottim 

310 
193 
115 

2,234 

2,34» 
313 
14.3 

A mixture of styrene and solvent it introduced at the 
top of tiie first reactor and fed from the bottom into a 
second and afterwards into a third polymerization reactor. 
The reaction ii started by heating and as it proceeds from 
one reactor to the other, the viscosity of the solution 
increases. From the bottom of the third reactor, the 
solution is passed into a devolatilizer vessel, kept at 
low pressure, where solvent and uni«tcted monomer are 
removed and recycled. The molten polymer is palletized 
by extrusion. 

Polymerization with solvent involves lower rates of 
reaction and lower molecular weight of producta in 
comparison with those obtained in bulk, suspension or 
emulsion. Moreover, it is difficult to remove the solvent 
completely; polymer being already in solution is used 
for lacquers. 

Economics of potystyrent mmm/aetwt 

The elements of operating coat for a 7,300 tons/year 
polystyrene general purpose plant are given below: 

vM*yyVH7 

1.S3 

Utilities, requirement! 

FJactricity(10»kWh/y«er)  2.625 
Steam (toot/year)  2JJ0 
Coolsag water (10» m'/ytar)  430 
Proeaei water (m*/yetr)  30,000 
Furi (10» kcaj/year)  940 

Catalyst and chemical» coriumption (I/year)  7,300 

Labour (mra/sMft)  2 

Manufacturing co»t and derived selling price for such 
a unit arc presented in table 12. 

Convertie« ef paieries late 

Everybody knows the two extreme rings of the chain 
linking crude oil to products made with plastics which 
everyday gain new outlets in domestic or industrial fields. 
We have already talked about the transformation of oil 
into puttie materiali, which can be considered as the 
benjawiiig of a new way toward« the manufacture of 
ene» products. 

This chapter deals with the hut sta*» of traneformatio« 
to be carried out bifora reacting oonwmsr or i 

.1 
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goods, and their applications in the case of polyethylene 
and PVC. 

Several techniques have been developed for converting 
plastics into end-products. They are all convenient for 
treating PVC, polyethylene or polystyrene, but some of 
them are more or less used according to the plastic type; 
for example most of the polysty.ene is converted by 
injection moulding. 

The main conversion processes are listed below with 
a brief description of their method of operation. 

Extrusion is the process of applying heat and pressure 
to melt plastic and force it through an accurately dimen- 
sioned die to produce continuously shapes in the form 
of: unsupported films; sheeting; tubes and other profiles; 
film for coating paper and paper board, metal foil, 
cellophane and other substrates; coating around wire or 
cable. 

Injection moulding is after extrusion the most wide- 
spread conversion process. Plastic is heated and melted 
to a viscous liquid into a heating cylinder; then by means 
of a ram it is forced into a relatively cool mould shaped 
in the form of the desired object. 

Blow moulding has a specific production in containers 
of all sizes from tiny flasks to carboys. A pipe-shaped 
preform is either extruded or produced by injection 
moulding and when still soft it is blown by means of 
compressed air to conform to the shape of the bottle 
mould. 

In calendering, softened plastic passes through a series 
of heated stell-rolls; the first pair of rolls flattens the 
paste into a sheet, the thickness of which is gradually 
reduced until we get a film of the desired thickness. 
Calendered films have better tensile properties, a more 
accurate and more constant thickness than extruded 
films. 

Coating is a process for laying plastic, in slight thickness 
generally, on a substrate such as fabric, paper, or metal. 
This layer has to fulfil several functions; 
Protection of substrate against corrosion, impacts, wear. 
Improvement of the surface roughness of the substrate. 
Decorative purpose. 

For the lining of paper or fabric a continuous film is 
deposited by spread-coating or by calendering. In the case 
of spread-coating plastic is used in the form of a polymer 
solution, latices or dispersion; for example, PVC is 
dispersed in plasticizers to make plastisols. 

Dip coating is another coating process mainly employed 
for covering versatile shapes of pieces (in metal generally) 
with plastic. Large pieces may not easily be treated in this 
manner; therefore plastic in solution is sprayed with a 
special spray-gun. 

Eventually, a new coating technique is to fluidi« plastic 
powder and to dip the hot piece into this fluidized piece. 

POLYETHYLEN« 

Table 13 fives techniques for converting polyethylene 
and main end-uses; table 14 shows the relative impor- 
tance of its applications in the United Kingdom and the 
United Sutes; there is no statistical basis for other 
countries; however, these two markets are a good pattern 
for comparative purposes and extrapolation. 

Polyethylene compounding 

Because of the molecular structure of polyethylene, 
this plastic has a good flexibility over a wide-range 
temperature and it is not compatible with plasticizers. 
Therefore, polyethylene does not claim plasticizers for 
compounding as PVC does. 

TAIU 13 
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TABU M. POLYSTHYLSNI »MAKDOWN INTO END-USE» (IN FE* CENT or CONSUMPTION) 

unité Klméom 

Whok consumption (metric 
tons)  

Low-Jeniily 

Consumption (metric tons) 
Injection moulding . . 
Blow moulding . . . 
Film and sheet . . . 
Wire and cable coating 
Extrusion coating . . 
Pipes and proAles. . . 
Miscellaneous .... 

78,000 103,000 555,500 625,950 

70,800 
26.5 
12.5 
33.7 
14.3 
4.5 
6.5 
2 

90,000 
25.2 
9.5 

37 
16 
4 
5.3 
3 

449,400 
15.5 
4.3 

49.2 
12.9 
9.3 
5.6 
3.2 

478,750 
14.3 
3 

49.5 
13.3 
14.9 
2.7 
2.3 

Htt*Hkmtly 

Consumption (metric tons) 
Injection moulding . . 
Blow moulding. . . . 
Film and sheet . . . 
Wire and cable coating 
Pipes and proales . . 
Extrusion coating . . 
All other «xtrusioos. . 
KUseeUaneous .... 

7,200 
65 
14 

3 

II 

13,000 
44 
34 

2 
5 
3 

11 
1 

106.100 147,200 
35.5 
46.2 

3.7 
1.2 
8.5 
1.2 

3.7 

17.6 
50.6 
4.8 
2 
9 
1 
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Nevertheless, additives are used to improve certain 
properties of the bask polyethylene. 
Antioxidants (aromatic amines) must inhibit oxidation, 

occurring mainly at elevated temperatures, under all 
conditions of storage, processing and service of the 
end-products. 

Carbon black must prevent degradation of polymer from 
ultra-violet rays and thus extends external uses of 
polyethylene. 

Pigments. 

Fillers are seldom added, sometimes the resin is blended 
with polyisobutylene or butyl rubber to make it more 
flexible at low temperatures and to increase its resistance 
to stress-cracking. 

As for every polymer, the objective to obtain by com- 
pounding polyethylene with miscellaneous ingredients 
is a homogeneous mixture that is determinant for me- 
chanical properties and aspect of end-products. 

According to the grade of homogeneity to b*> reached, 
two routes are possible for compounding: 
First, polyethylene is removed directly from the reactors 

into a specially designed extruder with an under water 
H pellet cutting head which supplies it in the form of 
f cylindrical or cubic pellets ready to be used by plastics 
() converters. 
Internai mJien arc used before the extrusion stag« in 

order to improve hotnogaosity; that second way is the 
more often followed to obtain pallets. 

Most producers deliver pelletized polyethylene, but 
growing requirements and attractive outlets for powdered 
polyethylene, the applications of which were discovered 
about four years ago, urge some producers to grind 
polyethylene into powder. 

Polyethylene applications 
Before examining the principal applications one should 

consider the polyethylene properties which determine 
its uses. Density is the major characteristic of polyethylene ; 
it ranges from 0.910 to 0.940 for low-density type and 
from 0.940 to 0.965 for high-density; only polypropylene 
with a 0.883/0.9 density can surpass polyethylene in 
lightneu. As said before, high-density polyethylene is 
rigid and low-density flexible; the following properties 
are improved as density increases : yield strength, chemical 
resista»«, impermeability to liquids and gases (poor for 
low-detrity), heat resistance. All formulations h* ve good 
resistance to moisture, to corrosion of most chemicals 
at the usual temperature; beyond 60°C polyethylene 
performances are lowered and it may be softened or 
dissolved by some acids (nitric acid), organic solvents; 
polyethylene is cracked by concentrated detergents. 

Polyethylene has excellent diekctrical properties, 
highly desirable in electrical insulation, mainly in the 
high-voltage and high-frequency field. 

This brief survey of polyethylene characteristics would 
be incomplete without mentioning its weakness to rasest 
against flnnws and sunlight; nevertheless these two draw- 
backs are eliminated by addition of carbon black. 



Film and sheet 

So far, every year more polyethylene resin has been 
consumed for him making than for any other end-use. 
In the United Kingdom and the United States at least 
one-third of all polyethylene produced is converted ¡nto 
unsupported film and over 75 per cent of these films is 
used for the packaging of foods, fresh vegetables, textiles, 
soft goods, toys, chemicals, etc. When impermeability pro- 
perties are of secondary importance, polyethylene gains 
advantage over rival plastic films — specially PVC film 
due to its more attractive appearance and gloss. 

One recent outlet which could spur ahead the poly- 
ethylene market would be the development of plastic 
bags for fertilizers, cements, and any powdered mate- 
rials. 

The main attractions of these bags are : 
Their weather-proof qualities which enable the contenti 

to be stored in the open ¿«m at low temperature. 
The savings in space, handling and transport, which can 

be   ¡Trcted because of their lightness and flatness when 
stored. 

The competitive price as compared to the price of water- 
proof paper bags. 

In the bags field, competition will be severe with PVC 
bags which have better properties as to impermeability, 
sealing and prir, ing, but are less resistant to tempera- 
ture. 

Other non-packaging applications exist for polyethylene 
in agricultural and construction uses: mulching and 
row covers, silos, liners to prevent seepage in farm 
reservoir». 

Finally, polyethylene sheet may be thermoformed into 
miscellaneous boxes for packaging or other large items 
with complex contours (refrigerator door panels, picnic 
plates, etc.). 

Wire and cable coating 

Owing to high electrical resistivity and dielectric cha- 
racteristics, polyethylene is used for electrical insulation 
or as an outer jacket on power cables, telephone lines, 
television lead-in wir¿ and appliance wire, where it serves 
both as insulation and a barrier against moisture, weather- 
ing and abrasion. To improve its environmental crack 
resistance polyethylene is usually compounded with 
polyisobutylene or synthetic rubber. 

An alternative extrusion process allows coating with 
foamed polyethylene by adding a blowing agent to plastic; 
cell* filled with air withheld in polyethylene impart 
better diclectrkal properties and lightness to the inflating 
layer. 

Mottles 

Poryethytaie is blow-moulded into numero« 
bottles for drugs, foodstuffs, chemicals and  
High-density polyethylene is expanding rapidly in this 
leid beoanae of ita lower permeability, prs listing dsflu- 
•ion at volatile rabatanees and providing better cracking 
reeieUnoe to chemicals, mainly liquid 
powdered kitchen chañen. 

Pipes 

The principal advantage of the polyethylene pipe is its 
flexibility which allows lengths up to 430 m with a dia- 
meter of 5 cm and below to be coiled for shipment. This 
results in great ease of installation; machines are able to 
bury almost continuously pipes in case of water adduc- 
tion, for example. Polyethylene pipe finds steadily in- 
creasing acceptance for farm, mine and home uses, pri- 
marily in the transportation ,f cold water or milk, fruit 
juices, etc , in food processing plants 

Extrusion coating 

Polyethylene is coated on paper, paper board, cello- 
phane, polyester film, aluminium foil, glass fibre, and 
cloth. The main purpose of coating a substrate with poly- 
ethylene is to combine the properties of the two materials. 
Polyethylene-coated materials have low moisture vapour 
permeability, good flexibility, high chemical inertness, 
good heat scalability, absence of taste, odour and toxicity. 

These new materials find various uses in bags for 
packaging foods (milk), chemicals, etc. 

Houseware articles 

High-density polyethylene is very suitable for making 
items that must be rigid, not heavy, resistant to heat, 
to chemicals and to fracture, and which are used for 
kitchenware (buckets, spoons, wash basins, strainers) ard 
in washrooms (wash bowls) as well as in gardens. 

Industrial articles 

Few industrial purpose objects are made with poly- 
ethylene. We can mention fan blades, tanks, but metal 
surfaces of devices working under severe corrosion «an 
be coated with a layer of polyethylene by spray-coating 
or dip-coating; fittings and pipes are so protected against 
corrosion and scales. 

Misceliamomi 

Low-molecular-weight polyethylene serves to prepare 
emulsifiable or non-eniulsifiabk waxes. The highest 
outlet for the first ones is loor polish, and moreover 
they are used to impart wash and wear properties to 
textiles. Nc*«mukifiable waxes are uerd fot coatings 
for paper and paper board, rubber, adhesives and printing 
inks. 

Powdered polyethylene has found recent apptkatioM 
in metal coatings, automobile wpsts, rotational mould- 
ing of toys, large tankt, etc. 

Cellular polyethylene is used for making buoys, dock 
fenders, boat ' 

Ropes for fishing nets, industrial fabrica. 
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in the United Sutes. France, Great Britain »mi Italy 
in 1962 M »-ell as the evolution of this distribution 
The figures cited should be looked upon with caution 
owing to a lack of coherence in the definition of identical 
terms used in different countries. 

PVC compotmdiiig 

The PVC obtained at the outlet of the polymerization 
reactors cannot be used as such for the manufacture of 
end-products. Compounds are prepared on the basis 
of PVC — while incorporating various materials which 
selectively modify tb» physical or chemical properties 
of pure PVC, depending on the utilization of the articles 

These additives arc divided into several generic groups 
accordisi fo their essential function« 

Plmtticiitrs 

These are special solvents of very low to sero volatility, 
which change the flexibility or the plasticity of PVC 
The pure PVC is indeed a very hard material which has 
to he ptastkiaed, on the one hand le faci Jute the «/aver- 
sion processes, and on the other to improve the shock 
resistanea of the end-products. According to the eeatost 
of ptoeticiasn one distinguishes between rigta PVC 
(aaeouttf of plastiriaer below S par omt weight of the 
murure) and >xaM» PVC (for which Mat ptesticiaer 
content m reach JO per cent). 

The Dioctyl PhthahMe (DOP) i« one of me principili 
plasticine» combined with PVC, but the cktm* is *t 
present exerted amongst i gieat variety of products 
The importance of i« consumption of pktstKtwKi M 

another feature of the evolution of ihesr chemical 
products, for which a tpeciul branch of organ* chemMtrv 
i» m development in l**2 the United Stat** produced 
354,000 torn of plastici»• for the plastics industry a« * 
whole,   lOft.OOO tons of winch being DO» 

Stabilizers 

Under the influence of light Ü V | or of heal ihr 
macromolecule representing the PVC is decomposed 
and discharges hydrochloric acid tht» macron* >àwuw 
modified m this way catches oxygen These internal 
modttcation« which degrade the macromoiectl« redwt* 
the mechanical propertMs, change the isok»ur and the 
appearance (if the end-products Die «am« em. in general 
compounds based on tin or ¿inc. retard >w reduce these 
phenomena which involve ageing (influence of light tit 
atmospheric agents) or conversion (influence of heal) 
of PVC 
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We will make a classification by half-finished products 
and we will examine in more detail in each of these 
groups the most important uses. 

Rigid PVC 

The most outstanding qualities of rigid PVC are: 
chemical inertness, resistance against atmospheric agents, 
chemical resistance, electrical resistivity, lightness, stability, 
fireproofness. These qualities determine for the greater 
part the use in the open air of articles made with rigid 
PVC. A shortcoming is that PVC has a bad resistance 
against cold. 

Pipes, tubes and fittings. Used in building works, in 
agriculture, in chemical engineering, for the drinking water 
supply and distribution, for the transport of waste water 
or even of very corrosive liquids (salted solutions). 
At the prêtent moment the use of pipes is limited to 
fluids of which the temperature does not permanently 
rite above 60*C. In order to completely satisfy the 
requirements raited by the distribution of hot and cold 
water in buildings, rigid PVC would have to be resistant 
to a continuous temperature of 100*C; tome manufac- 
turers state having obtained a PVC with this property. 
Moreover, rigid PVC tubes are used as insulating pipes 
of electric wire. 

The following figures show the share taken by pipes 
in the rigid PVC market: 

Taw af r«W r VC Mari tor /« MMafecny, 

/M» l**2 l*U              /«*« 

Fettoni haevstfc of Oarmsny 
UriMlMM 
Prats» 
UsJMUs*som 
*•* 

t.l» 

30,000 
1,1» 

12.000 
MOO 

23.000 

10,400     32.000 

«,540 

The UM of PVC pipes was first developed in the 
European eowtriee — particalarly in Italy — which have 

of the technical problems of laying 
h restrain «he UM of them pipes. This 

expéaiM partly the small importance ©f rigid PVC 
•ifM in the UaM States sad the increase foreseen 
•Mil IMS. 

Profitti Mainly ueed in building works as gutters, 
wtneWw fraasM, parts of shatters or hlissot, corrugated 
«h««4aforrooteg.Ial*^iatheUM(edStaMsll.300tOM 
at preña* ware proehwed mi 11,000 toe» of corrugated 
•heat. The forecasts for 1 Ml ara M high M 43,000 tone 
of nreaWs tad 43,000 tot» of 

Fibres for the manufacture of industrial fabrics (special 
filters), of curtains, etc. 

Manufacture of materials used in the chemical industry 
for the storage or the transport (pumps, ventilators) 
of acids or corrosive liquids. 

Packaging of foodstuffs prepared by thermoforming from 
rigid PVC sheets. 

Flexible PVC 

Cable and wire coating. These conduits are coated with 
two layers, the first ensuring electrical isolation, the 
second being a protecting layer consisting frequently of 
a mixture of PVC-rubber-butadiene-acrylonitrile. In 
case of conduits through which pass high-frequency 
currents (radar, telecommunication) the first layer is 
made of polvethylene which has better dielectric properties. 

Films and sheets. The distinction between films, sheets 
and plates is based on the difference in thickness of these 
half-finished products: the thickness of films is less than 
0.5 mm, that of plates greater than 2 mm and that of 
sheets lies between 0.5 and 2 mm. The main features of 
PVC films are impermeability to water and gas, mechani- 
cal resistance (wear and tear) and inflammability. 

These films are used: 
In v riculture, to coat water reservoirs or irrigation canals 

and to suppress losses by seepage, for the rapid con- 
struction of greenhouses and silos. In this field com- 
petition is vital with the polyethylene films; 

In the clothing industry to line fabrics or to serve as 
such for the  manufacture  of ready-made clothes; 

In the automobile and aeronautical industry, in the furni- 
ture industry to cover seats, to manufacture curtains 
and table cloths. 

In the packaging of non-edible products. 
A recent and promising market is the manufacture of 

bags (0.25 mm thickness) for cement concrete, fertilizers 
or any other powdery product requiring a protection 
against humidity; compared with the traditional bags, 
of paper or cloth, they are light-weight, not bulky when 
empty and impermeable, thus easily stored in the open 
air. 

Flooring. They are presented in the form of tiles or 
strips. The tiles are prepared starting from a fairly charged 
mixture, mostly asbestos (which may reach 70 per cent 
weight of asbestos). These floorings are very easily laid, 
they öfter a great variety of colours, an excellent wear 
resistance and are easily maintained. 

PVC it abo used in the manufacture of linoleum, to- 
gether with Unseed oil, wood and cork powder. 

Fomu. The different applications of foams retutt front 
their properties: lightness, acoustic and thermic isolation, 
laputretcibility, intammability, chemical shock mét- 
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Coating. The coating of cloth» or paper consists in 
spreading out a paste of low viscosity obtained by cold 
mixing of plasticizer and PVC (plastisol) with the aid of a 
coating frame or a calender. The coated cloths find 
applications as Morocco-leather tannery, travelling 
articles, furniture, clothing, shoes, industrial fabrics, 
furniture covering; coated papers are used for wall 
decoration, in the books industry, etc. 

Coating by heat or cold dipping permits the laying of 
plastisol on articles (in general metallic) of the most 
varying forms. For very bulky matter, of which the surface 
to be coated is large, it is preferred to spray the plastisol 
with the aid of an electrostatic pistol, eliminating practi- 
cally every loss by projection. 

Finally, a new method of coating metallic parts consists 
of fluidizing a mixture of PVC powder and to dip the 
preheated metal into it at a temperature which is higher 
than the melting point of tn« mixture. 

Other uses. Numerous   pieces   made   by   injection 
moulding, which  are used in the electrical industry 
(connections, handholds of electrode«, insulating push- 
buttons), parts for vacuum cleaners, etc. 
Toys, shoe heels — by rotational moulding. 
Garden hoses. 
Records for phonographs. 
Driving belts. 

ECONOMICS OF PVC CONVERSION IN INDUSTRIAL 
AND  CONSUMIR  GOODS 

Pipes 
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2. LOW-DENSITY POLYETHYLENE - THE WORLD MARKET 

K. E. Commlmtt, U.S. Industrial Chemical» Co., USA 

Almost 30 years have passed since two English scientists 
produced an unknown white, wax-like substance while 
experimenting with the effects of high pressures on chemi- 
cal reactions. The puzzling result was attributed to a leak 
in one of the joints of the reactor. 

Not very many years later, this "accident" —called 
polyethylene — helped win the Battle of Britain as the 
insulation for flexible, high-frequency radar cable. 

Since it was released for non-military use after the 
Second World War, polyethylene has recorded one of 
industry's most astonishing growth records. It is almost 
impossible in many parts of the world to visualize modern 
society without this remarkably versatile plastic. So many 
industries — food, drug, packaging, transportation, com- 
munications, agriculture — now market products that 
are more economical and more convenient to use because 
of polyethylene. 

Take packaging for example. At the time ofthat reactor 
malfunction 30 years ago, such items as unbreakable 
bottles, liquid-ho'ding paper cartons, no-dent cans and 
moistureproof shipping bags were not even in the idea 
suge. Now, these packages are commonplace in many 
countries. Polyethylene —in the "orm of a transparent 
film, a coating, or a moulded oi extruded shape — has 
made it all possible. In 1963, the countries with free 
enterprise economies used 1,535,000 metric tons of low- 
density polyethylene resin. 

This discussion will be limited to low-density polyethy- 
lene—that is, polyethylene made from high-pressure 
polymerization, since this type of polyethylene offers the 
greatest immediate potential for countries that may be 
contemplating  the   start  of  polyethylene   operations. 

Over the past six to eight years, a dramatic change has 
been taking place in world production and consumption 
of low-density polyethylene resin. 

In 1956, the United States accounted for about 75 per 
cent of the 345,000 metric tons produced in the world 
(see figure I). Now, ev«n though United States production 
is 3 times what it was in 1956, other parts of the world are 
catching up. Europe's production alone now rates at 
about 60 per cent of United States production, and its 
annual rate of growth over the past three years has been 
32 per cent compared to 13 per cent for the United States. 

In 1963, European production was almost in balance 
with European consumption. Next year, European pro- 
duction will pass consumption for the first time, and by 
1966 exceed it by almost 20 per cent. 

It is likely that by 1970, the United States share of free 
world low-density polyethylene consumption, at slightly 
more than 1,360,000 metric tons, will represent less than 
40 per cent of the 3,720,000 metric ton projected total. 

Per capita figures present an equally dramatic picture. 
In 1960, per capila consumption of low-density po yrthy- 
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TABU 1. MAJOR MARKETS  FOR LOW-DìNSITY 1w1.YiTHYi.iNt 

1. United Slates 
2. Japan 
J. United Kingdom 
4. Federal Republic of Germany 
5. Italy 
6. Canada 
7. France 

lene in Europe was some 1.7 pounds compared to almost 
4 pounds in the United States. In 1963, Europe's per 
capita consumption reached 3.2 lb., the United States 
7.2 lb. By 1970, it is estimated that European per capita 
consumption will be higher than that of the United States 
today. Conservative projections put European consump- 
tion at 8.4 pounds per head in 1970, the United Sutes at 
14.5 pounds per head. Thus, in 10 years, Europe's per 
capita consumption will have increased fivefold while 
that of the United States will have tripled. 

The seven major markets for low-density polyethylene 
are: the United States, Japan, the United Kingdom, the 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Canada and France. 

In the United States, polyethylene*s past, present and 
future looks like this: 

Production has jumped from about 260,000 metric 
tons in 1956 to just over 450,000 metric tons in 1960 and 
to almost 800,000 metric tons in 1963. The upward spiral 
will continue, but the rate of increase will decline. A 
figure of 1,000,000 metric tons is predicted for 1966. 

During the growth years of the late 50s, United States 
production consistently exceeded consumption in the 
United States by about 30 per cent due primarily to the 
demand from the non-p-jducing world areas. In recent 
years the gap in percentage has been narrowing although, 
of course, the poundage gap it still large — over 135,000 
metric tons. Over the next few years the production- 
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Figure rV. Low-density polyethylene in the Far East 

consumption balance will improve consideratiy a« non- 
United States production capabilities increate. 

Although no other single nation use» nearly the volume 
of low-density polyethylene that the United States does, 
some other countries have equally fantastic growth 
stories to report. There is no better example than Japan. 

At 175,000 metric tons per year, Japan is now the second 
largest producer of low-density polyethylene. In 1956, 
this country had no local production whatsoever. It 
imported all the 18,500 metric tons of low-density poly- 
ethylene that it used. 

Its first recorded local production was in 195*. By 
1960, it was producing over 30,000 metric tons a year, 
fourth highest in the world. Consumption, which still 
included «zablc imports, was third highest at 55,000 
metric tons in that year. 

Today Japan exports 20,000 metric tens of low- 
density polyethylene per year and consumes 155,000 
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Figure VI. Low-density polyethylene 
in the Federal Republic of Germany 

metric tons. The entire Far East, which currently consumes 
195,000 metric tons, is expected to surpass 540,000 metric 
tons by 1970, and production should almost double 
within the next three years. 

Of the European nations, the United Kingdom — with 
production of more than 160,000 metric tons in 1963 — is 
the leader. Almost-one half of this is exported, but 
domestic consumption still runs at almost 110,000 metric 
tons per year, due to imports. 

As shown in figure V. this represents a 200 per cent 
increase in production since 1956, and close to a 300 per 
cent increase in consumption. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, like Japan, 
growth of polyethylene has been dramatic. Production 
has risen from 9,000 metric tons in 1956 to 45,000 metric 
tons in 1960, and to 100,000 metric tons in 1963. That is 
more than a 1,000 per cent increate in seven years. The 
Federal Republic of Germany is (after the United Sutes) 
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Figure VIII. Low-density polyethylene in Canada 

the largest producer of high-density or low-pressure 
polyethylene. The process originated there. 

German (Federal Republic) consumption of low- 
density polyethylene runs at about 85.000 metric tons 
pei year today, and exports amount to 25,000 metric 
ton?. Imports, which reached a high of 14,000 metric 
tons in 1962, are definitely on the decline. 

Number five is Italy. Local production is 135,000 metric 
tons at present compared to 8,000 metric tons in 1956 and 
slightly less than 27,000 metric tons in I960. Italy, like the 
United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany, 
is a major exporter with one-third of its production 
going outside the country. As recently as 1960, Italy 
exported no low-density polyethylene. 

Canada in 1956 produced 8,000 metric tons, exported 
4,500 metric tons and imported 14,500 metric tons. 
Today, Canada ranks sixth in world production at almost 
64,000 metric tons. It imports about half as much as it 
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Figure X. Low-density polyethylene in rest of world 

did in 1956 and exports almost four times as much. 
Consumption rates at almost 35,000 metric tons. 

In France the story is similar to other European 
countries. France's total production was less than 
5,500 tons in 1956. That is less than any single present- 
day United States plant. By I960, France had increased 
its capacity for low-density polyethylene to 26,500 metric 
tons, and the country had started to export resin. Today's 
French exports are five times what they were in 1960, 
and almost double the nation's total home production 
in 1956. 

Local production at present is almost 55,000 metric 
tons. The country imports about one-third of its consump- 
tion of 68,000 metric tons. 

The rest of the world market for polyethylene also has 
demonstrated healthy growth. In 1956, total production 
for all free-world nations outside the present top seven 
was zero. Consumption, however, totalled 45,000 metric 
tons — approximately 15 per cent of the world total. 
In I960, the figures for all nations except the top seven 
were 25,000 metric tons produced and 150,000 metric 
tons consumed. 

Currently, production outside the United States, Japan, 
United Kingdom, Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, 
Canada and France stands at more than 100,000 metric 
tons or about 6.5 per cent of the world total Consumption, 
however, is up to almost 345,000 metric tons or 22 per 
cent of the world total — proof that there is enormous 
interest in polyethylene among nations that today have 
little or no production capability. 

Taken on a per capita basis, present market trends 
appear even stronger. Among the seven major markets, 
the United Sutes is first today with 7.6 pounds per head 
followed by Canada at 6.4 pounds, United Kingdom at 
4.5, Japan at 3.5, Federal Republic of Germany at 3.3, 
France at 3.1 and Italy at 2.9. 

For comparative purposes it is interesting to note that 
in I960, Canada had the highest per capita consumption 
among these nation« with 4.10 pounds, followed by the 

Figure XI. Low-density polyethylene per capita consumption 

United States at 3.93, the United Kingdom at 2.7, 
Federal Republic of Germany at 2.16, France 1.80, 
Italy 1 52 and Japan 1.20. 

What are the end uses that have carried low-density 
polyethylene to such phenomenal heights? 

The biggest single use — in the United States, and in 
most other countries as well — is flexible film, about 
three-quarters of which goes into packaging applications. 
United States film and sheet makers now consume low- 
density polyethylene resin at a rate of 285,000 metric tons 
a year. That is 36 per cent of all United States poly- 
ethylene volume. Injection-moulding applications use 
118,000 metric tons or 15 per cent, extrusion coating 
93,000 metric tons or 12 per cent and wire and cable insula- 
tion — the original application — 84,000 metric tons, or 
11 per cent. Other major uses include pipe and blow 
moulding. 
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Figure XIII. Low-density polyethylene end-use 

It is not always possible to obtain this type of data for 
other countries. However, film and injection moulding 
generally rate first and second respectively among 
major consuming nations. After that there is little 
correlation. 

Estimates on the United Kingdom market give film 
34 percent, injection moulding 30 per cent, wire and cable 
16 per cent, blow moulding 12 per cent, pipe 8 per cent 
and extnision coating 6 per cent. 

In the Federal Republic of Germany, film is credited 
with 40 per cent of the nation's usage, injection moulding 
24 per cent, cable 10 percent and pipe and blow moulding 
5 to 10 per cent. 

One would think that a material that has enjoyed such 
huge success in so many areas of the world would have 
just about run out of new applications. But nothing could 
be further from the truth. 

In film, for example, polyethylene now serves more of 
the bread-wrap market in the United States than either 
of the traditional wrapping materials, cellophane and 
waxed paper. Polyethylene costs less and keeps bread 
softer longer. A similar trend exists in other countries 
where a lot of bread is wrapped. 

Increased use of polyethylene film packages for consu- 
mer products parallels increased acceptance of the super- 
market and its shelf life is vital when the product must 
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sell itself. And packagers and retailers throughout the 
world have found that polyethylene film serves well on 
both counts. 

Industrial packaging may be an even more important 
area of polyethylene usage in many areas of the world. 
In the United States about 50 million heavy gauge poly- 
ethylene bags are being used this year for fertilizer 
packaging alonr, and the usage is growing very rapidly. 
Other industries, especially the chemical industry and 
segments of the mineral products industries and food 
industry, are beginning to convert from paper to all- 
polyethylene shipping bags. 

The trend to plastic shipping bags is even stronger in 
the United Kingdom, and interest is high in many other 
countries, particularly where products such as fertilizer 
have previously been shipped in bulk. 

Polyethylene'» basic advantage here is its resistance to 
moisture. An all-polyethylene bag is essentially a water- 
proof container that can be stored indoors or outside 
without permitting water to contaminate the product. It 
also has a higher burst strength than paper. In the United 
States the plastic Dag and the multi-wall paper bag are 
very close in cost. In many areas of the world, however, 
paper costs are extremely high and the polyethylene bag 
can prove significantly cheaper. 

One of the newest polyethylene products is powdered 
polyethylene — in other words, the resin is sold in pow- 
dered form instead of the conventional pellets. 

Apart from packaging, polyethylene film (frequently 
black-pigmented) is gaining steadily as an agricultural 
material. New automated methods for laying the film 
should make this superior mulch available to many more 
farmers throughout the world. 

Extrusion coating of paper and foil has been booming 
in the United Sutes since the start of the sixties. Only 
about 27,000 metric tons of low-density polyethylene 
were used for extrusion coating in 1958 in the United 
States compared to over 90,000 metric tons now. The 
main reason for this has been the switch from wax 
coating« to a smooth kakproof Polyethylene coating for 
consumer milk cartons. 
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Figure XIV. Growth of heavy-duty polyethylene shipping hags 
in the United Stales 

In other countries, extrusion coating has been slow to 
gain a foothold because of the sophisticated technology 
and machinery involved, and the relatively small use of 
milk cartons. There is, however, a growing acceptance 
for such foods as soft cheese and salads in cartons coated 
with polyethylene. 

Frozen-food cartons, which today are usually wax 
coated or over-wrapped with waxed paper, are expected 
to be the next major areas of penetration in the United 
States. 

In 1960, use of this material was negligible. Now, more 
than 4,500 metric tons go into the coating of automotive 
carpets in the United States. But the big potential is in 
rotational moulding. This process permits large parts, 
or small production runs of small parts, to be nade more 
economically with powdered resin than with either blow 
or injection moulding of conventional resin. Total use of 
powdered polyethylene is expected to double in the United 
States in 1964. 

Exciting things also are happening in wire and cable 
coating where polyethylene usage in the United States 
alone has risen 50 per cent in two years. Submarine cable, 
telephone exchange and missile cable are potentially 
huge markets for polyethylene insulation. Particularly 
promising is the area of two-inch diameter cable. 

A trend that should be noted here is that polyethylene 
is closing in on polyvinyl chloride a* the world champion 
plastic raw material. Polyethylene took over the leader- 
ship in the United States in i938 and in the United 
Kingdom last year. In Japan, where vinyl was once 
clearly dominant, the country's rapidly rising economy 
hai spurred more polyethylei ? production, and the 
competition between these two plastic* is now in good 
balance. 

Low-density polyethylene, of course, alto faoes strong 
competition in many applications from members of ito 
own polyolefin family; high-density polyethylene, and 
polypropylene. Among these markets are turn, moulded 
containers, toys, houseware and autoaoth* parta. 

Stated very briefly, high-density polyethylene, compared 
with low-density, offers greater stiffness, higher softening 
point and greater tensile strength. Low-density polyethy- 
lene offers higher impact strength, better low-temperature 
properties, better flexibility heat scalability and lower 
cost. 

Polypropyle.ie is even lighter in weight than the two 
polyethylenes, has greater high-temperature properties, 
rigidity, clarity, flex-strength and abrasion resistance. 
However, low-temperature brittleness has so far proved 
a major drawback to commercial acceptance of poly- 
propylene for many moulded and extiuded products 
which otherwise would be ideal applications. 

Both polypropylene and high-density polyethylene 
are today priced somewhat higher than low-density 
polyethylene, but their main areas of use are applications 
for which a premium price can . manded — bleach 
and detergent bottles, cordage and textiles for example. 

Potential resin manufpcturers should remember that for 
many applications, the resin cost is often secondary to 
the material's performance properties. If the material 
fails in service, comparative production economies 
between one plastic raw material and another become 
meaningless. 

The key to what the future holds for low-density 
polyethylene rests in the fact that the seven leading 
countries in production of this plastic comprise only 
about one-fourth of the world's people, so there is still 
ample room for expansion of the industry. Whether or 
not a country should begin its own production source 
can only be determined by a close scrutiny of the econo- 
mics involved. 

Many questions have to be answered, such as: What 
kind of resources are available to build and equip the 
plant? What raw materials are available? How much 
end-use potential is there inside the nation's borders? 
Docs the country have the people to provide adequate 
research and production performance? Wh.n technology 
would be most suitable for the existing and projected 
market requirements? 
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TABU 3. ADVANTAGES O» LEADING roLYOLEriN PLASTICS 

Hitk-étHitty polyethylene 

Stiffness 
High softening point 
Tentile strength 

Low-density polytlhykm 

Impact strength 
Low-temperature properties 
Flexibility 
Heat scalability 
Coat 

Polypropylene 

Light weight 
Highest softening point 
Rigidity 
Clarity 
Flex strength 
Abrasion resistance 

Per capita consumption it an excellent guide to the 
feasibility of a plant. Either population or per capita 
consumption hai to be high if a polyethylene plant is to 
pay its keep in a company. In other words one has 
to have a strong internal market for a home-bred 
product. Exports of polyethylene, as an earner of foreign 
exchange, are steadily becoming more difficult as each 
country attempts to become self-sufficient in meeting its 
requirements of plastic resins. 

A country considering the starting up of a plastics in- 
dustry can take encouragement from what has been said 

earlier about Japan, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Italy and France. Eight years ago, they were in the 
same situation as far as low-density polyethylene was 
concerned. They were starting from almost nothing. 

But, in every case, the potential was there and the 
opportunity for high per capila consumption was there. 
The energy, foresight and ability of the national leaders 
and the dynamism and performance of the product and 
the plastics industry took care of the rest. The same pat- 
tern will hold for many other countries before we reach 
the 1970s. 



3. MONO AND POLYVINYL CHLORIDE 

Robert M. Brown and Harold A. Huckini, Scientific Dealgn Company, Inc., USA 

T 

GENERAL 

The production and utilizatici! of plastic products 
derived from petroleum based organic materials is an 
essential factor in any country, regardless of its present 
levi of industrialization. It is perhaps even more impor- 
tant to the developing country as the combination of 
properties and applications possible through the use of 
plastics can in most cases prevent or forestall any need 
to establish a basic metal or glass industry. Also, for 
comparison with the conventional materials — metal, 
concrete, wood — organic plastics often offer economic 
advantages, and permit the simple expansion of fabri- 
cation industries with a minimum of capital investment. 
Furthermore, organic plastics offer ranges of properties 
•jnattainable through other materials, and thus promote 
industrial diversification in a newly industrialized area 
ut a rapid rate. In fact, many of the newest application 
developmcntsVere initiated in the less highly industrialized 
countries, where the need to obtain maximum utilization 
of materials is greatest. 

There is a tremendous variety of modern plastics now 
finding applications in moulding — compounds, resins, 
coating adhesives, libres, films and elastomers. Many 
of these materials, however, have highly specialized 
fields of application, and are not essential during the 
early phases of economic evolution. A versatile plastics 
industry embracing virtually the complete range of 
applications can be based on three primary plastics — 
polystyrene, polyethylene and polyvinyl chloride. These 
materials are not only relatively low in cost, but cover 
the range of important properties: polystyrene for rigid 
materials, polyethylene for semi-rigid materials and film, 
and Polyvinylchloride for both flexible and rigid materials. 
Polyvinyl chloride is the most versatile material with 
property ranges that overlap those of the other«. The 
versatility of polyvinyl chloride, its relatively low capital 
and operating cost requirements, together with compara- 
tively simple production techniques, places this material 
in the top position for consideration in a developing 
country. 

World-wide polyvinyl chloride sates have never declined 
from one yen. to another since records have been available. 
The latest locord was set in the United States when sales 
in 1963 reached 1.3 billion pounds. This remarkable 
growth was achieved through the striking advantages 
of the material: excellent physical properties, the ability 
to be compounded to satisfy a wide range of applications, 
ease of processing, and relatively low cost. The potential 

of the vinyl plastics, which were first introduced in 1927, 
did not become apparent until the Second World War. 
The developments made in Germany before the War were 
utilized in Europe and Jape.n when hostilities ended; 
in the United States, the field became wide open. 

Polyvinyl chloride's array of properties include 
excellent water resistance, chemical resistance (resistant 
to most acids, salt solutions, petroleum products, fats, 
fungus-producing atmosphere), good strength, abrasion 
resistance and ease of colouring. In addition, it is one of 
the few thermoplastic materials that is self-extinguishing 
- that is, when heated enough it will melt, but will not 
burst into flame. When compounded, polyvinyl chloride 
resins can produce finished products with nearly any 
degree of flexibility. The rigid form of the material can 
be fabricated by extrusion, calendering, laminating, com- 
pression moulding, and injection moulding. The product 
can be machined, sawed, drilled, tapped, threaded and 
milled on conventional equipment. Parts can be joined 
by bolting, screwing, cementing, and hot gas welding. 

APPLICATIONS 

At the present time, the bulk of polyvinyl chloride 
resin is used to produce flexible products, by calendering, 
extruding, or moulding, the popular vinyl film has found 
wide use for such diversified applications as draperies 
and curtains, yard goods, shower curtains, baby pants, 
rainwear and sportswear, aprons, adhesive backed film, 
inflatables, industrial, agricultural and automotive use. 
The flexible material, because of its unique self-extinguish- 
ing properties and atmospheric and chemical resistance 
is used for waste-paper baskets, trashcans, weather 
stripping, external building products, vinyl shoe soling, 
complete shoes, winter footwear, packaging and con- 
veying applications, medical tubing, and blow moulded 
containers. 

Rigid polyvinyl chloride resins are finding steadily 
increasing applications in the building industry. Pipe, 
conduit, and tubing are regular production items, and 
the use of polyvinyl chloride conduit has been approved 
for above ground as well as below ground installation 
by the United States Underwriters Laboratories. The 
additional good ele~*rical properties and heat and cold 
insulation properties make the material désirable for 
wire sheathing and insulation. Uses include insulation 
and jacketing for telephone cable, coaxial cable, power 
distribution, biga voltage cabte, etc. 
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The list continues to grow. Again in the building 
industry, extruded product uses include window parts, 
doors, panels, awnings, shutters, siding, channelling. 
Corrugated building panels let in light while keeping 
out rain, wind and sun. Injection moulded applications 
are mouldea pipe fittings, roofing, glazing, gutters, down- 
spouts. A recent and very important new development 
features moulded rigid bottles, which have the important 
properties of glass chemical resistance, strength and 
clarity. These bottles, and the transparent panels used 
as windows, satisfy the normal requirements for glass. 
Clear rigid doors for offices, banks, etc. could replace 
tempered plate glass. 

Polyvinyl chloride resins can even be used to produce 
a woven fabric coating, suitable for luggage, tarpaulins, 
shade cloth, upholstery. 

NtWLY INDI'SI RIALIZID AND DbVLLOPING COUNIRIbS 

The leading producers of plastics — United States, 
Western Europe, Japan - comprise only about one- 
quarter of the world population. With increasing eco- 
nomic growth and demand for consumer products, the 
remaining three-quarters of the peoples of the world will 
exert unprecedented demands on plastics production. 
Plastics industries are being introduced in some other 
countries including, Australia, Brazil, India, Israel, Spain 
and South Africa. Other countries in Africa, Central 
and most of South America, most of Asia, and parts 
of Europe arc still dependent on imports of materials 
and technology. The small manufacturers have always 
txen interested in plastics, because of the high ratio of 
annual sales to capital — as high as 10 to 1. 

Per capita consumption of plastics in 1962. with 
polyvinyl chloride the leading variety, ranged from 7.7 kg 
per person in Japan, to 18.1 kg per person in the United 
Sutes and the Federal Republic of Germany. At the 
same time, plastics materials accounted for fron- 7.4 kg 
per $1,000 of national income in the United Sutct to 
20.8 kg per $1,000 of national income in Japan. 

Japan has built up a huge polyvinyl chloride industry 
in a short span of years. Present production applications 
include: rigid corrugated sheet, transparent corrugated 
building panels for windows, partitions, etc., extruded 
pipe — up to 18 inches diameter, moulded telephone set», 
blown bottles; film and sheet for packaging everything 
but food; clear rigid doors; pipe — for waterworks, irrig- 
ation, spraying chemicals, drainage; injection moulded 
parte for electrical appliances, television and radio sete, 
etc. 

Builders in the Federal Republic of Germany, lUly. 
and the Netherlands alto welcome the availability of 
plastics materials, and building codea have been drawa 
mora liberally than those existing in many parte of the 
United State«. 

Many plastic houses and apartments now exist ia 
almost every European country, and USSR produces 
small portable plastic houses, la BetfhMn, hows« ait 
built around a frame made of polyvinyl chloride pipe 
filled wfth coserete, aad the plastic represento éS perceat 
of the total cost. 

POLYVINYL CIILORIDL RUINS 

Polyvinyl chloride usually is defined as the homopoly- 
mer of vinyl chloride, and accounts for the largest portion 
of the monomer consumed. Vinvl chloride copolymers for 
special applications can also be produced; these are 
polymerized combinations of vinyl chloride and other 
monomers such as vinyl acetate, vinylidine chloride, 
vinyl ethers. Usually the secondary comonomcr represents 
less than 20 per cent of the copolymer formed. For 
example, the popular vinyl acetate vinyl chloride 
copolymers used extensively for phonograph records, 
consist of 8 to 15 per cent of vinyl acetate. Terpolymers 
of vinyl chloride with vinyl acetate and acrylonitrilc 
give products which are used as fibres. 

Vinyl chloride, its polymer and copolymers arc materials 
which must be synthetically produced. Vinyl chloride is 
a colourless, clear, non-corrosive liquid which boils at 
minus I2°C and therefore must be kept refrigerated or 
stored under pressure. It docs not readily auto-polymerize, 
yet polymerization is not a difficult process. Polyvinyl 
chloride can be looked upon as a long chain consisting 
of thousands of links of vinyl chloride. It is produced as a 
white powder similar to flour, or a white granular material 
finer than sugar, depending on the process used. 

RAW MAM RI AL > 

Production of vinyl chloride is essentially a story of 
raw material availability and economics, while the 
polymerization processes are fewer and simpler. The raw 
materials needed for vinyl chloride are acetylene or ethy- 
lene and chlorine or hydrogen chloride. The acetylene 
may also be coal or petroleum based ; the ethylene from 
petroleum or agricultural based ethyl alcohol ; the chlorine 
source available as a by-product from some other process 
or manufactured. 

PRODUCTION OF VINYL < moRiut 

There are really only three basic routes to vinyl chloride 
production and all the methods used arc cither mechani- 
cal or process variations. 

One route is the addition of hydrogen chloride to 
acetylene : 

H     H 
!      I 

HC - CH 4 HCl - C - C 
I       I 
H     Cl 

The second route is the direct cnlorination of ethylene 
followed by dehydrochlorination or cracking of the 
dJcMoroetfianc: 
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The third route is the oxychlorination (really oxyhydro- 
chlorination) of ethylene followed by cracking: 

H     H H   H 
!      ! I    ' 

2 C      C      4HCI   !  03   * 2 CI    CC   CI   f   2H.O 

H     H H   H 

For many years, the acetylene route dominated the 
production of vinyl chloride. However, as ethylene techno- 
logy advanced, resulting in increased production and 
reduced cost, interest arose in the use of this cheaper 
raw malet ial. The same technology used in the pyrolysis 
or cracking furnaces to produce ethylene was applied 
to the cracking of dichloroethane producing vinyl chloride 
and anhydrous hydrogen chloride This technique elimi- 
nated the wasting of caustic and hydrogen chloride and 
thus made the process viable. Today, about 50 per cent 
of the vinyl chloride is produced by cracking of dichloro- 
ethane, and most new plants use this route in the 
United States. Monsanto has facilities for all three 
process routes, using one or more depending on current 
material logistics. 

I.  Hydroi Marinai ¡on of acet vient 

This classical route to M VC was the initial avenue to 
large-scale production and even today more monomer is 
synthesized by this route than any other. In the early 
years, the acetylene was derived exclusively from coal- 
based calcium carbide. In the Untied States, Monsanto 
became the first producer to employ acetylene derived 
from natural gas/petroleum based feedstock for the 
production of vinyl chloride. Since that time and especially 
in the last five years, most new installations have obtained 
their acetylene from petroleum feedstocks. This transition 
is likely to increase for developed countries and to a 
greater extent for developing aaúooa since acetyknc 

produced from petroleum can be less expensive than that 
produced from coal in large plants or where the oñ gases 
can be utilized in other processes such as methanol pro- 
duction. 

Hydrogen chloride (HCl) has been obtained from the 
classical salt cake reaction of salt and sulfuric acid in a 
Mannheim furnace. This source of HCl is only economic 
where there is a demand for the salt cake, and Morton 
Salt uses this procedure to supply Monochem (I S. 
Rubber and Borden ChemkaDin the United States for their 
installation which was built only three years ago. In some 
instances, HC I is derived from the burning of hydrogen 
and chlorine gas. Usually, the hydrogen is derived as a 
by-product from caustic/chlorine electrolytic cells, bui 
in some cases it is obtained by the cracking of hydro- 
carbon feedstocks such as propane or as a by-product of 
petroleum refining. A large part of the HCl requirements 
are met by the use of by-product material from chlonna- 
tion units which produce such materials as solvents, 
refrigerants, insecticides, etc. In fact, much impetus to 
produce M VC by the acetylene route has come from 
the desire to "sponge up" the large quantities of by- 
product HCl resulting from various chlorination reac- 
tions. In the near future additional large quantities of 
by-product HCl will also become available from a 
number of linear alcohol detergent feedstock plants 
that are now under construction to satisfy biodegradable 
detergent requirements in several sectors of the world. 

Figure I indicates one of the possible variations of the 
vapour phase hydrochlor ¡nation route to produce vinyl 
chloride and s the one generally used by Suentüc 
Design Company in planu designed for such clients as 
General Tire and Rubber and Diamond Alkali. 

Briefly, this process is carried out in a vapour phase 
tubular reactor train at a pressure of lees than one kite 
gauge and a temperature of 100» 110 C, utilizing mercuric 
chloride on a carbon catalyst support. If necessary, the 
incoming acetylene is compressed, treated and dried. 
Likewise, if required, the HCl it coa 
is mixed with the acetylene. The nuaed .  
the reactor train where the temperature is m ninth J by 
a heat transfer medium. Since the reaetioa it < 
but must be at a asinini ww teetneratws* to 



heating or cooling can be achieved by the Neat tramnV 
medium. The reactor effluent is scrubbed with caustic to 
remove trace« ot' un reacted HCl anal the crude M VC i» 
then compressed and patte through two distillation 
column« to remove first the light and then the heavy ends 
from the MVC product When relatively pure Ht I and 
acetylene such a« is usually avallante in the united 
States, Europe or Japan are used, there is little or no 
problem with recycle or tail gas stream«, which contain 
an appreciable quantity of acetylene 

An alternate scheme is the use of a low conversion 
reactor with a large recycle system to obtain utilization 
of the HCl and acetylene This system has les* investment 
in reactor capacity and catalyst than the previously 
described one, but has increased capital in recycle and 
additional separation equipment 

Another alternate it to utiliae atmospheric purification 
which requires refrigeration equipment and additional 
scrubbing to prevent water from freezing in 'he distillation 
columns and condente«. 

Each system haa rtt we. advantages and disadvantages 
but the economic superiority of one over the other M 

rather small on an over-all bean Scientific Design hat 
found the flrst-de«crih«d roula te be lower m caá»ta I 
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of ethylene   recovery from rb»« origin is rather   timcult 
imi  often uneconomic 

(>f most intere»* today is the nv   «lv«i> <» crack me   >t 
petroleum feedntiKks   In -»pite   tt im  ,lr<« irnmnp COKI   >t 
rthylene and the availability   >t HW      he production ot 
vinyl chloride by »he cracking mute h»^ h<fri «rmewhat 
•iU w to take hold    This phenom. rton is   tur   « reply to 
the   fact   that   FIX    cr»ck>ng   produce*   epprostmntety 
(»ft kilo* ef H< I per kik>   >t MV(   manufacture« often 
creating a  lisposal prohtem   furthei   *hile this prue«** 
can be very attractive on a large scah»  the ¡üpttnl invest- 
ment is higher tur «mallei  installations a* compared n- 
the acetylene route   In  tddttion   ihr    rackm« ot  HX 
while  similar   to thai  »sed   for   ethylene   production   IH 

tricky in its own right which held up development   it the 
tachista, ut- 

Figure II  indicates the  HH    cracking  route  io vmv" 
chloride  starting  with elhytem-   and   chlorine    I mil»/ 
mg purchased MX   would of course eliminate the UK 
reactor   but   the   purifk-attoa   column*   preceding   the 
eyrolyst* iwnI would he required for handling the recycle 
stream« although they could   he  reduced   ,o me what  in 
SIM 

In this proues«, ethylene and chlorine gases ate charged 
10 a reactor system containing catalysi <tnd liquid f IH 
which act* a« a solvent tor the feed gases I he reaction 
is rantd and goes essentially to completion with the 
rWntetton of only a small amount ot by product« nn 
mar<fy higher ahiortaetsd «omnouad» f"he two dtetiMa ion 
uulumnt remove kght and heavy fraction« from the crude 
EDC along with repurmcatton of recycle stream« It >m 
the MV< portion of the plant i he purified UK s 
then partially »racked at btgn temperature in dirmi 
trad fur neues to yield a crude misti' containing ermeh 
patty hydrogen dklondt, MV1 and unreacted EDC The 
ensnunt of EDC ci ached M It anted to *» m ear neat 
per peas and  the aver aM   yield   M lower a* me  eon 
kup^ÉfuL^Kgai     tai     sjfeaoaaa^tiLasaaeB »*eWWswP»lI    ë*    HanraVinPänl 

la order to ahum laaaiamm recovery of the 
product  the gases from the wracking anM are 
ranssty  The anhydrous hydrogen chloride by eroda** M 
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>equire ,ient* from a newly installed parallel F IX unit. 
I he by-product hydrogen chloride can be used directly 
m the acetylene proves with no further treatment 
Ohvioualy the capital requirements of such a plant 
are fairly high, hut .an he reduced by utilizing common 
finyl chloride purification facilities If such a compiei is 
contemplated for the future, a relatively «mall entra 
investment can he made initially in the purification 
hici titles to handle tuen an expansion Fortunately, 
though desirable, it 11 not necessary ui have the acetylene 
ind ethylene available at the »ame location HI nee FIX 
can he produced at one iite and »hipped to the acetylene 
location In general, because of the dual reaction system«, 
luch a combination plant tend« to he limited to only 
large installations of 10,000 metra tons or more per 
year Ihr mafor exception to this is in the cate of 
ex paneton 

Many of the MV( producers who utilise the FIX' 
cracking route do have the dual acetyhme-ethylem 
»ystrms Among these producers are Monsanto, Dew 
and Goodrich m the Unseed States, FC! amé «Vitish 
(ieon in the I )nr*ed Kingdom, Pachi m Franse and iASF 
in the Federal Repuhhc of Oermaay 

As a variation «a the EDC route, it should be noted 
that Ethyl Corp and others eat the by-product hydrogan 
chloride by reacting further with ethylene to produce 
ethyl chloride In Ethyl's casa, the ethyl chlonda along 
with some FIX i« used in Mie production «f tetreethyl 
lead which makes a very attractive total package 
fhe markets for ethyl chloride are rather specie Im d 
and in most locations would not he commercially 
attractive 
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added to overhead gases and it reacts with the ethylene 
in a liquid pha-*- reactor consis-ng of FIX with a ferric 
chloride catalyst The EDC effluent is purified by distil- 
lation and cracked in a conventional manner as described 
previously The HCl is recycled back to the first reactor 
while the MVC produced is purified alone with that 
produced from the acetylene 

From this description, it can be seen that this process 
has all the steps of the combined chlonnation-hydro- 
chlonnation process except that the reactors arc in series 
rather than in parallel and they are handling dilute gases. 
teca use of inherent complexity >f this process and the 
fact that 't requires an independent acetylene-cthylenc 
umt dedicated to the vinyl chloride plant, the pic jest will 
probably only be of limited usefulness to fit a special 
and particular set of economics essentially of greater 
interest for a large sise plant (approximately 50,000 metric 
tons per year or larger) where no other needs for jcetylene- 
ethylene exists. Even at this cap*city level, the size of 
hydrocarbon feedstock plant is small by comparison 
with modern ethylene units, so that the savings in process- 
ing «lute hydrocarbons might be negated The usefulness 
of this process M also substantially improved if the off-gas 
caa he used as a synthesis gas which is quite possible 

ECONOMIC FACTO«» 

la order to permit aa assessment of the most osstraMe 
route to follow for the manufacture of MVC, the follow- 
ing economic factors should be considered 

A. AfreVwerse* mpprv 

I   Mikykm  The over-all economics of ethylene maná- 
is s most complex subject and is a topic of a 
report at that «carenine«  Thts versátil« building 

Meek «aa he predsseed from a wide variety of hydroearhoa 
ight gases or condensât« 

ef saturai gas all UM way to 
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B.   Halogen  supply 

1. Chlorine. The current price of chlorine in industrially 
advanced countries is 5.5 - 7.7* per kilo with a price 
being established by cost of electric power and sales of 
chlorine and caustic. This is also a complex subject. 
Often, in under-developed countries, caustic is of greater 
usefulness than chlorine, thus offering opportunity for 
lower priced chlorine. 

2. Hydrogen chloride. The price of this material can vary 
from 4.4** per kilo to a negative value up to l.l< per kilo, 
where it is such a disposal problem that it must be 
neutralized. Price is established by these economic 
marketing factors. The higher price is usually the result 
of producing HCl by chlorine burning. 

C. Plant size 

I. The exact minimum plant size varies from country 
to country, depending upon local marketing conditions 
and government policy concerning protective tariff's. 
In any case, a 10 million pound a year plant is probably 
the smallest that should be considered in any location. 
In industrially advanced countries, at the present time, 
100 to 200 million pound plant capacity is the usual 
•cononuc minimum size. 

In order of increasing capital investment requirements, 
the various processes are arranged as follows: I. acetylene 
plus HCl; 2. ethylene plus chlorine to EDC-MVC; 
3. combination 1 and 2; 4. oxy-chlonnation plus 2; 
5.  diro     acetylene  plus ethylene combined process. 

PKOCIM uucnoN 

Unlets it is economically feasible to scrap a process in 
three or four years because of some special situation, 
the choice of a process to produce vinyl chloride should 
It iato a loaf-range programme. 

Let us consider a possible programme where ethyl 
alcohol is readily available from agricultural source« at 
reasonable prices. 

Initially, ethylene would be produced from the alcohol, 
chlorinated to EDC and then vinyl chloride obtained by 
pyrolysis. The by-product hydrogen chloride could be 
sold as muriatic acid or neutralized with limestone and 
discarded. As other uses for ethylene developed, the 
alcohol route could be abandoned and ethylene produced 
by cracking or purchased. The chlorinatioa and EEC 
cracking unito would still be utilized. As need for more 
vinyl chloride arose, production could be nearly doubled 
by using the by-product hydrogen chloride from the 

unit along with ethylene in an oxycWorinattoa 
i leet step would requere additional EDC cracking 
the original installation would remain in una. 

Alee, expanded vinyl chloride purncntion sqeipmsut 
would he required to handle the extra lend unites that 
was provided fer hi the intani installation. A prnnjan—« 

to this was adopted by W. * Oraos for Peru 
it eouM he nut into «fleet, the < 

mil they an 

ethylene, EDC and cracking routes outlined above. 
Whether ethylene from petroleum eventually will be used 
depends upon future developments. 

Electrochemical Industries in Israel chose another 
course. They utilized coal bused acetylene for approxi- 
mately three years and are now converting over to the 
use of ethylene which necessitates the scrapping of some 
of the acetylene-based plant. It may be that at a future 
date Electrochemical plans to use a combined ethylene/ 
acetylene route and salvage the original  installation. 

These are but some examples of the type of growth 
planning which have been experienced. Other schemes 
might include importation of cither EDC or vinyl chloride 
until such time as an installation could be economically 
justified. 

It should be pointed out that it is not necessary to have 
individual vinyl chloride plants for each PVC plant and if 
transportation is available, one vinyl chloride plant can 
supply several polymer plants thus realizing the savings 
attendant to a larger installation. In the United States, 
there are several merchant suppliers of vinyl chloride 
who sell to the various PVC producers as well as compa- 
nies who provide monomer from one location to several 
branches. For example Ethyl Corp. supplies monomer to 
Firestone in Pennsylvania and Atlantic Tubing in Rhode 
Island as well as others while Goodrich in Calvert City 
supplies its plants in New York State. Ohio and Kentucky. 

POLYVINYL CHLOKIOB 

The polymerization of vinyl chloride to form PVC is 
represented chemically as: 

There are three basic polymerization routes to the 
production of PVC resins: 1. m tint; 2. emulsion; 
3. suspension. 

There are, of course, variation* on each of these, but 
for the moat part we will discuss primarily the three bank 
tyges. The in situ method consists of polymerizing vinyl 
chJoridt in vinyl chloride, but since vinyl chloride is not 
n solvent for the polymer, it is necessary to atop the 
polymerisation at approximately 60 per cent or lass 
conversion, usually by releasing the volatile vinyl chlorine 
from the reaction leaving the solid polymer behind. 
There are two processes using this technique today, 
both of which are relatively high in both investment and 
operating coat and one of which produces considerable 
quantities of low quality by-product nain. For many 
years now neither of these pro otates he« been exnundtd 
and there it littst likelihood of their being ooatidtnJ for 
today's markets 

The suspsniion techniaut it really a block 
Huh which tamil droplets of vinyl 

ma water suspending «pat, A 
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and cooling water is applied as needed. Reaction con- 
tinues to approximately 90 per cent conversion whereupon 
the residual MVC is recovered by means of a compressor. 
The recovered monomer is condensed and returned to 
the MVC plant for purification. If the MVC plant is 
remote from the PVC plant, many installations have a 
small distillation column to handle the recovered MVC. 

The polymer in the reactor now is in the form of small 
granules suspended in water. This slurry is pumped to 
agitated storage tanks from which it is fed to a centrifuge. 
Here, most of the water is removed leaving a wet Miter 
cake which has the consistency of wet sand. Drying is 
accomplished by passing the polymer concurrently 
through a rotary dryer with heated air. The same air 
used for drying conveys the product to a bag collector 
and the clean air is discharged to the atmosphere through 
a blower. The PVC passes by gravity through a sifter to 
remove oversize material and is packaged, usually in 
23 kilo paper bags. 

Where demand is great enough and transportation 
facilities available, bulk storage is installed in addition to 
the bagging facilities. The bulk product is then shipped 
by hopper truck or railroad car or in the case of bags, 
on palluts. 

The emulsion polymerization technique, which hat 
been used quite widely because it was a natural out- 
growth of the emulsion polymer technique used in the 
synthetic rubber industry, consists of polymerization of 
an emulsion of vinyl chloride and water. The vinyl 

cannot be utilized because the heat of reaction partially 
destroya the polymer. The suspension technique allows 
the dissipation of this beat in the suspending medium. 
Because of the nature of the suspension system very few 
chamícela arc used in the polymerization (only small 
amounts of catalyst aad suspending agents) which 
results ia a polymer of very high purity. The capital 
lavestmeat for auch a plant is die lowest of the three 
bask techniques and because of the small amount of 
chemicals used, aa well at the fact that the majority of 
the water oaa be removed by centrifuging before drying, 
the production coats are also the lowest. The products 
from the tuspeaeion process are used for the great bulk 
of applieatioM ia the United Sutes including film, 
sheeting, wire iaeuuttion, bocee, a« well aa rigid sheeting, 
extrusions aad blow mouldiag. Further, this proceas lends 
itself readily to the production of copolymers which are 
used for special applications auch as foor tue aad phono- 
graph recordé. TÍ» popular vinyl acetate-viayl chloride 
copolyniers are produced with a minimum of additional 
equipmcat which includes simple storage tanks, tnacfsr 
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chloride to water ratio could vary widely, but usualty 
does not exceed 40 per cent of the total mixture. The 
emulsion process has one advantage over the ethers in 
that continuous polymeiizaticn can be fairly readily 
utilized. Also, because cf the nature of the polymerization 
the emulsion process can produce certain end-products 
which are very difficult or impossible to produce by other 
techniques. These products are usually specialty products 
and command a premium in the market place such as 
plastisol type resins. Except for the specialty applications 
the emulsion process has a distinct disadvantage in 
producing general purpose resins because of the impurities 
introduced in the form of relatively large amounts of 
emulsifying agents. Further, the cost of such chemicals, 
along with spray drying to obtain the final product, 
results in increased cost of pioduction. The impurities 
mentioned reduce the chemical resistance, the electrical 
resistivity and ultra-violet resistance of the end-products, 
as well as increase water absorption. In addition these 
impurities often cause trouble in compounding because 
of incompatibility with dyes and other compounding 
chemicals. 

In the emulsion process, the emulsifying agents are 
dissolved in the process water which is then charged to the 
polymerizer by pumping. Because an emulsion (similar 
to milk) is farmed which foams readily, recovery of the 
unreacted H VC is performed in a stripping vessel. 
This stripper is much larger than the polymerizer in 
order to handle the foam. As before, the recovered 
monomer is returned for purification. 
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The stripped emnlsion is transferred to storage tanks 
from which it is pumped to a spray dryer where all the 
water is removed by hot air. Again, the drying air is used 
to convey the product to a collector. At this point the 
PVC is in the form of a fine powder, and sifting must be 
performed by a brushed screen. The polymer is bagged 
as before. 

Sometimes special emulsions or lutices are sold without 
spray drying and are drummed for use in dip-coating 
applications. Much care must be used to prevent coagu- 
lation of the latex or a useless product will result. 

In order to produce a plastisol polymer, an ultra-fine 
(I to 2 microns) product is usually required. This is 
accomplished by adding more equipment and steps to 
the emulsion process. In this process, the emulsifier 
solution, catalyst and MVC are charged to a premix 
tank and ail the ingredients are intimately mixed by means 
of a mechanical homogenizer. The resulting mixture is 
charged to the polymerizers and reaction takes place as 
in the previous case. MVC recovery, storage, drying and 
product collection are the same as for regular emulsion. 
A new step is now introduced to ensure the desired fine 
particle size. This is accomplished in a mill which breaks 
up any agglomerates formed in drying. Milling does not 
grind the PVC particles as they are too soft to shatter. 
The product from the mill is air conveyed to a secondary 
collector and instead of sifting, an air classifier is usually 
used to separate oversized material. Air separation 
removes the coarse particles but also removes a fair 
amount of satisfactory material (10 to 20 per cent) and 
often additional equipment is added for separate screen- 
ing and recycling of the oversize material in order to 
reduce losses. As before, the finished product is packaged 
in 25 kilo paper bags and stored on pallets. 

As can be seen by comparing the above descriptions, 
the emulsion process requires more capital and more 
rigorous operations which increase product cost. 

A developing nation should first install a suspension 
polymerization plant. One of the chief attractions for 
plastisol retín made by the emulsion process is that it 
can be converted to end product« with minimal capital 
investment. However, this simplicity of application can 
easily lead to a poor decision if the future potential of this 
product is not properly evaluated. Low application 
investment cost is thus obtained at the expense of high 
priced raw material. Looking to the future, such tech- 
niques at calendering film, expensive though they may 
be initially, are the areas where the greatest growth 
potential is to be realized and where the suspension process 
dominates. The differential cost between a suspension and 
a plastisol plant would go a long way toward installing 
a calendering operation and the application of this 
money toward tins end might well be considered. 

Economie /actors. Basically, all the processes for 
producing PVC are batch processes which is true even 
in the case of continuous emulsion polymerization 
where batch-type reactors are interconnected. Because 
of ths batch nature it is possible for relatively small 
plants to compete with large installations. For instance, 
the draerential production cost between a 3,000 metric 
toa/yr. plant and a 20,000 metric ton/yr. suspension 
PVC phut may be of ths order of 3eykik>. This is an 



appreciable amount if the two plants were in close 
proximity, but since we arc presumably discussing 
plants in separate countries, when freight and duties 
are   applied,  this differential  may disappear entirely. 

I n the range of 5,000 to 20,000 metric tons per year, the 
capital investment for a suspension PVC plant varies 
from 2.5 to 4c1 per kilo. A standard emulsion plant might 
be IS per cent more while a plastisol plant could run 
30 per cent additional. Since demand for emulsion and 
plastisol products is relatively small and the corresponding 
plants are usually small, the investment costs run on the 
higher end of the range. 

As in vinyl chloride production, the main factor in 
production cost is the cost of the raw material — in 
this case, vinyl chloride. Since this runs 60 to 75 per cent 
while capital investment's direct share is only 6 to 10 per 
cent, capital changes have a lesser effect upon the cost of 
production. Nevertheless, since the PVC market place is 
very competitive, every tenth of a cent counts and cannot 
be completely ignored. 

Che cost of production for the emulsion process can 
bi. as much as 20 per cent over that for suspension PVC, 
especially in the case of plastisol polymers. This differen- 
tial, of course, is due in part to the investment cost and 
also to more expensive chemical and operating compo- 
nents. In both types of processes it is possible to prepare 
for future demand by installing larger auxiliary equipment 
initially (such as centrifuge, dryer or spray dryer) and 
then adding additional polymerization reactors at a 
later date. This, of course, imposes some burden on the 
already burdened small plants, but should definitely have 
a payout in the future since the history of growth in 
PVC has resulted in every single producer enlarging his 
operation eventually by the duplication of existing equip- 
ment. 

Because of the batch nature of the PVC plants, labour 
costs remain fairly linear, but some reduction is experi- 
enced in size. A foreman is required on each shift but one 
foreman can handle either a 5,000 or a 20,000 metric 
ton per year plant. A 5,000 metric ton/yr. plant would 
require 3 operators and a foreman per shift plus a day 
utility operator while a 20,000 metric ton/yr. olant would 
require approximately 9 operators and a foreman per 
shift. This seems to disagree with the previous statement 
about labour being linear, but this is due to a dispropor- 
tionate situation in the smaller plant. A 30,000 metric 
ton plant would be almost directly proportional to the 
20,000 metric ton plant. These labour figures do not include 
maintenance or shipping men, and assume ail the product 

is bagged. Bulk handling and shipping would reduce 
these figures by one or two men a shift in the larger 
plant, but this saving could not be experienced in the 
smaller one. 

SUMMARY 

Because of its wide range of applications and continuing 
growth, PVC should be a keystone in any chemical 
development programme. In planning a new installation, 
provision for the future should be incorporated; if not 
by purposely oversizing the initial plant or portions 
thereof (such as the drying end), at least by making 
provision in the layout for the expansion so that any 
operating savings possible may be realized. Every 
producer of PVC in the world has been expanding at 
such a rate that in the United States alone three new 
producers who started in the business in 1956 with 
5,000 metric tons per year plants have each at least quad- 
rupled production. In fact, one enlarged eightfold and the 
other two will reach this level shortly. These producers 
are Pantasote, Borden and Thompson. Again in 1957 
two more joined the industry and each has enlarged 
from 5,000 metric tons to over 30,000 metric tons per 
year (Cary and Atlantic Tubing). Similar expansion 
has been occurring in country after country — Japan, 
Italy, China (Taiwan), etc. 

It should be noted that all of the above-named plants 
were initially suspension type plants. While some emul- 
sion facilities have been added, over 90 per cent of the 
product in these enlarged plants is suspension-type PVC. 

It has been and remains our recommendation to new 
producers entering the PVC field to start in the suspension 
field. Then, when fully established, production can be 
broadened by adding emulsion facilities if the market 
demands warrant. 

On the other hand, since copolymers can be produced 
with only a very modest increase in investment (approxi- 
mately 5 per cent), this expenditure should be made 
with the initial plant. Co-monomers such as vinyl acetate 
would be purchased since they represent a small percen- 
tage of the copolymers — 5-15 per cent — which in 
turn represents less than 25 per cent of the total produc- 
tion. 

It should be pointed out that several types of homo and 
copolymers are required by the market. These are all 
produced in one plant — either emulsion or suspension 
— using a blocked operation, which means one after the 
other, not simultaneously. 

mi 



4. STYRENE RESINS FOR PETROCHEMICAL GROWTH 

Peter W. Sherwood, Consulting Chemical Engineer, and R. G. Edmond», 
The Badger Cnmpany, Inc., USA 

Styrene resins are the third-largest group of plastics, 
following after vinyls and polyethylene. As shown in 
figure I, they are still in a major growth phase, and world- 
wide production is expected to rise from one million 
metric tons in 1960 to 1.8 million tons in 1965 and over 
2.5 million tons by 1970. By way of comparison, consump- 
tion of vinyls should reach 5.3 million tons per year in 
1970, while world output of polyethylene is foreseen at 
4.2 million tons during the same year. These three groups 
eclipse the growth outlook for all other major classes 
of plastics, namely the phenolics, the alkyds and polyesters 
amino resins, cellulosics, and the acrylics. 

Polystyrene production is today a world-wide industry 
— but this is a development of the last decade. As 
recently as 1955, only eleven countries had polystyrene 
manufacturing facilities and all of these were industrially 
advanced nations. By 1960, the number of polystyrene- 
producing countries had grown to 30 and, by 1965, 
the total number of countries engaged in this industry 
segment will be closer to 40. 

The broad acceptance of styrene resins can be ascribed 
principally to low cost, processing ease, excellent trans- 
parency, and availability in an unlimited range of attrac- 
tive colours. In fact, on a price-per-unit volume basis, the 
unmodified polymers offer the lowest cost of any thermo- 
plastic material, excepting only a few grades of 
polyethylene. 

The point is brought home clearly by table 1. As shown, 
general-purpose polystyrene with a list price of 14.5 cents 

TABLE 1. UNITED STATU PRICES OF MAJO« THEEMOPLAITICS 

Ml 

•oly—tw 

Phmllul 

r 

Lb!cu. Inch 
Frtct (VS. Ml.   19641 

«lb tic*. Ine* 

Polystyrene 

General purpose 
High impact   . .   . 

.    0.0383 
0.0372-0.0375 

14.5 
21-32 

0.56 
0.79-1.19 

Polyethylene 
Low density.... 
High density. .  .   . 

0.0330-0.0339 
.    0.03404.0346 

13.5-22 
25 

0.45-0.75 
0.85-0.86 

PVC compound .  .   . 0.0462-0.0502 15-41 0.69-2.06 

per pound is available for 0.56 cents per cubic inch, a 
price substantially below that of most grades of poly- 
ethylene and polyvinyl chloride. It mit ht be noted that 
only two other thermoplastic materials, namely styrene- 
acrylonitrile copolymer and some of the cheaper poly- 
propylene grades are available at less than one cent per 
cubic inch. 

The reason for the low cost of polystyrene is to be 
found strictly in the low monomer cost. In all of the 
basic styrene resins, this is the item which accounts for 
60-65 per cent of total factory cost. This is illustrated in 
table 2 which shows, in a generalized way, the manu- 
facturing costs for general-purpose polystyrene. Conver- 
sion cost varies, of course, from plant u> plant as well 
as with the scale of operation. An oven.il trend may, 
however, be discerned in thi.« us in other industries which 
is leading toward more fully automated polymerization 
lines. The effect of this trend is an increase in investment 
cost and therefore in annual capital charges, which are 
more than offset by savings in direct labour cost. 

TABLE 2. PRODUCTION COST OF POLYSTYRENE 

Figure I.   World : estimated finare growth of imKriéml pkuHes 

i Co« (incl. depredation)  4-4.5tVlb. 
lags or flfcm drums  0.2-0.3 
Monomer (at s.StVlb. monomer plus freight) ... 9.2 
Freight to deliver potymet (av.)  0.5 

14AV14.Se/lb. 



With monomer cost making up the bulk of polystyrene 
costs, it becomes of interest to take a look at some of the 
economic and technical aspects involved in the manufac- 
ture of styrene monomer. 

Upon completion of present projects, say in late 
1963, world-wide capacity fui styrene (excluding countries 
with centrally Planned economies) will be 2.4 million 
metric tons. This represents a 43 per cent increase over 
insulted capacity as of late 1963. It is also significant that 
over 17 per cent of the world's styrene capacity will 
be outside the industrial centres of North America and 
Western Europe, though 12 of the 17 per cent are located 
in Japan. A break-down of capacity for styrene monomer 
by geographical region is shown in table 3. 

Technology for the manufacture of styrene monomer 
can today be readily purchased from a number of sources. 
For example, The Badger Company, Inc., which has 
during the last two years built the two largest individual 
production units for styrene in the world, can provide 
access to the combined styrene know-how of its own 
organization, of Union Carbide Company, and of 
Cosden Petroleum Company. 

A key to the economics of styrene manufacture is the 
route taken to the production of intermediate ethyl 
benzene. Two basically different approaches — direct 
recovery from reformate and synthesis from ethylene 
and benzene — are available. 

The direct recovery of ethyl benzene from the C, 
aromatics fraction of naphtha reformate involves a 
highly sophisticated supcrfractionation process which 
was originally developed by Cosden Petroleum Company 
and The Badger Company, Inc. Because details of this 
approach are covered in a separate paper at this meeting, it 
will suffice to point out that such direct recovery is eco- 
nomically feasible only in conjunction with extensive 
reforming capacity and in conjunction with facilities for 
:he recovery of individual xylenes. By next year, direct 
recovery will account for nearly ten per cent of United 
States' ethyl benzene capacity and for somewhat more 
than five per cent of world-wide capacity. 

All the remaining ethyl benzene capacity is based on 
the alkylation of benzene by ethylene. This reaction may 
be promoted by a number of catalysts. Foremost in 
importance is the liquid-phase alkylation of benzene in 
the presence of anhydrous aluminium chloride. This 

TABU 3. 1963 cAPAcrrm *c* smura MONOMI* 
(ComMrki wUtfrt* tnlerprlst econome*?) 

_ 

  

Cimet» 

Hmlntr) Ar am 

N. America 

L, America. 

1,2)0 
725 
66 

339 

52.1 
30.7 
2.9 

Oth» .  .  . 

TOTAL 

14.3 

2460 10O0 

conversion is carried out at 9O-IO0°C and moderate 
pressure. A significant asset of the process is ¡is suitability 
for disproportionating polyalkyl benzenes which are 
formed as inevitable by-products. Ethylene and benzene 
values contained in these higher-boiling products can be 
recovered, for the most part, by re-circuiation through the 
primary reactors. Thus, the process is capable of achiev- 
ing an ethyl benone yield in excess of 95 per cent, 
based on either raw material. 

The use of silica-alumina catalyst in the vapour-phase 
ethylation of benzene calls for drastic conditions — typi- 
cal pressure is 900 psi and temperature is 310°C. Compared 
to the much more prevalent liquid-phase alkylation pro- 
cess, this approach suffers from the following short- 
comings: it requires a higher benzene-to-ethylene ratio; 
it calls for use of high pressure equipment; some butyl 
benzene formation occurs and separate equipment is 
needed to carry out the de-alkylation of by-product 
polyalkyl benzenes. Against this, the use of silica-alumina 
catalyst results in lower catalyst cost and it minimizes 
the waste disposal and feed pre-drying problems which 
are inherent in the use of aluminium chloride. Further- 
more, use of silica-alumina side-steps the need for 
corrosion-resistant equipment. 

Various other alkylation catalysts may be used. Among 
the more interesting, mention should be made of boron 
trifluoride which reportedly peimits use of dilute olefin 
gases for the simultaneous formation of ethyl benzene 
and eumene. As in the case of aluminium chloride cata- 
lysis, polyalkyl benzenes can be re-cycled directly for 
disproportionation, and a fairly low benzene-to-ethylene 
ratio may be maintained. Typical operating condition is 
550 psi and 120°C. Utilization of both benzene and ethy- 
lene is reportedly about 95 per cent. Indications are that 
high investment is required for plants of this type, espe- 
cially when they are designed for use of dilute olefinic 
gases. 

Catalysis by supported phosphoric acid or phosphates 
calls for the use of pressures approaching 1000 psi and 
requires very high benzene-to-ethylene feed ratios in 
order to suppress formation of polyalkyl benzenes. The 
process has been carried out commercially but has not 
found wide acceptance. 

After ethyl benzene has been synthesized and purified by 
distillation, it is dehydrogenated to styrene. This conver- 
sion is carried out in the vapour phase. Three catalysts 
account for most of the world's styrene capacity: (1) 
Esso's 1707 which contains ferric oxide, potassium 
oxide, magnesium oxide and cupric oxide; (2) Shell's 
105 which is iron oxide promoted with potassium car- 
bonate and chromium oxide ; and (3) zinc oxide promoted 
with smaller quantities of alumina and chromâtes, a 
catalyst which was originally developed in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. 

Formation of styrene is favourably influenced by 
operating at low partial pressure of reactants. In universal 
practice, steam is therefore employed as diluent. This 
steam injection serves the further purposes of suppressing 
catalyst-fouling carbon deposition and of supplying the 
heat of reaction. Average reactor temperature is about 
600*C with the outlet some 60-70*C below inlet tempera- 
ture. 
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Conversion efficiency is greatly affected by per-pass 

conversion and, thus, by space velocity. Normally, per- 
pass conversion is held between 35 and 40 per cent, 
corresponding to a yield in the vicinity of 90 per cent. 
The reactor effluent is quenched and cooled. After 
separation from water, the crude product contains 
37 to 40 per cent styren,\ 

Styrene and ethyl benzene boil within a close range. 
The problem of their separation is compounded because 
of styrene's strong polymerization tendency at elevated 
temperature. To overcome these difficulties, it is necessary 
to carry out the fractionation at high vacuum and low 
hold-up time and in the presence of inhibitor. Sulfur is 
most commonly employed in this service. In a finishing 
distillation, styrene is freed of sulfur inhibitor. This final 
step is carried out with the addition of the storage inhi- 
bitor— normally tertiary butyl catechol —to the top 
plates of the finishing column. 

Some twenty-five years ago, the difficulties in separating 
styrene from ethyl benzene nearly defeated the direct 
dehydrogenation route which has just been described. 
In fact, the oldest United Sutes styrene plant uses a 
completely different route in which ethyl benzene is 
oxidized to acetophenone which is then hydrogenated to 
methyl phenyl carbinol and is finally dehydrated to styrene. 
Here, the purification problem is greatly simplified, but 
the economics are such that the process can only be 
justified by sales of co-produced acetophenone and 
methyl phenyl carbinol, both of which have a very 
limited market. 

Earlier in this discussion, it was shown how crucially 
the cost of polystyrene production is influenced by the 
price of styrene monomer. Now that we have had an 
opportunity to take a brief look at the technology of 
styrene production, it seems, therefore, in order to get a 
general idea of the factory costs involved. In order to set 
the scope, table 4 shows typical investment and operating 
coats in styrene plants rated at 20 million pounds per 
year. This is, of course, extremely small by American 
standards, but it is a plant capacity which may be realis- 
tically considered for emerging economies. It should be 
emphasized here that cost of producing styrene monomer 
drops sharply with increasing plant size. 

For the present analysis, table 4 shows two types of 
plant. In riant A, ethyl benzene is obtained by direct 
recovery from a C, fraction of naphtha reformate. 
Within battery limits in the United States, this plant 
shows an investment cost of about $2,900,000, or 14.5 
cents per annual pound of styrene production. 

la Plant B, ethyl benzene is manufactured by alkylation 
of benzene with ethylene. On a comparable basis, 
the investment cost is approximately 12,600,000, or 
13 cents per pound of annual production. It should 
be noted that in large, modern integrated plana this 
investment per pound of annual production is reduced 
markedly. 

Production cost is calculated at a benzene price of 
21.Segallos and an ethylene value of 48^/pound which 
lands to a total production cost of 7.2*7pound styrene 
by the alkylation route in the small plants being discussed 

TAIU 4. STYMNB 
(20,000,000 

corrs 

Plant type Ethylbenmne Benzene 
recovery alkylation 

Investment       12,900,000 $2.600.000 
Manufacturing cotti 

Raw materiaU  4.1</lb. 
Operating cost  2.2 
Depredation  0.9 

Production cost         7.2*/lb. 

An operating cost comparison for the two types of 
plant shown in table 4 cannot, however, be made very 
meaningful for a generalized case because the value of 
recovered ethyl benzene as a co-product aromatic is 
usually fixed arbitrarily by its production cost via the 
alkylation process. By this method of bookkeeping any 
economic advantage of ethyl benzene recovery, which 
depends on the relative plant values for benzene, ethylene 
and C, aromatics fraction, would accrue to the co- 
produced xylenes. 

These are the processes which will account for world- 
wide production of well over 4.5 billion pounds styrene 
this year. So we should perhaps examine more closely 
where all this styrene goes. 

Over-all end-use distribution of styrene produced in the 
United States can be seen from table 5. Polystyrene and 
other resins, notably ABS and styrcne-acrylonitrile, 
account for some 53 per cent of the total and, within 
this group, the high-impact polystyrenes clearly show the 
fastest growth rate, having raised their share of the 
United States styrene market from less than 25 per cent 
in 1963 to the present 26.8 per cent. OR-S rubber, 
which once accounted for the lion's share of styrene 
monomer demand, today consumes only 22.9 per cent of 
the United States output and even this portion of the 
market will not be maintained. Styrene and styrene- 
butadiene latexes, used mainly in a variety of coatings, 

TABU 5. Smmm cvrum 
(IMtd Statu, 19*4 mtkmm) 

Polystyrène, ganertlpurpoee  33-*% 
lineaci polystyrene  244 
Styrene copolymers  1A 
Lata*«.  12 
Styrene-butadiem rubber.  2XJ 
Polyesterr  4.3 

Export*        M 
MsweHeneoue tad iawmoty  S.2 

52.1% 
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TAH! 6.   STYMM   AND  COfOLYMIA   MBN   SALS* 
(UNTTBD STATUì, 1963) 

(Total - J,385 million poumh, 
fetJWdbv ¡IS miHUm pounds rt-prottsstd) 

AM*c*tm 

Moutdini 4« .5 
Extrusion  13.0 ' *' 5 

Textile and paper treating  3.1 
Emulato« paint  3.7 
All other una (including foam)  23.0 
Export  8.7 

100.0 

consume 6 per cent of styrene monomer production, 
leaving eighteen per cent for alkyd and polyester formu- 
lations, for exports, and for miscellaneous uses. 

The present paper is concerned only with styrene- 
based réuni, as distinct from elastomers. It is, therefore, 
in order that we take a closer look at the markets for 
these styrene resins (table 6). 

Biggest end-use is in moulded and extruded product* 
of all types. Together, these two uses accounted for 
61.5 per cent of total United States resin sales in 1963, 
but actually this tub-total is closer to 70 per cent, for the 
re-processed material used in moulding has here been 
included under "AH other uses". Textile and paper 
treating in the present instance means mainly coating 
and finishing by •tyrene-containing latexes. Such latexes 
are also the basis for styrene consumption in emulsion 
paints which consume 3.7 per cent of styrene resins. The 
broad category of "All other uses" includes not only 
re-processed material but also styrene film and the fast- 
growing category of styrene foams which will be discussed 
later in some more detail. 

The very large group of styrene homopolymers — 
— mostly in the form of moulded, extruded and foamed 
products - pervades the whole kaleidoscope of our 
civilization. Table 7 shows the end-use pattern as it 
pertained in the United States during the year 1963. 

TABU 7. 
END-USI rATTSRN IC« STVSUM HOMOrOLYkSBS (UNTTSD STATSS, 1963) 

(Utah» uuH/M typn m* tacheté) 

Biggest use is seen to be in packaging, and this is followed 
by the many odds and ends covered in the categories of 
loys, premiums, housewares, and so on. Cold insulation, 
refrigerator trays and other uses in refrigeration equip- 
ment consume seven per cent of the total, and radio and 
TV, together, account for 4.1 per cent of demand for 
polystyrene resins. 

In the main, these homopolymers are in three commer- 
cial categories: general-purpose polystyrene, and two 
main grades of rubber-modified impact types which 
differ principally in their degree of heat resistance 
(table 8). 

Within each of these categories, there are numerous 
grades. The flow properties of general-purpose poly- 
styrene can be controlled by the addition of a lubricant 
or plasticizer such as butyl Cellosolvc stéarate. These 
lubricants are added principally to improve the ease of 
moulding and to aid mould release, but their introduction 
causes an increase in the shrinkage and a lowering of the 
heat distortion temperature. Choice among polystyrene 
types, therefore, usually depends on determining the 
best combination of heat distortion temperature and 
moulding or extrusion properties. 

In general, also, resins whose mean molecular weight 
is relatively high are the most difficult to mould since they 
require very long moulding cycles. On the other hand, 
polymers having a low molecular weight are easy to 
mould but result in products which have less desirable 
mechanical properties. The average molecular weight 
of today's major grades of polystyrene calculates to 
150,000 to 300,000. Historically, the long-term trend in 
molecular weight has been downward in accordance 
with the need for greater ease and speed in fabrication. 

A main shortcoming of general-purpose polystyrene 
is its insufficient resistance to impact and its tendency to 
form jagged edges when it is fractured. These problems 
are greatly reduced in high-impact formulations. The 
improvement is brought about by incorporating rubber — 
usually SBR — into the polymer. Originally, this was 
done by mechanical blending, but the bulk of today's 
impact polystyrenes is made by graft-polymerizing styrene 
on to a rubber base. This approach permits use of smaller 
amounts of rubber and the product has better thermal 
stability, processing behaviour and elongation charac- 
teristics than could be achieved in mechanical poly- 
styrene-rubber blends. 

TABU I. RANOS or FOLVSTYBSM IWOFIBT» 

Soft How 

Hi* 

Ha* 
Extra-Mg* 



Quite naturally, impact polystyrene lackt the transpar- 
ency of the general-purpose product; at best it is trans- 
lucent. Its colouring possibilities are, therefore, limited 
to opaque products. 

For applications in which the product is exposed to 
temperatures above 82"C — sometimes as high as 96*C — 
it is necessary to select one of the heat-resistant grades of 
polystyrene. There are several ways in which the heat 
resistance can be improved. One is copolymerization 
with acrylonitrile or with alpha methyl styrene. Another 
method looks to reduction of residual styrene monomer 
in the produci since monomer acts as a plasticizer — 
and an objectionable one at that, which can cause discolou- 
ration and crazing of the polymer. 

The effect of residual monomer content on heat distor- 
tion temperature is brought out clearly in figure II. It 
is seen that reduction in monomer content from 1.6 to 
0.3 per cent results in a 7°C increase in heat distortion 
temperature. 

The problems of completing the degree of polymeriza- 
tion and of controlling both the average molecular 
weight and the molecular weight distribution are basic 
in the technology of manufacturing polystyrene. As in 
other polymerizations, the control is exercised by choice 
of reactor initiator and of operating temperature. How- 
ever, unlike practice in GR-S rubber production, for 
example, styrene polymerization does not normally 
call for use of chain-teminating agents. The monomer 
itself is capable of terminating the chain at a control- 
lable average length. 

In the manufacture of c'most all polystyrene, the 
initiator is of the type which generates free radicals. 
Thii includes, above all, organic peroxides and hydro- 
peroxides, used sometimes in conjunction with perben- 
zoater These initiators are present in only very low 
concentration — of the order of one to two pounds per 
thousand pounds styrene. Product contamination from 
this source is, therefore, negligible. 

As the amount of initiator is increased, reaction rate 
increases and average molecular weight of the polymer 
drops. Raising the temperature has the same qualitative 
effect. But it is significant that both the reaction rate and 
the product's molecular weight can be increased if the 
temperature is raised without changing the concentration 
of free radicals released by the initiator into the batch. 
Such control over free radical concentration can be 
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achieved by proper choice of the catalyst mix. For 
example, polymerization catalysts consisting of prop- 
erly selected mixtures of peroxy compounds can be 
made to act as "trigger" systems in which a small 
amount of a strongly active peroxide sets off a slow 
peroxide. The effect can be two-fold: an increase in per- 
missible operating temperature, and reduction in the 
residual monomer content. 

In mechanics of execution, the polymerization of 
styrene monomer may take any of four approaches. In 
increasing order of their commercial utility, they are: 
solution, emulsion, mass and suspension polymerization. 

The first technique, solution polymerization, effects 
the reaction in a solvent in which the monomer, and 
sometimes the polymer, is soluble. The product is sepa- 
rated from solvent, by centrifuging where indicated, and 
always by a vacuum drying stage. Although the method 
is used commercially most operators have shied away 
from it. There are several reasons for this: the solvent is 
difficult to remove from the product: highly viscous 
polymer solutions must be handled, and the presence of 
solvent in the system tends to reduce reaction rate and the 
molecular weight which can be attained. 

The second technique is emulsion polymerization. 
This is of very great significance in the production of 
GR-S rubber. On a more limited scale, it is used for the 
production of high-styrene latexes of the type employed 
in fibreglass-reinforced moulding material and in a variety 
of coatings. Emulsion polymerization is also used to 
some extent in production of rubber-modified poly- 
styrene. But for the production of mouldable general- 
purpose polystyrene, emulsion polymerization has only 
limited interest. 

One main reason for this is that emulsion polymeriza- 
tion requires use of a relatively high concentration of 
soap or surfactant to keep the organic phase well dis- 
persed through the aqueous medium. 

These emulsifying agents are difficult to remove from 
the finished polymer. The technique, therefore, results 
in a contaminated product which cannot be used for making 
colourless products. To be sure, there are some emulsifying 
agents available which are compatible with the polymer 
and, therefore, need not be removed from the product, 
but these materials usually tend to retard the polymeriza- 
tion process or result in the formation of a discoloured 
product. 

Finally, the molecular weight obtained in emulsion 
polymerization tends to be too high to permit rapid 
moulding, though this problem could be overcome if 
there were sufficient incentive. The reason this incoative 
it lacking it that the matt and suspension polymertantkm 
processes have been developed to a high degree of com- 
mercial satisfaction. 

Historically, matt polymerization it the older of these 
two methods. The technique involves porymeriaarion 
of the pure monomer, modified only by the preteace of a 
reaction initiator or catalyst. 

Then are several methods of exécution. All coatte 
of a low-temperature pre-porymerization stage to 30-30 par 
cent conversion «ad a * ' * " 
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tioit. Both batch and continuous operating methods of 
polymerization are employed. 

The method it capable of yielding polystyrene of 
outstanding purity. But, one can immediately se* 
some major difficulties which are inherent in mass 
polymerization processes. For one thing, it is necessarx to 
handle highly viscous masses during the advanced stages 
of polymerization. For another, there is a severe problem 
in removing the beat of polymerization. The only way 
in which it can be removed from the very viscous reac- 
tion medium is through the walls of the reactor and this 
means that a high surface/volume ratio is required in the 
equipment. It also means that the batch cannot be uni- 
formly polymerized. Unless the reaction phase is in very 
thin layers, the product will show a wide distribution in 
molecular weight composition, and it may be high in 
monomer content which must be removed in a vacuum 
stripping operation. 

It can be readily seen that these inherent problems 
make it necessary to use fairly complex reaction equip- 
ment in mass polymerization. On the other hand, the 
method avoids the need to separate product polymer from 
an aqueous or solvent phase by centrifuging and drying. 
These after-processing steps are required in all of the 
other commercial processes employed for the production 
of mouldable polystyrene. 

The problem of heat removal and temperature control, 
which causes such difficulties in mass polymerization, 
is almost completely absent in the suspension or bead 
polymerization process which operates with a suspension 
of small styrene globules in water. As the reaction pro- 
gresses, the styrene droplets eventually harden into poly- 
mer beads which are mostly in the 40-60 mesh size range. 
It can be seen that such small beads provide a very high 
surface/volume ratio for each pound of styrene poly- 
merized. This permits ready transfer of the heat of poly- 
merization into the aqueous phase which is, in turn, 
cooled at the reactor walls. 

The reaction is carried out in agitated kettles on a 
batch basis. In addition to water and styrene, each batch 
contains styrene-soluMe peroxide catalyst of the type 
previously described. Furthermore, it is necessary to add 
suspension stabilizers which will maintain the desired 
drop-like dispersion of the organic material through the 
aqueous phase. 

In a number of processes, these suspension agents are 
calcium phosphates in very low concentrations. They 
may be added as such or formed im situ. The effectiveness 
of these suspension agents is extended by a small quantity 
of anionic detergent. Concentration of both components 
is low enough to avoid a real contamination problem in 
the polymer. These suspension agents are employed in 
concentration ranges which have been carefully estab- 
lished to minimize the occurrence of bead agglomera- 
tions or mass precipitations, phenomena which result 
in lost polymerization batches as well as in the substantial 
reactor downtime. 

Like mass polymerisation, the suspension process is 
carried out at two or three saeceenivery increased tsnmera- 
ture levels. Typically, the irst 60 per cent or so of the 
porymsrisation is carried out at *0*C, a 

chosen low enough to avoid run-away reactions. The 
polymerization is then allowed to proceed to completion 
at 115°C. The product is centrifuged and washed with 
dilute acid and with water and is finally dried. 

The rapid direct heat transfer from water to small 
globules of organic phase is the greatest single a •.set of 
the bead polymerization process. Other assets include 
simplicity of reactor equipment, a smaller spread in the 
product's molecular weight, and absence of the highly 
viscous materials which must be moved in mass poly- 
merization. 

Just in passing, mention should be made of a recently 
developed technique for polymerizing in inverse suspen- 
r.Dn, in which droplets of water are dispersed through a 
continuous styrene phase and later through the finished 
polymer. This approach yields a product of cloudy 
appearance which can be cut and nailed, and hai a 
variety of other interesting properties for specialty 
applications. 

The general techniques employed in the production of 
general-purpose polystyrene resin serve al«o in making 
the major classes of modified polystyrenes. As previously 
discussed, high-impact polymers may be made either by 
mechanical blending of polystyrene with rubber or, prefer- 
ably, by graft polymerization of styrene on SBR rubber. 
In the latter approach, styrene is polymerized by any of 
the four methods mentioned above, but in the presence 
of small particles of GR-S rubber which are suspended 
in the reaction batch. The product is a combination of 
homopolymer of styrene and graft polymer of styrene on 
the styrene-buUdiene rubber base. 

Lightweight, rigid polystyrene foams are a fast- 
growing business, despite major competitive inroads 
by rigid polyurethane foams. In the United States, output 
of polystyrene foams was some 90 million pounds in 1963, 
and it is expected to reach 160 million pounds by 1961. 
Perhaps 40 per cent of total production goes into insula- 
tion board, mainly for construction applications. Other 
important uses include foam for packaging purposes and 
such buoyancy products as swimming rafts and floating 
docks. 

Not quite one-third of all polystyrene foam is produced 
directly as foam board. The usual technique is to mix 
a raising agent, such as methyl chloride, into polystyrene 
powder and to mould the mixture in gas-tight forms at 
the plastic's softening temperature. After cooling, the 
material is eventually reheated to moulding temperature, 
and is extruded into moulds in which the polystyrene can 
expand under pressure from the contained raising agent. 

This method has limitations in the size and type of 
article which can be produced. These difficulties have 
given rapid rise to the use of expandable polystyrene 
beads which now supply about two-thirds of the poly- 
styrene foam market. Expandable beads are produced 
by suspension polymerization along the lines previously 
disama rt However, in this instance, the batch also 
contains, say 64 per cent of a light-boiling liquid, such 
as petroleum ether, which will not dissolve the poly- 
styreae but is dispersed in it. To avoid premature fo 
hag, the entire bead polymerization is carried out * 
WC. After the beads have been separated and 
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V.   UMS AND BCONOMir ASPECTS 

The consumption of ABS plastics was about 70 million 
pounds (Mlb) in 1962. (33, 34, 35) The size of the market 
is constantly increasing and while as recently as 1958 it 
was only 20 Mlb, (35) predictions for 1963 are 90 Mlb,(36) 
for 1965 120 Mlb (35) and 195 Mlb, (36) and the estimates 
for 1970 rua as high as 300-500 Mlb. (34) 

The exports in 1962 from the United States were 10 Mlb 
and predictions for 1963 are 15 Mlb. However this market 
may not grow since future European needs will be sup- 
plied by local production. (35) 

The major markets arc in automobiles, especially 
for instrument clusters, with a consumption of 3 Mlb 
in 1959, 10 Mlb in 1962, 15.8 Mlb in 1963 and 35 Mlb 
in 1956. (37) Telephones consumed 7 Mlb, (35) pipe 
10 Mlb, (35) appliances 10 Mlb, (35) and luggage 
4 Mlb. (35) 

The biggest markets three years ago were telephones 
and pipe (17 Mlb); (35) but recently the markets for 
automobile parts, shoe heels, and appliances (combined 
sale« 35 Mlb) have been growing faster. (35) Big upward 
surges in consumption are also predicted for luggage and 
pipe. (33) The approval of ABS pipes for drainage and 
vents in residential housing by the Federal Housing 
Administration (1, 35) and the potential availability of 
grades serviceable at 260*F should increase the market 
for pipes to carry hot water and steam and for certain 
automobile parts. (26, 35) ABS resins are well suited for 
use in refrigerator doors and liners because of their 
resístase« to the fluorocarbons used to blow rigid Poly- 
urethane foam used as installation. (38) A relatively 
new development is the use of special ABS materials, 
trade-named "Blendex", as reinforcing agents to modify 
polyvinyl chloride. 

Other uses for ABS materials include golf club heads, 
moulded helmets, carrying cases, moulded cams, gears, 
furniture, school seats, door knobs, floats, valve parts, 
machine housings, small machine parts, bobbins, spools, 
grills, household containers, sporting goods, toys, boat 
hulls, pulleys, packaging materials, kitchen appliances, 
radio and telephone cabinets, business machines, and 
many others. 

The price of ABS plastics are constantly dropping 
and the number of companies entering the field is con- 
stantly increasing. While as recently as 1960 the price 
ranga was 50-60 ceats/lb. (22) 1963 prices range from 
32 oentt/Ib. to slightly over 50 cents/lb. (1) Until recently 
only two companies, US. Rubber's Naugatuck Division 
(Royauté, Kralaatic) and Borg-Wsrner's Marbon Che- 
mical Division (Cycolac, Cycovin) were the sole produ- 
cers. Two other companies, B. F. Goodrich (Abson) 
and Monsanto (Lustran) have now entered the field, 
and Marbon is marketing two additional types trade- 
named Cycoton and Blende». Other companies are also 
showing interest. Union Carbide has bean field tasting 
ABS materials foi som« time and Foster-Grant and Dow 
Chsmical are producing ABS in pilot plants. (1, 35) 
The Canana Polymer Corporation abo plans on ABS 
plant for 1964 (44) and iaterest has baen exprtnssd by 
others. 

The most important competitors for ABS plastics are 
the acetal nylon and polycarbonate resins which are 
superior to ABS in some properties, but are also higher 
in price, (22) and high-impact polystyrene which costs 
less than ABS polymers but has inferior properties. 
A comparison of properties must, however, specify 
the conditions used. For example when comparing the 
heat resistance of nylon and ABS, nylon is far superior 
at low stresses; but at high loads ABS shows greater 
rigidity under heat. A comparison of properties and prices 
of some ABS plastics with some competitive materials 
is given in table II. Extensive tabulations and discussions 
concerning ABS materials as compared among themselves 
and with competitive materials may be found in the 
articles by Riley and Young (22, 23, 40, 45), particularly 
in references 22 and 23. 
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i. REFINING AND PETROCHEMICALS PRODUCTION BY THE COSDEN ODL 
AND CHEMICAL COMPANY 

Jerry G. Jenkin», Manager, Licensing and Chemical Development, Cotden Oil 
und Chemlcml Company, USA 

In 1932, Cosden Petroleum Corporation (now Coiden 
Oil and Chemical Company) brought on stream ai its 
Big Spring, Texas refinery one of the first Udex extraction 
unite to be built anywhere in the world. With the start 
up of this unit came the initiation of a long line of firsts 
which have conclusively established the feasibility of 
producing petrochemicals from raw materials generated 
by a 40,000 BPD refining operation. Cosden's decision 
to enter the chemical business twelve years ago was 
based on the incentive to increase product realization by 
converting low priced fuel products to chemicals. 

At the time construction of the catalytic reformer- 
aromatics extraction unit1 was started, the Coaden refinery 
consisted of only five major process units. Two small 
crude distillation units, a fluid catalytic cracking unit, 
a Dubbs thermal cracker and a catalytic polymerization 
unit were employed to produce motor gasolene, kerosene, 
fuel oil, and asphalt. Since the plant was located very 

1 Coadm mat Puriformer and Udm procnwt under lioraee 
from Untomi Oil products Company. 

close to a large supply of crude oil, it was possible to 
produce fuel products at a very low cost. However, the 
Cosden refinery has an inland location which is approxi- 
mately 300 miles from a major population centre. This 
geographical factor severely limited the profitable market- 
ing area for fuel producta due to high transportation costs. 
Faced with this problem, Cosden management turned to 
petrochemicals as a possible way to attain company 
growth. 

Time has proven this to be a wise decision. The Cosden 
refinery-petrochemical plant now consists of fourteen 
major process units which produce eight high-purity 
chemicals and two polymer product lines, as well as a 
full range of fuel products. The flow sheet extends from 
crude oil to polystyrene. Although changes have been 
made in the refining section, an HF alkylation unit has 
been the only new process added for fuels production. 
The eight other units are all associated with petroche- 
micals manufacture even though the chemical complex 
is closely integrated with the refining operation. This 
paper will review the development of the Cosden petro- 
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chemical operation based on streams recovered from 
crude oil. Economic comparisons will be presented to 
illustrate the potential profitability of chemicals produc- 
tion by the processing sequence employed. The general 
decline of petrochemical prices will be reflected in these 
economics and it will be noted that operating margins 
are much smaller today than they were twelve years 
ago. In spite of this price degradation, we believe that the 
basic driving force of higher product realization will 
prevail and that production of petrochemicals from 
crude oil raw materials will find increased utilization 
around the world. 

The West Texas crude, utilized by us, from the fields 
adjacent to the Cosden refinery is rich in aromatics and 
naphthenes. This is particularly true of the gasolene cut 
boiling in the xylene range. The mixed xylene stream 
produced by catalytic reforming and subsequent extrac- 
tion of the reformate contains 28 per cent ethylbenze.ie, 
the raw material for styrene monomer. Normally, less 
than 20 per cent ethylbenzene is found in a mixed xylene 
stream and thermodynamic equilibrium content is only 
10 per cent. ' The high naphthenc and aromatic content 
of the West Texas crude is also found in both the benzene 
and toluene boiling range, but to a lesser degree. 

Production of polystyrene from a crude oil raw 
material is a complex process. Since polystyrene was the 
final product added to the aromatics system, perhaps we 
should go back to the beginning and outline the process 
steps which precede the conversion of styrene monomer 
to polystyrene. To provide a frame of reference, figure I 
shows a conventional crude distillation unit. This is the 

1 Kirk, Riymono E. and Donald F. Othmer, "Encyclopedia 
Of Chemical Technology", vol. IS, p. 189, Intertcience Publisher», 
Inc.. Ne» York, N.Y., 1956. 

first step in the process. In this unit, crude oil is separated 
into the various useful fractions such as gasolene, kerosene, 
furnace oil, gas oil and asphalt. We shall concern our- 
selves here only with the gasolene fraction (ASTM distil- 
lation range: 10O-39O°F). This stream is charged to a 
hydrogen prctreatment unit for removal of sulfur com- 
pounds and is fed to a fractionation system where it is 
separated into four cuts. This system is presented in 
figure II. The purpose of this distillation train is to provide 
maximum flexibility in production rates of the various 
aromatic products. If all aromatics are to be maximized, 
then the system can be greatly simplified to merely remove 
the pentanes and lighter fraction and the bottoms fraction, 
leaving a 150-300^ (ASTM) heart cut as feed to the 
platformer. 

The second step in the production of aromatics from 
straight run gasoline is the catalytic reforming-extraction 
operation. In a reformer, naphthenes are converted to 
aromatics over platinum catalyst at a temperature of 
about 900°F and a pressure of 250-300 PSIG. The refor- 
mer effluent is stabilized, as shown on figure III, with the 
stabilizer bottoms being subsequently fed to the extrac- 
tion section. In this unit, the aromatic constituents 
are removed by glycol extraction. The aromatic concen- 
trate is then fractionated to yield benzene, toluene, 
mixed xylenes and a heavy aromatic stream which has 
use as either an aromatic solvent or as a gasolene blending 
component. The aromatic free raffinate stream produced 
in the Udex extraction step is returned to the refinery 
for use in either gasolene or fuel for jet aircraft. 

Since the reformer-extraction combination is a logical 
break point, and as a matter of fact Cosden stopped at 
this point for several years, the economics of this opera- 
tion should be reviewed. Table I presents a material 
balance based on processing a West Texas crude oil such 
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as that utilized by Cosden. You will note that in spite 
of the volume losses incurred in the reformer operation, 
the increase in product value is significant. Of course, 
the value of the straight run gasolene feed will vary 
from country to country as will the value of the aromatics 
produced. For the purpose of illustration, we have used a 
value of $3.50 (U.S.) per barrel for the feedstock. 
Aromatic prices were set wherever possible in accordance 
with Oil Paint A Drug Reporter quotations on July 6, 
'964. Raffinate was assumed to have the same value to 
the refining operation as does the straight run gasolene. 
The economics presented in table 1 show that product 
value has been increased from Utf/lb. to 2.15¿/lb., 
an increase of 58.5 per cent by the reformer-extraction 
combination. Operating costs amount to $0.50 per barrel 
of feed (0.2eyib.), leaving 0.59^/lb. |to amortize process 
equipment and produce a profit. On a 5,000 BPD cataly- 
tic reforming and aromatics extraction combination, 
gross profit would be $2,700,000 per year. Such a unit 
would cost about $5,000,000 including prefractionation, 
product treating, and product fractionation equipment. 
Pre-tax return on this basis would be 1.85 years. 

Unfortunately, due to the over-capacity in aromatic 
production units, the entire output of such a plant 
cannot be marketed at prices equal to OPD postings. In 
addition, shipping costs are incurred in transporting 
the aromatic products to the markets. To illustrate the 
combined effect of these factors on an aromatics operation 
table 2 presents a more realistic economic evaluation. 
These data reflect significantly lower prices for the 
benzene, toluene and mixed xylenes. The reduction is as 
much as 32 per cent in the case of xylenes. The effect, as 
would be expected, is a much lower product credit. 
After deduction of the 0.2*71b. operating coat, the 

profit amounts to only 0.2*7lb. For the 5,000 BPD unit 
discussed above, this would generate only about $900,000 
per year and would extend the payout period to 5.55 
years before taxes. From the economics presented in 
table 2, it is apparent that justification of facilities to 
produce benzene, toluene and mixed xylenes is very 
difficult based on current United States prices. This is 

TABLE 1. 
MATERIAL BALANCE AND ECONOMICS OF AROMATICI PRODUCTION 

Basis: OPD potted prices 

Vtl. 
Ptr am 

Feed: 
Straight run gasolene  . .. 100.0 

Produca: 
Beasene  6.7 
Torueae  16.7 
Xylene  14J 
Xylene bottom  24 
Raffinate  40.1) 
Propane  1.9 
Butanes  6.7 
Pantane«  US 
Oa»,F.O.E.»  6.9 
  2.0 

TOTAL 100.0 

TOTAL mcoucrt 

f/JN. 

3.30 

10.50 
8.12 

10.30 
5.M 
3.30 
1.00 
2.10 
3.36 
1.23 

$5.54 

$2.04 

*/». 

1.36 

3.39 
IM 
342 
1J9 
142 
0.33 
1.03 
1.33 

2.13 

0.79 

Pati ofl »«nivale« «qatli 6.5 &T BTU/BW. 
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TA*LF 2. 
MATHUAL 1ALANCI AND ECONOMICS OF AKOMATK3 PRODUCTION 

Bash: Typical refinery fob print 

Feed: 
Straight run gasolene .  .  . 100.0 

Products: 
Benzene  6.7 
Toluene      16.7 
Xylene  14.2 
Xylene bottom*  2.4 
Raffinate  40.0 
Pronao*  1.9 
Butane*  6.7 
Penurie*  2.5 
Oat, F.O.E*  6.9 
  2.0 

TOTAL 1000 

TOTAL PRODUCT CMMT 

i,m 

3.30 1.36 

1.90 2.1» 
6.10 200 
7.IS 2.34 
J.tt I.W 
3.50 1.42 
1.00 0.55 
2.10 1.05 
3.36 1.55 
1.25 

14.50 1.75 

$100 0.39 

• Fuel oil equivalent equate 6.3 M BTU/BM. 

not necessarily the cate in other countries, particularly 
those either deficient in chemical production or those 
with a large excess of low-value straight-run gasolene. 
If the value of straight-run gasolene is decreased to 
12.30 per barrel (0.960/lb.), the economics shown in 
table 2 once again show a good return on investment. 
The increase of 0.40*7lb. ¡n product credit reduces the 
payout period to 2.78 years before taxes and depreciation. 
This improvement, plus a potentially better aromatic 
selling price structure in the world market, places the 
reformer-extraction combination in a position for 
favourable consideration as a petrochemical process step. 

In the middle 1930s, Cosden became aware of their 
unique situation with respect to the high content of ethyl- 
benzene in the mixed xylene stream. The amount of 
ethylbenzene contained in this stream was sufficient to 
produce about 20 million pounds per year of styrene 
monomer. The ethylbenzene contained in mixed xylenes 
was worth between 2.4 and 3.6 cents per pound depending 
on its use, while styrene monomer was selling for 16.3 
cents per pound. Once again the driving force of increased 
product realization led Cosden to take the second step 
toward polystyrene from crude oil. When the decision 
was made to build a superfractionator to separate 
ethylbenzene from mixed xylenes, it was considered 
impractical due to a difference of only 3.9*F between the 
boiling points of ethylbenzene and paraxylene. In opite 
of the many opinions that separation of ethylbenzene 
by fractionation was next to impossible, Cosden, with 
the assistance of The Badger Company, Inc., erected a 
600-ft. column which went on stream in February, 
1937. Instead of proving to be an engineering fiasco, the 
superfractionator performed even better than was 
anticipated. The process has now found world-wide 
acceptance and is being used by five other companies 
under Cosden licence. Although the first commercial 
unit to separate ethylbenzene from mixed xylene was 
employed under ideal conditions (that is, with 28 per cent 
ethylbenzene feed), this high concentration ia not essential 
to successful use of the process. Commercial operating 
data has now substantiated the suitability of the process 
for recovering ethylbenzene from feeds containing as 
little as IS per cent. It is also possible to utilise aromatic 
streams produced from naphtha cracking operations as 
a raw material. 

Figure IV shows a flow diagram of the ethylbenzene 
separation section of the plant. Mixed xylene feed is 
introduced through any one of several reed points into 
the 600-ft. superfractiofiating column. This column is 
split into three 200-ft. sections which operate in series. 
The sections are connected by vapour lines which carry 
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vapours from the top of the bottom section to the base of 
the middle section and from the top of the middle column 
to the bottom of the upper section. Intermediate reflux 
is pumped from the bottom of each column to the top 
of the next lower portion of the tall tower. Heat is supplied 
to the lower column by a direct-fired reboiler. The over- 
head vapour from the top column section is condensed by 
air-cooled heat exchange and collected in a conventional 
overhead receiver. Both the reflux and product streams 
are withdrawn from this vessel. 

In spite of its size, the ethytbenzene fractionation column 
is very stable. The time delay is great due to the large 
holdup of liquid in the tower. Column inventory is 
roughly 1.5 times the daily charge rate; therefore, it 
sometimes takes one or two days before a change in 
operating conditions is fully realized. Once steady state 
operation is attained, this is a real advantage for the 
system. The product ethylbenzene is a very high punty 
material. To produce polymer grade styrene monomer, 
the ethylbenzene must be at least 99.6 per cent pure from 
the standpoint of xylenes. la the seven years operation at 
Cosden, this has never been a problem. On several 
occasions the ethylbenzene has approached essentially 
100 per cent purity. 

In conjunction with the •thylbenzene separation unit, 
a unit for producing styrene monomer was added at the 
same time. This unit, like the superfractionator, was a 
Cosdea-Badger design and included several novel 
features, the most significant of which was the separation 
of styrene monomer from unconverted etaylbenxene in 
a single vacuum distillation column. Heretofore, this 
separation had been accomplished in a two-column system 
operating in serica. Since only about 35 per cent of the 
ethytèenzene is converted iaoMpejstluwia^ 

the ansovnt of etaytbtnssas recycle 

is quite large and the single-column separation represents 
a substantial saving in utilities cost. In comparison to 
the fractionating columns which yield ethylbenzene, the 
styrene production unit is a midget. Figure V shows a 
process flow diagram of this unit. Fresh ethylbenzene is 
pumped to the unit from storage, is combined with 
recycle ethylbenzene, and the mixture is preheated 
by heat exchange with reactor effluent. Saturated steam 
picks up some superheat by exchange with reactor 
effluent and is heated to final reaction temperature by a 
direct-fired superheater. The mixture of ethylbenzene and 
steam (2.5-3.0 pounds steam/pound of ethylbenzene) 
passes downflow through a bed of iron oxide catalyst. 
Reactor effluent is cooled by heat exchange with incoming 
feed and steam and is then condensed by air-cooled ex- 
changers. Condensed liquid is collected in a surge drum 
where water is separated and light gases are vented. 

The crude-styrene reactor product contains 35-45 per 
cent styrene. The balance is predominantly ethylbenzene, 
although 4-6 per cent benzene and toluene are present 
as products of side reactions which take place during 
the dehydrogenation step. Crude styrene liquid is first 
fed to a small column for removal of the benzene and 
toluene. Bottoms from this column are then charged to 
a 185-ft. Uli vacuum distillation tower containing a 
large number of :uw pressure drop trays. Ethylbenzene 
recycle is removed as an overhead product. Styrene 
monomer, essentially free of ethylbenzene, feeds con- 
tinuously to a small finishing column which separates 
the styrene from small amounts of tars and polymers. 
These heavy ends are collected and further distilled in a 
batch-type column for further styrene recovery. The 
continuous finishing system employed at Cosden has 
proven to be very satisfactory and economical to operate. 
At the une the Cosden plant was built, almost all styrene 
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producers used batch-finishing systems and many of 
them still do. Purified styrene monomer (99.7 to 99.8 per 
cent purity) leaves the finishing system and is sent to 
storage where it is continuously circulated through a 
refrigerated cooler to maintain a storage temperature 
of about 65°F. 

Let us now examine the economics of this second link 
in the crude oil to polystyrene chain. As was presented 
earlier, the xylene stream produced by reforming and 
extraction has a value of l7i/gallon, i.e. 2.34^/lb. The 
increase in product value obtained by recovery of ethyl- 
benzene and production of styrene monomer is shown in 
table 3. This economic study is based on processing 
1,000 BPD of mixed xylenes containing 28 per cent ethyl- 
benzene. A recovery of 90 per cent was assumed for the 
fractionation step resulting in the recovery of 250 BPD of 
99.7 per cent ethylbenzene. A styrene monomer yield of 87.5 
per cent b> weight was used as the efficiency of the dehydro- 
genation step. Benzene and toluene production amounts to 
6 per cent by weight based on ethylbenzene disappearance. 
Based on the yield structure presented above, the incen- 
tive for producing styrene by the ethylbenzene recovery 
route is indeed significant. Product value is increased by 
1.33*71 b. or about 57 per cent based on the value of 
the mixed xylene feedstock. The cost of operating the 
conjoint ethylbenzene recovery-styrene monomer facility 
is very low in comparison to the cost of the old-established 
alkylation method for ethylbenzene production. Com- 
bined operating cost amounts to only 0.49*yib. of feed 
processed, leaving a net profitability of 0.84*71 b. or 
$2.56 per barrel of xylene feed. Plant investment for a 
unit to recover ethylbenzene from 1,000 BPD xylene feed 
and to convert this ethylbenzene to styrene monomer it 
estimated at $3,000,000. Profit before tuxes and depre- 
ciation on the 1,000 BPD unit is $896,000, resulting in a 
pretax return of 3.35 years. Once again we see the effect of 
depressed chemical selling prices on a small operation. 

TABLE 3. MATERIAL SALANCI AND ICONOMC* of STVUNI PRODUCTION 
raoM MDaa xvumt nao 

r«. x »/». 

F«4: 
Mixed xylam, U p*r cant 

•thytfeMMM coatmt .  .       1,000 100 2.34 
Product*: 
*)*•••  20» 21.» 1.(0 
•an—is tad tohmw. u |.j j.» 
***m  7» 73.0 2.14 
OMiadlM  ]f I., 

TOTAL      1,000 160.0 3.47 
TOTAL PRODUCT CRSMT 1. jj 

OoanMfafCo«  0.4* 

pwt rroBMMRy  QJ4 

Yah» M at 2.0*7# MM iMt MMM 

This particular case is extremely sensitive to styrene 
monomer selling price. For example, 1.0*7 lb. increase in 
the styrene price reduces the payout period by 1.65 vears 
on a pretax basis. It is not difficult at all then to visualize 
the incentive for Cosden to enter the styrene business on 
a relatively small scale when styrene monomer was 
selling for about 16.00/lb. Bv the time the Cosden unit 
came on stream, the price of styrene had dropped to 
12.5*7 lb., yet the unit still showed an attractive return. 
Since 1957, as the price of styrene has steadily decreased, 
the Cosden plant has been expanded in capacity. T',e 
natural ethylbenzene supply has been supplemented 
with synthetic ethylbenzene produced by alkylation of 
captive benzene. The plant is now five times its original 
size and produces 100 million pounds of styrene monomer 
annually. In spite of all these changes, the original 
tthylbenzene recovery system is the heart of the operation 
and produces the lowest-cost ethylbenzene available. 

Ethylbenzene is not the only portion of the mixed 
xylene stream which can be upgraded. The remaining 
ortho, para and metaxylene isomers can be efficiently 
separated into high purity compounds for use as chemical 
intermediates. This is done at Cosden by the use of 
fractionation, crystallization and a new separation 
technique known as clathration. Orthoxylcne can be 
separated by conventional distillation from the bottoms 
stream leaving the ethylbenzene recovery tower. At 
Cosden, this separation is made by operating the ethyl- 
benzene column in a "blocked-out" manner. The bottoms 
stream from the ethylbenzene separation is accumulated 
in storage and fed back through the same columns as 
are used to recover the ethylbenzene. The tall columns 
are not required for orthoxylene recovery; however, 
excess capacity existed in the Cosden unit making the 
cyclic operation very economical. Actual distillation 
requirements for orthoxylene are quite reasonable. 
A column containing about 150 trays and operated at 
reflux ratios in the range of around 10:1 is normally 
used. 

With both the ethylbenzene and orthoxylene removed, 
the economics of paraxylene recovery are greatly enhan- 
ced. Paraxylene is separated by fractional crystallization 
which requires low temperature operation. By removal 
of the two components mentioned above, refrigeration 
load is significantly reduced, thereby lowering operating 
costs. Unfortunately, a eutectic mixture is encountered 
in paraxylene crystallization which precludes complete 
recovery of the para isomer. Recoveries of only 60-65 per 
cnM can be obtained while producing a 99 per cent purity 
paraxyleiie product. The mother liquor from this opera- 
tion is a stream containing about 75-10 per cent meta- 
xylene with a 12-15 per cent paraxylene concentration. 
Working ia collaboration with Union Oil Company of 
California, a new separation method has been perfected 
by Cosden for producing 95 per cent metaxylene from 
the SO per cent concentrate. Thk process utilizes a Werner 
type complex and is known as clathration. A semi- 
commercial uait was erected in 1962 to develop the 
aringo* leehùqw. The proem u now ready for 
rnmmerciei apphcation to the prediction of 93 per cet 
motsurvisms; however, due to deawseted world market 
prices for patata* anhydride, which has a 
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v 
effect on isophthalk acid business, no large-scale uniti 
have been built. 

The Ana! step in the polystyrtne-from-crude-oil itory 
is the polymer production facility. This unit came on 
stream in the Coaden complex during the summer of 
1958. Of the several methods of polymerizing styrene— 
suspension, mass, emulsion and solution — the suspension 
system was selected chiefly because of the excellent quality 
control which it offers. The original product formulations 
and techniques used were developed by an independent 
consulting laboratory. In the past six years improvements 
and changes have been made in this original work and 
at this time one would scarcely recognize the Cosden 
process in comparison with the process of 1931. In general, 
suspension polymerization is a process by whkh a liquid 
monomer is converted to a fully polymerized hard bead 
in the presence of water and suspending agents. Catalyst 
and heat are used to attain the desired reaction rale. 
Polymerization takes place in a glass-lined agitated reactor. 
The size of these vessels may be 2,000 to 10,000 gallons 
depending on plant capacity. The number of reactors 
also depends on plant si«. Temperature control in the 
reaction vessel is maintained by a hot water circulating 
system. This system is capable of controlling reactor 
temperature to within l'F, even during the period of 
greatest heat liberation. 

A simplified proceas low diagram is presented m 
Figure VI. Two separate lines are shown for crystal and 
graft impact polymers. The reactor is first charged with 
process water together with the appropriate amount 
of suspending agents. To this mixture is added styrene 
monomer, catalyst and other chemicals as required by the 
particular formulation. The agitated mixture forms itself 
into a suspension of Anc droplets of monomer in the 
continuous water phase. Reaction temperature is then 

increased to the desired level and maintained with agita- 
tion for 10 to 20 hours, loth the operating temperature 
and the exact cycle time depends on the particular product 
being produced. During this period of long agitation, the 
monomer passes through sticky, soft and finally hard 
bead stages. When the reaction is compiete, a slurry of 
polystyrene herds, 40-60 mesh, is obtained This slurry 
is transferred to a hold or wash tank which frees the 
reactor for another charge. In addition, the hold tank 
serves as a feed tank for the centrifuge. 

The preceding discussion applies both to the crystal 
and graft high impact polymers. In the case of the high 
impact material, rubber preparation is necessary and 
other process steps must be added to cause the styrenr 
and rubber to copolymers properly Also, as one might 
expect, processing conditions differ greatly for the two 
products. 

TYr slurry of polystyrene beads is constantly agitated 
in the hold tank and is then fed on a continuous basis 
to a solid bowl centrifuge. Due to the gravity difference 
between the polystyrene beads and water, the beads move 
to the wall of the bowl. There, a screw conveyor built 
into the centrifuge moves the beads along the wall of 
the bowl and out of the water phase. Wash water rinses 
away residual chemicals and the wet beads are de-watered 
in the last stage of the centrifuge. The next processing 
step is complete removal of moisture by the use of a 
hot air rotary drier. The hot beads from this drier are 
discharged into an air conveyor which carries them to the 
storage bias for quality control testing. 

Depending on the formulation, lubricants, stabilizers, 
and inhibitors need to be added to the polystyrene beads 
before they arc processed into Anal form. It is also neces- 
sary to Mead crystal and graft impact to produce medium 
impact potyMend products. Various types of mixing and 
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Ths embrease ia strutture M JubtJs but noae-tbe leu 
rwil. The properties of syloa é and nylon 66 ars similar 
but net ¡stonacai. 

CMy nylon 6 and nylon 66 an currently of ladustrtal 
inniarianur Nyloa * «M aeveioeed n Oermany by 
I O. Parana at asaeaualry the MOM stow tant du Font 

ayioa té in UM Uartad tetta. Becauat of 
I raw aaa'WMvl t oaai natati ons, aytoa é 

extensively produced ia Earaat 
ia taa aytoa meet «aawmvnry prodsseed ia 

ate Uaaad Stata». Ia oat United Stataa taa IMS aytoa 66 
will Ne. 100 auJaoe nana* and thai« will at 

a 360-artlWga pound capacity for aytoa é. 
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ia taut 2. Ha vaaaaa fai ayloa'i pepanerity at a Ihn 
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by polyester and polymery lomtrile fibres. Nylon ia ao 
universally accepted today that the nane appears in 
almost every known language and dialect. In tome arana 
of the world "nylon" not only designates the Ubre but 
alio signifies anything which ia superior among man- 
made objects or schemes. 

•Horca Tin 

The properties desired ia a nylon resin are determined 
by the proposed aae of the resin. The melting point 
(tabic 3) and the amount of water that can be absorbed 
by a nylon are especially important for Ihre application«. 
Other general properties such as stability and solubility 
are of importance regardless of the intended use; aad 
strength, elasticity, toughness, flexibility and abrasion 
resistance are other important characteristics. No single 
nyloa excells all other nylons ia desirable properties; in 
fact, they are all remarkably similar aad the choice of 
nyloa is usually dictated by economic considerations 
except for specialised uses, it is customary to use nylon 66 
as a standard of comparison for the other nylons, at least 
in the United States. 

Nykm 66 

Nylon 66 is characteriaed by high strength, elasticity, 
toughness, aad abrasion reaietaace. Thèse good mecha- 
nical properties are retained up to IJCrC hat aa upper 
Hart of 125-C is aeeirabk for plastics aae. 

*hsaok, cresols aad formic acid will dissolve ayk» 66 
at room tempcrsture but avtoa-66's solvant resistance 
to other compounds is good). It can he degraded by 
stroag acids aad. at elevatasi temperatures, ay hydro- 
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lysis. These properties account for the defeneration of 
nylon stockings, etc.. when sulfur dioxide exists in the 
atmosphere under moist conditions. The general outdoor 
weathering properties of nylon 66 are only fair unlets it 
is specially stabilized. Nylon 66 will discolour in air at 
about I30°C. The moisture resistance of nylon 66 is poor 
and its electrical uses are restricted to low frequencies 
because of the polar groups in the polymer. 

Nylon 6 

The properties of nylon 6 are, in general, similar to 
those of nylon 66 except for the lower melting point of 
nylon 6. It is also somewhat softer and lets stiff. 

TABU 3. NIWTTED USA SVNTHFTK nan: PRODUCTION, 1963 * 

Mtitlem at MM fn rem 

layon 960 
Nylon 700 
Acetate 305 
AcryHc  210 
fob"—>»r  165 

TOTAL 2,340 

41 
10 
13 
9 
7 

100 

From Chemie»! »tek, 15 Decomber l%2, p. 3t. 

Other nylons 

Nykn 610 has a lower melting point (213°C) and 
lower moisture absorption than either nylon 66 or nylon 6. 
Because of its lower moisture absorption, nylon 610 
retains its stiffness and mechanical properties better 
when wet than does nylon 66. The lower melting point 
and moisture absorption are attributed to the additional 
hydrocarbon character of the seback acid (Cl#) unit 
in the polymer. Nylon II is the least water sensitive of 
the commençai nylons because of its greater hydrocarbon 
character (C„). The water absorption of nylon 4 is 
appreciably greater than that of other lactam polymers 
and equals that of cotton. Such water absorption of 
nylon 4 would be expected because of the high -atio 
of polar amide groups to methylene groups. 

The melting points of nylons formed by the poly- 
merization of lactams decrease with an increase in 
the number of carbon atoms in the lactam (table 3). A 
nylon with an even number of carbon atoms in the mono- 
mer has a lower Mailing point than either the nut higher 
or next lower nylon. 

APrUCATtUNt 

Whether or not a country builds a nylon plant is 
intimately associated with the applications or uses of 
nylon (table 4) and the relationship of these uses to 

TABU 4. USA NYLON usa rATTtBN, IM4* 
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the needs of the country. Because of the unique proper- 
ties of the nylons it is possible for them to be used both 
for the production of synthetic fibres (table 3) and as a 
moulding resin (table 6). 

Nylon 66 

Nylon 66 is well-suited for the production of fibres 
because of its combination of low modulus and high 
elasticity combined with strength and toughnest. These 
characteristics are of special importance for general 
apparel use including hosiery, undergarments and dresses. 
Small-denier textured nylon yarn —stretch nylon- 
accounts for nearly half of nylon's apparel use (exclud- 
ing hosiery). This type of nylon is used primarily for 
infants' and children's wear and men's and boys' clothing. 
Tuned broadloom carpeting accounts for about 80 per 
cent of all broadloom carpets and represents one of the 
single largest uses of nylon 66 (table 7). "Broadloom" 
is a generic term covering any woven, knitted, or tufted 
carpet made on a loom or machine six feet wide or wider 

Industrial uses of nylon 66 include rope, thread, and 
cord in which high tenacity and good elasticity are im- 
portant. Nylon's resistance to abrasion and to chemical 
attack recomnwnds its use in belting and filter cloth. 
Nylon Alter bags are expecially suitable for cleaning 
gases from such sources as cement kilns, steel furnaces, 
.ton-ferrous metals operations, fertilizer dryers and carbon 
Mack plants. 

The production of tire cord is the largest use of nylon 66 
fibre in the United States (table 4). Nylon cord in tyres 
gives added safety since nylon, weight for weight, is 
60 per cent stronger than rayon, runs cooler, and resists 
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impact better. However, at the present time virtually all 
original tiret on passenger automobiles have rayon cord. 
The main reason is flat-spotting of nylon cord tyres. Fibre 
companies are actively trying to correct this defect in 
nylon tyre cord. A recent development is the introduction 
by du Pont of N-44 nylon, a polyamide of m-xylenedia- 
mine and adi pic acid. Nylon tyre cord is used as original 
equipment for most heavy-duty applications such as 
truck and airplane tyres. Nylon cord is used extensively 
in replacement tyres. 

Nylon 66. and other nylons, are engineering plastics 
for specialized applications such as substitutes for metal 
in bearings, gears, cams, rollers, slides, door latches and 
thread guides in textile machinery. Nylon has an impres- 
sive list of suitable characteristics for these applications 
which include high tentile and impact strength, form 
stability at high temperatures, good abrasion resistance 
and self-lubricating properties. Nylon also provides a 
tough, abrasión-resistan! outer cover to protect primary 
insulation on electrical wires. 

Nyhm 6 

Nylon 6 has potentially as wide an application spec- 
trum as nylon 66 but in the United Sutes its utilization 
is approximately equally divided between resins and tire 
cord. At present, nylon 6 accounts for about IS per cent 
of the nylon cord market. Its general use for clothing, 
carpeting and upholstery should increase with increased 
nylon 6 production. 

Other nyhms 

The other nylons, both commercial and experimental, 
arc not intended for general applications in competition 
with a less expensive nylon 66 and nylon 6. Their actual 
and potential applications are related to unique prop- 
erties. 

Nylon 610 ¡3 not kised extensively as a textile fibre 
but it has several properties which make it suitable for 
monofilaments to be used in brushes, sports equipment 
and bristles. These uses are related to the low moisture 
absorption of nylon 610 which results in a retention of 
stiffness and mechanical properties when wet. 

Nylon II has been used in France as a textile fibre 
since 1935 but it has not been a commercial nylon in the 
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United States. The uses of nylon 11 are generally related 
to its low moisture absorption. 

The other nylons produce fibres which do not diner 
greatly from nylon 6. Nyhm 7 is said to have better 
resistance to treatment with hot water and thus should 
have better wash-and-wear properties than either nylon 66 
or nylon 6. 

MONOMER SYNTHESIS 

The discussion of monomer synthesis is concerned 
primarily with the synthesis of adipic acid and hcxame- 
thylenediaminc for nylon 66 and caprolactam for nylon 6. 
The synthesis of monomers for other nylons is mentioned 
briefly. 

Nybn M 

Although the syntheses of the two monomers for 
nylon 66 are to some extent interrelated they are discus- 
sed separately. 

Aéipic meid 

Adipic acid is produced from benzene by at least four 
different routes. (2, 3) 

1. Phenol is hydrogenated to cyclohcxanol which is 
converted into adipic acid by catalyzed nitric acid 
oxidation. 

2. Cyclohcxane is oxidized by nitric acid to a mixture 
of adisse acid and nitrocydohexane. The mtro- 
cyclohexane may be converted to cyctohaxanone 
oxime which is subsequently hydrolyzed and oxi- 
dized to adipic acid. It also may yield caprolactam 
by a reduction-dehydration process. 

3. Cyclohexaae is oxidised by air to a mixture of 
cyclohcxanol and cyciohcxanone and this mixture 
is oxidized to adipic acid by nitric acid. 

4. Cyclohexaae is oxidized by air to a mixture of 
cyclohcxanol and cyciohcxanone which is then air 
oxidized to adipic acid. 

These various routes to sdipk acid along with the 
commercial routes to hexamethytenediaminc are shown 
in figure I. 

Cychktxmm 

Three of the four important commercial processes for 
the production of adipic acid are based on the oxidation 
of cyclehexatw. The cyclohexane comes largely from the 
hydrogénation of benzene although some M obtained from 
refinery streams. There are many methods by whssh 

ly he hydreganated to cyclohexaae aasd Haines 
the meet important of these along with 

ryctoheiane utistiatiea. (3) 
Cyclohexaae caa ht oxidised directly to adapte acid 

but moat commercial opération« use two mai processes 
tavc+ving nitric acid. (4) la the first step gyclosisxsas is 

witli aar to s mixture of ryclnhssa—s and 
h the second step the mixture ia aasniaed 

ta adapte acid. A typical process it shewn in figure II. The 
ia suiitits1 with air in the er secaos of s 

lì nat, p. ss. 
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between 120 and 200*C (usually ca. 155'C) and the 
pressure is maintained at about 75 to ISO psi. From S 
to 12 per cent of the cyJohexane is converted to give a 
mixture of cyclohexanol and cyclohcxanone in a 65 to 
85 per cent yield. This mixture is treated with rive parts 
of 60 per cent nitric acid solution containing 0.2 per 
ceni ammonium metavanadate plus copper turnings. 
I he temperature is held at <a. 80°C. A 90 to 93 per cent 
yield of adipic acid is reported. 

A key step in this process is the oxidation of cyclo- 
hexane to a mixture of cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone 
and control of the product ratio. (6) The composition of 
the mixture is not especially important when the second 
oxidation step is by air, a mixture rich in cyclohcxanone 
is preferred. A recent process is said to permit close 
control over a cyclohexanol-cyclohexanone ratio by 
causing the oxidation to take place at a temperature 
between 130 and I35"C using cobalt naphthenatc as 
the catalyst. The resulting mixture is then air oxidized 
to adipic acid with salts of copper and manganese as the 
catalyst. The over-all oxidation process is characterized 
by high yields at low operating costs and low capital 
investment. Another advantage is freedom from handling 
nitric acid. 

The low conversion of cyclohexane. the many by- 
products and the varying proportions of desired products 
have resulted in a large number of patented processes 
for the separation of recycle cyclohexane, by-products 
and the cyclohexanol-cyclohexanone mixture. It seems 
generally accepted that the oxidation process remains 
largely an art, while the various separation processes 
have been patented. 

Both distillation and extraction techniques are used to 
separate the oxidation products. A fractional distillation 
proceas developed by Badisene employs progressively 
tower pressures, first to separate cyclohexane, then the 
impurities, and finally the cyclohexanol-cyclohexanone 

mixture under a vacuum. (7) A steam distillation process 
is used in a process developed by Stamicarbon. (8) 
Steam distillation has the added advantage of hydro- 
lyzing the esters of cyclohexanol and organic acids in 
the oxidation mixture. Steam also is used, with additions 
of alkali, in techniques claimed to have the combined 
effect of distillation and saponification of the esters in the 
reaction mixture. (9) 

It appears that extraction techniques are also used in 
the commercial processes offered for license by Scien- 
tific Design and Inventa. The Inventa process first reco- 
vers free cyclohexanol-cyclohexanone from the primary 
oxidation mixture by straight distillation and then, in 
additional step, recovers the cyclohexanol which is pre- 
sent in the form of esters. (10) It does this by steam dis- 
tillation plus alkaline extraction with the hydrotrops 
such as sodium xylene sulfonate or sodium toluene 
sulfonate. In the Scientific Design process the oxidation 
mixture is washed with a dilute alkaline-saturated salt 
solution to form an oil phase containing cyclohexanol 
and cyclohexanone and an aqueous phase containing 
the acids and sharply reduced amounts of dissolved cyclo- 
hexanol and cyclohexanone. (II) 

Cyclohexanol and Cyclohexanone 

Cyclohexanol and cyclohexanone are usually produced 
as a mixture by the oxidation of cyclohexane and this 
mixture is converted to adipic acid without separation. 
The cyclohexanol in the mixture can be converted to 
cyclohexanone by passing the mixture ovr a zinc oxide 
catalyst. (12, 13) Relatively pure cyclohexanol is obtained 
by palladium catalyzed hydrogénation of phenol at 
150°C and 50 psi. 

A one-step process to obtain cyclohexanone from 
phenol has been patented in which gaseou«. phenol is 
mixed with hydrogen and passed over a palladium- 
containing catalyst at ca. I90'C with an  inert gas as 
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Figure 11. Two-stage process for the oxidation of cyctoktxane io atipie acid by use of air for the first stage and nitric acid 
for the second stage 

a diluent. (14) The product is rich in cyclohexanone 
(63 wt. per cent yield) and poor in cyclohexanol which 
decreases materially the necessity of dehydrogenating 
cyclohexanol to cyclohexanone. Palladium (5 per cent) 
on charcoal in the liquid phase at 120-128'C for 20 
to 40 hours will give a 99 per cent yield of cyclohexanone 
based on a 62 per cent conversion of phenol. Cyclohexa- 
none is also reported to be obtained by the hydrolysis 
of nitrocyclohexane. (15) The nitrocyclohexane is a by- 
product of the nitric acid oxidation of cyclohexane. 

Hexamethylenediamine 

Hexamethylenediamine may be produced by the hydro- 
génation of adiponitrile over a supported cobalt catalyst 
at 100 to 135°C and 10,000 psi. The adiponitrile is pro- 
duced from adi pic acid by way of its ammonium aalt 
(figure I) and from butadiene through a series of reac- 
tions which have not been given wide publicity in the 
literature (figure III). (16, 17) An electrolytic process has 
recently been developed for the conversion of acryloni- 
trila to adiponitrile. Another recent development is the 

conversion of a cyclohexanol-cyclohexanone mixture 
to caprolactone which is subsequently converted to 
hexamethylenediamine by reductive ammination. 

Butadiene. The production of adiponitrile from buta- 
diene is conveniently divided into two separate processes : 
(1) chlorination of butadiene and (2) cyanation of dichlo- 
robutenes. 

Chlorination of butadiene. The liquid phase reaction 
between butadiene and chlorine takes place readily at low 
temperatures to give good yields of a mixture containing 
3,4-dichloro-l-butène  and  rnvu-l,4-dichloro-2-butene. 

2 (CH, - CH—CH - CH, + CU+ 
CH, - CH-CHC1-CH.C1 + CH.C.-CH - CH-CH.C1 

Industrial interest, as indicated by the patent litera- 
ture, has been centred on the vapour phase reaction 
(figure III). (18) Temperatures which appear in patents 
range from a low of 25*C (19) to a high of ca. 5O0*C/(2O) 
It it customary, however, to use a temperature in the 
range of ISO to 330*C. (21, 22) A typical product distri- 
bution for a reaction at 310«C and a 2 to 1 mole ratio of 
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Figure 111. Production o) adiponitrile from butadiene 

butadiene to chlorine in the presence of nitrogen is in 
table 8. 

The reaction also may be carried out in the presence of 
solid material such as coke (23) or in the presence of an 
inert gas (carbon dioxide). (24) It is also possible to 
obtain the same products by use of cupric chloride sup- 
ported on pumice as the chlorinating agent. (25) 

CH, --= CH-CH = CH, f 2CuCl, -» C,H,CI, + Cu,CI, 

The product distribution for the reaction at 200°C is in 
table 8. 

Cyanation of dichlorobutenes. The dichlorobutenes may 
be cyanated by using either hydrogen cyanide or sodium 
cyanide to give l,4-dicyano-2-butene. 

QH»C1, + 2 HCN -* 
NC-CH,—CH = CH—CH,—Ol + HCl 

TABLE   8. 
PRODUCTS H«OM THE REACTION BETWEEN BUTADIENE AND CHLOXINE 

ttt cm 
ComfMUkl Vnmdui net, 

sure 
CmOt M fuñía. 

¡WC 

3,4-dichloro-l-butene  .... 
r/j-Il4-dichloro-2-butett .  .  . 
(ra/u-l,4-dichloro-2-butene .  . 

UnidentiÜBd  

36.0 
17.0 
43.0 

1.1 
2.3 
0.3 
0.3 

42 
15 
41 

2 
b 

b 

b 

' R. P. AraMbrighl and W. F. Yatm. Jourml «f Organic Cktmiilry, 
27:1103 (IMÎT 

» Not reported. 
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The reaction is catalyzed by a cuprous cyanide com- 
plex. (26) 

The presence of 3,4-dichloro-l-butene is not a disad- 
vantage because under the cyanation conditions it under- 
goes allylic rearrangement to yield l,4-dicyano-2-butenc. 

CH, - CH-CHC1    CH..CI      2NaCN -> 
NC   CH,   CH      CH—CH,   CN     2NaCI 

The two geometrical isomers (eis and trans) of 1,4- 
dicyano-2-butene are formed. One of these isomers (trans) 
is a solid and for ease of handling it is partially isomerized 
to a liquid isomer. (27) 

NC—CH.-CH 
NC—CH,-CH,- 

CH -CHaCN •• 
CH      CH—CN 

CH -CN -* NC—CH - CH -CH CH- -CN + H 
NC- -CH 

NC- 
= CH 
CH, 

CH 
-CH,- 

- CH-CN 
-CH,—CH,- 

* 2H, 
CN 

-» 

The mixture is hydrogenated to adiponitrile in a vapour 
phase reaction over a palladium catalyst at 300"C. (28) 

NC—CH,—CH =•- CH—CH,—CN + H, --* NC- (CH,)4   CN 

The adiponitrile is subsequently hydrogenated to 
hexamethylenediamine. 

Acrylonitrile. The most recent method for the produc- 
tion of adiponitrile involves the electrolysis of a concen- 
trated solution of acrylonitrile in aqueous tetraethylam- 
monium /»-toluene solfonatc at lead or mercury cathodes. 

2CH, 

At controlled pH, yields are virtually quantitative at 
current efficiencies of close to 100 per cent. 

This process is said to yield hexamethylenediamine at 
a much lower cost than processes based on either adipic 
acid or butadiene. One company (Chemstrand Division 
of Monsa ito Company) is building a 40 million pound 
per year plant to utilize the acrylonitrile-to-adiponitrile 
process and other companies are active in research in 
this area. 

It is also said that the same electrochemical technique 
can be used to prepare many different chemicals of many 
different classes. 

Cyclone xanol-cyclohexanone. It is reported that a pro- 
cess has been developed whereby the cyclobexanol- 
cyclohexanone mixture obtained during the production 
of adipic acid from cyclohexane can be converted to 
hexamethylenediamine. The alcohol-ketone mixture is 
treated with peracetic acid and caprolactone is formed. 
The caprolactone is converted to hexamethylenediamine 
by reductive ammination. 

|           |       + CH.-C-OOH - CHr-(CH,X,-C - O +^ CH,—C—OH 

HJC CH, I O I V 
CH.-iCHJr-C- 0 + 2H, + 2NH, - HJ«CH^-<CHi>,-Cll^H, + 2W.O 

 O 1 
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ligure IV.  Varimi rtmirs to npwimctmm 

Utilization of inltrmtdiattt 

It is important to consider other uses Tor the inter- 
mediates in a chemical procès«. Tht ability to utilize an 
intermediati' for tome other purpose may be the factor 
which determines which of several processes will be the 
most attractive. Unfortunately, the intermediate» produced 
in the current methods for the production of nylon 66 
have very little utilization outside of nylon production. 

Cvdoktxanol. Cyclohexanol is used as a solvent in the 
synthesis of plattkizer» and esters and it is used as an 
intermediate in the production of cyclohexanonc, cyclo- 
hcxylamine and phenol. Cyclohexanol is potentially 
cheaper than oxo alcohols and may become an important 
plasticizer alcohol. It it used to a small extent in the tex- 
tile industry as a stabilizer and homofenizer for soap and 
synthetic detergent emulsions. 

Cychhextmong. Cyclohexanonc is used as a solvent as 
well as an intermediate for the production of caproJec- 
tam for nylon 6. 

Adipic acid. A small amount of adipic acid it used as 
an intermediate for the production of pkatkisert, ure- 
thane resins and synthetic lubricants. Adipk acid M alto 
used at a acidukttt in foods and it hat potential in dyes, 
metallurgy and insecticide». 

Adipominlt. Apparently the only utilization of adi- 
ponitriic is in the production of hexantrthylenedsenúae. 

Hexameihylentdwmime. The only use for hcxamethy- 
lenediaminc it in the production of nylons. 

Caprokictome. Caprolactone can serve not only at an 
intermediate for hexamethylenediamine but alto for 
caprolactam. A polyester of caprolactone is thought to 
be one of the ingredients in a new spandex fibre produced 
by Chrmstrano 

Nvion 6 

There are four industrial processes for the formation 
of caprolactam from cyclohexane, one from phenol and 
one from toluene (figure IV). Five of these processes arc 
currently in use and the other process may be in opera- 
tion at this time. 

Cyctohtxmotu exime 

The production of cyclohexanonc from pètml through 
cyckbnanol at the intermediate hat been noted pre- 
viously. The synthesis of cyctohexanone front cyelm- 
kexmm alto hat been noted. The next step in tht pro- 
duction of caprotaeUm it the formation of the anime 
of cycloMMnoee by treatment of the ketone with hytJro- 
xylamine sulfate at cm tS«C. The oxhne k converted to 
caprolactam by a leckmana ritrrnnmnnl ettaryied 
by an acid tue* at sulfuric acid (etoum) <2f) er hark 
acid. (30) 

N-ON 

NM/JM -O 
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Another approach to the synthesis of cyclohexanone 
ox i me and eaproiactam is through mtrocyclohexane. The 
nitrocyclohexanc is obtained by the nitration of cyclo- 
hexane (31) or as a by-product of the nitric acid oxidation 
of cyclohexanc. Caprolactam is produced directly by 
reduction-dehydration in the presence of borophos- 
phoric acid catalyst. (32) The oxime of cyclohexanone can 

CH. 

HgC        T-H, 

be formed by a palladium catalyzed reduction in the pre- 
sence of lead or its compounds (33) at l40"Candat 500 psi. 
and by partial reduction over a zinc-chromium catalyst. 

Nitrosyl chloride (NOCI) will react with eyclohexane 
under the influence of ultra-violet light to yield cyclo- 
hexanone oxime. (34) 

H,C 
I | (- NOCI 

H,C CH, M*ht   H,Cx 

CH, 

N    O N-OH 

CH, 

C /  \ 
HjC          CH, 

H.C4           CH, 

CH, 

CH, 

CH, 

The oxime can be rearranged by sulfuric acid to capro- 
lactam without separation from the reaction mixture. 
The necessary sulfuric acid is available from the reaction 
between nitrosyl sulfuric acid and hydrogen chloride to 
form the nitrosyl chloride. 

NOSO,H   4- HCl   * NOCI + H,S04 

The nitrosyl sulfuric acid is produced by the reaction 
between dinitrogen tnoxide and oleum. 

Caprolactone 

A recently developed process for the production of 
caprolactam has caprolactone as the intermediate. (35) 
In this procese cyclohexanone is oxidized to caprolac- 
tone by peracetic acid in an inert solvent such as acetone 
at 30 to 40°C. A yield of c*. 85 per cent is reported. (34) 

COOH 

CH 

H/T XH, 

CH, 

A modification of this process incorporates the in situ 
production of peracetic acid by use of a metal catalyst 
(cobalt or manganese is preferred), oxygen and acetal- 
dehyde. A yield of 77 per cent is reported. (37) 

Caprolactone can be converted to caprolactam by 
treatment with ammonia and water at 400°C. (38) An 
over-all yield from cyclohexanone to caprolactam of 
65 to 70 per cent is reported. 

Cychkexane carboxylic acid 

Caprolactam can be obtained from eyclohexane car- 
boxylic acid without the formal synthesis of the oxime of 
cyclohexanone. (39) Cyclohexane carboxylic acid is 
nitrosated with nitrosyl sulfuric acid in the presence of 
sulfuric acid at 55 to 6S°C. Caprolactam is formed with 
the evolution of carbon dioxide. 
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The free sebacic acid is obtained by acidification with i 
mineral  acid. 

Nylon II 

11-aminoundecanoic acid is produced commercially 
from castor oil which is primarily a mixture of the 
triglycerides of ncinoleic, oleic, palmitic, stearic and 
dioxysteanc acids. The triglyceride of ncinoleic acid 
predominates in this mixture and it is the precursor of 
ll-aminoundecanoic acid. 

The mixture of glycerides is treated with methanol to 
form the methyl esters of the acids originally present as 
glycerol esters. Methyl ricinoleate is separated and pyro- 
lyzed to give n-heptaldehydc and methyl A"-unde- 
eylenate. 

CHt  <CHJ,~040H    CH,   CH      CH-(CH^,   {"OOCH, . 
CHr-íCH.Í.CHO      CH,       CH ACHJJCOOCH, 

The methyl ester is saponified and I l-bromoundecanoic 
acid is formed by the peroxide catalyzed addition of 
hydrogen bromide to the terminal carbon-carbon double 
bond. 

rVroxidc 
CH, - CH   4CH,),   COOH  > H Br   - 

BrCH,—(CH,),—COOH 

This reaction is the key to the process. It is caused to 
take place in a packed column reactor through which 
lows a solution of the organic acid in a toluene-benzene 
solvent. Tbt hydrogen bromide it introduced along 
with air as a countercurrent gas stream. Approximately 
96 percent of the resulting bromide is the 11-bromo isomer 
and 4 per cent is the 10-bromo isomer. The amino acid 
is formed by the reactor between the bromo acid and 
ammonia. 

nrCHrHCH,V•COOH  » JNH,  . 
H,NCH,--«CH.V   COONH4 *• NH.EV 

The organic acid M obtained from its ammonium salt 
by acidification with'a mineral acid. 

Nykm  12 

Three molecules of butadiene can be cyclized to 
1,5,f-cyclododecatricne (42) which can then be converted 
to lauryllactam. (43) 

HJC/        \H-CH/ \M 
JCH.-CM—CH-C»        , | Í 

'\/~\a/ 

The hydrocarbon may be tpoxklized with peraoetic acid 
or acetaMenyde perscetatc The epoxide is hydroge—Ma' 
•ad the saturated epoxide ii rearranged to the katosM 
wit* magnisium iodide at lOfrC (44) The oxims of 
this ketone k the» rearranged to MaryMactnm. 

[OV-iCH^-C-O) 
I  

P»X YMKBIZATION 

The nature of the monomer determines the type of 
polymerization. The reaction be'ween a diamine and M 
dicarboxylic acid is a simple condensation caused by the 
elimination of a small molecule (water). The polymeriza- 
tion of omega amino acids is also of this type. Condensa- 
tion polymerization proceeds by step reactions and has 
the following characteristics. (45) 

(ii) Any   two   molecular  species  present   may   react. 
(A) The   monomer disappears early  in  the  reaction 

(<) Polymer molecular weight rises steadily throughout 
the  reaction. 

(</) Long reaction times are essential to <>bt;nn high 
molecular weights. 

{e) At any stage all molecular species are preset, in a 
calculable distribution. 

Initial molecular weight control is obtained by stop- 
ping the reaction at the desired point. Subsequent heating, 
however, may cause a change in molecular weight. This 
situation can be avoided by using slightly less of one 
afunctional reactant or by adding a small amount 
of a monofunctional compound. The molecular weight 
stabilization of nylon 66 by acetic acid is an example 
of the latter method. 

Lactams may be polymerized by a typical step reaction 
preceded by a ring opening reaction. The ring opening 
step is stoichjometrkally an addition reaction followed by 
a typical condensation polymerization. Lactams also may 
be polymerized by a mechanism which involves ring 
opening induced either catalytkalry or by the presene« 
of a small amount of an end-group-forming substance. 
The polymerization of caprolactam in the presence of a 
small amount of water is typical. 

CH,  4CH.I,   C   O     Hfi  - H.NCH,   <CH,»,-<X)OH 
NH 

»CH,—(CH.V-00 
NH 

- HIHNCH, 4CH,),   CO|,OH 

Polymerization of this type resembles chain poryme- 
rizatioa because it proceeds by the addition of monomer 
to the growing molecuk. It diners from a typical chain 
reaction, however, in respect to the reaction kinetics 
because the cnain-iaitieting step and the subeequant 
addition steps are similar and proceed at similar rales. 
The polymer mmecukn continus to increase in molecular 
weight throughout the reaction. la stepwise ring-scission 
polymerization, all the chains are initiated at the samt 
time and grow for the samt length of Ham. The cHstrie«uon 
of molecular weights is consequentry very narrow. (46) 

Lactams also may be polymerized by ionic chain 
mechanisms. (47, 41) This type of polymerization is a 
true chain reaction with an initiation step, a vary rapid 
propagation step and a termination slap. 

The   perymerinatiBa  ef 
•fia a 



The «alt of the diamine and acid is dissolved in water and 
added to an autoclave along with 0.5 to 1.0 mok per cent 
acetic acid. The temperature is raised to 270-2SO°C at 
250 psi. The pressure is then reduced to permit the removal 
of water. After a total time of 3 to 4 hours, nylon 66 is 
extruded as a ribbon by nitrogen pressure through a bot- 
tom valve of the autoclave. (43) 

Nylon 6 

Caprolactam is converted to the omega amino acid 
by adding water to open the ring and the omega amino 
acid is then polymerized at elevated temperatures (230- 
2§0°C). (49) The polycaprolactam is in equilibrium with 
about 10 per cent of the monomer at 280°C. (30) This 
monomer may be removed by washing with water or 
by the use of a vaccum. 

Reduction of monomer and low molecular weight 
polymer content in polycaprolactam resin is one of the 
most serious problems in nylon 6 production. Low 
temperatures favour high polymer homogeniety hut reac- 
tion times are excessive. Activators (cocatalysti) such as 
water, acids, amine salts and alcohols tend to stabilize 
the polymer at low molecular weights. The rate of depoly- 
rmriiation is directly proportional to reaction temperature 
and water content It is reported that the Russians have 
a continuous and rapid process baaed on the use of 
sodium that is essentially frac of these diftculties 
(50, 51, 52) 

Nvkm 610 

Nylon 610 is produced in a manner similar to that used 
for nylon 6*. 

Nytm II 

Nylon 11 is formed by the simpk heating of the mono- 
mer in a water suspension. (33) The suspension is fed 
into a three-compartmenled reaction column. Hie 
monomer melts in the first compartment, much of the 
water is removed, and polycondensation begins. The 
condensation continues in the second compartment and 
the desired degree of polymerization is obtained in the 
third compartment. The third compartment also served 
as a reservoir for the spinning process. 

Nykm 12 

The poiyeoadeasation of taurylrnctam can ht carried 
out in the melt in the pretence of water or salts that 
liberate water. (53) The aorymerizatioii of tauryHactam 

for caarotactam  but thermal stability is 
of uvtaryllactaai to 

SUMMARY 

Pram the faregting 
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for ait mm ths 

of 

materials. The question as to which nylon      nylon 6 or 
nylon 66      is more difficult to answer 

The decision as lo which nylon is the one to produce 
cannot be made on the basis of one being markedly 
superior to the other in respect to properties One Urte 
producer of nylon Mi states that the two nylon» arc 
" indistinguishable " by the consumer of most finished 
products Producers of nylon 6 may not agree Certain 
generalizations can he made, however, in respect to 
production and processili 

It is generally conceded that nylon *> production 
requires less capital investment and nylon fi fibres are 
easier to spin Nylon 6 is also sud to he less costly to 
produce. This is difficult to assess. The large number of 
different processes available for caprolactam production 
indicates that no one process is sharply superior to the 
others. The choice of process will be dictated by other 
considerations and there should be one process best- 
suited to the raw material and by-product situation of 
each country 

All the processes for the production of caprolactam 
which have cyclohexanone oxime as an intermediate 
will produce ammonium sulfate as a by-product. This 
would be desirable in a developing country because of 
the use of ammonium sulfate as a fertiliser The capro- 
lactone process has acetic acid as the by-product and 
acetaldehyde as the raw material in addition to cyclo- 
hexane (or phenol). This process should be considered if 
there is a need for acetic acid The process starting 
with toluene does not appear to have any outstanding 
advantages over those based on cyclohcxane (benzene). 

The Anal decision as to which nylon and which process 
must be based on a careful study of all factors which 
are applicable to the particular country It is my opinion 
that nylon 6 will be the most desirable nvlon for most 
countries and the most desirable process for its production 
will be one which produced ammonium sulfate as a by- 
product. The nitrosyl chloride process for the production 
of cyclohexanonc oxime appears to be the simplest from 
the standpoint of the number of chemical transformations 
involved and its proponents claim a distinct cost advantage 
over other processes 
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PteattM IWCNMMC of their versatility of application 
have Ärmty tmfcea1 thewtaetvo with the growth of induwtry 
mmi «anearé* of MV>MJ So txtenaive is their us«- that 
it i« MM ansahVe M» uaticeivt ot a community without 
etatfics In fact 'Ht consumption of platt ILS m a country 
i« IMCOMHMJ to be acknowk-data- a« an index of its 
«KHwn*' aëvance 

Theraioetaetic» ttMWt fer ehfHi> 7Ü per cent of tin 
warM (tomumwatinn trf plant«» today rhe tank below 
atve» MM »roátwtiim and eeroentaf ot thermoaWttts 
m tome i)t the «tevetapeel countries m Itt3 
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• raw MNmtl IM« hoe« m «tart tnpptv «HM» the etrtoMwn 
*ti* of • targe »yotheti* raotwr um) hoard IM * rhu. 
»hortage he« roatrictee the prodm-non oí »»tyotnytenr 
to the extent that even the pr««e*t ¿ámanos *rr MM «et 
•ltd the polyethylene m hemg imported 

The Arm unit with M annum oapaH.fv at  IMW ton* 
for eMMofacturc of »VC  m ta« coweMry watt  hoard <»n 
acetylene from   ctrMi   FVt   aftwëed  en   oath«   for 
hydrochloric acid which « «wala*  m ih* country WMI 

hot am aflbttHif advenely tua grow«* <rf the ceoet* ««ate 
indnetry hy its dtapowl proMem   rtac <econd um« with 
»a aiMMMl capacity of 7 (MB toa« aia»  heard on acety 
lane fron» eerNdo  wat Hartad m   I «M    rh«   deem«* 
for nanne theae two tetonas en cortada we* injuenued 
hy the availability ofreeionaMy anead power m twflkwM 
quanti!«» at that tHW and ale« die nen-evatlaotlity o» 
petroleum haaed  raw materior*   Moriov«   the atan« 
facture of PVC  fro« ethylene ha«   had the  proMem 
of dtepoeal  of the  hy-prodwet hydrochloric  atad and 
the manofactar«' -»f acetylene frota paarmhemajol MWW 

had not haan nortéete«  Due to the high uoet of «an« 
facture on account of lew |ratfa   raw material» and 
mcraaamg power coati, »ad roatrif-«d power ivortoortity 
pronomi «f growth of tèa  »V    .ndwtry haaad  M 

calcium carhtd»  are Meat 

The trat petrochemical complex wtta « copoetfy of 
»,000 tost of polyethyler-e and Jt.Mt tafM of PVC 
hat been planned te com« into proroootio« M early Iti? 

P«TTMN or   1MB 

The appncotiotM of »(attic» can he generally divided 
MM© two  type« 

I       a^ftad^aaMjai^a/ 

In application« that tafee adviataeje of «nata «pomol 
propertie» of paaatw material« Thaa» application« MB> 

priât chiety elovtneel ia*olotion, aaoMtare and acid/ 
•hah proof protective maten«! HI eochopmg of a variety 
of etaential comwoaitiet. pipai and «Math for tita 
cheoHcal indvetry and in pioat mult hing in apnea*are 

Ai Mthetttotee for conventional monería», for induatnoi 
aad aomeettc me »neh ai ptpoa, materia)! of aeaotrtntion. 
in furnttare, 

The ponan at aad 
IWC and poryetyreao io otveinpie' 

of pal*'Mene. 
MM faeton« 

Thr eatent to wt»K h «ach type <*i eppfecetio* Hnés 
aa» * 01 pendent *i»» rhr general «Mmwm «lata* ut ihr 
«Mionlry ana the priww. *i  which pta««*«. *rr »vmlaMe 

In t country w»*o a developing ». on«.tnv ihr prit** »t 
plea tin er« neuewaority tiigher mm«!! y than fhow i»rr 
'»taw m hfHy developed «ooittrte« due to Ni* capatitv 
prodnutMM anit« and wm »vmlahitity at -neap m* 
meterían fhe hifhor prieet wiM he • é«w«)Mrafint fn-hw 
•n widening ih» itaagp/oppwcatwtwii ••« ptnatM« ll»r mtmt 
aaage wMI ihut no iMOMteë M *ppliuotion., wheft rhr 
tpetHM" propartie« i»f tn* elaMu ar* «fttmed «huh m 
»arn    tn  vital   to   the   áevetepment   <«f  rhe  monomv 

In India the irren» <»* the mag* <>f pinati«« wiN ht on 
tpeviol appHuatmn« and M the prie« M the ptaetH« got« 
down the »oalK-et>«»*»* ¡ti ntaotn» «* *uKo*itnt>^ in mm 
mg materiali wtM incraom The tntarooo* m Ht« áeraand 
fer ptaotiei tm ènct cnniamer prodnwt» wiH áapand 
apon the anee of plaetiti ma the mt-ranaa m per < apir« 
meóme faking ari taoee mtt» ac«**nnt n w laiimated 
thot the pattern of and aar« (•* pinatK« m Indie *iH h» 
M    rWrf©wW 

l  MroMam H» 

* 
21 

ladatnat   aevelopenam   of «   «aontrv   M   the   mmt 
iMpartant foutor m éetermiaaaj rha oemnwa' f<>r 
^oow     *^VooVT     novrofl 

^SVowwHp Hw foMW Hf gJW»WWI Aï IMI VtMaWMMbTy 

tatfan)   hwu   imn 0VM »•/ nw 

(0 fm m» aowa uf por napa* pwana«a»*Mwi 

The per «opini »aniwrnptwa of «too« ann ha tahea an 
M mée« of lapoatraoliaoïioa M • uumilrr  The par 
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Tkm pr««|ected demand rm <«**-<rl m l»1t»-7| is D milium 
'«wis Mitwevrr t.iking a conservative Upare ot 14 mil- 
lion tons (tir per .«pit« onsumptioff wilt he 2* kg. 
«IlKd ik ><>!< only 1 per cent of iht present figure in 

adva.Med co «fit rie* Til» ngurr can hr uj-tl to work .tut 
fhe amanti fin  plains 

The pwr («MWM uotMttmpttofl of plasties m India was 
only It A7 kg m l*%2 and a» against this the . orntumption 
m developed uuntries i« ft»« tame «riti •«• an given 
>n  ihr   Mlowtna. fante 

'»pi nf fémëittt aw m l<H2 

Hl   * 

112 
ti» 
144 
IM» 
Wl 

Tina 'iwmm • per rejtM« tawatMapWwii «f e«owt  14 kg 
MI     ftBdVflHftfiMMal     SfUHttMaM        TfláMÉaml      «täMtaml      MMmmmW«aam*á?hámál      «a* 

4H    amW     «MM*,       tfeft)    aMP    /MMld    fuaua^uaM|ak^gkgjHB    ^áf    —* * &u> 

1(PsHSH.w   tm^ppVMNM9&MI   MI  • # •£     M   Mffii    fH04*9iWPS,   (m 
tEMafFemmarnttMaäm^lemfl   aMP   damMÉÉe«   ládamaB^alÉlnmWtiBlMM    Inveli    ka*    €    gamr      lnft 

.*f * 4 kg, wtoea M • 12 kg   fJMMat «X htfher pnce« m 

W   Mhp00NMi   tu   WÊ    •»   P^^   0MÍ?   HW*WMMI   ©f 

Mt*l pw payw ¿amiti OM dt «upaste«! to INF 0 *4 kg 
wejtap   ^öeeete^tmejt to a NVMM t¿citM4MAe)4t(ilt of   *4)S,Bawi 
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Tbauaaarf 

Ptaattc »IHM are uwd for packing fertilisers, chemicals, 
fo«d. textile« etc The requirements •>( plastas tor ferti- 
li #rr packaging tan he e«timat<-d hv the production ot 
tertiliâers which is esttmau-cl to Nr ¡>t ihr nrdri .if two 

million ton* ut nitrogen ami ont- million toni, oí 
rV>t hv l*»1!) Faking an avria(jr renyirrm«nt et KM) nag> 
per ton .»t nitrogen »né P4()^ ihï total requirement of 
plantío for packing fertilizers will h« «MB» tons 
««MHning onlv ¡HI per cent ot the ti'rtili/#r\ pi. ut ut ed are 
pa. ke<1 m plH-itu lined Hag« I his estimât.- <s hmsté cm the 

«se ot plastic lined »•§» However the pregni trend in 
developed countries i* to urn exclusively piasi u hngi for 
packing ferttltïers to hrtng down the coït ^s the methoë 
of handlirtf improves m India and ihr pt,»t .if plastic» 
c«tt»e« dtiwn it will he pnaatM« to me ptastu hag« encía- 
»tv«ly This will further increane the demand of plattus 
ror pack ng l«rtiiiaar* 

The raajutrai.—nt »• Him for packing iettila* chamwatk 
and food articles ca.i he atwumed to he Hi per cent of 
Ike pla>K<i requirement for packing fertiliser* on a 
conservHtive basis 

rhus a tota! WiNN) tons mil ne ret(ttired for packag 
mg 

n^anit^eìmeift   *rw   ^n^Mff   avia   wjew 

The «« of plaatic pipa« and special lined vewial* ha» 
come up m India vmy rtmmtiy PV( pipes are now hamg 
mmá for handling wet chlorine, hydrochloric acta, 
purified water hrine. cauatu soda and itther uhamteaji 
P-ven the existing cauattc «oda units umng raWwr lined/ 
ceramu pipet. are changing ovet to fV( pipe« ft m vary 
dinVuft to «Mimate the demand for rhm end une However 
it can ha a**umed that tht total demand for piasti« pipe» 
far aü pwpnw« WHI he of the order ot XI.HM »MM 

hy l«T9 

•efwronem  frr   tmmthrr   chtk 

fhe prenant con»»niip«Mm of fVC tor laather (¡loth 
m«nutacture IK 4.0BH tonn annum *» per cent of this 

aajiaaTi#vi(y it hatug ett^pfietadl Wttft tna rraxt a¥attaMtity 
#r rT\ nNtn at @R#aja)ar petaes it May ht 

wtN at hjáet he three time« th* 
TINM til« emane) may gn ap t» 12.1 

•v \rm 
TIMM the total JWMmmptiow of pwettc« 

«•M »iff he at feltonw 
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Since these are special applications, the percentages for 
India should he taken at 25 per cent more From this 
the lotti demand ol Polyethylene. PVC and Polystyrene 
CM he worked out at 2*0.000 ton« per annum 

A« mentioned earlier the thermoplastics form 70 per 
cent of the total plastics rhu« the potential demand 
wifl he of the order of 400,01)0 tons 

rMrOttS  INHÍHSHIN«,   RAIt   I»   (,«OWIM 

The estimate of demand that hai heen arrived at is a 
potential demand which will provide the hatis for the 
growth of the industry The actual rate of growth may 
he governed h> the availability of raw materials, pros- 
arne outlets for by-product«, the ahihty to produce 
plastic» at a price which will stimulate demand at a 
rapid pace the availability of plasticar« and chemicals, 
and the simultaneous setting up of units for processing 
plastic«  into end product« 

I« view of the limited financial and technical resources 
of a developing country, progress will also depend on 
Hie (udtciou* choice of capacities, import of know-how 
and the quantum of export* for earning foreign exchange 

Jaw» mm^ri»! awlahttitv 

The stimulation to the growth of the production and 
usage of plasties by the advent of petrochemical« and 
also availability of pttroehemicaJ feedstocks is transen- 
no»* In Japan the production of ethylene baaed am 
petrochemical feedstock, wbich is an indication of tac 
pradtsction of plastics, started in If M r rum a production 
of »OOntH) tons of ethylene in IWI, the same baa in- 
creased to *40,0» tons in 1*43 It w further expected 
that due to the latest expansion schemes the production 
m   lt*5 will go up to imM» ten«  and  one  awttte« 

la India with the discovery nf erada ml ia 
toeatMMM and afee the eitahlixaiineai of retnery • 
it M ««parted that by ir*0 .boa« 24 29 sMmon tarn <rf 
crude od wiH br sftn.-e The naphtha proda—a* fren» thai 
erne* mt w H S- about \ • mime« ama. N is intimalast 
that tut ganaba«- demand by tn% wdt a» of tbe eeder 
ef I 4 sadJbM. bwemg a   aiptai ef 2.) aaNiea sasta ef 

be 

13   million   tons   of naphtha   will   be   available   for 
petrochemical   feedstocks. 

Sixty per cent of the etilene production is used for 
the manufacture of plastics m developed countries. 
Further, in "tew of the increasing use of ethylene for 
PVC due to the new development of the conversion of 
by-product hydrochloric acid into chlorine, the usage 
of ethylene to plastics in India will be of a much higher 
percentage and can he expected to be of the order of 
75 per cent 

Based on the above, it is estimated thai about 
250,000 tons of ethylene will be available for plastics 
by 1970 This would he equivalent to production of 
approximately   350.000 tons of ethylene-hased   plastics 
aj* ^taaaaaaatM pww   NrWflaYFf 

The other main raw matenal for manufacture of PVC 
is chlorine The demand of caustic soda has been increas- 
ing at a steady pace and is expected to he 600,000 tons 
by 1970-71 The growth of this industry is however, 
dependent on the utilisation/disposal of the by-product 
chlorine as the utilisation of chlorine h s not yet pro- 
gressed to the same extent in India 

With a prod icfion ot »00,000 tons of caustic soda 
and assuming a 75 per cent utilisation of chlorine the 
total chlorine available will he 400.000 tons. Out of 
this quantity it is estimated that 150,000 tons will 
be consumed by the pulp and paper industry and another 
190,000 tons by chlorine-consuming industries includ- 
ing organic chemicals hut excluding plastics This will, 
therefore, leave a margin of 100.000 tons of chlorine 
to he consumed by the PVC industry m the plastics 
field This will correspond to H production of about 
140,000 tons per annum of PVC 

my-proém-ì mtUizmtiom 

The setting up of an ethylene plant baaed on petro- 
chemical raw material for the manufacture of plastics 
yields a number of by-products The utilization of these 
by-products writ pete a problem in the context of the 
economy of developing countries 

India has only jaat introduced itettf to ethylene hated 
derivatives It is a long way to renine the fwN utibsation 
of propylene, and batadieiw derivatives Even « Japan 
•ww nrnvTiCai n n owty Vttry rvoMtfy HMt iPv^opywfw Mí 

offrtr r^-proditjc** freni ftttyfene p*m*H htm ttarfeë 
ftttwtf fey-pretfwrt v»tot ettttr titan rfett @f tW 

Wt may eoMiétr tfct pomMity of tttt&Mf tit* fey- 
PMNWIWIt rrOTR Mmf ©f tWr ftaVyVHM pMMtK WÊÊ UK 1 
•ta^aa^aMaat mÊ aa^ataaMe^aamaB^ahawai á^BaaAáfaana^aai   «a ita i m la      
rfJMPVaW« Vf lm^KWJBWmwtWÊ IwtfltaVJtv Wafjswll   Wl 

large aaantitws m the neat few years m htdaa At a ! 
sjglaadMi  âVJdaaCatn  aHauBêaVa   asi   aaajUB^asfesaaaeav  ^àw^ana^akan^sa1     ^^na^attaat^aanÁ^^aai   ^Jt 4 
^•tJa^P» fjajtpsw llsPa^Paj   pa> l^aTJilfJPsfHFI xfJVlTsfjJjjs"aVjJj\   W999tkwmw^9ft Cn 1 

HWy M wwiQCwfm ©VW Ml UM MaMMawiMVIIM  •*¥ plN^|rfMM« 
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TABU 7 
< Cents I kg) 

limi,* 
(Wi 

ft* 
IrMM 

PVC 
OSMFAI pttfpOM 

Polystyrene 
General purpose 

Polyethylene 
Omar«! purpoes 

J32 

Il 9 

1*0 

34 7 

41 2 

51 5 

H.7 

•07 

45 7 

IVO 

MI 

10*2 

102.0 

1510 

It will be wen that the price it three times the price 
in developed countries. The cost of manufacture of 
plastics at present is high in India due to the small size of 
operations and high priced raw materials. 

The prices of plastics in the United States have been 
continuously coming down as can be seen from the follow- 
ing   table 

TAMI K 

I Ctmslkg i 

PVC 

l*SS inn fOt.l 

•4) #2 H 
7» 40 J5 2 
at 41.3 

This decrease m tile price is due to the installation of 
large-scale production units, better utilisation of by- 
products of ethylene manufacture from petroleum sources 
and tactmotofical developments 

SttMwrty m Japan the prices of plastics came down 
vary iltacpry after the manufacture of plastics was »asad 
e* •slroBhsmiol leclknology The priée of peéyethytene 

121 cents/kg m IfM when petrochemical 
usHtt were ftrtt mstaltsd has faNen to #2 cents/kg 

m IM3. 

Tue eábet «4" the priée of piaetws em esastici growth 
mm he seen from mskMg a study of the plastic goods 
m the (Jutted Stales. Tue ear r«**M consumption of 
pHMttcs m «te Urnted Matee rae* fremi 13 4 kg m ItSt 
te 21 kg m IW3 During the lume period the ear re»*« 
cowssimftiow of steel had risen from 52) kg m It* 
to StS kg m tf*3 ffke the mtr eaymi eommmptHm of 

h* eury M per eent dttrmg the 
i ef atMttet re* by M per eent 

M tatuai* «me M the mtwetina m Ac pnce of 
bw 4B iMr sanai WSUEB taw aÉe*l 

tion of conventional materials and also the consumer 
articles which rind direct consumption will be very 
great 

The magnitude of the cost of plastics due to the change 
from the present raw material to the petrochemical-based 
units can be seen from ¿he following table» wnere the 
material and utility costs of ethylene and vinyl c h Ion de- 
based on alcohol and carbide respectively have been 
compared with the corresponding costs from petroleum 
feedstocks 

C ompwium of maturimiiMiluits am per ion of ethyhmv 
liom altohol ami naphtha 

Alcohol 510 NuptMh» 27» 
CataJyet/clwfMealo » •y-prueuet mi hew* ie» 

1 tritt let MMJ fuel 78 Cw«ly»i IM 
v. rsSnNBmni 15 
Uufam at 

•» m 

( nmpwrmm  of mmttrtmlltt4Û»m\ emi ptr  urn   of   f*iW 
chhruk from rmrkkmt mcftykmlimphia ethvhmr 

1**1 i« 

vm* .MME *•» •*** mMPtrnr vu 

IH 
I» 

•m 

Ciiehmm* 

IM 

Ne 

w 



ÂmUHlity ofptmattciztrs mtà rhtmicmi.i 

rVC which will conttttute a major portion of the 
total plaMic* demand requires special chemical» like 
Mabiliaen and plaaticixen in order to convert the «ame 
mto end products Growth of theae indnetne« for the 
manufacture of these nahiliïer* and ptoeticiier* aho 
reamres special  attention 

Umf$ far prmeiiimg ptmMics 

The growth of manufacture of end produci» needs 
tptctal attention a« the contumption of 400.000 torn an- 
num fro« about W.000 ton* of pre—M cent umpt ion 
will require a Urge n umher of unit» for and product» to 
ha installed. 

Cimet of capmeity 

Whereae it »a a well-known fact that tile larger cupa 
ettiet wtW he mo, e economical, the chotee of capacity 
to ht meulted hat to he tempered hy caaatderetien of the 
•i—a* that can he created h mtgnt he MM eeanenm 
la have a karge capacity plant running at reduced capacity 
fer a period of year« hecaue* of inadeguate «amami 
rather than metalling lower capacity plant which M run 
at ahneat fall capacity and expanded aa the demand 
hattet up hi view of thM, large comete*«« if envtteged. 
efceuM he pat ap m atagM as that there M not loo much 
txeett capacity ovar demand 

lai   Iantina!   aàtH    BBaaatMaa^taáBBBBaaláñi   nââaâaaâaMal ai    aaa     gaaaaaataa     uaJiii íW invai mm   pWii \m,rmnmmwt wwmtjlwnw* 4*10   BVMp   pHMr 

ned m the next few yeart The end producta ta ka manurac 
tared and the capacitiet of each compte» wdt have to he 
atontad after careful contteeration 

A tfudy ef the capital reamrement fer a petrnc haemal 

ptaett eaa teatrihwte to over *S par ueat of the toad 
tenet tae evee-en eaaaaaty er a 
aal he largely m aW aat ef end- 
it wtN ha maw ntenemn; to have 

a i 
ef 

a» ef m pawwahaajtaai 
afead 

cample «et wiM have conetderaMc hnaacwi advantage». 
Duplication of and product» wiH unneceetanly increate 
the over-all requirement ef technical supervisory man- 
power. 

H M évident from the ahove. that the Mac of a cracker 
hy iteerf M not the nnal déterminant of economy of produc- 
tion and it« chete« mutt he dépendent an a careful setae 
tien of the nana her and capacity of end prodncti to he 

Import of kmtm-hon 

•etra» nemicai technology i« very recent and few have 
the experience of succettful and continaowt operation 
Even Japan wfetch hat placed conio eerahw iitrett en 
development of their own proeetaaa, have up to date rrned 
on arma HI Amanea for »apply ef ethylene and aMad 
plant» and know-haw m their country It w very impertont 
for «evttopinf countries to encourage unpen ef know 
hew m initial ungti 

Know-how can he imported in vartout way» either 
hy a hark pa votent, or hy royalty or hy capital participa- 
tion    The  advantage ef  capital   participation   w   that 
ÉWaaaal «àaaaaaalWa^Baaì   tarn* k antiâtar-atoatäV aaaa* aâaaMn* — -~*lnñejlni  LaamMeMaaaaaan1 
ne ma «•^•pme^^fwajam:  *••» •ïtfJFW  tall PJ Irl laTPawv mSWw^Wty rVf^VTWvvfJ 

m the development ef the induetry and aaaaèy know-hew 
•   •  wV^it^VffVNaW    Vaiali  x^tMvxf PVtMH^f    n aeflPCT S9FVWI eW rV^aWnaW 

the harden ef foreign exchange to he aatataad far a 

The 
ef 

patteeaeniieal ta«ne«ry a 
•^»aWaWry       "     HI     erW^f   VHMHixBW    NMM    aWty    ^naVJeaaMMf   %W    eVM 

aaaaweiaaa^at   aaaae   jeaaaaua^en    a^f    maL flan   mame*   aaaat   ^»AT pWwm rww vupwrf OT «Va^j»v pvr nn OT 

wdl net at 
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t.   PLASTICS PWOGIESS 

Me—rea M—frktppij «.»'., r*#. HajrN#, VtA,-r4«».J. 

ImpxioijtTirm 

We Uve tu a reptdfy changing world, and these change* 
are primarily brought ahm* by tile treaaenéo«« efforts 
m research and development m nearty ad ItaMe of science 
MM  MVHRCIlOfy    iÄ|P,Mf§MVC  pYOfPCM  MAS   BOSH  NMMV  m 

the lut decade«, ai*4 the advent of electronic computen, 
the discovery et the hereditary ende incorporated m the 
structer« of the pedynwcleic acte moWx «let and. of course 
we «eveK?p«newt or neonate energy, prenant stgnMcnnt 
tuneiN. ri© lew apwetacatar are the nevateemsants ôf 
enweery new synthetic material* potemialry aflbctmg nearly 
every eepeci of our entry KM TlMir méeary foe« back 
to 14M. whew aWckvatand Ant synthewead from phenol 
MMI formnfckthydc cnwntaiation product« which »Aar 
a dtnUtfJt and stow «tart became accepted a* standard 
maeiriali for e.g. «anèaiiofi aparca«tow, which m tura 
have been a powerful stimulant to MM eVvetopatent of the 
electrical indwsiry It » mmerhablt that, m tante of the 
many new synthetic matarían which have imiraea' from 
the renarth and development laboratori«*, the phenol- 
formaldehyde  resmm  have itili  ma nafré  to  beef their 

rbe  awt   indurirmi   devempmeait   m   the   parymer 
m eh« tlMrtw« with the matin» try of the 

«f awry »tyre we ami potyvtnyl ebtortd«. 
I M MMM «MM»* MPMNty kaMNHI rOf aHMMIt liÄ )MBttft( 

bat «ww»  had   Pianini narmant. partly  beeauet of 
•V^a^a^k^^a^Paw Vsn^n^aw^Pf s^ñT   tM taWe^M'BH  aMMl  M  ^SWéW   wWWH 0WWV 

pslwminaaiiim  maetiant, partly because of a lack «f 
"»•^pwW   !•••   Ml   •^MlpWafWt   PPT   NM   HwNwviM^IÍ   Hf   twWR 

•WaT^sWTRi»^  awwWB  VwSP  VwNMnMaT WT •  NKB  (W   I#MVP4M ©W HMt 

pari ef a wavM wheah     »H 

industry should be briefly discussed, so as to define more 
closely the role of the new materials in our preseit 
technology 

(JNOWIH <* lHt Pt ASH« SINOrSTRY 

The thermoplastics can be rouçitry and somewhat 
arbitrarily divided into two grouis. nent to the large 
category of "general purpose pi; «its. we may distin- 
guish a smaller group of special p! .sties « hah offer more 
»pecifk properties, usually HI a higher price These 
materials, such as polyamides, polycarbonates, poly- 
formaldehydes, arc widely used for special, often indus- 
trial, applications where the higher price is no deterrent, 
but this is a somewhat limited market and these materials 
bave not had »»ich an impact on the technical and econo- 
ma pattern of present day life as the "general purpose" 

' M am r 

1 
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Figure II. World production of plastic materials 

plastics, suitable for widely varying applications, avail- 
able at low price and now being used on a tremendous and 
still-increasing scale. In discussing plastics growth we 
will mainly direct our attention to these "general purpose" 
materials comprising polyvinyl chloride, polystyrene and 
polyethylene. Polypropylene, also based on a generally 
available low cost monomer, might in time join this group, 
the growth of which is illustrated in figure I. 

The world production of plastics increased very nearly 
threefold in a period of only seven years, from 1955 to 
1962, in which period fast growth rates are observed in 
all areas, as illustrated in figure II. 

It is also of interest to compare the figures given with 
production data of other materials, in particular non- 
ferrous metals. This comparison gives figure 111, which 
shows that on a weight basis plastics have surpassed 
non-ferrous metals. The difference on a volume basis 
would be even more striking. 

With such enormous production figures for the syn- 
thetic materials, the per capita consumption in the indus- 
trialized areas is, of course, also very high. It is highest in 
the United States as shown in figure IV, which indicates, as 
could be expected, that the use of plastics is associated 
with the level of economic and industrial development. 
The USA are the leaders, but the other areas are rapidly 
following. In fact, the impression obtained is that the 
time-lag in industrial development between the United 
States and e.g. European countries, which in the recent 
past was estimated at about fifteen years, is decreasing 
and may now amount to about five years, it would be 
most interesting to have information about this time-lag 
for other developing areas and particularly, to know how 
it might be reduced. 

GROWTH FACTORS 

A number of factors have contributed to the impressive 
growth of the plastics industry as illustrated in the preced- 
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ing paragraph. In the first place the ready availability 
should be mentioned. This is coupled with the supply 
of base materials which can be based on petroleum, 
which constitutes a ready and flexible source of a number 
of intermediate chemicals producible at relatively 
low cost, provided that large production facilities are 
installed. Equally important in this respect is the close 
control over the complicated chemical processes convert- 
ing the intermediate monomers into the plastic raw 
material. These polymerization plants, efficiently designed 
and operated, again on a large enough scale, enable 
the production of the plastic at relatively low cost. 
Consequently, plastics have become increasingly avail- 
able at continuously decreasing prices, as is illustrated 
in figure V for polyoiefins. but which also holds for other 
plastics. Figure VI shows that in contrast, the price of 
more traditional construction materials has been more 
or less constant. Such trends have been a powerful 
stimulant for the development of the subsequent plastics 
technology. 

Potential low cost and availability in themselves, how- 
ever, are not enough to ensure progress and success, and 
it may be of interest now to analyse what further factors 
have been operating in the recent past and have resulted 
in the plastics industry as we know it today. We believe 
that the more important ones are the following: 
1. The inherent properties of the new materials, fre- 

quently giving them economic advantages over con- 
ventional materials; 

2. The consistent efforts on the part of manufacturers to 
promote the use of plastics materials, where technically 
and economically justified, by product and application 
development; 

3 The readiness of the manufacturers of processing 
equipment to accept the challenge and construct 
appropriate machinery; 
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Figure VI. Friet trends of feneral construction materials comporta 
with those of plastics from 1956 onwards 

4. The gradual growth of craftsmanship and specially 
trained staff without which plastics would not have 
shown the spectacular growth we have just discussed. 

INHERENT  PROPERTIES Oh IHERMOFIASIKS 

It is well I nown that the ability of thermoplastics to 
become a viscous liquid at high temperatures and to 
regain their initial properties upon cooling has resulted 
in a wide variety of techniques for converting the starting 
material directly into the desired product with the mini- 
mum loss of material and minimum handling. The 
properties of the base material are also reflected in the 
final product, often resulting in i definite improvement 
upon similar products made from traditional material«, 
or in entirely new applications for which previously no 
solutions existed. The more important applications, which 
have significantly contributed to the large tonnages 
mentioned earlier and have materially influenced tat 
standard of living, will be briefly mentioned. 

In the sphère of consumer ariiclts, the production of 
injection moulded household goods should be mentioned, 
where plastic wash-basins, buckets, kitchenware and 
tableware have largely replaced the older galvaaivd 
or enamelled iron products. Easy cleanahthty, 
to corroerán and micro-organisms, coupled with 
nical strength and light weight aav« bean the MM 
responsible for Um change. Developments M 
Aha have led to entirely new packaging applicati« 
at heavy duty haga fer fértinssrs which can he Ml M 
the opra for prolonged periods, thai ofcvMting the need 
far storage space. Hasties Wm has ahx 

I in providing saWisal, mexpaaaive and I 
mmgJmmmmmM   far    9a^mm^a\    niât   m^di 

»I 
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Speaking ot packaging, the Mown plastic container in 
MM» varying from a few cuhit centimetre» to 200 lure* 
aJtoald not be forgotten Milk. edible oil and detergent* 
art only a few commodities pecked in plastics in much 
safer Mid more efficient way* than with traditional mate- 
rni«. 

There »v. ot tour«* many other interesting examples 
of ptaatic* applications m the consumer article sphere 
which cannot he dealt w-th in this brier survey hut I 

would he a mistake not to mention plastic I not wem 
Hire. pkwtici/ed PV( has nuide considerahte progress. 
mainly because ol >t» etceNent wear resistance coupled 
with good weathering properties 

Piatt m have also wait great strida« forward in the 
araa of i «eiref gmtét, «aet Hr« ot all the succès* of pieatic 
ptpsag should he mentioned Piatt*- pipe, usually bused oa 
polyvinyl chloride or potyethyk-M. is extetwtvery used for 
water »apply, hot h lor domestic purposes and farmland 
irrigation ñastic pipe compositions have haen developed 
for drainage parpóte* «Ml it i« almi possi Me to use 
aéaajaataly aeatgnad glaiieflhrs-retaforead pipe* for set 
via« at c«atMwraMe preaeiarea and raatataat to aggressive 
cheMMcalt 

Ünéar «ht tatae gaiagajry feM vanatM atjnceherel 
aaNBMaatMM ef pkaetic». stmh i 
•waatheftag, naoiatart aite ancre 
wlaK-'li can he usee to laaaisaaaa i*eea« 9igBHfK*a«s«j|y ay 
water tewetion aad jupprettiun at waad growth PfaetM, 

i <M varyiag Aaaiga ara haiag aaad mcre-eaiagiy 
hare ateatHM «hoaie) he made at the relatively new 

of in Ha tad structure* providiag ecoaowinai, 
Wswtad storage Kactery or w« 

ttgtJM VU) 
•faaa)*BeBBat      Éaaaâ     up^kthg^fm^hgaai      aâ>JPa^aaa^aaay#^BàBi     dafr     ajaaaâaaaaâfihai     taf éaa *r MalaWy,    ntv    •vMnW^rWH     ppv «sP^PsPTs^k»•)    Wl    |pnawVMptl     win 

ry   fait 
•a     e^aWaVaaaFsTWâwPI    sjW     vVBJVPaMPVBJla^|    •«"•Jar**/ 

show« pancU consisting of an outer «kin of PVC and a 
core of polyurethane foam, while figure IX represent* 
a building constructed with such panel«. 

All this does not mean that plastics will entirely 
replace traditional materials More likely the use of 
plastics in the held of building will he based on technically 
and economically (uatiried combinations with the tradi- 
tional material« such as concrete, steel or wood, which 
m this way will he efficiently protected or reinforced 
On the other hand, such combinations, eg by the use 
of light-weight components, may very well result in 
economies in the amounts of traditional material rrqutred 

PlMIIMiiT   ANO   APPI I« AT ION   l)f Vhl-OPfttFNT 

The pia»tic« applications mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph illustrate the une ot a particular »et of properties 
of a particular plastic, hut thaae propartie« are m aM 
case« very different from those of the thermoplastic in the 
early stage» of development In time, a number of con- 
fluting requirements will have to he met. higiiest mecha- 
nical strength, foi instance usually require* increasing 
molecular weight but the eau* ol processing in an extru- 
sion or injection moulding machine then becomes more 
difficult Similarly flexibility can often he conaideraWy 
improved, but ai some sacrifice of heat stability lach 
Application, therefore confronts the plasties processor 
whether he manufacture» Mm. bottles or pipe, with the 
problem of selecting the right starting material A consteW 
raMe «mount of work on product improvement and deve 
lapaient ha« been and w still being carnee) out on thr 
part  of the   plastic   raw   material   producers to obtain 



modMcd grades more suitable for the application envi- 
saged This means that not only the number of different 
plastics increases, hut every type of piasti«, now come« in 
a wide variety of grades carefully designed to give the 
best combination of both processing and end-use proper- 
tie» A» a consequence, every raw material producer 
has now i vaila He a variety of particle size, molecular 
weight, molecular weight distribution type and amount 
of additive» such as antioxidant!!, antistatics or flow 
improvers, in order to meet the most exacting demands 
from both the plastics fabricator and the end-uter 

These results reflect very much the effort* made in the 
research and development laboratories set up by the 
large plastics producing industries who were anxious 
lo build up the outlet of plastics at rapidly as pottibte 
•y the very nature of the plastics raw material manu- 
facture, acceptable costs are only to he obtained by large- 
scale production units, ünd consequently a rapid build-up 
of the market during and alter plant construction is 
essential It goes without saying that the cost of the 
research and development efforts involved in the product 
•Bts   •ppWviwMWri   TTUQ(BS  nWflunM,   nAS   aanK)   NN  vROr~ 

mous It is net possible to develop a grade of ptaetK 
for a given applicai Kin without first building up a consider- 
able know how of the application concerned Information 
regarding the requirements of the envisagea" processing 
equipment and the demand« of the plastics fabricator 
and the end user m likewise essential a* is a detallad 
knowledge of the ultímete conditions under whteh the 
article wilt he used F marly it is net enough to have all 
this information regarding the requirements, it w also 
neceaearv to know how to meet them fey adjusting the 
many variables m rhe pfarttc* manufacturing process m 
order to obtain the right product 

In the course of these activities., the large pteenei 
manufacturers have not only developed special grades 
for  sssecitk purpose«, but ate» entirely  new ideas far 

applications have been worked out. some of 
whsch have been previously mentioned In this way 
manufacturers have amassed tremendous experience 
in practically all fields of application and they have not 
f»»*ed to use this experience in concentrated efforts 
to provide technical assistance to their customers, who 
were thus freed from many problems the solution of 
which would have been very costly and time-consuming 
to them Customers could, therefore concentrate on the 
technical and commercial aspects of plastics fabrication 
rteeff, and could thus make a much raster start than 
otherwise would have been possible 

Nevertheless, because of the enormous work involved 
the product and application development efforts have 
taken much time, and this explains the sometimes 
considerable time lag between the first recognition of the 
potenti« scope of a pi»«tic »rid the start ot large-scale 
production It is felt that the necessity lor this type of 
work has to some extent determined the rate ot progress 
of the plastic« industry in the industrialised countries 
Developing countries, it is felt are in this respect now 
better off than the indurtrtaliied areas in their early years 
of piaetHs developments With the results now available 
and the know-how being freely passed on together 
with the ptaetKs. by the manufacturing industry to it« 
citato num. »ne potential source of delay has been elimi- 
nated or at least greatly reduced, and a faster growth 
PttftW    «fWhtftU    kaa*    bVMáUlláW 

De>IUM>MBNTt IN  PetMMMN«,  «A« MNCIH 

Arter thus having briefly reviewed a number ot the 
tHflptW  Ä^^PWkSMnllöW» Off  pvHaWtVfe,  I"  Ml B^^tO^i MW*  Rï wffrt^éWB* 

rwWÍ»WnNuWWI»»qB   WH ft FT  IM  CÖBwtfPxWrBflPTx»  Ak?Vçt   ' jp^Rw wf •WCWI 

em the part ef the manufacturers of elastics processing 
at)Wpment   AKanaga the principle of infect .on mouMmg 
^u^ai   aa^BMSMiMaaawa^at  flatAta*  auaa^   ta^aàaèat   ma^sá\aaJI    saak^aaeaaWw     f^akjr   BUBMBUI • aaVaaauaj wffai w^^ww^w^ni rrtjifi nu fHpi*. nnw   nrnm y   * ww  r^ev rnmaan, 

eJe^Pe^aT^sWxB^Ï»   ^PrfPThgJgj   PlOTVMaVi|r«   eJWxal   W^^tnWiy   Haw   ^P>fflRkrjWeTÄ 

of machine deesgn and uaaatraction had H« be worked out 
^PvW*F%T    pSe^getF^âVawfy.    Ink*    •s^áVwnK    |gnrsTe^P^PF*»B»    Iff 

flM    HtAfleMt'    9Hrw   HeMf    ••    Hat    llWMPll    Ml©   aeWi^Wilft    HI 



r»«f   I    Vavtv  (»  MAJOR   DCviiAMNNn m   ruf   iwiriwiv. 
«It M »fllrl NM I  ri»  KIM 1»   IH»  ntllHSINIM itaV 

Finire X   iKImtkm a/ IfT ?*,'< p^,, t,„ te„He m wmlerm 
>m«*m.t 

techniques for plastics processing »re «till feeing discovered, 
leading to new approaches m plastic* engineering 
Important improvement!) have been made, eg in equip 
me« for injection moulding ami extrueton For injection 
moulding not only con»ider«My larger machine« have 
seen constructed, hut ah» the name technique ha« heen 
improved fey the introduction of prepteaticiiiag unit«, 
»crew operation and automatic control la extrueton 
operation« likewne. a wide vanetv of principle« and 
machine» ha« heen developed  To t(uo*c a few exampie» 

(e) FxtruaMM of rujid fVC, previously rethei critical 
i« view of the decomposition of the polymer no longer 
•eeeent« serious proMem«. and «gurr X present« a pipe 
emruder operating at high level« of »peed and rehefettrty 
emu* only a few years ago were considered unettai nahte 

(#) Strong, clear Aim with excellent mechanical pro- 
per«»««, making r«M we of the intrinsic properties of the 
•mene«,  can  now   he  made at  «ver increaetng «peed 

ID Bátete Mowing can nowaday« he dene «a aa mdue< 
tml «eale with MM of the general pttrpeme thermo 
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yet often complicated equipment, to maintain the machín 
ery and to piati and «wperviae the operation«. 

TKiUMtNG   ANO    tlKMNKAL    MXj< ATION 

The rie« of an entirely new mduetry, »neh at the ptaetict. 
processing mduetry undoubtedly t», require» spec ml per 
«otmel and eeceseHetet special trainmg and education 
The piaste« proeeater wtN reentre staff with knowledge 
and experience of the new meterte)» new available, and 
of tnetr propertie* and proceeemg henaviour He will 
require staff with knowledge of the proceeemg equipment 
and capante of using this equipment and metntaming 
it m working condition The pmetics induetry wiM further 
need craftsmen who can werk with ptaetK ineernwdiah 
preénets Mie sheet er pipe who know hew M WM. cut 

the new product« and m general, at vanou* 
ly ktvnh) staff «ml ha aaadad whe una ntreet 
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M. PLASTICS AS CONSTRUCTION MATUUALS FOI DCVtLOFI!*. COiMTUtS 

Artkmr P. LU*, BmtfMi   Hmmfrtml Jmtètmêm, > IH 

PAIT 1. (HUNT TECHWOLOCV ANO tSTAMISMtD APTlKArtO«« IN MATLH t((W)Nlfl 

llNTHODU'THWi 

Polymers and plastics constitute on« of the fairtest-erow- 
ng «Mi most versatile members of the petrochemical 
family In both the United State» and Wattora Europe. 
construction applications comprile one of the largest 
smgic wet for these material» lefore attempting to 
aaacM the poatibtlitiei for exploitation of plastics to meet 
the construction need» of developing countries it w 
necessary, therefore, to review the state of the art in 
these advanced economies. 

Although much progress hat been made in building 
applications of plastici, a number of companies m the 
advanced countries arc continuing to spend huge »urns 
on further development. One needs only to follow the 
trade journals to realize that predictione of a short time 
ago have become established fact and that technical 
development it M an extremely active Mate indeed, the 
housing industry in the United States and Europe may 
be said to be at a point not only of rapid evolution, but, 
in many respects, in a stage of revolution. This attempt, 
therefore, to review the prêtent state of development 
NMtet be taken at merely illustrative of solid accomplish- 
mentt, with omission* of many cates that might have 
bee« used. Discussion of new treads and projections 
likewise will also be merely illustrative, for we are learn- 
ing more intelligent applications of plastics day by day. 
The objective of this part of the paper it to establish 
a mtac on which to build, in projecting where and how 
the needs of developing countries may be included in the 
current evolution-revolution of building construction 
involving plastici. 

MAJOR PLASTIC TYPM UKD IN coNmucnoN   - 
COMPARISON OP  PftOPHTBS 

The types of plastics finding major use in construction 
are listed in appendix I. table A-1, along with pertinent 
property characteristics. These plastics types fall into 
two major classifications : thermoplastics and tbennoseU. 
The thertnoplastici can be formed and reformed by 
beat and pressure; they have only secondary attractions 
between molecular chains, and these attractions can be 

r by the fofiuw- coMribuoont was made to this paper I 
of the Mat of BwMUe Memorial laut 

Charles W. Cooper. Joba R. Haejsy. Rkhaid T. Latto. 

weakened by heat   î hermowt», m th« other hand. 
s high degree of p,imary linking or ero*»-linking 
chams and  are  essentially  insensitive  to * 
Comparative characteristics  of nprmwiitattvet  of the 
two type« of major material« M they relate to ctmserMetwa 
application* may be briefly illustrated a« foHow* 

Of the more common thermopmsticii. potyvtny! 
chloride (PVC) and «< rvlonitrile-butedtene-itfyrenc (AMl 
have been most actively investigated for struetaral use 
Available a« an uamodiied polymer, PVC may be 
compounded with itabtlisers. lubricarti, and piantemi 
Modified PVC contains up to fifteen parta of owe of s 
number of rubber or rubber-Me polymers Improved 
processing techniques have made it possible to fafcrtuate 
parts from the latter type by both injection mourning and 
by extrusion.' < I ) Lower cost is the major factor favouring 
this development. 

The AM plastics have some advantages over PVC, 
but in general are somewhat inferior to PVC for 
example, in long-term strength. The strength of AM- 
based plastic material it proportional to and largely 
a function of scrylonitrile content. The amount of acry- 
lonitnl« present it also refected m increased coat. The 
ABS plastici have a lower specific gravity than PVC 
(1.05 to I.Ot versus about 1.33 to 1.40 for the latter) 
but the cost/lb as well at strength characteristics provide 
économies favouring the PVC. However, processing of the 
AÏS plastic it generally simpler, particularly in injection 
moulding. Thus, ABS plastici are finding greater use in 
moulded parts while PVC is being used for extruded 
sections in ever-increasing quantities. 

Polyoieftns, such as Polyethylene and polypropylene, 
are finding increasing UM in construction. Although 
some of the polyoleftns have significant limitations with 
regard to structural applications, polypropylene and 
high-density Polyethylene have a sufficiently high modulus 
(rigidity) to be considered for a number of structural 
uses. 

Thermosets 

The general clan of thermosets includes such materials 
as phenolfonualdehydc resins, epoxies, melamines, and 
poh/eiters. Fibre-glass reinforced thermosetting plastics 

• Sit Mbuoaraphy, page 41 (part 2). 
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i HIP) inpreuaiit the higlM'H iirawfth materials 

taMe A l, «teeertfces the .nmmn« «trrngth 
> far typwel prA«tw«t* «rf ihi» type in companion 

IIHMI piaettt mefer M»»*. Tilt stnmgth >t rhc rUP 
meieruM« M due largely '<» the type and «mourn ni ihr 
r«inton»m«m A» m the *«e with any .ompotitr -v-trm 
fher« are ma* y way* , «huh rh» lompnwii't an nr 
latrtMtwtie«' »Mi orwiHMl 

fhe FiP materials can he aNtwmhfad i highly unui 
Topic < pr«far#nnaffy i>ri««t»le«li arrangement t<i .hiani 
the greateM benefit from the tughe»! iirrnfih ompom-ni 
tust IM tu true m the caw <»t reinforced «om rete In fcnt-rxl 
plea! Hit provint a hi|h-r dtegrrr of latitude than nimrrtt 
m me choice end y Mpmwi of rwmrnrt-ing materials 
In a«*«4opmi ccwmtrie*. rh* pMMtality einh >• using 
MWnili other then ih« ftww for rvmtori mg tw tilling 
plants»« im matant», many ctHutoi« *w*»« product* 
«ash M uraahed HMfarcM« «alfcs. or other Ährou« met« 
rial«    OBWlÉ   hath    MMtttoru«    pfeMMtcs   and   mwiMI«   Ihr 
ituaattty MIIMW> lor «0m« application* rurth»r mwl 
afcrt wiN he retaawtd however lo aevetop «etMfectorv 
pr nahtet« NR thete kiwgraet meteriet* hecatt** <>t 
promani« of water resultane* a« *«•!( a« fabricate» 

Í UM«TK(J( THIM   HMtrKfcS       WH *  I»   HHIPtftfHiS <» 
PtAtTKS 

MtthtHk e/ Ittbrummm 

In gammi, where part» havt a uniform cruai.-section 
or can be made from such »tetioM, txtrustoii method» (2) 
art uteaJ to produce UM part When compia« shapes art 
involved, mfsctiet) or compra wow moulding i» uaed When 
parti are fabricated from mort than on« type of product, 
laitmg, compraaaion moutdmg, and mechanical assembly 
are  frequently   involve«!. 

The fabrication of composite structures frequently 
employa other material« m conjunction with plastics 
Fibre-gdaet reinforced plastics, laminates of paper 
flees, wood teres, steel, foam, honeycomb shapes are 
all part of the over-all group of composites in which 
plastics cu tad do play a dominant role. The role of 
plastics in composites is usually associated with their 
ability to bond other materials into a functional structure. 
They may be used as adhesive« to bond wood, metal, 
paper and glass together — either in sheets or as the 
binder in castings. These systems can be homogeneous, 
as in laminated beams or castings, or they can be construc- 
ted in such a manner as to place high-strength components 
at the point of greatest stress. The latter application is 
exemplified by wall panels and doors, where the skins 
have the high strength and the core may be foam, honey- 
comb, or other low-density materials which depend on 
the composite structure for strength. 

General advantages and limitations in comtruction 

The more conventional materials of construction which 
have been in use for many years have many limitations 
which have been recognized and accented. Iron and steel, 
for example, are subject to corrosion by the elements, 
with subsequent weakening. Wood loses strength on 

4t>ng 'bn>ugh  ITICI u>i*iioi   attack hy vaiiow* organism* 
» even hy » . hangt >n »s moislu«? .>»tieni W>fH*>tH 
proMNftoH tn»w  the *#»fh*i    moM  »IK^   «ill <!rpr»>k- 
*pullv (»pu -Tu if it ,» ,, i !>(«•( i i., .palling -»nd Iwi 

ihtr.morr »nhntii virilo', rim-w i-, >n*iui*l itrettflh 
i*U«pl   n   Mitij»!t-»-.n>f»    ,»   »pry In»    ( r'urtlu    >i |lmw. Iifcr 
twlfoalv IHII i ht- tirsi rfsiNiHiH'r '•' *ea<hri *ml ifh»« 
•wiural luv >i tfgf-MlitiitMi hm .fiHi ,vrly «mall 
•*i rions .il  ,IH h  fH.nlu*'-  iimt.1  hr  imneil  hv  nirim» <«f 
«mt(M »fpanit >i iM4«< H«IIIH 4tul ih*-sr lattei mal« 

nais  rt-pie sfili  é  vulBriiíhit   4it-»i 

Similarly r»lasiu\ ha*» t-iiain iiiniimmns hm irntnv 
il ihr^r >««» hr i-ilhn oin|NiiMiit-.l ini .1 iri iimvcMnd 

hy <>mixiiiiulina frinii»»' emeni >i pi.iftrt hour i>l 
pruduti ( trium ihrrnmplnMu s *rr liMannl Un «rvnf 
hrl«»** fh» lipr/ing pomi ¿mi ihtivr iht htiilia« (Mimi 
<il *ëtri \y i . lass i hei TO«'plus! u s *ill íritt-irtll\ (urrloim 
>atisl»t ttiriK ihroughnu« * ifin|>r(aiurc vtnp« ni thoiM et) 
)t> l«*lt f l*i Ihr thrimost-^ «>. pri-MuMsIv mrnlitinrd 
lelain «Hist ni thru strength *\ mut h highet trmprmuirrs 
Mth«>ugh iilliiivitilrl l ghf » <q mms it virtually all 
polymrru mmrrials -nimr in i frral«r fuient than nthers 
thih m rwl » srrmus prohtrm loi thr iiklitum ni I V 
liracning agents m ptgmrntatmii greatlv niprovr» 

light rtsmtantr l-wthermore mt«rt fubricated prntltMtii 
MM h ai> pipe »rr frnerallv u«r<1 msiilr vlrutturrs ut are 
hurMMl m the «oil  *hrrr light is mil * fat.tor 

Although mo»! piasi i«, s <.an he ahrittkd hy agent» »uch 
4s wind-driven sarul metals <tnd «HHKI as well as gteas, 
they are alno IUOJCII to damage Hy this means Often 
the lelectiofl of the protiu«.l will alleviate much nf this 
difficulty nr in other i»sts, the effeit <il dbraoion can he 
greatly retimed by compounding with an flastomeric 
polym«r, as in the cast of PVC 

According to recen* statistics, and contrary to Mime 
reports, plastics are not more hazardous than other mate- 
rials with respect to contributing fuel to feed a fire The 
US National Burenu of Standards data showing ttu's 
per pound are Paint Alms DUU-6.KM) unpigmented 
varojsh 12,000-15,000, wood 6,50O-K,5O0, cork 
11,000, plastics as low as 100 On rale of flam« spread, 
where cement asbestos board is assigned ¿ero and red 
oak flooring 100. PVC and fire-retardant polyester are 
rated at 20 to 31 Smoke can also be a very serious hazard, 
but the relative hazards of smoke and flame have yet 
to be rigorously defined Even though some plastics 
are superior and most plastics compare favourably with 
other organic materials of construction, further work is 
desirable on flameproofing as well as on the development 
of a wider range of flame-resistant and non-smoking 
plastics. 

With the exception of certain polyamides and some 
cellulose derivatives, plastics are virtually unaffected 
by moisture or water. In fact the polyolefins, polymers 
and copolymers of vinyl chloride, many of the polyesters, 
and a variety of other plastics are extremely good barriers 
for moisture, and some are in common use in water 
systems. With respect to corrosion resistance, virtually 
all plastics are superior to common metals. Most plastics 
are immune to microbiological attack. Although a few 
materials may contain plasticizers which offer some source 
of nutrient to micro-organisms as well as insects, the degree 
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<»» «mwpnfciétty » »»tremely ¡m» campar«* M ita «( 
»wad «Ml .«fcar filtri.*« produis [d. pr,»»., »iavtioa 
»» materiato fu» « «peufe end une wiH «»MWHHM* HWM 
tWfc'ídwi i*t   (hit.  *a«we 

••wan-h iw^tiMiy amng cm is itr«ian«d io .ivate 
materiati, with aratri eavtronmental "e#»titame A u«n 
tinaia« prnaromwM- .rf' rbi« typ, *,M Itele t„ «MHM ip« >ftt 
pf«*tem» *h rfcry enee I **s far tnarr has htr« m> t&rwm 
•»•back >« »a» r»f,K<tv r'"*wf ** "»' nhwti« s m u.HMtrw 
na« 4.«l t»ttw»» iatës km aw* »#• lack <»f environmental 
-e««»mr f he .•i.wiKtm« ,»f M» pméut'H «ri ri«« modm 
•H.* «< tildat tMM« ha* am than kept pat* wrtn -are» 
iura! *nd wtvtn »amanta! aemaad* t4. Si lac w«W accep- 
tance «t flKKt^k tey military tmé tpa** «MIH*> I apports 
NM «a» In rati rawarch for ikta agenti«* ha*. helped 
te brnaden ite« h*>riat»a tor these »yittnal* polymer* 

VrrartyM aad Hrwtwai fmuns 

Comparito*«. <»i reinf<trced ptawtit material« with 
Hmtural «ala»* ar« not unfavouraMe to ptawtics when 
one joawaVs key rotura actual stratta*«* ,»• Miter (laws 
reinforced mataríais m many anas approach the yield 
of atiM itati and aluminium «Hoys tar length to 
weight ratio i* htgptly favourable to pia* it material« the 
low denmty of ptewrtRs w advantageous a«»t only ta ream. 
mg «Yueture wetgdtt, INMIIWM wmptifyirtg transporta- 
tion relative eaae of fabrication, part* ularly with regard 
to compte« shape«, m • distinct advantage in ti* case of 
plastics excellent resistance to corrosion w on« of the 
important Factor* White price comparisons éo not in 
»H caaes favour plastic materiate, particularly in the cat» 
of reinforced systems, tort calculation* frequently 
frresuppose a nearly raw material source la many arcan 
of the world this may work to the advantage of piarti«, 
particularly in manv of the developing nations where 
petroleum 11 in abundant »apply and metal ic orai are not 

»•»»-* l tin» .» mmtt nmm «.«WW* 

•Hmr* ff««  *m*tm* 'iWK-iimt   %rMrt 

lenHik Ofminpifr » rwp Ut»W Hiwi 
1    i imaamMii i •     iim« makt itm^najHvt   wrfJfagjCT %*Mft nB*a.W«IK>Pt 
•WHJl"W   wfWJSjn "P^s^aW^Pegf   »••Is^slsTafTMp 

Impti-t ^renayh %FM«-riiaMM«   "»«•   IU4MUM   KDUtl 

t-suaut •»r•waft' icyea« tesai 

^ama ch*rwmr«*tm 

I he t(t«nftn pmaartta» uf ateaiM» can he atviaed mio 
tao« aaë Iona-term (m*** lirra are impwrtaM, hat 
loaa-iara» aroaartie» ara the MUM crittual ta awjat appkwa- 
tM»a» faáte I li»t« «aaM HiaailkM«M arwpartiat, otwh m 
creep teaaam «treapth irttptur«- «reitptfe) modataa, 
aad agmg •*#.)», «or hwth ryae» \il plaaM«« aad par«- 
cahtrly tl»erm«>p4a#tK atatarial« »how datraaaiag «teeaa>h 
with time «rf applicaik>n .it the load «ad w*fc lavreaemg 
temperature The »tre»» rupture time curva« at ambnat 
lemperature* »«Mow the »ame penaral aattarn M matai» 
at elevated   temperature* 

F«t»Ni m A H HI nata <» M.A»TK S IN M H .IHN«, 

Arthoufh plantas have Been «vallante tu the conmrat 
tum induiitry «aie the early part of this century not until 
recently have they been utad for any hut the rnoet minor 
apptMsafKHM in huilding coa»trut:tk>n As wrth aay new 
material«. pmatK» war« not accepted raaaWy larttally. 
la many cata», they war« aeed a» »wawtttaeaa for stilar 
materiate or they gained a réputation aa a "caaap" 
or inferior material Overcoming theae paychologwal 
handicaps has not been easy  However, bacavi« of thaw 

T*aLI l PaoDUCTIOM O» PLMTK» IN THt ÜNTTtD STATM IMO TMIOUOH  l%2 

Acrylic«  145 
Alkyd Reiim  M7 
CelluloM»  143 
Coumaroaa-iadeae and Petroteam 

pofymert  232 
Epoxie»  43 
Melamine and urea  36« 
Phenolic»  543 
Polyetten  I37 
Polyethytoae  1,33a 
Polypropyteae  41 
Rotin modifications  121 
Siywnei  974 
VinyU  1,167 
Miscellaneous  145 

TOTAL 5,7« 

> Oumlcal W*k, 91 (4) : 3} (1961). 
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The major single use for plastics listed m table 4 fall« 
in the category of coatings and paints. In the post-war 
period, several synthetic-based materials, such as alkyds 
and latice«, started a trend away fron the more con- 
veatieaal oil paints, lacquers, varnishes, and enamels. 
Such panatica M urethanei, acrylics, polyesters, epoxies, 
and vnyls axe demonstrating batter qualities of toughness 
and durability, ease of application, coating tightness, and 
wid* versatility than other types of available coatings. 

TABU 3.  WESTON   tuaon*N PLASTIC PHODUCTION  IN  l%l ' 
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Polyoieflm  730 11.7 
Vinyls  1.M0 29.2 
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Alkyds  600 9.6 
Others  «90 14.2 
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i hfrnuot *iv*   »I 'Hi   m   I»II 

Ihr urethane coating« »re availahlr m it number ut 
tormulmioni. am) >u he uw«l m> <*Hh*i * Imi m 4 pif 
mente«! hnisn n'd «pplied hv hrutth <piHv m uihri 
conventional *p ilimtnrn I ret ha nrs have »ood itwahttity 
over interior wood Aoors in |lur iuminaied Krams *» 
a clear varnwh on e uteri« ir *IM«J nthna where fhr «Mity 
lo reumi wear i hem imi and sunlight action m tn eswential 
attribute and tor spenni wood categories stuh ts iettar 
cypress, and rcdwiMKJ which up to now have heen 
hard to maintain because »I their ml content In addition, 
urethane« have heen uned to seal concrete doors and 
exterior concrete  wall  surtscen 

Polyester coatings which have heen valuable in fur- 
niture tnishing, have been used by one manufacturer ol 
prefabricated houses as a protective coating for exteriors. 
Attention has been given recently to the use of acrylics in 
coating wood and aluminum 

Epoxies provide very good adhesion, hardness, and 
resistance to weather, chemicals, and acids Since these 
coatings do not shrink as they harden, they can he med 
for patching old concrete or other masonry surfaces 
and can be finished to a feather edge. As a result, these 
coatings make possible resurfacing of entire concrete 
floors with a coating thickness of less than 1/4 inch. 

Vinyl coating formulations have been especially good 
for weather-proofing and sealing preformed reinforced 
concrete structures and folded plywood roof forms. 
Although some problems have developed because internal 
vapour pressures were not released through the coating, 
these are being lessened by the use of special insulation 
and by special formulations. 

Plastic pipe 

Perhaps the most dramatic growth story is that of 
plastic pipe. The 1963 figures in millions of pounds are 
as   follow: (7) 

Polyethylene 36.6 
Poryttyrene 19.7 
PVC 19.1 
ABS as 
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*•«"•* •*»•* pipe Mrf KttHlf* f-m «»empte the 
Federal Hoamng AdemnieeratttMi «f the Untied Inni 
Gewwiimm«. which guarantee* many loan* for M» 

havane m ih« USA, ha« accepted pwryethyleae for exterior 
«•Mr hatea, severa! type* of pi—tu fer «wn hun. aad 
* •• far dram. »MM. and veni Polyvinyl chloride drain- 
age •*•* '» »•*> being UM« in Europe and epe« and m 
e wandered MI »tandard piping for drainage, sewer linci, 
water MM««, and coki water service linai HI these arca« 
rVC pre start pipe is he mg urne in Furopt for cotd- 
water servicing lina« in houwng. but M generally not need 
for net-water lervtcc because of inadequate heat rema- 

In Denmark, polyvinyl chloride pipe, ranging in usas 
from I in to 14 in , (?) it available for water maint, lewage. 
and irrigation In the Federal Republic of Germany, poly- 
vinyl chloride is being used in laboratory and household 
plumbing. German building standard« require water 
pipes to withstand presaures to 102.2 Iba per inch. Dyna- 
mite-Nobel A/G i« now successfully producing PVC 
pipea capable of withstanding ten timet (9) theae 
require tenti. 
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LMMTAriONS  *NI)   «ARIIfiM 

With the (rowing popularity of plastics and so mm h 
obvKHM opportunity in construction, why has there not 
Rami greaser na« of it by the building trades ' There are 
a number of general reason* and they don't always apply 
to «ach country or area in the same way The major 
faeton m developed countries, however, are tradition, 
unrealistic and restrictive building codes and regulations, 
technical and engineering obstacles, and costs 

Building codes muí regulations 

A major obstacle to the acceptance of plastics in 
building it in the multiplicity of regulatory agencies 
For example, a survey of 900 cities in the United States 
by the National Association of Home Builders shows 
that 71 per cent of the cities bate their codes on one of 
the four proprietary regional codes. (10) The survey 
also indicates that almost all of the 900 cities have modified 
the model codes to their local liking. For example, over 
90 per cent of the cities have adopted the National 
Electric Code, but 73 per cent have amended it to their 
situation. Because over half of the cities prohibit the use 
of prefabricated wall components, the regulatory systems 
of the United States are not only a barrier for plastics 
but they are also a barrier for many other new materials 
or products in the building industry. The reason for this 
— and herein lies the fundamental problem — is that 

most of the codes have been material codes. This means 
the code is basically written to approve certain materials 
and methods only, rather than specifying minimum perfor- 
mance at the guiding consideration. Fortunately, there 
appears to be a tr.nd toward application of the uniform 
performance standards to which plastics as well as all 
other materials must adhere. 

Technical and engineering shortcomings 

Before the chaotic situation on codes and regulations 
can be expected to improve, significantly more attention 
must be given to product standards and design criteria 
by the plastics industry itself. In the developed countries 

the«- has been a lack .»I understand rig not .>nlv >n 'he 
part it those *hn approve tsut also «y those *h«. desmn. 
specify and use plasties I his includes a Ut k ot un>loi-mitv 
m 1 ommunii aiion and a lack ut understanding on sut h 
1 hiñas as 

1 I I  Pias:!ics  terminology 

i.i Performance   data    related    in   Kith   at iilct.ilcd 
laboratory testing and diluai  iislallnl pcttm mance 

1 '(  I Meni of design capabilities ot pMstus 

Failure ut piasti» s as with ttaditional materials is 
more often dut to misapplication rathei than to inherent 
failure of the produits I he lack ol unitomi and meaning 
ful product and performance standards has been reco« 
ni#ed by the plastas industry as a problem thai musi 
receive industry *ide attention Steps are being taken 
through its associations, engineering societies and by 
individual manufacturers, but a (treat deal remains in he 
done The results of these efforts will be of tremendous 
value in developing countries to give plastics a running 
start in building applications 

Pnres 

The factor of cost to the consumer cannot be ignored, 
and, of course, will b- a determining factor in rate of 
growth of plastics in developing nations Until recently, 
many plastics were not competitive with other materials 
in building applications, advantages other than directly 
comparable prices have been 'argely responsible for their 
growth Market prices, however, have continued to 
decline and a growing array of plastics are becoming 
competitive with conventional materials in many cases, 
more economical. Specific examples will be given in a 
subsequent section 

Ties to tradition 

The majority of current residential and non-residential 
construction in developed and developing countries is 
being built by methods that were developed over 100 years 
ago. The fact that the majority of our houses are built 
by erecting wood studs and then applying a series of 
layers of materials attests to this. Many large commercial 
buildings are also still erected brick by brick. As a result, 
the construction industry is one of the very few that has 
not generally adopted new industrial methods. There are 
many reasons for this. Many new houses are constructed 
by the owners themselves. The general public has been 
very slow to accept new materials and methods of 
construction. Building commissioners have been reluctant 
to adopt new codes, let alone accept new materials and 
techniques. And, finally, labour unions have discouraged 
use of new materials as well as new equipment — espe- 
cially if proprietary interests of a particular trade have 
been threatened. 

The key limitation to the acceptance of plastics in the 
past has been the consumer or user. A basic similarity 
exists in the people of developed countries and develop- 
ing countries in that the majority i« bound to traditional 
materials and methods of construction. When these 
materials are changed, the consumer has little basis for 
evaluation. The individual wants a product that he knows 
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will perform adequately and seldom wants to take a 
chance, even though the manufacturer may have spent 
a fortune in research and testing of material. At the same 
time, there is generally a strong impulse on the part of 
individuals or families to maintain the same material 
standards existing in the immediate neighbourhood. These 
ties to tradition, however, appear to be weakening. The 
growing acceptance of plastics in all types of applications 
in recent years has done much to popularize these mate- 
rials and to remove resistance by the consumer. 

FORCES FAVOURING GROWTH OF PLASTICS IN CONSTRUCTION 

Despite the obstacles that have prevented plastics 
from being used to their full potential, the future in 
developed nations appears bright. The following examples 
illustrate some of the factors at work to help expansion 
in the United States — in addition to the effect of research 
and its revelation of new applications and increasing 
versatility. 

Civilian consumer pressure 

The consuming public — including the private home- 
owner and the business community — is increasingly 
accepting plastics as quality and prestige materials, as 
the result of proven experience and favourable publicity. 
Recent exhibitions, the latest of which involves extensive 
structures and displays at the New York World's Fair, 
have dramatized the versatility and attractiveness of 
plastics. As plastics build an image as a prestige material 
with more interesting design and greater dependability, 
consumer pressure will be a potent factor for growth. 

Government programmes 

The United States Federal Government, one of the 
largest potential customers of goods and services, is 
pressing for new construction techniques at lower cost. 
It now owns 350,000 housing units, most of them at 
military establishments in the USA. The bill for upkeep 
and operation of homes for military families totals about 
$350 million annually. (5) A possible progressive force 
in introduction of new building materials could be the 
government building programme. For example, the armed 
forces planned to construct 7,500 new units in 1963. (5) All 
military housing is on government land which is free of 
municipal building codes or zoning regulations. 

Prices 

Although advantages other than costs have accounted 
for the growth of plastics in many applications, further 
large-scale growth will be highly dependent on costs. 
The major plastics used in construction have shown a 
dramatic record of continued price decline for a number 
of years. One must use extreme care in quoting or compar- 
ing prices, especially in the case of plastics; they may 
vary widely from locality to locality, depending on the 
formulation and on the level of distribution. With these 
limitations in mind the numbers in table 6, representing 
generally quoted prices by primary di ibutors, are 
shown merely to illustrate these trends and to provide 
at the same time direct comparisons of plastics with 
some of UM nwtaU uaad in construction. 

All plastics have continued to decline in price. Although 
some contend that the price of plastics will level off, 
new catalytic techniques for production of raw materials 
and polymers, as well as the prospect of improved manu- 
facturing methods, promise to bring prices of plastics 
still lower. It has been predicted, for example, that poly- 
vinyl chloride will be sharply reduced in price as the 
result of a new technique to produce th • monomer. (11) On 
the other hand, even the most optimistic expect the price 
increase of some of the metals, such as cold-rolled steel, 
to continue over the next decade or so. (12) 

Although the foregoing comparisons were made on a 
per-pound cost basis, plastics are lighter than most 
metals and for a given application might more realistically 
be compared on a volume basis. The following numbers, 
involving ABS (commonly used in pipe) provide a com- 
parison: (13) 

Material elm m 

ABS  l.S 
Aluminium  2.1 
Steel (cold rolled)  2.5 
Steel (stainless)  13.4 

NEW DESIGN TRENDS AND BUILDING PRACTICES 

It can be clearly stated that plastics virtually stand on 
the edge of many broad new horizons in the construction 
industry. But, what are the significant influences that 
will direct the future? 

First, the real volume market for plastics is in walls, 
roofs, partitions, and floors — not in luminous ceilings, 
decorative laminates, tiles, glues, finishes, and drain pipes, 
as attractive as these have been. One of the major obst- 
acles, however, is inherent in the tendency to use a new 
material as a direct substitute. This not only "cheapens" 
the material in the minds of the consumer but hinders 
architects and engineers from realizing its full potential. 
Architects must understand and utilize the unique 
combination of characteristics of any material. Conven- 
tional materials are understood and their characteristics 
are used to advantage in conventional construction 
designs and systems. If volume markets for plastics 
in  walls, roofs,   partitions and   floors  are   to   be 

TABU 6. Pues TRINOS 

Cimi ut noma 

MO IMO nu 

Matties 

Low density polyethylene  44 
General purpose polyvinyl chloride. . 37 
General purpose polystyrene   .... 28 

Mtials 

Aluminium (99.5 %)  17 
Copper (electrolytic)  22 
Brau (yellow)  19 
Steal (carbon Mites)       2.« 

36 20 
20 13 
18 13 

27 24 
32 32 
24 29 
40 4.2 
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realized, new and creative construction designs and 
systems must be developed that exploit the unique weight, 
strength, ¡esthetic and other properties of plastics in 
these  applications. 

Architectural and design trends 

Although much of the current architectural design 
tends toward skeleton construction and conservatism 
toward new materials, the "seed" tor change already 
exists. To better understand the growing acceptance 
of plastics in the construction industry, it would be helpful 
to better understand the current trend in architecture 
and what has led to it, 

The manner in which men build has undergone more 
radical changes during the past century than during 
many preceding centuries. Although new developments 
have taken place in almost every held of human endeavour, 
nowhere has change been more spectacular than in the 
field of architecture. 

Because of the need to employ and house more and 
more people in large urban centres, builders have had 
to learn to build vertically. Ttchnology has provided two 
essential tools: a steel-frame building that can rise to 
considerable heights without requiring inordinately 
thick walls at ground level, and the mechanical elevator. 
With more and more goods being manufactured by mass 
production on large assembly lines, it has become neces 
sary to roof large spaces with uninterrupted spans; 
technology has answered this need in terms of steel and 
glass structures, anci more recently in terms of large 
reinforced concrete vaults. 

As these trends continue, we can expect building 
concepts that have no prototype. As a result, structures 
will have an element of plasticity requiring building 
materials with characteristics that will permit them to 
be molded and shaped to practically any configuration. 

Although the majority of architects in the United 
States and in other parts of the world are still relatively 
conservative, there are many that can be considered 
"innovators". Each one is solving his particular design 
problem in his own way, developing new design concepts 
and utilizing conventional products in new applications. 
Conditions appear very good in this period of change for 
the introduction of new materials with the characteristics 
of plastics. 

Construction methods and techniques 

The drive to reduce costs is a further factor that 
promises to stimulate new construction methods and 
techniques and ultimately to increased use of plastics. 
Because of increasing competition, the contractor must 
find ways to achieve a given result with fewer dollars; 
since World War II, builders have made every effort 
to make the erection procès  faster and more efficient. 

Several new engineering developments are helping, 
not only to reduce building costs, but also to broaden 
the utility and applications of plastics in construction. 
For example, fully automatic moulding techniques have 
been applied to compression, injection and blow moulding; 

through the use of ne* machine» and ingenious mould 
designs, completely automatic loiimng pi.Hrtlui., h.o, 
been introduced Also «.on tri but me I iwmi iblv io th. 
ultimate cost to the consumer is tin i.ni ili.it piasti, 
components can perform the funi limi ,.| >o,i o mini 
materials Prefiimhed sandwich panels Im example ..m 
serve as the interior wall, the insulation ami the i \ienoi 
painted wall at the same time' obviating the need loi 
wood studs I urlhermore. very little iii.nnti-name >• 
required, such as painting and repairing when , ompaied 
with coincntional materials such a» wood 

Indicative of future possibilities is the .ninoumcimili 
ol an American Management Association meeting on 
"Plastics in the Building Industry". to be held in t huago 
this fall. I he announcement bioehuic, duelled to 
architects, designers, builders, contractors, and suppliers 
carried this message "Almost everyone in the building 
trade is aware of the varied uses of plastics m loiistrui 
tion today. Their impact is being felt throughout the 
building trade and industry Rapid changes m methods 
and materials often make last year's development out 
dated. The only effective way to insure really effective 
results from the use of plastics is through up-lo thc-:ninute 
knowledge y^f new materials and the most modern tech- 
niques of using the old ones." The session is designed 
tc bring "... up to date the numerous applications for 
plastics that are creating a gradual revolution in the 
building industry". 

NlW  PLASTICS  API'I KATIONS IN  (ONSIKIK HON 

Meetings of the type just mentioned along with the 
break in traditional design, the acceptance of new mate- 
rials, and the emergence of newconstructioi. ,ec hinques 

Courte« Moawmo < 

Figure I. Moéám ponti 
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give promise ut » dtu/hng array ol new application* of 
plastics fhe following spec ine examples »re intended 
therefore  only li» illustrate the trend 

Imenkm^eaMe mtitktlur fuméis 

Plastics have been used in a number of interesting 
studies with modular units In the prefabricated housing 
industry much ot the effort toward preassemoled com- 
ponents ias consisted of wall and roof panel«, doors and 
frames, ant kitchen cabinets A successful building system 
of interchangeable wall panels by the Monsanto Company 
is shown in figure I hssent tally dependent upon plastics 
for its unique features, it also uttliz.es other materials 
tach panel consists of outer skins of a rigid vinyl-based 
sheet 0.015 in thick laminated to 14 in. plywood for 
rigidity The core, made of 2 in. of polystyrene with 
kraft paper reinforcing ribs, has excellent structural and 
insulating properties, The panels are surrounded by 
edge bands of thin-sheet steel with slots for clips to tie 
the panels together. A small steel rod provides reinforc- 
ing to the panel joint. Finally, an H-shaped vinyl gasket 
seals each joint. As shown in figure I, window and door 
openings can be cut in the panel. Roof and floor panels 
are identical. 

In addition, Rohr Corporation of Los Angeles is 
currently marketing a 4 ft. by 8 ft. sandwich wall panel 
for use in housing. 

Prefabricated mechanical centres 

Several builders and manufacturers in the United 
States, Sweden, Denmark, the federal Republic of Ger- 
many, and USSR have developed prefabricated mecha- 
nical cores which consist of complete bathroom, kitchen 
(food preparation areas), and furnace rooms. An example 
is shown in Figure II. Volume purchasing and high pro- 
ductivity is reducing cost of the mechanical core 25 to 
35 per cent (14) below normal cost. 

Entire bathroom assemblies have also been fashioned 
from plastics by the Rohr Corporation. Because of light- 
weight  and unitized construction, this system öfters 

««   t»*t;«M*H%t   upeori unity   «in    plasm v    >nrnep>    Uiwri 
ÌMMMMMM   <r»»st*»r»(Hi«*n  *#»* installation   .«Ms 

I* !H«#/M   it lu   m* 

WnfhiH ih» issi l* iiKiiiltv ih* St* Y,..* i itv % h, . i 
Hoard ha» tppt'ivftt iiaiispatt-m -uivtu .herí 'en ..•*• 
as *iml(>* gta/ina m in* Srw v..m < it y M ht K its *'Uw 
this f*rt»««H4t»nt Ravina *een <-stah»isht»^ IH N»>* York 
whuch ha* a tHtilttitia «wee ihm m many *m» «mis M> lit 
a model toi il H»-1 NtiMmg codes m h«- t HII#4 s*te*?i 
it is ¡iliftv ihttt ihiv ,MI»H material wiM he 4m>n>vetl tin aw 
as ata/ntg in   >thn «n-as  il the   I  mini «Haii-s 

/ tutti-hrwmx 'if mem y 

The as* ol plaslus toi pi unary ^iruciural IH t««»#r»,al 
load hearing elements M .IHHIUH^ has itot épçmmrmtà 
practical «mil very recently Root ¡Panels rubricated ot 
ihre reinforced plastu-. serve a an integral roof »act**»« 
<*ith provisions toi 4 Mispt intoni ceiling 

A I mted Slates mamtlaclurer lost-ph P Ryerson and 
Son IIH recently announced availability »it a wwk- 
variety of glass hhn reinforced polyester contours in 
many standard structural shapes ami sizes Characterised 
hy compressive strengths of about JM.8M) pai. standard 
shapes include I beams wide Aanae shape« solid rounds 
and squares round and square tubing, channels, angles. 
and flat and uirrugated sheets These components can 
be used in the construction of small buildings, for rooting 
and siding, and tor structures in which mm metallic 
components are mandatory such as those totaled in 
highly corrosive environments With this major break- 
through in producing plastic shapes for structural 
framing systems, use of plastics m multi-story buildings 
could develop into one of the major markers for plastics 
in developing countries, as well as developed countries. 

h orms for cimerete 

Use of plastics as concrete form work is attracting 
considerable attention. As architects and engineers 
learn more about the structural capability and limi- 
tations of concrete and the fact that it ha* almost un- 
limited formability, more experimentation is occurring 
with sculptured shapes. A recent project in the United 
States involving plastic formwork is the Marina Tower 
Apartments in Chicago, Illinois. This project, due to 
its many curvilinear shapes, required the use of relatively 
complex formwork. Reinforced plastics were particularly 
suitable because of their strength, light weight, and capa- 
bility of being produced in any shape. In addition, all 
plastic formwork provided improved finished concrete 
surfaces and easier stripping. Among other significant 
examples in the United States using plastic formwork 
may be included such projects as the Earth Sciences 
Building at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
This 23-story structure has a wide and finely articulated 
bearing window wall, and with minor exceptions will 
be entirely cast in place. A Jewish Temple in Chicago, 
which consists of eight columns that "blossom" into an 
umbrella-like design at the roof, also utilizes plastic 
formwork. 
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During the pa*t few years, there have been a numher 
ot outstanding building projects that have utted plastics 
a» a major part of the structural finish The moat promi- 
nent were those wen by the public at major exhibitions 
lor example, the Monsanto Company s House of the 

Future" on display at Lo« Angelei. California, uses a 
rigid frame of glana-fibre reinforced piatiti«: which acts as 
both structural support and finish for the house 

The United States Exhibition at Moscow in 1959. 
used a modular umbrella-like reinforced plastic structure. 
The light-weight unit could be easily shipped and was 
quickly erected with minimum field equipment. The 
plastic material offered the designer virtually unlimited 
shape and form, met the structural test of withstanding 
wind gusts up to 60 mph, and provided a translucent 
structure. 

The United Sutes Pavilion at the World's Fair in 
Brussels in 1960 had an exterior skin of translucent 
plastic also. Although the building wa< large, the light- 
ness and translucency of the plastic panels provided a 
vibrant scene at night. 

More recently, structures at the New York World's 
Fair, such as the Bell Telephone Building, utilize an 
exterior skin of plastic panels. The wing-like exterior 
of this structure is glass-fibre reinforced polyester panels. 
The panels, 37 by 12 ft., meant fewer joints, less weather- 
proofing, and no painting at all. The Brass Rail Restau- 
rant buildings have a series of glass-fibre reinforced 
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I hese forecasts are spotted in ligure IV.' along with 

data on past history, to serve aü a base for those who are 
interested in making their own prediction* 
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Figure IV. Annual production of plastics ( USA) 

* The production flaurcs for 1963 and 1964 used in calculating 
the predicted values were obtained from the bottom 10 per cent 
extrapolation curve. 
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Wirt» ilHwtr factors *s h* k(ii"iind    ihr  h>Mowiri|f S«H 

mm« IS*VN>W ihr ••«•(»»«-un  §tMi|gr*pnH   location .»(  pptm 
»WMUft   a*   a   httfth   ri»*   iHMlfllMi   tm    pi*-fio   lit   h»   UHfll   m 
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Hw countries havf found work «Me formulas for 
accomodating their growing artd shifting populations 
If measured hy simple need Ihr unsatisfied demand for 
»H <ypes «>l construction materials in developing nations 
r scred« hy manyfold existing commerc lai supplies and 
will expand dramatically during the next «sverai decade« 
The United Nation» estimates that "over 1.000 million 
people in Africa. Ama. and I *tin America about half 
the total population <>f these countries live in housing 
which m a health hazard and an affront to human dig- 
nity" ( 19) During the decade ¡<K>0-I970, over 200 million 
new inhabitants are expected to crowd into the cities 
of Africa, Asia, and Latin America (20) Problems of 
homing for rural areas and villages will also demand 
attention. Several factors are involved. 

Acceleration oj population growth 

According to United Nations statistics, population 
growth in developing countries today ranges from about 
1.7 per cent annually for Iran to about 3.7 per cent for 
China (Taiwan). (See appendix 2, table A-l.) The signifi- 
cance of even slight differences in growth rates is impres- 
sive. At a rate of 2 per cent annually, a nation will double 
in population after about 35 years; but a 2.5 per cent 
increase annually will double the population in about 
28 years; 3.0 per cent will achieve a doubled population 
in about 24 years; and 3.5 per cent in about 20 years. 

Furthermore, there is evidence that in recent years the 
rate of population growth has been increasing for vir- 
tually all developing nations that have achieved economic 
gains and that have improved public health and sanita- 

tion  r-.ii ¡iM»m¡t   I urfcey - papulation growth #*•> •**»«•« 
I  * pft  WM  fcetWWM   IsW 44*4   !«#«. '    ,! I fWI  in««  M»WI 
i<*4< <n»d Is»*»   ' * IM» I*M hMWMi l«MW «Ml «HS   and 
! «• mi    »CM IKMW«»H   iW> «Ut  l«*l»l   (21 I iJfct'WIMMPt mtwM 
mortality  imi  longri   MI«-  .'MW<'um v ptav  è •.I§«IHAI»HI 

<!•»• 
Hitritl iti htm itoift 

< H (»s »n h« .-»(»riNi«! lo nuotimi 41 i mit g*e«ii»i IIIHII 

ih« ivi-i »Il popiiimii.n imr*»*w ihf fr«<iié IN <tlr«tni\ 
*t-li ísiahlishfó Ih* Nulfc »f ih«- worM poputaiion «H<iu4 
'd ini VIM v no» HKKI 4,Hi íitiinrriiallv rh«- «»IMI. 

• m imisl.il th* ,»ipul»tHiM ii< re«w i,tpp*mlu 1 fatM* A >» 
I ht- rrrnd io»»id urh«mi<WMoH t^a^ .«ireadv Iwen uvirf#w 
ni «osi .»rvfl.ipiHg , nulling •&, w«»t1 »K dtrvtsUip** ¡mm*. 
r>i rxamph- hoth Sofoia *mi < »incak ahotM tjouhtad 
• M é \V»:wà* Hofofa r«HK hing <n esiimaitd i 2% «HB in 
l*»il «nd < arma* ¿bout i «S* <Mti in i**» (22 2Í) A» 
appendix » tttbir A * *ik>ws rh«»n- are tyrtwal exm*»|M«wt 
h«ifh nimiciicallv or in pcrcenlafe imrease 

Ih» impmt HI living conditio»* hau Im* tummikriMMl 
m d >mdv r»p»»rt IM hotwing from the I nit«cl N«(MMMI 

(Mcc ut PUMK Information m collaboration with tile 
lochnical AwHutanc« Amird (24) In the écvehtfHMf 
nations where houning mimt take it« place m a long line 
of economie dud social need*, the iiAculty he*. Been 
compounded by the rutth from farm to city At rt* 
worst the housing iam spills over into saaatters colonies 
Hyndred» of thousands ot homeless exercine the right 
of possession over neighbourhoods no one else want»« 
Their numbers are swelled every day by the incoming tide 
from the villages And the villages, though hy no means 
in the same straits as the cities are themselves inadequate " 

Keplmemem of strut lures 

tven Lie new construction now rising in developing 
countries is sometimes beset by difficulties. Poor quality 
materials or inadequate substitutes have to be used at 
vanous points in construction. Quality control is not 
developed and labour is often inexperienced. As a result, 
walls occasionally tend to crack, plumbing fails to operate 
properly, and electrical service may be erratic. Thus, the 
obsolescence of housing is usually more rapid than in 
industrial societies. Materials must be made available 
in the future to replace or renovate these structures. 

To these problems must be added the devastation which 
occurs periodically as the result of earthquakes and other 
natural disasters. In cases such as these, large quantities 
of materials are required on an emergency basis. The 

ed for earthquake-resistant housing is also evident. 

Rising aspirations 

With broader self-government, industrialization and 
improved services, there is a growing demand in develop- 
ing countries for improved housing. At the same time, 
further externum of mass communicatiou to developing 
countries — - through radio, television, and magazines — 
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%n inspwta#t factot m rhis inmi'im'ni m the i mtwt 
"Ha+ions acting a* Kot h catalyst and -nnovatm M ha* 
>V«T MI «tstMiattst« m aft phases ut hottstng and planning 
working IMI a variety of technical ««sisiunce i»ro(et is 
i« 1* iti the d*>vel»it*ing l'iiimtrMMi *,t flit -entre ut the 
organisation i Sousing activitte» IH * snsall unit m its 
own wtfrmtwiM mad» aa i>t >»ron»««ion«l -ttaff memners 
'rom im« countries Working closely with the I mt«d 
""•«turnt, Hottsing and Planning BJratsc-h rhev provide 
bofb ië«a« *»w* action Helping this Irtmh r<> keep m 
fwua-h with these new itfvflofwvfuiv »re rhe tour regional 
•iiiMM«»«*!»» of the I mted Mations      m rhe Fai  t-w>«t 
Latin America   Fttfope   and Africa   '"?M 
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WIMI« some of these pressure* 'or construction are 
overlapping, we foresee ¡a rising pttifiumé demand in the 
nest several decade* for construction materials thai should 
far surpass anything experienced s nee World War II 
Potential demand, however cumi he equated with 
actual demand for product« in »ie marketplace In 
developing countries, potent economic and technological 
factors stand between the need for construction and the 
ability of populations to marshal their resources to 
satisfy the need Far from attempting to describe and 
define these Hit »at ions in detail, in* following paragraphs 
are designed merely to outline some of the factors to He 
taken into account 

Ppr   (»fut» minmr 

I n«   most   ihun«. herrie-i    »o Ht  lis. nht-.l .»* •»•,,   -.-stes 
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ind iw» if, hn<»li.«irc n i 'i r-nhnm ¡IIK ¡hi ihiliiv >i 'In 
peooir to ptuci It«M (he mait'imK hv -. .HIOIIIH growth 
f*tiw»i*-s m iiinwrwliim may pruvuk «I IPHSI * oariia> 
IIISWI-I i<> hoih proMems  ^ *ill t*  It v.lo|wil i»it-i 

(•»Milu r i thtm^f 

With fh«- csKrting ri*al itemMntl fur iiminn lion rrtHtertHK 
now fsterdma local supplies m mmiv ireiiv ihr r»roMrin 
ut tornafi M h»n«t i annul hr linored ImporlHttoH .il 
hwWmg iiiUlrriaK means 4»i oW#ow ut «HIIIHM« .-apilHi 
with«»*« any pr»»nsiNe thai ehe imtffow will someday 
•Jeaae harth#r»H»re modern holism», »sin« conventional 
materiak. re^wre« * wide ranae »I prtductv which 
cannui he proci»*ced m une or two plants To build * 
comptes ut plants may place an intolerable drain un a 
local economy < >n 'he other Hund plastics from petro 
learn can provide versatile products tor u»r in construe 
hon BecHusr the reuuired intermediates ^n ^vi4ilahlr 
as a product ut other petrochemual operations, the net 
resurt can he a significan! reduction in the toreign (-«change 
problem 

Marketing Mruttwe 

tven if the materials and components tor housing can 
be manufactured within the country distribution and 
marketing systems are essential to housing development 
First, transportation facilities can be slow and costly, 
hanking resources may be restricted and difficult and 
expensive to tap, a nationwide system of billing, credit 

TSUI   I.   »UH-DTNO MATERIA!   moOUCTlOW » 

AMcm 

Earth bused (19*2) 
Cernant  414.00 M. BW." 79.00 M. BW. 1,151.000 M. Bbl. 371.00 M. BM. 
Gypsum  lé70 M. ».t.« 0«M. s.t. 27.000 M. s.t. 4.% M. st. 
Asbesto»  1.30 M. s.t. 0.02 M. s.t. 1.200 M. il. OU M. s.t 

Structural Clay Products 
(1962)  21.00 M. ».t. NA« NA« NA« 

Wood (1960 U.M.)   .  .  . 4J5.00 M.C.M.' 154.00 M.C.M. «00.000 M.C.B. 377.00 M.C.B. 
Plywood  9.00 M.C.M. 0.20 M.C.M. 2.300 M.C.M. 2.80 M.C.M. 

Iron and Steel (1962)   .  . 74.00 M. s.t. 2.80 M. s.t. 162.000 M. s.t. 48.00 M. s.t. 
Aluminum (1962) .... 2.75 M. s.t. 0.03 M. s.t. 2.340 M. s.t. 0.33 M. s.t 
Plastics (1961)  6.80 Bil. Ibs. x'\« 6.250 Bil. Ibs. NA« 

50.00 M. 
I.0ÜM. 
0.40 M. 

Bbl. 
s.t. 
s.t. 

20.00 M. Bbl. 
0.70 M. s.t. 
0.02 M. s.t. 

NA« NA» 
122.00 M.C.M. 22.00 M. 

0.16 M.C.M. 0.13 M. 
2.80 M. s.t. 3.80 M. s.t. 
0.06 M. s.t. 0.02 M. s.t. 

NA« NA» 

• Statistics compiled from : 
1. U.S. Burtau of Mima, MiiuraU Yearbook, 1962. 
2. United Nations, Food tnd Agriculture Organization, Yearbook 

of Forest Produca Statistici, 1963. 
3. Cbjinuoal Wssk, 91 (4), 53 (1962). 

» Bartels. 
• Snort tons. 
• Million cubic metres 
• Data not tvailable. 
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and checking institutions may require further develop- 
ment; and the business institutions may not adapt readily 
to mass movement of materials. 

The situation is further complicated by a highly 
fragmented market. In most developing countries the 
traditional rural housing varies drastically from region 
to region, partially for ethnic or social reasons but also 
because of climatic conditions. 

Labour 

The labour situation in developing countries frequently 
dictates the types of materials used and the manner of 
their use. Generally there is a surplus of unskilled 
workers, usually accustomed to the same type of construc- 
tion technology prevalent in rural areas. The new techno- 
logies, such as electrical circuitry, plumbing, and in 
some cases, carpentry, present training difficulties 
from the standpoint of educational levels of the trainees 
and the availability of instructors. 

The increasingly complex problem of skills in the 
building of houses has been recognized by the United 
Nations, and is part of the programme mentioned pre- 
viously. (26) Recent developments in plastics technology 
may provide routes to self-help in construction because' 
a minimum of specialized skills are required. 

Resources/or building materials 

Also of concern is the disparity of resources among 
nations and the lack of construction materials where 
they are needed the most. In many of the developing 
nations, the necessary metals and the forest resources 
are either lacking or unavailable (table 1), for a number 
of reasons. 

Although mineral deposits are known to exist in many 
of the developing areas, specific information is generally 
lacking, and geological knowledge is often scanty  As 

of 1960, only the United Arab Republic and Israel had 
been able to arange for a detailed geological survey. (27) 
Even where ores may be abundantly available, as is the 
case of Brazil with its huge iron ore reserves, the coal 
required to produce steel or other metals is often lacking 
As a result, development of metal production has been 
retarded. 

Perhaps even more critical for the majority of develop- 
ing nations is the lack of or shortage of wood for construc- 
tion. The Mediterranean Basin, which also lacks coal 
to make steel and cement, has only meagre forest reserves. 
Nor can the European countries supply the needed lumber 
for construction. As early as 1956, a United Nations 
report (28) stated that production of softwoods for 
Europe was expected to fall considerably short of require- 
ments and that the deficit would have to be covered by 
heavy imports and an extensive substitution of other 
materials. This lack also extends in a wide belt across 
the Middle East into Asia (figure I). Only Tunisia, with 
ess than one-thousandth of the world's production is 

listed among the United Nation's estimates of world 
roundwood production. (29) Even India, with an estima- 
ted fifth of the land forested, (30) must be considered 
poor in timber resources for a nation with over 400 million 
persons. 

If a nation does possess forests, it may not be able to 
develop them as readily as petrochemicals for a number 
of reasons. From the viewpoint of the total economy, 
it may be more desirable to use the wood for the develop- 
ment of paper or other products, or to export the wood 
as a raw material needed by other countries. In some 
cases adequate transportation networks may involve 
extensive capital outlays, whereas petroleum pipelines 
already developed can bring the raw material to the place 
where it will be used or where labour is available In other 
cases, technology can be a limitation. For example the 
lumbering techniques developed in temperate climates 
are not applicable to the extensive tropical forests in the 

Flnre I. Mrtf «tfrttotei *fm+*ßmu »»»«•, 
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Amazon Basin; Brazil, meanwhile, imports more than 
20 per cent of its wood pulp and 70 per cent of its news- 
print requirements. 

GENERAL ROLL OF PLASTICS FROM PETROLEUM IN MEI TING 

Till:   CONSTRUCTION   NEEDS Ol   1)1 VI LOPING   NATIONS 

Use of plastics as construction materials in developing 
nations might appear at first glance to be a fanciful and 
impractical solution. Yet with the present unfilled con- 
struction needs and with housing demands sure to become 
more pressing in the future, an aggressive programme is 
needed to go beyond present concepts. Such a programme 
must be geared to use new methods and new materials. 

Traditional construction methods and exclusive use 
of traditional materials will prove completely inadequate. 
This point has been illustrated by analysis of .he situation 
in Greece. (32) If house construction continues at its 
present rate, more than 200 years will be required before 
every Greek can have a home of a quality barely accep- 
table by today's minimum standards (1.45 persons per 
room as suggested by Greek architects). Furthermore 
dwellings constructed of present traditional materials 
represent a relatively low standard of living. 

Plastics from petroleum present potential solutions for 
fulfilling the needs for construction materials in 
the environments of many of the developing countries. 
Pertinent considerations are outlined in the following: 

Availability of petroleum as a raw material 

Petroleum, fortunately, is available in many of those 
developing countries where other resources are scarce or 
where they have been depleted (figure II and appendix 2, 
tabe A-4). Because other papers will document this point 
¡n detail, the following are to be taken only is examples. 

In  six territories of the  Middle   East     Iran   Iraq 
Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, and Bahrain     the produc- 
tion and export ol petroleum represent major percentages 
of capital invested, labour employed, and income produc- 
ed. Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and the United Arab Republic 
benefit substantially from the income from oi' transit 
The pipelines across their territories,  providing access 
to oil as a raw material, have led to ti e construction of 
major refineries. (33) Furthermore, today, »<; „re seeing 
huge oil and gas discoveries or development of previous 
fields in all sectors of the globe. Oil and gas strikes in the 
Sahara Desert have spurred major drilling programmes 
Exploration discoveries in Nigeria make that country's 
offshore prospects look quite promising. Development 
ot oil fields in Bolivia and extension of Colombian oil 
production to the border of Ecuador have opened up 
new possibilities in that part of the world. And increased 
offshore production in the Persian Gulf is expected to 
bring the total production there to one million barrels 
by the end of 1964. (See figure II.) In some cases, petro- 
leum constitutes the largest single  raw material  for 
development. 

Figur« II. World distribution of pttrokum rtMtmes 

One might hope that the rapid growth of the petro- 
chemical industry in developed countries will set a pattern 
for developing countries. In Europe, for example, only 
9 per cent of the organic chemicals were produced from 
petroleum in 1949; ten years later, the percentage rose to 
47 per cent and reached 65 per cent by 1962; in 1965, 
it should be 80 per cent. Behind this growth is the increas- 
ing availability of crude oil and natural gas in Europe. 

Cowttructkm-typt plastics /rom petroleum 

Petroleum — whether as crude oil, natural gas, or 
LPG — is the most economical raw material source for 
virtually all major plastics except the cellulosics, which 
are not in wide use for construction purposes. Such 
processes as cracking, condensation, dehydrogenation, 
oxidation, and amination can convert the hydrocarbon 
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other than the United States is only about 20 per cent or 
refinery output. (34) The limited demand for SLS Í 
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United Stales       .1,713.165        I <81 404 
European Economic 

Community . 1,108.282 188,087 
European Free-Trade 

Association         705.910 142.835 
British Commonwealth 

of Nations       !,023,909 274 570 
Dependencies of the Uni- 

ted Kingdom  .... 81.160 9.939 
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Trade Association . 385,171 104 183 
Central American Free- 
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phenolic and vinyl resins, polystyrene. ABS (acrylo- 
nitnle-butadiene-styrene), polyethylene, polypropylene 
and polybutenes, as shown in figure III. 

Key  properties favouring plastics for   construction  in 
developing countries 

Introduction of a new material requires a careful 
analysis of its properties. In many respects, plastics offer 
inhérent characteristics that specially favour their use in 
developing countries. Not only can they provide satisfac- 
tory substitutes for conventional materials that are in 
short supply; they can also provide superior properties 
to overcome problems of existing materials and to adapt 
to the available labour skills. Some of these properties 
and their pertinence to developing nations are outlined 
below: 

Light weight. Low transportation costs, case of handling 
low structural loading. 

Mouldabtlity. Cost savings in fabrication. 

Workability. Low skill levels required for cutting and 
joining. 

Design flexibility. Adaptability to a variety of configura- 
tions to meet loa    astes and requirements. 

Durability (resistance to weather, corrosion, and decay). 
Lower replacement requirement« because of ability 
to meet extreme environmental conditions. 

In addition to these general characteristics, unique 
properties to meet a specir.1 need can be achieved by 
choie* of plastic or by appropriate modification«. Some 
of these individu«! characteristics are listed below, to- 

gether with an example of a plastic material having -he 
desired properly: 

Toughness,     polyacetal 

Hardness     ABS (acrylor .tnle-butadiene-styrenc) 
Transparency     acrylics 

Vapour impermeability      polyvinylidene chloride 
Structural stability     reinforced polyesters 
Impact  resistance - polycarbonate« 
Flame resistance polyvinyl chloride 
Abrasion resistance      nylon. 

The foregoing illustrates to only a small degree the 
versatility of plastics in their ability to replace or to 
serveas a substitute for conventional building components 
Thus, with petroleum as a single primary raw material 
plastics ha\e an excellent potential for filling almost the 
entire spectrum of construction needs in developm» 
countries. 

Role of a plastics  construction  industry 
economic development 

in promoting 

Because plastics require industrial facilities for produc- 
tion of primary materials and for subsequent processing, 
industrialization will be promoted in any country where 
markets can be created. One of the best potential areas 
for such markets and for large-volume consumption 
of plastics is in building and construction. Furthermore, 
development of plastics for use in construction meets the 
three basic requirements, or objectives, proposed by the 
United Nations (37) for adaptation of processes and 
products from advanced countries to developing nations: 

1. Reduction in capital output to meet a Jesired need. 

2. Reduction in import of scarce materials by the widest 
possible use of substitutes. 

3. Better utilization of waste materials or by-products 
(naphthas in this case). 

The development of a housing programme cap be looked 
on as a capital-creating resource. With proper planning, 
the shortage of housing can be transformed from a 
national liability to a potent force and a new asset in 
developing the economy. The operation, however, is 
best approached from two different aspects: (I) a 
long-range development programme to bring forth a 
major building industry capable of produnng housing 
of continually increasing quality in continually increasing 
quantities; (2) an emergency or expediency programme ¡o 
meet present urgent needs where adequate housing is now 
lacking. 

The expediency programme applies to those who are 
operating at a bare subsistence level. The savings habit, 
which makes home-owning possible in most places, 
cannot be cultivated by workers who live st these levels, 
using goods to pay for most of their needs. Any improve- 
ment has to be made with minimum capital investment. 
To the greatest extent possible, homes must be built on a 
self-help basis. Extensive research effort has been devoted 
to this subject by the United Nations, and the dimensioni 
of radi a programme have been outlined and dowüeiited 
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In a manual on housing. (35) The self-help potential of 
plastics in construction promises to become increasingly 
evident from programmes such as the one at the University 
ol \iichigan, (iti) to be referred to later. 

The prospects for generating a building industry 
involving plastics and benefiting from it are favour- 
able on a number of counts. As previously outlined, plas- 
tics can be made to fit va-ious aspects of the environment. 
Furthermore, petroleum as a raw material is available 
in many cases where the need is greatest; and the naphtha 
fraction in surplus supply from present refinery 
operations in these countries is a favoured source for 
manufacture of polymers and plastics. With a versatility 
ranging from use in the simplest expediency-type struc- 
ture to the most elegant and costly construction, plastics 
as building materials can lead to an internal generation 
of self-sufficiency heretofore impossible. Not only is the 
problem of foreign exchange ameliorated, but a base for 
internal economic and industrial development is provided. 

STTPS   REQUIRED   TO   PROMOTI    LSE   or 

DEVELOPING   COUNTRIES 
PLASTICS    IN 

Up to tl.'s juncture, we have developed the following 
points : the present unfilled needs and future increasing 
demands for housing in developing nations, the lack 
of raw materials and specialized skills to meet these 
needs, the availability of petroleum as a raw material 
to provide plastics for construction, the existing and pro- 
>ed technology in the more developed countries, ihe new 
technologies and expanding vistas for application of 
plastics to meet building needs of all kinds. The question 
is one of further translating these raw material and 
technological assets into a programme to meet the obvious 
needs. 

Dirt a application oj existing technology 

Many of the examples given in part 1 may find ready 
translation to building construction in developing nations. 
The obvious starting place is in the cities with their 
present large demand. Many of these large cities have 
well-developed business centres, growing apartment 
developments, and more advanced -sidential projects. 
The modern structures and advanced designs in many 
cases represent opportunities for direct application of the 
techniques and practices that have been thoroughly 
tried and proved in past practice. 

The use or plastics in such cases might be visualized as 
a developing ring of concentric circles reaching out from 
the downtown areas. As industrialization grows, general 
income levels will rise, providing more demand for 
permanent high-quality housing. 

This part of the programme, potentially significant as it 
may be, can go only a small way, either volume-wise, or 
in meeting the massive need for lower-cost housing. It is 
here that the greatest potential for plastics lie; but it 
ii also the area requiring the greatest care in planning, 
for it hat been found that applying the skills and techno- 
logies of developed nations to problems in other geogra- 
phic areas is not as simple as might be hoped. Many 

assumptions arc erroneous and do not take into account 
perf'oi mance requirement*, for local environments. In 
developing countries, use of materials must also be trans- 
lated into the skill levels of the local workers. Most 
important is the effect of local customs and traditions 

including regional architectural characteristics on 
the acceptance of a different material. 

These are factors that have been well recognized in the 
I'nitcu Nations housing programme for developing nations 
and must be k?pt in mind in any programme particularly 
one involving a departure from traditional materials. 
With cognizance of these factors, planning in housing 
might have as its objective the modification of technology 
already developed and the telescoping timewise of the 
potential -pplication of plasties to the local needs. 

Advanced total planning       building standards and codes 

In facing the problem of large population centres, an 
effort should be made to establish metropolitan jurisdic- 
tional boundaries along with building standards. With 
expansion of population centres, land values near the 
centre of the city increase. Families with limited income 
move further from the metropolitan area to create an 
ever-expanding "ring-effect". Proper integrated planning 
for all areas from the beginning, rather than on a frag- 
mented temporizing basis, can be a potent force for 
preventing jurisdictional disputes and for promoting 
adequate housing developments. 

As part of the planning programme, building material 
standards should be established on more than an arbi- 
trary material-approval basis. Proposed specifications 
should be evaluated to determine whether they are compa- 
tible with the prevailing climare and whether they provide 
consideration of all materials on the basis of functional 
requirements. An important factor in setting building 
standards is the ecoromic capability of the people. If al! 
these factors are tak;n into account, building codes can 
be created on a true performance basis rather than on *he 
approval of individual materials. When this occurs, more 
equitable consideration will be given to plastics, along 
with other materials. 

Since many cities in developing areas have not estab- 
lished a précédant in construction control, this type of 
planning can provide an excellent opportunity for the 
use of plastics and for improved quality in housing. 
Furthermore, adopting codes favourable to plastics may 
be simpler in this situation than in more developed arras, 
for developing countries will not face the constraints 
often presented by the traditional materials industries 
and   labour groups. 

Use oj local materials and skills 

As more people move from rural areas to metropolitan 
areas, they bring many different social customs and tradi- 
tions with them, including ideas about housing, building 
materials, and construction methods. These people, in 
many cases, have established skills in working with mate- 
rials such as wood, concrete, stone, and stucco. The United 
Nations' self-help programme has emphasized the need 
to use or develop these skills to the utmost. Although plas- 
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tics may represent totally new concepts and new materials, 
they can go a long way toward promoting the self-help 
programme and in lilling needs that could otherwise 
remain unsatisfied. 

The application of plastics in such local programmes 
might jextend in several directions, especially in residential 
construction. With proper planning, plastics can effec- 
tively augment or replace materials or components: 
(I) for which a particular skill is not available in the 
area; (2) where poor quality materials are currently 
being used; or (3) where there is ;t scarcity of material. 
These applications might range from structural and 
forming members to the wall and ihe rcof. and also 
include floors, windows, doors, door frames, glazing, 
insulation, piping, plumbing fixtures such as lavatories 
and sinks, and even preformed bathroom units. 

CURRENT STUDirs ON PUS us FOR BUILDING 

Two notable examples will serve to illustrate the atten- 
tion that has been and is being given to actual applications 
of plastics to meet special needs of developing nations. 

Reinforced plastics in Mexican school construction 

A programme, started in 1960, was designed to complete 
-.000 rural schools per year. With the joint efforts of 
the Mexican government and Vitro-Fibras, S.A.. units 
were designed to supply living qua. ....... c~- .iic teacher, in 
addition to the required c'assroom space. Every effort 
was made to employ local materials and skills. Lacking 
in most cases, however, were materials for installation 
of roof, doors, windows, and sanitary services. 

The necessary materials have been provided in the 
form of reinforced plastics according to the following 
scheme: translucent glass-fibre reinforced window panels 
are used not only to eliminate the need for costly metal 
jambs and replacement of broken glass, but also to 
provide a soft light. Furthermore, they are designed 
to portray historic Mexican events and educational 
motifs in pictorial form, giving a stained-glass effect 
similar to that in many churches. Window vents are 
fabricated of glass-reinforced acrylic polyester resin. 
To meet cooking end sanitary needs, a unique reservoir, 
built of reinforced plastic, is placed between the kitchen 
and the bathroom as a "wet wall". The sanitary fixtures 
in both rooms are served with a single water feed. Below 
the reservoir a reinforced plastic unit carries waste water 
to a septic tank. The accessories, integrally moulded as 
part of the "wet wall", obviate the problem of assembling 
on the job; and the single-feed, sinple-drain system 
eliminate? complicated piping assemblies. 

Michigan University programme on Joamed plastics 

A project, sponsored by the U.S. State Department 
Agency for International Development (AID) at the 
University of Michigan, involves the use of plastic foams 
in home construction. (38, 39) Principal objectives are 
to demonstrate that foam can provide both suitable 
housing for developing countries, as well as the basis 
for a new industry for those nations. A number of indus- 

trial concerns are working with the University of Michi- 
gan's College of Architecture and Design in developing 
foamed plastic* for construction purposes. 

Basic studies at the University have investigated a 
number of plastic m aerials amenable to framing tech- 
niques and have laid the grout dwork for continuing 
investigation ;.nd development. 

The first prototype built to demonstrate a total 
structurai unit, as a follow-up -f the initial feasibility 
study was a 45-ft.-diameter dome-shaped house 
constructed of 4-in. polystyrene. Openings were cut 
in Ihe foam plastic lor doors, windows, and vents. 
Designed by the University staff, the structure was 
built by the Dow Chemical Company. 

A second prototype a two-story structure has 
been designed to be erected of polyurethanc foam board. 
This material is surfaced on each side with kraft paper 
and coated with an impregnating material. The prefabri- 
cated and shaped boards are joined together with poly- 
meric adhesives, which provide bonds stronger than the 
original   board. 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS TOR USI OF PLASTICS IN CONSTRUCTION 

Future potential uses for plastics in developing coun- 
tries might cover almost the entire gamut of construction 
needs. The attractive raw-material picture, the wealth 
of background from more developed nations, and studies 
already under way, piovidc significant assets on which 
to build. Although much further study will be required 
- with attention to specialized local backgrounds and 

requirements the following examples will serve broadly 
to illustrate potential applications of plastics in meeting 
the construction needs of developing nations. 

Walls  and partitions 

Decause concrete or adobe block is generally readily 
available to people in many countries, thty are reasonably 
skilled in constructing the walls of their homes. However, 
because of the need for interior partitions to provide 
privacy for individual members of families, the construc- 
tion programme could be accelerated if piastic panels 
were available at low cost. Not only would cost be an 
important factor, but the thinness of the plastic panels 
could be a decided advantage over thick masonry walls, 
as would ease of construction. 

Figure IV.  Vaulted foam roof poneh 
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The same advantages will apply in many cases to 
construction of outer wails. A possible key component 
for simple self-help homes, for both 'nterior and exterior 
walls, is foamed-plastic panel-board. This material 
lends ¡'self well to combination with conventional 
materials. For example, construction of concrete or 
adobe block piers can satisfy the traditional desire for 
stability or permanence; use of plastic panels as curtain 
wail, provides a means for rapid and economical 
rnrripletion of the structure. Extensive research has 
demonstrated the feasibility of foamed plastics for both 
dome or panel construction, as previously mentioned 

In the course of this work, it was foand that either 
organic or inorganic films or coatings can provide 
effective surface protection where needed. (40) For 
example, polymeric films from urethanes, polyesters, or 
vinyls may be used where a high order of toughness, 
impact and wear resistance must be imparted. For less 
stringent demands, foams can be protected with an 
emulsion paint; for example, latex coatings have given 
good service. 

In some cases, no protective coating is required. 
(38) Although samples of polyurcthane foams submitted 
to outdoor exposure differed according to formulation, 
instances have been reported where only discoloration 
and no erosion occurred on panels exposed for over a 
year. Where erosion did occur, the affected surface acted 
as a screen and protected the material beneath — in the 
case of panels from both urethane and styrene foam. 

The use of plastic panel materials for walls presents 
not only a low-cost material with excellent insulating 
properties and utilitarian aspects, but also an interesting 
possibility for decorative effects through use of colours. 
A wide variety of shades can be incorporated in the 
protective film, or in the foam itself, if it is to be used 
without a protective coating. 

RooJ construction 

In many developing countries, roof construction is of 
particular concern. Roofing materials are expensive, 
and money to construct the roof is generally hard to 

Figure V. Vaulted roof with Utítrtor plastic worn dividers 

find or borrow. Furthermore, considerable skill is required 
in erecting a frame for the roof and applying the finish. 
A number of expedients have been employed. A typical 
roof may use rough-hewn polos as the main supporting 
element. Over the poles is placed a woven mat, which 
is then covered with approximately 5 inches of clay. 
In other cases, the poles may be covered with clay tile 
and wired in place. In some cases, the poles may have 
bamboo spanning between them with thatch wired to 
the bamboo. 

The serious nature of the roofing problem has been 
recogn zed by the United Nations. In Ghana, for example, 
a programme has been established to minimize roof com- 
pletion as a barrier to home construction. (41 ) Upon proof 
that a house has been built to wall-plate level, money 
for the roof is loaned on a credit basis. 

In most cases, plas'ic domes or plastic sandwich 
panels could simplify the installation, provide a substan- 
tial installation, and an improved finish surface. In 
addition, cost of such a structure could be held to a 
minimum if manufacturing occurred locally. Figures IV 
and V indicate a series of foamed vaults which can be 
used as a roof covering; the walls could be constructed 
of concrete block with stucco on each side and would 
support the vaults. 

Another design, shown in figure VI, indicates use of 
structural columns to support the vaulted roof. This 
design provides the opportunity o erect the structural 
frame and roof with minimum material and effort; 
construction might be accomplished as a self-help pro- 
gramme by a local government agency, with the eventual 
homeowner constructing the panels between the columns. 
The fill-in panels between columns could be either local 
materials or a plastic panel, as mentioned previously. 
Openings between the top of the wall and the underside 
of the vault could be filled with transparent acrylic 
glazing for admission of light to the interior in tropical 
upland areas; an adjustable polyester louvre would 
serve for cross-ventilation in hot-dry and hot-humid 
areas. 

Manufacture of the foamed vaulted roof sections could 
be achieved inexpensively by using a Mylar or nylon- 
and-vinyl preformed inflatable bag. Experiments in the 
Federal Republic of Germany, as well "as in the United 
States, have provtn the feasibility and versatility of this 
method of forming. Polyurethane or polystyrene foam is 
applied over the inflated bag. Equipment currently available 
for the foaming operation can apply the foam at the 
rate of 600 sq. ft. per hour per I-in. thickness. A 2-in. 
thick material would support a compressive load of 
approximately 700 lbs. per lineal foot, which is sufficient 
to carry a roof load. In order to minimize costs, a reinforc- 
ing mesh of local materials could be used and the thick- 
ness of the foam might be reduced. If an additional 
finish is desirable, a suitable coating could be applied. 
Where conditions are severe, a glass-reinforced polyester 
could be sprayed over the foam. 

Windows and doors 

An excellent opportunity also exist« for plastics in 
windows, doon, and frames. In many developing coun- 
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tries where housing is partially put up by the owner, 
these components arc difficult to build because of a lack 
of tools. By extruding the window and door frames, 
much the same as aluminum window frames are now 
manufactured, a relatively small fabricator could supply 
a larpe portion of the housing mai kit. The frame could 
be an extruded polyester, which would include a con- 
tinuous nylon or polypropylene hinge similar to a 
piano hinge in order to reduce stress points on the 
frame after the door is hung. A cross-sectional view of 
trame, hinge, and door assembly, is shown in figure VII. 
Doors could virtually be sandwich panels consisting, for 
example, of polyurethanc foam with polyester outer 
skins on each side. Edges of the door could be covered 
with a metal channel or with a heavy plastic sheet capable 
of carrying the weight of the door, once it is attached 
to the hinge. The door and frame could be marketed 
as a complete unit or as separate components for installa- 
tion by the homeowner. 

Water supply and drainage systems 

Many cit':s must consider improving their sanitary 
and utilities services. Although cement-asbestos pipe 
provides an economical answer to provision of water 
mains and sewers, it has serious limitation in housing 
construction. A major potential use for plastics, therefore, 
is in the field of metropolitan water supply and drainage 
systems. 

When many new houses are constructed in a relatively 
short time, plastics can plav an important role for 
several reasons. Cost comparisons in relation to steel 
and copper pipe favour plastics, as previously shown; 
and a sufficient number of installations have been made 
in the United States and Europe to prove the performance 
of plastics for cold-water supply and sanitary installations 
(waste, drain, and vent). Relatively large projects could 
be installed with few skilled workmen, as the material 
is lightweight and easy to install. In many cases, little 
more is required than a saw to cut the pipe and a screw- 
driver to tighten the clamps at joints, or a paintbrush 
to apply the adhesive. If plastic pipe manufacturing 
plants are located near larger metropolitan areas, trans- 
portation costs could be held to a minimum and the cost 
of the installed pipe would be low. 

Sanitary facilities 

As economic conditions improve, the desire for more 
privacy and better sanitary facilities within the dwelling 
unit will continue to increase. A considerable market, 
therefore, could develop for plastic lavatories, sinks, 

Lo.-.i-uiled rnelomin« 

>ded pol/vinyl cJuc 

Kigurc VII. Door and frame 

and water closets. These units ordinarily would be manu- 
factured from a glass-fibre reinforced polyester. They 
can be easily connected to plastic water supply and drain- 
age pipes with a minimum of tools. With a demand for 
lower cost units, an excellent potentia1 answer is a totally 
preformed plastic bathroom unit of the type previously 
mentioned — built to include water cioset, lavatory, 
and tub. 

Structural materials — multiple-dwelling wits 

A significant aspect of the flight to the cities in develop- 
ing countries is the strong desire for individual family 
units, as a result of the prevalence in most localities of 
single-family dwellings. However, as uiban sprawl in- 
creases beyond practical means for transportation, a 
growing demand for apartments will develop. Metro- 
politan areas will have to plan for multi-story dwellings, 
therefore, in order to provide orderly expansion. 

With the need for multi-story housing, lack of structural 
materials could become a particularly serious problem. 
As the result of recent developments, however, plastics 
could supply a large portion of that market in relation 
to both structural and finish materials. A significant 
factor, as mentioned in part 1 is the availability of a wide 
variety of glass-fibre reinforced polyester structural 
members. These materials are available in standard 
structural configurations, with unit tensile and com- 
pressive strengths of about 20,000 psi. This major brrak- 

Fi|uit VI. Vmitttd foam roof pmmh 
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through   in   producing   plastic   shapes   lor   structural 
framing systems     particularly in multi-story buildings 
could result in a substantial market lor plastics in develop- 
ing   countries. 

Ail-plastic buildings 

The foregoing examples pertain to problems of various 
builoing components; but solutions to the total problem 
are not easy. Cost will remain a key factor. In addition 
to wider use of self-help programmes, radical changes in 
housing design arc  needed   if significant headway  on 
low-cost housing is to be made. Such changes have not 
been made or accepted quickly; generally, it has been an 
cvolui.onary process.  However, the growth of plastics 
technology promises to accelerate change in building 
techniques and concepts, and other pressures will result 
in a radically different house from those now available. 
Although the change at first may be gradual, the oppor- 
tuni^ for rapid change is potentially greater in develop- 
ing countries; the significant factor is a lack of precedent 
in terms of design and of stringent building standards. 

The design principles for self-help housing involving 
major use of plastics are similar to those for any low- 
cost  housing project.  They   include analysis of low- 
cost designs applicable to the climate, culture of the area, 
available materials, and use of the more efficient concepts 
of mass constiuction. Particularly important in develop- 
ing countries is ease of expansion and simplicity  of 
construction. 

Figi"; Vili shows a proposed project by Battello archi- 
tects for minimum-cost housing utilizing rigid frames 
of polyurethane or polystyrene foam with an outer skin 
of plastic. The panel, which can be manufactured or built 
on-site, contains both wall and roof. In a large housing 
development, a grid of local materials could be erected 
by self-help labour and the plastic foam sprayed on by a 
single technician who would move from one house to 
the next. Once the frames are erected or moved to the 
job site, they can be joined at the roof peak by a locking 
system incorporated in the panels. 

The interior walls, as shown in the plan, can be arranged 
in any manner desirable, utilizing foamed plastic panels 
for dividers. End walls to the rigid-frame structure 
consist of translucent or opaque plastic sandwich panels. 
In areas where transparency i* desirable, as in the living 
space, an acrylic sheet ;an be utilized. Expansion of the 
structures for larger families is possible by adding other 
rigid-frame units. Additional privacy and security can 
be obtained by the use of opaque plastic panels surround- 
ing the property. Such panels at a greater distance from 
the house, together with the transparent panels in the 
ends of the rigid-frame, will provide a feeling of larger 
living space. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The current technolo3y of plastics in construction can 
serve as a firm foundation for meeting the housing needs 
in developing countries. Because of their versatility, 
plastics can be used in conjunction with locally available 
materials to encourage their use to the fullest extent, 

filling the need for construction components or skills 
that are scarce or unavailable. Where little precedent 
has been established in rigid building standards, the 
designer is no longer bound by unreasonable restrictions. 
Many people, anxious to improve living conditions, are 
ready and willing to develop new skills. We see now 
only the glimmer of exciting possibilities that lie ahead. 
Such components as walls, roofing panels, windows, 
doors, and even an all-plastic house -as suggested in 
this presentation can fill major gaps, but these will 
be only the start. 

With these trends, the step now required is to choose 
a route that will transform established technologies as 
rapidly as possible to meet local environments and needs. 
Plastics broadly, and plastics in housing specifically, 
provide a promising route to industrialization and to the 
satisfaction of these needs. Because they represent a 
potential for one of the largest single-volume outlets 
for petrochemicals, they provide on the one hand an 
incentive and an encouraging factor for building and 
expanding refineries into petrochemical production. On 
the other hand, because plastics themselves require 
industrial facilities for manufacturing and processing, 
they can help to promote industrialization as their 
markets develop. 

Despite the potential for providing a route to self- 
sufficiency in meeting housing needs via plastics, careful 
attention will be required on several fronts to insure 
realistic industrial development. Prices for plastics used 
in construction have reached their present attractive 
levels, not only because of technical developments, but 
also because of increasing production capacity. To set 
up a complex of small plants in each developing country 
to produce a spectrum of polymers and plastics could 
prove uneconomical. 

The importance of large volume production by newly 
industrializing countries was stressed in a presentation 
to the Third Arab Petroleum Congress in 1961, with the 
admonition that the development of a petrochemical 
industry by a group of developing nations "seems only 
feasible on the level of both an internal common market 
and a sizable export prospect". (42) The advantage of 
large-volume production might be realized by construc- 
tion of one — or at most, only a few — large-volume 
plants in a given country to produce a given group of 

polymers and plastics; by trade agreements with other 
countries manufacturing other producto on an equally 
large scale, a mutual cost advantage could be real- 
ized. 

More than a passive programme will also be required 
to translate established practices and present uses for 
plastics in construction to the needs of developing 
nations. Each country or locale should be considered 
a case unto itself, with its own peculiar problems. Direct 
applications or adaptations that can be made to meet 
local environments merit special studies. The United 
Nations might become a most effective medium for 
co-ordinating existing technology and for guiding acquisi- 
tion or development of new technologies to meet local 
needs. Widespread promotion of self-help programmes 
already established by the United Nations should be 
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encouraged, with special attention to plastics and their 
role in promoting such programmes. 

The early establish ment of building standards and codes 
can go a long way toward promoting, rather than hinder- 
ing the use of plastics in construction. More research is 
needed to serve as a basis for establishing specifications 
and quality requirements for given areas, with special 
attention to adjustment for local climatic conditions. 
To provide assurance that these materials will prove 
satislactory in their new environment, the trial and 
error method is to be avoided. A programme involving 
controlled exposure studies at the site involved is highly 
desirable, especially where unusual conditions are likely to 
be encountered. Special emphasis should be given to ihosc 
forces that are likely to cause damage to building mate- 
rials, such as solar radiation, high temperatures, moisture, 
atmospheric pollution, insects, and rodents. Further 
attention should also be given to firepmoring agents or 
to fire-resistant plastics. 

By building on the present firm foundation and with 
proper planning and effort, we should find future oppor- 
tunities for plastics in developing countries to be almost 
unlimited. 
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APPENDIX 1 

TABU A-l. MAJOR PLASTICS IN CONSTRUí I ION 

Plastics in common use for construction today 

ABS (acrylonitrile-butadiciK-styrene): 

Excellent resistance to chemicals; impact strength, hardness, 
abrasion and heat resistance—used for drain, waste and 
vent pipe, pump parts 

Acrylics: 

Strong, clear, good wcatherabilily — used largely foi glazing, 
light diffusion, skylights, decorative applications. Available 
as cast and extruded sheet, foamed products are being 
developed, having an added insulation property 

Alkyd moulding compounds: 

Electrically insulating — moulded electrical parts 

Alkyd polyesters: 

Tough, flexible, used extensively for coalings on metal, 
wood, masonry 

Cellulosici: 

Original plastic discovered in mid-1800's. Characteristics 
vary widriy. Cellulose cottale butyrate is tough, weather- 
résistant, clear. Usad for exurior applications, store 
facades, pipe, knots, buttons, instrument housings 
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TABLE A-I. (Conlinutd) 

Coumarone-indene: 
Water-resistance additive - - used in coalings such as concrete 

sealers, wall paints and primers, asphalt t.lc, vinyl-asbestos 

tile 

Epoxies: 
Adhesive, hard, strong, weather and chemical resistant, 

clcc'.ncaily-insulating, heatable. For concrete patching 
caulking, simulated terrazzo, protective coatings, electrical 
insulation, sealants, adhesives, laminates 

Melamine and urea: 
Dimensions stable, heat-resistant, durable and1 pre«mting 

an unusually hard surface used extem.vcly for l.gh me 
fixtures, coatings, ventilator grills, electrical insulators, 
adhesives, finishes and decorative laminates 

Nylons: 
High strength, low friction - in hardware as bearings lor 

butt hin¿s, drapery slides, tracks, rollers and guides fo 
sliding doors and cabinets, lock inserts, drawer pulls, door 
handles, latches, fasteners, window glide»; where light 
weight and smooth operation are requ.red Nylon also 
is being considered for use as hot-water plumbing and 
tests indicate that this is a practical, if relatively expensive, 

application 

Phenolics : 
Impact resistant, tough, adhesive, chemical and heat resistant, 

electrically insulating : moulded drawers, electrica^insula- 
tion, protective coatings, bonding agents, pulleys, handles 
dials, knobs, laminates 

Rigid polyvinyl chloride: 
Non-combustible, opaque or translucent hard, chemical 

and^corrosion resistant, flexible. Used for parlions 
sandwich pa.iel skins, curtain wall skins, pipe, side and 
sky lighting complete enclosures, fence*, glazing 

Plasticized PVC: 
Durable, flexible, self-extinguishing, electrical and ch-mical 

reaistant. abrasion ^¡stant-usedfo.wjre coating, 
floor and wall coverings, coatings, sheet and film 

Polyesters: 
Tough, strong, clear; weather, chemical and corrosion 

restant, high strength to weight ratio. Used extensive!, 
with reinforcement for interior partitions, sky and side 
lighting, sandwich panel sk:ns, patching compounds, 
coatings, used experimentally as the entire shell of struc- 

tures 

Low molecular weight polyethylene: 
Sirong, tough, flexible, clear - used for vapour and wa.er 

barriers, waxes 

High molecular weight polyethylene : 
Tough, impermeable, corrosion resistant, high strength 

relative to weight - used fcr cold water pipe, irrigation, 
electrical insulation, tools, wire coatings 

Silicones : 
Weather and oxidation resistant, water repellent, excellent 

electrical properties - used in paints, varnishes and 
other finishes, masonry water repellents, wire coating, 
laminating and bonding, caulking, sealing, lubucation 
compounds, adhesives 

Polystyrene: 
A variety of characteristics - such as high strength, clarity, 

weatherability -•- is possible in styrene depending on 
modification. High impact slyrene is used for wall tile, 
light fixture parts, clectnol insulators 

Expanded polystyrene: 
Excellent tliermal insulation and water resistance — used 

in slab form for masonry, roof and perimeter insulation, 
sandwich panel cores 

Polyurethane»: 
Variety of characteristics, depending on formulation. 

Flexible foamed urethane is used for cushioning, weather 
stripping. Rigid urethane foam is used primarily for sand- 
wich panel cores, thermal insulation in masonry, pipe, 
roof and allied applications (higheat thermal efficiency). 
Urethane coatings display high abrasion and weather 
resistance, hard surface high gloss and long life. Uwthane 
elastomers are used for drive belt«, pump housing linings, 

gaskets. 
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1956 
  19J0 

19(0 
         1*51 

INI 
I»«  1947 

1957 
tEkkm             IMI 

INI 
Tw—y         1945 

1955 
         1950 

19» 
         1950 

19(0 
Cm  1952 

19(0 
ìUaéwm        1945 

IMI 
Paarte Mao         1930 

19(0 
V««-mh        1930 

19(1 

1.838 
3,314 

5.712 
9,719 

271 
6(0 
965 

1.Î47 
1,(09 
3,411 

61,175 
71,136 

1,621 
2.4(6 
1,663 

12,295 
4,6(7 
6,927 

10,9(3 
17,705 
11,7(3 
31,991 
3,561 
6,045 

348 
575 
MS 

1.039 
2.709 
5.079 

23.6 
32.5 

30.1 
37.7 

5.0 
7.6 

29.9 
35.6 
19.0 
29.3 
17.3 
11.0 
33.1 
39.2 
11.4 
13.1 
24.9 
2(1 
42.6 
30.7 
36.2 
45.1 
59.9 
67.2 
29.0 
30.5 
40.5 
44.2 
53.1 
67.5 

5,949 
6,(91 

13,255 
16,052 
5,135 
(.013 
2.265 
2,436 
6,(44 
(.215 

295,004 
359.772 

3,188 
3,(54 

67,179 
(1,425 
14,103 
17,137 
14,(07 
17,218 
33,162 
3(,976 
2,3(0 
1,9(3 

(52 
1,309 
1,316 
1,310 
2,325 
2,445 

76.4 
67.5 

69.9 
62.3 
95.0 
92.4 
70.1 
64.4 
81.0 
70.7 
82.7 
82.0 
66.2 
60.8 
88.6 
86.9 
75.1 
71.2 
57.4 
49.3 
63.8 
54.9 
40.1 
32.8 
71.0 
69.5 
59.5 
55.8 
46.2 
32.5 

tata, 1943, 9. M4. Yt»rb—k, I9SS, ». its. United Nation», DtmotrfUt Ytv- 

TABU A-3. T-PICAL IMAN <MOWTH IN otviLonNo oouwram 

cur 1*4Í 
INO 

Cfcf 
INI 
1947 
IMt 
»51 
IMI 

MOT 

toso 
um 

M*. 0» Cam MtM Ym ft«*... 
133,936 Karachi Mctropoliiaii 1951 1.126.417 
337.82Í 1959 24(04(0 
494499 Lafoa City 1952 2(7407 
8(3,(79 19(2 3444OO* 
201,53« UN Mtropclitaii »955 1,045400* 
646,151 19(1 1,715471» 
mjn Maafla Cky 1948 9(3406 

1.J30.15J I960 1,131411 
64(424» Ri»*Jaaaira City 1950 2.30340 

\jMjm* I960 3,223,401 

2401454 
xmjm 

laJttwy 

fin (alradir 

Matrafolitaii 

Chy 

1946 
195» 
1950 
INO 
1952 

(9.100 
2714» 
1614»! 
2414» 

144UM 
J9J4M 19(0 1400400 

IJJMM twPaala dur 1999 mim 
IMUèè HM 3,1(4404 
uninf 

171. 

wm (HM-i 



TABLE A-4. WOULD PRODUCTION OF CRUDE PETROLEUM AND NATURAL 
OAS, 1962 • 

TARLE A-4. (continued) 

TruUitt tern 
Nanna m 

Cmét Pfirtênm     11.000.000 cubic 
11.000 bmrrrlil <• feet! 

United States  

European Economic Community 
France  
Federal Republic of Germany 
Italy  
Netherlands  

European Free-Trade Association 
Austria  
United Kingdom  

17,514 
COMECON 

Albania  4,937 
Bulgaria  1,460 
Czechoslovakia  
Hungary  
Poland  
Romania  
USSR  

Latin American Free-Trade Associa- 
tion 
Argentina  
Brazil  
Chile  
Mexico  
Peru  

British Commonwealth of Nations 
Canada  
India  
New Zealand      
Nigeria  
Pakistan  
United Kingdom  

Sarawak and Brunei  
Trinidad and Tobago  

North AfikamiMUdk East 
Algeria  
Bahrain  
Ira«  
i»q    
land  
Kmnrit  758431 
Lib»»  tifisi 
Monaco  961 
Qatar ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 67,911 
f«k«Ambta  555,056 
TraaU Mates  5,551 

Twlsajr   '. '. '. '. '.'. '.'.'.'.'. 4,159 
UMM AirA lUfMteelc  32421 

2,676,185 13.876,622 

17.071 
48,946 
12,308 
14,742 

176.886 
17.970 

266,832 
22,392 

93.067 484,080 

16,694 
820 

61,013 

W13.7W 

61,013 

1,150 
12,208 
1,502 

88,420 
1,357,800 

N.A.« 
12,674 
30,625 

329,805 
2,649,720 

1,466,477 3,022,824 

98,154 
33,401 
11,690 

111,830 
21,134 

N.A." 
19,082 

132,844 
371,225 
42,320 

276,209 565,471 

244,139 
7,337 

4 
24,624 
3,338 

820 

946,860 
N.A.* 

5 

42,076 

280,262 988,941 

28,286 
48,877 

120 
N.A.« 
29,749 

77,163 29,869 

158,094 
16,446 

481,939 
366\832 

1,12« 

13,189 

107,161 
N.A.* 

39,619 

NA' 

267 

MUM 

Southern and Eastern Asta 
Burma  
Indonesia  
Japan   
China (Taiwan)  

Unaligned American Countries 
Bolivia  
Colombia  
Ecuador   
Venezuela  

1,225,356 
Central and Southern Africa 

Angola  3,404 
Congo (Brazzaville)  926 
Gabon  5,992 
Senegal     3 

10,325 
Miscellaneous 

China (mainland)  51,100 • 
Cuba  90« 
Netherlands New Guinea    ... 917 
Yugot'avia      10,785 

4,366 
167,771 

5,316 
14 

440 
95,767 
45,137 

1,433 

177,467 142,777 

2,911 
51,918 

2,573 
.,167,954 

31,107 

194,363 

225,470 

328 

328 

3,557 

62,892 3,557 

• Derived from : 1962 Minerals Yearbook, Volume II, Fuels, Bureau 
of Mines U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Government Printing 
Office, Washington (1963). 

» 42-galhm barrels. 
c Estimated. 
« Data not available. 

TARLE A-5. DFMAND POR OASOLINE AND ALL PETROLEUM PRODUCT! 
•v COUNTRY, 1962* 

e9Pl8BjpSj8J fwf 

l|r9s"18M88J8Jfi pWwéwÊCwë 

(IMO tornii) gWniwii of 

United Stmt  3,733,165 

European Economic Commu- 
nity 
Belgium and Luxembourg . 77,881 
France  262,562 
Oréeos  24,310 
Italy  243.673 
Netherlands  141,531 
Federal Republic of Ger- 

many   358425 

1.10B4S2 

tum 
  27442 
  52453 

Finland  25,088 
  at4o 
  144M 
  W7.7« 
  35,490 

%rew•Bp64 8J%BBMB^8JS91JJS^P| « ^ffé\^jf^r*war 

1,583,404 43 

13,510 17 
56,334 21 
2,458 10 

334*2 IS 
10432 8 

69,651 20 

188487 17» 

6468 23 
11433 21 
3,760 IS 
sjm 1« 
2,102 14 

19432 18 
«4M V 

86.I73 21 

28» 

FfJ- 

«MOM mÉHm 



TABLE A-5 (continued) 
TABLE A-5. (Continued) 

Trading , 

Demone for 
petroleum products 

i l.nno barrels) 

Central American Free-Trade 
Association 

Costa Rica  1,579 
El Salvador  1,686 
Guatemala  3,521 
Honduras  1,658 
Nicaragua      1,510 

9,954 
Latin   American   Free-Trade 

Association 

Argentina  110,665 
Brazil      114,659 
Chile  19,154 
Mexico  106,147 
Paraguay  922 
Peru  21,989 
Uruguay  11,837 

385,373 
British Commonwealth of 

Nations 

Australia  90,212 
Canada  335,065 
Ceylon  4,899 
Cyprus  2,288 
Ghana  3,909 
India  66,349 
Malaysia  63,607 
New Zealand  15,152 
Nigeria  6,272 
Pakistan  20,021 
Sierra Leone  2,790 
United Kingdom  413,345 

7,023,909 

Aden  28,569 
Barbados  1,511 
Bermuda  1,785 
Guinea  2,483 
British Honduras (Beiice)   . 122 
Cameroon  1,018 
m      9« 
Hong Kong  10,137 
Jamaica  5,930 
Kenya  6,170 
Malta  1,074 
Tanganyika and Zanzibar . 2,314 
Trinidad and Tobago .  . . 17,338 
Uganda  1,043 

»1,160 
North Africa and Mia* Emi 

Algeria  7,271 
Bahrain      12,139 
Iran  53,422 
Iraq  17,335 
land  17,2*1 
Jordan  2,331 
Kuwait  34415 
  12,036 

510 
565 
894 
383 
561 

2,913 

22,670 
34,815 
6,577 

30,859 
337 

6,621 
2,504 

104,383 

40,888 
112,302 

1,292 
536 

1,192 
9,002 
9,746 
8,635 
2,250 
2,344 
208 

86,175 

274,570 

3,042 
222 
838 
194 
51 

439 
253 
620 
836 
976 
239 
676 

1,073 
460 

9,939 

2.776 
33S 

4,218 
233 
1,962 
32« 

2,303 
2,633 

Gasoline 
portion of 

total ¿emani. 

32 
34 
25 
23 
37 

291 

20 
30 
34 
29 
37 
30 
21 

27» 

45 
34 
26 
23 
30 
14 
15 
57 
36 
12 

& 
21 

27» 

11 
15 
47 

8 
42 
43 
26 
6 

14 
16 
22 
30 
6 

44 

12» 

38 
5 
I 

14 
11 
13 

7 
22 

Libya  |,626 
Morocco  6 847 
Saudi Arabia  23,182 
Syria       5J64 
Tunisia  4,411 
Turkey  Ì6J(A 
United Arab Republic    . 39,419 

256,760 
Southern and Eastern Asia 

Burma  4,278 
Cambodia and Rep. of Viet- 

Nam    6,769 
Indonesia  40,007 
Japan      326.139 
Rep. of Korea  7,007 
Laos  239 
Philippines, Republic of .  . 24,783 
China (Taiwan)  9,154 
Thailand  12,034 

430,410 

Unaligned American countries 

Bolivia  2,492 
Colombia  23,402 
Dominican Republic .  .  . 2,673 
Ecuador  5,623 
Haiti  756 
Panama  8,962 
Puerto Rico  23,725 
Surinam  2,413 
Venezuela  60,103 

130,149 

Central and Southern Africa 

Angola  2,402 
Congo, Republic  2,648 
Ethiopia  960 
Gabon  312 
Liberia  459 
Malagasy Republic    .  .  . 1,078 
Mozambique  2,364 
Rhodesia and  Nyasaland, 

Federation of  4,768 
Somali Republic  ISO 
Somaliland, French .... 9,805 
South Africa, Republic of . 29,610 
Sudan  3,768 

58,324 
Miscellaneous 

Afghanistan  1,100 
Iceland  2,478 
Ireland  13,187 
Netherlands Antilles   . . . 82,048 
Netherlands New Guinea  . 364 
New Caledonia  368 
Spain  43,020 
Yugoslavia  12.030 

134,115 

567 
2,126 
1,876 

750 
614 

4,373 
2,181 

29,882 

1,310 

2,279 
8,298 

48,243 
680 
185 

8,110 
1,772 
3,404 

74,281 

1,081 
11,517 

868 
1,555 

281 
1,954 
7,616 

149 
15,818 

40,839 

474 
',588 

712 
95 

218 
508 
300 

2,373 
50 

131 
14,200 

734 

21,383 

807 
297 

3,064 
7,738 

152 
156 

6,529 
2,792 

21.535 

35 
31 

8 
13 
14 
26 
6 

12" 

30 

34 
21 
15 
10 
77 
33 
19 
28 

17 "> 

43 
50 
33 
28 
37 
22 
32 
6 

26 

31» 

20 
60 
75 
30 
48 
47 
13 

50 
33 

1 
48 
19 

37» 

73 
12 
23 

8 
42 
27 
15 
23 

14» 

• Derived from : 1*2 hUnenb 
of Mints, U.S. Department of the 
(Mee, Washington (1«}). 

» Avenge for the area. 

Vohm» II, Futís, 
. U.S. - 
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